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Message from
The Minister for Highways
New South Wales, the oldest State in the Commonwealth of
Australia, has provided much of interest to historians during its
dynamic development since the first settlement at Sydney Cove. I am
certain that this story will prove to be a worthwhile and welcome
addition to the publications which chronicle the fascinating history of
this State. It will certainly ensure that those who have forged the
links of road communications across our rugged landscape, and to
whom we owe so much, will not be forgotten nor their work ignored.
"The Roadmakers" is an absorbing account that will be read by
many with great interest. It shows remarkable progress in the
techniques of road and bridge construction, particularly during the
last forty years when we have witnessed an exciting transition from
man, animal and steam power to the use of giant machines, intricate
equipment and automation.
The production of this book proceeded during the periods in which
several of my colleagues held the position of Minister for Highways.
As I have only recently succeeded them, I would like to acknowledge
their deep concern for the continuing improvement of road
communications in this State.
It is an appropriate time and place for me to extend to the staff
and employees in the Department of Main Roads and of all Local
Government Councils, who are the roadmakers of today, the
gratitude of the Government for the part they have played - both
collectively and as individual men and women - in providing such
a valuable community service to the people of New South Wales. As
we can look back with admiration on what past generations have
accomplished in spite of difficulties, so we can look at the work of
our own age with justifiable pride and appreciation. Similarly, we can
look forward with well-founded feelings of optimism and expectation
to what will be achieved by roadmakers in the future to make our
State a worthwhile place in which to live, work and travel.

The Hon. J. C. Bruxner, M.L.A.,
Minister for Transport and
Minister for Highways.

Foreword
The history of any area, subject or organisation is rarely appreciated
at the time by those people whose words and actions contribute to
that history - and often little thought is given to retaining
documents from which an accurate record of events can later be
written. As time passes, details of happenings and the reasons behind
them become blurred to the extent that. without the written word,
we find we can only draw upon hazy recollections to make up a
picture of the past.
So that future generations will not have to depend on such flimsy
information about early roadworks in New South Wales, it was
considered desirable to compile a suitable history and Mrs P. A.
Griffith was engaged to carry out the initial research and collation
of material.
I wish to place on record appreciation of the unfailing efforts of my
predecessor, Mr R. J. S. Thomas, in initiating and guiding the
preparation of such a valuable work. The publication of this book is
due, in no small way, to his active interest in all historical matters and
to his concern that an adequate record of the activities of the
De~artmentbe retained.
Fortunately, in the realm of roadmaking, many contemporary
descriptions still exist and in preparing the early chapters of this
history it has been possible to refer to original reports and
correspondence retained in the Mitchell Library, Sydney. The later
activities and policies of the Main Roads Board and the Department
of Main Roads have been documented from material held in the
Department's own archives, supplemented with the recollections of
people who were personally involved in particular projects.
As work progressed, it became obvious a comprehensive account of
almost two centuries of road and bridge building, complete with all
associated financial, administrative and legislative changes, would fill
many volumes. The chosen objective therefore has been to record
highlights of the activities in roadmaking in New South Wales up to
the present time, and the information and illustrations presented in

this publication have been selected after long and painstaking
research with this objective in view.
To a degree, the work can be regarded as a summary or as a
starting point for those interested in delving more deeply into this
important part of our history. It will, at the same time, serve as a
window through which a wider audience will be able to look into the
generally unfamiliar world of the roadmakers.
In the preparation of this document, it has been necessary to call
for the assistance of many people presently serving in the Department,
many retired officers and many not otherwise associated with the
Department - but to list them all by name would be well-nigh
impossible. The generous co-operation of the staff of the Mitchell
Library, the Public Library of New South Wales, other Government
Departments and associated organisations, in making available
valuable source material, is acknowledged with gratitude. Many
published works by established historians have been consulted, and
their writings and references have laid down valuable guidelines for
those who have undertaken research for this work.
Therefore, to all who have contributed their talents and time,
directly or indirectly, to make this book so informative and attractive
- particularly to past and present officers and employees in the
Department, a t all levels - sincere thanks are now offered.
"The Roadmakers" is the culmination of their combined efforts and
I am sure it will add another important chapter to the historical
records of New South Wales.

A. F. Schmidt, B.E., F.I.E.Aust., F.C.I.T.,
Commissioner for Main Roads, New South Wales.
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Gone Walkabout
Aboriginal Trade Routes

If asked to explain what they understood an Aboriginal walkabout
to be, most people would probably describe it as a haphazard type
of meandering - a satisfying of an impelling urge to just get up and
go - a restlessness to move about - or a simple search for food.
But long before the Australian Aborigine's world was diminished and
his movements irrevocably curtailed by the constant encroachment of
the white man, tribesmen in many parts of Australia regularly
travelled long distances for social, ritual and business reasons, the
same as we do, using tracks which were roughly equivalent to what,
in our society, we call roads. These trade routes are now an almost
forgotten feature of earlier Aboriginal life, overshadowed by more
enduring and culturally appealing activities in the fields of art, crafts,
music and dancing.
Adoption of the white man's tools, utensils, weapons, clothing,
currency and other commodities (obtainable in shops) has changed
the nature of Aboriginal economy in most parts of the continent, as
they have moved from their traditional camping places to government
settlements, mission centres, cattle stations, mining camps, country
towns and capital cities. Nevertheless, barter and exchange still persist
in some areas, although the means of movement has been usually
modernised to motor vehicles.
At the end of last century before the original habits had changed
one observer wrote that most Aboriginal walkabouts were "but part
and parcel of the great trading or bartering system, which is more
or less continually going on throughout the various districts.
Certain trade routes laid down from time immemorial along their
own or messmates' country are followed by the members of a tribe
or tribes, along which each knows that he is free to travel
unmolested; these routes of greater or less extent, are rigidly
adhered to."'
We do not generally think of the Australian Aborigine as a trader.
The idea of commerce and business seems alien to our view of him
as a hunter taking from the bush around him only sufficient birds,
beasts and berries for the immediate needs of his family or tribe.
However, intertribal trade and travel was a vital part of his way of
life, which meant a welcome break from more mundane tasks and
allowed him to acquire something of greater utility or of special social
significance. This he did by exchanging some equally valuable
commodity which he had made, found or caught. Barter was usually
carried out at inter-group social gatherings or at specified places on
the boundaries of local group territories. As the Aborigines had no
currency or measure of value, personal agreement was the basis of the
exchange of goods.
Probably the most widely-quoted example of Aboriginal travel
refers to Queensland where bands of men journeyed long distances to
secure a highly prized narcotic known as pituri (the dried leaves and
twigs of a shrub - Duboisia hopwoodi - traditionally obtained from
the upper Mulligan River). It was bartered throughout western and
central Queensland, northwestern New South Wales, the Northern
Territory and northern South Australia. The natives chewed the
pituri with lime but after white settlers arrived they turned to
tobacco and liquor.

An authority on the subject has pointed out that it should be
understood that "many so-called trade routes are not narrow,
well-defined trails, although these d o occur in some areas. In good
seasons, when water and food are plentiful on all sides, the natives
may travel overland, but in the dry seasons and in arid country,
they keep to the rivers and waterholes, where food also congregates.
Objects and corroborees are thus traded across and through wide
strips of country . . . and many of them pass haphazardly from local
group to local group; some, however, travel constantly for
considerable distances in definite directions and through the same
tribes as others have before them."=
Examples of products that were traded throughout neighbouring
districts and far beyond include red ochre pigment from northwestern South Australia and from eastern Western Australia,
boomerangs in the Northern Territory and stone axes from the Mt.
Isa-Cloncurry area in Queensland. Bands of men travelled long
distances, in some instances over a hundred miles, to the ochre and
stone quarries to obtain their supplies. The most widely distributed
articles were the pearl shell ornaments from the Kimberley coast in
Western Australia which were traded thousands of miles southward
into the interior of the continent, even penetrating into Queensland
and reaching the coast of South Australia. Similarly, baler shell
pendants from Cape York where treasured by Aborigines in the
Northern Territory, western Queensland and western New South
Wales. Both of these ornaments acquired immense magical
significance in the interior and travelled along traditional barter and
gift exchange routes.
Quite long trunk routes have become discernible when local trading
tracks have been plotted on maps. These trunk routes were the
avenues along which important culture elements - technological,
social and religious - were diffused, while the trading system formed
the mechanism by which this diffusion often became a comparatively
rapid process, introducing products and traits not only along
particular trunk routes but also into widely-separated tribes. Such
were the complex ramifications of the local barter tracks.

What were the reasons behind Aboriginal trade and the influences
which encouraged them to undertake repeated journeys and thereby
establish regular, although primitive, routes?
One of the basic incentives was to obtain a popular and preferable
type of raw material (such as wood for weapons and utensils, stone
for implements and ochre for decoration) which occurred in a
confined locality owned by one band or local group and which did
not occur in the territories of neighbouring bands. It has also been
noticed that certain craftsmen became fa,mous in distant and different
tribal areas for making particular items. To their personal skill was
sometimes added a mysterious power (derived from the ancestral
spirit beings who created the raw material) which gave to their
products a magical potency and value above those of any locally-made
examples.

Aboriginal Trade Routes (continued)

Time was another factor. For example, if a band could secure a
sufficient supply of a highly prized type of boomerang, the men would
utilise their time in making other artifacts. In arid areas where food
was scarce in the dry season and the greater part of the day was
spent in hunting, this saving of time was of prime importance. In
more fertile areas, where survival was less precarious and the people
had a wider-ranging material culture, time saved in this way was
usually devoted to making more articles for both use and barter.
The desire for social intercourse was another important factor
activating trade. At intertribal gatherings, the opportunity was taken
to settle grievances and social obligations, to cement friendships, and
to extend personal and group relationships. Barter was often the only
communication between some tribes and, where distrust or hostility
upset the cordial relationships of two groups, the strong allure of a
regular opportunity to exchange goods tended to foster peace between
them.
Obviously, the amount of barter possible at any one time was
restricted by the difficulty of carrying the goods obtained (especially
stone implements) back to one's own territory. As with present-day
roads, the physiography of the country exerted an important influence
on location of the trade routes. Tracks in outback regions usually ran
from waterhole to waterhole, rivers became permanent highways even
when they were dry (and water was obtainable only by digging), and
everywhere mountain ranges formed barriers which were avoided
unless there were valleys or passes by which they could be crossed.
Regular tracks were followed between seasonal camps and were
necessary for personal comfort when travelling through forests and
burr-infested country.
From early descriptions of tribal gatherings we can learn more of
the specific reasons for Aboriginal travel and of particular routes in
New South Wales.
Quaker visitor James Backhouse noted in 1836 that "three tribes
of Blacks were assembled here last night; one belonging to the
neighbourhood (Kangaroo Valley), and the others to Shoal Haven
and Bong Bong. There were forty men in one of these tribes: they
were going to the Cow-pastures, to learn a new song, that had been
invented by some of their country people there! For an object of this
kind they often travel great distance^".^
Explorer Charles Sturt has pointed out that native tracks followed
the banks of the Darling, Macquarie, Castlereagh and Murrumbidgee
Rivers, and that the tribes of the Murrumbidgee wandered over to
the L a ~ h l a nSimilarly,
.~
Major Thomas Mitchell noticed well-trodden
paths on the Bogan and Darling Rivers and that the first tribe he met
on the Murray River was one he had encountered earlier some 200
miles up the Darling R i ~ e r . ~
As previously mentioned, sites where stone implements were made,
or the materials obtained, formed centres of barter. Known examples
are Emu Plains for chipped and ground-edge pebble axes, Mounts
Harris and Forster (near Dubbo) for porphyry ground-edge axes
(which were bartered as far north as Brewarrina and east to the
Bogan River), and the Newcastle and neighbouring district for chert
(a flint-like quartz). Ground-edge axes, and many types of

implements, came down the Paroo River to the Wilcannia district and
many axes made of metamorphic material from the Barrier Ranges
have been found near Menindee and further south. A recent study has
revealed the existence of an extensive trade in stone axes in the
Hastings-Tweed Rivers region on the north coast as well as from
quarries on the northern tableland for hundreds of miles across to the
Darling River and as far west as Menindee and Broken
It is known that an exchange of articles sometimes took place
between the coastal natives at Port Stephens and their inland
neighbours. At these meetings, iron tomahawks, sea-shells and pieces
of glass (with which they scraped and sharpened their spears) were
generally exchanged for possum skins and ceremonial headbands
made from the fur of possums (which were more numerous inland
than near the coast).? A tribe from the Liverpool Plains journeyed
down the Hunter River Valley to the coast on both trading and
raiding excursions, while natives from the Singleton area visited the
Gosford district and neighbouring shores for marine foods (following
a track which traversed Cockfighter Creek and the Macdonald River
to Mangrove Mountain). The Gosford natives probably returned the
visits.
Further afield, bartering was also practised by the tribe of the
Darling-Murray River junction with natives from higher up the
Darling River, who occasionally brought down the wood of the mulga
tree for spear points as well as stone mortars and pestles for pounding
and grinding seeds and tough tubers. These they exchanged for nets,
twine or fish-hooks.8
Movement and barter were also often associated with the feasts of
seasonal foods. For example, at Brewarrina on the Barwon River the
fishing season was sometimes made the occasion for neighbouring
groups to join in corroborees, initiation ceremonies and trade
gathering^.^ Similarly, when the Bogong moths appeared in their
myriads in the Mount Kosciusko district, natives came from different
tribal areas to feed on them for as long as three months. It is
recorded that in 1900 as many as 600 to 700 Aborigines from the
Snowy River, Tumut and Queanbeyan districts gathered in midsummer to participate in the Bogong feast.1°
Even from these brief notes it can be gauged that in the social life
of Aboriginal tribes, trade and travel were cohesive factors, linking
both neighbouring and distant groups through their mutual needs and
desires for special delicacies, raw materials, manufactured articles,
corroborees and songs. Trade and travel encouraged the development
of personal skills and were the means whereby surplus products were
disposed of, the economy of the tribe balanced and its culture
enriched.
Such is still the case in our modern world where movement and
exchange between people constantly leads to the enrichment of our
culture - and where today's roads, like the primitive Aboriginal
tracks of yesterday, are of prime importance as the arteries of
commerce and communication and as an integral part of our
continuing well-being and development.
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PART !/CHAPTER 1

1788-1809

Linking the Settlements of the Spreading Colony
SElTLEMENT BEGINS

King George 111's speech to the English Parliament on
23rd January 1787 officially announced a plan to establish
a penal settlement twelve thousand miles away at Botany
Bay in the vaguely-known territory discovered by Captain
James Cook in 1770 and annexed by him as New South
Wales. The immediate aim of the scheme was to relieve
the overcrowded and unhealthy conditions in the prisons
and derelict ship hulks which housed thousands of
offenders convicted under a severe system of criminal law.
Retired naval officer Captain Arthur Phillip' had earlier
been selected as Governor of the proposed colony and was
already busy with preparations for his arduous assignment.
On 13th May 1787, the eleven small ships of the First
Fleet sailed from Portsmouth and eight months later, on
20th January 1788, all were safely at anchor in Botany
Bay. The discomforts of the journey were over for 778
convicts (of whom about one quarter were women), 19
officials, 234 marines and their families, and 443 seamen.
Of the many eyes that anxiously scanned the unfamiliar
shores, Phillip's were quickly assessing the bay's potential
as a suitable site for settlement. He promptly decided that
it had little to recommend it as it was lacking in
satisfactory shelter for ships, in easy access to fresh water,
and in good soil for agriculture. Consequently, on 21st
January he and a small party set out in three boats to
explore Port Jackson which Cook had named but not
entered. Delighted at the prospects of such an extensive
waterway, Phillip enthusiastically described it as "one of
the finest harbours in the world". After examining a
number of coves, he chose the one having the dual
advantage of a good spring of fresh water and deep
anchorage close to shore. Phillip named it Sydney Cove,
after Lord Sydney who was then Secretary of State for the
Home Department and a central figure in guiding the
genesis of the colony.
The fleet was ordered to sail around from Botany Bay
and on 26th January (now celebrated as Australia Day) a
brief ceremony was held at the head of Sydney Cove. The
colours were raised, toasts were drunk, a salute was fired
and three cheers echoed across the harbour.
Thus the settlement was born and had been christened
- now it had to survive.

DREAMS AND REALITIES

Having endured the dangers of the long sea voyage and
having eventually disembarked, the colonists were then
faced with the almost overwhelming difficulties of having
to carve out a town from the thickly-wooded foreshores of
the harbour. The immediate need was to clear the ground,
erect shelters and grow crops, for it was of paramount
importance to become self-supporting as soon as possible.

In the months ahead, however, the alien environment,
the prevalence of scurvy, the shortage of skilled farmers,
tradesmen and engineers, the lack of good quality tools,
the insubordination and laziness of most convicts, and the
petty squabbling and lack of co-operation of many marines
all contributed to make the permanent success of this
venture a matter of widespread anxiety and uncertainty.
Almost alone in his constant optimism concerning the
colony, Phillip proceeded with plans for the future
development of the town. As early as April 1788 he
instructed Surveyor-General, Baron Augustus Alt,2 to draft
a plan which would reflect, in grandeur of design, the
wealth and magnitude of the British Empire. The following
extract from Phillip's despatch to Lord Sydney on 9th July
1788 described the city he envisaged.
"The principal streets are placed so as to admit a free
circulation of air, and are two hundred feet wide. . . As
the ground that runs to the southward is nearly level, and
a very good situation for buildings, streets will be laid
out in such a manner as to afford a free air, a n d . . . the
land will be granted with a clause that will ever prevent
more than one house being built on the allotment which
will be sixty feet in front and 150 feet in depth. This will
preserve uniformity in the buildings, prevent narrow
streets, and many inconveniences which the increase of
inhabitants would otherwise occasion hereafter".'
As described, Phillip's proposals for a wide and regular
street system might have saved Sydney from some later
traffic troubles. However, according to a map drawn in
July 1788,4"the principal Street marked out" ran
diagonally (northeast to southwest) across the ridge
between the Tank Stream and Darling Harbour. So
located, Phillip's scheme would have meant there could
be few if any level streets and no direct continuation
southward^.^ In any case, the gap between the dream and
the reality was wide and, not long after Phillip sent his
July despatch, a female convict wrote " . . . we now have
two streets, if four rows of the most miserable huts you
can possibly conceive of deserve that name".6
Phillip's persistent optimism is also reflected in the
prophetic poem, by Erasmus Darwin, which he chose to
introduce his "Voyage to Botany Bay" published in 1789.
"There shall broad streets their stately walls extend,
The circus widen, and the crescent bend;
There, ray'd from cities o'er the cultur'd land,
Shall bright canals, and solid roads expand.
There the proud arch, Colossus-like, bestride
Yon glittering streams, and bound the chajing tide;"'
The last two lines are often quoted as a visionary
reference to Sydney's now famous harbour bridge. It was
a hopeful and worthwhile dream but a far cry from
situations existing during the colony's first few years when
the population was repeatedly reduced to subsisting on the

most meagre rations, while waiting for crops to grow and
supply ships to arrive. The spectre of starvation haunted
the settlement and under these conditions, the construction
of roads was low on the list of priorities, as all available
labour was employed in tilling the generally unresponsive
soil and in building huts and stores to provide better
protection against both heat and cold. Nevertheless, tracks
developed and primitive roadworks were undertaken as
opportunity allowed.
THE FIRST ROADS AND FIRST BRIDGE

T h e earliest reference to road construction traced so far is
in May 1788 when the Superintendent of Convicts, George
Barrington, noted that " In the course of this m o n ~ hthe
storehouse was completed and a road to the wharf".' In
August, Barrington reported that due to heavy rains " the
very roads were unable to be p a ~ s e d " .These
~
roads were
probably short tracks from landing points to storehouses
and between sections of the settlement around Sydney
Cove. What is generally regarded as Australia's first road
was a longer track, cleared about the same time along the
west side of the cove, southwards from the observatory on
Dawes Point then eastwards to the Governor's residence
near what is now the intersection of Bridge and Phillip
Streets. It can be clearly seen on the sketch of Sydney
Cove made by Captain John Hunter in August 1788 and
reproduced on this page. Work was undertaken on this
route in October 1789, when Judge-Advocate David Collins
wrote that convicts were "forming a convenient road from
t h e hospital (midway along the west side of the cove) to
the magazine and observatory on the point ".lo
The colony's first bridge was built in October 1788 when
" a gang of convicts were employed in rolling timber
together to form a bridge over the stream at the head of
t h e cove "."
THE PATH TO PARRAMAlTA

Realising the infertility of the rugged harbourside area of
Port Jackson and frustrated by the difficulties which the
convicts continually encountered in cutting down hardwood
trees and in trying to remove sandstone outcrops with
inadequate tools, Governor Phillip lost little time in
seeking open land more suitable for cultivation. During a
journey upstream by boat in April 1788, he found better
land near the headwaters of the Parramatta River
(approximately 13 miles west), chose the site for a town
and named it Rose Hill. Subsequent exploration
established the general course of the Hawkesbury and
Nepean Rivers and by 1791 most tracts of fertile land
within a reasonable distance of the settlement at Sydney
Cove had been located.
A small farming settlement was begun at Rose Hill on
2nd November 1788 and in June 1790 Phillip decided to
lay out a town of "generous proportions ". Writing in
November 1790, Captain Watkin Tench of the Marines
declared, enthusiastically but prematurely: " T h e main
street of the new town i s already begun. It is t o be a mile
long, and of such breadth as will make Pall-Mall and
Portland-Place 'hide their diminished heads"'.12 With

S y d t ~ ~Cove
y 1788, showing road along wesf bank.

typical foresight, Phillip had proposed that this street (the
present George Street, Parramatta) should provide a 200
feet wide link between his residence and the wharf from
which river access was available to the settlement and ships
at Sydney Cove." Soon, less impressive plans superseded
his and in succeeding years Phillip's ambitious scheme was
shelved.
At first, communication between Sydney and Rose Hill
(which in June 1791 became known by the aboriginal word
Parramatta which means "head of the river" or "place
where eels lie down") was by boat along the Parramatta
River. Overland journeys were more frequent after a track
was cut through the thick bush some time between 1789
and 179 1. Use of this track, except on official business, was
frowned upon rather than welcomed by the authorities.
Judge-Advocate Collins noted in January 1792 that "The
easy communication between Sydney and Parramatta had
been found t o be a very great evil from the time the path
was jirst made; but since the numbers had been so much
augmented at Parramatta, it became absolutely necessary
t o put a stop to the intercourse. The distance was about
sixteen miles; and, unless information was previously
given, a person would visit Sydney and return without
being missed: and as stolen property was transferred
from one place to another by means of this quick
conveyance, orders were given calculated to cut off
unlicensed interc~urse".'~
The movement of settlement west is indicated by records
which show that towards the end of 1792 Parramatta had
a population of 1,970 compared with 1,170 a t Sydney.
However, Sydney soon regained pre-eminence as its port
facilities developed and as the Hawkesbury River district
usurped from Parramatta much of its role as supplier of
primary products.
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It was at this point that ill health compelled Phillip to
resign his governorship and return to England in December
1792. Although his plans were frequently ignored, Phillip's
perseverance and vision played a vital part in the successful
establishment of the colony and the foundation of a new
nation.
THE LINK TO THE HAWKESBURY RIVER

T h e second governor of New South Wales, Captain John
Hunter, R.N., who had commanded the H.M.S. Sirius in
the First Fleet, was not appointed until more than a year
after the departure of Phillip and did not arrive in Sydney
until September 1795. During the interval of nearly three
years the colony was administered first by Major Francis
Grose and in the last nine months by Captain William
Paterson, both officers of the New South Wales Corps.
In April 1794, Lieutenant-Governor Grose allowed 22
settlers to move out to the banks of the Hawkesbury River,
near the junction with South Creek, and so successful were
their crops that within 12 months there was a considerable
influx of eager farmers. In a letter to the Home
Department in August 1794 Grose reported: "I have
caused a very good road t o be made from Sydney t o the
banks of the Hawkesbury, by the which we discover tlze
distance from this place by land is much less than was
expected. An oficer who i s by no means considered as
being particularly active undertook for a trifling wager
t o walk there from Sydney in nine hours, and with great
ease to himself performed a journey in eight hours and
t w o minutes which formerly required an exertion of some
days t o a c c o m p l i ~ h " . 'The
~ line of this road is shown on
the outline Plan o f the Settlements in New South Wales.
drawn by Deputy surveyor-~eneralCharles Grimes in
1 796.16
The reference by Grose to walking should not be
overlooked, as for many years horses and cattle were
necessarily few and consequently precious. Some fortunate
officials might have ridden, but most had to walk, while
convicts had to take their turn as beasts of burden and
haul the waggons used in government service. It was not
until June 1796 that Judge-Advocate Collins was able to
report that "the timber-carriage was now, instead o f men,
drawn by s i x or eight stout oxen; and all the timber
which was wanted for building, or other purposes, was
brought t o the pits by them, both here and at
Parramatta ".I7
Grose is also credited with the erection of a timber
bridge over the Parramatta River a t Parramatta in 1794
but, like so many early structures, it was not stable enough
to withstand the loosening pressures of swirling floodwaters
and was swept away in 1795.18It was superseded by a
wooden bridge on stone piers, two of which had been
replaced with wooden trestles by 1802.

Above left: Map of settlements and early tracks, about 1796.
Left: Sydney from near Dawes Point, looking south along the
colony's first major road. about 1796.

RECONSTRUCTION UNDER HUNTER

When Governor Hunter arrived, he found that few public
works had been carried out since Phillip left and that
almost all of the convict labour force was being utilised for
the profit of the officers of the New South Wales Corps.
The route to Parramatta and on to the Hawkesbury
River had been neglected but it was not until January
1797 that Hunter issued a general order calling upon the
community to contribute towards its reconstruction.
" The necessity of having the roads between the
different settlements in this colony made easy and
convenient for travelling being obvious to every
inhabitant, the Governor has considered it necessary t o
issue the following Order for having them put in good
and perfect condition as soon as possible:All oficers who have farms are to furnish two men for
three days in the week, to be employed on the above
service; and all superintendents, storekeepers, and
persons of that description, one man. Every settler i s
either to furnish a man or t o contribute his own labour
for the same time. The particular days of labour will be
settled by the Justices of the Peace and surveyor, and are
t o be continued until the whole work is completed. There
being at this time a scarcity of tools in the public stores,
it is expected that the abovementioned do furnish such
implements as may be necessary for employing the people
they send, spades excepted, a few of which Government
will endeavour to provide.
The Surveyor-General will have directions t o measure
out the road, which is t o be 20 feet wide. The people who
are to be thus employed are t o be in readiness and t o put
themselves under the direction of Mr. Alt on Monday,
23rd instant.
The people sent upon this service by the oficers at
Sydney, by the settiers at Kissing Point, Concord, Liberty
Plains, and Bulanaming, are t o complete the road from
Sydney t o Duck River, and those at Parramatta, Prospect
Hill, Field of Mars, Ponds, Northern Boundaries, and
Hawkesbury are t o attend t o the road from Duck River
t o the Hawkesbury. The people from the latter place are
t o begin their repairs from their own neighbourhood, and
continue them for two-thirds of the way to Parramatta,
and they will be directed in their work by Mr. Grimes,
who will also direct those who are to be employed from
the Parramatta side of the Duck River until they meet
those from the Hawkesbury.
The road from Sydney to Parramatta is t o enter the
latter place where it now d ~ e s in
, the center of the main
street. The laborers are to continue at their work eight
hours each working-day".15
Three days later, Hunter announced that on completion
of the repairs he would direct the issue of provisions to
settlers for the number of days they worked. Alternatively,
he would reduce their debt to the Government by the same
proportion.'O A month later, he allowed the settlers,
officers' servants and others employed in repairing and
improving the roads leave " to prepare their respective
grounds which are intended for seed the ensuing season".
He expressed the hope that, when their grounds were
"finished cropping", they would "readily come forward

and Jinish what they have so well b e g ~ n " . ~Consequently,
'
his order was renewed late in June, work recommenced in
mid-July and was virtually completed by the end of
August. The finishing touch was the completion in October
1797 of a bridge over Duck River, claimed to be "capable
of bearing any weight ".22
Superintending his section of this work was probably
Surveyor-General Alt's last task associated with roads. At
67 years of age and with failing eyesight, he relinquished
his duties to his deputy, Charles Grimes, who was
eventually confirmed as Alt's successor.
When heavy rains again rendered "the land carriage"
between Sydney and Parramatta almost impassable, yet
another government order in July 1798 called on " the
oficers and others" to each send one man to help repair
the road, under the direction of Mr. Divine.23
THE FIRST TOLL BRIDGE

With an eye to personal profit as well as public service,
Andrew Thompson, settler and constable at Green Hills
(later known as Windsor), obtained in 1802 a lease to
construct a floating pontoon bridge over South Creek on
the road between the Hawkesburv settlement and
Parramatta. As subscriptions were "inconsiderable in
comparison to the expense", Thompson sought and gained
permission to collect tolls for a term of 14 years, provided
he kept the bridge in constant repair. The Government had
subscribed f 15 and provided two men for three months to
assist in erecting the bridge and, consequently, government
officials, officers and soldiers on public duty were allowed
to cross free of charge. Thompson was given a legal
monopoly when a government order forbade anyone else
from using a boat or any other means to carry passengers,
horses or carts across South Creek and specified a £5 fine
for offender^.^^

As the initial toll charges were not sufficiently explicit,
Governor Philip King (who had taken over from Governor
Hunter in September 1800) decided to adjust them and in
March 1806 the rates demandable at the bridge were
specified in detail as follows:
Per annum.
For each foot passenger, 4d., or
£1.10.0
Each horse, single or in draught, 2s. 6d., or 2.10.0
Waggons or four-wheel carriages not taking
1.10.0
more than half a ton lading, 1s. 6d., or
Each cart or carriage with two wheels,
loaded or not, 1s. 6d., or
1.10.0
For each head of cattle, whether in draught
or not, 1s. 6d., or
1.10.0
Each sheep under a score, 2d.
Ditto by the score, 2s. 6d., or
2.10.0
Swine or goats the same as sheep".25
In December 1805, the bridge was damaged by lightning
"which falling upon one of the ends shivered the planks,
and the whole fabric was instantaneously immersed".
However, " the bridge was raised by day light in the
morning following, and substantially replaced".26
PROBLEMS WITH PIGS AND PEOPLE

Although heavy rains seemed to have been the
predominant cause of worry to early roadmakers and
bridge builders, there was also the problem of pigs which, officially, were not allowed " to run without being
ringed as they destroy the road".27 It was no laughing
matter in August 1803 when Governor King had to remind
the community of its responsibilities with the following
appeal.
" T h e Mischief occasioned by Swine going about Unrung

Sydney Cove from west side, showing new stone bridge over the Tank Stream, completed in 1804.

o r Unyoked, in Disobedience of former Orders, Requires
that every person will recollect, that Swine going at large
without those Precautions will be forfeited t o the
Orphans; which Orders every person is required to
Enforce, as the Inhabitants' Exertions in Improving the
Streets must not be destroyed by the negligence of the
few".'*
Troubles of another kind concerned the subscriber to
t h e Sydney Gazette who had complained a few weeks
earlier about residents who obviously felt they had a
personal share in the principal streets of Sydney. H e
described how while out riding he "plunged into one of
those occasional recesses in Pitt's Row" which he "was
not prepared against, as the ground was perfectly level
but a few hours before". Seeing a man "hard at work
with a spade, at the very grave" into which he had fallen,
the writer unsuccessfully tried an appeal to his self-interest.
" W h y said I, do you dig so dangerous a hole, in which
some of your own family may tumble? N o fear of that,
was his reply, I live nine or ten doors lower." H e
continued: " At the bottom of the same Row I accosted
another who had just filled a barrow from the side of a
cave, that already extends itself nearly across the street;
h e wanted it to level his yard, and had come a great way
for it . . . Remonstrance was totally useless, and when I
mentioned the impropriety of his thus wheeling away the
public streets, he regarded me with ineffable disdain, and
informed m e there was no law against it". 29
At least there was a law to prevent crops being grown
on areas reserved for roads when in November 1804
" Settlers and other cultivators" were strictly forbidden to
indulge in " the habit of working the spaces left beiween
each farm as a public Road".30

THE FIRST STONE BRlDGE
Meanwhile on 1st July 1803 Governor King laid the
cornerstone of a new stone structure over the watercourse
which by then had become known as the Tank Stream 3'
because of the freshwater storage dams cut into its
sandstone bed. The new 24 feet long arch span was to
replace an old wooden bridge which "Jrom its central
communication" was "perpetually impaired by carts and
carriage^".^^ The project was proclaimed in the press as "a
~ ~ the Governor
work of the first public i m p ~ r t a n c e "and
proudly wrote to London that it was being undertaken "at
t h e sole expense of the inhabitants, arising $-om the
duties on . . . spirits".34
Regular progress reports appeared in the Sydney Gazette
between 5th June 1803, when " a number of Masons and
Labourers" were employed in sinking the foundations, and
27th March 1804, when the bridge was "rendered
passable for carriages ".
In December 1803 a commodius stone house, owned by
Isaac Peyton who had undertaken to erect the arch, was
advertised for auction " to defray the Expence of Jinishing
the New Bridge, which $-om a Breach o f Contract is
necessarilv taken in hand bve G o ~ e r n m e n t " . ~ ~
When the "centers" were-removed on 5th January 1804,
" a number of spectators beheld the work with much
agitation, as an opinion had been formed that the arch

was not likely to stand". The reporter's hope that "this
Edifice will stand a lasting monument of our industry
and early improvement " 3 6 was unfortunately not fulfilled,
for poor workmanship and exceptionally heavy rains
combined to bring about a major collapse in October
1 804.37
Repairs were undertaken immediately and again in 1806
when Lieutenant William Minchin, engineer and artillery
officer, supervised the work.
STIRRING THE SOCIAL CONSCIENCE

It is obvious from early references that the authorities were
trying in various ways to coerce reluctant residents to
accept some responsibility for the maintenance and
improvement of public facilities. On the other hand, many
inhabitants were understandably tardy in putting time and
energy into as strenuous and as unprofitable an activity as
roadmaking. For example, an attempt at community
involvement was tried in July 1803, when "three
Housekeepers in some of the principal Streets" were
appointed to ensure that specific regulations were carried
out, including "making a drain t o receive the water froin
the road; and t o bring the road t o a level where it is
hollow, raising it by a gradual assent t o the centre".
A fine of f l.ls.0d. was to be imposed on any resident of
Chapel Road (Castlereagh Street) who failed to join in
"compleating a Bridge near Mr Driver's house".38
In June 1804 the Government Town and Gaol Gangs
were again called to repair roads and, as well as requesting
all persons with carriages and carts to send assistance, the
notice appealed to "such Persons who are in the habit of
getting Wood by Wheelbarrows, etc., . . . t o give their
names t o Mr. Devine who has Orders t o keep a Book for
the purpose of ascertaining who has rendered
Assistance " . j 9
This work was still proceeding at the end of September
1804 and the little black book method of checking who
were public-spirited and who were not was still in
operation.
"Twenty are called t o the above work every day, and
altho', many of that number generally attend, yet others
are found remiss; but as a reture is regularly kept, none
that evade the order can possibly escape the censure due
t o so reprehensible a conduct".40
Later that year (October), repairing roads became the
prescribed penalty for persons found guilty of being
"disorderly and r i o t o ~ s " . ~ '
In the same month when the Sydney Gazette
complained, in verbiage typical of the times, about
neglected and dangerous roads, it presumed (perhaps with
tongue in cheek) that "no charge of remissness can be
attributed t o our Readers . . . as their liberality would
watch with vigilance an occasion of evincing an interest
in the general a c ~ o r n m o d a t i o n " . ~ ~
WOAD COMMlmEE FORMED

By mid-1805 the road from Sydney to Parramatta and to
the Hawkesbury River was again in need of repairs and at
a meeting " of Oficers and principal Inhabitants" held on

14th July it was decided that, in addition to government
labour and "other Aids ", a voluntary contribution should
b e raised to defray the expenses of the road repairs. Nine
men were nominated to form a committee, superintend the
collection and supervise subsequent work. They were Major
Johnston, Captain Abbott, Mr. Minchin, Mr. Jamison and
Mr. Laycock at Sydney; Mr. M'Arthur and Mr. Marsden
a t Parramatta and Mr. Bayly and Mr. Arndell at the
Hawkesbury River.43
As this road was a vital food supply route its
improvement was the concern of everyone in the
settlement. Sufficient funds were obtained through this
subscription to carry out the necessary repairs and in
September 1805 tenders were called on behalf of the Road
Committee for the erection of bridges at the following ten
locations.
"1. Between Grose Farm and Major Johnston's,
2. Opposite Major Johnston's paling, 3. Corner of White's
Farm, 4. At the foot of Prentice's Hill, 5. Corner of
Captain Rowley's railing, 6. Next to Hacking's Creek,
7. Hacking's Creek, 8. Blanket's Bridge, 9. Captain
M'Arthur's Creek, 10. Becket's Bridge".44
These bridges were to be "16 feet wide with Four
Sleepers of at least a foot and a half in diameter, either
o f ironbark, or blue gum, bedded on timber of the l i k e
dimensions, to be covered with three inch plank, 16 feet
long and properly secured by treenails of 1 fi inch
diameter".44
The frequency of complaints about the condition of the
colony's roads, especially after wet weather, suggest that
neither the workers nor their overseers and supervising
officers had yet mastered the art of road construction and
maintenance (particularly the need for adequate drainage).
Government funds for roadworks were limited and skilled
men, as well as good tools, were few. Restricted by such
basic deficiencies, roadmaking was inevitably reduced to
simple patchwork methods. Typical of the attempts to
improve the principal routes is the directive from Governor
William Bligh (of Bounty fame) in July 1806.
"In consequence of the Bad State of the Roads leading
from Sydney to Parramatta, and the danger of Horses
being lamed in the deep ruts near Sydney, it is hereby
directed, that all Public and Private Carts and Waggons
passing that Road, (not otherwise loaded) do take a Load
o f Brick-bats from the Brick-fields, and drop them in the
Places appointed by the Overseer of the Roads, provided
i t does not lie out of the way of the place to which the
Cart or Waggon is going.
This Order to be enforced by John King, Overseer of
t h e Brickmaker; who is t o report those that do not choose
t o obey this necessary Regulation for amending that part
o f the Road, and preserving their own horse^".^^
Following the rum rebellion which deposed Bligh in
January 1808, Lieutenant-Governor Joseph Foveaux
assumed command of the colony in July. Soon after a new
innovation was announced relating to the repair of High
(George) Street.
" T h e old method of levelling the road by framing log
bridges over the different water-courses has been . . .
abandoned for the much more curable plan of a stone
conduit several feet below the surface . . . These, when

covered in and compleated, will . . . give ease and safety
t o this leading avenue".46 In only a short period, Foveaux
achieved praiseworthy improvements to roads and bridges
throughout the settlement.

TOUGH TASK . . . OR EASY?

Without knowing the exact extent of their duties it is hard
to judge how difficult the work of the convict gangs was.
For example, in July 1805 all male prisoners holding
tickets-of-leave were ordered to repair the roads and a
length of 35 rods (slightly less than 200 yards) was
nominated for each man to complete during the ensuing
week. The directions specified that " T h e road t o be 18 feet
in the clear, with a Ditch on each side; and it i s clearly
t o be understood that they (the prisoners) will not be
allowed to return until the whole of the Task is
finished"." Such a job could never be regarded as light
work but its severity would vary according to the amount
of clearing already undertaken, the number of tree stumps
to be removed, the hardness of the soil, the strength of the
tools and whether the repairs involved more than just
throwing the dirt from the ditches onto the roadway.
Conditions obviously varied from site to site, from
season to season, and from overseer to overseer. When
writing about the building of the log bridge over the Tank
Stream in October 1788, Collins remarked that the
convicts employed on this and other public works were
"barely exerting themselves beyond what was necessary
to avoid immediate punishment for idleness".48 Another
entry suggesting their duties were light is in a General
Return of Male Convicts as at July 1790 which states that
at Sydney there were "12 Employed on the roads mostly convalescent^".^^
Reporting on the construction of the stone bridge over
the Tank Stream in October 1803, the Sydney Gazette
noted that the manner of "filling up the Bridge" was
"undeniably calculated to give employment to a number
of idle females", but complained that " this number is by
no means adequate to the accomplishment of the task in
any limited or rather moderate portion of time".50
Again in February 1804, the same newspaper spoke of
delays in the completion of the filling and appealed to
proprietors to "contribute the use of their cattle and
carts", otherwise it would be "left to be finished by the
labour of a few feeble women" and much delay and
inconvenience would ensue.''
In contrast, the following description from the Sydney
Gazette of 7th August 1803 suggests that, at least
sometimes, roadmaking meant much exertion and was
quite a rough and tumble affair.
" T h e Military have at length completed the Streets in
their respective Districts; in the performance of which
Eighty men have been employed Twenty-one Days. They
have removed from their places of nativity Thirty-two
stumps of Trees, many of which were of monstrous bulk:
One in particular deserves remark . . . its circumference
measured Nine Yards, and employed Sixteen Men S i x
Days t o loosen and bury it in a gulph that was
necessarily prepared close t o the spot on which it grew.

In turning it over into its place o f interment, Ninety
strong men pulled with all their might, and broke a
two-inch tackle two different times; by which sudden jerk
numbers of the men were thrown in heaps to the ground;
but providentially no material injury sustained. By the above Improvement a more direct and
commodious Road is opened from Sydney t o
Parramatta ".
A VISITOR'S VIEWPOINT
From all the mishaps and complaints chronicled so far in
this chapter it would appear that no-one had a charitable
comment to make about our early roads. Yet not all
travellers had tales of woe and to balance the picture it
seems appropriate to include a few lines written by the
French naturalist Francois P6ron who made the journey to
Parramatta in 1802 and found it a very enjoyable
experience.

M a p of S~,dt~c,y
iri 1802. .rl7owing Parrarriatra Road ar7d rl~rec.ecil.ly Drin'gc,~.

His impressions are a classic description of the
convenience which even such primitive roads brought
to
"
the growing colony and of the appreciation of natural
beauty which they engendered in the minds of many
travellers.
" A large road leads from Sydney Town, to Parramatta;
it is not paved, but is well made, and kept in good
condition. It is almost every where wide enough for three
carriages t o pass abreast, and bridges have been thrown
over such parts of it, as are interrupted by the waters;
so that the traveller meets with no obstacle on his
journey. Having been opened through vast forests, that
were never before assailed by the axe, this grand road
appears at a distance, like an immense avenue of foliage
and verdure. A charming freshness, and an agreeable
shade always prevail in-this continuous bower, the silence
of which is interrupted only, by the singing and chirping
of the richly plumed parroquets, and other birds which
inhabit it". 52

PART B /CHAPTER 2

1810-1821

Rapid Developments during Macquarie3 Administration
FACING A FORMIDABLE ASSIGNMENT

After the rum rebellion of 1808, in which Governor Bligh
was deposed by officers of the New South Wales Corps,
officials in England decided to reinforce their authority in
the colony by the appointment of a military governor (in
contrast to the previous four naval governors) in command
of a British regiment. Following the withdrawal of their
first choice, Major-General Miles Nightingall, his deputy,
Lieutenant-Colonel Lachlan Macquarie offered his services
and was accepted.'
Having arrived at Sydney in December 1809, Macquarie
took office as Governor of the colony on 1st January 18 10.
H e was soon appalled by the existing conditions and later
recalled: "I found the Colony barely emerging from
infantile imbecility, and suffering from various privations
and disabilities; the Country impenetrable beyond 40
miles from Sydney; Agriculture in a yet languishing
state; commerce in its early dawn; Revenue unknown;
threatened by famine; distracted by fuction; the public
buildings in a state of dilapidation and mouldering to
decay; the few Roads and Bridges, formerly constructed,
rendered almost impassable; the population in general
depressed by poverty; no public credit nor private
conjiden~e".~
With the combination of practical concern for
immediate needs and far-sighted sense of destiny, which
was to characterise his governorship, Macquarie
immediate!^ embarked on an extensive programme to raise
community standards to a level of "private comfort and
public prosperity ". He placed considerable emphasis on
roadworks and was the first Governor to bring some
planning to their construction and some regulation to their
use.

TOLLS AND TURNPIKES

One of Macquarie's first moves was to place the financing
of major roads on a firmer footing by the establishment
of the turnpike system. This method of raising money for
roadworks had been the common practice in England since
the early 18th Century and meant simply charging tolls on
persons, animals and vehicles using particular routes
(generally the most important and popular).-'
Little time was lost before tenders were called in March
18 10 for repairs and for the collection of tolls on the
Sydney-Parramatta-Hawkesbury River Road.
" It having been represented t o His Excellency the
Governor, that the Settlers at the Hawkesbury and
Parramatta, suffer considerable dificulties from the want
of suficient roads to convey their various produce to
Market at Sydney, and that they are anxious that Toll
Bars should be erected at convenient distances between
these places in order to raise a fund for the putting said

roads into good repair, and for their being regularly kept
in good Order: This is therefore to give Notice, that His
Excellency is disposed to approve of the erecting Toll
Bars, and to establish certain rates thereon, for this
benejicial object. All Persons wishing to contract for the
said Toll Bars and repairs, are required to give in to the
Secretary's ofice on or before the 31st instant, in writing,
the terms on which they are disposed to undertake this
service. The Tenders must express the extent o f road that
will be made good, each month until the whole i s
~ompleted".~
A month later the dimensions of the roadworks were
announced and these specified that the road was " to be
Two Rods ( 3 3 feet) wide with a ditch on each side from
3 feet to 18 inches deep, for keeping the Road perfectly
dry, and carrying the water off; the center of the Road
to be suficiently elevated, and made of lasting Materials,
with the necessary Bridges, the Timber to be cut down 4
Rods ( 6 6 feet) wide on each side of the Road all
throughout. The whole of this work t o be compleated
within S i x Months".*
Macquarie's verdict on the value of this road in
particular and good roads in general was clearly stated in
his despatch to the Earl of Castlereagh in April 1810.
" A s I conceive the making Permanent Roads and
Bridges is one of the Jfrst Steps towards Improving a New
Country, I have resolved on making a Turnpike Road
between the Town of Sydney and the Hawkesbury - a
Distance of upwards of Forty Miles. The present Road,
which is scarcely intitled to that Name, is in so bad a
State of Repair as to be scarcely passable; but when
properly made will prove of infinite Advantage to the
Country at large, as it will afford great Facility t o the
Farmers, Graziers, and other Inhabitants to bring their
Grain, Cattle, and various other Produce to the Public
Market at S ~ d n e y " . ~
On 10th May 1810 John Harrex of Parramatta signed
a contract to make "a public Turnpike Road from
Cheer's Corner in the Town of Sydney to the Toll Bridge
at Hawkesbury", approximately 40 miles long, by the end
of the year and thereafter to keep the road and all bridges
in good repair until early 1818. The payment was to be
f2,500 (apparently £400 for the initial work with
subsequent instalments of £50 every two months - i.e.,
f300 per annum - for seven years maintenance) together
with an "indulgence" to purchase 2,000 gallons of spirits
and an immediate loan of at least 100 gallons of rum to
"enable him t o proceed". Harrex was also generously
allowed "Twenty Government Men victualled from His
Majesty's Stores for S i x Months, Three Teams of
Bullocks, Two Carts, Two Timber Carriages, Chains and
. . . other Tools . . . with as many other Bullocks as the
said James Harrex can employ", as well as "one Team
of Bullocks with Harness and one Cart" to use for repair

T h i s r t ~ o ~ ~ u ~ar~ ~Wnt.sons
e r l r Bay corJr/Jlernorare.sthe con~pletionof a road
t o South Hencl in 1811.

reserved for those who might be tempted to " wilfully or
maliciously pull down, pluck up, throw down, level, or
otherwise destroy any turnpike-gate, post, rail, wallchain, bar, or other fence set up t o prevent persons
passing without paying toll, or any house erected for the
use of such turnpike-gate, or (to) maim or otherwise
violently beat or bruise any person there employed in the
collecting of the toll, . . ."
Perhaps it was partly because of a general fear of these
penalties that Macquarie was able to proudly report to the
Earl of Liverpool in October 18 11 that: " The Rate of Toll
established on the Parramatta Road has been on so
moderate a Scale that no Murmur or Complaint has ever
been raised against it, the people feeling much pleased
and happy with the Accomnzndation thus afforded them,
and the Facility with which lhey can now travel on foot
or on horseback, in Carts or Carriages, fiom one part of
the Country t o another. When the Road t o Windsor shall
be finished, I purpose Commencing a Similar Road from
Sydney t o the New Town of Liverpool, being a Distance
of about twenty Miles"."
Macquarie then went on to explain his policy for
financing these works.
" The Expence attending the Construction of these
public Roads, which has been very considerable, has been
paid out of the Colonial Police Fund; and this Fund
arises principally from the Duty of three Shillings per
Gallon which I have laid on all Spirits Imported into t h f s
Country. This Advance from the Police Fund may be
properly Considered as a Loan from it, for it i s to be
repaid by the Amount of Tolls levied at the Turnpike
Gates, after deducting the Salaries paid to the Gate
Keepers, &c., which is regularly paid into the Hands of
the Treasurer of the Police Fund, and is so considerable
as not only t o pay the Interest of the Money so advanced,
but also t o leave a considerable Surpius for he
Reduction of the Principal itself"."
DIFFERENCES OF OQlNlQM

work. in addition to the earlier specifications it was agreed
that Harrex "would make the Road of Stone or other
sound or equally lasting Material which is t o be covered
with Gravel, the Center of which shall be suficiently
elevated not less than one foot gradually sloping t o the
Ditch ".'
In December 1810 the toll charges were announced for
the section as far as Parramatta.8 These rates were
reaffirmed in March 181 1 prior to the opening of the road
on 10th April 181 1. The charges included 2d. for horned
cattle, 3d. for horses, 10d. for twenty sheep or hogs, and
twelve prices for different combinations of various vehicles
and the number of horses or bullocks drawing them
(ranging from 4d. for "every cart drawn by a single horse
or bullock" to 3s. Od. for a 'your-wheeled carriage drawn
by four horses ").9
The same proclamation contained lengthy warnings of
the consequences of evasion, fraud or refusal to pay the
appropriate toll. The severest penalty (a public whipping
and three years imprisonment with hard labour) was

Macquarie was grieved to find that the Colonial Office in
London did not share his eagerness for such rapid (and
costly) development and had directed that he "undertake
no public buildings or Works of any description without
having the previous Sanction of His Majesty's
Government . . ."I2 He was upset further by the suggestion
that if the expense of constructing quays, wharves, bridges,
streets and roads could not be borne by the free settlers
and others who benefited directly, then the colony was not
yet ready for such works.I3 Macquarie protested warily:
"Altho' there are many opulent Settlers in this Colony,
still the great Bulk of the people are poor, and as Yet
totally unable t o bear any heavy Taxes or Burthens of
any Description; Consequently permanent Roads through
this Wide Extended Colony Cannot be Constructed at the
Entire Expence of the Inhabitants for many Years t o
Come, and they imagine (and I must Confess, I think,
with Justice) they have a Right t o Expect that at least
a part of the Colonial Revenue, particularly that part of
it Collected on the Very Spirits which they drink such
Quantities of, ought t o be laid out and Appropriated to
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t h e Construction o f permanent Roads and Bridnes, and
Streets, and Wharfs; Wherever they are essentially
Necessary for the Improvement of the Country or Towns,
and the Comfort and great Accomodation of the Public".14
On this subject, Liverpool's successor, the Earl of
Bathurst, was no more sympathetic t5 but Macquarie
received a better response to his request for some action
t o curb the rebellious judge Jeffery Bent. It is typical of
those turbulent times, when personalities played such a
prominent part in the colony's history, that the only person
t o openly flout the toll system was no less than the first
Judge of the Supreme Court. Disagreeing with Macquarie
on other issues, the quarrelsome judge began in August
1815 to challenge the Governor's legal power to levy tolls
and questioned his (Macquarie's) exemption, suggesting
nevertheless that if any "immunities were proper " they
should include himself (Bent). Bent made a habit of riding
through the George Street toll gates without paying and
when challenged he shouted "I'll pay no toll, I a m Judge
o f this Colony . . . and i f you don't let m e pass I'll send
you to Jail ". He even threatened to have the toll gates
" cut down and burned"."j Discreetly refraining from
publicly naming Bent, Macquarie lamented that anyone
could be "so wanting in public Spirit as t o wish t o evade
contributing his Mite to the Support of so useful and
beneficial an E ~ t a b l i s h m e n t " .A~ ~summons was issued
against the judge in September 1815 and he was duly fined
forty shillings. When Macquarie's reports of these
happenings reached London, immediate action was taken
t o recall Bent and when he eventually left in 1817
Macquarie no doubt felt considerably relieved to see his
fiery antagonist depart.
Earlier, Macquarie had angered the colony's senior
chaplain, Rev. Samuel Marsden, when he appointed him,
in March 1810, to be one of three trustees and
commissioners for the turnpike road between Sydney and
the Hawkesbury River. The problem was that Marsden's
associates were to be Andrew Thompson and Simeon Lord,
two ex-convicts who had become successful busines~rnen.~~
A rigid exclusionist, Marsden refused the appointment as
being degrading and "totally incompatible" with his
"sacred functions " . I 9 Macquarie indignantly regarded his
refusal as an act of hostility and disrespect, and probably
would have tried him by courtmartial for disobedience, had
Marsden not held a civil c o m m i s s i ~ n Marsden
.~~
complained to the Archbishop of Canterbury that he
should not be expected to associate officially with men
whose characters were "notorious for improprieties ".21
Macquarie was just as firm in his liberal conviction that
any emancipist should be given every opportunity to regain
an accepted place in society. The Governor's solution to
this disagreement with Marsden was simply to appoint a
replacement road trustee in the person of D'Arcy
Wentw~rth.~~

Left: First pcrge of W i l l i a n ~Sirtrn~s'crgrrrnietzt
to construct a road t o Botany Bay in 1813.

DONATIONS FOR ROADWORKS

Throughout these discouraging differences and disruptions,
Macquarie continued a programme of regular road
construction to keep pace, area by area, with exploration
and settlement. By April 1814 the continuation of the
Sydney-Parramatta Road on to Windsor had been
completed, the Sydney-Liverpool Road was almost finished,
the building of the Liverpool-Parramatta Road was in
progress and a road westwards from Parramatta to the
Nepean River and then over the Blue Mountains was
~lanned.~'
Macquarie seems to have been rather reticent concerning
the completion of two other important roads, the
importance of which was more social than economic and
the financing of which was more a matter of conscience
than compulsion. The first was to South Head, the second
to Botany Bay. The former roughly followed an existing
but primitive roadz4 and traffic on it differed dramatically
from the trade movements on western routes. In contrast,
the road to South Head provided the means for a popular
outing to Watsons Bay to see long-awaited ships arrive and
to perhaps catch the latest headline news from home, while
the vessels were inspected and urgent mail unloaded
(before they moved upstream to moor near Sydney Cove).
According to the stone obelisk still standing in the park
at Watsons Bay, the eight-mile long road was started on
25th March 181 1 and finished ten weeks later, by 21 men
of the 73rd Regiment.25On 25th May 181 1, the Sydney
Gazette explained where the money came from.
" T h e new road to South Head, when jinished, promises
t o become a fashionable resort, from the accommodation
it will afford t o carriages, which heretofore could not
pass without extreme dificulty and danger. T h e
Subscription liberally set on foot for this excellent
purpose has been as liberally supported by the Oficers
of the Colony, and handsomely contributed t o by many
persons in private life".
As late as 8th August 1812, the same newspaper was still
referring to " the new road to South Head, so far as it is
now carried", describing it as " a beautiful avenue of
recreation, either as a pleasant ride or promenade, that
attracts the wonder of the meditating passenger . . ." In
an appeal for more funds to complete the road, the plea
was almost buried in a barrage of words and images.
" A s once the captive Briton, while he graced the
Roman triumph jixed his attentive eye upon a chariot
wheel, and sadly mused upon the R I S E which one spoke
had upon another's FALL, now may not we, i n grateful,
in contrasted contemplation fondly dwell upon our
benejts, and gladly hail the splendid dawn that animates
our prospects. In the object now before us, we are
presented with an advantage which intense labour only
could produce; . . . By volunteer subscription the plan has
been proceeded in; and happy we are t o say, that in the
truest sense of the word, the contribution has been
voluntary. Much, much has been accomplished, but
something yet remains to render the work effectual. An
additional subscription for this excellent purpose will
answer its completion upon the liberal scale pursued; and
i f we may aspire to the phrase that animates the British

private in the 73rd Regiment, had already been engaged
to build a "Comnzodious Carriage Road . . . twenty-four
feet wide from Ditch to Ditch" and financial endorsements
on the original contract suggest that he completed his task
in September 18 13."

THE ROAD TO LIVERPOOL

Section of' rood built by Williotu Cox dowtl Mi. York it1 1814.

bosom, this, as a N A T I O N A L UNDERTAKING, will
entitle our little Community t o the gratifying eulogium
o f a spirited exertion".
By March 18 13, it had been noticed that this new road
was being "cut up and injured" by a great influx of
vehicles carrying firewood. Investigations showed that the
reason was not the discovery of any superior or more easily
procurable wood in the area but rather the desire of
drivers to evade paying toll such as they were liable to if
they approached the city along Parramatta Road.
Consequently, the inevitable new regulations were gazetted
and a similar rate of to!! was instituted (bur only for carts
and waggons carrying wood, lime or other merchandise)
and a tollgate set up near the southeast corner of Hyde
Park.26Riders and carriages passed free, presumably in
acknowledgment of the fact that many of the regular
travellers had originally made donations to the cost of
building the road.
This seemingly impracticable method of depending on
donations was also successfully used to finance the building
of a road from South Head Road to Botany Bay.
Announcing the proposal, the Sydney Gazette of 20th
March 18 13 declared: " A Subscription has been set on
foot for the purpose of forming a direct carriage Road
t o Botany Bay, the present communication with which is
intricate and precarious, and, in many places, dangerous.
T h e completion of such a road is truly desirable, as it
will afford a safe and easy passage to one of the most
picturesque and delightful places in the vicinity of
Sydney. A number of highly respectable names already
appear on the Subscription List, and there can be no
doubt that so desirable an object will produce a general
wish of contributing t o its acceleration . . ."
A week later over f 143 had been subscribed by 73
donors and, appropriately, the Governor headed the list
with a contribution of f 10. The subscription remained
open in the hope of raising enough money to continue the
road to the heads of Botany Bay. William Simms, a

On his first inspection tour of the Interior, Governor
Macquarie inspected farmland around the upper reaches of
the George's River and on 7th November 1810 he
determined " to erect a township on it, and named it
Liverpool in honor of the Earl of that title, now the
Secretary of State for the C ~ l o n i e s " Subsequently
.~~
on
13th April 181 3 an astute, although illiterate, ex-convict
named William Roberts inscribed his mark on a contract
to build a road to the new township.
In the words of the agreement, Roberts undertook " to
make and Complete in a good and Workmanlike Manner
a Certain Road to the Town of Liverpool in this Territory
and all Bridges necessary to be erected thereon whether
the said Bridges are to be large or small as m a y be
requisite One of which said Bridges is to be One hundred
feet across and another One hundred and forty feet with
Stone Piers fourteen feet high twenty feet long and Seven
feet deep and five Piers with Proportional Work, Labour
and Materials Jor the smaller Bridges and which said
Road is t o be Thirtythree feet Wide and to have Three
Rod of Ground on each side of it felled, in the making
and completion of which . . . William Roberts i s toJind
and provide all necessary materials and Implements to
perform the said Work and Labor and except a s is
h e r e l n ~ f l e rMentiolzed rlnd he said Wil!iam Roberts in
furtherance of the due performance of the Contract
hereby promises . . . t o Commence the said Road from a
certain Point between the Farms of Mr. Simeon Lord and
Mr. Henry Kable on the Sydney Road to the Town of
Liverpool . . . and to finish and complete the said Road
from that Point with all the necessary Bridges both large
and Small thereon within the space of Twelve Calendar
Months from the Day of the date hereof - In
Consideration Whereof. . . William Broughton (Acting
Commissary for the Government) . . . hereby promises and
engages t o render and pay . . . at the rate of One Hundred
and Thirty Pounds Sterling per Mile Computed for
Twelve Miles . . . And it is also understood and agreed
that . . . William Roberts shall be allowed to Purchase
and receive from the Government Store in part payment
of the Money due to him by Virtue of the Contract . . .
a Quantity of Four Hundred Gallons of Spirits at the
Rate of Twentyjve Shillings pr Gallon . . . William
Broughton . . . hereby promises . . . to allow h i m . . . the
Loan of One Yoke of Bullocks forthwith and also the
Loan of a Tackle, Fall and Blocks from Government
whenever the same may be wanted . . . and . . . can be
conveniently spared; And further that . . . William
Roberts . . . will be allowed to purchase Iron and such
other Articles from the King's Stores as can from time
t o time be conveniently spared . . O'".

O n 22nd February 1814, the new road was opened by
the removal of barriers at the bridges and by the passage
of the Governor's carriage. In its report of the occasion, the
Sydney Gazette stated: "Leading thus t o the fertile
Settlements on George's River, it will render incalculable
benefits to the Settlers there, by enabling them to send
their various produce to market by a safe and expeditious
line of conveyance, instead of as heretofore harassing
their cattle, and breaking their carts through the rugged
and intricate passes of the bush. It will likewise be of
great advantage to the new settlements of Airds, Appin
and Bringelly, on the River Nepean, by rendering their
distances from Sydney several miles shorter, and in many
degrees better than by the present Road through
Parramatta. It i s said to be in contemplation to erect a
Tollgate very shortly on this Road, near t o Moore's
Bridge, where we may venture to assert, that a moderate
Toll will not be more readily demanded than cheerfully
and gratefully paid".31
WILLIAM ROBERTS

-

BUSY CONTRACTOR

Roberts first attracts attention for his proposal in 1805 to
start a stage waggon service between Sydney and the
Hawkesbury River, but he was more successful as a
publican and in raising cattle for sale to the Government.
His earliest contract with Macquarie was for roadworks
in Bridge Street in 1812 for which he was paid 25 gallons
of rum. Apart from the road to Liverpool and its bridges,
he was also responsible for repairs to George Street, for 22
miles of road connecting Liverpool to the Cataract River
by way of Airds, for bridges on the road connecting
Parramatta and Liverpool, for the road connecting
Windsor and Liverpool, for 28 bridges on the Airds,
Minto, Bringelly and new Cowpasture Roads, and for
seven bridges on the road connecting Richmond and
Windsor, part of which he also built, his widow completing
it after his death in 1819. Between 1813 and 1821 he and
his widow were paid at least f9,250 for their road and
bridge building work and it is not surprising that Roberts
has been recently acclaimed as "probably the most
remarkable instrument of Macquarie's public works
program".32
Because of his age (60 years old in 1816), it is unlikely
that Roberts was personally active in the actual
roadmaking and it is more likely that he employed
labourers to do the arduous physical work. This is verified
by the brief evidence which he gave at a trial following a
double murder at the toll-keeper's house at Parramatta in
May 18 14. Two immediate suspects were from a team of
four men working for Roberts nearby on the new
Parramatta-Liverpool Road.33
COX'S ROAD ACROSS THE MOUNTAINS

The most renowned achievement in early roadbuilding,
however, centres not around Roberts but on William Cox,
Chief Magistrate at Windsor and "the best Agriculturist
in this Colony",34who supervised the construction of a
road over the Blue Mountains following the first successful
crossing in May 1813 by Gregory Blaxland, William
Charles Wentworth and Lieutenant William L a ~ s o n . ~ '

Amid the rejoicing at the news of their discovery,
Governor Macquarie hastened to check their claims by
sending Assistant Surveyor George Evans to investigaie.
After confirming their discoveries, Evans estimated (rather
over-enthusiastically) that: "twelve Men might clear a
good Road in three months for a Cart to travel over the
Mountains and make the descent o f t h e m so easy that it
might be drove down in safety".3GIn this despatch to
London in April 18 14, outlining his proposals to build such
a road, Macquarie increased the number of men needed to
a more realistic "fifty Labourers "."
Cox volunteered his services3' and gathered together a
group of men with a wide variety of skills. His road party
consisted of a superintendent and a guide (who had been
members of Evans' survey party), a store keeper, a doctor,
a constable, an overseer of tools, a carpenter, a blacksmith,
a miner, two bnllock drivers, twenty labourers, together
with a sergeant, a corporal and six privates of the Royal
Veteran Company to act as guards.3gThe convict workers
were specially selected for length of service and good
behaviour and were offered emancipation on the
completion of the road as a reward for their
"extraordinarj~Fatigues and Privations". This bargain,
argued Macquarie later, allowed Cox to complete the road
in six months whereas it would have taken at least three
years " i f made by Contract, or by employing the convicts
in the Usual W a y for half a day at Work".40
The road was commenced on 18th July 1814, by cutting
an approach to Emu Ford down the eastern bank of the
Nepean River, and in spite of sickness, bad weather and
a rigorous mountain winter, it was completed on 14th
January 1815, as far as the site of Bathurst. Even though
the 101-mile lone road was little more than a bush track
approximately 12 feet wide, it was a great triumph for Cox
and his men. The chopping and grubbing of trees, and the
removal of rocks and boulders (using levers, block and
tackle, and gunpowder) was a formidable task for such
small numbers in a remote and rugged region.
The work included constructio~of two bridges to span
the Lett and Cox's Rivers. On 6th December 1814, after
studying the locality, Cox decided on two smaller bridges
rather than one large structure. The first bridge (over the
Lett River) was 22 feet long and 13 feet wide, and was
u
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completed by the carpenters within two days. Six men
who spent nearly a whole day in the water bringing timber
downriver for the second bridge were rewarded with a gill
of spirits each. This bridge, which was 45 feet long and 14
feet wide, incorporated a 50 feet long side piece made from
an oak tree with a girth of up to 9 feet.
The most difficult section was the construction of the
pass at Mount York and this was begun on 7th November
and completed on 15th December 1814. Cox found it much
worse than expected and reluctantly wrote in his diary that
" the hill is so very steep about half-a-mile down that it
i s not possible to make a good road to go down and up
again without going to a very great expense. I have
therefore made up my mind to make such a road as a
cart can come down empty or with a very light load
without a possibility of its being able to return with any
sort of a load whatever, and such a road will also answer
t o drive stock down to the forest ~ r o u n d s i. t is a very
great drawback to the new country, as no produce can be
brought from thence to headquarters except fat bullocks
or sheep. The sheep will also be able to bring their
fleeces up and be shorn on the mountains"." Cox faced
his tremendous task with characteristic resolve and ordered
his men to "put up the forge for the blacksmith t o repair
all tools for the Herculean t n o ~ n t a i n " . ~ ~

When constructed, the road had in parts a grade of 1
in 4 and provoked feelings of awe in the hearts of many
early travellers. Macquarie's journal entry of 29th April
18 15 records his impressions upon reaching Mount York.
"Here we halted for a little while t o view this frightful
tremendous pass, as well as to feast our eyes with the
grand and pleasing prospect of the fine low country. . .
Mr Cox and his party with incredible labour and
perseverance have constructed a very safe carriage road
down the face of this mountain which does h i m and them
injinite honor; it being a most dificult and most arduous
undertaking, and one which most people would have at
first view abandoned in despair as being impracticable.
From the beginning of the pass to the foot o f the
mountain i s one mile and a quarter in length, the road
being made in traverses in as easy a manner as it was
practicable to construct it; but still exceedingly steep in
most places along the declivity of the mountain, which
is above 600 feet in perpendicular height from the plain
below . . .
The road down the mountain being so extremely steep
as t o render it hazardous to drive down it in the carriage,
we had the horses taken out of it and had it brought
down by hand, and the same method was adopted in
regard to bringing down our caravan and heavy loaded

carts. This retarded our journey a long time, the whole
of the carriages not having been got down the pass till
2 o'clock, tho' the jirst of them began to descend at 11
In spite of the pass being "excessively steep and
dangerous", W. C . Wentworth wrote in 1819 that "carts
and waggons go up and down it continually: nor do I
believe that any serious accident has yet occurred..
In the same year some French visitors admired "its
boldness and the skill which directed its construction"
and noted that " its outer edge, which overlooks a
frightful precipice, is protected by a wooden railing".44
Although by building this road Governor Macquarie
provided the means of access to the western plains, he
nevertheless placed strict controls on movements over the
mountains. Written applications had to be made and
written passes obtained for presentation to the military
guard stationed a t Spring~ood.4~
ROADS TO THE SOUTH

In contrast to the speed with which the road to Bathurst
was built, the provision of a road to the southwest towards
what is now Goulburn was slow and devious. The earliest
track followed the line blazed in 1818 by James Meehan.
I t ran generally to the east of the present Hume Highway,
passing over the Mittagong Range at "The Gib", through
Bong Bong (Moss Vale) and by a circuitous route to
Bungonia and Lake B a t h ~ r s t . ~ ~
In the same year, Charles Throsby had reached Jervis
Bay (to which he considered a good road could be cut
from Sydney)"' and in 1819 he succeeded in reaching
Bathurst from the south via Bong Bong. These discoveries
led Macquarie to direct Throsby to supervise the building
of a cart road to the "new discovered Country ". It may
have been his intention to eventually continue the road
westwards and then north to Bathurst. Work was
commenced in October 1819 and 75 miles of road from
Stonequarry Creek (Picton) to and over the Cookbundoon
Range (just north of the Goulburn Plains), with an
average width of 33 feet, were completed by February 1821

a t a cost, including six bridges, of f280.3s.8d. The
construction party consisted of one overseer, one guard or
guide, one clerk, one bullock-driver and eleven convict
labourers. Each man was supplied with one blanket, one
jacket, two pairs of trousers, two shirts and jive pairs of
sh0es.4~AS the men were to work all day, Macquarie
ordered "an extra Ration of Wheat for them - allowing
each man Twelve Pounds per week".49
On a tour of inspection in October 1820, Macquarie
noted that "the access to the top of the Range is very
steep, rocky and dificult owing to the bad construction
of the Road up it, the Turnings or Traverses being very
short and abrupt . . . I named this Ascent and Descent
'Wild's Pass', after Joseph Wild the overseer of the Road
Party . . .
This section of the road was superseded in 1822 by a
shorter and easier routes' and, following the Hume and
Hovell expedition in 1824 and the growth of a township
a t Goulburn, Macquarie's possible intention to continue
this road to Bathurst never eventuated. It became the task
of later surveyors, such as Sir Thomas Mitchell, to find the
best location for the "Great South Road".
The road from Sydney to the lllawarra district was
another circuitous route, access being first cut by Throsby
in 18 15 in order to drive his cattle across from Liverpool
and down the escarpment (near the present Bulli Pass) to
the richly grassed coastal strip. Other cattlemen followed,
perhaps encouraged by the commencement of construction
of the road from Liverpool to Appin by William Roberts
in 1815 and by the surveying of a line from Appin to the
top of the coastal ridge by James Meehan in the same
year.52
The use of this rough and difficult route by timber
getters is mentioned by botanist Allan Cunningham in
18 18 and later in Barron Field's "Geographical Memoirs
on New South Wales".
" The cedar planks as they are formed by sawyers at
the pit, are carried on mens' backs up to the mountain
summit, whence carts (approaching by a narrow road cut
through the forest on the ridge) convey the planks t o all
'I5'

Francis Grretzway's rlaboratr toll-house. erected in 1819 at beginning of road to Parramatta.

parts of the colony, or they are carted to the shores o f
Illawarra, and navigated to Port Jackson in large open
boat^".^'
On his last tour in 1822, the 60-year old Macquarie
described the road from Appin as "most execrably bad for
any sort of wheeled carriage". Sending back their curricle
and dray, the party transferred their luggage to packhorses
which still had great diffi'culty in getting down " this
horrid steep descent".54
The combination of cattle and cedar getters' tracks
remained the only land route to the Illawarra coastal flats
until 1821 when Cornelius O'Brien, a settler of the Bulli
district, advertised that he was pleased to inform " the
Proprietors of Land in the District of Illawarra, that a
Track, much shorter & of far less and more gradual
declivity, is discovered. Should the Proprietors think
proper to subscribe towards the Expence of cutting away
t h e Brush, &c, to make a passage for cattle, Mr O'Brien
will be happy to point out the track to those who may
be employed on the work. It i s estimated that f 1 0
sterling from each Proprietor, supposing them t o be seven
i n number, would be suficient t o make a Cattle Road
from Illawarra to the District of Appin by the new
track".55
Response to O'Brien's advertisement amounted to $60,
and with this sum he employed six men to make a road
which descended to the coast south of Mount Keira near
Fig Tree (and became known as O'Brien's Subscription
Road).
Macquarie returned from the Illawarra district via this
road in 1822, assessing the ascent as "a good bridle road"
and the approaches to the Cataract River crossing as
"$rightful t o look at but perfectly safe".56
TWO NEW BRIDGES

Although the Macquarie era is renowned for its
architecture, little lasting bridgework was completed. It is
unfortunate, but almost inevitable, that bridges are so
vulnerable and so frequently have to be demolished when
a new, larger, structure is built. Since the widening of
Bridge Street and the building of Circular Quay in the
18501s, nothing remains of the stone bridge over the Tank
Stream. During Macquarie's time this bridge was widened
and the arch lowered during almost complete rebuilding by
John O'Hearne. A contract was signed in September 1810
and the new structure was opened for all traffic on 20th
May 1811.57
The arch was given adequate time to "settle down and
acquire strength ", as horses, cars, carts and carriages had
been forbidden to use it for the previous two months.58
O'Hearne, who was Assistant Engineer and Superintendent
of Stone Masons,59was paid 660 gallons of spirits for the
job. Forty gallons were retained until March 1812 as
security for some unfinished work, at which time he
received a bonus of 15 gallons.60
In 1813 the trustees of Andrew Thompson's estate at
Windsor replaced his second bridge over South Creek with
a more substantial timber structure. The new bridge was
supported by four rows of piles and stood 24 feet above
flood level. Having a length of 214 feet it was the largest

bridge in the colony at that time and on opening day, 10th
November, was named Howe's Bridge to commemorate its
builder, John Howe.'jl Howe, who was Chief Constable a t
Windsor, also provided a punt for crossing the
Hawkesbury River at Windsor in 1814 and was allowed to
collect tolls. In exchange for the free passage of
government officers and convicts coming and going to
church, Howe was provided with a labourer "clothed and
victualled from the King's Stores".62
It is also appropriate to mention in this book that in
1819 Howe led the first oficial party to find a route from
the Hawkesbury district to the Hunter Valley. H e repeated
the journey in 1820, marking the way, and from March
1823 the public was allowed to use "Howe's track",
provided they obtained a written permit from the Colonial
Secretary's office.'j3
STONE REMINDERS

It is interesting to note that although no bridge structures
have survived from Macquarie's era, a number of stone
reminders of his roadworks still exist.
* There are the rocks beside the old road at Mt. York
in the Blue Mountains, still showing the pick-marks made
during Macquarie's western excursion in 18 1 5.64
* There is the inscription at Mrs Macquarie's Chair (on
the headland between Farm Cove and Woollomooloo Bay)
which declares: "Be it thus Recorded that the Road
Round the inside of the Government Domain, called Mrs
Macquaries Road, S o named by the Governor on account
of her having Originally Planned it, Measuring 3 Miles
and 377 Yards, W a s finally Completed on the 13th Day
of June, 181 6".'j5
* There are still some milestones along the Great
Western Highway (as far as Penrith), which recall that
back in 1814 Edward Cureton was paid f40.10s.Od from
the Police Fund for 54 milestones.'j6 West of the Nepean
River, mile marking was undertaken simultaneously with
road construction and William Cox noted in his journal on
27th July 18 14 that his party had methodically "marked
the trees at the end of each mile at the left side of the
road".'j7 Wooden mileposts were later erected at these
points.

S k e t c h of obelisk irz Macquarie Place a s it looked in 1853

possibly be engaged ".73 Macquarie held a similar view
while still placing considerable emphasis on other
government public works. He also realised that the increase
in the convict labour force would result in a saving in
government expenditure as well as a curtailment in the
activities of emancipist contractors for road and bridge
works.
. . . as the Expence of Constructing New Roads and
Bridges, and keeping the old ones in Repair, has hitherto
been defrayed from the Colonial Revenue, the Work being
done by Contract, the whole of that heavy Expence will
now be Saved to the Crown by thus employing Strong
Gangs of Government Men t o execute this important and
indispensable Work".74
The "Report of the Select Committee on
Transportation" (1 8 12) outlined the general working
arrangements.
" T h e convicts in the service of Government, are divided
into gangs - every gang has an overseer, and every two
or three gangs a superintendent; these are frequently
chosen from amongst those convicts who best conduct
themselves. They work from six in the morning till three
in the afternoon, and the remainder of the day is allowed
to them, to be spent either in amusement or projitable
labour for themselves. They are clothed, fed, and for the
most part lodged by the Government;".
The recommended mode of punishment for misconduct
was to sentence the culprit to work in the gaol gang where
he was "obliged to labour at some public work in irons,
from six in the morning t o six at night", with no time
to himself.75
Commissioner J. T. Bigge gives other details of their
conditions.
"Wherever the convicts are lodged in barracks, the
rations both of x e c t and flour cre cooked cnd k e d for
them there; those issued t o the road parties are
distributed by the overseers, and cooked by the convicts
in their separate huts. Care has not been always taken
t o give a regular allowance of salt to the road parties;
and in the heat of summer the meat has been touched
very soon after it was i s s ~ e d " . ' ~
Although roadmaking was generally considered to be a
healthy occupation, an outbreak of typhus among the party
employed on the road from Parramatta to Emu Ford
claimed a number of lives and originated from the
thoughtless siting of their poorly-constructed huts on
damp, low-lying land.
Bigge calculated that there were 362 convicts employed
on the improvement of roads and bridges during November
1819.77He complained that there was "only slight control
and great temptation". For example, on Saturdays, when
the overseer was absent drawing rations, the road gangs
did no work and invariably spent the time robbing any
nearby orchards or poultry-yards.
Commissioner Bigge also noted that " The temptation t o
plunder afforded to the road parties, by the passage of
settlers in their carts going t o and from Sydney and
Parramatta, many of whom are in a state of intoxication,
has led t o the commission of highway robberies, . . . With
a view t o obviate this evil, the chief engineer has been
directed . . . to select the men of best characters from the
"

Old n~ilestonesat ( h s u l a

and at Liverpool.

By 18 16 milestones had been laid along the Parramatta,
Liverpool and South Head Roads. Even then, these
unobtrusive monuments were not safe from local vandals
whose irresponsible behaviour in altering the Roman
numerals became so serious as to warrant the following
public notice.
"Several of the Mile Stones . . . having been of late
wantonly and mischievously defaced and injured, it is
hereby publicly notified that any Person who shall
hereafter break, deface or injure any of the Mile Stones
o n the said Roads will be prosecuted according t o Law,
and on Conviction severely and exemplarily punished".68
* There is the obelisk in Macquarie Place which was
erected in 1818 " to Record that all the Public Roads,
Leading to the Interior of the Colony are Measured from
it ". Francis Greenway, ex-convict architect of many fine
remaining buildings in and around Sydney, designed this
column which was cut and erected by Edward Cureton for
f 85.69
* For better or for worse, we can no longer see
Greenway's grandiose gothic toll-house which was erected
a t Railway Square in 1819 at the commencement of
Parramatta Road. This controversial structure was
criticised in 1821 as an "extravagantly expensive trifle"
and an "inelegant and fugacious toy", which deserved
derision concerning its style and regret concerning its
cost.70A recent author has described it as "certainly the
most ornate toll-house Australia ever possessed - an
elaborate confection of turrets, castellated walls, lancet
windows and crockets "." One wonders what Greenway
might have created had he been able to proceed with his
proposal for a bridge across Sydney Harbour!72
CONVICT CONDITIONS

In 18 18 and 18 19 shipload after shipload of convicts
arrived and, faced with such an enormous influx of labour,
Macquarie found it difficult to find suitable employment
for them all among the free settlers. Rev. John Dunmore
Lang was convinced that " the formation of roads and
bridges is unquestionably the most appropriate
employment in which persons of that description can

Government gaol gang. Sydrrey in late 1820's.

convict ships for the road parties . . . guided by their
previous habits of life, and by their bodily strength ".
As if these crimes were not enough, those on the road
gangs were frequently detected selling their own issue of
government clothing and bedding (or articles stolen from
others) to "the lower cIasses of settlers in exchange for
spirits ".78
ORDER OUT OF CONFUSION

Convicts were not the only ones whose movements were
prescribed by regulations. Faced with a society which was
in many ways unorganised, Macquarie introduced a series
of directions (especially relating to road usage). Most of
these have been retained and adapted to modern
conditions, and are now regarded as an inevitable part of
any ordered and wheeled society.
Macquarie first acted in August 1810 to widen all streets
to 50 feet, including a footpath on each side. He also
specified uniform paling fences and, where necessary,
ordered the relocation of houses back to the correct
alignment, at public e ~ p e n s e . Two
' ~ months later he
divided the town into five districts, each with a watchhouse
and seven police constables. All streets were to be named
and all houses numbered. Posts and fingerboards with the
names of the streets painted on them were to be erected
at "conspicuous parts", intersections and the ends of
streets. The principal street from Dawes Point to near the
Brickfields (previously known alternatively as High Street,
Spring Row and Sergeant Major's Row) became George
Street and a further 29 streets and lanes were named.80
In June 181 1 attention was focussed on the drivers of
"cars and carts" who drove their vehicles on the
footpaths, rode on them through the town rather than
walked beside them, or left them ~ n a t t e n d e d .In~ ~February
18 1 3 householders were called to arrange for the gravelling

and repair of their respective streets, William Roberts
being recommended as well qualified to do such work. The
warning was added that if these repairs were not
undertaken, the Governor would be "obliged to order a
suitable annual t a x t o be levied" in the future to defray
Soon after, the proprietors of "cars, carts and
the
waggons " had to register their vehicles a t the office of the
Superintendent of Police or district magistrate and some
produce-carrying carriages had to be licensed a t five
shillings per year.83
Of more importance relative to roads was Macquarie's
proposal in November 1818 to withhold licences from those
vehicles which did not conform to new regulations
specifying a minimum wheel width of 2% inches. Six
months was allowed for the changeover and thereafter
narrow-wheeled vehicles (which cut up the roads and
rapidly formed ruts) would be liable for double toll rateses4
Due to the difficulty of procuring suitable flat iron, this
period was extended to May 1820 and, following further
representations, it was rescinded in August 1820.85
An unusual attempt to protect a turnpike road from
damage by heavy government vehicles, by providing an
alternative road exclusively for government use and
restricting public access, was tried in June 1819. Offending
vehicles were seized and impounded until a fine was paid.86
Finally, because of the frustration, delay and danger
caused by horsemen and drivers following erratic and
unpredictable courses along the roads, Macquarie formally
instituted the keep-to-the-left rule, as in England, from
mid-August 1 820.8'
MACQUARIE'S MEN

Although much of the credit for the extensive roadworks
of this period must rightly go to Governor Macquarie
(whose organising mind and progressive attitude initiated
so many projects), the lesser-known figures standing in his
shadow should not be overlooked. Many are forgotten but
details of some are still able to be traced.
In August 1810 William Alcock superintended " the
making, constructing and repairing of Streets, Highways
and Bridges within the Town of Sydney"88and as
Inspector of Public Works in 18 12 he received an annual
salary of f 9 1.5s.Od. paid from the Colonial Fund.89
The unenviable position of Principal Superintendent of
Convicts was taken over by Isaac Nichols in April 18109"
and four years later by William Hutchinson, who spoke of
having to work from "Break of Day until Sunset, . . . not
exempt even of a Sunday ".91In 1821 Nicholas Delaney
was described as Superintendent of Road Makers, also
earning f91.5s.Od. a year while James Johnson, as
Principal Overseer of the Western Road, only received $25
a year.92
Surveyor-General and ex-naval lieutenant John Oxley
was involved too deeply in exploration and other duties to
give much time to surveying lines of roads. However his
deputy, James Meehan, was held in high esteem by
Macquarie who also appointed him to be Inspector of
Roads, Bridges and Streets in 18 1493and acknowledged
him as being "Conversant With the Business of building
Bridges and laying out Roads".P4

The Governor's own Aide-de-camp, Lieutenant John
Watts, was another who readily assisted with roadworks,
in particular with repairs to Parramatta Road in 1817
following long heavy rains. Macquarie noted in his diary
that as Watts had "in a very handsome liberal manner
offered his services gratuitously t o superintend the
working Parties and t o direct the manner of repairing
Roads and Bridges. three strong gangs were this day
selected for this purpose and commenced their labours".95
The press praised the improvements which were "so ably
performed under the inspection of Lieutenant,Watts" as
being "jirmer and stronger than could have been expected
in so short a time after their ~ornpletion".~~
Not all observers were so charitable and, in contrast, one
critic looked back on Watt's attempts as " a series of most
expensive, but ill-judged, futile and ineffectual
alterations" which "scarcely outlived the Jirst few
showers that fell subsequent t o their completion"."
In this period, Army officers played a vital part in most
engineering works and the duties of the Engineer and
Artillery Officer had close associations with road and
bridge works. In December 1817, Major George Druitt of
the 48th Regiment succeeded Captain John Gill of the
46th Regiment in this position as well as Inspector of
Government Public Works, and by 1822 as head of the
Engineer Department ("which embraced the whole of the
Mechanics, besides Labourers on the Roads and Public
works") he had charge of 3,117 individual^.^^ Druitt's
involvement in roadworks was considerable and in an
appeal for an allowance (for four years without pay!) he
claimed that he had completed the following roads and
bridges (most of which were reconstruction tasks).
"From Sydney t o Macquarie tower, South Island,
7 Miles with 1 I Bridges.
From Sydney t o the Waterloo mills on the Botany bay
road, 2 Miles with 6 bridges.
From Sydney to Paramatta 15 miles with 37 Bridges.
From Paramatta to Emu ford, 21 Miles with 43
bridges.
From the turn on the Paramatta road t o Liverpool,
15 Miles with 27 Bridges.
The Cross road from Paramatta t o Liverpool, 5 Miles
with 8 Bridges.
From Paramatta to Windsor, 20 Miles with 70 Bridges.
On the Appin road, 3 miles with 3 bridges.
On the Cow pasture road, 2 Miles with one bridge".99
Concerning the first-mentioned work, the Sydney
Gazette was enthusiastic.
" The new road to South Head, conducted by the Chief
Engineer, Major Druitt, offers to the former road a
contrast which can scarcely jind its parallel. The former
road was certainly a very great improvement on its
predecessor; but it unfortltnately happened that the face
o f the ground . . . was very soon converted from a gravel
into a sand, in some parts rendered so deep by the
drifting torrent of the wind as to be little less than
impassable . . . The present road is not encumbered with
any similar obstruction, the whole line of road having
been well covered with an excellent hard gravel, which
with the assistance of the inhabitants from time to time,
must secure . . . one of the most agreeable rides that

imagination could ~ o n t e m p l a t e " . ' ~
The "excellent hard gravel" was a feature of Druitt's
improvements to both materials and methods. Presenting
evidence before Commissioner Bigge in 1819, he gave a
brief but valuable description.
"The materials which were formerly used on the Roads
were soft sandstone and clay formed close to the road
side; I made it a particular part of my duty t o examine
the face of the adjacent country for iron stone and sharp
gravel in which I succeeded to m y full expectations.
The construction of the road I also changed by
throwing up the centre in a barrel form with clear
tables on each side and throwing the iron stone gravel on
the iron stone which is laid on the clay foundation". On
all wooden bridges, Druitt fixed "rails of security on
either side which were only partial before". In conclusion,
he explained: "Over the morasses I have paid particular
attention to have the foundation laid with Strong Iron
Bark Logs, which I have found to answer extremely
well ".'O1
Because of the work of all these men and others,
Macquarie was able, after eleven years administration, to
list among his accomplishments 14 roads totalling 276
miles and numerous bridges.'02 T O these men, as much as
to Macquarie himself, should credit be given for a
remarkable effort in building roads which they realised
would "essentially Contribute to the internal Prosperity
and General Welfare of this Colony".'03
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PART B /CHAPTER 3

Planning Great Thoroughfares to Match New Needs
THE CONTROVERSIAL MAJOR MITCHELL

In July 1825 Governor Sir Thomas Brisbane appointed
three Commissioners, J . Oxley (Surveyor-General), W.
Cordeaux and J. Campbell, to make a complete survey of
t h e colony and in March 1826 they presented their first
report to Brisbane's successor, Governor Ralph Darling. In
this report they pointed out that the lack of trained staff,
and the huge distances to be covered, prevented any great
progress being made on the task. Consequently, the new
Governor requested that more skilled surveyors be sent to
New South Wales and as a result Major Thomas Mitchell
was appointed as Deputy Surveyor-General, arriving in
Sydney in September 1827. When Oxley died in May 1828
Mitchell succeeded him as Surveyor-General and from
then the task of dividing the State into parishes
(approximately 25 miles square), counties (approximately
40 miles square) and hundreds (approximately 100 miles
square) also became Mitchell's responsibility. As New
South Wales at that stage included all of Victoria,
Queensland, South Australia and the Northern Territory,
this was a task of great magnitude. In the following year,
S . A. Perry was appointed Deputy Surveyor-General, a
position he retained for the next 24 years in spite of
Mitchell's persistent and unreasonable antagonism.'
In a continuing and bitter argument with Mitchell,
Governor Darling complained that the work of the Roads
and Bridges Department could not be properly carried out
until it was again separated from the Survey Department,
maintaining that, as Surveyor-General, Mitchell should be
responsible only for the surveying of roads and not for
their construction.
In mid-1828, Governor Darling appointed retired Major
E. Lockyer as Principal Surveyor of Roads and Bridges to
replace Lieutenants Wilford and Hughes who had
r e ~ i g n e dThese
.~
officers had taken over from the
Surveyor-General the responsibility for roads and thereby
gave him more time to make up the arrears in the
demanding work of the Survey Department. However, in
May 1829, Sir George Murray, Secretary of State for the
Colonies, transferred these duties back to Surveyor-General
Mitchell.
At the height of a dispute over the location of the
descent from Mount Victoria in July 1830, Darling
inserted a notice in the Sydney Gazette, informing the
public that the Department of Roads and Bridges was to
be superintended by Assistant Surveyor Nicholson.
Mitchell was subsequently advised in December 1830 that
the Roads Department was to be re-established in the form
proposed by Darling and that the control of roads and
bridges was to be placed under the direction of the
. ~ change was made without the
Colonial S e ~ r e t a r yThis
prior approval of the Home Government and on receiving
official news of it from Darling, Lord Goderich (who had

succeeded Murray as Secretary of State) replied in April
183 1 that he would not consent to these alteration^.^ Before
this direction reached Sydney the situation between
Darling and Mitchell had become critical. Mitchell had
made an official protest and forwarded his objections to
the Secretary of State. Before forwarding Mitchell's letters
to England, Governor Darling had placed them before the
Executive Council, which, after examining the situation,
had supported the Governor and rebuked Mitchell.
After the recall of Governor Darling in October 183 1,
Mitchell persuaded the Acting Governor (Colonel Patrick
Lindesay), to sanction a journey of exploration to the
north, the first of Mitchell's four expeditions. When
Mitchell returned he found the new Governor, Sir Richard
Bourke, (who had arrived in December 1831) much more
amenable to his suggestions than Darling had been and, by
1832, Mitchell had sole responsibility for the survey of the
whole territory, the valuation and disposal of Crown
Lands, the construction and maintenance of roads and
bridges, and the exploration of the interior.
The plotting and survey of the principal roads of the
colony, north to the Hunter, south to Goulburn and west
to Bathurst had been completed by 1833. Mitchell was not
optimistic about their immediate construction and in July
1833, he wrote: ". . . have just had a pretty hot job at
Hunter's River, having marked 106 miles of road through
the district in 18 days, and those the hottest I have felt
in the country. However, I had the luck t o m a k e a good
job of it, and have now completed the marking o f t h e
great roads throughout the Colony according t o one
general system; when they will be made God know^".^
Giving evidence in London before the 1834 Select
Committee on Transportation, Mitchell spoke of the dual
responsibilities of his officers.
" T h e duties of the road department, as now transferred
t o that of the surveyor-general, might easily be dejined
were they limited to purposes connected with the survey
of the country, but the proper direction and formation of
the roads, . . . however onerous the responsibility of
engineering them properly, are not the duties i n which
assistant-surveyors of roads are chieJEy considered
re~ponsible".~
TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITY

By 1836, the problems of providing adequate care and
control of the men, animals and tools used in the road
gangs impelled Governor Bourke to transfer responsibility
for the construction and repair of roads and bridges to the
Royal Engineers as from 1st January 1837.
The Colonial Secretary, Alexander MacLeay, gave
Mitchell the following explanation of the changeover.
" H i s Excellency is desirous of expressing the sense He
entertains of the services you have rendered t o the Colony
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by marking out several good lines of new Road, and by
improving and reforming other lines, both in Town and
Country, which has been injudiciously planned in the
early days of settlement, or adopted without any Plan
whatever. In these arrangements, you have not only shewn
a large share of skill and judgment, but entered upon
them with an earnestness and zeal, which deserve the best
thanks of this Government; and, in the tracing of new
lines therefore, His Excellency proposed that the Public
shall still obtain the benejit of your tact and ability,
although it has been thought advantageous t o transfer the
making and repairs of Roads t o other hands.
The motives for this change may be briejy stated as
follows:- It has been shewn by long experience that the
efforts of your Department, whether divided into a Road
Branch under a separate head, or acting under your
immediate directions, had not been successful in
controlling the numerous and dispersed parties of
dissolute Convicts employed on the Roads or in obtaining
from them a fair portion of labour. Some attempts were
made, in the latter end of 1832, to improve the
organization both of the Ironed Gangs (then but two in
number) and of the numerous Road Parties working out
of Irons. The former have been, by the attention of the
Military Oficers appointed to superintend them, brought
into a very eficient state both as to discipline and work.
The change in the Colonial Law introduced about the
same time, by which the improvident transportation of
laboring Criminals t o Norfolk Island and Moreton Bay
was much diminished, and a sentence t o labour in Irons
on the roads within the Colony substituted, has had the
effect of augmenting the number of these Gangs, whilst
improvement in their organization have kept pace with
their increasing strength. The same success has not
attended attempts t o make the Road Parties eficient.
Their organization has been necessarily dijJerent and
they have continued to be the subject of constant though
perhaps of exaggerated complaint. Their total reduction
had been for some time contemplated by His Excellency,
but, until the change in the Law above referred t o had
recruited the Ironed Gangs, He could not venture upon a
measure which would have left the Public Works too bare
of Men. It was recommended last year by a Committee
of the Council and can now be carried into effect, and He
hopes without any considerable inconvenience.
There remaining then on the roads for employment
those Gangs only, which in regard t o discipline have been
for some time wholly under the charge of Military
Oficers, it has been deemed expedient to give t o the
Military also the care of superintending the work under
the orders of the Commanding Royal Engineer. By this
arrangement, the unity of direction (the want of which
was beginning t o be felt) is introduced into the service;
and the care of the animals to be maintained and Tools
employed on the Roads, being withdrawn from unskilful
or dishonest Civil Overseers, will be placed under more
eficient and trusty management, whilst a considerable
saving to the Public in the expence of superintendance
will be effected.
The Governor likewise intends that the few Bridge
Parties to be kept up shall also be placed under the

Commanding Royal Engineer".'
In reply Mitchell appeared stimulated by the Governor's
praise and confident that the new arrangement would be
more efficient.
"With the highly improved state of the Iron Gangs,
accomplished by His Excellency (by means of Military
superintendance and discipline), the unity of direction
now about to be introduced also and above all the skill
and experience of the Commanding Royal Engineer, I feel
assured that forced labour may be employed in the
construction of the Roads and Bridges of the Colony with
much more advantage than it has been hitherto.
TO accomplish these objects, I have long been sensible
that my Department has not afforded the adequate
means. And I now therefore have to return my thanks to
His Excellency the Governor for relieving it from the
duties connected with the su~erintendanceo f the road.^''.^
However, proceedings in the Legislative ~ i u n c i on
l 20th
August 1839 indicated that the expected improvements
may not have been realised.
"Major Barney . . . stated in the course of his replies,
that he had about five hundred men in irons at present
employed on the road and under Military superintendence
but he had not one person among the superintendents
capable of using an instrument in surveying. He described
the plan of Military superintendence to be a complete
failure; and that the stockade, so far from being
considered by convicts as a place of punishment, or being
held in dread by them, was considered preferable to being
detained in Hyde Park Barracks. This feeling he
attributed to the more vigilant superintendence employed
at the latter place. The consequence of the present plan
of stockade discipline he described to be such, that the
men could be sent only to a short distance to work on the
roads and consequently the improvements were confined
to a small space, and detached parties could not be
employed, as they always led to robbery and v i ~ l e n c e " . ~
Military officers, aenerallv belonging to the Roval
were to remain r&ponsible for road co~struction
and other public works until the office of Colonial
Engineer was abolished in the 1840's and the main routes
were taken over by trusts.

-
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ALLOCATION OF AUTHORITY

In regard to the financing of roadworks, an Imperial Act
of 1832 (2 William IV, No. 12) made it lawful to levy tolls
to provide funds for the repair of roads, bridges and
ferries. The toll charges were prescribed in the Act and the
rates for roads and bridges were fixed at a minimum of
a farthing for a sheep, pig or goat, and a maximum of
ls.6d. for a carriage and four. The rates for ferries varied
from 2d. for a passenger on foot to ls.6d. per twenty head
of cattle. The right to collect tolls was usually sold by
public auction and the Governor was empowered by
proclamation to appoint places where toll gates or ferries
could be established or continued.1°
When the toll system was introduced road-users provided
a substantial proportion of the cost of the primary roads
by the way of tolls, while the subsidiary roads were paid
off partly by the road-users through tolls and partly by the

Sketch of original Berrinra Bridge built by David Lennox in 1836
and destroyed by floods in 1860.

Bentley'.~Bridge ni Rusl~cuffer'sBay. built it1 1837.

Tobsrang culvert built in 1839 and still standing otr old route of H~itne
Highway north of Goulburn.

Watercolour of "Brickfield
Hill and Village on the
High Road to Parramatta"
by Edward Dayes, 1795.
Reproduced by courtesy
of National Library o f
Australia, Canberra.

Miniature of Governor
Lachlan Macquarie by
an unknown artist.
Reproduced by courtesy
of Mitchell Library,
Sydney.
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G i t w a p h of 51NewBridge* West M a i t l w ~', from.a drawjig by F. C. Terrz in 1853 and pubuPrsddlirr
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Lithograph of "The Cut in Argyle Street", from a drawing by F. C . Terry in 1853 and published in
"Australian Keepsake" by Sands and Kenny in 1855. Reproduced by courtesy of Mitchell Library, Sydney.

"Passage De Cox, Duns Les Montagnes-Bleues", lithograph from a sll
A . Pellion in 1819 and published in L. C. D. De Freycinet's "Voyage
Du Monde", Volume I. Reproduced by courtesy o f Mitchell Library,

"Convicts breaking a road over the mountains" by Charles Rodius, 1833. Reproduced
by courtesy of the Rex Nan Kivell Collection, National Library of Australia, Canberra.
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Watercolour of "Lapstone Hill" by S. T . Gill, undated (probably 1856). Reproduced by courtesy of Mitchell Library, Sydn

owners of the properties adjacent to the roads through land
taxation.
In the next year, the first attempt was made to legally
distinguish main from minor roads. An Act (4 William IV,
No. 1I), passed on 28th August 1833, asserted the
desirability of determining those roads which should be
cared for by each parish, and certain roads were scheduled
under the Act to be "kept in repair at the public
expense". These were as follows.
" The present road from Sydney to the South Head of
Port Jackson by Belle Vue &c.
The Western road from Sydney by Parramatta-EmuMount Vittoria-and Honeysuckle Hill t o Bathurst.
The road from the Plough Inn, five and one quarter
miles from Sydney; through Liverpool, and across the
Cowpasture Bridge and Razorback t o Lupton's Inn.
The Great Southern Road, from Lupton's Inn through
Berrima, to where it forms two branches at Marulan.
The South Road from Marulan to Bungonia Township.
The South Western road from Marulan to Goulburn
Township.
The Road from Liverpool through Campbelltown and
Menangle t o Stonequarry Creek.
The Road from Parramat ta t o Bowler's Bridge.
commonly called the Dogtrap Road.
The Road from Parramatta to Windsor and Richmond.
The Northern Road from the turn off at Iron Bark
Bridge on the Western Road, six and one third miles
from Sydney to the Punt at Bedlam point, and thence by
Kissing point and Pennant Hills, to Wiseman's Ferry.
The Northern Road from Wiseman's Ferry t o Wollombi
b y Broke and Lemington to Muscle Brook.
The Branch from the Northern road at Wollombi to
Maitland and the Green Hills W h a r The Branch from the Northern Road at Broke, leading
thence to Patrick's Plains.
The Road from Newcastle through Maitland and
Patrick's Plains to the junction with the Great North
Road at Warkworth ".I1
This Act also gave power to the Surveyor-General to
make roads through private lands and to enter private
lands for the purpose of securing timber, gravel and other
necessary road materials.
In order to assist the parishes in keeping their local
roads in repair, authority was given in 1835 (under Act 6
William IV, No. 11) for the levying of tolls for this
purpose. Before the erection of a toll bar, at least one-half
of the householders in the parish had to apply for road or
bridge repairs to be carried out, or for a toll to be
imposed. If a Court of Magistrates found in favour of the
proposal, the Governor could approve the work and the
levying of a toll. The tolls were collected and repairs
effected by each local Court of Petty session^.'^
PARISH ROAD TRUSTS

What is widely regarded as the first form of local
government in New South Wales came about through the
passage of a Parish Roads Act in 1840." Under this Act,
land-owners were entitled to set up an organisation to
control their local needs, principally the maintenance of

local or parish roads. One-third of the proprietors of land
through or within three miles of which a parish road
passed (numbering no fewer than two per mile of road)
could apply to a magistrate in Petty Sessions for
permission to hold a public meeting to elect trustees. One
vote for each trustee was allowed for owners of land of the
value of $200 or more. They were elected for three years
and were empowered to levy a maximum rate of 6d. per
acre and to fix and collect tolls. The tolls could be leased
for a period of five years at the end of which time the
lessee was eligible to re-apply for a further period. The
first meeting under this Act was held in January 1841 to
elect trustees for Botany Road.
The more important roads in the Sydney and Newcastle
areas were entrusted to the control of road trusts
established under various Acts between 1848 and 1855.
One of the first of these larger trusts covered Sydney's
eastern suburbs and was responsible for such roads as New
South Head Road, Darling Point Road, Glenmore Road
and Point Piper Road. Other trusts were appointed to
maintain the leading thoroughfares radiating from Sydney
to Parramatta, Liverpool, Campbelltown, Narellan,
Penrith, Windsor and Botany, as well as routes in the
Hunter River district.
In addition, the Imperial Act, which in 1842 established
a representative, partly-elected legislature (the Legislative
Council), provided for the establishment of district
councils. These councils were made up of councillors
elected in proportion to the population of each district
(e.g., twelve councillors for a population of 7,000 to
10,000) and were authorised to make and maintain roads,
establish schools, maintain a police force, administer
justice and fulfil other local functions.14
The first district council included the districts of
Campbelltown, Appin, Narellan, Camden and Picton, but
movements in this direction were slow. In fact, by 1858
local government in New South Wales could be said to be
composed only of the City of Sydney (incorporated 20th
July 1842) and eight district councils. Consequently, the
portion of the Act relating to district councils was repealed
in that year. Unfortunately, the district councils allowed
the roads under their superintendence to fall into decay
and the Government did not have the power to prevent this
from happening except on roads where tolls were collected.
OFFICIAL ENQUIRIES

According to the report of the Select Committee appointed
by the Legislative Council on 1lth June 1852 " to consider
and report upon the best means of facilitating Internal
Communication throughout the Colony", the system of
road trusts was largely unsuccessful for the following
reasons.
"1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Total want of co-operation between the Trusts.
Their irresponsible character.
The dificulty of selecting suitable persons to fill
the ofice.
The liability to local inpuence.
The unequal distribution of funds.
The expense of superintendence being out of all
proportion to the force employed; each Trust

having its own petty staff of oficers, with one or
two exceptions.
7. Each Trust having to render separate accounts,
and report on the work done - so that with the
extension of the system it would be impossible
for the Council voting away public money, t o
form any idea of the expenditure, or of the future
expenses required to guide their votes.
8.
The impossibility of the poorer Trusts providing
the necessary outfit to enable them to carry on
the work required".15
Consequently, the Committee recommended that, as
". . . the great leading Thoroughfares are in an almost
impassable condition, caused partly from original
malformation, and partly from the want of any regulated
system of repair . . .", the trusts should be consolidated
with the Department of the Engineer-in-Chief as the
central authority for the Road Commissioners.
When Governor Sir William Denison assumed office in
January 1855, he began to enquire into the state of public
works throughout the colony and in particular the
functioning of the Surveyor-General's Department.
Denison, himself an engineer, was not satisfied that the
surveys had been as good as could be expected. He also felt
that the cost had been excessive and submitted a
questionnaire to Mitchell covering the activities and
methods of his Department.
At this time Mitchell had completed and presented his
exhaustive "Report upon the Progress made in Roads and
in the Construction of Public Works in New South Wales
from the year 1827 to June, 1855". In this report he
described the deterioration which had taken place in the
colony's road system.
" T h e selection of the few lines of great road traversing
t h i s Colony, has at length been made, or their direction
a t least improved, by means of general surveys of the
territory.
The formation of the new lines was accomplished by
convict labor: Their preservation has been almost wholly
neglected for many years. Those formidable works, of
which, at one time, any country might have been proud,
have been suffered to fall into decay; and roads upon
which one man entrusted with every six miles, employed
t o let off the water, and repair holes before they grow
large, might have still continued good, are in a state of
dilapidation by no means 'extraordinary' when it is for
a moment considered that during the last twenty years
many of them have been left to the mercy of the elements
and the public - a public, which, instead of approving,
finds grounds for censure, even in the ruin which itself
creates". l6
There were many reasons why these roads had fallen
into disrepair. The last convict ship was sent to the colony
in 1840 and as the remaining men gradually completed
their sentences, there was a depletion in the numbers
working on the roads. The discovery of payable gold in the
1850's had a disastrous effect on roads insofar as they
received far greater use than ever before and very little
attention. Furthermore, when gold was discovered the men
who would normally have been employed on roadworks left
to seek their fortunes on the goldfields.

It should also be remembered that Surveyor-General
Mitchell was absent from his routine duties for a total of
nine years (nearly one-third of his period of office) on
journeys of exploration and visits to England. In his
absence very little was done towards the improvement of
the road system. As new areas were opened up through
exploration, settlement expanded but roads did not keep
pace with this development. One has only to look at the
population figures to realise the problem. In 1827 there
were 56,000 people in the colony but by 1855 this number
had increased to 793,000.
Governor Denison referred Mitchell's repon to the
Executive Council which decided that a full enquiry should
be held into the Survey Department and on 4th July 1855
he appointed a Royal Commission (consisting of Professor
M. B. Pell, Professor of Mathematics at the University of
Sydney, Captain A. Clarke, R.E., and Captain J. S.
Hawkins, R.E.). Mitchell did not live to dispute or affirm
the findings of the Commission as he died on 5th October
1855, having contracted pneumonia while supervising the
survey of a road from Braidwood to Nelligen. In many
ways the findings of the Commission (published in
November 1855) were harsh. Mitchell had introduced
order into what had previously been a haphazard manner
of locating roads, and the lines he chose are still
monuments to his skill as a surveyor.17
IMPROVING THE WAY WEST

No history of roadmaking in New South Wales would be
complete without a description of Mitchell's achievements,
the most notable being his improvement of the road to the
west.
The very steep gradient down the slope of Mount York
on Cox's old road over the Blue Mountains was a great
problem to travellers. Trees, felled at the top of the incline
and tied to vehicles, provided one means of slowing the
usually dangerous rush downhill. This habit led to further
complications as discarded tree trunks often blocked the
lower parts of the descent and convicts had to be sent out
from time to time to haul them away. About 1822 a new
route to the northeast of the old was discovered by
explorer Lieut. William Lawson and a track was made
with a better gradient to join up with the old road at the
foot of Mount York. At this junction Pierce Collit
established an inn, the Golden Fleece, which became a
very popular resting place between Springwood and
Bathurst. Lawson's road was not a great improvement on
the old road and Mount York continued to be a problem.
Consequently, a Government Notice in August 1827
announced: " It is Hereby Notified, that any free Person,
who shall give information t o the Surveyor O f Roads,
who is stationed at Parramatta, of any new Line, Which
on Examination, it may be deemed expedient t o adopt as
the Direction of the Public Road to Bathurst, will be
rewarded by a Grant of Land, Cattle or such other
reasonable Indulgence as may be preferred".18
The object was to deviate from both the eastern ascent
and the Mount York descent. In response to this offer,
Hamilton Hume submitted a route for which he received
a grant of 1,280 acres and James Collit also suggested a
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new line for which he received a reward of 640 acres. On
29th November 1827, Mitchell submitted to the Colonial
Secretary a report in which he suggested a new location
which passed by Collit's Inn. This line was adopted and
by 1829 work had commenced under Major Lockyer.
Towards the end of 1829 Governor Darling instructed
Mitchell to re-survey the road between Mount York and
Bathurst. Realising that a less severe route down the
mountains was still required to provide more satisfactory
communication with Bathurst, Mitchell interpreted the
Governor's instructions to include the making of a better
route than the formidable Mount York. Mitchell found a
ridge which was parallel to Mount York but in a more
direct line, cutting off the angle from Mount York to
Collit's Inn and he named this point of the range
Mount Victoria.

WINDSOR

Mitchell started on this new line immediately, much to
the chagrin of Darling, who sent instructions to Mitchell
that, for reasons of economy, he would not sanction any
alteration to the previous route. The Governor insisted that
his instruction only applied to the road beyond the Blue
Mountains and that to adopt another new line would mean
discarding the work nearly completed on the deviation
(past Collit's Inn) which Mitchell had recommended three
years before.
Mitchell kept gangs at work on the new road and would
not give in to the demands of the Governor, stating: " I
defy any man ever to point out any material improvement
in the lines laid down by me, for they have been marked
only after a more careful survey of the ground than is
made for such a purpose even in Europe . . . "I9
On 2nd September 1830, Darling gave way and

Sections of the two lines of descent to the Vale of Clywd from same point(A) on the mountains.

cancelled his instructions to discontinue the new road. The
road was quickly completed, being opened by Darling's
successor, Governor Bourke, on 23rd October 1832 and
named Victoria Pass.*O
This new section of road eliminated the steep descent
which had been a serious problem from the time the road
over the Blue Mountains was first constructed. T o achieve
this better grade of 1 in 15 from Mount Victoria to
Hartley Vale, Mitchell had to build up the road with a
tremendous amount of earth and rock, the embankments
being supported by walls of massive masonry.
Concurrently with the later stages of work on the
western descent, Mitchell was investigating the ascent on
the eastern escarpment. Governor Darling had instructed
Mitchell, in 1831, to lay out a township at Emu Plains
but, before this could be done, Mitchell contended that the
line of the Great Western Road must be finally fixed.
Earlier, the steep grades and frequent washaways in
Knapsack Valley on Cox's original ascent of the Blue
Mountains from Emu Plains had made another road
desirable and an alternative route (known as the zig-zag)
had been built between Emu Ford and Pilgrim Inn. While
travelling up the zig-zag road in May 1830, Mitchell
found the gully through which Lapstone Creek flowed and
after exploring it thoroughly he decided it would be the
most direct and least inclined route that could possibly be
made between Emu Plains and Pilgrim Inn. While seeking

approval to construct a road along this route, Mitchell had
the zig-zag road reconditioned in 1832.2'
DAVID LENNOX

- PIONEER BRIDGE BUILDER

Until the 1830's, there was a dearth of both experienced
stone-masons and bridge builders in New South Wales.
Arriving in August 1832, Scottish-born David Lennox was
destined to become one of the greatest pioneer bridge
builders in the colony's history.22Lennox was a master
mason and had 20 years experience in the supervision of
bridge construction, having worked under Thomas Telford
on the erection of the Menai suspension bridge in Wales.
Surveyor-General Mitchell met Lennox by chance in
Macquarie Street, where he was employed cutting coping
stone for the dwarf wall in front of the present
Parliamentary buildings. On learning of Lennox's previous
experience Mitchell immediately recognised his potential to
solve the problem of building more permanent bridges.
Speaking at a later date of this fortunate meeting,
Mitchell stated: "Mr David Lennox, who left his stone
wall at my request, and with his sleeves still tucked up,
came with me to my ofice, and undertook to plan the
stone bridges we required, make the centering arches, and
to carry on such works by directing and instructing the
common labourers then at the disposal of the
Government. Thus originated all the bridges this Colony
possess worthy of' the name".Z3

The 45-year old Lennox was appointed Sub-Inspector of
Roads on 1st October 1832 and was given the additional
title of Superintendent of Bridges in June 1833. H e set to
work immediately on a semi-circular stone arch bridge
over Lapstone Creek on Mitchell's deviation of the main
western road between Emu Plains and Pilgrim Inn.
Mr Abbot, Assistant Surveyor in charge of the road,
reported to Mitchell on 10th November 1832: "I trust it
will be satisfactory to hear that having procured lime,
M r Lennox i s getting on in laying the stone, a great
quantity of which is cut and ready. There are about 20
men selected by him from the gang, and he i s
indefatigable in instructing them how to work. His
Excellency the Governor, the day before yesterday, made
enquiries on many subjects, and stated that in the cases
o f men made useful by Mr Lennox, steps should be taken
t o prevent their services being lost to the Roads
Dep~rtment".~~
The training of a stone gang was extremely important
to ensure the successful completion of future works,
particularly as the colony had suffered for so long the
absence of skilled craftsmen. Major Mitchell's awareness
of this need is indicated by his comment that " We had
among the prisoners some tolerable stonecutters and
setters, but until I had the good fortune to Jind among
the emigrants a person practically acquainted with the
construction of stone arches, their labours had never been

o f much benefit t o the public".25
The bridge at Lapstone was set mainly by the convict
James Randall and Lennox reported that it was complete
in July 1833. Mitchell directed that Lennox's name be
inscribed on the keystone on the upstream side of the
bridge and thereafter it became known as Lennox Bridge.
Mitchell's Pass was completed on 22nd March 1834 and
the road across Emu Plains was gravelled. A description
of the pass by Lt.-Col. G. C. Mundy, who accompanied
Governor Charles FitzRoy on a western tour in 1846, gives
some idea of the magnitude of the job.
"Having traversed the Plains for two miles as straight
a s a French causeway, the road runs plump against the

discovery of payable gold in 1851 at Guyong, near
Bathurst, the road was subjected to a tremendous increase
in traffic and it deteriorated rapidly. In a spirited defence
of his work on the road Mitchell wrote in 1855:
" T h e Bathurst road . . . has been ground down under the
increased thoroughfare - caused by the Gold discovery;
and 'Bathurst Committees' have met, and taken the jield,
to condemn the direction and find a better, when they
ought rather to have directed their energies and their
means to repair the road already made; for they neither
possess the means to make, nor the judgement to jind a
better direction, until hills and valleys change their
positions. From this character however, must be exempted

Contemporary painting of construction of Mitchell's Pass and Let~nox
Bridge, on eastern ascent to Blue Mountains in 1832.

Stone viaduct on Victoria Pass, opened by Governor Bourke in 1832,
photographed in 1887.

Blue Mountains or rather against the part of them called
Lapstone Hill, and begins t o wriggle up the ascent as
best it can under the directing hand of the engineer.
The southern j a n k of a profound ravine abutting upon
the Plains has been chosen for the eastern terminus of the
Great Mountain Road: and I think there is no part of it
finer or more creditable as a work. The highway i s
absolutely carved out of the living rock. Huge slices of
the hill side have been blown off by blasting, hurled by
convict crowds into the gulph below, or pounded by them
into the material now called Macadam . . ."26

most of the Blue Mountain road, between the ascent at
Emu and descent at Mount Victoria, which mountain road
was not made according to survey except in one or two
place^".^'
Traffic journeying from Sydney to Bathurst in this
period was mostly on horseback and in bullock-drawn
drays. Even though it carried less, the two-wheeled dray
was preferred to the four-wheeled waggon because it was
more manoeuvrable in both wet and dry conditions.
Bullocks were more commonly used than horses because
good horses were expensive and in short supply for many
vears. Another ~ r o b l e mwith horses was that they required
iood fodder which was difficult to consistently obtain on
the long stretches of mountain road.

The work carried out under Mitchell on the Great
Western Road greatly improved it for travellers. With the

The constant traffic of the heavy drays broke up the soft
stone along the road, producing miles of deep sands over
which the vehicles ploughed their course. The roads were
badly drained, little provision having been made to carry
off the water and, where the roads were harder, the water
washed away portions of the surface soil, exposing the
rocks beneath. Over these boulders the bullocks, yoked
together in pairs to make up a team, would struggle with
their heavy loads.
Travelling times, of course, differed greatly from those
of the present day - the bullock drays laden with wool
and other produce taking four weeks and sometimes longer
t o make the journey from Sydney to Bathurst in 1841.

THE GREAT ROAD NORTHWARDS

Mitchell expressed similar disappointment in the condition
of the road to the north in his usual direct manner.

" This road was originally made in a direction selected
on the most economical principles . . . The problem was
considered by General Darling to be how to connect the
greatest amount of surface, by the least possible amount
of road making, and then that the economy should consist
in making such roads well. Hence the great works at
Wiseman's Ferry - the branch roads to Maitland from
Wollombi, t o Wyong Creek, and to Brisbane Water. The
two last were a little out of the straight direction,
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Lithograph distrihirted at the official opetiitig cerernotiy of Lansdowne
Bridge on 26th Januarj' 1836.

Over the same route the mail cart, with one passenger on
top with the driver, two facing each other at the back, and
a receptacle for mail bags under the driver's seat,
completed the trip in six days. These carts were drawn by
two horses, one in shafts, the other attached to an
outrigger. The fare for each passenger in 1841 was
f4.10~.Od.~~
By 1850, in the northwest and centralwest of the State,
fair roads ran to Moree, Walgett, Cannonbar, Mendooran,
Dubbo and Canowindra. In the Riverina, Wagga Wagga
was connected with the Main Southern Road. Farther
south a route had been opened along the Murray River
area from Albury through Deniliquin, Moulamein,
Balranald and Euston to South Australia.

because the navigable estuary of Broken Bay intervened.
Now, had this, or any other plan, been persevered in, so
far as t o have ensured t o the public the preservation of
the roads this Colony once possessed; population, and
roads jit for travelling upon, had now compensated for
going a little round. Roads considered more direct, have
however been since formed; the ferry across a mile of
water has proved a serious impediment, whilst the roads
jirst selected and made, have been allowed t o fall t o
ruin".29
The difficulties of crossing the Hawkesbury River and
the presence of a settlement at Windsor, both played an
important part in the location of the Old Northern Road.
In April 1823, only a month after the opening of "Howe's
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Track" between Windsor and the Hunter Valley district,
a new route between Maitland and Windsor was traced by
Major J. T. Morisset. Two years later, a t the direction of
the Governor, Surveyor Heneage Finch carried out a
survey for a new route from Castle Hill to a point about
one mile below Wiseman's Ferry and from there along the
main ridge to the head of Wollombi Creek. Due to the
difficulties encountered in ascending the ridge on the
northern side of the Hawkesbury River, heavy earthworks
were necessary and the construction of the road was not
completed until 1829 (although a rough track had been
opened in 1826). Further surveys were immediately
undertaken for a new crossing of the ridge near Wiseman's
Ferry and the road connections were made by 1830.
After 1830 the Macdonald River area was opened up by
a track which left the Main Northern Road a t Wiseman's
Ferry and followed the river up to St. Albans. The main
road between Wiseman's Ferry and Mt. Manning was
through rough country and, as settlement grew along the
Macdonald River, traffic preferred to take this route rather
than that along the ridge.
The Peat's Ferry Road (now the Pacific Highway) was
developed from a track which passed through St. Leonards
and Pennant Hills and joined the Main Northern Road a t
Dural. As early as 1829 a track, known as "Sawyer's
Road" followed a ridge from the present Pearce's Corner,
Wahroonga to a point between the present Mt. Kuring-gai
and Berowra railway stations. In 1847 George Peat
continued this track through to the ferry which he had
established a t Kangaroo Point. On the northern side of the
Hawkesbury River from Mooney Point, the track followed
a ridge to Mt. McQuoid and provided a short cut to
Wollombi. In 1849 a road was surveyed along this track
but was only used intermittently and on the opening of the
railway line to Newcastle in 1889 Peat's Ferry ceased to
pera ate.^'
The following extract is from the "Report of a Select
Committee on Internal Communication", dated 17th

December 1852.
"£500 should be assigned for the stumping and
clearing of this road to Aaron Pearce's; and that a Toll
should be placed at St. Leonard's. . .""
In this report it was stated that the road had been a
parish road for twenty years and nothing had been spent
on it. It was recommended that it be treated as part of a
proposed short cut to Wollombi.
Thus, from 1845 to 1889, there were two roads to the
north, one via Wiseman's Ferry and one via Peat's Ferry.
The circuitous route via Wiseman's Ferry was the most
popular because it was much more improved than the other
and remained so for nearly 100 years.
By 1850, the main road to the north had extended from
Muswellbrook through Murrurundi, Tamworth and the
Moonbi Ranges to Armidale, along the New England
Tablelands to Tenterfield, through Warwick, Drayton (near
the existing City of Toowoomba in Queensland) where it
swung eastward to connect with Brisbane. This road
followed basically the New England Highway of today.
North of Newcastle a road ran in a fairly direct line as
far as Port Macquarie. Further north the coastal areas
were not well served with roads and most of the goods
going to or from the settlement were carried by sea. A
road had been made from Port Macquarie, through
Kempsey to Armidale and Grafton thence connecting
Casino and Tenterfield. Land links between the north coast
and the New England Tablelands were few as this area
encompasses some of the steepest country in the State and
is dissected by fast-flowing coastal rivers, both of which are
natural barriers to roadmaking.
THE GREAT THOROUGHFARE TO THE SOUTH

Settlers to the south were less fortunate than their western
counterparts because road development remained patchy
and unsatisfactory for many years, despite MitchellTs
efforts to have a better route adopted. As a consequence

of the Governor's instructions to Mitchell to "ascertain
and report, for m y approval, what tracts or pieces o f land
you would recommend as proper to reserve in e'ach
county, hundred and parish for public roads . . . "32,
Mitchell set himself the task of locating the best route
between Sydney and Goulburn. In 1828 he laid out the
township of Goulburn Plains and in 1829 set a trial line
between Sydney and Goulburn.
Having completed his survey as far as Goulburn on 24th
March 1830, Mitchell suggested the formation of a single
road from Bargo Brush to Berrima to replace the two
roads to Goulburn Plains (the old Lake Bathurst Road
over the Cookbundoon Range and Riley's Road following
the Wollondilly to its junction with Paddy's River).
Mitchell's line avoided both the Razorback and Mittagong
Ranges. An. extract from Mitchell's report describes the
proposed route south of Goulburn.
" The character of the Country beyond the limits of the
Colony as well as that of Argyle and S t . Vincent, is
fortunately so well known that no doubt can be
entertained as to the direction in which the road should
ultimately extend, for nature has left but two good
outlets for them; but they are excellent; that, for the
Southern Road being a flat tract of some miles between
t h e Gonrock Mountains and the Shoalhaven River; that
t o the South Western interior on the Murrumbidgee being
through the Capital o f Argyle, along the three Plains of
t h e Breadalbane, t o a favorable opening in the dividing
range which leads to the Plains on the Murrumbidgee . . .
One great road proceeding - Southward exactly parallel
t o the Coast; the other opening t o Sydney the rich
Country of the Murrumbidgee by a straight road through
t h e Country towns of Camden and Argyle"."
In this report, Mitchell also recommended a road from
Bong Bong (Moss Vale) along the ridge to a point between
Kiama and Gerringong and a descent without difficulty to
the coast, and another road from the upper Shoalhaven
district to Bateman's Bay.
Mitchell's line passed from Lupton's Inn about ten miles
from Picton via the ridge east of Campbelltown to Appin,
Wilton and a crossing at Pheasant's Nest Pass.
Mitchell was determined that his southern line should be
approved as it followed a direct route, was near good water
all the way and provided for the growth of towns. His
attitude towards the marking out of the "Great Roads"
of the colony is expressed in reference to this particular
route.
" . . . the adoption of the best line at first, and the
application of means to any extent on works of permanent
utility and superior advantage, is preferable t o the
accomplishment of what is but temporary; with means
more limited on roads of greater length . . . "34
The line from Lupton's Inn to Goulburn, which Mitchell
had marked three times so as to be sure of the best
location, was approved in June 1832 and three months
before he had urged that the section between Liverpool
and Lupton's Inn also be adopted. However on 21st July
1832, Governor Bourke directed that the road be built
from Menangle Ford to Stonequarry Creek and this
decision must have been a bitter disappointment for
Mitchell.j5

The story of the Razorback crossing deserves special
mention. On 1lth September 1829, the Commissioners for
Apportioning the Territory were asked to report on their
preferences with regard to the tracks in the vicinity of the
Razorback Range. They favoured the one over the Range
in preference to the one via Menangle Ford but stressed
the desirability of Mitchell's straight line. Following theiiassessment, the Governor directed the construction of the
line over the Razorback Range.
In May 1830, the Board of Commissioners (of which
Mitchell was a member) recommended that as the roads
from Sydney to Parramatta and from Sydney to Liverpool
had fallen into a state of serious disrepair they should be
re-aligned to shorten the distance by 1% miles to
Parramatta and by 3 miles to Liverpool. They
recommended routes which followed the contours of the
land, eliminating seven bridges and several hills, and
proposed that these new routes be adopted in preference to
reconstructing the old poorly located roads.
For his pains, Mitchell, the instigator of the proposal,
received a censure for wasting the Governor's time on
locating roads where they were not needed. The matter
was raised again on 4th July 1837 when Mitchell was
asked by the Colonial Secretary to report on the proposed
road to the south. As Mitchell was about to go on
extended leave, the Colonial Secretary was anxious to have
the report or else the road might never be made. These
fears proved to be correct as Mitchell's new lines for
Sydney-Parramatta and Liverpool-Mittagong were never
opened. They were, however, later adopted as routes for
railway lines. The line of the Great Southern Road via
Campbelltown and Picton was also selected for the central
line of railway and the Hume Highway still follows the old
route over the Razorback Range.
Mitchell's disappointment over the location of the route
to the south can be gauged by the following statement.

Surveyors at work in 1865-0
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" T h e line for a great road southward was originally
designed. . . with reference t o the proposed towns of
Appin and Campbelltown, and in connection with access
thereto from the Illawarra; the thorough fare,
nevertheless, t o this day crosses the Razor Back
Mountain, and continues a bush road along the almost
equally bad, and worse laid out road, between Picton,
Bargo River, and Myrtle Creek, to avoid all which
was the object of the Commissioners' surveyed line to
Lupton's Inn from Appin. The road through Bargo Brush,
and, in a well formed straight line for upwards of four
miles, is now only passable by dray tracks, circling round
the ruts and hollows into which it has been broken U D .
Berrima was planned wholly with reliance on the rodd
and bridge giving to the site a permanent character, with
which view the Countv Gaol and Courthouse were also
built; but attempts t o turn the thoroughfare from the
surveyed and shortest line, into the old explored road by
Bong Bong have been made, although fortunately without
success. It is to be borne in mind, however, that by
carrying the road from under Gibralter Gap directly into
Berrima, the new line would be secured to the public, as
being then made so very much shorter as well as the most
level, that doubts could no longer be raised, as to its
superior advantages as a line of general thoroughfare.
The direction beyond Berrima having been chosen on
a principle, perhaps first acted on in such matters in this
Colony, cannot be materially altered. This principle, is,
that at an intermediate distance between the deep gullies
of the Rivers Shoalhaven and Wollondilly, the ground i s

found most level and the line for the road was chosen
accordingly from the map showing both these rivers, and
made as intermediate in relation to them, as the ground
permitted. At Marulan, the road separated towards
Goulburn, while the most favourable line for a road was
partly formed, and intended t o be continued Southward
in directions parallel t o the Shoalhaven. On this, the
direct road to Braidwood, and for some years, the Post
road, the bridges have been allowed to go t o ruin, before
the line of road had ever been completed; consequently
the township of Bungonia has been retarded, and
Braidwood is virtually eighteen miles further from
Sydney than it was formerly, by the mail route now made
t o go round by G~ulburn".'~

SOUTH COAST ROUTES

In 1830 the settlers in the Kiama district petitioned the
Colonial Secretary for the construction of an official road
to end the constant dispute and frequent litigation as to
the use of tracks. In response, the Colonial Secretary
instructed Surveyor-General Mitchell to mark a good road
to the Illawarra district. Mitchell opposed this idea at the
time in view of the other commitments of the Road
Department, particularly considering "that the Cliffs
which enclose the District on the land side, especially
towards the Sydney extremity are such as to render the
formation of a road a work of great dificulty and
expense"."

M a p showitzg direct rond.r to the I l l a ~ ~ a r rdistrict,
a
as proposed and
surve)'rd in the 1840's.

In 1833, Mitchell relaxed his opposition to the proposed
road to the extent of stationing Surveyor Jacques in the
district to make a detailed survey. Jacques reported to
Mitchell that " Much confusion, quarrelling and litigation
has ensued, and they must increase i f not remedied by the
proper authority directing the permanent route used and
having it cleared two chains wide".
Mitchell also proposed at this time that a road be
constructed from Appin into this district to provide a
general line of communication through to the coast as soon
as possible. This was the period when the final location of
the main route southward from Liverpool was in dispute
and it seems that Mitchell tactically used the location of
the track to the south coast from Campbelltown via Appin
as a reason for continuing the southern road on from
Appin to Lupton's Inn (only a short extra length between
Appin and Bargo Brush being needed to complete the road
he had visualised).
Governor Bourke visited the South Coast in 1834 and
on his return he instructed Mitchell to lose no time in
marking out the road via Appin to the coast. Later in the
year Mitchell commenced work on the new route which
passed through Broughton's Pass to the top of Mount
Keira and continued on to connect up with O'Brien's
Road. The road from O'Brien's Road branched northwards
to Bulli and southwards as far as Saddleback Mountain to
connect some miles inland with a line marked from Mount
Keira to Bong Bong by Surveyor Robert Hoddle. The
work of constructing these roads was undertaken by 80
convicts sent from Goat Island but before they set to work
the road was cleared to a width of four chains (88 yards)
by a contractor, George Brown."
Reverend James Backhouse who visited the Illawarra
district in 1836, wrote that his party "descended by a
rough track, called the Bulli Road. This road is dificult

" V i e n , otr ( h e Molct~rciit~Rocid". M I . Keirtr, rrholtt 1850.

for horse^ and impracticable for carts except by the
assistance of ropes passed round conveniently situated
trees . . . The road had been made wide enough for a
carriage but at that time only horses could complete the
journey as a creek on the way to Appin was still
impassable without a bridge. Criticism was also made by
Alexander Berry (who had property near Nowra) of the
termination of the roads at Saddleback Mountain. Bv 1839
the new road must hsve fallen into considerable disripair
for the address made to Governor Sir George Gipps during
his visit to the area begged leave to call "attention t o the
state o f the main road through the district which has
been rendered in some parts almost impassable for the
last three months bv the continued rains".40
The question of the best descent down the coastal
escarpment was discussed, particularly after a new pass was
discovered by Captain R. M. Westmacott in 1836. This
route later became known as Bulli Pass and most local
settlers preferred this location and in 1857 contributed to
its improvement.
Mitchell was also largely responsible for the construction
of Parish Roads from Dapto to Wollongong, Jamberoo to
Kiama and from Kiama to Gerringong. After their
construction the two latter roads, together with the main
road from Bulli to Saddleback Mountain became the
responsibility of the Illawarra District Council which
struggled for many years with limited success to keep them
in good r e ~ a i r . ~ '
MITCHELL'S DIRECT ROUTE TO ILLAWARRA

As early as 1831 Mitchell had brought forward a proposal
for a direct road link from Sydney to the Illawarra district
which would provide an alternative to the circuitous route
via Liverpool through Appin. While the route via Appin

was gradually being established and improved, Mitchell
re-examined his proposal and in 1843 he completed the
survey of a shorter route. This line followed a road, which
was already in existence, from Sydney to Cook's River
where a punt had been established to convey vehicles
across. From this point Mitchell made an inspection of the
country to the George's River and onwards to Wollongong.
After completing the survey, he made this report.
" I succeeded in marking a line, not only remarkably
straight between the two points given, but which does not
cross a single watercourse between the head of the
navigation of the Woronora and the point of Bulli on the
Illawarra Coast . . . The passage of George's River may
he established at once by a Punt, as I jound, at the very
best point for this general line to Illawarra old landing
places on each side, and a road of access now passable
for carts and which leads southward to where I propose
to cross the Woronora ".42
Mitchell was firmly convinced of the benefits that would
accrue from the construction of this new road. He believed
that it would bring into the market "much more land than
would cover the expense of making this line passable and
the Punt at George's River available . . ." and it would
enable "the mail cart from Wollongong to come to
Sydney by a route at least twenty miles shorter than that
now followed via A ~ p i n " . ~ ~
Mitchell's direct line crossed the George's River a t
Lugarno and kept to the highlands of Menai, skirting the
tidal waters of the Woronora River and passing over that
stream by a ford just above the junction of fresh and salt
water. From this point he was able to reach the ridge of
the watershed between Port Hacking and the Woronora
River and to carry his road through to Mount Keira
without having to cross any other rivers or creeks.
In the next year the road was surveyed in detail by
Assistant-Surveyor Darke and was cleared by convicts.
The actual making of the road was done by contract. A
regular punt service, worked by a tow-rope, began a t
Lugarno in 1843, the contract being let to CharlesRowan.
This route was Mitchell's special creation and he had
looked forward to its constructjon for a number of years,
expecting it to become a great thoroughfare. Although the
road passed through picturesque country it proved to have
very little attraction for settlers and contrary to Mitchell's
expectations it did not supplant the old route via Appin
until about 30 years later. The crossing at Lugarno was
also later moved downstream to Tom Ugly's Point
following expansion of settlement along the present
Prince's Highway southwards from Kogarah and Rockdale.
THE MACADAM METHOD

In this period long sections of roads were only roughly
formed and most of them, particularly on the plains,
consisted of a natural earth surface. Some of the more
important roads were of the macadam type, consisting of
a solid mass of small broken stones laid on a convex
well-drained earth bed.
The period from the late 1820's to the late 1850's was
not a time of striking advancement in road construction.
Roads built on the macadam principle were initially of
great value but their total mileage was small and many fell

into disrepair because they were not provided with
drainage. Local sandstone was used for the basecourses and
whinstone (ironstone) for the surface layers. These were
hand-broken to the gauges required and were generally
satisfactory. Whinstone was originally obtained from
Prospect and this might account for the fact that probably
the first attempt at macadamising in the colony
took place on a section of the road from Prospect to
Richmond. This experiment was tried during Governor
Brisbane's administration not long after the macadam road
had come into general recognition in England. The colony
soon undertook to try the new method and the following
is part of a Government Public Notice issued on 10th
January 1822.
" T o be let by contract, the remaking on the principles
of John Loudon McAdam, Esq., of any part or parts of
the ROAD from Prospect to Richmond; the contractor
being bound to keep the same in repair for the following
Jive years; and Governnzenl engaging to provide, victual,
and clothe any number of labourers, to be employed on
the road, at eight shillings the week each"."
Writing to the Sydney Gazette four months earlier, in
August 1821, a subscriber made the following observations.
" The wise policy the Government of this Colony has
followed, for years past, in constructing new and spacious
roads into the interior, and improving those previously
formed, interests every individual among us. . . . But
strange as it may seem, it appears . . . that until the
recent improved system of Mr McAdam has been
promulgated, little science or skill had been exercised in
the construction or repairs of the public roads of our
Mother Country. Concluding, therefore, that the directors
and overseers of our public highways might be beneJited
by learning, through the medium of your Gazette, Mr
McAdam's adopted improved system of roadmaking; I
have extracted from his essay and remarks such
explanations as must make his system known . .
In 1823, this reference appeared in the Sydney Gazette.
" The McAdamic system of road-making which is now
so much and so deservedly in estimation in most parts of
Europe, we are happy to say, is ramifying into the
various parts of Australia. This is an improvement but
very lately introduced amongst us; and it has been so
rapid, that the traveller cannot do otherwise than to feel
grateful lo the Authorities for such prominent attention
to the public
By 1826 an opinion was expressed that the roads built
in the colony on the macadam principle were as good as
any of the roads in England a t that time.47This opinion
appears to have been a little biased because the roads were
not given proper maintenance and heavy excessive rains
invariably caused serious damage. Furthermore, it was one
of those inevitable paradoxes of early roadbuilding that the
improved roads encouraged vastly increasing numbers of
vehicles, which with narrow-rimmed tyres brought rapid
deterioration in the road surfaces and speeded up the cycle
of wear and repair. Nevertheless, the introduction of the
macadam principles of roadmaking showed that the local
authorities were not tardy in introducing new methods in
their difficult task of providing better travelling conditions
over vast distances.
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Men, wonlen and children on their way to the gold diggings from Sydney. 1851.

EXPANSION OF COACHING

By 1850 coach services had been extended a considerable
distance inland but were still mainly confined to routes
fanning out from Sydney. English coaches built to a solid
and heavy design, and supported by steel springs, lumbered
across rugged tracks between such places as Sydney and
Yass (a distance of 186 miles) as well as to Bathurst,
Berrima, Goulburn and nearer towns on the coastal plains.
From 185 1 onwards, following Edward Hargreave's
discovery of payable gold in the Bathurst district, there
was a spectacular increase in population and an even
greater demand for better communication. Drays and
waggons were used to transport the thousands of tons of
goods required by the mining townships over the often
First train arrives at Parran~attnJunction on 26th September 1855.

badly maintained roads but faster passenger transport was
desperately needed.
To a certain extent this problem was solved by the
introduction to Australia of the American-designed
Concord coach which could operate with reasonable
efficiency and comfort on the rougher tracks or even, if
necessary, in the complete absence of roads, over the
inland plains. The Concord coach, instead of being
mounted on steel springs, was suspended on two long
leather straps, or thoroughbraces, which created a
backward and forward rolling motion when the vehicle
travelled over uneven or sandy roads. The thoroughbraces
(although sometimes causing travel sickness because of
their rocking movement) reduced shocks, eased the weight
on the wheels and lessened the strain on the horses. These

advantages made the coach admirably suited to the long
distances and difficult terrain of the Australian outback.
In 1854 the legendary Cobb and Co. began a coaching
service using these new American coaches on a route
between Melbourne and Bendigo. The activities of the
American Freeman Cobb and his partners set such a high
standard of efficiency and reliability that all subsequent
operators, if they were to survive, had to copy their
revolutionary methods.
To draw their coaches, Cobb and Co. used four, six or
eight horses in pairs, harnessed tandem fashion and, at
first, experienced American drivers drove them. An
important factor contributing to the success of Cobb and
Co. was the division of routes into short stages of about
ten miles each, for which new horses were provided. This
meant the horses were fresher and contributed to a
spectacular reduction in the time taken for each journey.
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repair., and the absence of punts and bridges t o enable
the Mails to be conveyed across the rivers, when swollen
from poods., and I feel it is m y duty to state that these
impediments still exist, aggravated as may be supposed,
by the lapse of time, and by the increase of postal lines
since m y Report was made. T o these obstructions may
now be added the almost impassable condition of the
roads and the bad construction of the vehicles employed
by contractors to convey the Mails.
The necessity for proclaiming and keeping i n a good
state of repair the roads travelled by the Mail has, no
doubt, occupied so fully the attention of the Government.
that before long measures will be taken to affect so
desirable an object., and I need therefore only allude
particularly to the want of punts and bridges, and t o the
necessity of having better built carriages for the
conveyance of the mail^".^'
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Detrgtl of propoted bridge over Sydney Harbour, s u b m ~ t t e dby Peter Henderson rn 1857

The interiors of the coaches were upholstered in plush
crimson and the bodywork was painted signal red and
decorated with floral and golden ornaments. The high
wheels and the undercarriage were painted bright yellow.
In the box-seat sat the driver and two or three passengers
while inside there was usually accommodation for six
more. Luggage was stowed on the roof and at the rear of
the coach.
In 1856, the original owners of Cobb and Co. sold out
and there were rapid changes in ownership during the next
few years. About 1859 a syndicate, which included James
Rutherford, bought the business and in 1862 moved their
headquarters to Bathurst, arriving with an "imposing
cavalcade" of 10 coaches and over 100 horses. Rutherford
managed the activities of Cobb and Co. for about fifty
years, introducing the service to almost all the mining and
pastoral centres of New South Wales and Queensland.
Road conditions dictated travelling times and in 1856
the Postmaster General noted: " In the Report made by
me, after a tour o f inspection in the Northern District in
1853, I pointed out that the greatest impediments t o the
punctual conveyance of the Northern Mails were the
roads not being deJined, and on that account not kept i n

RAIL-ROAD RIVALRY

However, just as the authorities were beginning to face the
problem of providing and maintaining a good road system,
locomotive transport was introduced. At this time railways
were looked upon throughout'the world as an exciting and
modern means of transportation, but Governor Sir William
Denison advocated the establishment of a horse-drawn
rather than a steam-powered system in New South Wales.
In March 1855, he explained his intentions:
"I a m striving to arrange a scheme that will enable m e
t o extend the railway system throughout the country. Our
roads are infamous: the cost of making a common
macadamised road will not be much less than that o f
constructing some description o f railroad, if; indeed, it
will be at all less; the cost of keeping it in repair will
be greater than that of a railroad, the cost of conveyance
on it much greater . . . M y proposition is that we now
devote all our energies to the construction of railways as
being the best kind of road, and that we borrow money
largely for this construction, paying off our debt by the
sale of land in the vicinity of the road. I do not, however,
contemplate the employment of locomotive engines upon
these branches, neither do I wish t o attain great speed . . .

50,080 tons per annum a distance of 111 miles, by horse
traction, at the rate of 3 miles an hour, over the gradients
proposed for the Railway, the cost per ton would be
113s. 2d., or 3 ~ d . per
, ton per mile . . . (whereas) t o
convey 50,080 tons per annum . . . 11 1 miles, by locomotive
engines, at a speed of 12 miles an hour, on the gradients
proposed . . . the cost per ton would be 14s. 2d., or at the
rate of 1 %d. per ton per Mile".49 But whether it was going
to be iron horses or live horses, it was apparent that
tracked transportation was to become the mode of moving
and roads would subsequently take second place.
CAPTAIN MARTINDALE, FIRST COMMISSIONER
FOR INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

Cohh arid Co. coocli traversing
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I contemplate that for many years, horse trafic, both for
t h e conveyance of passengers and goods, will be found
cheaper and more easily managed than
Governor Denison had propounded plans for what was
virtually a network of 4,000 miles of tramways and, under
this scheme, rails were to be laid along existing roads, at
a cost of f4,000 per mile, to facilitate the passage of
special horse-drawn carriages. Engineer-in-Chief John
Whitton opposed the idea, pointing out that as the grades
on the Western Road were in some cases as steep as 1 in
8, it would be impossible to work horses by the means
suggested. Aside from his doubts as to the actual
workability of Denison's proposal, Whitton maintained
that the use of locomotives was definitely practicable and
submitted a detailed comparison of the costs of horsepower versus steam-power on the Sydney-Bathurst journey.
A summary of his calculations concluded: "That t o convey
Coach passengers alight ro rase the load throtigh a dificult secriotz.

Just prior to the advent of responsible government in New
South Wales in 1855, the control of public works,
including roads and bridges, had been the responsibility of
the Colonial Architect's Branch of the Surveyor-General's
Office. Radical changes in administration were not made
immediately but within a year a small number of
ministerial departments, classified under broad general
headings, were created. One of these was the Department
of Lands and Public Works, established in August 1856.
Governor Denison placed before the Executive Council
a scheme for the formation of a Board of Works. He also
asked for an Oficer of Engineers to be sent out in the
capacity of Chairman of the Board of Works and
Superintendent of Roads and Railways. As a result,
Captain B. H. Martindale of the Royal Engineers arrived
in July. 1857 and was appointed Chief Commissioner for
Railways in New South Wales, with the added
responsiblity of Main Roads.
Martindale submitted a brief report on the internal
communications of the country in little more than one
month after his arrival. His report describes the condition
of the existing roads as "Originally ill laid out, ill
drained, or not drained at all,' and never suficiently
metalled, in winter they are impassable sloughs, and in
summer the rudest common earth roads. The want o f
bridges suspends inter-communication when the rains set
in, and too frequently lives are lost in a vain attempt t o
restore i t ; while he esteems himself fortunate whose
bullock drays accomplish when the weather i s bad three
or four miles a day, and bears, as best he may, in
addition t o great inconvenience and severe loss, the
inevitably heavy charges for the carriage of goods . . .
Hence the produce rots upon the ground for want of
transport . . . "50
Captain Martindale believed there was not a sufficiently
large population to warrant an extended system of railways
and he recommended that the cheapest form of road
(relative to its use) should be adopted as being adequate
for the further development of the resources of the colony.
The type of road Martindale had in mind for use in the
least populous areas of the State was of common earth,
with a grade of not more than 1 in 30, good drainage and
a transverse slope of not more than 1 in 20 from the
centre. In areas with heavier traffic, a twelve-feet wide
macadam road (increased to eighteen feet wide
approaching principal towns) with earth shoulders on

either side, was considered sufficient. The Telford road was
recommended as being suitable in built-up areas, as the
extra expense required for construction would be generally
balanced by the low cost of repairs.
Martindale claimed that the colony did not want
" a few miles here, and a few miles there, of the very best
system of Internal Communications, but roads everywhere,
over distances t o be reckoned by hundreds of miles, for
t h e least sum, in the quickest time, they can be made".51
RE-ARRANGEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

As the future of road management was under review a t
this time, Martindale's second and third reports to the
Secretary for Lands and Public Works, in 1858 and 1859,
did not deaI at length with the question of overall
management of the State's roads. In the report of 1858,
Martindale mainly discussed the planning of railways and
telegraphs. With regard to roads he mentioned that " a
jirst step has been taken . . . towards their ultimate
improvement, in accordance with the suggestions
contained in m y former Report ". He bluntly pointed out
that the Government must provide for road "repair and
maintenance on a defined system, instead of making
desultory repairs, scantily done at jirst with insuficient
funds, and too frequently destroyed when scarcely
c ~ r n p l e t e d " This
. ~ ~ argument was re-iterated in his third
report (1859), in which he also emphasised that no proper
planning could be undertaken in regard to roads until the
policy of the country " in reference to Railways" was
decided."
The Main Roads Management Act (21 Victoria No. 8)
was assented to in June I858 and the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, appointed Martindale as
the Commissioner responsible under this Act for the
management of the three Main Roads in the colony, which
were described as follows.
" The Great Western Road - f r o m Sydney, via
Parramatta, Penrith, Hartley, and Bathurst, t o
Wellington, a distance of about 210 miles.
The Great Southern Road - from the Great Western
Road, at the fifth milestone from Sydney, via Liverpool,
Camden, Berrima, Goulburn, Yass, and Gundagai, t o
Albury, a distance of about 380 miles.
The Great Northern Road - from a point in Swanstreet in the town of Morpeth, 100 yards easterly from
t h e junction of George-street, via Maitland, Singleton,
Muswellbrook, Scone, Murrurundi, and Tamworth, t o
Armidale, a distance of about 236 miles".54
A Municipalities Act was also passed in 1858 and this
made provision for the establishment of cities,
municipalities, and rural districts which were given power
to borrow money, collect rates, and to control and
maintain all public roads, bridges and ferries other than
those covered by the Main Roads Management Act.
In the same year, a Government Railway Act became
law and under this Act the Board of three Railway
Commissioners, which had hitherto functioned, was
superseded by a single Commissioner. Captain Martindale
was also appointed to this position and, as from December
1858, he discharged the duties of the Commissioner for
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Roads, Commissioner for Railways and Superintendent of
Electric Telegraphs, under the title Commissioner for
Internal Communication.
Until late 1859 Martindale was responsible to the
Minister for Lands and Public Works but on 1st October
of that year a separate Department of Public Works was
created and he became Under Secretary for Public Works
and Commissioner for Internal Communication.
In the ensuing years as the Government became more
and mqre preoccupied with railways, there was growing
uncertainty regarding the future of roads and road
expenditure. In 1859, Martindale wrote: " I f the intention
be t o push them (i.e., railways) rapidly forward, it would
probably be thought unnecessary to incur heavy
expenditure upon the formation of roads".55

Cobb and Co. coach fording a ffooded rivcu

PART I/CHAPTER 4

1859-1906

Roadbuilding by the Department of Public Works
RAPID GROWTH OF RAILWAYS

Fo!!owing :he opening of :he first sectioii of railway liiie
from Sydney to Parramatta on 26th September 1855, the
earliest extensions of the system included those to
Liverpool and Campbelltown, and from Newcastle to
Singleton (with a branch from Maitland to Morpeth). By
1865, there were 36 stations and 143 miles of track
opened for traffic, including the western line as far
as Penrith (from where coaches operated over the Blue
Mountains) and the southern line to Picton.
The crossing of the Great Dividing Range presented
serious difficulties and this barrier impeded the growth of
inland railway services for a number of years. As early as
1856 a company of sappers and miners, belonging to the
Royal Engineers and under the direction of Captain J. S.
Hawkins, had been taking levels along the Great Western
Road and Bell's Line of Road through Kurrajong and had
also been generally exploring the country between the
Nepean River and Bathurst, in an endeavour to locate a
suitable route for the railway. Their findings were far from
encouraging and Hawkins expressed a conviction that "no
practical line for either a railway or tramway from the
Hawkesbury to Bathurst exists between the Cox and Colo
Rivers and consequently that a direct line between
Sydney and Bathurst cannot be obtained".'
In view of the deteriorated state of the roads during this
period, it is not surprising that the possibility of scaling
the mountains by means of a railway became a new
challenge and that surveyors explored every valley and
ridge in the hope of discovering a suitable haulage route.
However, no better alternative could be found than the
trail blazed by Blaxland, Lawson and Wentworth, and the
railway thus came to be laid alongside the route discovered
in 18 13 during the first successful crossing of the Blue
Mountains.
For the Engineer-in-Chief of Railways, John Whitton,
the crossing of the Blue Mountains by railway was a
satisfying conquest, as he had always maintained the
practicability of this scheme in the face of opposition by
Governor Denison.
To enable the line to reach the site of the Lapstone Zig
Zag it was first necessary to build two large structures,
both of which are still standing and are used by road
traffic on the Great Western Highway. The first was a
bridge over the Nepean River near Penrith. It was
designed by Whitton and was originally composed of three
spans of 198 feet but a flood carried away portion of the
western timber approaches and necessitated the addition of
an iron span 135 feet long. This bridge, which was
completed in June 1867, originally carried both rail and
road traffic but was given over entirely to road traffic when
a new rail bridge was built in 1907.
The second structure was a large graceful viaduct (also
designed by Whitton and called his "masterpiece") which

spanned the Knapsack Gullv with seven stone arches.
rkaching a height of 126 feit at the centre. In 1926, ;hen
the Main Roads Board built the Lapstone Hill deviation
of the Great Western Highway, this structure was widened
and re-opened after having been abandoned when the
railway line was relocated in 1913.
The completion of the railway line to Wentworth Falls
in 1867 and to Bathurst (including the remarkable
Lithgow Zig Zag) in 1876 was a triumph for Whitton and
saw his faith ultimately justified.
Following the passage of the Land Act in 1861, the
population of the inland i~icreasedand New South Wales
found that its financial borrowing power was greatly
improved in the London money markets. Road and rail
transport to this date had been fairly competitive.
However, when this additional money was made available,
it was used to meet the high financial cost of constructing
railways.
The line to Albury (connecting with the Victorian
system) was completed in 1881, while the branch of the
southern line to Hay was opened in 1882, as well as the
branch northern line to Narrabri. The prolongation of the
western line through to Bourke was completed in 1885, the
extension of the northern line from Newcastle to
Wallangarra on the Queensland border was in use at the
beginning of 1888, and by 1889 the costly, but essential,
connection between Sydney and Newcastle was finished.
When Whitton was appointed Engineer-in-Chief of
Railways in 1857 only 40 miles of railways had been
opened whereas, when he left office 32 years later, there
were 2,171 miles of railways in full working order,
involving an expenditure of nearly f 30,000,000. The
ascendancy of railways over roads during the last half of
the 19th century was due, in no small way, to his
effectiveness as a planner and his energy as a b ~ i l d e r . ~
END OF AN ERA

As the railways of the State, for the greater part, followed
the direction of the Main Roads and as roads were in a
poor condition, the railways tended to draw most of the
through traffic from the latter, having certain distinct
advantages. Trains could operate in all weather and were
more dependable and faster than road transport. The
railways were popular for another reason which had to do
with law and order. Previously, it had been advisable for
a traveller to set out fully armed in case of attack by
bushrangers, but the railways had changed this. No longer
was the traveller in fear of being molested, for the heavy
structure of the train (with its speed and large complement
of passengers) was not nearly as inviting to hold-up as was
a lone man humping his bluey, a small group of riders on
tired horses, or ten or so people in a barely-manoeuvrable
coach.

All Aboard! the coac/l ro Pnrrunlutta i n 1877.

In some areas (such as the black soil plains or where
suitable roadmaking materials were not easily available)
railways were cheaper to construct and maintain. It was
understandable that to many officials, railways became a
symbol of progress and dominated the budgets of the
various Governments at the expense of other services. For
instance, while the railways were receiving favour, the
administrators of the Roads and Bridges Branch of the
Department of Public Works were forced to levy tolls on
the Main Roads to raise additional money for their
construction and maintenance.
Huge distances and the scattered pattern of inland
development made it necessary, in areas where the railways
had not penetrated, for roads to act as a link between the
settler and the railhead. Teamsters made the greatest use
of roads in remote districts, carrying wool and other
produce to railheads or ports and returning with station
and homestead supplies for the farms. Coach lines also
worked with the railways to provide an intricate network
of communication and mail delivery through the outback.
In this period, therefore, roads provided a very
important complementary service, acting as feeders to the
railway termini. In fact, when the first railway line to
Parramatta was built in 1855, roads influenced the location
of the four stations. Newtown station was located on the
intersection of the railway with the road to the Illawarra
District; Ashfield station was close to the intersection of
the railway with the Southern Road to Liverpool; Burwood
station was built a t the intersection of the railway with the
road that connected Parramatta Road and Concord with
the Southern Road; and Parramatta station was located
near Dog Trap (now Woodville) Road which linked
Parramatta with the Southern Road.
As the railway services became better established, new
roads began to be built primarily to serve existing or
proposed train lines. This function, however, was not
conducive to the development of an adequate Statewide
network of roads. In many countries a well-established
road system had been in existence before railways were
introduced, but New South Wales was not so fortunate and
by 1875 roads had taken a secondary place to railways.

Mail coach at full gallop betweerr Broken Hill atid Tibooburra in 1910.

Undoubtedly, the development of the railway network
throughout the State brought about the decline of the
coach services. The end of this era was expressed in the
well-known poem by Henry Lawson, entitled "The Lights
of Cobb and Co." and published in 1894.
"Throw down the reins, old driver
- there's no-one left t o shout;
The ruined inn's survivor must take the horses out.
A poor old coach hereafter:
- We're lost to all such things N o burst of songs or laughter
shall shake your leathern springs.
When creeping in unnoticed by railway sidings drear,
Or left in yards for lumber, decaying with the year Oh, who'll think how in those days
when distant Jields were broad
You raced across the Lachlan side
with twenty-Jive on board".'

CITY TRANSPORT DEVELOPMENTS

While major changes were taking place in the State's
transportation system, Sydney was also undergoing a vast
change. Between 1850 and 1870 the population of Sydney
increased from 52,000 to 186,000. The need for more
homes and offices to house the rapidly growing and
increasingly prosperous community saw the beginning of
Sydney's planning problems. Dust was a curse in central
Sydney for many years but was greatly reduced by about
1890 when most of the city streets were paved with wood
blocks or metalled.
As traffic regulations were not well formulated, many
horse-drawn vehicles choked the narrow streets of Sydney,
particularly on Saturdays and Public Holidays, and this
situation became worse as trams were introduced. In 1879
the first steam tram made its appearance and within six
years, 30 miles of tramways radiated from the Quay to the
outlying suburbs. In 1893 the first electric tram service was
opened along Military Road, North Sydney and by 1900
Sydney had almost 100 miles of tramway^.^

DIFFICULT TASKS FOR NEW DEPARTMENT

From the outset the functions of the Department of Public
Works were multifarious, including the construction and
repair of government buildings, army barracks, defence
works, railways, roads, bridges, lighthouses, abattoirs,
gaols, asylums and wharves. Other responsibilities, such as
water supply and sewerage, were later assumed for a period
before being handed over to other departments. In 1861,
tr,
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thc control of road communications within the
State a separate Road Branch, responsible for the
construction and maintenance of roads and bridges, was
created within the Department.
The first Commissioner for Internal Communication,
Captain Martindale, consistently called for the steady
improvement of the roads in the colony. His major concern
was that a policy should be decided upon, determining
whether good new roads should be formed and maintained
or whether repairs, merely sufficient to prevent interruption
t o traffic, should be undertaken. The overriding
considerations at this time were the availability of finance
and the Government's attitude towards the extension of
railways. Martindale strongly recommended, in each of his
reports, that the Government provide for the improvement
of roads as soon as possible.
In his third report in 1859, Martindale made the
comment that " l t is a sad thing in a new country to see
t h e destruction of so much good work caused by the want
o f maintenance, and it is so much the worse, because with
t h e means at command little can now be done t o remedy
t h e mischief. . . "'
In the same report he listed some general matters which
called for special attention.
"1st. The necessity for the speedy survey and
proclamation of those portions of the Main Roads
requiring it.
2nd. The consideration of the rate of expenditure upon
t h e main roads, and of the class of Road t o be formed
and maintained.
3rd. The consideration of the question whether,
whenever any portion of the main road forms one of the
streets of a town, the expenditure of the funds
appropriated for its repair should not be entrusted to the
municipal, or some local authorities, and the
Commissioner be relieved of the charge of such portion
of the main roads".
With the responsibilities of the Main Roads
Management Act, the work load of the Department of
Public Works increased much faster than staff or finance
could be found to cope with it. A series of unusually wet
seasons experienced in this period and the excessive weight
of loads carried by narrow-tyred vehicles greatly damaged
the roads and hampered the progress of the Department.
In Martindale's final report made in 1860, he was not
optimistic about the future of roads in the colony. The
weaknesses in the current system were summed up in his
concluding paragraph.
" I see no remedy but in an entire change of the present
system of expenditure, and the formation (as I have had
the honor t o suggest in previous Reports) of a thoroughly
good road, as rapidly as practicable; the required funds
being raised, i f necessary, by loan ".6

The following figures give a comparison of the total
amount provided in 1859-60 for all roadworks and the
heavy costs of just one aspect (metalling) of road
construction. The amount voted annually (including the
sums for bridges, maintenance and construction) was about
f 100 per mile whereas the cost of metalling a road 18 feet
wide, over ordinary ground, varied from f 1,23841,342 per
mile on the Great Southern Road to f 1,48141,705 per
mile on the Great Western Road.'
One of Martindale's first actions, when he was placed in
charge of roads, was to divide them into more easily
manageable districts. Each district was pIaced under an
assistant engineer who was in charge of the constant
maintenance and repair of the roads. Assistant engineers
were responsible to an Engineer-in-Chief, who was in
charge of railways as well as roads. Under the assistant
engineers were the road surveyors and railway surveyors
and the men of the Royal Engineers, in numbers
proportionate to the needs of each district. This
decentralised system made possible the constant supervision
and inspection of works in outlying areas. Another
important organisational change made by Martindale was
an increased emphasis on the letting of contract and task
work instead of the previous system of using day labour
(i.e., men employed directly on a "day to day 7' basis).
When Captain Martindale resigned in January 1861 and
returned to England, the management of the newly-created
Roads Branch of the Department of Public Works was
taken over by Mr W. R. Collett who only held office for
one year. He was succeeded by Mr E. 0 . Moriarty who
in turn resigned in October 1862 to become Engineerin-Chief for Harbours and Rivers. The vacancy was filled
by the appointment of Mr W. C. Bennett, who had
considerable previous experience on roadworks in the
colony. In 1855, Sir Thomas Mitchell had persuaded
Bennett to enter the Survey Branch of his Department and
in 1858 Captain Martindale selected him to superintend
the repair of flood damage to the Denison Bridge a t
Bathurst. He carried out the latter work so successfully
that he was selected to fill a newly-created position of
Engineer for Roads, which he had held until his
appointment as Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for
Roads in 1862.

The origit~alPyrnlotlr Bridge. huilr in 1859 and replaced i n 1902.

STEADY PROGRESS UNDER COMMISSIONER BENNElT

In March 1865, Bennett submitted to Parliament a
"Report on the State of the Roads in the Colony of New
South Wales" in which he outlined his aims in tackling
t h e road problems of the State. These aims were:
"1st. To the removal of all complete interruptions to
trafic, more particularly to mail transit, by bridging the
rivers and creeks.
2nd. The improvement o f the most di.ficult mountain
passes and swamps, most of which have been surveyed
and sectioned, and the necessary cuttings, banks, and
metalling for the construction of a good road thoroughly
executed.
3rd. The jinal determination of the direction of the
roads and the clearing of same, followed by drainage and
culverting where most required;
4th. The forming and metalling of roads over which
most trafic passed, commencing jirst at the railway
termini and proceeding gradually towards the interior, in
such lengths as there were funds available for, and in the
places where the nature of the soil most required
metalling; keeping in view the necessity for providing for
t h e accession of local trafic by metalling the worst
portions near t o large towns, and 'in' towns where there
were no municipalities; with a few exceptions, where
municipalities exist the road has been handed over to
their charge.
Finally - The connection of all the isolated pieces of
metalling, commencing as before at the railway termini
or the more important towns, with a view to facilitate
maintenance, and to prevent injury to the existing
metalled roads. bv makinp
" them c o n t i n u o ~ s " . ~
Bennett mentioned that, in general terms, the same
guiding principles had been followed by the previous
Commissioners.
Of particular note was the successful reduction of mail
times by half and a similar decrease in road transport
costs, as indicated on the following chart.
1857
Time of
Transit
in Days
Sydney to Bathurst
Orange
Wellington
Goulburn
Yass
Gundagai
Albury
Maitland to Murrurundi
Tamworth
Armidale

15 to 32
18 to 36
35 to 45
14 to 21
21 to 35
25to40
40to90
Average 2 I
Average35
Average 60

The mode of undertaking roadworks varied according to
the views of the different administrators. Martindale had
encouraged the letting of works to contractors, while
during Collett's administration works were generally let in
large tasks by the Commissioner, on his periodical
inspections. Moriarty, in compliance with a resolution of
the Legislative Assembly, called for a trial of the contract
system, but preferred the system of day labour. Bennett
was dissatisfied with this method and reverted to the
system introduced by Martindale, which was: "contracts
for the large works of construction and for maintenance
materials; tasks let by the superintendents for the
smaller and more urgent works, or for works in remote
districts where there was no competition for contracts,
and day work for the maintenance men".
The keen competition which had developed between
contractors by 1865 resulted in cost reductions of up to
40%. The system of task work was considered by Bennett
to be ". . . the most economical and the fairest way of
executing work ". It enabled the officer-in-charge to keep
employed men of small means who, without the necessary
capital or skill, were unable to compete for large contracts.
These men, in many instances settlers or free selectors,
were enabled to undertake minor jobs during the growth
of their crops and to acquire the necessary skill and capital
to enable them ultimately to com.pete for large contracts,
if they so desired.
Bennett also believed that task work was " a "areat check
on contractors by tender, preventing a combination t o
keep up high rates . . . ", for, when reasonable tenders for
large works were not received the works could "be let in
detail by task for their fair value". Task works were let
"sometimes by competition, occasionally without it, but,
except for some very urgent flood repairs, always with
reference t o an estimate previously sent to the central
~fice".~~
For maintenance purposes, the roads were divided into
lengths of from four to six miles with one labourer on each
length. This man was responsible for filling ruts, spreading
metal, clearing drains, and repairing culverts and bridges.

1.864
Cost
per
ton

Time of
Transit
in Days

10 to 12
f13 to f18
f18 to f23
12 to 15
f25 to f30
21 to 28
f 8 10s to f 1 6 5 to 10
12 to 16
f12 to f2O
f21tof30
16to25
f25tof30
21 t o 4 0
Average f 9 Average 8
f9 t o i l 4
l6to18
f 2 2 to f 30
30

Cost
Per
ton
f5 tof8
$6 10s to f 8 10s
f l l to f 12
f 3 to f 4 10s
f 3 10s to f 6
f7 tof9
f12tof14
Average f 6 10s
f7
fIO t o f 1 2

Bennett added: " A s near as I can ascertain, the total
quantity of goods forwarded to and from the interior,
during 1864, by the Main Road, was 50,000 tons.
The average saving per ton in cost of carriage cannot
be estimated at less than $6, one-half of which may
certainly be attributed to the improvements in the Main
Roads, showing a minimum saving to the country of
f 150,OOU per annum in cost o f carriage alone".9

HOW THE WORK WAS DONE

Bennett's report of 1865 provides a valuable source of
information on the construction methods favoured during
this period. He noted that pitching (which then meant
laying base courses of tightly-packed sandstone blocks) was
too expensive a method for widespread use but that:
"There can be no question that pitching properly done
and well metalled is the best possible road, . . ."'I
Where the nature of the ground was poor and better
weight-bearing characteristics were required, it was
customary to provide eight or nine inches of $tone broken
down to four- or five-inch thickness (and called ballast),
blinded (i.e., the spaces between the stones were filled) by
the use of a small layer of broken stone (frequently river
gravel), consolidated (i.e., reduced in volume) by traffic,
and then covered by a few inches of broken metal or
gravel (of less than three-inch thickness) to serve as a top
running surface. Where traffic was light and the material
would not consolidate during the dry summer months,

Some early New South Wales Commissioners for Roads, 1857- 1907.
B. H. Martindale.

W . C. Bennett.

R. R. P. Hickson.

ridge gravel was added to facilitate better bonding of the
surface materials.
Prior to 1860, the common practice in trimming for
formations was to excavate the very soft material on the
watertables and to obtain road convexity by throwing this
material into the centre of the road. This practice was
discontinued in 1865, when convexity was obtained by
lowering the watertables and depositing extra metal (or
ballast) on the centre.
Iii areas where siiff clay occurred and where blue metal
was abundant, a consolidated clay formation with a
coating of blue metal was used and proved successful.
Instead of constructing clay roads with a high formation
(i.e., greater convexity), catch drains (i.e., channels
constructed along the high side of a road to intercept
surface water) were substituted and clearing was not
advised unless the road was ready to be paved. In regard
t o the latter it was contended that with considerable traffic
and open country, clearing concentrated the traffic and cut
u p the formation.
In 1865, there was also a change in the specifications for
roads, as Bennett explained.
"When the Department was j r s t established, in
consequence of the very small sums available, the roads
were made very narrow, 12 to 16 feet; but experience
shews that such a course, though then unavoidable, was
b y no means economical; the wide roads have cost much
less in proportion for their annual repair, and have been
much more satisfactory. Great convexity was also given
t o the earlier roads; a moderate convexity i s now found
t o withstand the heavy trafic much better; but it is
necessary, when jirst constructing a road, t o give a
convexity of at least 10 inches in 21 feet, which, when
consolidated, becomes little more than 6, from the
additional trafic on the centre".I2
Culverts were made with decks of squared logs, eight to
nine inches in thickness. As these culverts were generally
wider than the adjacent roads, post and rail fences on
them could be dispensed with. Punts were leased by the
Colonial Treasurer as Collector of Inland Revenue and
some of these were in a poor state. Many were only
required during times of flood and, because of inadequate
control, they were often washed away or left high and dry
on the banks.
In 1858 there were ten toll bars and two toll ferries on
the Main Roads - five on the Western Road and one
ferry at Penrith; two on the Southern Road and one ferry
a t Gundagai; and, three on the Northern Road - yielding
a net revenue of $8,957 per annum. By 1865 this number
had increased to 34 toll bars and five toll ferries thirteen on the Western Road and two ferries at Penrith
and Wellington; eleven on the Southern Road and one
ferry at Gundagai; and, ten on the Northern Road and two
ferries at Singleton and Aberdeen - yielding a net
revenue of nearly f22,OOO. These tolls were the
responsibility of the Government and were let by tender.13
MAJOR AND MINOR ROADS

In January 1864, 3,286 miles of minor roads were
transferred from the Department of Lands to the

Department of Public Works and of these a very
considerable mileage was transferred to the following
eleven road trusts; South Head, Maitland, Penrith,
Parramatta, Campbelltown, Liverpool, Windsor,
Richmond, Narellan, Randwick- Coogee and Sydney.
In his 1865 report, Bennett recommended to the
Government that the Main Roads Management Act should
be amended so as to allow the Government to proclaim
any road a Main Road. He went even further to suggest
that special attention be given to roads of coloniai
importance, which provided a link with the frontier
districts and, in particular, he referred to
" The road from Grafton t o the Tableland.
,, South Coast t o the Tableland.
Murrurundi, via Breeza and Pocataroo,
t o the frontier of Queensland.
,, Molong or Wellington to Fort Bourke.
,, Wagga Wagga, via Deniliquin,
Balranald, and Wentworth t o the
South Australian Border".I4
H e requested that the first two mentioned roads be given
Main Road status. It should be noted that when taken in
conjunction with the three already classed as Main Roads
(i.e., the Western, Northern and Southern Roads), these
routes form the skeleton of the present State Highway
System.

.,

ROAD CONDITIONS

By 1865 the responsibilities of the Department of Public
Works had increased considerably. Apart from
approximately 820 miles of Main Roads and bridges, the
Department was responsible for 2,800 miles of minor roads
and bridges as well as a number of other bridges, toll bars
and ferries.
The following descriptions indicate conditions along the
three Main Roads in 1865.
"Western Road The cutting at the University was completed about 1865,
and metalled.
Taverner's Hill:
Notoriously bad, needed
ballasting and metalling.
Ashjield-Parramatta:
Good order - metalled.
Metalled. The bridges over
Parramatta-Penrith:
Eastern, South and
Wilson's Creeks were
stated to be dilapidated.
Mulgoa Road-Penrith:
Unmetalled.
Metalled but in bad
Nepean River-Lapstone
Bridge:
condition.
Construction in metal
Lapstone Hill- 'Wascoes ':
boulders brought from the
Nepean in the early
'sixties.
Wascoes - 18 Mile Hollow
Ballasted.
(Woodford):
Ballasted.
18 Mile Hollow-Hartley:
Metalled and ballasted as
Little Hartley-Bathurst:
far as Brown's Hill in
short lengths in 1864 and
the whole section metalled
by 1866.

Bathurst -Orange:
Orange- Molong:
Molong onwards:
Northern Road Maitland-Morpeth:

Morpeth -Singleton:
Singleton-Muswellbrook:

Muswellbrook-Murrurundi:

Murrurundi- Wallabadah:
Gaspard's Gap:
Tamworth-Bendemeer:

Isolated metal patches.
Cleared and culverted only.
Little work of a permanent
nature carried out.
Metalled in the late
'sixties - the West
Maitland main streets and
the road t o East Maitland
were metalled in 1862.
Gravelled. The Hunter
River at Singleton was
bridged in 1865.
Screened gravel except for
some metalled sections
where gravel was not
available.
Metalling was commenced
north of Muswellbrook in
1865 and in that year the
road on the southern ascent
of Walands Range was
completed 21 ft. wide and
metalling continued as far
as Murrurundi.
Metalled in sections.
Completed in 1864,
together with the Sugar
Loaf Deviations.
Cleared and fenced and a
Jive-span arch bridge
completed over the
Bendemeer River.
Metalled in sections.

Bendemeer-Armidale:
Southern RoadAshfield t o Irish Town:
Metalled.
Irish Town to Lansdowne
Bridge:
Unmetalled.
Liverpool Township
Approaches:
Metalled.
Liverpool t o Cross Roads:
Formed only.
Rowley's Flat:
Locally metalled.
Carne's Hill:
Locally metalled.
Narellan t o Camden:
Mostly metalled.
Camden main street:
Metalled.
Nearly all the bridges between Camden and Goulburn,
except those at Camden and McCormack's Corner, were
rebuilt between 1859 and 1865.
Picton t o Bargo:
Metalled.
Road through Bargo Brush: Metalled and in good
order.
Bargo Brush t o Berrima:
In weak condition,
scattered metal.
Berrima to Goulburn:
Metalled and mostly good,
except some unmetalled
sections between Narellan
and Goulburn.
Goulburn to Paddy's Flat:
Mostly metalled.
Paddy's Flat t o Gunning:
Unmetalled.
Yass Gap and cutting south
o f Yass Bridge:
Improved 1866.

The whole of the road from Goulburn t o Bowning was
cleared, culverted and bridged.
Bowning t o Jugiong:
Uncleared, undejined and
bad.
Jugiong to Gundagai:
Patch work only which had
been done by the Police
Magistrate. Surfaced near
Beazley's Flat near
Gundagai.
G'undagai t o Adelong
Crossing:
Some metalling but
otherwise mostly cleared
only.
Adelong Crossing t o Albury: All creeks bridged. Cleared
t o Little Billabong and
from Mullengandra to.
Alb~ry".'~
With some slight alterations from the route originally
selected, the Western Road running over the Blue
Mountains to Bathurst was maintained as the main artery
westward into the interior. By 1896, it extended as far as
Warren (now on the Mitchell Highway), a distance of 342
miles.
The other Main Roads, the Southern Road from Sydney
to Albury, 365 miles, and the Northern Road (running
from Sydney through the Hawkesbury River and
Wollombi districts, giving access to the fertile regions of
the Hunter River and Liverpool Plains, and to the north
and northwestern parts of the colony) absorbed a large
amount of the Department's finances and energy. These
Main Roads were macadamised for nearly the whole of
their lengths and river crossings by punt and bridge were
provided.
The southern tableland was tapped at various points
from the coast. The Shoalhaven district was served by a
road which ran over the Cambewarra Range, crossing the
Kangaroo Valley and ascending the Barrengarry Mountain
to the tableland at Moss Vale, where it reached the
Southern Road and the Main Southern Railway Line. A
road from Nelligen ascended the tableland to Braidwood
while another running from Moruya via Araluen also gave
access to Braidwood. A road ran from Eden to the Monaro
district, passing through Cooma, Kiandra and Tumut to
Gundagai, where it reached the Main Southern Railway
Line.
Nearer Sydney there was a mail coach road from Kiama
to Moss Vale and at the northern end of the Illawarra
district the most important road communication was that
from the Main Southern Railway Line at Campbelltown,
via Appin, and Bulli Pass. Bulli Pass was constructed in
1869 with grades as sharp as 1 in 7%. The South Coast
Road ran from Sydney along the coast to Twofold Bay.

Top right: Wool drays descending the Blue Mountains
in the vicinity of Lapstone Hill in 1865.
Centre right: Bullock teams hauling bales of wool.
Bottonl right: Vehicular ferr.~over the Clarence River
at Grafton in 1876.

Northward from Sydney one of the most important
roads, the North Coast Road, commenced a t Hexham on
the Hunter River and passed through Stroud, Taree on the
Manning River, Port Macquarie, Kempsey on the Macleay
River, Bellingen, Grafton and Lismore. This road was
available to traffic as far as Murwillumbah near the
Queensland border.
As was the case with the southern tableland, the
northern tableland from a little below Tamworth to the
Queensland border was connected with the coast at various
intervals. One of the largest works of its kind undertaken
by the Department of Public Works was the formation of
the road from Grafton, then an important shipping port on
the Clarence River, to Glen Innes. It was commenced
about 1863 and the difficulty (as with most of these roads
running inland from coastal districts) was the heavy
cutting work entailed in crossing the Great Dividing
Range. Armidale, the centre of the rich New England
District, was connected by road to the coastal plains at
Grafton, Bellingen and Kempsey, and another road ran
from Port Macauarie inland to the Walcha area.
In the interior a vast amount of work was done by the
Department of Public Works in providing branch roads to
the main arteries, roads between townships, access to the
railway system and routes for stock purposes.

TWENTY-SEVEN YEAR TERM AS COMMISSIONER

Bennett advocated that outside municipalities, some system
of local control of roads should be set up and that the
minor roads should be handed over to the local authorities
constituted, the Main Roads remaining the responsibility
of the Department. An amendment to the Main Roads
Management Act was finally passed in 1871, providing
that the schedule of Main Roads could by proclamation be
repealed or amended to classify other roads as Main
Roads. Even so, no action was taken to extend the list of
Main Roads, although the number of minor roads to be
cared for by the Department expanded rapidly.
The funds for the upkeep of both main and minor roads
were provided from consolidated revenue on a system by
which the individual requirements of the roads were
considered. Each of the minor roads was allotted to one
of six classes and, according to the class of road, specified
annual votes per mile were passed. The rate for "roads of
the 1st class" was $50 per mile and thereafter it decreased
to $25 for 2nd class roads, f 15 for 3rd class roads, f 10
for 4th class roads, f 7 for 5th class roads and £ 5 for 6th
class roads.16
Sums were voted on this scale not only for roads
controlled indirectly by the Department of Public Works,
but also those under the trusts. Finance for these latter
bodies was distributed through the Department of Lands
in order that the district officers of that Department might
exercise a guiding control and surveillance over the
expenditure of the trusts.
Apart from the classified scheduled roads which received
regular annual assistance, a lump sum was also voted
annually to the Department of Public Works for
expenditure on unclassified roads.

In the period from 1870 to 1890 the economy of New
South Wales settled down to business as usual after the
disorderly expansion of the gold rush days. Although gold
mining subsided, the stream of immigrants continued and
the population reached its first million in 1887. Sheep
numbers also increased as New South Wales established
itself as one of the main sources of the world's supply of
wool. Tin mining fields were opened in 1872 and in 1883
the richest silver-lead fields in the world at that time were
discovered at Broken Hill and the coal mining industry
began to increase in importance. This rapid development
of primary industries produced a steady expansion
throughout the State and the road authorities endeavoured,
with varying degrees of success, to keep pace with this
development.
Between 1868 and 1880, when Bennett worked as a
Royal Commissioner on the setting up of a water supply
and sewerage system for the Sydney area, the scope of his
responsibilities as Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for
Roads also became greater. In a report to the Secretary of
Public Works in February 1871, he referred to the fact
that nearly 8,000 miles of roads, 30 toll bars and 30 punts
or ferries had come under the care of the Department.
Furthermore, during the five years since the previous
report 160 new bridges had been constructed, as well as a
considerable number of minor bridges and culverts."
Bennett retired in June 1889 and died later the same
year. During the period of 27 years in which Bennett was
Commissioner for Roads, marked changes had occurred in
the State's transport system. Progress in the Road
Department had been steady but paled in the light of rapid
railway development. Irregularity of finance, due to the
uncertain future of road transport, and the high costs of
providing relatively large, thinly-populated areas with
adequate roads were two factors which constantly
hampered Bennett in the development of a Statewide
system of good roads.
CLOSER MANAGEMENT OF ROADWORKS

In 1889, when Mr R. Hickson was appointed
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and
Bridges, following Bennett's retirement, the economic
outlook for the State was not bright. The effects of
industrial unrest, apparent in other countries, had begun to
be felt in New South Wales.
After a financial crisis in 1891 when. for the first time.
the colonial governments failed to raise the money they
wanted on the London money markets, the industrial
de~ressionbecame acute. This was intensified bv the
continuing downslide in the prices of wool and metals, a
succession of bad seasons (eight successive drought years
culminating in 1902), and the diminution of Government
expenditure on public works. Unemployment became
prevalent and conditions of employment ceased to improve.
Hickson, the new Commissioner, found that he had to
devise a road policy within frustrating limitations imposed
by severely restricted Government finance. Not long after
his appointment, he recommended the separation of the
State into divisions, each of which was to be placed in the
charge of a qualified and experienced oficer, called the

Resident Engineer (instead of the Road Superintendents of
Bennett's time). These officers had to "reside in
convenient positions in their districts . . . and no longer
communicate directly with the Commissioner" but wzre
placed under the charge of Supervising Divisional
Engineers, who operated from Sydney. Six divisions were
created, one for the Metropolitan area, and the others
covering the rest of the State, including the Western
Division. The six divisions and their lreas were:
* The Metropolitan Division, which comprised the
Metropolis, St. Leonards, Parramatta, Gosford and
Wollombi districts.
* The Central Division, which comprised the districts of
Nowra, Campbelltown, Moss Vale, Richmond, Newcastle
and Maitland (to which Stroud and Taree were added
later).
* The S ~ u t h e r nDivision, which extended from Ulladulla
on the coast, through Bombala, Grenfell, Marsden,
Cargellico arid Ivanlioe to the Murray River at Euston,
and embraced the country south of that line to the
Victorian border.
* The Western Division, which comprised the districts of
Lithgow, Bathurst, Orange, Dubbo, Blayney, Mudgee,
Bourke, Forbes, Cowra, Cobar and Wilcannia.
* The Northern Division, which extended from Brwxton
to Port Macquarie, then via Newton Boyd, Tabulam and
the Queensland border to near Hungerford, then to
Brewarrina, Coonamble, Cassilis and back to Branxton.
* The North Eastern Division, which consisted of the
coastal districts from Port Macquarie to the Queensland
border.I8
In a later report, Hickson remarked on the success of
this arrangement, without which, he claimed, proper
supervision of the roadworks of the Department could not
have been carried out. One of the few criticisms of this
decentralised system was made by a Public Service Inquiry
Commission into the Department of Public Works in 1893,
which reported that " the boundaries of divisions appear
t o have been fixed in a peculiar and arbitrary manner not
warranted by the physical contour of the country and in
many cases not adapted for ejicient and easy
in~pection".'~
In 1895 the Roads, Bridges, Harbours and River
Branches of the Department were placed under the control
of one officer with the title of Engineer-in-Chief for Public
Works. Hickson was appointed to this position while
retaining his appointment as Commissioner for Roads and
in the following year he was made Under Secretary for
Public Works as well.
Hickson reported in 1899 that "In providing access t o
new country, as yet sparsely populated, but giving fair
prospects of development, the policy of the Department
has been t o select routes capable of permanent adoption
and gradual construction as the trajic expands. In the
early years roads were not infrequently constructed on
such steep gradients that it has been found necessary t o
wholly or partially abandon them. In all new works every
effort is being made to avoid this error, and, in addition,
on long-established roads, the steep lengths are gradually
cut out by deviation; and it i s hoped by this policy to
gradually improve the trajic routes of the Colony and at

the same time reduce the cost of m a i n t e n a n ~ e " . ~ ~
In 1901 Hickson was appointed President of the Board
of Commissioners, to which had been transferred the
responsibility for the management and control of the
foreshores and waters of Port Jackson and he ceased to be
Commissioner for Roads.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS OF ROAD CONSTRUCTION

During the latter half of the 19th Century the technical
problems of road construction, to suit the road transport
of the time, were largely solved. In general, four types of
road pavement were adopted as follows.
* The earth or gravel pavement without foundations, for
country districts.
* The macadam pavement for heavier trafficked country
roads and for the lighter trafficked suburban streets.
* The Telford base with one or two gradings of surface
waterbound macadam for the heavier trafficked roads.
* Experimental and special types of road pavements,
some of which (e.g., wood block and stone sett roads) were
particularly suitable for heavier trafficked roads within
built-up areas. The stone sett road (i.e., blocks of stone cut
to a regular shape and size) had proved its value in
England but the high cost of cutting each block was
generally prohibitive except for very heavily trafficked city
streets.
The road pavement most generally adopted was that of
a waterbound macadam pavement using 2%-inch gauge
stone laid in one or two courses. This was quite adequate
for current traffic conditions but had the disadvantage
- of
becoming very dusty in dry weather and this was a
particular nuisance on city and suburban streets.
Sydney was fortunate in having abundant supplies of
sandstone available for roadmaking. This stone was used
as a Telford base and was quarried first at Prospect,
supplemented in the 1830's with supplies from Dundas, and
still later from the South Coast. The base was generally
a 10-inch deep layer of hammer-dressed stone which was
covered with 2%-inch gauge metal of varying depths,
according to requirements, to form the wearing course.
Although softwood blocks were used in the United
States of America in 1865, Australia played a major part
in developing road pavements blocked with hardwood. The
first experimental pavement of this class was laid in 1880
in King Street, Sydney between George and Pitt Streets,
using a combination of timbers, which included red gum,
blue gum, spotted gum, black butt, white box, ash, cedar,
brown pine, baltic deal and tallow-wood. Tallow-wood was
found to be the best timber for this task, closely followed
by spotted gum, black butt and blue gum. These blocks
were laid on concrete, 6 inches deep, and this was possibly
the first use of concrete in road pavement work in New
South Wales. To determine what was the best mixture for
this concrete, test briquettes were made of imported
cement and coarse Nepean sand, white drift sand, crushed
sandstone, yellow Sydney sand, and fine Nepean gravel.
The best briquettes resulted from crushed sandstone while
the yellow Sydney sand was regarded as unfit for this
class of work. Joints between the blocks were 1 inch wide
and were rammed with tarred screenings.

Wood-hlockirlg o f Mnrrirl Place it1 1892.

As a result of this experiment, numerous wood block
pavements were laid in Sydney during 1886, using black
butt, tallow-wood, blue gum and red gum. The joints were
reduced in width to %th inch and a cross fall of I in 60
was nominated. The wood blocks were cut 9 inches by 6
inches by 3 inches, dipped in a tar and pitch mixture of
proportions 2: 1; and laid on a 2% -inch gauge concrete
base of proportion 1 : 2: 5, thickened where required from
6 inches to 9 inches. A feature of these hardwood blocks
was that when they became worn they could be trimmed
and used again. For a number of years Australia exported
hardwood timber to England and Europe to be cut into
blocks for paving.
By the 'nineties the following streets in Sydney had been
George Street as far as City
paved with wood blocks
Road; Pitt Street as far as Bathurst Street; Argyle Street;
Martin Place; as well as parts of King, Market, Clarence,
York, William, Oxford and Harris Streets. Wood-blocking
proved to be an effective although expensive solution to the
problem of reducing the damage caused by the carriage of
heavy loads on narrow-tyred vehicles.
In 1880 blocks of solid native asphalt were laid
experimentally in Sydney but were unsuccessful. They were
again tried in 1886 but were removed and replaced with
wood blocks. A trial was then made of surfacing wood
blocks with native asphalt but the difficulty is reported to
have been that the asphalt softened under the pressure of
traffic and the heat of the sun's rays. However, it was tried
again in 1900 with more success.
The use of tar on Australian roads is reported to have
been the result of an accident in Adelaide in which a tar
cart overturned, spilling its contents on the road. It was
found, when the time came for reconditioning, that the
part which had been tar-covered was not as worn as the
surrounding portion. Tar macadam was first used in
Sydney during the 1880's. Gas tar (which at that time cost
about 3d a gallon) was boiled for some hours, left from
4 to 6 weeks, then mixed with crushed stone, placed on the
road and rolled, screened, coated and sanded. It was
claimed that one of these pavements lasted for three years
and then only required a further surfacing of screenings.
-

About the same period, stone setts were tried with
success in Wynyard Street, parts of Sussex Street, Market
Street and Devonshire Street, as well as on other short
sections.
As time went on, numerous attempts were made to use
separate grades of macadam; this was generally done by
putting down two or three courses of 2Y2, 1% and % inch
depth and building up a total thickness of from 6 to 9
inches. This method was pai:icu!ar!y applicable to
penetration macadam and even as late as 1920 the
Department of Public Works, in the reconstruction of
Parramatta Road between Ashfield and Parramatta, used
four gauges of metal, each in a separate course, over a
Telford base.21
A "STITCH-IN-TIME" POLICY

Following Hickson's resignation, M r W. Hanna was the
next Commissioner and Principal Engineer for Roads and
Bridges to be appointed in 1901. He had been employed
by the Department of Public Works since 1878, during
which time he had extensive experience throughout the
State, becoming Principal Assistant Engineer of the Roads
and Bridges Branch in 1899.
Hanna reported, as his predecessors had done, on the
insufficiency of road funds and the need for a more
adequate system of road maintenance. Early in his term
of office, in order to conserve the funds available to him,
the width of metalling on some roads was reduced to 15
feet and even 12 feet. He pointed out, however, that since
t h e same volume of traffic had to be carried on the

An rarl!, "corduroy" or log bridge.

reduced width, the requirements of the future could only
be met by greater expenditure.
Summarising Mr Hanna's report for 1904, M r J. Davis,
Under Secretary for Public Works said in the Annual
Statement for the year ended 30th June 190'4 that
"When the 'stitch-in-time' policy cannot be carried out,
and the trafic is constantly increasing, it follows that the
surface of a road not only wears faster, but the
conseqiieiit interference with trade causes loss and
inconvenience which cannot easily be estimated, while at
the same time we are laying in a store of troubles for the
future in the way of heavy renewals and repairs".22
RESTRICTING HEAVY LOADS

Most of the men res~onsiblefor roadmakine. from
Macquarie onwards had drawn attention, ayone time or
another, to the damage caused to the roads by the carriage
of heavy loads on narrow wheels and all had urged some
form of legislative control.
In 1857 an Act had been passed to encourage the use
of broad wheels providing that "upon and after the jirst
day of January 1859 every cart, dray, wain, waggon or
other such carriage, both or all of the wheels whereof
shall be less than $ve inches wide in the tyre shall
become and be liable to be charped double tolls". Carts
on springs drawn by one horse or other animal and all
vehicles used exclusively for the carriage of passengers or
mails were e x e m ~ t e dfrom the ~rovisionsof the
The Act did nbt prove effectke and agitation arose for
its repeal or amendment. In 1860 Captain Martindale
u

again brought this question to the notice of the
Government, stating in his report of that year: "Even were
the road macadamised, its maintenance in such (wet)
weather under the now very heavy loads placed upon two
wheels with narrow tyres, would be extremely costly; no
macadamised road would stand in such circumstance^".^^
In 1861, the Act of 1857 was amended by the repeal of
the sections which imposed double toll on vehicles with
wheels less than five inches in width. Instead, the
amendment provided that vehicles with tyres five inches
wide or larger should be charged half the ordinary toll,
provided that, when the wheels were on a level surface, the
whole width of the wheel bore the weight of load equally.25
Apparently, the amending Act did not have the effect its
sponsors expected because in March 1865 Commissioner
Bennett reported to Parliament that " the most important
point connected with road management in this country is,
now, the question as to how the weights carried can be
restricted and the mode of carrying improved. Every
improvement on the road has been followed by a
corresponding increase in the weights carried; from 1 ton
t o 1% ton was formerly the average load for each dray
i n ordinary seasons; now the loads are seldom less than
2% tons, and range up even t o 5 tons on a pair of wheels
and 6% tons on four-wheeled wagons, and
notwithstanding the differential tolls, narrow tires are
still in general use.
The matter has been continually brought under m y
notice, by all the oficers of the department, and I have
given the subject much consideration. It i s impossible t o
estimate the extent of the injury caused by the enormous

Vehicular ferry over the Paterson River in the Hunter Valley, in the 1880's.

weight carried on narrow wheeled vehicles, drawn by long
strings of horses or bullocks, yoked up, half independent
of the driver's control, and following in the same track,
making no attempt t o avoid a soft place, until by tearing
and dragging out, a small rut is enlarged into a
dangerous bog. N o crust can withstand such treatment;
and i f it i s the intention of the Government t o keep up
and extend macadamized roads, some means must be
adopted t o restrict the weights carried and improve the
mode of carriage. There are but two methods of doing
this - either by imposing cumulative tolls on the number
of horses drawing, or on the weights carried".26
The problem continued to arise and in Bennett's next
report, dated February 187 1. he explained that:
"Nothing having been done in reference t o the prevention
of excessive weights, the Government were absolutely
compelled . . . to put cumulative tolls on weights carried,
and to establish weighbridges on all the main roads. This
will t o some extent prevent the injury., but as the law
only allows of those rates being charged on the three
Main Roads, the measure is rendered t o some extent
inoperative by the carriers diverging from the roads to
avoid the toll bars, or taking a different route".?'
In 1894, Hickson reported on the damage done to
conventional road pavements by steel-tyred carts carrying
up to 12 tons and he recommended the expensive solution
of wood-blocking all heavily trafficked metropolitan routes.
Tolls on all roads throughout the State were abolished
by the Government in 187728but the legislation relating to
the width of wheels was not repealed until the passage of
the Local Government Act of 1906. Although, by the

passage of that Act, responsibility for the care and upkeep
of the roads was placed upon the local authorities, no
power was given to them to regulate the width of tyres or
the weight of loads on the roads under their jurisdiction.
In 1905, Mr Hanna assumed administrative control of
the Department of Public Works as Acting Under
Secretary while the position of Commissioner for Roads
and Acting Principal Engineer for Roads and Bridges was
filled by Mr A. W. Stilwell. In his Annual Statement for
--IYU>-6, iianna stressed the damage that was still caused
t o roads because no satisfactory answer to the problem of
heavy loads on narrow tyres had been found.
a

O l d trn~berbridge over Frog's Hollon~Creek, on an early route of the
Prrilce's Highnlaj. in 1876.

" A t no time, perhaps, has the necessity for the
enactment o f some provision to protect our country roads
from the evil effects of heavy loading carried upon
narrow tires been more apparent than at present . . . there
can hardly be two opinions as t o the desirability of some
regulation in the matter., and it may be pointed out that
this State is the only one in the Commonwealth i n which
no attempt has been made t o regulate, by legislation, the
width of tires in proportion to the weight of load carried.
The expenditure upon roads and bridges diiriizg the past
jifty years has amounted to approximately f 24,429,000
and it is safe to say that a very large percentage of that
sum would have been saved had earlier provision been
made in this dire~tion".'~
BRIDGE BUILDING METHODS

The Department of Public Works' 47 years of opereation as
the State's bridge-builder left the local authorities a legacy
of hundreds of strong, attractive, well-built timber and
composite timber and iron bridges of many types.
Prior to the establishment of the Department of Public
Works and its bridge-building programme, many streams
were forded, but after heavy rain, such crossings became
too deep and dangerous, and travellers had to take an
alternative route or camp nearby until the swollen waters
subsided. The construction of high-level bridges at all
important crossings certainly would have answered the
need but this type of construction was often too costly or
impracticable. The numerous wide coastal streams have
always presented difficult bridging problems and have been

New Fitzro)? B r i d ~ e(on left), a lanritlated rin~berarch bridge over South Creek at Windsor, in 1872.

a continual challenge to both designers and construction
teams as the structures have had to be substantial enough
to withstand the damaging swirl of floodwaters and debris.
Bridging the larger rivers has therefore always been both
difficult and costly. Because of these problems and because
of the large number of crossings, the Department of Public
Works found it financially expedient to initially operate
punts and ferries at many sites.
In Australia, the iron and steel industry was slow to
deve!cp and the distance from the makers of Europe and
America meant that the use of imported material involved
considerable expense. For these reasons iron was not used
for bridge construction in New South Wales until many
years after the colony was founded and, even then, its use
was not widespread. This, together with the ready
availability of local hardwoods, accounts for the preference
of the Department of Public Works, whenever possible, to
use timber rather than iron and steel for bridge
construction.
Mr P. Allan, Chief Engineer for National and Local
Government Works, and an authority on bridges built by
the Department of Public Works, made this comment in
1924.
" The popular idea that a steel bridge is more
economical in the long run than a timber structure is, no
doubt, based and well-founded on the experience of
countries limited t o the use of pine or other soft woods
having a life of from seven to ten years.
In Australia, however, with timber bridges o f modern
design built of more durable hardwood, experience has
shown that the popular idea has no solid foundation in
fact ".'O

Fortunately, New South Wales possessed magnificent
hardwoods which compared favourably both for strength
and durability with any timbers in the world and was
admirably suited for use in bridge construction. The
availability and dependability of Australian hardwoods,
particularly ironbark, therefore strongly influenced the type
of bridges constructed in New South Wales. The timber
bridges constucted by the Department of Public Works
have served the State well. There have been instances
where ironbark has remained structurally sound for over
fifty years and, when used as piles and properly protected,
for much longer.
The completion of this slrspension bridge in the 1890's led to the
naniing of Sydney's suburb, Northbridge.

T h e bridge over rhe Shoalhaven River at Warri was built in 1892 and i s a Jine example of a "McDonald" type timber truss bridge.

In the coastal districts to the north and south of Sydney,
where the principal timber growing areas were, there was
a n abundance of hardwood of great height and size
suitable for low-cost bridging. In the inland districts,
however, timber was scarce and in the case of most bridges
erected on the plains of the Central and Western Divisions
of the State, timber had to be taken at great expense by
road and rail from the coast.
Much of the history of bridge development during the
era of the Department of Public Works is associated with
the evolution of timber beam, timber truss and timber and
iron (composite truss) bridges.
In the late 1850's the practice was to provide plain
beam and corbel type timber bridges for spans up to 40
feet. Simple timber trusses with iron suspension rods were
used for spans from 50 to 90 feet, where headway was not
limited. This type was modified for spans up to 100 feet
by radiating principals with ties between the principals.
T h e laminated timber arch was also used for such spans
but spans exceeding 100 feet were rarely attempted using
a timber construction."
Timber beam bridges supported by driven timber piles,
were the simplest and most common type of structure and
they were used widely for crossings where floodwaters were

S t e e l lattice trlrss bridge constructed i n 1871 over the Yass River at Yass

not very deep, because they had the advantages of low
initial cost, ease of construction and adaptability to almost
any location. Although quite often built with their decks
below high flood level (sometimes as much as 50 feet
below), these bridges were serviceable for most of the year
and served in lieu of more costly high-level structures,
these often being unjustifiable because of the small volume
of traffic.
In the days when accurate information about flood levels
and velocities was not available, many of the high-level
timber bridges (which were built to the Department's
standard height of 2 feet above the highest known flood
level) were later destroyed or damaged by flood.
The timber truss type of bridge, which was introduced
towards the end of the 1850's, enabled the Department to
build spans long enough to pass large flood drift and to
bridge wider and deeper streams at a lower cost than by
using the simple girder bridges. These were impracticable
because of the high cost of building tall piers and securing
foundations for the short spans of this type of structure.
At about the same time as the first truss bridges were
being constructed, Commissioner Bennett adopted a new
bridge width standard. This provided for structures 18 feet
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Gladesville Bridge over the Parran~artaRiver, completed in 1881, showing steel lattice truss spans and openrt~grwrt~g-rpan.

Vertical lift-span bridge over { h e Tweed Kivrr at Murwillun~bnh,erected in 1899.

wide between kerbs near towns and from 14 feet to 16 feet
elsewhere, as the early bridges built by the Department
had been found to be too narrow for the traffic using them.
Typical of the standard designs for timber truss bridges
used until about 1886 was the bridge over Cockfighter
Creek at Warkworth on the Singleton-Jerry's Plains Road
(built in 1871) and the bridge over the Mann River on the
Grafton-Glen Innes Road (built in 1877).
The expanding settlement of the country and the heavier
loads being carried due to the development of the wool and
mining industries necessitated new standard bridge designs,
to enable them to carry heavier loads. The new type of
truss for 90 feet, 75 feet and 65 feet spans featured a
double principal truss, double suspension bolts and butting
blocks, and wedges at the feet of the diagonal braces.
Bridges of this type were erected over the Hunter River at
Denman in 1884 (replaced in 1956) and over the north
arm of the Tweed River at Kynnumboon in 1884 (replaced
in 1927).
New research data about Australian timbers was made
public in the 1890's and this was of considerable benefit
to bridge designers. Isolated tests had been made about
1875 when Mr T. Laslett published "Timber and Timber
Trees, Native and Foreign" in London but, generally
speaking, the testing of Australian timbers had been
neglected. Very little was known about the durability of
Australian timber until Professor W. H. Warren, Member
of the Institution of Civil Engineers and Professor of

Engineering at the University of Sydney, carried out
systematic tests in 1886. In 1893, Professor Warren's
results were published in a paper entitled "Australian
timber^".'^ By detailed and regular inspection of all
timber in bridges and by making use of this more accurate
information on timber strength, the life of timber bridges
was greatly increased.
Further variations to standard timber bridge design were
effected in 1893 with the production of a new design for
a truss, having two piece open top chords and multiple
flitch bottom chords, double principals, no wedges at the
feet of the braces and cross girders only at the susper~sion
bolts. Spans for this design were 70 feet to 90 feet.
Another feature of the design was the introduction of cast
iron shoes at top and bottom for the diagonal braces to
butt on. In 1896, a bridge of this type (replaced in 1961)
was built over the Wingecarribee River at Berrima on the
Hume Highway. A modification of the design was used for
a number of other bridges, including the existing 645-feet
long bridge over the Murrumbidgee River near Wagga
Wagga, built in 1895 and known as Hampden Bridge.
Many improvements were made to the standard timber
trusses, which had timber chords and braces and vertical
suspension rods to make them more durable and less costly
to maintain. The bridge with the longest timber truss spans
in Australia (153 feet) was built in 1900 over the Macleay
River at Kempsey and lasted almost 60 years. The
McDonald type truss and then a series of Allan type

Erection of iron "bow-spring" spans, of the bridge over the Peel River
a t Tarnworth, in the 1880's.

trusses were introduced in the 1890's and early 1900's. The
latter type was named after Mr P. Allan, who in his 46
years with the Department of Public Works, was associated
with the design of over 550 bridges, including the then
revolutionary Pyrmont and Glebe Island electricallyoperated swing-span bridges.
It was found that composite trusses with bottom girders
and vertical members of wrought iron or steel, together
with top chords and diagonals of timber (almost always
ironbark), made possible the building of even longer trusses
a t a reasonable cost. A composite truss bridge of this type
with main spans of 160 feet was built over the Lachlan
River at Cowra in 1893.
About 1900 a standard type of truss was adopted in
which timber was used only in the compression members,
while the tension members were constructed of wrought
iron and steel. A number of bridges of this class were
erected, including De Burghs Bridge over the Lane Cove
River (built in 1900) and the bridge over the Macquarie
River at Dubbo (built in 1905).
At first, iron was used mainly for foundation piers,
especially at locations where heavy floods were known to
occur. It was then increasingly featured in superstructures
and soon led to the higher bridging of larger coastal and
inland navigable rivers used by masted vessels and the
western river system (embracing the Darling, Murray and
Murrumbidgee Rivers) used by river steamers and barges.
For example, the bridge constructed over the
Murrumbidgee River at Gundagai in 1865 consisted of
three wrought-iron girder spans, each 103 feet over the
main channel of the river. On the southern side there were
two timber beam spans each 30 feet and on the northern
side there were 23 timber beam spans, each of 30 feet.
By 1896 the bridge had been rebuilt and extended to its
present length of 3,040 feet. Some iron for the bridge came
from the historic Fitzroy Iron Works at Mittagong, one of
Australia's first iron foundries. The main structure of this
bridge still exists although a new bridge is now under
construction.

Probably the first iron bridge built in the State was
erected in 1851 over Wallis Creek to connect East and
West Maitland. The Denison Bridge over the Macquarie
River at Bathurst was completed in 1870 using iron which
mostly came from the Fitzroy Iron Works and it is still
in use today. Two wrought-iron lattice girder bridges, one
over Iron Cove and another over the Parramatta River at
Gladesville, were commenced in April 1878. Twelve
months later work on the Iron Cove Bridge was suspended
to enable a concentration of effort on the swing-span
bridge at Gladesville which was opened for traffic in
February 188 1. Work on the Iron Cove Bridge was
resumed in November 1880 and was completed in
November 1882. Both these bridges, and the road which
was built to link them with existing bridges closer to the
city at Glebe Island and Pyrmont, shortened the distance
that farmers had to travel to market by over five miles and
enabled them to complete a return journey in one day
instead of the two days previously taken.
Suspension bridges are uncommon in New South Wales
as they are only economical when the depth to the rock
on which the piers of the bridge would normally be
founded is so great that it is cheaper to construct a single
span of great length. Two bridges of this type built in the
1890's and still in use are the bridge over the arm of
Middle Harbour, Sydney known as Long Bay a t
Northbridge and Hampden Bridge over the Kangaroo
River in the Kangaroo Valley. (Owing to the deterioration
of the cables, the Department of Main Roads closed the
bridge at Northbridge in May 1936, while the suspension
span was replaced by a reinforced concrete arch. However,
the original decorative Gothic sandstone towers were
retained and the bridge was re-opened in September 1939.)
The excessive cost of building high-level bridges across
coastal harbours and on inland waterways, to permit the
passage of ships underneath, led to the development of
vertical lift-span, bascule span and swing-span bridges.
On the inland waterways in particular, iron vertical
lift-span bridges were erected. The first of these bridges
was built at Bourke in 1878 and is still in use today. Other
notable early iron lift-span bridges were erected on the
following rivers: Murray River at Echuca, 1875 (still in
use); Darling River at Bourke, 1878 (still in use); Murray
River at Mulwalla, 1893 (replaced by steel and concrete
bridge in 1923); Darling River at Wentworth, 1893
(replaced in 1969); Murray River at Tocumwal, 1895 (still
in use), and the bridge over the Darling River a t
Wilcannia, 1896 (still in use).
Bascule span bridges were first introduced into New
South Wales in the early 1890's, one of the earliest being
built in 1895 over Shea's Creek, Mascot and known as
Rickety Street Bridge. The lift-span and towers were of
timber and resembled a medieval drawbridge in
appearance. This type of structure, which featured
overhead counter-weights of concrete, proved suitable
where there was only infrequent river traffic.
Perhaps the most important of the swing-span bridge:
were those at Pyrmont and Glebe Island which were
opened in June 1902 and July 1903 re~pectively.~~
Other
bridges with swing-spans were built over the Parramatta
River at Gladesville in 1881 and over the Lane Cove River

at Fig Tree in 1885 (both since replaced in the 1960's).
As they could not compare in economy with the timber
or composite timber and iron structures where good timber
was readily available, stone bridges were no longer built,
except in a few isolated instances where the solid rock
foundations needed for masonry arch construction were
present reasonably close to the surface. Where masonry
arch bridges were built, they were usually small spans over
deep gullies and on roads subject to heavy traffic.
The work of the men of the Department of Public
Works in improving the design and popularity of timber,
and timber and iron structures during this period has
earned them a high place in the history of bridge
engineering in New South Wales.

Constr~ictiot~
of steel rru.7.y bridge over the Shoalha~wnRiver nt Nowra,
completed in 1881.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT TAKES OVER

The need for better local administration became apparent
as the system which resulted from the passing of the
Parish Roads Act, 1840 and subsequent Acts, was confined
to a small portion of the State and was not altogether
successful. This was due to the voluntary principle of
incorporation, which did not lead to the adoption of a
widespread system of local government.
The Public Roads Act, 1902 provided for the resumption
and dedication of land for roads, the payment of
compensation and the closing of unnecessary roads. The
Act also covered the survey and remarking of roads and
the alignment of streets within municipalities.
Following the creation of shires through the Local
Government (Shires) Extension Act, 1905, they were given
wide powers and were required to levy rates of between Id.
and 2d. in the f on the unimproved capital value of land
for the maintenance of roads and other works for which
they were responsible, such as road lighting, kerbing and
guttering.
When the Local Government Act was passed in 1906,
the greater part of the work carried out by the Roads and
Bridges Branch of the Department of Public Works was
transferred to the local authorities, i.e., the shire and
municipal councils.
The growth of the Department's responsibility for roads
from 1870 to 1906 is indicated in the following table of
road mileages.
Year

Controlled by Department
of Public Works
Classified

1870
1876
1886
1896
1906

Total

4,000
3 3 71
1,743
1,705
195

7,389
10,099
19,601
34,876
48,506

Unclassified

3,389
6,528
17,858
24,375
33,846

Controlled
by Trustees

8,796
14,465

Glebe Islat~dBridge wiih centrnl swing-span, built in 1901

Timber bnsc~tleopening-span bridge, b ~ i i l tit7 1909 at Swnt~sea.

These figures exclude roads which were under the
control of municipal councils and which, by 1906, totalled
8,286 miles."

PART I /CHAPTER 5

1907-1924

Roads Become a Local Government Responsibility
SHIRE AND MUNICIPAL AUTHORITY

Prior to !?06, when the Local Government Act came into
effect, the State had been divided into road districts, each
of which was placed under the supervision of an officer
directly responsible to the Commissioner for Roads. These
officers had under their care the greater part of the roads
and bridges of the State outside the incorporated area, as
well as a portion of those within such limits. Road trusts
formed under various acts had the supervision of the
expenditure of grants for the maintenance of roads of
minor importance in outlying districts, as well as some
important roads in the vicinity of Sydney.
The Shires Act of 1905 was consolidated by its larger,
sister Act, the Local Government Act of 1906 and, in the
following year, 134 shires commenced operations so that,
except for the sparsely settled Western Division, about 60%
of New South Wales was by this time under the control
of local councils. The City of Sydney and the
municipalities which were already in existence prior to this
Act were exempted from this operation. The Local
Government Extension Act of 1906 related almost entirely
to municipalities which had been constituted under
previous Acts and conferred on them the extensive powers
which had been granted to shire councils.
All existing enactments relating to the local government
of shires and municipalities (including the Shires Act,
1905, and the Local Government Extension Act, 1906)
were repealed from the date on which the Local
Government Act, 1906 came into operation (i.e., 1st
January 1907). The powers of shire and municipal councils
were considerably extended, and the making and forming
of public roads became one of the primary functions of
each council.'

Hauling wool- the life-blood of the rcononry-to market in 1901.

Following this transfer, the work of the Road Branch of
the Department of Public Works diminished and early in
1907 the position of Commissioner for Roads was
discontinued and was not revived again until 1932 when
the Department of Main Roads came into existence.
GAZETTAL OF MAIN ROADS

The length of roads under the control of the Department
of Public Works on 30th .Tune 1906, prior to the transfer
to councils, was 48,311 miles, while 195 miles were under
the care of road trusts, and 1,338 miles within the
municipal areas were subsidised by the Government,
making a total of 49,844 miles. There were also about
8,300 miles of roads and streets belonging to municipal
councils, for which they received no government ~ u b s i d y . ~
When the local government system was extended over
the central divisions of the State, the councils of the
municipalities and shires took over the administration of
the roads, bridges, etc., previously under the control of the
Roads and Bridges Branch of the Department of Public
Works, with the exception of those in the unincorporated
areas of the Western Division, and 256 of the more
important bridges and ferries which had been previously
proclaimed as National work^.^
Under the Local Government Act of 1906, the Minister
for Local Government was empowered to classify roads as
Main Roads, and these were to be kept in repair by the
new councils, the object primarily being to determine the
roads on which Government assistance could be granted to
the local authorities. The Minister classified 154 roads as
Main Roads and these included all the principal routes
throughout the State and were gazetted on 31st December
1906. The Act did not make any provision for the

amendment of this list but when distribution of amounts
voted by Parliament for Main Roads was made, roads
which for Departmental purposes were regarded as Main
Roads received grants, as well as those which had been
officially gazetted as such. This situation continued until
1920 when an amendment to the 1906 Local Government
Act made it possible to alter or repeal the proclaimed list
of Main Roads. Subsequently a new list of Main Roads
was gazetted in January 1924.
Through the administration of the Act by the Minister
for Local Government, the Government still exercised a
degree of overall control of roads. The Minister was
entitled to stipulate the annual expenditure to take place
on any Main Road and could withhold payment of the
endowment if the council neglected to comply with the
provisions of the Act.
Between 1906 and 1912, the amount of endowment
allotted to shires was increased from the minimum of
f 150,000 to $360,000, but expenditure by councils on the
most important routes was still not sufficient to maintain
them in a serviceable condition. It was decided to reduce
the amount of general endowment to a minimum and to
make separate votes to individual councils for the upkeep
of the Main Roads. At the same time, the Chief Engineer
of the Department of Local Government was appointed by
the Minister to distribute the money which had been voted
by Parliament for roads.

road rules were criticised by motorists and by their
newly-constituted representative bodies such as the
Automobile Club of Australia (founded in 1903 and later
re-named the Royal Automobile Club of Australia). It was
suggested by the Government at the time that all vehicles
should be taxed because they damaged roads, to which the
automobile clubs replied that if a tax were imposed it
should be used to build better roads.
The first motor vehicles in New South Wales were
mechanically frail, fuel supplies were poorly distributed,
repair services rarely existed and the roads made early
motoring a rigorous adventure. In Sydney, angry letters
were received by newspaper editors about the dust, noise
and nuisance to horses caused by the automobiles. Most of
the early cars, costing from $500 to $700 or more, were
of British or Continental make, of from 12 to 18 horsepower, and weighed from 30 to 40 hundredweight. They
were then vehicles to be used mainly for pleasure by the
comparatively few people who could afford them. The
Model T Ford was introduced in 1909 and cost only $310.
A flimsy-looking vehicle with a twenty horse-power motor
and half the weight of most other vehicles, the Model T
Ford had three-point suspension and its vanadium
components made it the lightest, strongest and cheapest car
in the world, with good riding qualities and admirably
suited to Australian conditions.

MAKING HORSES OBSOLETE
CHANGECOMPOUNDSCHANGE

Unfortunately, the change in road management in 1907
could not have occurred at a worse time as far as local
authorities and road-users were concerned, as it coincided
with the acceptance of the motor vehicle as a popular
means of transportation. In New South Wales, roadbuilding had lagged behind road needs and the State was
completely unprepared for this new means of transport.
Motor vehicle ownership increased rapidly and by 1911
there were 6,945 registered vehicles in New South Wales
(i.e.,one car to every 250 persons). Road conditions and
,

The First World War brought many improvements to the
design of vehicles, and damage to roads in New South
Wales was lessened, to a certain extent, by the large wheels
and high ground clearance, the long stroke motors and the
low-geared transmission of these machines.
New models were more economical and reliable than
those made ten years earlier but there were also other
factors contributing to the post-war acceptance of the
motor vehicle. Many men had returned from the war
experienced in automobile operation and maintenance and
it was found, for instance, that one man with a single

motor truck and adequate fuel supplies could operate a
mail and passenger service normally employing a coach
and up to fifty horses. Furthermore after the war, oil
companies were willing to establish permanent fuel depots
in the outback in recognition of the motor vehicle's public
acceptance and potential use in transportation and farming
activities.
After 1918, the popularity of the horse declined with the
increlse ifi car nwnershinrj althnuoh
a tracterr 2nd rai!v!2~1'also played their part in making horses less necessary..
Henry Ford's post-war 'T' and 'A' models, and the
reliable Dodge, Buick and Chevrolet tourers, soon rendered
the buggy obsolete and, by the 1920's, efficient four-ton
trucks had taken over much of the work of bullock
waggons.
The Main Roads, built for slow-moving, horse-drawn
traffic were suddenly required to carry fast, heavy
automobile tratfic. The speed and weight of the motor car.
motor bus and lorry caused almost a s m u c h damage to
roads as horsed vehicles and, of more concern, they were
being used in ever increasing numbers.
As motor vehicle registrations increased it was realised
that they were soon likely to become the common mode of
transport and would require the building of roads to
accommodate them. The question of the construction and
maintenance of roads became one of great importance to
the State and to the whole world, as the following
statement made by Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, England in
1923 indicates.
" The ~ o s i t i o no f the road in all countries to-dav is
-that the'use by the motor vehicle has outstripped its
development . . . Just at the moment the increase of
mechanical trafic has been so great alike in volume,
'

.
I

speed, and weight that nothing but the best made, which
is generally the most expensively made, road can stand
up t o it ".4
Lord Montagu went on to recommend that new means
of financing roads be found and that the position of Road
Engineer be magnified to bring about an improvement in
the condition of roads. Of the need for trained road
engineers he wrote: "One hopes that . . . an effort will be
.made t o induce rich ,men and the university find
educational authorities to found Chairs for highway
engineering, and encourage the study of transport matters
. . . the profession of road engineer apart from other
forms of engineering is not yet established on a
suficiently broad and secure basis".

THE DUST NUISANCE

The following details of the length and type of roads
common in New South Wales in 191 1 indicate the
problem facing the various authorities who were
responsible for their construction and maintenance (i.e.,
the State Government, 188 municipal councils, 134 shire
councils and the City of Sydney).

1

Areas

Metalled
Gravelled
Ballasted
(Miles)

1

Munici~alities
Shires
Western Division
Total

3.498
10,548
80
14,126

Hauling ritt~berotz the Dorrigo P l a t m ~ cusing a teanl of bullocks, about 1910
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Formed
Only
(Miles)

1

1.734
7,535
137
9,406

1 1
Cleared
Only
(Miles)

1 1.997
18,757
2,669
23,423

1

Natural
Surface
(Miles)
2.284
30,650
3,304
36,238

Total
(Miles)

1

9.513
67:490
6,190
83,193

The mileage of roads specially treated with asphalt,
asphaltic oil, tar, or similar materials to alleviate the dust
nuisance was less than 50 miles.'
Many of the Main Roads carrying heavy traffic were of
the macadam type, constructed of approximately,
uniform-sized stones with the voids filled by fine stone
screening or loam and consolidated by hard-tyred vehicles
t o secure interlock. Nevertheless, the abrasion caused by
horses' shoes a d by iiarrow metal-rimmed wheels
frequently broke up the stone and ground it into a fine
powder, which the wind then lifted and blew away.
The introduction of motor vehicles brought new
problems and the first edition of "Australasian Roads",
published in 1908, made this comment.
"Although motor cars do not create dust to any
considerable extent, there is no vehicle frequenting the
public streets capable of raising it in the same large
quantities. In fact, were it desired to construct a dustraising machine, it would be found that a high-speed
modern motor car possessed most of the necessary
qualifications. Motor cars raise more dust from a rough
road than from an equally dusty but smooth one, the
speed being equal on each. The real trouble, however, lies
in the speed at which motors are commonly driven. The
tire surface: speed, and that of the j o w of air under a car
travelling at 30 miles per hour, is equivalent t o 44 ft. per
second. The result of such a rush of air, combined with
t h e abrading action of the tires and the partial vacuum
created at the rear of the vehicle, i s to raise clouds of
dust i f any be present on the road. It is considered that
a speed limit of 25 miles per hour on lightly traficked
suburban roads is a fair one from all points of view.
Experiments go t o show that cars on high wheels, with
t h e chassis well clear of the ground, especially at the
rear of the car, are less dusty than other^".^
he solution was seen to lie in the adoption of better
construction and maintenance methods and in the use of
better materials for the wearing coat or running surface,
as it was apparent that more durable stone (which wore
less and lasted longer) produced far less dust.
Methods used at the time for settling dust were:
"I. Sprinkling with fresh water.
2. Sprinkling with sea water.
3. Sprinkling with artijicially-prepared saline
solutions.
4. Sprinkling with pa'tented mixtures of water and
saponi'ed oil.
5.
Impregnating the surface with crude oils.
6. Application of coal tar products".'
The obvious disadvantages of using water in liberal
quantities was the high cost of cartage and sprink.ling, as
well as the scarcity of large, regular supplies in most
country districts.

BAlTERED BY HEAVYWEIGHTS

A continuing problem for roadmakers was the enormous
weight carried on narrow-wheeled vehicles. These vehicles
often followed in the same track and, through the turning

New South Wales',first niotorised nlail service, hetn~c,enBroken Hill attd
Menittdee. 191 1.

A cot~~petitor
in a11 earlj, S!>r/tic,y-MelhourneReliability Trial
on the "Hutne Highbvaj." near Gundagai. 1905.

"Opening" and naming of the Prince's Highway at Bulli on
19th October 1920.

Motorists waiting t o cross the Georges River on the Sans Souci - Taren Point Ferry, about 1020.
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of the wheels, dug out the material and enlarged a small
rut to a dangerous, boggy hole.
Initially, the Local Government Act did not give the
local authorities power to regulate the width of the tyres
o r the weight of loads that might be carried. However, the
Local Government Act of 19 19, and amending Acts,
extended the powers of the local councils to enable them
t o control and regulate the weight of loads that might be
carried upon any road or bridge. This legislation did not
provide a satisfactory soiurion to the problem which
continued to worry road authorities for a number of years.
There were still a large number of horse-drawn and
steel-tyred vehicles using the roads in the 1920's and road
engineers, while recognising the inevitable changeover to
the motor vehicle, had the difficult problem of catering for
the needs of both types of traffic. Many of the horse-drawn
vehicles carried weights of 10 to 15 tons over earth roads
and, in wet weather, did tremendous damage. In the case
of the better quality cement concrete roads, the steel-tyred
horse-drawn vehicles wore the concrete quickly and the
surface had to be provided with a wearing cover.
WEAR AND TEAR

Coanes' "Australasian Roads" was an informative
roadbuilders' bible in the early 1900's and gave valuable
guidelines about the location, design, construction and
maintenance of roads and bridges. For example, when
describing wear and maintenance of macadam roads, the
authors discussed the effects of different types of motor
vehicles.
"Ordinary Motor Cars.-The ordinary touring car, with
pneumatic tires, must be distinguished from the
industrial automobile with solid rubber, or steel tires; . . .
T h e first mentioned, i f run at moderate speeds, up to, say,
25 miles per hour, is not found t o be productive of as
much injury to well made and properly consolidated
macadam as are horse-drawn vehicles, the effects o f
impact by pneumatic tires being very slight, and not t o
be compared with those o f horse shoes and iron tires.
When the road crust becomes very dry, however, the
pneumatics, i f the vehicles are driven fast, do certainly
withdraw the fine portions of the road crust from between
the coarser stones, causing a great deal of dust t o rise,
and the breaking up of the road. In a general way, the
metal shoes and tires loosen the surface, and the rubber
moves the pieces into such positions that they become
ground into dust by the next iron-tired wheels that pass
over them. The obvious remedy is t o bind the macadam
surface in such a way that it shall not become loose as
described.
Motor Omnibuses.- These vehicles are heavier than
ordinary motor cars and are fitted with solid rubber or
pneumatic tires. They are usually driven as fast as the
varying densities of trafic will permit, up to about 18
miles per hour. A t this speed they soon Jind out the weak
spots in a macadam road, and produce cups and waves
that are deepened by the hammering of the heavily
loaded wheels as they fall from the crests into the
troughs. Want of homogeneity in the road crust i s fatal,
as is, of course, instability i n the foundation. The only

course is to limit speeds and weights, and to confine this
form of vehicle to roads that will carry them. W e
consider that it would be reasonable t o limit the weight
of any omnibus to 7 tons and the speed to 12 miles per
hour anywhere, the widths of the tires being, o f course,
regulated also. Whether proprietors of motor buses
should or should not be compelled t o make special
contributions towards keeping up the roads they use, has
of late been a vexed and troublesome question, . . .
Motor Wagons.- These are frequentiy much heavier
than motor omnibuses, carrying greater loads on stiffer
springs, and, excepting perhaps very heavily loaded and
narrow-tired timber jinkers, are the most destructive
vehicles that ply upon our roads. They are to be seen
running at speeds up to, and perhaps over, eighteen miles
an hour, with a total weight on a pair of axles o f not
much less than fifteen tons, of which the greater part is
carried by the rear wheels, generally of rather small
diameter. N o ordinary road can withstand such trajic,
and about nine inches of reinforced concrete, with a
surface of wood blocks or sheet asphalt, resting on a
solid sub-grade should be provided for it. Even on such
a road, the gross weight and speed should be limited, as
in England, t o about 12 tons and 12 miles per hour
respectively. Most motor wagons are fitted with solid
rubber tires, but a good many have metal bands; with
metal tires these vehicles are formidable engines o f road
destruction, and their owners should be compelled t o use
r~bber".~
Interesting calculations were also given comparing the
effects on roads of horses' shoes and rubber tyres.
"When travelling, a horse has always two feet on the
ground at once, and through each hoof a frictional
horizontal abrading force of about 100 Ibs. is exerted on
the road surface when hauling an average load; this i s
equivalent to from 25 t o 30 Ibs. per square inch o f shoe
in contact. In nearly all rubber-tired automobile vehicles,
the force t o be resisted by the road surface is transmitted
through the two rear driving wheels, and i s spread over
an area of at least 12 square inches, the combined area
of the two tires in contact with the road surface. Thus,
in the propulsion of a given load, the intensity of the
horizontal abrading force exerted by pneumatic tires i s
only about one-fourth o f that exerted by horse-shoes,
while the hammering action of the latter is absent. From
the above it is clear that, weights and speeds being
anything like equal, the automobile is much less
destructive t o roads than is the horse-drawn ~ e h i c l e " . ~
This conclusion was also affirmed in the 1913-14 Annual
Report of the Country Roads Board of Victoria, from
which the following quotation has been taken.
"It has been clearly established that light motor cars
do no damage t o roads when the surface is smooth and
sealed with some waterproof coating, e.g., tar.
On well-made waterbound macadam roads with smooth
and even surface there i s little or no damage i f cars are
driven at a moderate speed.
Damage takes place on the last-named class of road
when subjected t o a considerable amount of motor trafic
driven at high speed, the extent of damage being in
proportion to the square of the velocity of the vehicles.

The
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The damage is caused by the removal of the small
gritty particles of stone forming the binding which serves
to keep the surface stones in place. This damage takes
place more particularly in summer when the road is dry.
These small particles of stone are not removed by
suction of the pneumatic tires, as has been popularly
supposed, but by the shearing action caused b y the rear
or driving wheels of the car. This shearing or tractive
force is exerted at the point of contact of the rear or
driving wheeis wirh the road surface. Ir rends ro rear the
surface, thus loosening the gritty particles forming the
bond between the stones"."
THE CITY SITUATION
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In the Sydney area, consistent attempts were made to
improve road surfaces as it was realised that the volume
of traffic would increase enormously. Although isolated
experiments were undertaken, there was little information
available as to what type of pavement was best suited to
motor traffic and there was a growing awareness of the
need for co-ordinated experiment and research.
In the local government areas, the maintenance and
construction of roads had become a tremendous financial
burden on councils and, due to lack of attention, large
sections of road were impassable by 1920. The Minister for
Local Government was besieged with requests from
councils for assistance while motorists and transport
operators clamoured for better roads.
In the County of Cumberland, the State Government
effected a policy of assisting councils to recondition Main
Roads by undertaking the work and defraying the whole
cost in the first instance, then recovering half of the
expenditure by instalments from the councils concerned.
This work on the metropolitan Main Roads was instituted
as a means of relieving the unemployment situation
existing at the time and because of the necessity for the
work to be performed when it was beyond the financial
capacity of a council. Some of the works constructed and
improved in this way were General Holmes Drive at
Rockdale, Parramatta Road from Ashfield to Parramatta,
from Liverpool to Canlpbelltown,
the Southern Road
and Woodville Road.
-
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In the case of the reconstruction of Parramatta Road, the
work was undertaken with the most modern techniques
known and mechanical power was applied in the haulage
of metal and in the excavation and rolling of the roadway.
The road was of macadam and attempts were made at
grading by using four gauges of metal each in a separate
course over a Telford base."

Company, Limited

UNION HOIJSE, 247 GEORGE ST., SYDNEY
Telegrnmn: "Ramco Sydney." Telephonsn: City
7306 ( 2 Ilnes).

Left: Advertisenlent for roadn~akingmachinery, 1920.
Top right: Southern approaches to Cook's River Bridge
on the Prince's Highway in 1921.
Centre right: Cabramatta - Mulgoa road in the 1920's
before it was reconstructed.
Botton~right: Car being towed by bullocks down the hill
at Nambucca Heads in 1923.
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Two contemporary reports give some indication of
conditions before and after. The first comment is by the
Hon. J. T. Lang, M.L.A., recalling when he was Treasurer
in the Storey Labour Government in 1920.
" Of all works, the most urgent was that of the
Parramatta Road. It was a good road from Sydney t o
AshJield. Then it quickly deteriorated.
From Homebush to Granville it was one o f the worst
roads in the world. W e called it Gallipoli. It was stated
by returned soldiers of the First World War who had been
at'the landing that it was much easier to scale the
heights there than negotiate the hazards of Parramatta
Road.
At one spot, it was said that someone had buried a
flagpole with a flag on top, but it was still out of sight.
The road was just not up to the heavy trafic then
beginning to jind its way along it. It was still in the
horse and buggy days. The local councils refused to
spend their rates to provide good roads for people on the
Western Highway who contributed nothing.
I sent t o the Public Works Department for the plans.
They told m e that they weren't ready. They said they had
neither money nor plans. I told them we had the money,
and it was up t o them to get the plan^".'^
The second report is from a lecture in 1921 by Mr Percy
Allan who was then Chief Engineer for National and
Local Government Works, Department of Public Works.
"For many years past certain lengths of the road were
in a deplorable condition, due principally to continuous
neglect on the part of the responsible councils, but in
July, 1920, arrangements were completed by the
Honorable the Minister for Local Government, Mr. T. D.
Mutch, t o restore it t o traficable order. The length dealt
with extended from Ashfield Park t o Church-street,
Parramatta, a distance of 9 miles 16 chains, of which the
Ashjield Council, under the supervision of its Engineer,
Mr. Reeve, reconstructed 1 mile 26 chains; and the
Burwood Council, under the supervision of its Overseer,
a length of 10 chains near Luke Park; the balance of the
work being carried out at the request of the Local
Government Department by the Public Works
Department, . . .
The road has been regraded and reformed practically
throughout, and whilst at jirst it was purposed t o
generally follow the existing surface levels, improvements
were subsequently decided upon, including the cutting
down of the hill at the Abattoirs overbridge, and the
embanking, to the extent of some 4 feet, of the hollow
beyond, so well known as the 'Dardanelles,' through
which trafic had literally to wade after heavy storms".I3
The work was finished in mid-1921 and opened with a
flourish which the National Roads' Association referred to
as "probably the greatest road demonstration ever held
in Australia".14
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Top left: Strani engitze and road plough denronstration
for the Monaro Shire Council in 1912.
Centre and botront left: Ungainly bur eficient portable
equipment, available to councils in the early 1920's.

Four views of the Great Western Highway [Parramatta Road)
at the same location in Auburn.
Top: After heavy rains in 1920.
Right: After reconstruction in 1921.
Above: After reconstruction in 1935.
Below: In 1970.
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Two other important Main Roads, Lane Cove Road (later
known as the Pacific Highway) and Botany Road, had
fallen into such a bad state of repair that action had to
be taken towards the provision of a better class of
pavement to suit the volume and type of traffic using them.
Botany Road was a dusty stretch full of ruts and potholes and none of the five councils concerned with its
maintenance was in the position to rebuild its own portion
of the road. Consequently, a committee was formed
(consisting of representatives from Botany, Mascot,
Waterloo, Redfern and Alexandria Councils) in an
endeavour to organise its reconstruction. So that group
action could be taken, the Botany Road Trust Constitution
Act was passed. This Act constituted a trust for the
purpose of reconstructing and maintaining the road, and
was empowered with the Governor's approval to borrow up
to f200,OOO in order to undertake the work.
This job was unusual, in that the contract was not
supervised by the Department of Public Works, but rather
by a firm of architects and engineers employed by the
Botany Road Trust. The road was constructed of
reinforced concrete, nine inches thick, and was one of the
first pavements of this type in Australia. Previously, a
short length of concrete road had been constructed on
Parramatta Road at Homebush by the Department of
Public Works. Small mixers had been used and the work
had proved to be very expensive. A few councils, notably
North Sydney, had also carried out other experiments
using concrete but, in general, their techniques were
inadequate and costly.
To carry out the work on Botany Road, lorries were
used to carry the ingredients to a large mixer a t the site
which was capable of taking 1% tons of material a minute.
The concrete was spread by shovel-men followed by a
tamper to put a surface on the road. Drainage, grading,
kerbing and pathways were all completed before the actual
road was laid. Although distinct grooves caused by heavy,
steel-tyred, horse-drawn vehicles soon appeared in sections
of the completed road, the pavement was well suited to the
heavy motor traffic using it.Is
~

~

NORTHERN SUBURBS LINK

The construction of a 6% mile section of Lane Cove Road
(now the Pacific Highway) between Boundary Street,
Roseville and Pearce's Corner, Wahroonga was the longest
single length undertaken by a local government bodyeusing
asphaltic concrete (which was at that time an entirely new
form of construction). An officer of the Department of
Public Works, Mr. H. H. Newel1 (later a Member of the
Main Roads Board and Commissioner for Main Roads)
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Opening-span bridge across Middle Harbour at The Spit, built in 1924.

was appointed as a Commissioner to conduct an enquiry
into the proposal by Ku-ring-gai Shire Council to borrow
$60,000 for the work of reconstruction. Mr. Newell's
report on his investigation was published by Ku-ring-gai
Council in April 1923 and is a valuable treatise, not only
on this particular road but also on prevailing attitudes
towards pavement construction generally.I6 A loan was
subsequently obtained and the road, which was constructed
by contract, proved satisfactory for a number of years.
Both these roads were unusual in that they were major
works involving large sums of money. Many other sections
of much trafficked road were in a similarly poor state but
the councils lacked the finance to do much about their
reconstruction.
In the case of most other local government works, the
construction and maintenance of Main Roads was
distributed among the shires and municipalities. Regular
inspections of Main Roads were carried out by officers of
the Department of Public Works to ensure that works
undertaken in the expenditure of the Main Roads Grant
were completed in accordance with the requirements.
NATIONAL WORKS

O n 1st January 1907, bridges with spans of 20 feet and
over, including those in course of construction and totalling
about 3,575, were handed over from the Department of
Public Works to local government authorities. Two
hundred and fifty six bridges (with an aggregate length of
101,416 feet and which by reason of their cost, size and
importance beyond the local council area would constitute
a strain on council resources) were proclaimed National
Works and were to continue to be maintained by the
Government, through the Department of Public Works."
The number of National Works bridges built subsequent
to the Local Government Act was relatively small. Where
local conditions and limited traffic did not favour the
erection of a bridge, a punt or ferry was introduced. The
most important ferries, which were worked by steam
power, were also proclaimed as National Works. Prior to
1st December 1907, it was the practice to charge a small
fee for ferry transit, but on that date tolls were abolished
and the use of all Government-operated ferries was free.I8

Many works for which the Government was responsible
were suffering as a result of insufficient funds, and in the
Annual Reports of the Department of Public Works for
the years 1919 to 1922 strong emphasis was placed on the
inadequacy of finance for National Works. The restricted
expenditure meant that many necessary repairs and
maintenance to bridges and ferries could not be carried
out. With the great expansion in the use of motor cars,
ferry services were very severely pressed to cope with the
traffic during weekends and on holidays, and, although the
Department of Public Works did its utmost to meet the
demands, it necessarily happened that many travellers were
subjected to delays at these times.
In the case of roads, the Department of Public Works
was only responsible for those in the Western Division and
two special tourist roads, Edith (via Jenolan Caves) to
Hampton and Jindabyne to Kosciusko. In 1920, these
totalled 6,947 miles and, as with bridges and ferries, they
were not kept in as good a condition as desirable due to
insufficient funds.
SUBURBAN COUNCILS BUILD MAJOR BRIDGES

Not all councils were overawed by the tasks confronting
them with regard to providing an adequate
communications network. Three major bridges in the
Sydney Metropolitan Area were built in this period and
indicate the forward-looking and spirited work of many
local authorities.

Departnient of Public Works' road rtiaterial testing laboratory. 1921.

On 24th October 1923 an Act of Parliament was passed
t o allow the Manly Municipal Council to erect a timber
and steel bridge over Middle Harbour at The Spit, where
a steam-driven ferry was then operating. The unusual and
ungainly double-leaf opening-span structure was designed
and built for the council by the Sydney Harbour Trust, at
a cost of $60,000. When opened, it looked something like
two giant grasshoppers facing each other. The bascule
spans took about 80 seconds to open when worked by
electrical power or about 10 minutes whenever they had to
he opened by hand during emergencies.
Construction of the bridge was begun on 5th May 1924
and less than eight months later, on 23rd December, it was
officially opened by the Premier, the Hon. Sir George
Fuller, K.C.M.G., M.L.A. On 1st January 1929 a record
number of 8,677 vehicles used the two-lane crossing and
by 28th March 1930, when the tolls were abolished, over
f 107.000 had been collected. After a number of changes
"
in control, the bridge was transferred to the Department
of Main Roads in 193 1.19
At the same time, another bridge was being built over
Middle Harbour further upstream at Roseville. As early as
191 2 proposals for a crossing were made and in September
1921 the French's Forest Middle Harbour-Roseville Road
and Bridge League was formed at a meeting held in the
bushland overlooking the site. In 1922 the three councils
concerned agreed that, if the Government would pay half
the cost, they would pay the balance in the following
proportions; Warringah Shire 45'70, Ku-ring-gai Shire 35%
and Willoughby Municipality 20%. Following further
representations, the Government allocated f6,000 to allow
work to begin in May 1922 using unemployed returned
soldiers.
Although only 240 feet long, this bridge was claimed at
the time to be the longest reinforced concrete bridge in
New South Wales and the only one founded on reinforced
concrete piles instead of timber piles. Local enthusiasts
regarded it as an "absolutely permanent engineering
structure" with an "almost everlasting life". The official
opening ceremony on 24th September 1924 was watched
by 6,000 people, according to one newspaper, while the
constant stream of traffic on the following day was
described as "phenomenal" and was estimated to be about
4,000 motor vehicles.20
The third major suburban bridge built in the 1920's was
the Georges River Bridge on the Prince's Highway at Tom
Ugly's Point which, although it was not completed until
1929, was proposed and commenced early in the decade.
Agitation for a bridge to replace the ferry crossing (which
by the time the bridge was completed meant delays of up
to five hours in peak periods) began in earnest in 1922. In
the following year Sutherland Shire Council sent a
deputation to the Minister for Public Works who later
explained that Cabinet had agreed that the right to levy
a toll should be given to the council to help them recover
the cost of a bridge. Consequently, Sutherland Council
sought an enabling Act to give them power to borrow
money to build a bridge using the toll as security for a
loan. The Act was passed late in 1923 and loans were
raised in England and from the State Government.
The bridge was designed by the Department of Public

Works and the foundation stone laid on 7th June 1924 by
that perennial bridge beginner of this period, the Hon.
R. T. Ball, M.L.A., Minister for Public Works. Steelwork
was supplied under contract from England and the
nine-span 1,640 feet long bridge was erected by the State
Monier Pipe and Reinforced Concrete Works. As
difficulties occurred with the foundations, the original cost
was considerably increased and eventually totalled
$308,500. The Governor of New South Wales, Sir Dudley
de Chair, K.C.B., opened the bridge formally on 1lth May
1929 although traffic had been using it since April. On the
night before the ceremony the bridge was closed between
8 p.m. and midnight for a dance both to celebrate and to
raise funds for a local hospital! Another celebration was
held 23 years later when all the loans were paid off and
the collection of tolls was abolished on 31st May 1952.21
SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE

Although Sydney Harbour Bridge has been described in
many other publications, this history would be an
inadequate record without some reference to the structure
which has become Sydney's most famous world-wide
It has never been the longest steel arch span but
(with provision initially for six lanes of road traffic, two
train tracks, two tram tracks and two footways) it can
justifiably be called the largest of its type in the world.
The combined length of the arch span and steel approach
spans is 3,770 feet, and the width of the deck is 160 ,feet
from handrail to handrail of the footways. The bridge
provides a vertical clearance for shipping of 172 feet 6
inches and the crown of the arch is 440 feet above mean
sea level.
Following many unsuccessful attempts at passing
legislation, an Act was at last agreed to by both Houses
of Parliament in 1922. Tenders were invited in 1923, in
accordance with general plans and specifications prepared
by Dr. J. J . C. Bradfield, Chief Engineer, Sydney Harbour
Bridge and Metropolitan Railway Construction. The plans
and specifications provided the alternatives of a cantilever
bridge or an arch bridge. Twenty proposals were received
from six different companies for various types of design,
including suspension bridges not covered by Dr. Bradfield's
specifications.
The tender of Dorman Long and Co. Ltd., of
Middlesbrough, England, for an arch bridge was accepted
in March 1924, the design being substantially in
accordance with one of Dr Bradfield's proposals. The final
design was carried out by the contractors' consulting
engineer, Sir Ralph Freeman, and the fabrication and
construction were under the direct charge of Mr Lawrence
Ennis, a director of the firm.
The contractors and their consulting engineer
maintained large staffs in England to prepare the detailed
design work, computations and drawings, and in Australia
to carry out the fabrication of the steelwork and the
erection of the bridge. The design was checked and the
construction of the bridge was supervised at all stages by
Dr Bradfield and his staff of engineers in the Department
of Public Works.
The design of the Sydney Harbour Bridge incorporated
steel members of a size never before fabricated or erected.

Sketch drawn about 1928 showing Sydney Harbour Bridge under construction.

Scale models of parts of the structure were built and tested
to destruction. This was done to make sure that the
finished products would stand up to the terms of the
specification. A site was selected at Milsons Point on
which buildings were erected to house the heavy machinery
used in the fabrication of the steel members of the bridge.
Before being conveyed to the site for erection, the main
truss members forming each joint were erected and fitted
in the workshops, in order to ensure that a perfect fit
would be obtained when the steelwork was finally erected
in position in the bridge. The greatest accuracy was
necessary in all operations in the workshops, because on
this depended the success of the whole venture.
The first step in building the arch was to complete the
bearings and place the huge pins in position. These pins
each support about 20,000 tons. While this was proceeding
the abutment towers were constructed, but without the
pylons. The next step was to erect a creeper crane on a
temporary steel ramp at the top of each abutment tower;
the function of these being to place the arch steelwork into
position, building out from each abutment. This could only
be done, however, by supporting the steelwork in some way
until the two halves of the arch met in the middle and
became self-supporting. As the steelwork could not be

supported from below, it was tied back by cables anchored
into the rock on either side of the harbour.
As the steelwork was erected from each shore, the two
huge creeper cranes were moved out onto the top chords
of the arch itself. Panel by panel the cranes slowly put the
steelwork into position and, after it was secured, advanced
outward onto the newly placed steelwork, and built out
further again.
Approximately 6,000,000 rivets were used in the
construction of the bridge and the largest weighs 7%
pounds and is 15% inches long. The total weight of
steelwork in the arch and approach spans is 52,000 tons.
After eight years, the completion of all the work was
synchronised and the bridge was opened to roadway,
railway and pedestrian traffic by the then Premier of New
South Wales, Hon. J. T. Lang, M.L.A., on 19th March
1932. Slashing the ribbon before the Premier, Captain F. E.
de Groot created an incident which has become part of
Australian folklore and is frequently retold whenever the
construction of the bridge is discussed.23
Sydney Harbour Bridge, with the exception of the areas
occupied by the rail and tram tracks, was handed over to
the Department of Main Roads for continuing
maintenance on 9th September 1932.24

Vehicular ferry wharf at Milsons Point in early 1930's, prior t o the
construction of Sydney Harbour Bridge.

Gala day on Sydney Harbour Bridge as the long opening procession
approached Milsons Point on 19th March 1932.
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PART II/CHAPTER 1

1900-1924

Moves to Establish a Central Road Authority
PRELUDE TO CHANGE

The adveiit of the ziitoiiiobile at the turn of the century
led to worldwide agitation for more and better roads, and
interest was awakened in people who previously thought
very little about the economics and responsibilities of road
and bridge construction.
In New South Wales, as the number of motor vehicles
of all types increased, the need to provide improved roads
became imperative, particularly as the faster speeds of cars
and heavier weights of trucks broke up the existing road
surfaces, the majority of which were still only of gravel or
earth. Furthermore, New South Wales was not in the
fortunate position of some European countries which had
established reasonable road systems before the railway era
and, therefore, had less of a backlog of inadequate roads
t o improve when the community's concern again swung
back to its road needs. The distribution of the State's
population over vast distances aggravated the task of
providing an extensive network of good roads at the lowest
possible cost.
As early as 1904, the Official Year Book of New South
Whles noted that "Traction engines are becoming a
feature of many o f the roads and, although competition
with the railways is not a matter for serious
consideration, they are, nevertheless, a severe strain on
roads and bridges inasmuch as the extra load passing
over bridges and culverts, capable of carrying ordinary
trafic for many years longer, means extra expense in
strengthening or renewal of structures earlier than would
otherwise be necessary ".
Shire councils found that an increasing amount of their
revenue was spent on keeping Main Roads traffickable, at
the expense of minor roads in their area but, even so, some
minor roads were in better condition than the Main Roads
in situations where council repairs could not keep pace
with the deterioration caused by the greater use of the
major routes.
Mr P. Allan, Chief Engineer for National and Local
Government Works, Department of Public Works, summed
up the situation at a meeting of the Institution of Civil
Engineers in Sydney on 17th June 1921.
" When handed over to the various shire councils (in
1906), the principul country roads were in a reasonably
good order, but the more important thoroughfares or
national highways have gradually fallen into so
deplorable a state that their improvement and restoration,
t o something approaching the condition they were in
when transferred to the local authorities, is fast becoming
one of the most pressing problems with which the
community will eventually be called upon to deal".'
When funds were available to carry out roadworks, the
councils found it difficult to obtain trained staff to design,

construct and maintain roads to the standard reauired.
Without any fully responsible central authority between
1907 and 1924, there was no overall plan for road
development, and improvements to the system tended to be
isolated and unco-ordinated. Often the roads in different
districts embraced within a shire demonstrated the
differing styles of road design and construction preferred
by various councillors and engineers.
In newly-incorporated council areas, where few if any
roads previously existed, the councils were in an even more
difficult position as they had to bear the entire cost of any
initial road construction as well as maintenance. Even in
those areas where there were well constructed roads at the
time of the inception of local government, the growth of
new settlements made heavy demands on council resources
and increasingly limited their capacity to maintain their
roads in good condition.
The need for legislation to provide for the maintenance
and improvement of Main Roads was recognised for many
years prior to the actual passage of the Main Roads Act
in 1924. It was advocated by some that legislation was
required to provide regular funds from a tax on motor
vehicles and to establish a 'central authority which could
co-operate with the local authorities concerning the work
to be done and supervise the expenditure of the funds.
Motor vehicles were first registered in March 1910 under
the Motor Traffic Act, 1909 and were first taxed in 19 16
under the Motor Vehicles (Taxation) Act. The first part
of this two-pronged movement was thus accomplished but
it was to be another eight years before the question of a
new central road authority was resolved.
FIRST LEGISLATIVE STEPS

As it became more and more obvious that roads were
going to play an increasingly important role in the
movement of people and goods, similar steps were taken in
the various States towards establishing an overall authority
to guide and accelerate roadwork^.^
The Victorian Government was the first to act to
strengthen and centralise its road administration, by
passing the Country Roads Act in 1912 and establishing
the Country Roads Board. Starting in the same year as
Victoria, New South Wales was not slow to move towards
setting up a new road organisation but, in a period marked
by political instability, these moves were constantly
thwarted by changes in power or insufficient support.
Twelve years and seven ministries were to pass before
legislation was agreed upon. During this period, succeeding
governments appropriated aspects of Main Roads Bills
drafted by previous administrations as they faced requests
from local government bodies for increased financial
assistance. In addition, there were the growing demands of
motorists (made known through groups such as the Royal

Automobile Club of Australia and later the National
Roads Association) for better roads in return for the taxes
they paid as vehicle owners.
On 8th November 1912, the Hon. A. H. Griffith,
M.L.A., Minister for Public Works (and also in charge of
local government affairs) in the State's first Labour
Government, introduced a Local Government (Main
Roads) Bill which included the establishment of a Main
Roads Board to control expenditure in accordance with a
reclassified list of Main road^.^ The Bill provided that the
board be appointed by the Governor and consist of two
civil servants together with an alderman and a councillor,
elected by the Local Government and Shires Associations
re~pectively.~
The Minister was to be empowered, on the
recommendation of the board, to classify Main Roads and
t o repeal or vary any such notification. Mr Griffith noted
that the amount voted for the endowment of shires (which
the Local Government Act, 1906 provided should not be
less than f 150,000 per annum) had been increased by past
Governments to the sum off335,OOO. At the same time he
declared that many Main Roads were being neglected in
favour of side roads.
In submitting his estimates to Parliament, Mr Griffith
proposed that the shires vote be reduced to f 150,000 with
a n additional new vote of f250,000 specifically for Main
Roads. This sum was to be made available each year for
the endowment of the shires and municipalities in respect
of Main Roads and was to be distributed to the councils,
in accordance with a scheme to be notified by the
Governor on the recommendation of the proposed main
roads board. Under this proposal, the councils would be
required to carry out the works for which the endowment
was given, in accordance with standard specifications
prepared by the board.
The Bill was criticised as being an encroachment on the
rights of local government and was withdrawn in
December 191 2 after the second reading when the House
was divided - 28 ayes - 29 noes. Mr Griffith then
adopted the policy of dealing with the question
departmentally. Parliament had accepted the estimates
whereby the shires general endowment was reduced and a
new vote of f250,OOO for Main Roads works was
introduced. Mr Griffith arranged for officers of the
Department of Local Government to inspect Main Roads
and distribute the money where it was most needed.
Later, when making grants from the Main Roads vote,
the practice was introduced of also asking councils to
contribute. This appeal was quite successful as, for
example, in 1918-19 council contributions (f 172,752)
almost matched the amount made available through the
Main Roads grant (f 174,693). As a result of this increased
expenditure, there were improvements in the condition of
country Main Roads after 19 12.
When Mr Griffith instituted this system it was made
wide enough to embrace the municipalities which hitherto
had received no grants for Main Roads works. The
proportion which the municipalities received was about one
fifth of the total vote. Country roads still benefited most
through this distribution of the money, as shown in the
following figures, which also indicate that the full grant of
f250.000 was never made.5

Year

Total Main
Roads Grants

Given to
Shires

Given to
Municipalities

FURTHER MOVES TO SET UP A BOARD

It is interesting to note that in 1917 the Royal Automobile
Club of Australia (already 14 years old) sent a deputation
to the Minister for Local Government to urge the
appointment of a Main Roads Board. Then in the
following year the Club sought agreement to the
appointment to the proposed board of a Club nominee who
would represent the State's motorist^.^
The next Parliamentary effort to establish a Main Roads
Board was in 1918 when the Hon. A. G. F. James,
M.L.A., Minister for Public Instruction in Holman's
Nationalist Government (while acting for the Ho'n. J. J.
FitzGerald, M.L.A., Minister for Local Government)
introduced a Local Government Bill which contained a
part dealing with Main Roads. The board was to be
empowered to distribute the Main Roads votes to councils
on the basis of requiring each coilncil to contribute one
pound for every pound granted by the Government. The
Main Roads vote was to be increased by adding to it the
proceeds of motor vehicle taxation.
This Bill differentiated between country Main Roads
and those in the Sydney Metropolitan Area. While country
Main Roads were to be financed from the Main Roads
vote and council contributions, a different system was
devised for metropolitan Main Roads. It was proposed to
levy a uniform rate of Yid. in the f on the unimproved
capital value on all land in the suburbs and %d. in the f
in the city. In addition, one-fifth of motor vehicle taxation
was to be allocated to the metropolitan area with the
balance of four-fifths going to country works.
The proposal did not meet with Parliamentary approval,
principally because of the objections of the country
members and the representations of the country councils
who wanted a separate measure to be passed dealing only
with roads. As a result, the section dealing with Main
Roads was struck out of the Local Government Bill of
1918 and by October 1919 a fresh Bill relating entirely to
roads was prepared. This Bill was drafted in accordance
with the appeals of the country members and instead of
giving powers to a board, it was proposed that they should
be given to the Minister. Not aware of this change, the
Shires Association Annual Conference passed a resolution
in September 1919 entering "an emphatic protest against
any attempt by the Minister to reintroduce the Bill to
provide for the establishment of a Country Main Roads
Board . . . as same is against the best interests of Local
Government; and a further step towards absorbing the
important functions of the Councils, and vesting in the

central authorities, and thus, reducing Local Government
to a farce".' Subsequently, due to changes in opinion or
priority the Bill was not proceeded with.
ROAD USERS PROCLAIM THEIR VIEWS

The National Roads Association (N.S.W.) was formed at
a special meeting of Sydney businessmen in February 1920
(changing its name to the National Roads and Motorists'
Association in June 1923 and now more familiarly known
as the N.R.M.A.). As the original name implies and as
spelt out in its initial constitution, the Association's prime
concern was to unite road users in order to obtain
''reasonable and just legislation" and "to stimulate a
demand for improved road conditions throughout the
C~mmonwealth".~
More specifically, the new Association aimed
"* t o secure from the Federal and State Parliaments
recognition and financial support for the construction of
Interstate highways,
* to urge the Federal Parliament to construct Military
and Postal roads, and
* to advise the authorities from time t o time what roads
shall be considered 'National' and 'Main' as distinct from
'Local ' roads".
In a statement of policy prepared in June 1920, the first
recommendation was for "the immediate establishment of
a Main Roads Board", while the subsequent thirteen
points were all related to the, formation and duties of the
proposed board. These points covered such diverse aspects
as: "6. The Main Roads Board shall have power ( a ) T o resume land for road deviations for quarries and
for depots, with a right of what is known in America as
'Excess Condemnation'.
( 6 ) T o construct and maintain roads, hire or sell
roadmaking plants t o Local Governing bodies and t o
maintain ferries.
(c) To carry out experimental work for the testing of
road materials and methods of road construction and
maintenance.
( d ) Where necessary and deemed wise by the Board to
engage in the manufacture of road making material.
8. That this Association afirms the necessity to set
aside in addition to the present Main Roads vote, all the
money raised by Motor License and Taxation, as this
money i s raised by a special t a x upon a class of people
whose only qualification t o be assessed for that t a x is
that they are road users.
12. That a percentage of the proceeds of all sales of
Crown Lands shall be set aside and added to the Main
Road vote.
13. That in view of the c l o s ~relationship between the
railway and the roads, the latter acting as auxiliaries
t o the railway, there should be a repeal of the
' N o preference Clause' of the Railway's Act, so as to
allow road making material and machinery to be
carried at special rates".8
During 1923, the National Roads Association and the
Local Government Association held a special conference to
discuss the formation of a Main Roads Board. Among the
twelve resolutions passed was one which illustrates that in

Meti7brrs of r/ic, hfrrit~Ronds Board (fronr lrfr ro righr):
blr.rsrs T. H. Upton. H . H. Nen'ell and J . Gnrlick (President)
with S . R. Henderson (Secretary and Accotmtant), 1927.

Hot!. J . C. L. Fitzpntrick, M.L.A.

Hon. M . F. Bruxner. M.L.A

these early considerations there was a flexible attitude to
whether the board or councils should undertake the work.
The resolution read: "That while the desirability of the
actual road work being carried out by the councils i s
afirmed, the question whether the board shall follow this
practice, or do the work i t s e l i be left to the discretion
of the b ~ a r d " . ~
METROPOLITAN MAIN ROADS BILL, 1920

In December 1920, the Hon. T. D. Mutch, M.L.A.,
Minister for Local Government in the Storey Labour
Ministry (April 1920-October 1921 ), introduced a
Metropolitan Main Roads Bill which divided the
difficulties, by attacking the one related to city and
suburban roads and postponing to some future occasion the
problem of country Main Roads. This approach followed
further expressions of concern by Members of Parliament
representing the country districts that if both metropolitan
and country Main Roads were dealt with from the one
fund then the metropolitan area would receive the larger
portion of the funds allocated to the proposed Main Roads
Board. The country members also complained that
metropolitan Main Roads were only of minor importance
because they had little value in assisting the development
of primary production, on which the prosperity of the
State depended.

Consequently, in this Bill, the Government planned to
create a Metropolitan Main Roads Fund, first by a levy
(as previously proposed) of Ed. in the f on the unimproved
capital value over the whole of the suburbs and ?hd. in the
f on the City of Sydney. It was also proposed to authorise
each council to levy a betterment rate on all land having
a frontage on a Main Road. In addition there would be
a wheel tax on all road vehicles owned and used in the
metropolitan area. This action was based on the principle
that the arteriai roads of the metropolitan area should be
primarily the responsibility of the area itself to construct
and maintain. It was intended that the new scheme would
not encroach, in any way, upon the finances then devoted
t o country Main Roads works.
The control and expenditure of the suggested
Metropolitan Main Roads Fund was to be carried ou't by
a Main Roads Board consisting of the "Minister for Local
Government as President ex oficio (without salary or fee)
and two salaried members, one of whom shall be an
expert roadmaking Engineer, and the other an expert
Administrator and business manager".1° In this way the
board would be in constant and direct touch with a
parliamentary representative and could, if necessary, be
called to account through its ministerial head. The
members of the board were to be appointed by the
Governor u n d e ~the Public Service Act and on the
recommendation of the Public Service Board.
The idea of a large board representing various interests
(such as the municipalities, the shires, the Sydney City
Council, the Royal Automobile Club and the National
Roads Association) was rejected in favour of one "reduced
t o the fewest possible numbers" and which could "spend
i t s whole time in working rather than in talking"."
This Bill lapsed after the first reading and was never
debated in the Legislative Assembly.12

expenditure, for what each shire is now attempting to do
without any jixed policy or uniform system, the Country
Main Roads Board will perform under one policy with a
minimum of overhead expense. Its plant will never be
idle, its engineers will ever be active on the good roads
job and road users will be able to rely on the uniform
state of our main roads. This aspect of the work of the
Good Roads Board is most important in peaceful industry
and warlike enterprise should occasion for the latter ever
arise in the continent ".'j
Other opposition arguments, stemming from matters as
far-reaching as Australia's immigration policy and land
settlement methods, were similarly countered.
A breakthrough came in 1923 when at its annual
conference, the Shires Association (which was still
officially opposed to a roads board) decided to investigate
the proposals more fully, to the extent that they sent
representatives interstate to report on the work of the
boards in both Victoria and Queensland.
Although the Hon. T. D. Mutch, M.L.A., (when
speaking during the passage of the Main Roads Act in
August 1924) cheerfully claimed "the credit of having
converted the gentlemen in the Shires Association", the
explanation given by Lt.-Col. the Hon. M. F. Bruxner,
M.L.A., is the more likely one. As leader of the
Progressive Party and one of the founders of the Country
Party in New South Wales, he believed that the country
people's past opposition was probably due to the fear of
unequal distribution of public money while their change
was probably due to the fact that they now had
representatives in Parliament who would ensure that they
got "a fair and reasonable deal".I4 Later, Lt.-Col. Bruxner
was to become a staunch supporter of the Main Roads
Board and one of its best advocates during the fluctuations
of its formative years.

MORE DRAFTS
CHALLENGING THE OPPOSITION

The main opponents of early moves to set up a central
road authority were the country councils and other
organisations representing country interests. This
opposition was, on the one hand, persistently attacked by
the National Roads Association in its magazine and, on
the other hand, persistently wooed at conferences where
the pros and cons of various tentative proposals were
discussed and counter-arguments proclaimed. For example,
to the argument that a new central road authority was
unnecessary because the shires could do the work if only
the Government provided them with an adequate amount
of money, the National Roads Association pointed out that
the lack of uniformity among council roadworks made it
questionable whether they could ever adopt a joint plan
that would provide consistent improvement along a major
route. "Roads throughout the State" they claimed, "bear
the stamp of disjointed effort".
To the opposition based on fear that the setting up of
a board would necessitate more taxation, the Association
confidently proclaimed that "its creation will mean from
point of view of administrative cost, a reduction in

- MORE DELAYS

The Dooley Labour Government prepared another draft
Bill, on the basis that money raised by taxes on motor
vehicles should be spent on roads; a principle supported by
the Shires Association and the National Roads
Association. However, the Dooley administration lasted
little over six months (October 1921-April 1922) and did
not have time to get the Bill approved. Premier Dooley
was thus destined not to enjoy the honours outlined earlier
by the National Roads Association when the editor of
Good Roads urged him into action with the encouraging
claim that 'b sagacious policy of road-building" would
earn for him "a niche in the State temple of fume".15
The succeeding Fuller Coalition Nationalist Government
(April 1922-June 1925) brought forward a similar
proposal, modified so that Consolidated Revenue would
retain nearly one-third of motor vehicle taxation. However,
at the end of October 1923 the Minister for Local
Government, the Hon. J. C. L. Fitzpatrick, M.L.A.,
pointed out to the cabinet that the unpopularity of such
a move would probably lead to the defeat of the Bill. As
a result, it was not introduced into the Legislative
Assembly despite frequent demands.I6

FIRST FEDERAL GRANTS

It was at this time that the Commonwealth Government
(under the Bruce-Page Ministry) decided to assist the
development of roads through grants to each State on a
f for f basis. Under the Main Road Development Act of
1923 a sum of $500,000 was made available from
Consolidated Revenue (f300,OOO to be divided in
proportion to population and f200,000 in proportion to
area). The grant to N e w South wales tntalled
approximately f 138,000.
These grants were administered by the Federal Minister
for Works and Railways and applied to three classes of
roads, namely, main roads which would open up and
develop new country for agricultural, pastoral or mining
purposes, or give access to and from a railway; trunk roads
between important towns where no rail communication
existed; and arterial roads where the cost of construction
was beyond local resources, because of the type of country
and lack of suitable roadmaking materials.
In the years 1924-25 and 1925-26, two further Federal
grants of f500,000 and $700,000 were made under the
Main Roads Development Acts of 1924-25 and 1925
respectively. The terms and purposes were similar to those
of the first grant, except that a corresponding contribution
by the States was not required for f250,OOO of the last
grant, which was to be spent on the reconditioning and
strengthening of existing Main Roads. Distribution of these
grants to the various councils in New South Wales was
made through the Department of Local Government, and
later through the Main Roads Board.17
INTRODUCTION OF MAIN ROADS BILL, 1924

On 7th August 1924 the Hon. J. C. L. Fitzpatrick,
M.L.A., (Minister for Local Government) moved: " That
leave be given t o bring in a bill to provide for the better
construction, maintenance, and financing of main roads;
t o provide for developmental roads; to constitute a Main
Roads Board; t o amend the Local Government Act, 1919,
and certain other Acts . . .".18
An extract from Mr Fitzpatrick's first reading speech on
14th August 1924 sums up the reasons for the Bill.
" The introduction of the motor car has been mainly
responsible for the measures of this kind which have been
passed through most of the State Parliaments. The
coming of the motor-car has made a vast difference to
the construction and maintenance of roads, and the
frequent applications to me by the representatives of
country, city and suburban constituencies bring the fact
constantly before m y notice. There never was a time, I
suppose, when the Local Government Department was
more frequently applied to for help than it has been
during the last jive or ten years, and that is due to the
circumstances that there has been a vital and radical
change in the method of locomotion. The introduction of
the motor-car, motor-bus, and motor-lorry has thrown
upon the main roads of the State a strain which they
were not constructed to bear. The main roads were built
for slow-moving, horse-drawn trafic; but now they are
required t o carry fast-moving automobile trafic. The
speed and the weight of motor trafic are both serious

factors in the destruction of the old-time kind of road.
It has now become necessary to take different measures
i f our roads are to be capable of giving good service
under the new conditions. In the past twenty years there
has been a great growth in the road mileage of the State.
That was only t o be expected. Every railway constructed
means that new avenues have to be made and existing
avenues have to be put in order, particularly in farming
districts; and in the best districts the demand is greater
than it is in the more arid districts. The result has been
that there have been greater demands for money from the
State than ever before was the case. When the shires were
formed in 1906 there were only about 2,000 miles of main
roads, and 55,078 miles of other roads, making a total
of 57,078 miles for the whole State. To-day there are
12,325 miles of main roads, and 89,373 miles of other
roads, and the total for the whole State is now 101,698
m i l e s , of which 95,645 are within shires and
municipalities. This increased mileage has been due t o
two factors - jirst, the spread of settlement and second,
the spread of local government.
When the shires were established there were, as
stated, only 2,000 miles of main roads in the whole State,
and Parliament quite rightly decided that that was not
too heavy a responsibility for the shires t o carry,
especially as Parliament was relinquishing the I d in the
$ land-tax at the same time as the councils took over
these roads and commenced levying local government
rates. The State also granted endowment of not less than
f 150,000 from consolidated revenue to assist the shires.
But at the time the shires were formed, not only was
there a low mileage of roads, but also the principal
means of transit throughout the State were the slowmoving horse-drawn vehicles. Now there has come about
a great change. The horsed vehicle is not the principal
means of transport. There has come a new era. There are
now 55,076 motor-cars, 10,043 motor-lorries, 531
motor-buses, and 16,446 motor-cycles running upon the
roads of the State. And, because of the speed with which
they move, they cause far more damage to the roads than
d o the horsed vehicles. Because of their speed, also, each
vehicle is used more than a horsed vehicle would be used.
and so the roads have t o carry much more intense trafic.
And finally, because the roads were constructed for a
different class of trafic, they are more susceptible t o
injury by motor vehicles than they should be. The advent
of the motor renders necessary a revolution in our
methods of road construction, road jinance, and road
administration. The question of the construction and
maintenance of the main roads has, therefore, become one
of great importance t o the State - one calling for
immediate attention".19
The Hon. T. D. Mutch, M.L.A., reinforced this sense of
urgency when speaking later about the extraordinary
upsurge in motor vehicle usage. He declared: "there is
another problem following close on the heels of motor
passenger trafic, and that is the introduction of the
motor lorry service, which will carry the bulk of the
produce of the country districts, and I believe the bulk
of the produce taken from our stores, warehouses and
workshops from one point to another . . . Only within the
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last year or two we have known of motor trucks being
loaded in Sydney, and carrying produce as far as Orange
i n competition with our railways . . . If motor lorries can
projitably compete with our main trunk lines, and can
beat the railways not only as t o cost, but probably as to
time, how much more useful will they prove in
competition with railways upon which trains run only two
or three times a week? In this measure we have to make
a n attempt to meet the i n e ~ i t a b l e " . ~ ~
As both sides of the House were generally in favour of
the proposal in broad terms, while differing on particular
points, it was agreed to treat the Bill on a non-party basis.
Discussions were lively and well over twenty speakers gave
their views, although Mr Fitzpatrick, Mr Mutch, Lt.-Col.
Bruxner and the Hon. J. T. Lang, M.L.A., (Leader of the
Opposition) claimed the greater portion of the speaking
time.
FINANCIAL PROVISIONS OF THE BILL

Initially, it was intended to pass two measures - first a
machinery Bill and later a Bill presenting the financial
arrangements - but as discussions progressed, changes
were made to incorporate the financial details into the first
proposal.
The interests of both country and city were reconciled
in this Bill, insofar as it provided that the entire proceeds
from motor vehicle taxation should go to roadbuilding and
should be divided into two funds, one for the city (i.e., the
Metropolitan Main Roads Fund) and one for the country
(i.e., the Country Main Roads Fund). All the money raised
in the country together with half that raised in the city
was to go to the Country Main Roads F ~ n d . The
~ ' income
of the two funds was also to be derived from annual
subsidies from State revenues, grants from the Federal
Government, contributions froni municipal and shire
councils, and loan moneys appropriated for Main Roads
works.
In the second reading of the Bill, Mr Fitzpatrick
explained the reasons for the creation of the two funds
and, in doing so, he liberally borrowed (as in other
sections of his address) whole passages from speech notes
which had been prepared four years earlier for Mr Mutch,
(but never used) when he proposed a different remedy the Metropolitan Main Roads
" T h e main roads in the country are, speaking broadly,
in much better condition than those in the metropolitan
area. The main arterial roads of the metropolitan area
were, and some still are, a by-word in the land. If both
the metropolitan and country main roads are dealt with
from the oqe fund the country districts may very rightly
fear that, in view of the proximity of the metropolitan
roads to the seat of Government, in view of their
injnitely worse condition, and in view of the great
pressure which the metropolitan area can bring t o bear,
there would be grave danger of the metropolitan area
receiving the lion's share of the expenditure of whatever
funds were provided for the Main Roads Board to
expend, and the country districts not receiving due and
adequate attention.
The country districts also feel that, whereas a country

main road is of vital importance to the prosperity of the
State as a whole, because of its bearing on the increase
or decrease of primary production, a metropolitan main
road, though very important to the metropolitan area,
may be of minor importance t o the State as a w h ~ l e " . ~ '
The subsidisation of the country by the city was a
sensible solution to the imbalance which existed in
population distribution and roadbuilding needs.
An amendment moved by Lt.-Col. Bruxner provided
that, for the purposes of the Act, the Municipalities of
Katoomba and Blackheath and the Shire of the Blue
Mountains (involving a total of approximately 70 miles of
Main Roads) should be deemed to be included in the
County of Cumberland. The re~soningbehind this move
was that the Main Road (now the Great Western
Highway) in the Blue Mountains area, which was regarded
as the "tourist resort and pleasure ground of Sydney",
should be included as an extension of the metropolitqn
system, rather than have improvements paid for,
inappropriately, out of country Main Roads funds.24
The Bill provided for the establishment of a third fund
for Developmental Roads. This was to consist of moneys
made available by the Commonwealth and State
Governments and to include any loan funds so
appropriated. The Bill defined a Developmental Road as
one which would "serve to develop or further develop any
district or part of a district" or would "serve t o develop
any area of Crown or private land by providing access t o
a railway station or a shipping wharf or to a road
leading t o a railwy station or a shipping wharf".25
The three funds (i.e., the Metropolitan and Country
Main Roads Funds and the Developmental Roads Fund)
were designed to provide the proposed mail1 roads board
with f 1,353,883 each year from revenue and 5638,000 a
year for five years from loans, or a total of 5 1,991,883
each year. This meant a total financial provision for the
first five years of nearly f 10,000,000.
OTHER DETAILS DISCUSSED

As the Bill ~rovidedthat councils should continue to build
and maintain the roads, and that the board would only
finance the works and have some say in what works were
to be done, the administrative change was not so great as
to give rise to any serious objections. An important
feature, in view of subsequent developments, was that,
where necessary, the proposed board was to be empowered
to buy and hire tools and equipment to carry out work
should this prove necessary.
Addressing the Legislative Council on 24th September
1924, on the aims of the Bill, the Hon. E. H. Farrar,
M.L.C., Minister for Labour and Industry said that " The
board will be required as far as possible to have the
actual work of road construction and maintenance carried
out by the local councils . . . The object of this is t o
avoid building up a big new staff under the board; to
avoid cutting down the councils' existing staffs and
organisation and to utilise the work upon the main roads
as a training for the councils and their staffs for the
construction of roads as they ought to be constructed.
When the ratepayers see their own oficers constructing

good roads on the main arteries they will want t o know
why the same oficers cannot construct equally good ways
on the side roads; and they will learn probably that it
i s all a question of jinance and of good administration.
The experience thus gained will be of equal benejit to the
councils' ojicers and to the ratepayers. It will educate
both".26
Lengthy discussions also centred around the composition
of the Board and whether Australian engineers were
experienced and competent enough to do the job or
whether overseas engineers would be preferable.
Considerable attention was also focussed on the principles
by which the Board would decide which roads would be
Main Roads.
MAIN ROADS ACT PASSED, 1924

The Main Roads Act was assented to on 10th November
1924 and was to function as from 1st Januarv 1925. The
Act created a corporate body to be known as The Main
Roads Board of New South Wales and gave it the
necessary powers to function as a State road authority.
The Board was to consist of three Members ( a President
and two other Members), each appointed for a seven-year
term of office with provision for re-appointment. The Act
also required that two of the three Members should be
engineers with an extensive knowledge of road
construction.
Councils regarded the new legislation favourably, as
their c r i t i ~ i s ~
ofs draft proposals had been invited and

their suggestions had been considered. In their view (as
expressed in the Local Government Association's Annual
Report for 1924-25) it was "the most liberal Main Roads
Act in existence in Australia ".
Mr Fitzpatrick had a down-to-earth approach to the
measure he had introduced and was wary of overoptimistic expectations. " T o hear some people talking,"
he warned, "one would imagine that once the board is in
existence, excellent concrete roads will come freely into
being at the Pick of a finger, so to speak, out of the
objectionable and faulty roads which exist at the present
time. But that will not be the case. All this work will
occupy some considerable time, and the people who
contribute towards the necessary taxation will have t o be
patient and await developments . . . I a m not going t o ask
people t o think for a single moment that everything they
expect t o happen is going to eventuate under the
operations of our Main Roads B ~ a r d " . ~ '
Nevertheless, to conclude this chapter, there is surely no
better quotation than Mr Fitzpatrick's confident assertion
during the second reading of the Bill in August 1924.
" I leave the Bill to the tender mercies of honorable
members, and I a m sure that when it emerges from the
Committee stage, passes the third reading, goes t o the
Legislative Council, and becomes operative, a s i n all
probability it will in 1925, that year will be designated
by the historians of the future as the era in which was
inaugurated a civilised and modern method o f road
construction in the State of New South Wales".28

PART II/CHAPTER 2

1925-1929

Growing Responsibility through Unsettled Years
CHOOSING THE BOARD

T o fill the three positions with the best men available,
applications were invited in all States with the result that
there were 15 applicants for the position of President and
87 for the two positions of Member. After conferring with
the Public Service Board, the Government selected as
President, Mr J . Garlick, then Under-Secretary for Local
Government in New South Wales. Subsequently, with the
advice of the Public Service Board, the Chairman of the
Victorian Country Roads Board (Mr W. Calder), and the
newly-appointed President (Mr Garlick), the Government
chose Mr H. H. Newel1 (then the Department of Public
Works District Engineer at Wollongong) and M r T. H.
Upton (then Senior Lecturer in Civil Engineering at the
University of Melbourne) to be the two Members of the
Board. The appointment of Mr Garlick was made on 7th
January 1925, that of M r Newell on 9th March and of Mr
Upton on 19th March. On 30th October 1925, M r S. R.
Henderson (then an accountant at the New South Wales
Government Printing Office) was appointed as Secretary
and Accountant to the Board.
In January 1928, there was a change in the membership
of the Board, after Executive Council approval had been
given for Mr Garlick to take up a temporary appointment
as a City Commissioner of the Sydney City Council.
Consequently, Mr Newell acted as President and M r
Henderson became Deputy Member of the Board until Mr
Garlick's return in mid-1930.
USEFULTALENTS

The Members of the Board were all well chosen to match
the challenge of founding a new central road organisation.
The President, Mr Garlick, was an experienced public
servant whose qualifications were remarkably relevant to
the position. He had been the permanent head of local
government in New South Wales for almost twenty years,
first as Officer-in-Charge of Local Government from
December 1905 and then as Under-Secretary for Local
Government from July 1916. Having been instrumental in
the drafting of the Main Roads Bill, Mr Garlick was
particularly familiar with the provisions of the Act under
which the Board would operate, as well as with the
administrative requirements of the previous system of road
responsibility.'
Mr Garlick's selection was, in fact, predicted by the
Hon. J. T. Lang, M.L.A., during the passage of the Main
Roads Act when, as Leader of the Opposition, he made
some very pointed remarks about the proposed conditions
relating to the appointment of the Chairman, suggesting
that in drafting the measures Mr Garlick had " amply
protected himself in case he is appointed. . .".2
The other two Members of the Board, Mr Newell and
M r Upton, were both qualified engineers who brought

together the benefits of their different experiences. M r
~ e w e l l ' sextensive and detailed knowledge of New South
Wales, gained during over 30 years with the Department
of Public Works, was an invaluable personal asset for the
part he played in the formation of the Statewide
organisation.' In contrast, Mr Upton had been employed
with the Country Roads Board of Victoria from 1919 to
1922 and had the advantage of inside information on the
procedures and problems involved in the pioneering work
of that Board. Although the situation in each State was
different, this information was a very helpful guide during
decision-making in the early months. This appointment
also satisfied an appeal made by the Shires Association in
1923 for a Victorian engineer to be appointed to the
Board. Furthermore, Mr Upton brought with him
knowledge of overseas trends, gained while working in
England during 19 14 and when visiting the United States
of America after World War I.4
WHERE TO BEGIN?

In a recently published book covering this period, it has
been written: " The history of the Board's first year
provides a text-book example of the way in which a
newly-constituted authority explores its area o f
competence, confirms its powers, and begins to make
decisions which result in a c t i ~ n " . ~
An idea of how the task ahead might be tackled was
given by the President in the following minute which he
submitted for discussion by the Board at its first meeting
on 24th March 1925.
" T h e first question for the Board to consider i s where is it to begin?
The problem before the Board is of a two-fold
character geographically - the metropolitan system of
main roads and the country system of main roads. It i s
two-fold in another sense also, in that the Board must
consider maintenance and construction.
J submit for consideration and discussion that our first
problem is to find out the size of our task, by taking
stock of the existing main roads - sending out a request
for such a report by Councils as will be, in effect, a
'stocktaking'.
The second suggestion I submit is that we then proceed
t o arrange a definite annual allowance per mile (or per
length) for maintenance for each Council's main roads,
leaving questions of construction or reconstruction to be
dealt with separately on individual special proposals,
until we have time to consider construction on a
systematic b a ~ i s " . ~
As Under-Secretary for Local Government, M r Garlick
had already been astute enough to warn councils in the
County of Cumberland in November 1924 that, when
framing their 1925 financial estimates, they should allow

for a possible requisition by the Board for a contribution
"equal to the yield of %d. in the f on the unimproved
capital value of all ratable land". (The rate on land used
for primary production, e.g., orchards, poultry farms and
market gardens, and on land in the City of Sydney was
only Yid. in the f .)
After his appointment as President in January 1925,
M r Garlick realised that, due to the large number of
applicants, there might be delays in the appointment of the
two engineering Members. Also recognising that without
any guidance some councils might be merely marking
time, he agairi circularised all metropolitan councils early
in February 1925 suggesting that they submit detailed
reports immediately concerning any sections of Main
Roads on which it was imperative that maintenance should
be carried out in order to prevent serious damage. In
anticipation of the approval of his colleagues, Mr Garlick
gave authority for some councils to proceed with urgent
maintenance work and promised the cost could be
deducted from their first contribution to the Board's funds.
In March 1925 the Board confirmed the President's action
in authorising 22 works which totalled less than £9,500
and of which the largest two were on Oxford Street
(f 1,640) and on Parramatta Road (f 1,332).'
COMPARISONS WITH OTHER STATES

The Board had, from its beginning, 579 miles of Main
Roads in the County of Cumberland and 12,261 miles in
the country districts (totalling 12,840 miles) to care for
and improve through the local councils. By comparison,
when theeMain Roads Acts of Victoria and Queensland
were passed, there were in those States no previously
proclaimed Main Roads and their respective boards were
free to inquire, inspect and recommend what roads should
or should not be proclaimed. In Victoria, even after
fourteen years of operation there were only 6,855 miles of
proclaimed Main Roads in the country districts and the
Victorian Board was not charged with the responsibility of
improving any Main Roads in the Melbourne Metropolitan
Area. Similarly, in Queensland after three years there were
only 2,88 1 miles of proclaimed Main Roads and the
metropolitan Main Roads of Brisbane and its suburbs were
the concern of the Greater Brisbane Council and were not
subject to the Main Roads Act.
In both Victoria and Queensland, only minor
expenditure was incurred in road construction during the
first year of operations of the new boards. During this
time, board members were engaged in examining the
problem by travelling their State, conferring with councils,
preparing estimates and making surveys and plans. This
was possible because there had not previously been any
system of regular subsidies to councils for Main Roads
works. For this reascn no inconvenience was felt by
councils as a result of the boards taking the time needed
for proper preparation and organisation before expenditure
was authorised and road construction was commenced.
In contrast, there had been a regular system of Main
Roads subsidies in New South Wales since 1913. A break
in 1925 to give the new Board time to study, organise and
prepare (as was done in Victoria and Queensland) was

therefore not possible, as it would have resulted in the
dislocation of many councils' finances. The Board,
moreover, was provided with funds estimated to total
approximately f 1,670,000 per annum (which was far more
than in Victoria and Queensland combined). Immediate
results were needed and it was necessary to initiate a
policy which would not only result in a maximum return
to the public but which would also permit the expenditure
to be commenced without delay.8
POLICY DEClSlONS

The policy determined by the Board and publicly
announced was
* to ascertain its liabilities to the metropolitan councils
under the Act;
* to ascertain the extent of the responsibilities which it
shared with councils, by asking them to undertake a
stocktaking survey of the Main Roads, indicating their
condition ;
* to ascertain the sum needed to provide for annual
maintenance of the existing Main Roads structure (in
order to set aside the necessary money);
* to consider what new construction could be financed
with the remaining funds;
* to consider applications which might be submitted by
councils for the proclamation of new Main Roads; and
* to make personal visits to country councils as soon as
possible, to hear their points of view, learn of local needs
and to discuss with them the best methods possible in the
local circumstances, especially for maintenance work.9
In outlining its proposed course of action to the Premier
(the Hon. Sir George Fuller, M.L.A.) in April 1925, the
Board explained that after it had received details of the
stocktaking survey from councils, it would be in a position
to see how much money would remain from revenue to
provide for new construction.
In the country districts, the big defect of the past had
been the lack of regular road maintenance. There had been
manv votes for new construction but as the Board noted
"it is not of much use t o construct a new road and then
t o let it go to pieces for want of maintenanceV.'O The
Board therefore concentrated first of all on working out,
in conjunction with councils, a satisfactory arrangement
for systematic maintenance.
In the County of Cumberland, it was not long before the
Board tackled the problem of the missing links or broken
sections in the major routes leading out into the country
districts. Long lengths of these roads had been recently
reconstructed but there were certain portions of them
(some quite close to the city boundar'ies) which had been
omitted from these reconstruction schemes. The Board
decided to fill in these missing links and arranged with
to
the councils concerned to instruct their engineers
.,
prepare the necessary survey and plans, with a view to
drawing up contracts for reconstruction work.
At the same time the Board collected information
concerning surveys, plans, etc., to extend the reconstruction
of these roads outwards to the boundaries of the County
of Cumberland (from Loftus to Bulli, from Narellan to
Camden, from Penrith to Blackheath, from Windsor to
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Wiseman's Ferry, from Windsor west to the Hawkesbury
River near Richmond and from Pearce's Corner to Peat's
Ferry).
In connection with all these proposals the Board asked
the councils to have a census taken of the traffic on each
important Main Road for which new work was requested.
This was to give councfis' engineers and the Board
information as to the volume of traffic which the road was
likely to bear and thus allow them to adopt the most
appropriate design.
TEAMWORK WITH COUNCILS

In early discussions about the Board's work, it was
frequently repeated that the guiding principle was cooperation with councils. The Board was confident that:
" There will be no need for any council to seek the aid
o f a member of Parliament t o see the Board. Its doors
will be open to the representations of the councils at all
times: and the Board itself will visit the councils
throughout the State as quickly as time and the size of
the State will permit. In every case the Board will confer
with the councils' engineers, in order to get the benefit of
their local knowledge, and, in turn, to give them the
benefit of personal consultation in all matters of
dificulty ".I'

The 1924-25 Annual Report of the Local Government
Association gave a cooler but still confident appraisal of
the relationship. " S o far, the Board has only been
functioning for about jive months, and has not even yet
got together the staff and organisation needed by it.
Under the circumstances the Board has already completed
a most satisfactory amount of work, and is carrying out
its duties with a minimum of friction with the councils".
At the end of eighteen months operation, the Board
included a separate section in its first Annual Report on
Co-operation with Councils and noted that many councils
appreciated "the opportunity to secure the execution of
new works of high-class construction quite apart from
and in addition to the doubling of their ordinary
programme of construction and maintenance which the
Board's assistance has made possible".
It was also claimed that "Numerous councils have
welcomed the Board's assistance to standardise work
upon main roads; while others have been frankly critical
and unwilling to adopt the improved methods which the
Board has made a condition of its assistance. In some
cases, dificulty has been experienced in securing
eficiency because of a lack of co-operation on the part
of the councils' engineers". The latter difficulties, it was
convinced, were merely " a passing phase ".
At the same time, the Board realised that initially their
sphere of co-operation had been generally limited to
modest works and it appealed to local council engineers to
urge their councils to submit to the Board requests for
assistance to carry out (where traffic warranted them)
works of "definite magnitude and quality". The Board
even warned that " In order to utilise to the full the
financial provision made in the Act, it may become
necessary for the Board itself t o initiate further large
schemes of construction i f councils fail t o do so".I2
PROPOSED NEW MAIN ROADS

By mid-1926 the Board had received an overwhelming
number of applications from councils requesting the
proclamation of 256 new Main Roads (178 in the country
and 78 in the County of Cumberland), totalling 3,720
miles.
It was clearly out of the question for the Board to deal
with them all individually within a reasonable period of
time. To visit the districts concerned, to inspect each of the
roads and to hear the arguments of the council and of the
local people in favour of each proposal would have involved
not less than one day for each road (and probably more)
so that very nearly a year would have been taken up in
this work alone.
It was therefore necessary for the Board to find another
method of dealing with these applications and it did so by
selecting those routes which would, with the existing Main
Roads, "connect the great provinces of the State with the
commercial and political capital, connect each great
producing district with its natural port or railway station,
connect the Western Plains with the Tableland, connect
the Tableland with the Coast, and connect each large
town with its neighbouring large towns"." However, the
Board emphasised that the adding of a considerable

mileage to the list of Main Roads would depend
principally upon finance. It was realised that there was no
value in issuing proclamations of new Main Roads if there
were not funds available to rebuild them.

and, of this, £25,000 was allocated to the County of
Cumberland Main Roads Fund and f90,000 to the
Country Main Roads Fund.
INHERITED LIABILITIES

MONEY MAlTERS

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Main Roads Act
required that the finances of the Board should be divided
into three funds; that is, the County of Cumberland Main
Roads Fund (previously called the Metropolitan Fund), the
Country Main Roads Fund and the Developmental Roads
Fund. Money derived from motor vehicle taxation was to
be used only for Main Roads hence it was only allocated
to the two Main Roads Funds.
To safeguard both country and city interests, the Act
provided that works on Main Roads in the country could
not be assisted from the County of Cumberland Main
Roads Fund, nor could works in the metropolitan area be
assisted from the Country Main Roads Fund.
The foundation of the Board's financial structure was
motor vehicle taxation and, as stated earlier, the tax paid
on motor vehicles owned by people who were resident in
the County of Cumberland was divided into halves - one
portion being paid into the County of Cumberland Main
Roads Fund and the other into the Country Main Roads
Fund (in view of "the large use made by metropolitan car
owners of the country main roads"). All of the taxes paid
on motor vehicles owned by persons resident outside the
County of Cumberland was paid into the Country Main
Roads Fund.
The rate of levy payable by councils in the County of
Cumberland (on the unimproved capital value of ratable
land) was specified in the Act, as forecast by Mr Garlick,
to be not more than ?hd. in f , or %d. in f in the City of
Sydney and for land used for primary production.
There was no corresponding levy in country districts.
Instead, the contributions made by country councils were
principally a matter of negotiation and agreement on at
least a f for f basis - although the Board held certain
reserve powers to require a council to make a contribution
towards a particular work but no power to compel a
general contribution to the Country Main Roads Fund.
In the County of Cumberland, it was not necessary for
the Board to ascertain whether the council would
contribute towards any work before initiating it. If the
Board was satisfied that the work was required and that
it could provide the cost from its own funds, construction
or maintenance could be commenced immediately. In the
country, on the other hand, both parties had to be in
agreement as to whether they could afford a particular
work before it was authorised.
The third principal source of finance was loan money.
'The Main Roads Act did not authorise the raising of loans
by the Board but it provided for the utilisation of any loan
moneys which Parliament saw fit to borrow and make
available. The Government undertook, for a start, to
provide over f3,100,000 of loan money for the three funds
during the first five years.
In addition there was an amount o f f 115,000 per annum
voted by Parliament as a grant from Consolidated Revenue

In the three years immediately before the Board was
formed, both the Government and some councils had been
active in reconstructing some important Main Roads in the
metropolitan area. When the Main Roads Bill was being
prepared and during its passage through Parliament, those
councils which had undertaken large expenditures, either
from loans or from revenue, made representations that, if
in the future they had to pay ?hd. in the f on unimproved
capital value, they should receive some subsidy from the
Board for the work they had already undertaken or
commenced.
Provision for this was incorporated into the Act (Section
13) and covered three situations where the Board took over
government and council liabilities an; three situations
where subsidies were granted.
* A liability to the Treasury was accepted for over
f61,000 to be repaid within fifteen years. This sum
represented debts due to the Treasury by councils in the
County of Cumberland for their share in the cost of
roadworks undertaken by the Government.
* A liability to the Treasury was accepted for over
$245,500 being one-half of Government expenditure from
the General Loan Account and Public Works Fund for
Main Roads construction undertaken between 1920-21 and
1924-25.
* A liability was accepted for outstanding instalments of
interest and repayments on loans and time-payment
agreements entered into by councils for reconstruction
work prior to the formation of the Board. This liability
amounted to over f 180,500.
* Subsidies totalling over $29,000 were granted by the
Board to councils to cover reconstruction carried out by
them.
* Subsidies were also granted by the Board to cover
expenditure by councils on reconstruction schemes which
were in preparation at the time the Act was passed and
which were subsequently undertaken with the approval of
the Minister for Local Government. The only major work
included in this category was the Stanmore - New
Canterbury Road. However, under similar categories the
Board assumed responsibility for the debts of the Botany
Road Trust and for interest on Ku-ring-gai Shire Council's
loan of f60,000 for major work on the Pacific Highway
(then known as Gordon Road).
* Subsidies totalling over f 102,000 were granted by the
Board to cover interest and principal payments on loans
raised by councils before the Act
for projects which
were not completed but were continuing with the approval
of the Board.I4
-

POLITICAL AND FINANCIAL CHANGES

When the Act was passed and the Board was appointed,
the Government in power was headed by the Hon. Sir
George Fuller, M.L.A., and the Minister responsible for the

administration of the Main Roads Act was the Minister
for Local Government, the Hon. J . C. L. Fitzpatrick,
M.L.A. Political responsibility for the Board was given to
this Minister, presumably, because since 1906 roadworks
had been within the province of the local government
authorities (i.e., the municipal and shire councils) and it
was assumed that they would continue to be directly
involved in the construction and maintenance of Main
Roads. Following the general election in May 1925, the
Fuller Government resigned and on 17th June a party
headed by the Hon. J. T. Lang, M.L.A., came to power.
The Hon. G. Cann, M.L.A., became the Minister
responsible for the administration of the Main Roads Act
until 25th March 1926, when he relinquished the Local
Government portfolio to the Hon. J . J . FitzGerald, M.L.A.
On 15th October 1926, there was a further change when
the administration of the Main Roads Act was transferred
to the Hon. J. M. Baddeley, M.L.A., Minister for Labour
and Industry. This change, according to Lt.-Col. Bruxner,
was more likely one of political convenience and
apparently it had little to do with the alternative
explanation that it was because the Board had become a
large employer of unskilled labour.15
One of the new Government's moves was to pass the
Finance (Taxation Management) Act in December 1926
and this brought about a radical change in the Board's
finances. Because the Board had a large bank balance, the
Government apparently took the view that the Main Roads
Act provided the Board with more money than it could
utilise, even though works were in hand and commitments
had been entered into to absorb the whole of the available
funds. This interest in road finances was possibly
precipitated by information discussed at the Board's
meeting on 1st July 1925 and included in an appeal for
extra staff forwarded to the Minister for Local
Government. In this minute it was noted that "Councils'
survey and plan work has fallen very far behind the
available money" and, because of this, $556,675 was
unexpended from earlier Government grants, while another
$776,000 was about to be made available from
Commonwealth and State funds. The Board, of course,
expected approval to be given for an increase in survey and
other staff to alleviate the bottleneck and allow the
much-needed expenditure on roads to proceed at a more
appropriate speed. Instead, a Bill was introduced to alter
a cardinal principle of the original Main Roads Act which
was that the two Main Roads Funds (County of
Cumberland and Country) should receive the whole of
motor vehicle taxation (less 10% for cost of collection).
The new policy - incorporated into the Finance
(Taxation Management) Bill - was that the County of
Cumberland Fund should receive only f 106,155 per year
from motor vehicle taxation and £6,300 from Metropolitan
Traffic Act fees, and that the Country Fund should receive
only $452,382 per year from motor vehicle taxation. The
remainder, whatever its amount, was to go into
Consolidated Revenue. The amounts specifed were from
the 1924 estimates of motor vehicle taxation, which had
been laid before Parliament when it was considering
whether or not to adopt the Main Roads Act and its
system of finance. The idea on which the amending

measure was framed was that the Treasury shduld be
entitled to any sum in excess of the 1924 estimate, which
meant, in fact, the whole of any subsequent increases in
motor vehicle taxation due to the growth in the number
of cars.
The Board claimed that a rise in the number of motor
vehicles would increase the wear on the roads and make
it imperative that there be a corresponding increase in the
amount of money needed for road maintenance and
construction (especially to widen roads, reduce steep
gradients and eliminate sharp bends). " In a few words,
both for public safety and for public service, it i s urgent
that the funds available for Main Roads be increased
wherever possible and that they be not reduced".16
It had become apparent to the Board, after sixteen
months experience (March 1925-June 1926) of working on
the f for f basis, that councils in country are& were
unable to provide from their own funds sufficient money
to subsidise the sums which the Board could grant.
Accordingly, in view of the growth of revenue from motor
vehicles, the Board had decided to provide a more liberal
rate of assistance to country councils and, as a first step,
in August 1926 it had raised the ratio of assistance to $2
to f 1 on the Great Arterial Highways and f 1 10s. to f 1
on other Main Roads. This course had a very heartening
effect upon councils and they had shown a greater
readiness to co-operate in the work of improving Main
Roads and raising the standard of maintenance and
construction. But the sudden reduction in the Board's
income, brought about by the Finance (Taxation
Management) Act, meant that although it could still meet
its commitments for maintenance work on country Main
Roads on the 315th~to 215th~basis, it would no longer be
able to grant assistance to a number of important
construction proposals planned for 1927. Many road
improvements in the County of Cumberland were similarly
delayed.
Local councils met to denounce the Government's
measures and typical of the many messages of complaint
forwarded to Premier Lang on this issue was a forthright
telegram sent in July 1925 when the Bill was still being
discussed. It read: "Dorrigo Shire Council emphatically
protests against your suggested jilching of the Main
Roads Board Funds t o make up deficit State Finances".17
It is not surprising that the main roads grab, as it came
to be known, became a major issue in the State elections
held in October 1927. One of the strongest attacks was
made by Lt.-Col. Bruxner who regarded the Government's
moves as a subversion of the principles of the Main Roads
Act and during debate on the budget in December 1926
exclaimed: " A l l this pifJie that you can prevent the
growth of motor trafic and its competition with the
railways, i s trying t o put a brake on the wheels of
progress. It is only a matter of time . . . when people will
fly across Sydney Harbour. I suppose the Member for
Railways and his followers will then say, 'Oh, you must
not let people fly over the harbour, because then they will
not use the bridge, and it will not pay"'.18
When the Lang Government was defeated, the
Government of the Hon. T. R. Bavin, M.L.A., (with
Lt.-Col. Bruxner again Minister for Local Government and
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A sum of f2,000,000 a year for a period of 10 years
would be voted from revenue for road purposes and would
be distributed on f for f basis (later changed to 15s. from
the States for each f from the Commonwealth). f500,000
would be provided out of existing sources of
Commonwealth revenue, while f 1,500,000 was to be
provided from new sources.
* Allocation of the money to the States would be on the
basis of 315th~population and 215th~area. The annual
amounts which each State would receive from the
Commonwealth were: New South Wales, $552,000, 28%;
Victoria, f 360,000, 18%; Queensland, f 376,000, 19%;
South Australia, $228,000, 11%; Western Australia,
f 384,000, 19%; Tasmania, f 100,000, 5%.
* All moneys were to be spent on the construction and
reconstruction of roads to be designated Federal Aid
Roads. These roads would consist of three classes: main
roads which opened up and developed new country, trunk
roads between important towns, and arterial roads which
carried concentrated traffic from Developmental, Main,
Trunk and other roads.
* The Federal Minister for Works and Railways and a
Minister representing each State were to comprise a board,
to be known as the Federal Aid Roads Board, and to meet
a t least once a year.
* In the event of the failure of any State to make
immediate provision for the maintenance of any road
which had been constructed or reconstructed under the
scheme, the Federal Minister would be empowered to
divert funds from other works to ensure that immediate
maintenance was undertaken by the State.21
While noting that there were certain features of the
proposal (such as increased customs duties and the
allocation of the vote between the States) which were
outside their province, the Board applauded the scheme as
being " of the greatest importance to the Commonwealth
a s a whole a n d . . ., with adjustment of one or two
cardinal defects, . . . (it) would bring untold benefits to
the people".22
At a Board meeting on 7th June 1926, it was resolved
first to set aside the minimum sum needed for new
construction under the Commonwealth conditions, then to
put with it the necessary State money, f for f , and to
make the joint sum available for Developmental Roads.
The remainder of the money was then to be allotted to the
great trunk routes . . . the Prince's Highway, Great
Southern Road, Great Western Road, Great Northern
Road and North Coast Road.
The Board decided that it would be necessary to add
more radial roads to this list, one to the northwest and the
other to the southwest, and also to add four roads from
the tablelands to the coast, two north and two south of
Sydney. The following list of eleven routes was chosen.
* The Prince's Highway.
* The Canberra to Jervis Bay Road.
* The Cooma to Tathra (via Bega) Road.
* The Great Southern Road.
* The Great South-Western Road - branching from the
Great Southern Road at Bowning, via Cootamundra,
Junee, Hay to Balranald (and later to Wentworth).
* The Great Western Road.

*

The Great North-Western Road - branching from the
Great Northern Road at Quirindi, via Gunnedah to
Narrabri.
* The Great Northern Road.
* The Great North Coast Road.
* The Tenterfield to Ballina Road.
* The Armidale to Coffs Harbour (via Dorrigo and
Coramba) Road.
It was also decided that on these routes the Board would
utilise Commonwealth money and its own for construction
and not ask councils to contribute to the cost of real
construction, in either cement or bitumen concrete.
Instead, the councils were to contribute to high class
maintenance, on the basis of the Board providing $2 to
their f 1 .23
In August 1926, the Federal Aid Roads Act was passed
by the Commonwealth Parliament and incorporated the
earlier proposals. However, as the revenue to provide the
Commonwealth share of the funds was being raised by a
customs duty on petrol and on motor bodies, chassis, etc.,
both the Victorian and New South Wales Governments
considered that the basis for distributing the Federal aid
was unfair to the people of the two most populous States,
who would actually pay into the Commonwealth revenues
much larger sums than their State Governments would
receive under the scheme. Both these States, therefore, stood
out from the scheme for some months, endeavouring to
secure a modification while Tasmania, Queensland, South
Australi~and Western Australia all completed their
agreements promptly. When the Victorian Government
signed in December 1926, New South Wales remained the
only State not participating. The Premier, Mr Lang, made
a final effort to secure better terms but, finding it useless
to persist, signed the agreement on 17th June 1927. By
joining before the end of the financial year, New South
Wales retained its right to that year's money under the
agreement.
Because of the depletion of its income following the
passage of the Finance (Taxation Management) Act, 1926,
the Board was unable to provide the State's quota for the
years 1926-27 and 1927-28, having by June 1927 already
committed the whole of its funds to other works. Mr Lang,
as Premier and Treasurer, agreed in September 1927 to
provide funds for 1926-27 from other sources (and the
succeeding ministry also agreed to provide the State's
quota for 1927-28), the amount being provided from loan
money (%ths) and Consolidated Revenue (l/8th).24
After the change in Government following the October
1927 State election, the Federal Aid Roads Act, 1927 was
passed to ratify the agreement with the Commonwealth.
The first meeting of the Federal Aid Roads Board was
held at Canberra on 7th-8th December 1927, with a second
meeting on 24th April 1928. New South Wales was
represented by the Minister for Local Government (Lt.Col. Bruxner), accompanied by Members of the Board,
and at the second meeting also by the Chief Engineer for
National and Local Government Works, Department of
Public Works (Mr R. Vowell). These meetings, which were
presided over by the Prime Minister (the Hon. S. M.
Bruce, M.P.) and the Commonwealth Minister for Works
and Railways (the Hon. W. C. Hill, M.P.), enabled

M r Scullin also indicated that on the general subject of
the agreement his Government considered it was
undesirable that the Commonwealth should impose any
condition as to what State funds should be expended on
Federal Aid Roads and that the States should be free to
carry out road construction, maintenance and renewal
works without any Commonwealth supervision.
A conference of Commonwealth and State Ministers was
held at Canberra on 9th December 1929 and was attended
on behalf of New South Wales by the Premier, the Hon.
T. R. Bavin, M.L.A., and the Treasurer, the Hon. B. S.
B. Stevens, M.L.A. As over f 1.770,000 of arrears had

outstanding differences of interpretation of the agreement
between the States and the Commonwealth to be
satisfactorily resolved.
ANOTHER CHANGE IN FEDERAL AID

In May 1929, the Commonwealth Transport Committee on
the Co-ordination of Transport in Australia recommended
that an enquiry should be made into the advisability of
amending the Federal Aid Roads Agreement
so as " to
"
permit &ney granted by the Commonwealth to the States
t o be used for the maintenance as well as the
reconstruction of roads, and to ascertain whether the
contribution by the States of 15s. to the f contributed by
t h e Commonwealth was wholly t o the advantage of all
States; i f not, t o what rate this contribution might be
amended, and when such amendment should take
effect ". 25
This report was considered on 29th May 1929 at
another conference presided over by the Prime Minister.
Lt.-Col. Bruxner pointed out that the needs of New South
Wales would be better met if the State contribution was
reduced from 15s. to not more than 5s. for each f by the
Commonwealth, thus allowing the remaining 10s. to be
diverted from construction and reconstruction and used on
maintenance. Other States agreed and the mtatter was
referred to the next meeting of the Federal Aid Roads
Board.
In the meantime, there was a change in Commonwealth
Government and in October 1929 the Hon. J. H. Scullin,
M.P., assumed office as Prime Minister. On 26th
November 1929, he informed the Premiers of the various
States by telegram that the new Government considered the
States were unduly hampered in carrying out roadworks
under the conditions contained in the current agreement.
By virtue of this difficulty, a slower rate of expenditure of
Commonwealth moneys was taking place than would
otherwise occur. If this position could be overcome, money
would be released for expenditure and the acute
unemployment position would be relieved to some degree.

accumulated in the Federal Aid Roads Fund as at 30th
June 1929, the conference resolved that f 1,000,000 be
made available immediately to the States for expenditure
on Federal Aid Roads and that any State could adjust its
works programme for the current year so as to make the
best use of its total funds to relieve unemployment.
The latter proposal was inserted following
representations by New South Wales and South Australia,
indicating that the type of relief required in their States
was not so much the employment of labour then out of
work as the retention in employment of artisans who
would otherwise have to be dismissed. Consequently, on
the receipt of this State's share of the f 1,000,000 made
available by the Commonwealth (f276,000), a
corresponding sum of State loan money (previously
allocated to the Board) was withdrawn and utilised for
other works. Therefore, as far as the funds of the Main
Roads Board were concerned, no alteration in the total
amount available for expenditure during the year resulted
from these decision^.'^
Consideration of the question of the general amendment
of the agreement was postponed until the Premiers'
Conference, which was to be held in February 1930.
Immediately prior to this, the Federal Aid Roads Board
unanimously decided to recommend to the States that the
Act be amended to "eliminate the necessity of the State

having to provide 15s. for each f contributed by the
Commonwealth" and "permit the States to use the money
contributed by the Commonwealth on either construction,
maintenance, or renewal work without any supervision by
t h e Commonwealth". *'
This recommendation was subsequently adopted by the
Premiers' Conference on 21st February 1930, that date
being the last date on which any contribution was required
from the States.
DEVELOPMENTAL ROADS

As outlined in the previous chapter, the Commonwealth
Government (through the Main Roads Development Acts)
provided funds to the States for work on specified types of
roads of a developmental nature. Prior to the establishment
of the Board, these grants were distributed to councils in
New South Wales by the Department of Local
Government. However, many councils had not made the
necessary surveys nor submitted plans and specifications to
that Department for approval. When the Board was
formed, the Department handed over the administration of
these votes, the unexpended balances of which were
approximately f 94,400 from 1923-24 and f 267,100 from
1924-25. Taking into account the 1925-26 allocation, the
Board had a total amount of approximately $637,500 from
Commonwealth and State votes for the construction of

Main and Developmental Roads (in addition to the
expenditure under the County of Cumberland and Country
Main Roads Funds).
The Board did not favour the suggestion for a simple
division of this amount into 320 equal parts, one for each
council in the State. It sought to determine a more
equitable and beneficial principle by which each area could
be allotted a fair share of these funds. Accordingly, the
State was divided into three divisions, the Coastal Division,
the Tableland Division and the Inland (or Western Slopes)
Division. Each of these divisions was again divided into
three parts: the northern, central and southern.
As a means of measuring the relative needs and
importance of each of these nine areas, the two most

obvious criteria were population and size. Another was the
quality of the land (i.e., its degree of productiveness) and,
in the Board's view, the'best means of estimating this was
from the unimproved capital value of the land. Working
on these lines, the Board ascertained the percentages of
each district population to the total population, of each
district land value to the total value and of each district
area to the total area. From these three percentages, an
average percentage was worked out. The Board then took
into consideration the fact that because of heavy rainfall
and steep gradients on the coastal slopes, roadbuilding was
much more expensive there than on the tableland or inland
plains. The expensiveness of roadbuilding in the three
divisions was roughly estimated to be in the ratio of 3:2:1.
The average percentages previously obtained were corrected
on this basis and amounts were allocated in proportion.
The Board discussed the various applications received
from the councils with the Chief Engineer of the
Commonwealth Department of Works and a number of
adjustments were made to conform to Commonwealth
regulations.
With the exception of the Commonwealth allocation and
the first matching State grant of f 138,000, the financing
of Developmental Roads was from loan moneys and was
for construction only. Funds were allotted to councils on
terms which involved the payment of interest at 3.3% for
twenty years and meant that councils accepted liability
for subsequent maintenance. Later the Main Roads
(Amendment) Act, 1929 provided that moneys allocated to
proclaimed Developmental Roads after 1st July 1928 would
be free from all interest charges to councils.
As previously mentioned, Commonwealth assistance
could be applied, at this stage, to some of the State's Main
Roads as well as roads which were not Main Roads but
were eligible under the Main Roads Act to be proclaimed
Developmental Roads. Conversely, there were many cases
where roads were developmental under the State definition
but were not accepted by the Commonwealth as being
eligible for a subsidy.

This overlapping of definitions and conditions of
financial assistance between the State and Commonwealth
authorities has made it difficult to present a coherent and
accurate summary of the first few years. More confusion
arose when the Board (in an appeal for more funds in
1926) sought to make a comparison with Victoria where
the definition of a developmental road was different again.
It was estimated that about 70% of Ordinary Main Roads
in New South Wales (i.e., excluding State Highways and
Trunk Roads) would come under the heading of
developmental roads if they were in V i c t ~ r i a . ~ ~
In New South Wales, the amounts actually spent on
Developmental Roads which had been proclaimed as such
under the Main Roads Act were as follows.
Year
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
1929-30
1930-3 1
1931-32
Total

Developmental Federal Aid
Roads Fund Roads Funds
f 101,468
f 152,007

f 188,238
f 25 1,992
$271,387
f 183,305
f 36,982
f 1,185,379

Developmental Roads were considered to be of three
broad groups. Roads which, when constructed, would result
in increased production without increased settlement; result
in increased settlement and then increased production; and
re-establish a settlement where production was languishing.
From another point of view they were seen as those
which had a reasonable likelihood of carrying through
traffic and of being proclaimed Main Roads and those
which had no such prospect. In 1928, the Board explained
that the former would warrant a higher type of
construction (with good grades and widths) than the latter,
which, since they would remain local roads, should be
constructed so that they could be maintained by graders
and drags at little expense to council. Any construction
more elaborate than an earth formation with either a loam
or gravel surface was regarded as inappropriate in view of
the high cost of maintenance (more than 6d per square
yard per annum for tar or bitumen surfaces) which few
counci!~could afford.
The Board warned against too optimistic an expectation
of the settlement which might result from the construction
of new Developmental Roads. The distance from a railway
station was the critical point and the Board suggested that
15-1 7 miles was the absolute maximum in wheat-growing
areas and that each type of farming had its own economic
distance limitation which should not be ignored.
To ensure that the intention of Developmental Roads to
aid small settlers was not subverted, the Board urged
councils to obtain, before construction began, some
guarantee from the large land-holders along each route
that land would be sold at values not exceeding those
before the road was built and that subsequent subdivisions
did not simply mean profit for sellers at the settlers
expense.

The first Developmental Roads were gazetted in 1925
and by mid-1932, there were 142, totalling 2,449 miles. Of
this number 100 roads were direct feeders to railways, 40
connected with proclaimed Main Roads leading to railway
stations or wharves, and 2 connected directly with wharves.
It was decided in 1929 to restrict the proclamation of
new Developmental Roads until assured funds were
available to complete outstanding work on those already
proclaimed. Consequently, new proclamations (as well as
extensions to existing proclaimed Developmental Roads)
dropped to 38 miles in 1930-31 and 23 miles in 1931-32.
Later fluctuations in the total mileage of Developmental
Roads can be studied from the table in the Appendices
entitled "Classifications and Mileages of Roads, 19251972".
DELAYS IN APPOINTING STAFF

In mid-February 1925, Mr Garlick estimated that the staff
required for the new organisation would probably be about
20 in the first year and grow to about 35 in the second
year. A request (confirmed later by the full Board) was
forwarded to the Public Service Board to fill the following
13 positions as soon as possible and, where practicable,
from transfers within the Public Service.
"I Secretary and Accountant (combined position)
I Man Clerk (in charge of correspondence and
records)
2 Girl Typist Record Clerks (card system)
I Girl Shorthandwriter and Typist u o r interviews,
etc.)
2 Typist Correspondence Clerks
I Man Clerk (in charge of books, vouchers and
accounts)
2 Girl Typist Ledger-keepers (card ledger)
I Senior Messenger
I Junior Messenger
1 Cleaner".29
Recommendations on the appointment of technical
professional staff were postponed, pending considerations
by the engineering Members of the Board, until early
April 1925 when it was resolved to ask the Minister for
Local Government to create the following positions: two
inspecting engineers, one designing engineer, one civil
engineering draftsman, one survey draftsman and one
engineering d r a f t ~ m a n . ' ~
By June 1925, the programme of metropolitan works
was sufficiently advanced to enable the Board to determine
more definitely its immediate staff requirements and the
Minister was asked to approve twelve more permanent
positions, as follows.
* Two assistant engineers - to supervise roadworks at a proposed salary of f400 per annum.
* One research engineer - to carry out scientiJic
investigation of roadmaking materials.
* Two engineering surveyors - to lay out deviations and
road improvements. (The Board noted that some
councils were unwilling to pay qualified private
surveyors to investigate better routes and were waiting
to borrow a government officer. For example, one
South Coast council wanted to reconstruct a road

across a frequently-flooded river flat and would not
engage the services of a surveyor to see whether a
flood-free route was feasible.)
* Two engineering draftsmen - to prepare plans and
designs for construction work.
* Two inspectors - to be resident clerks of works at
major projects.
* One general clerk - to be a senior position (next in
line to the Secretary and Accountant) and to include
correspondence, accounts and audit work as well as
keeping shorthand records of the Board's numerous
interviews.
* One contracts clerk - to ensure that all agreements
and contract documents were properly drawn up and
executed.
* One dictaphone operator (girl) to transpose
memoranda and specifications dictated into the
machines by Board Members and the engineering staff.
The Board emphasised that it was particularly anxious
t o avoid building up a large permanent staff but, because
councils could not make the necessary surveys to let works
proceed and were thereby delaying the spending of
available funds, it sought approval to employ from three
t o twelve engineering surveyors and from three to twelve
engineering draftsmen on a temporary basis to complete
the backlog of overdue surveys and plan^.^'
-

Again in July 1925, the Board wrote another long
minute on its urgent staff needs to the Minister for Local
Government showing that over f 550,000 of available funds
were unspent and explaining that the lack of surveys, plans
and specifications was "delaying work which would
usefully put into circulation many thousands of pounds,

and utilise the services of many men to-day anxiously
seeking work and not jinding it ". The Board referred to
the general lack of preparedness for large roadworks and,
as an example, explained that one road which the Board
wished to improve passed through ten councils, only two
of which had engineers on their own staff. In another case,
a council holding f8,000 for roadworks objected to paying
f 150 to obtain the necessary surveys and plans. While not
wanting to take work away from the councils, the Board
claimed that unless it could carry out surveys, plot them
and prepare plans and specifications for councils to work
to, "there will not be that quick advance towards better
main and developmental road construction which is the
country's special need at the present time".32
This inadequacy in councils' professional staff was
investigated further by the Board and it was found that
out of 71 councils in the County of Cumberland and 247
councils in country districts, only 41 and 140, respectively,
had engineers on their own staff. This meant that there
were at least 134 municipalities and shires where the
Board itself would have to carry out the surveys, make
designs and supervise the construction of Main Roads
works. In addition, most council engineers were
handicapped by the lack of draftsmen to assist them and
many could not spare the time or were not proficient
themselves to complete all the work involved in proper
road planning."
After waiting a reasonable time, the Board decided to
appoint staff on a temporary or casual basis (as it was
empowered to do so under Section 7 (3) of the Main
Roads Act) and to proceed with its work to the best of its
ability, until a decision on the general question oi
permanent staff was made by the Government.

Applicntion of'bituti~inouss~rrf(~cing
t o the concrete pavement on Botany Road in 1930.

Accordingly, appointments of engineers, surveyors,
draftsmen, clerks, etc., were made - some being only on
a weekly basis.
The position, however, was an unsatisfactory one and as
the Board explained: " It is natural that men of
outstanding ability in their profession, either as surveyors
or engineers, men of established reputation, will hesitate
to leave settled positions for a position which appears to
be unsettled, in which their tenure is only that of a
casual. And for that reason, the collecting of the
professional staff needed by the Board has been slow,
with the result that the Board has not been able to get
works surveyed and designed and placed under
construction as fast as either the Government or the
public, or the Board itselA would have wished".34
WHO SHOULD DO THE WORK?

At a brief conference held in July 1925 between the
Premier ( M r Lang), the President of the Board ( M r
Garlick) and the Chief Engineer for National and Local
Government Works, Department of Public Works ( M r P.
Allan), it looked as though the Board was making
headway with its claims. Mr Lang said he had decided
that the Main Roads Act should be altered so as to
provide for the work on Main Roads being carried out by
the Board itself and not by the councils. He had also
decided that the Board should utilise to the full the
services of the Roads Branch of the Department of Public
Works and the staff of that Branch was, in fact, to be
transferred to the control of the Main Roads Board.
Work on the National Roads, Bridges and Ferries
would then become the responsibility of the Board. The
Premier added that it was his intention to provide in the
amended Main Roads Act for all work to be done by day
labour, except in special cases. By these moves Mr Lang
intended to utilise existing staff within the Public Service
before making any new appointment^.^'
By August 1925 nothing more had been done and the
Board, in yet another minute to its Minister, pointed out
that it had asked for 32 officers but only 20 had taken up
duty and, of these, only 9 had been confirmed as
permanent appointments. In comparison with the number
of staff employed by road authorities in other States
(which were responsible for lower mileages of Main
Roads), 32 could only be regarded as a skeleton staff. The
20 officers were said to be "working almost continuous
overtime, at high cost and with a diminution of ejiciency.
It is not economical and should be stopped as soon as
possible".36
Less than a week later, the Members of the Board were
called to another conference, this time with the Chairman
of the Public Service Board, the Under Secretary for
Public Works, Mr Tye, and Mr Allan of that Department.
The Chairman had been asked by the Premier to enquire
and report on whether work temporarily being undertaken
for the Board by the Department of Public Works should
now be carried out by the Board and whether the bridge
building and maintenance work done by Mr Allan's
Branch should also be transferred to the Board.
The works under discussion were those which had been

entrusted to the Department by the Board early in 1925
as an emergency measure to deal with serious
unemployment. This had been done at the Government's
special request, pending consideration of the staff question
generally. It was then disclosed that the Under Secretary
for Public Works had made a written request that all of
the construction and maintenance work authorised by the
Board should be carried out by his Department (rather
than by the Board or councils), as it already had the
necessary staff, equipment, depots and office organisation.
It was suggested that the Board should confine itself to
finance, survey and design and leave the execution of the
road and bridge works to the Department of Public Works,
particularly as there was no need for those responsible for
design to be in touch with those undertaking construction
or vice versa.
The Members of the Board firmly opposed this
argument and insisted that, as far as efficiency and
improving the standard of work were concerned, it was
essential for design and construction work to be closely
associated. The Board said it was prepared to delegate the
construction of works to councils, firstly because the Act
required it and secondly because councils contributed to
the cost, but it could not agree to the involvement of a
third party. To do so would mean that the Board would
no longer be able to control expenditure and check the
quality of work with the same authority that it had over
contractors or day labour forces."
The Main Roads Act itself seemed to indicate that,
after the Board was appointed, it was likely that the
Department of Public Works would no longer be
responsible for roadmaking. Section 43 of the Act provided
that the Board could take over, at an agreed valuation,
from the Minister for Works " . . . any or all such lorries,
road rollers, traction engines, and other roadmaking and
testing machinery, plant, and appliances as are held by
such Minister at the date of the commencement of this
Act . . . "
It was pointed out by the Board that the Main Roads
Act required the Board, wherever practicable, to allot
Main Roads construction work to councils and that in
those cases where councils were unwilling or unable to
carry it out the Board should, with its own staff, undertake
it by day labour and/or contract.
When the Under Secretary for Public Works admitted
that his Department had only been able to provide staff
to carry out the Board's unemployment works promptly by
taking special measures (such as stopping leave of absence,
calling in relief staff from country offices, postponing other
works and placing staff on overtime), the Members of the
Board were able to point out that, therefore, additional
staff would be needed whether the works were carried out
by the Board or by the Department. The Board argued
that the most efficient way was to increase the Board's
staff, both by new appointments and the transfer of surplus
officers from the Department of Public Works, where
appropriate.
The Chairman of the Public Service Board completed
his report (generally in favour of the Board) in September
1925 and the Government then submitted somewhat
similar questions for the Auditor-General to report upon.38
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MOVES TO ABOLISH THE BOARD

This debate over who should be the constructing authority
in the form of demands by
had a third dimension
councils that they continue to do the work themselves.
Soon the very existence of the Main Roads Board was
questioned.
Councils were understandably concerned about any
reduction in their responsibility for roadworks and were
not happy with the proposed alternatives. As early as
mid-1925, the Local Government Association voiced
opposition to moves which appeared to be "cutting out the
councils ".
"One of the matters about which there was some
contest when the (Main Roads) Act went through was
whether the Board should employ the councils t o carry
out road work for it, or whether it should get together
the staff and machinery t o do the work itself. In your
Committee's view an Act which took the roads completely
out of the hands of the councils and passed them over to
the engineers and workmen of the Board would not be
acceptable, and in supporting the measure one of the
vital features was that the work should be done through
the councils. Parliament accepted this view. Recently,
however, the matter was revived in the shape of a
statement by Mr Lang that he intended to amend the Act
so as to enable the Board to do all road work itself. Mr
Lang's announcement gains some support from the fact
that the Victorian Roads Board has in the past year
greatly increased the amount of work it i s doing, and is
placing far less i n the hands of the councils. In the case
o f the Victorian Board, however, the reason is given that
the Board is now doing a great deal of bitumen
construction and this necessitates the employment of
specially trained workmen and special plant. In your
Committee's view it would not be in the interests of the
councils, or of the State, that the Board should build up
a huge and expensive plant and staff to travel about the
country doing road work. The work can be done much
more cheaply and satisfactorily by making use of the
councils' engineers and their trained road men".39
The Premier, Mr Lang, seems to have changed his
attitude and reverted to the more critical stance which he
held when he was Treasurer early in the twenties.
Recalling this period, he later wrote: . . . there was
agitation to form a Main Roads Board. I bucked. I
remembered the warning of Henry Parkes. He said, 'Give
a public servant a stool and he will quickly acquire an
ofice for himself; and before you know where you are,
you will have a whole department.'
Too often the bureaucrats win the 'Battle of the Files.'
They bluff their Ministers into submission. Then they
destroy the Government but manage to survive
t hemselve~".~"
It is interesting to note that recently an author
summarised the rapid growth of the Board in these terms.
. . . the Board complained t o its Minister (in July
1925) that f500,OOO remained unspent because councils
were not equipped to spend it eficiently and, at an
interview with the Premier, Garlick asked permission for
the Board to carry out much of the design and survey
-

"

"

work itself. Lang agreed, and within a month the Board
was badgering its Minister for permission t o employ more
engineers, surveyors, and designers. The Public Works
Department, alarmed, sought to become the sole roadbuilding authority, but without success. In the jirst fifteen
months of its existence (April 1925 t o June 1926) the
Board paid in grants to councils five times what it spent
on road-building itself. In 1927-28 the amounts were
approximately the same; in 1929-30 it was spending more
than four times as much on its own works as it paid in
grants to councils. In the three years (sic) from its
foundation the M.R.B. had become the principal roadbuilding authority, a metamorphosis that had not been
intended by its founder^".^'
However, in spite of accusations of empire-building the
Board was getting things done and the bulk of opinion.at
the time was generally for giving it a proper chance to
prove its worth. The following extract from The Sun
newspaper of 16th April 1926 illustrates the widespread
feeling of motorists towards the situation.
" Any move in the direction of the abolition of the
Main Roads Board will be strenuously resisted by
motorists and other road users, according to Mr J. C.
Watson, ex-Prime Minister, president of the National
Roads and Motorists' Association in a reference to-day
to a suggestion that the experiment of the board had not
proved satis factory.
The facts that might be cited in defence o f the creation
and continued existence of the Board are almost
innumerable, said Mr Watson, and the evidence of its
useful activity during its very brief history i s
overwhelming.
According t o an oficial statement recently, 693 sets o f
country work, and 262 in the city area, have been
authorised. It is safe t o assert that, unless interrupted,
the Main Roads Board will effect a revolution in our
main highways in the next few years".
The Land newspaper of 23rd April 1926 carried a notice
headed Country Party's Warning and announced:
" M r Buttenshaw, M.L.A., (Leader of the Country Party)
has issued a warning to the country municipal and shire
councils not to support any agitation for the abolition o f
the Main Roads Board.
Mr Buttenshaw points out that the Board has done
good work, and he contends that it should be given a
reasonable opportunity t o carry out its work before any
agitation was set on foot to condemn the Board's
methods".
Support for the Board was again stated in strong terms
on 15th May 1926 by the N.R.M.A.'s Consulting
Engineer, Mr T. W. Seaver, in the Association's publication
Good Roads.
" A s the necessity for roads increased it became
necessary to have a properly constituted body, which
would co-ordinate these various works so that they
should form parts of a well considered plan o f roadmaking for the State as a whole.
The Main Roads Board was created for this purpose
and it formulated a definite policy, which was to improve
the bad sections of the road which radiate from Sydney,
and afterwards to continue the improved formation into
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t h e outlying districts.
In the dificult and often tedious work involved in the
carrying out of this policy it i s to be regretted the Board
has t o be subjected t o a,good deal of criticism, some of
i t very unfair.
It has, for some reason incurred the displeasure of the
Premier, who has not hesitated to refer t o it in severe
terms and to more than suggest that its method of
working should be changed.
M r Lang seems to favour a suggestion made by one
shire that the money received from motorists should be
expended in the districts in which they reside . . .
Mr Lang's first instruction to the Board was for it 'to
get a hustle on'. A s about 1000 separate works have been
authorised, commenced, or carried out by the Board, most
o f which involved a large amount of investigation and
preliminary work, this polite request was evidently not
required.
It must be remembered that in connection with such
works as the Lane Cove Road a ~ l dCook's River Road, the
resumption of land, and the alteration of tram lines,
water and other services, render a certain amount of
delay inevitable.
In the case of any delay taking place in the
construction of such roads, it is quite probable that the
council, rather than the Board, is to blame.
It may not be generally known that the Board has no
direct power to construct roads in the country districts.
In all cases the necessary plans and specifications must
be supplied by the council's engineer: i f these are
satisfactory the work may proceed, but i f not, they must
be amended.
In some cases the Board finds it necessary t o insist that
the work shall be carried out in accordance with its own
plans and specifications. This, of course, gives rise t o a
certain amount of ill-feeling, as well as of delay in the
carrying out of the work.
Some of the dificulties encounted by the Board are
well illustrated by a recent letter in the press from a
shire councillor. This gentleman complains that the

Board has insisted upon the use of water in connection
with the rolling of a metalled road, for which it supplied
all the money.
It appears that unless the council is permitted to roll
the road in a dry condition - which would make a very
bad job - it will not go on with the work.
There are many like cases, all of which point t o the
conclusion that the Main Roads Board should be invested
with more authority than it has at the present time".
PROBLEMS RESOLVED

It was not until the Lang Government was succeeded in
October 1927 by a coalition government under the Hon.
T. R. Bavin, M.L.A., that the future of the Board was
determined and the division of responsibility between the
Main Roads Board and the Department of Public Works
was defined.
The following arrangements, to take effect from 1st May
1928, were the result of an agreement worked out by the
Minister for Public Works (the Hon. E. A. Buttenshaw,
M.L.A.) and the Minister for Local Government (Lt.-Col.
Bruxner) and approved by Premier Bavin.
* The Department of Public Works was to assume
complete charge of all roadworks (including bridges and
ferries) in the Western Division, including Main Roads in
the Municipalities of Broken Hill, Bourke, Brewarrina,
Cobar, Wentworth and Wilcannia.
* The Main Roads Board was to assume complete
responsibility for all works on existing Main and
Developmental Roads in the Eastern and Central Divisions
of the State. This was to include any bridges or ferries on
these roads, which had been proclailned National Works.
Any further roadv:orks on these routes were to be arranged
by the Board.
* When, at a later date, any road (which was not then
a Main or Developmental Road) was proclaimed, the
responsibility for any work on it was to be a matter for
the Bcard. Any National Works were to pass
autr~maticallyto the Board on proclamation.

*

Roads within the Eastern and Central Divisions of the
State that had been proclaimed National Roads were to
be reproclaimed as Main or Developmental Roads and
become the responsibility of the Board.
* The Department of Public Works was to be responsible
for all the requirements sought by the Department of
Local Government in regard to roads in the Eastern and
Central Divisions. Where these enquiries covered borrowing
proposals by councils for works on Main Roads, the
practice of accepting the certificate of the Board (as to the
adequacy of the plans and specifications for the proposed
works) was to be continued.
* Any Government works on roads other than Main and
Developmental Roads in the Eastern and Central Divisions
was to be a matter for the Department of Public Works.42
The strongest reason for the control of all roads in the
Western Division being left in the hands of the
Department of Public Works was for economy. That
Department was then administering the public watering
places in the area and, in conjunction with this task, the
supervision of roadworks could be effectively dealt with.
When the control of the public watering places in the
Western Division was later transferred to the Pastures
Protection Board, this justification no longer remained.
On 29th June 1928, 191 bridges and 12 ferries, which
were National Works and were on Main and
Developmental Roads in the Eastern and Central Divisions
of the State, were deproclaimed as such and handed back
to the councils in whose areas they were situated. The
Board later obtained the Government's authority on 18th
September 1928 to take over these works from the councils
and accept the full cost of any maintenance and
reconstruction involved.
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Similarly, those roads which were National Works were
deproclaimed and, where necessary, incorporated as Main
Roads in a general reproclamation. The cost of any further
works on these roads was thereafter borne by the Board.
Although these moves resolved a number of disputes, the
unsatisfactory position regarding the appointment of staff
was not finally settled until the passage of the Main Roads
(Amendment) Act, 1929, when the Board was given the
power to appoint its own permanent staff. This amendment
rectified those anomalies which had arisen previously
because some employees had been appointed by the Public
Service Board and some in a casual capacity by the Board.
FRIENDLY RIVALRY

From time to time the Board noticed that erroneous
conclusions were being drawn about its principles in
deciding whether work should be undertaken by councils
or by itself and then whether by day labour or by
contract. Consequently, in January 1930 it again set out
(in its journal "Main Roads") the policy which it had
consistently practised.
In this statement the Board explained the situation in
the County of Cumberland.
" T h e number of Councils . . . is sixty-eight, and many
of the more important and heavily traficked roads pass
rapidly from one Municipality to another; thus, on the
Parramatta Road, a distance of 12 miles, there are no
less than jifteen Councils; on the Prince's Highway
between the City and the George's River, a length of I0
miles, there are seven Councils; on the Liverpool Road,
from its point of connection with Parramatta Road to
Liverpool, a length of 16 miles, there are eight Councils.
If each individual Council carried out the maintenance of
the length of road within its area, a uniform and
economic result could not be expected. It has, therefore,
been necessary for the Board, with the concurrence of the
Councils, t o obtain ths approval of the Governor t o take
over the maintenance of such roads.
A s regards construction in the County of Cumberland,
it has been the Board's experience that, except in
occasional instances, the Councils prefer that the Board
should prepare the plans and speciJications for any
works, owing t o the dificulties which their Engineers jind
in obtaining the time to devote to this. From the Board's
point of view, this has also been preferred, since it has
been enabled t o entrust the work to a small expert staff
who specialise in metropolitan design. When it is realised
that, in the design of a metropolitan road, there are tram
tracks, existing kerb levels, existing buildings, poles,
water mains, gas mains, bc., all t o be taken account oJ;
it will be recognised that the satisfactory adjustment of
the roadwork with all these is no light task. A s a
consequence of the preparation of the plans and
specifications by the Board, the actual carrying out of the
works, either by contract or day labour, has also been
supervised directly by the Board, except in cases where
Councils have requested t o the contrary and they have
had special facilities".
As a result of this procedure, 30% of the construction
work financed from the County of Cumberland Fund

during 1928-29 was carried out by councils, 37% by
contract supervised by the Board and 33% by the Board
using day labour. This division of work produced very
satisfactory results, stimulating the contractors', councils'
and Board's staffs to "exert their best endeavours".
Contractors were aware that unless their tenders closely
approximated or were less than the Board's estimate the
work would be carried out by day labour. Councils' and
the Board's staffs were also aware that, unless they could
show results comparable or superior to those which could
be obtained under tender, the work would be authorised to
be carried out under contract. Thus the Board claimed
" by a judicious blending of the two methods, a friendly
rivalry of great advantage to the State has resulted".43
By 30th June 1929, 285% miles out of the total of 642
miles of Main and Secondary Roads in the County of
Cumberland were under direct maintenance by the Board.
The remainder, totalling 3 15% miles of Main Roads and
41% miles of Secondary Roads were maintained by the
councils.
In the country, the Board considered that work on
Trunk Roads, Ordinary Main Roads and Developmental
Roads should be carried out by or through councils except
in special cases where the work was of unusual magnitude
(e.g., the Mt. Darragh Deviation in the Shire of Imlay).
On State Highways, the Board proposed that where the
councils had the necessary staff and equipment - and
wished to undertake the work - they should do so as a
general rule. In order, however, that its own staff shouid
not (by the absence of direct contact with works)
degenerate into purely advisory officers, it was planned that
there should be in each division some sections of State
Highways along which maintenance was the responsibility
of the divisional engineer. This gave the divisional
engineers the opportunity to experiment with plant and
with different methods and so obtain information which
could benefit councils.
The total length of State Highways controlled directly
by the Board a t 30th June 1929 was as follows.
Division

Upper Northern
Lower Northern
Outer Metropolitan
Central Western
Riverina
Southern
Western
Total

Mileage
Mileage
Percentage
of State taken over by of Total
Highways in Board for
Mileage
Division
maintenance

5
176
203

0.7%
25.4%
47.9%

17
372

3.7%
70.1%

773

22.8%

731
694
424
518
456
531
32

...

3,386

...

...

...

The marked variation in the proportion of State
Highways controlled by the different divisional engineers
was apparently rather a matter of chance than policy. The
unique position of the Prince's Highway, the whole length
of which (except for short sections in Bulli, Wollongong
and Berry) was maintained by the Board, accounts for the
very high percentage in the Southern Division.

ENTHUSIASM AND DEDICATION

This chapter has attempted to highlight the flexibility of
the Board's early proposals as well as its searching for
policies and procedures which would be the most
appropriate to the needs of the varied situations in which
it had become immediately involved. It was not the most
favourable time for a new organisation to be learning by
trial and error what were the best ways to tackle its
difficult duties. Nevertheless, the Board developed from the
beginning a willingness to think big and not be overawed
by the immensity of the task nor the precariousness of its
own existence amid political turmoil. Above all, it
developed a capacity to get things done and to obtain good
value for the public money it spent. Its sense of purpose
was firmly grounded in the practical.
The following recollections of a senior officer underline
the pioneering attitude of the original staff.
" It can safely be said that despite the dificulties
encountered in establishing a new organisation and the
pressure experienced because of its rapid growth, the
position insofar as the ofice work was concerned at no
stage became out of hand. This was attributable t o the
magnificent effort made by a youthful and enthusiastic
staff to cope with the situation. It was not uncommon for
some of the ofice personnel still t o be at work on the
Board's premises at the hour of midnight, while weekend
relaxation was not possible for all t o enjoy. Due t o the
delay in obtaining ofice staff: the strenuous working
conditions existed for many months after the ofice was
established.
It is worthy of mention that the members o f the staff
in the first place were for the most part on the youthful
side with no great deal of experience in Governmental
administrative practices. They were thus more or less free
from the influence of traditional lines of thought in their
approach to their work. Theirs was a new organisation,
and the way was open for them t o apply new and eficient
methods of operation, born of youthful energy and
enthusiasm, and backed by the guidance of key members
of the staff in possession of recognised academic
qualifications. It was on this foundation that the new
organisation built a reputation for sound administrative
and technical practices. There were no within-theorganisation precedents to be followed. These had to be
established and it can be fairly said that in that field the
initial members of the staff - both administrative and
professional - served the Board well in its formative
years".44
Another senior officer has recalled the sense of concern
and responsibility which motivated the entire workforce.
" I doubt whether there was much social activity at the
Main Roads Board during that time (1927-28); everybody
was too occupied in getting on with the job. I think the
Members of the Board and their staff took themselves
very seriously indeed. It is probably true to say that
everybody employed by the Board in the beginning
inherited a special kind of attitude from working with
the Members of the Board. There was a sense of
dedication that I believe has continued right through t o
the present time".45

PART II/CHAPTER 3

Getting on with the Job
RECLASSIFICATION OF MAIN ROADS SYSTEM

During Mr Garlick's absence in 1928, the Board's Deputy
President, Mr Newell, and the Minister for Local
Government, Lt.-Col. Bruxner, undertook the
reclassification of the State's Main Roads System by
assessing the roads in the order of functional impottance.
I t was also being considered that varying degrees of
Government assistance might be provided for each
classification.
The existing schedule of Main Roads (Section 8 of the
Main Roads Act) had been proclaimed on 18th December
1923. Mr Newell's comment on this system indicated the
need for a complete review.
" W e started with 13,000 miles of proclaimed main
roads instead of a clean sheet and proclaimed the roads
a s we came to them. Main Roads were then just like
Topsy: they just grew.
You can never get a good system of roads, as these
m a i n roads still stand. They were proclaimed because the
Local Government Department had funds to give to
Counclls that were in need of them, and to give those
funds the road had t o be proclaimed a main road. There
are roads called Main Roads that we feel could
reasonably be deproclaimed, but I believe it will come all
right in the end".'
The new scheme provided for a hierarchy of roads
throughout the State and allowed for the most important
routes to receive the concentrated activity of the Board.
The scheme was first publicly announced by Lt.-Col.
Bruxner at the Shires Association conference on 22nd May
1928 when he unveiled a map showing the division of
country Main Roads into three classes: State Highways,
Trunk Roads and Ordinary Main Roads. Metropolitan
Main Roads were similarly divided into State Highways
and Ordinary Main Roads.
Reclassification was not really necessary in the County
of Cumberland (where the whole cost of the works on
Main Roads was already borne by the Board) but as there
was, so far as any highway was concerned, no change of
importance at the boundary of the County, it was thought
advisable to extend the State Highways System into the
County area.
Although the adoption of these changes was possible
under the original Main Roads Act, the principles involved
were so far-reaching and of such fundamental importance
to the State that the Board requested that authority for
such action should be incorporated in legislation. This was
done by the passing of the Main Roads (Amendment) Act
in April 1929.
Following this reclassification, the total mileages in the
Main Roads System (excluding Secondary and
Developmental Roads) were:

State
Highways

Trunk
Roads

Main
Roads

Total

County of
Cumberland
Country

190
3,391

-

2,370

351
7,188

541
12,949

Total

3,581

2,370

7,539

13,490

The principles followed in the classification of these
roads still apply today. The respective definitions in the
Main Roads Act, as amended, are as follows.
" 'State Highway' means any main road being a
principal avenue of road communication between the
coast and the interior or throughout the State and
connecting with such avenues in other States.
'Trunk road' means any road being a secondary avenue
of road communication forming with the State highways
and other trunk roads a framework of a general system
of intercommunication throughout the State.
'Ordinary main road' means a main road not
proclaimed a State highway or a trunk road".
The reclassification of roads was welcomed by the local
government authorities, and in 1929 the Shires Association
wrote: " W e congratulate the Government upon this reclassification which is in our opinion a valuable advance
in producing a co-ordinated system of road
communication throughout the S t ~ t e " A
. ~year later, the
Association noted that " T h e system of classification of
roads introduced under the 1929 Act . . . has been a great
relief t o a number of council^".^
The Board itself assessed the reclassification as " the
most important single piece of work" undertaken during
1927-1 928"
DECENTRALISATION BY ESTABLISHMENT OF
DIVISIONS

The Board's Head Office was initially established in
Castlereagh Street, Sydney, between Goulbourn and
Campbell Streets, and, although the area occupied has
grown to match the Department's expansion, the central
administration has remained in the same block until the
present day.
One of the Board's officers recently recalled that " T h e
jirst practical task of the Board was to find suitable
premises in which it might function. Recourse to real
estate agents resulted in the rental by the Board of
several floors in Citroen House . . . located at 301
Castlereagh Street. The Board did not consider that it
would be disadvan.taged by the distance that l a y between
its premises and the site of most Governmental activities
centred in the Bridge and Macquarie Street area^".^
An entry in the Board's Minute Book for 8th June 1926

reveals that the lease of two floors (1st and 7th) in Citroen
House cost f 1,161 per year.
In March 1928 the Board moved " a few doors down"
to 309 Castlereagh Street where it occupied all of a
four-storey building, except the front half of the ground
floor (where a printer was operating). A testing laboratory
was established in the basement where tests were carried
out on bitumen, tars, road oils, boiler feed waters, rocks,
gravels, sands, concrete, mortar, etc. A road materials
testing plant, purchased in 1918 by the Department of
Local Government and operated by the Department of
Public Works from 1921 to 1928, was erected and an
hydraulic compression machine of 200 ton capacity was
in~talled.~
For this new fire-proof headquarters the Board had to
five shillings per square foot per
pay a higher rental
annum compared with 2s. 4d. in the previous non-fire-proof
offices.
From the commencement of the Board's operations, its
activities in the country and metropolitan areas were kept
more or less distinct. Each country day labour work was
under the direct charge of a resident engineer who reported
t o the Sydney office, while councils' works were visited by
the Board's inspecting engineers who travelled out from
Sydney. By July 1927, both country and city work had
been divided into two branches - one for construction and
the other for maintenance.'
During this time the Board endeavoured to train the
staff along the lines of its ideas, and gradually transferred
more and more responsibilities to senior officers. At the
close of 1927 the time appeared ripe, so far as the
metropolitan area was concerned, for the most important
step in this direction. On 1st January 1928, this area was
constituted a division and the supervision of all the works
within it was transferred to one officer who was classified
as Engineer-in-Charge, Metropolitan Division.
This proved to be a successful and popular move and,
-

T h e Board's ,first six divisional mgineer.~,1929.

with the added tasks brought about by the reclassification
of Main Roads, the system was extended to the country
as from 1st July 1928.
The six new divisions (sometimes referred to as Country
Highway Divisions) and the towns where their
headquarters were located were as follows: Upper Northern
Division (Glen Innes), Lower Northern Division
(Tamworth), Outer Metropolitan Division (Sydne y ),
Central Western Division (Parkes), Southern Division
(Queanbeyan), and Riverina Division (Wagga Wagga).8
Each of these divisions was self-contained and had
its own clerks, draftsmen, surveyors and engineers.
Negotiations were carried out between the divisional
engineer and the councils in his area, in accordance with
the principles laid down by the Board and the allocations
of funds to the division. Inspections of councils' works on
either Main or Developmental Roads were also made from
the divisional office and any works carried out directly by
the Board, (either by contract or day labour) were under
the control of the divisional engineer.
The advantages of this system were obvious, insofar as
the councils' and the Board's responsible officers were
brought into closer touch and many matters could be
settled by inspection and discussion rather than by a huge
amount of impersonal correspondence. The Board also
gained the advantage of having its officers in positions
where they could readily and thoroughly get to know the
locality and the people whom their works would serve.
(Chronological and divisional lists of changes in divisional
boundaries, headquarters and titles are included, together
with relevant maps, in the Appendices.)
As it was not practicable to maintain within each
division a sufficiently skilled staff to deal with all types of
bridges, the design of important structures was carried out
at Head Office by the Bridge Engineer and his staff, using
data supplied by divisional engineers, in both metropolitan
and country districts.
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An interesting list of the Main Roads proclaimed in the
County of Cumberland, with their mileages and type of
construction as at 1st January 1925, is included in the
Board's First Annual Report. A variety of surfaces was
then the noticeable feature of such major routes and, for
example, " The Great Western Road" from the City to
Mount Victoria was described as "Wood blocks,
bituminous concrete, small sections of cement concrete,
waterbound macadam sealed with bitumen and
waterbound m a ~ a d a m " . ~
Before the Board was formed, portions of several of
these Main Roads had been reconstructed, either by the
councils themselves from loan funds, or by the Department
of Public Works with money provided by the Treasury
through the Department of Local Government.
Reconstruction by councils was either in cement or
bituminous concrete while that by the Department of
Public Works was generally of waterbound macadam,
surfaced with a seal coat of bitumen. There were also two
short experimental cement concrete sections which had
been constructed by the State Monier Pipe and Reinforced
Concrete Works for the Department of Local Government
t o obtain a comparison in the wearing qualities with the
more prevalent surfaced macadam. In some busy shopping
districts several large sections had been constructed using
a cement concrete base and a wood-blocked surface (e.g.
Parramatta Road at Annandale and Leichhardt).
As mentioned in the previous chapter, much of this
reconstruction work was not continuous. A traveller
proceeding to the City along New South Head Road from
Rose Bay rode first along a length being constructed in
cement concrete by Woollahra Council, then over
Paddington Council's portion at Rushcutter's Bay, which
was waterbound macadam in poor condition, and finally
along Bayswater Road and William Street which were well
maintained by the City Council. The Paddington portion
constituted a missing link between the good sections of
road in the City and in Woollahra.
Similarly there was a missing link on Cook's River
Road, St. Peters, between the wood-blocked road in
Newtown and recent construction work on the Prince's
Highway through Arncliffe, Rockdale and Kogarah. There
was also a gap in Lane Cove Road (now the Pacific
Highway) between the cement concrete road, which
extended from the North Shore vehicular ferry to St.
Leonards, and the bituminous concrete road (Gordon
Road) in Ku-ring-gai Shire, which extended from Roseville
to Pearce's Corner. The section of Parramatta Road from
Ashfield to Parramatta was paved for a width of only 24
feet and was far too narrow for the traffic using it.Io
In addition to the missing links, there were also missing
ends, where the reconstruction of the important radial
roads leading towards the country required extension. For
example, the road to the South Coast had been
reconstructed only as far as Sutherland, the road to the
Blue Mountains had been constructed only as far as
Penrith, and the Great Southern Road had been
reconstructed only as far as Camden. In fact, as the Board
sadly discovered, "every one of the great radial routes

had either a 'missing link' or a 'missing end', and most
of them had both"."
It was soon decided by the Board that the first step in
the County of Cumberland would be the construction of
these missing links and ends and then the framework of
the radial routes would be linked up by a system of
circumferential roads.
Effort was concentrated on the four chief outlets to the
country (the Great Northern Highway, Prince's Highway,
Hume Highway and Great Western Highway) but this
work made great demands on the Board's funds, compared
with other undertakings in the County of Cumberland.
Widening and reconstruction of Cook's River Road
(Prince's Highway) St. Peters, alone cost $222,214 15s. 8d.
from 1st January 1925 to 30th June 1929, while
Parramatta Road cost $268,648 13s. 4d. The work on
Cook's River Road not only provided urgent relief for
traffic travelling to and from the South Coast, but also
"transformed what was almost a slum area into a high
class business thorough fare ".I2
On the northern side of Sydney Harbour, the imminent
opening of the Bridge demanded extensive work on Lane
Cove and Gordon Roads (now the Pacific Highway), so
that, in the same period, $303,476 6s. 7d. was spent on the
length from Milson's Point to Hookham's Corner,
Hornsby. There still remained the cutting of a new road
diagonally through a block at North Sydney to the end of
the Bridge approaches at an estimated cost of not less than
f 124,785 for a length of only 1,050 feet. These roads were
regarded as being "of paramount importance t o the
Metropolis, a n d . . . they warrant whatever expenditure is
necessary t o make them suitable t o the concentrated
trafic which uses them. The figures given are however,
suficient to indicate the demands which the major trafic
arteries of the Metropolis make on the funds at the
Board's disposal, and t o demonstrate that any new main
or secondary roads which are added to the present system
should be determined on the broadest possible lines"."
The class of construction adopted was, in general,
cement concrete or cement concrete surfaced with asphaltic
concrete. In isolated instances, where the traffic was light,
waterbound macadam surfaced with tar was used and in
other more heavily trafficked situations, where local
sandstone was available for the foundations, this was
adopted with a surface course of penetration or premixed
bituminous macadam. The high cost of stone, most of
which had to be obtained from outside the County of
Cumberland, was such as to make the less durable forms
of construction uneconomical and led to the gradual
adoption of the two higher classes of road pavement,
except where special circumstances were against it. Of
these two classes, cement concrete was the most generally
used.I4
METROPOLITAN MAINTENANCE

Maintenance in the County of Cumberland was placed on
a systematic basis, in that a detailed advance annual
programme of work was submitted by councils for the
Board's approval and was later inspected by the Board's
engineers while in progress.

In 1925-26 because of the large number of shires and
municipalities in charge of the maintenance of the main
arterial routes (e.g., twelve authorities were associated with
Parramatta Road) - each "variously staffed and still
more variously equipped" - the Board, for the sake of
a more uniform and economical arrangement, took over
maintenance of major lengths of the Parramatta RoadGreat Western Road, Liverpool Road-Great Southern
Road, Windsor Road and WoodvilIe Road.IS
To facilitate its repair work, the Board, in its first year,
established a depot for the storage of plant and road metal.
T h e most convenient site for this was at Granville close to
t h e locality from which radiated four main trunk roads Parramatta Road, Woodville Road (leading to the Great
Southern Road), Great Western Road and Windsor Road.
Prior to this, a temporary depot was set up on rented land
a t Clyde and equipped with rollers, and a locally
Balmain-built machine for mixing tar macadam. From this
depot, supplies of heated premixed tar or bitumen
macadam were available for use in repairing defects on
roads under the Board's own care (as well as for the
reconstruction of sections of the Great Western Road).
The maintenance of the 6% miles of Parramatta Road,
which were under the Board's direct charge, proved very
costly, being at the rate of f937 per mile of road per
annum for filling potholes, minor resheeting with premixed
bituminous macadam, sealing with bitumen or tar, and
repairs to shoulders and edges.I6
By 30th June 1926 the Board maintained 79 miles of
Main Roads in the County, while council maintained 500
miles. Six years later total mileages had increased and the
proportion had changed to 314 miles maintained by the
Board (State Highways 172, Main Roads 139 and
Secondary Roads 3) and 370 miles by councils (State
Highways 23, Main Roads 256 and Secondary Roads 91)."
In 1928 there were five categories of roads which the
Board maintained.
* Bituminous concrete pavements on cement concrete
foundations which the contractor was under guarantee to
maintain w'ithout charge for five years.
* Cement concrete pavements, constructed either by
contract or day labour - which, in the former case, the
contractor was required to maintain for one year after
completion.
* Bituminous macadam pavements, either premixed or
penetration.

* Waterbound macadam pavements, surfaced with tar or
bitumen.
* Gravel roads, with or without a tar surface.
The first involved only superintendence. The second needed
mainly maintenance of the joints by pouring in bitumen,
and protection of the outer edges by tar macadam. The
third required surfacing and attention to the edges,
shoulders and drainage. The fourth occasioned the largest
expenditure, from the repair of potholes to resheeting the
whole pavement, as well as work on the edges, shoulders
and drainage. The fifth involved grading, dragging, the
addition of new gravel and attention to drainage.
Roads in the last three categories were maintained
generally by the patrol system, supplemented by trained
mobile gangs. The total mileage, then 217, was divided
into 33 sections, varying in length between two and
thirteen miles and averaging seven miles. Each section was
under the charge of a patrol of two or three men and in
all a force of 102 men was used. Each of these patrols was
generally equipped with the following plant.
* For bituminous surfaced roads 1 20-50 gallon bitumen heater, 1 sheet of iron (which was
supported above the ground on stones or bricks and used
for heating stone and mixing stone with bitumen), iron
rams (to ram patches), dray, pouring cans,'brooms, picks,
shovels, warning notices (flags, barriers and lamps), and
tool box.
* For gravel roads Road drag drawn by two or three horses, dray, baby
grader, plough, picks and shovels.
For cement concrete pavements, there were mobile
gangs, especially equipped and trained for the work, except
that in the case of Botany Road a regular patrol of four
men was stationed constantly on the road. Other work
carried out by special gangs consisted of spraying with
bitumen and tar, reconditioning, repairs to pavement edges,
shoulder work, gravelling, bridge repairs, fencing and
reshaping of grayel roads. Work on the shoulders of the
18 feet wide pavements constructed prior to the Board's
formation continued to be heavy, in contrast with that on
20 feet wide pavements.
A successful development of the patrol system was the
special equipment used by a patrol of four men which
had charge of a section of 28% miles on the Prince's
Highway (22 miles of gravel and 6% miles of bitumen or
tar- surfaced macadam road). This patrol was equipped

Hand-packed ballast on Windsor Road between McGrath's ~ ) l l
and Soicth Creek in 1926.

Hurne Highway between Cross Roads and Carnes Hill
before reconstruction it1 1929.
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with a power-grader, a light lorry and a trailer caravan,
and it could call on the services of a horse and dray.I8
In 1929, five separate horse and dray patrols on sections
totalling 43 miles of the Great Western Highway in the
Blue Mountains were replaced by a mobile patrol or small
gang of ten men equipped with a light motor truck and
a travelling caravan and supervised by a ganger.
Steadily increasing lengths of new concrete roads soon
made it necessary to form another mobile gang, equipped
with a I-ton truck and necessary tools, to be responsible
for the maintenance of all such roads in the metropolitan
area.I9
WIDTH OF METROPOLITAN ROADS

While studying the problems of reconstructing certain
Main Roads, the Board found that various schemes of road
widening from the normal width of 66 feet had been
started by certain councils (on the Parramatta Road, for
instance, considerable portions of the road were 80 feet
wide) and it was necessary therefore to lay down a
standard for widths of metropolitan Main Roads.
The matter was reviewed on the basis of the number of
streams of traffic for which it was necessary to provide on
any road. The width needed for a single stream was taken
as 10 feet and it was considered that, where double tram
tracks applied, room should exist for at least two streams
of vehicles between kerb and trams. The minimum
desirable width between kerbs, in the case of roads
carrying a double line of trams, thus became 60 feet, plus
two 12 feet wide footways, making a desirable width from
alignment to alignment of 84 feet. This did not allow for
either island refuges for tramway passengers or for the
beautification of the road by the addition of grassed areas
and trees, but was, in 1926, a satisfactory goal on which
to base reconstruction plans. Nevertheless, the Board was
aware that few of the main trunk routes approaching
Sydney had "any pretence to beauty" and it was hoped
that, wherever additional land could be obtained
economically, these approaches could be made, " in every
respect, worthy of the great city to which they give
access".2o
In 1928, the Board appealed to councils for a general
realisation of the impossibility, so far as the Board's funds
were concerned, of widening long lengths of roads if it
involved the purchase and then demolition of buildings.
As an example of the lack of appreciation of their position,

the Board noted that a group of councils had recently
requested that immediate steps be taken to widen a
particularly busy Main Road at an estimated cost of f 1
million to £2 million by borrowing money on the security
of its revenue. Apart from questions of priority, the Board
argued that, as this would absorb the whole of its "safe
borrowing capacity" for seven to eight years and mean
little other work could be undertaken, it was impracticable.
Under the circumstances, the Board could see no better
alternative than the method of realignment under the
Local Government Act, with interim leasing of land until
required and final resumption if necessary. Under this slow
but less costly realignment method, a new alignment was
nominated and future buildings had to conform to it. Any
existing buildings projecting beyond the new alignment
could not be added to (although they could be kept in
proper repair) and eventually they had to be built back to
the new alignment.
PIPES, PUMPS AND PUBLICITY

The need to co-ordinate the activities of the various bodies
and persons entitied to operate within the confines of Main
Roads, and to dig it up or build structures or lay pipes
within them, was foreseen by Parliament during the
passage of the Main Roads Act, 1924. Section 39 provided
the Board with the authority to control such matters but
this regulation could only be enforced within areas
proclaimed as applicable by the Governor. Nevertheless, by
consultation and discussion with the various bodies
controlling public utilities, the Board secured co-operation
in the adjustment of water, gas, electricity, telephone, and
sewerage services.
In 1925, the Board was admitted as a member of
Sydney's Streets Opening Conference and in 1926,
following the gazettal of a new ordinance to the Local
Government Act, moves were made for councils to allocate
space for public utilities under suburban footpaths instead
of under roads. Involved equations were devised by officers
of the Main Roads Board and the Metropolitan Water,
Sewerage and Drainage Board and agreed to in August
1928 to provide for an equitable division of the cost of
reorganising water-main services.
An indication of the advantages brought about by the
removal of reticulation mains to footpaths can be gauged
from the fact that in the two years from mid-1926 to
mid-1928 it was necessary to open the 101 miles of roads
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constructed by the Board only four times, whereas in the
five mile length of Botany Road, where this precaution had
not yet been taken, 55 openings were made.2'
In view of the remarkable growth in the erection of
kerbside petrol pumps and advertising signs on Main
Roads in 1927-28, the Board felt it necessary to obtain
some further measure of control. Accordingly, the
Governor's approval to the application of Section 39 of the
Act to all Main Roads being maintained by the Board was
obtained on 13th January 1928, and was, on 8th June
1928, extended to all Main Roads in the County of
C~mberland.~~
In broad terms, the Board wanted to restrict the erection
of further kerbside petrol pumps or of further advertisements within the boundaries of the Main Roads and to
secure the removal of those already existing as soon as this
could be arranged without hardship to their owners or
inconvenience to the public. The presence of kerbside
petrol pumps on the edges of footpaths on Main Roads
caused serious blockages to traffic because vehicles had to
draw up alongside of them to take in petrol. Many Main
Roads were already too narrow for the traffic they were
called upon to carry and large sums were being expended
t o widen them. One of the best ways of postponing such
expenditure was to ensure that the existing carriageways
operated at their fullest capacity and this could only be
done if the stopping of vehicles in the carriageway was
reduced to a minimum.
The Board suggested that councils announce that they
would not be able to consider favourably any further
applications which might be made to them for the
establishment of kerbside petrol pumps on the Main Roads
within their area, except in special cases. In this way,
applicants wishing to establish new garages would seek
suitable locations for the erection of drive-in, drive-out
service stations.
With regard to advertisements on Main Roads including danger, direction and distance signs, carrying
advertisements - it became increasingly apparent that
some control had to be exercised if the spoilation of the
countrvside was to be avoided. The Board's attitude was
that signs carryingxdvertisements were placed to attract
attention, not so much to the danger or direction which
occasionally they indicated, but rather to the product
which it was their primary purpose to advertise. A
multiplicity of different signs defeated their prime
objectives of clearly indicating danger or providing
information. Councils were, therefore, asked that when any
leases governing the existence of such signs or advertisements on the Main Roads in the County of Cumberland
expired, they should not renew them.23

Equipment used by mobile gangs for maintenance of gravel roads (top),
for n?aintenance of bituminous roads (centre),
and by moforised repair patrols (bottom), 1928.

SECONDARY ROADS

T h e Main Roads Act made the specific provision that
"A Council may apply to the Board to declare a road t o
be a secondary road . . . on the ground that such road
carries a substantial amount of through trafic and
thereby relieves a neighbouring main road of trajic which
i t would otherwise have to bear. The Board may by
notijication declare any such road to be a secondary road,
and may grant such assistance towards its construction
and maintenance (from the County of Cumberland Main
Roads Fund) as the Board sees fit, taking into account
the extent to which the road serves to relieve the
neighbouring main road".24
The first Secondary Road to be declared was Port
Hacking Road, leading from the Prince's Highway to
Cronulla in Sutherland Shire. Financial help towards both
maintenace and construction was agreed to on a f for f
basis. Soon after, Pyrmont Bridge Road and Cleveland
Street were also approved as Secondary Roads and plans
for their reconstruction were prepared by the Board.
Financial assistance was granted through an annual subsidy
equal to one-half of the land instalments payable by the
councils on money borrowed to carry out the
In 1930 falling revenue made it imprudent for the Board
t o become involved in further obligations by continually
increasing the lengths of roads on which it was committed
t o give aid and so further declarations of Secondary Roads
were restricted. By 1932 the total mileage of Secondary
Roads was still less than 700 miles.26
WORK IN COUNTRY AREAS

As with councils in the County of Cumberland, the Board,
immediately after formation and while waiting for the
appointment of staff, invited councils throughout the State
t o assist by having a stocktaking survey made by the
councils' engineers so that there might be available
uniform reports on the length and condition of all Main
Roads. The Board offered to pay the whole cost of this
survey and it had been hoped to obtain a summary of the
condition of the roads and the mileages of different classes
of construction, etc., to help the Boaid in determining its
policy. Returns were received from 128 councils, but the
remainder (187) did not furnish the information needed
and it had to be obtained by gradual accumulation over
the ensuing years.27
Obviously, but in many ways unfortunately, the Board
could not stop councils' works throughout the State while
it waited for proper plans, checked them, assessed the
relative values and established priorities. In the beginning
it had to assist in financing the regular maintenance work

Top: Tar spraying along Parramatta Road in 1927.
Centre: Prince's H i ~ h w a y St.
, Peter's, showing narrow roadway
and deep gutters in 1927.
Bottom: New building alignnzent along Prince's Highway. S t . Peter's.
t o allow widening of' narrow r o a d w a ~adjacent
,
to tratn tracks. 1924.
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of the shires and municipalities in country districts without
requiring the submission of plans of the work to be done.
However, for construction works, plans and specifications
were required and in many cases these left much to be
desired, but in order to keep work moving the Board had
to accept them. For example, culverts were installed which
were too small for the catchment area to be drained and
were consequently destroyed by floods. Similarly, many
deviations which had to be undertaken, would have been
unnecessary, if any attempt had been made in the first
instance to locate the roads in accordance with "sound
engineering principles ".
In its first year of operations, the Board offered to
finance councils in country districts so they could double
their maintenance and construction work. To do this, the
Board proposed, on receipt of an application from a
council setting out its 1925 programme of works (to be
carried out from its own funds), to provide an equivalent
sum to enable the council to submit a further programme
of maintenance or construction works - thus doubling the
work originally proposed. Most of the councils accepted
this offer, but 41 did not.
At the same time the Board invited councils to prepare
and submit, as soon as possible, programmes of work for
1926. A few of the councils did so, but the majority left
the preparation of the 1926 programmes over until 1926
came and by mid-1926 there were still 27 country councils'
programmes o u t ~ t a n d i n g . ~ ~

WIDTHS FOR COUNTRY WORK

The general standard width of metalling, or gravelling,
throughout the State up to 1925 was that adopted by the
Departments of Local Government and Public Works,
i.e., 15 feet with 4 feet shoulders making a formation of 23
feet. Other standards were in use in other States, and with
the view to the adoption of common principles and
standards throughout Australia, the Commonwealth
Government called a conference, in February 1926,
between the Main Roads Boards and authorities of the
various States. This conference was held in Melbourne and
the following resolutions were adopted.29
* The width of metalling or gravelling
- on single track roads, to be not less than 12 feet,
- on ordinary main roads, to be 16 feet,
- on specially selected roads, to be increased to
18 feet, where warranted, and
- on the great trunk highways, to be 20 feet.
(In New South Wales these were the Great Northern
Road, Great Southern Road, Great Western Road, Main
North Coast Road and Prince's Highway.)
* The width of shoulders on each side of the metalling
or gravelling to be 4 feet.
* The minimum width of carriageway on bridges in
agricultural areas to be 18 feet between kerbs and in
other areas to be not less than the width of the metal
or gravel construction of the approaching road.
* A ruling gradient of 1 in 20 to be aimed at, but no
grade steeper than 1 in 16 to be adopted, if it be in any
way practicable to obtain that grade.

Councils throughout New South Wales were informed of
these decisions by circular.
The actual road reserve on country Main Roads usually
varied from 66 to 198 feet, while on stock routes this could
be up to half a mile. When some councils asked that they
be assisted by the Board to construct the full width of
roadway within the boundaries of towns, the Board
declared that any width in excess of that on the
approaches to the town was clearly used for the parking
of vehicles doing business in the town and was therefore
purely a local concern. The Board's responsibility was for
through traffic and its assistance to councils on Main
Roads passing through towns was confined to the
maximum pavement width of 20 feet but this applied
irrespective of any lesser width existing outside the town
bo~ndaries.~~
DESIGN STANDARDS

From the beginning, the Main Roads Board set high
standards of road design and provided detailed drawings
for councils showing recommended amounts of
superelevation, widening at curves, etc. The following
comments illustrate the rapidly evolving principles made
imperative by constantly expanding motor vehicle usage.
"Modern fast moving trafic requires . . . the best
alignment that can be economically provided. This i s
necessary to reduce the risk of the driver allowing his car
t o swing to the inside of curves when he should be on the
outside, and also to afford the maximum visibility at
bends. A s a rule then, an attempt should be made t o
secure a radius of curvature at angles in the road, not
less than 300 feet, though when specially dificult
situations are met with, this may be reduced t o 200 or
even 100 feet. The minimum visibility in any case should
be not less than 200 feet, and i f the curve is one o f the
smaller radii, the visibility can be increased b y benching
back the inside of any cutting on which the bend occurs,
at a height of about 4 feet above the roadway.
The roadway must also be banked and widened round
the curve, in order to assist trafic in negotiating it. The
banking is necessary t o overcome the centrifugal force of
the car, which tends t o make the car move to the outside
o f the curve, and i f the road were level, to turn it over.
This force varies with the speed of the car and the radius
o f the curve, and any particular degree of banking or
superelevation is suitable t o only one speed of the car.
Nevertheless, it is possible to select an amount of
banking which i s suited to the average speed which may
be expected round the curve.
The widening i s necessary because of the additional
road space which any car takes up when rounding a turn,
as compared with that which it occupies on the straight.
T h e widening i s done on the inside of the curve and
extends for the full amount around its whole length, and
i s tapered off t o the normal width over the transition
lengths"."
REWARD OFFERED FOR ROADWORKS

In its first Annual Report, the Board drew special attention
to the fact that the then customary vee-gutter or open

causeway was a very "undesirable feature". In the past,
this type of structure, although often very inconvenient to
drivers of buggies, sulkies and carts, was not a serious
danger but, with the advent of fast motor traffic, what was
a "passive inconvenience " became an "active danger ".
T h e Board urged councils to eliminate these crossings and
offered in every case to share the expense. As a further
inducement, the Board announced that it was prepared to
give a reward of f 1,000 to the first country shire council
which could show that there was not one vee-gutter or
open causeway left upon its Main Roads (with the
condition that the f 1,000 was to be spent on an approved
Main Roads work).32
COUNTRY MAINTENANCE METHODS

Before the Board began to encourage better techniques,
widely divergent maintenance methods were in use
throughout the State. Some were unsound from a
structural point of view (in that they did not make good
the damage they sought to repair) while others were
unsound from the point of view of cost (in that results
were not in proportion with the expenditure involved). If
persisted in for any length of time, wasteful maintenance
methods involve very heavy losses and so the Board spelt
out the basic do's and don'ts.
The do's included repairing potholes with material
similar to the road, i.e., using watered gravel and
screenings if the road was of waterbound macadam and tar
and bitumen if the road was the same. The don'ts included
not using metal to fill potholes in earth roads and not
using dirt to repair waterbound madadam. In the former
case, the hard patch would not wear as rapidly as the
surrounding road and would soon become a bump which
vehicles would strike, rebounding onto the surface ahead
and soon wearing another hole. In the latter instance, the
potholes would tend to hold water which would intensify
any break-up. As drainage has always been one of the
major considerations in road maintenance the do's
extended to keeping the road in shape to allow rainwater
run-off and keeping culverts clear of debris to prevent the
road's foundations becoming waterlogged.
On the basis of sound economics the Board argued that
" T h e cost of maintenance men is so great that unless
they are equipped with suitable plant, the amount they
can show for their labours is infinitesimal compared with
the work there is t o do. The large mileage of the roads,
apart from main roads, in any shire, makes it practically
imperative that the bulk of them must remain earth or
gravel formations for many years, and in deciding upon
the type of construction t o be employed upon any road,
councils should simultaneously consider the type and cost
o f the maintenance which must follow. I f this had been
done in the past, many lengths of side roads which are
now metalled, would not have been so treated, but the
council would have purchased in lieu a number of horse
graders or a motor driven grader, which could be sent
over long mileages of the roads over and over again
throughout the year, and thus keep them in shape at low
cost ".))
-J

COUNTRY CONSTRUCTION

The methods recommended by the Board for the
construction of different forms of road pavement were set
out fully in a series of standard specifications which were
printed and available to councils.
In the case of macadam or gravel roads, some objections
were raised to the construction of the shoulders before any
pavement was laid. It was contended that to do so
compelled the waggons which delivered the metal or gravel
to travel along the formation and cut it up, whereas if the
shoulders were built up after the metal was laid, these
vehicles could travel along the sides of the road away from
the formation. Defending its policy the Board pointed out
that if the preparation of the sub-grade and the laying of
the pavement followed quickly on one another (rather than
a long length of the formation being first prepared and
then the metal added) the disturbance of the sub-grade
would be small and easily remedied. To finish each stage
of the work over long lengths before the next stage was
commenced was said to be very inconvenient for traffic,
which was unable to use any part of the length until it was
all completed. It was therefore preferable that the lengths
be shortened and all stages of work carried out in rapid
sequence on each length, and the length opened to traffic
without delay.34
Objections to the expense, and sometimes impossibility,
of using water in the construction of macadam roads were
criticised by the Board as being based on "ignorance of
the forces which hold a macadam road together". To
rectify such a basic misunderstanding the Board took pains
to explain that there were two forces at work, namely, the
mechanical lock between the different stones, produced by
rolling; and the cementing action, supplemented by
hydroscopic action, produced by the particles of stone dust
or gravel in combination with moisture. Unless water was
applied, either naturally by rain or artificially by
sprinkling from a water cart, only the former would apply
and the metal would rapidly unravel under traffic.
The procedure was then that "after the large gauge
metal i s laid and rolled, screenings or gravel o f suitable
cementitious value are spread over it and rolling
continued. For the foundation course, it is suficient to
carry this on until the voids of the larger stone are filled
to within half an inch of the top of the course, and the
surface firm and hard. The larger gauge metal of the
wearing course is then spread, rolled and filled as before,
and when no more screenings can be forced in with the
roller, water should be sprinkled on the road and rolling
continued, further screenings and water being added as
necessary until a wave of grout appears just i n front of
the wheel of the roller The road surface should then be
allowed t o dry out bejbre trafic is allowed on t o it, and
even after this it will be necessary to water and roll at
intervals, in order that the road may set down hard. If
water is scarce when the last stage of constructing the
wearing course is due, it will be necessary to barricade
the pavement and wait until rain appears. The use,
however, of loam or sods or clay, in lieu of the screenings
or gravel, as an expedient to hold the road together, may
be temporarily successful in dry weather because of the
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moisture in this material, but when rain falls, it will
enable the water to penetrate t o the foundation of the
road, and t o form, with the soil or clay, a mud in which
the stones will move, and will assuredly greatly shorten
the life of the road".35
The Board doubted if, in the dry climate of the State,
and with the ever increasing motor traffic volumes,
unsurfaced waterbound macadam could make a satisfactory
road, except for the lightest trafficked routes. The
alternatives of constructing a gravel road, which could be
kept in shape with a grader, or of a macadam road
surfaced with tar or bitumen, were generally preferred.
As the first year went by, it became increasingly
apparent to the Board that by adhering strictly to the
policy contemplated by the Main Roads Act (i.e., of
waiting until the councils submitted applications) a very
long delay would occur in the expenditure of the money
set aside by Parliament for Main Roads. It was also
apparent that the need for such roadworks was great, and

Corr-drillitig r?iachirze for ohrainitlg s a n ~ p l e so f road pavements. 1926.

that there was an abundance of unemployed, although
unskilled, labour available for the purpose. What was
necessary was a number of works which would give the
greatest relief to the greatest number of persons, were of
sound economic value, would involve the minimum of
preliminary work before starting and the minimum of staff
after commencement, and would permit progressive
extension.
The Board turned, therefore, to the "great arterial
highways" of the State. It found on each of them
considerable lengths of road on which the severe grades,
narrow widths, or general location (such as severe turns,
railway level crossings, or unnecessary rise and fall),
constituted obstacles to their economic or safe use. After
a preliminary survey had been made, and the possibility of
improving the route established, work was started as soon
as the first mile of plans had been completed, and
progressively extended as further plans were made
available. In this way, works such as the Lidsdale and
Cox's River deviations on the Lithgow-Mudgee and Great
Western Roads near Wallerawang, the Sydney-Newcastle
Road, the Warland's Range deviation near Murrurundi on
the Great Northern Road (now the New England
Highway), the Razorback deviation and the
Breadalbane-Cullerin-Gunning deviation on the Great
Southern Road (now the Hume Highway), and the work
between Bulli and Kiama on the Prince's Highway, were
~ndertaken.~~
Apart from the necessity of putting to practical use the
moneys that were available, there was another advantage
in undertaking these works in the earliest stage of the
Board's operations. Sooner or later the obstacles which
they eliminiated would have had to be overcome and, as
the salvage value of the old pavements was practically nil,
it appeared sound policy to place these roads in their final
location. In fact it is quite probable that if substantial
expenditure had been incurred on the old routes, it would
have been economically impossible to build the new
deviations for an indefinite period and the previous
locations would have remained, as an ever increasing
financial burden on the community and as deteriorating
obstacles in the paths of motorists.
It is because of these works that, in the earlier stages
of the Board's history, major construction works bulked so
largely over other construction works. By 1929 this phase
was passing, councils were able to supply plans and
specifications, and a more "normal and natural"
programme prevailed.
During 1928-29, criticism was levelled a t the Board's
policies and methods and focussed attention on some of the
larger and more costly works carried out by the Board or
by councils with the Board's approval. It was alleged that
* these works were unnecessarily expensive, due to a too
exacting standard of grade and curvature being sought and
to the adoption of pavement types far superior to traffic
needs at that time;
* these works, when commenced, had not been pressed
forward to completion with sufficient speed;
* other more necessary works had not been carried out;
* and sufficient experiments had not been undertaken by
the Board to determine suitable types of pavement.

In a predictable reaction the Board retaliated that
" These criticisms are entirely erroneous, and can only be
based on incomplete understanding of the problem from
both financial and engineering view point^".'^
To present an accurate picture of the position, the Board
prepared an outline of its policies and practices in broad
terms and this was published in the Sydney Morning
Herald in three parts on 2nd, 3rd and 4th July 1929.
SIGNS OF THE TIMES

I n an editorial headed " A First Job for the Roads
Board", The Sun newspaper, published on 26th March
1925, highlighted a frustrating lack of direction signs.
"Motorists and others may go for miles without being
certain whether they are on the right road. In some parts
o f the country a motorist would do well to learn
navigation and tote a sextant with him on his journeys.
T h e sea is not more devoid of jinger-boards than the
outback.
In some places, again, private enterprise nobly fills the
gap with such signs as '35 miles to Buzzem's Flypapers',
o r 'Half-way to Worrumdoork - try a Bing's Pill!'
These things should hardly be left t o private
enterprise, however self-sacrificing.
cross-road
should have an ofjcial direction post or stone.
This seems a chance for the Main Roads Board, with
t h e co-operation of the shire and municipal councils, t o
start right in and do something really necessary and
important before tackling the vastly more expensive and
difjcult job of the roads themselves".
In triumphant style, The Sun reported next day:
" Not only are all the Suicide Corners, Break Neck Dips,
and Puncture Points to disappear before the vicious
attack o f the Main Roads Board. not onlv are the roads
going to" be punched, picked, and s p lashed with nasty
lumps of concrete and stones, but they are going t o be
ticketed and labelled.
The great game of blind man's buff; directed against
the poor motorist, who foolishly embarks on a tour of our
countrv roads. without the modern edition o f the oldest
inhabitant near the wheel to guide him, is to end.
The signpost campaign will soon begin in the terms of
a clause in the Act which provides for 'the erection of
signposts at convenient places, and at the boundary of
each area '".
Surveying the extent of the problem, the Board found
that "hundreds of turnings off the main roads had no
sign ", others "had not been repainted for years", some
were "absolutely illegible, simply grey weathered boards
with no lettering left" and many were "shattered by
gun-shot".38 A logical, orderly and convenient system of
road signs, giving details of district, direction and distance,
was long overdue. The Board felt it essential that the signs
be large enough to be read and acted upon by a driver
approaching an intersection at 20 miles an hour. They also
had to be visible "at a reasonable distance" a t night and
sufficiently near the ground to come within headlight
beams which, in accordance with regulations, were focussed
downwards.
To have an efficient system of road signs installed as

very
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early as possible the Board determined to bear the whole
cost itself and not to ask councils to contribute. A standard
form was adopted, consisting of a board 8 inches high and
painted white, with black letters 5 inches high for the
names and 4 inches high for the distances. Somewhat
similar signs, without distances, were adopted indicating
the names of towns, rivers, bridges, shire and municipal
boundaries and the distance to the nearest town.
A circular was sent to all councils on 30th June 1925
requesting them to submit lists of the signs needed for the
thorough signposting of their Main Roads, together with
estimates of the cost of councils doing the work. Some
prices ranged from $4 to $7 per sign, but in the majority
of the cases, the prices being reasonable, the Board
authorised the expenditure. Within a year, lists of signs
had been submitted by 82 councils out of 315 and in 39
council areas, a total of 1,188 signs had been erected at
an average cost of f 1 7s. 7d.j9
Sieani shovel (navvy) at work on d e v i a t ~ o nof the H u m e Highway over
Razorback Range in 1928.
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At the first conference between the various State Road
Authorities in 1926, it was resolved that "it would be
desirable" to adopt a common type of road sign and also
a common type of danger signal for use in all of the
States, so that, wherever a motorist went throughout the
Commonwealth, the same kind of sign would denote the
same kind of information.
A rather primitive, but nonetheless helpful form of road
marker was reported to be in use on the Great Western
Highway and other roads in the Blue Mountains Shire
early in 1932. These markers were made simply by cutting
the ends off tar and bitumen drums, painting them white
and nailing them on posts set along the roadside wherever
drivers were likely to need guidance, particularly at curves
and narrow sections. Such markings were most useful at
night or during the foggy weather so frequently
experienced in the area." Similar drum end signs were
used by the Board to warn motorists of roadworks in
progress and to indicate side-tracks, etc.
MOVES TOWARDS MECHANISATION

As mentioned earlier, the Main Roads Act empowered the
Board to obtain roadmaking equipment from the
Department of Public Works. This arrangement could not
have been adequate, for the Board began to purchase new
plant items, as it was also authorised to do. For example,
in September 1925 it resolved to buy a core drilling
machine (capable of withdrawing 4% inch diameter
samples from all types of road pavements, particularly
concrete) and eight road rollers (including some oil driven
models for use in districts where it would be difficult to
secure a suitable supply of water for steam rollers). The
Board's minutes reveal that the rollers were required for
works in the Clyde Shire, Ulladulla and Castlereagh
Municipalities, as well as on Parramatta Road, Lapstone
Deviation (in the Blue Mountains), the NewcastleMaitland Road and for repair gangs on the Great
Southern, Great Western and Windsor Roads. The Board's
actions followed advice from the Department of Public
Works that none of their rollers could be w pa red.^'
By the end of 1927 the Board had acquired the wide
variety of maintenance and construction equipment listed
below at a total cost of about $223,000.42
57 Road Rollers ( 10-1 2 ton)
3 Power Graders
9 Road Rollers (tandem)
17 Road Graders
55 Motor Lorries
8 Motor Tractors
28 Air Compressors
71 Jack Hammers
8 Hot Mixing Plants
3 Backfillers
5 Concrete Pavers
4 Conveyors
12 Concrete Mixers
5 Loaders
1 Steam Crane
2 Scoops
8 Stone Crushing Plants
79 Bitumen Boilers
1 Tar Mixing Machine
63 Water Carts
1 Pavement Testing Drill
2 Road Drags
2 Steam Bitumen Sprayers
2 Pile Drivers
1 Shearing Machine
1 Punt
3 Sprayers (for road rollers)
1 Winch
2 Governors (for road rollers)
2 Rooters
3 Scarifiers (for graders)
1 Ripper
2 Spraying Machines
1 Disc Plough
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1
4
6
2
4
7
2

Jet Boring Plant
Weighing Machines
Grubbers
Road Discs
Hand Boring Plants
Engines
Caravans

1 Welding Outfit
11 Pumps
5 Boilers

2 Petrol Pumps
and Equipment
3 Hoppers
4 Hydraulic Jacks
1 Trailer

In addition to improving efficiency on its own works, by
the use of bigger and better machinery, the Board was
eager for councils to do the same. When it found that few
councils could afford to purchase modern equipment, the
Board arranged to advance finance on the basis that the
council pay 5% deposit and then repay the remainder over
five years at 595% interest. The council itself chose the
equipment most suited to local conditions and, following
the Board's agreement, placed the order which was
honoured by the Board.
In the first eighteen months, the Board purchased on
behalf of councils the following 57 items for a total outlay
of almost f60,000.43
22 Road Rollers
f 30,900
8 Metal Crushers
f 6,697
f9,855
8 Lorries
5 Tractors
$3,688
3 Mechanical Loaders
$3,165
1 Bitumen Concrete Mixing Plant
$2,215
3 Graders
f 369
f 1,420
2 Portable Oil Engines
f 500
4 Steel Dump Waggons
1 Portable Elevator
f 240
In spite of this auspicious start, geographic and economic
considerations meant that for many years, both horsedrawn and power-driven equipment (such as graders) were
in use throughout the State. Nevertheless, the growing
changeover from muscle power to machine power brought
about a distinct improvement in the quality of roads as
well as a marked increase in the quantity of work done
with the money available.
At this point it is interesting and appropriate to look
closer at the operations and output of three of these
machines and note, from particular jobs, the dramatic
difference they made.
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Three-wheeled, self-propelled road broom, used in the 1930's.

Firstly, a few details about the concrete paving machine,
five of which were used by the Board. This was a selfpropelled machine, driven by a 4-cylinder petrol engine
and moving on caterpiller tracks. It had a mechanicallyoperated hopper and a broom-and-bucket distributor. The
water supply was regulated by an automatic cut-off cistern
which could be set to hold the desired amount of water.
The mixer was fed by 25 cwt. end-tipping trucks, working
in pairs - one carrying 1% inch and 3/4 inch metal and
the other carrying sand and cement - the contents of a
pair of trucks making up a complete 28.2 cubic feet batch
(During the building of the Sydney-Newcastle Road, 2-ton
trucks were used and this meant each vehicle could carry
sufficient of each material for a complete batch - see
details and illustrations in next chapter).
As an example of the efficiency reached in the laying of
cement concrete pavements in 1929, the Board's
metropolitan dav labour organisation laid, on an average,
over 1:000 squa;e yards of 7 inches to 9 inches reinforced
concrete pavement on each ordinary working day
throughout the period of any project. In the reconstruction
of Lyons Road, Drummoyne (Secondary Road No. 2006),
which was completed in July 1929, the average output of
the paver for the whole work was 1,142 square yards per
ordinary working day, with peak outputs of 1,890 and
1,638 square yards. Quick-hardening cement was used at
intersections and the cost, including dowel bars, edge bars
and bar mat reinforcement, was 15 shillings per square
yard.44
A second item of roadmaking equipment which brought
remarkable results was the skimmer shovel. This machine
was specially adapted for metropolitan excavation work
and could operate in confined spaces, such as between tram
tracks and the adjoining kerb where frequently only a
narrow 12 feet wide strip of roadway was left. The
machine sat on caterpillar tracks and its mouth moved
along a boom which could be lowered parallel t o the
surface to be excavated and could be revolved through 180
degrees without movement of the operator's cab.
The use of the skimmer shovel resulted in excavation
costs being reduced by over 50% compared with other
methods. During the reconstruction of Lyons Road,
Drummoyne (mentioned above) excavation work included
tar macadam and ballast, hard shale and waterbound
macadam, and hard to soft clays. Approximately 85% of
this was handled by the skimmer shovel, while the balance
(where the presence of water mains necessitated
considerable care) was completed by plough and hand
labour. The cost of excavation, including chipping and
levelling the subgrade left rough by the skimmer shovel,
was 4s. 2d. per cubic yard, while the disposal of the spoil
by hired lorries to side streets up to one mile distant, as
required by council for future use, added another 2s. 4d.
per cubic yard.45
The third unit - a caravan - is again relevant to a
different aspect of the Board's work and represents the
type of incidental items so often passed over as being oY
little consequence but which actually rate high in any
overall time and motion study of the effect of new
equipment on output. Twelve 4-berth caravans were

Roadworkrrs' canrp nt Rnzorhrrc.k Rarigr in 1928

Mecr.\uring rhr trr~silrsrrrt~grhq f c e n r e t ~ trrrortar at the Board's
t e s t i t ~ glaboratory, Hpad Ofice in 1929.

Mechanical loaders i n operation at the Board's Depot, Berowra i n 1928.

purchased by the Board in 1930 at a time when power
graders were being used to maintain State Highways and
were able to cover comparatively lengthy sections each day.
In order to obtain the maximum number of working hours
for the graders, it was necessary to arrange that theoperators camp near them. The use of caravans, therefore,
ensured that they did not have to waste time in pitching
tents and re-packing them every time they moved their
centre of operations.
The caravans were of unlined weatherboard and had a
curved, corrigated galvanised iron roof, complete with
spouting and drainpipes leading to a 50-~allonwater tank.
Weighing less than two tons, they ran on four woodenspoked wheels with steel tyres. On one side there was a
window 4 feet by 3 feet and a 3 feet by 2 feet table. A
small wood-burning stove, with iron chimney, was fitted in
the rear corner near the two double bunks, and the
adjacent walls and flooring were protected with galvanised
iron sheathing.
The cost of each caravan was a mere f 107 7s. Od. which
the Board admitted was " a small sum compared with the
greater output their use ensured for the power grader
units to which they are attached". The Board commended
their use to those councils running similar mechanised
maintenance units and was prepared to make available
copies of their plans and specification^.^^
Not all councils wished to purchase their own equipment
and in 1926 the Board devised a system of hiring out plant
and sought to establish a satisfactory policy for charges.
Schedules of plant hire charges were obtained from Great
Britain and the United States of America and these,
together with schedules then being used elsewhere in
Australia, were analysed to reach a basis of rates and a
method of charging, both for the Board's own plant and
for that used by councils on Main or Developmental
Roads.
When a tentative schedule had been prepared, the Shires
Association, the Local Government Association and the
Local Government Engineers' Union were asked to send
representatives to confer with the Board. At a conference
held in January 1927, the subject was exhaustively
discussed and a schedule of charges, to be reviewed
annually, was agreed on.47
"PRISONERS' ROAD" PROPOSAL

A suggestion of a rather controversial nature was put
forward by the Hon. J. R. Lee, M.L.A., Minister of Justice
in the Bavin Government, when in February 1929 he
discussed with the Board the question of using prison
labour on roadworks. The scheme was not to apply to
criminals but rather to men such as those detained for
non-payment of maintenance to their wives and whose
families frequently had to be supported by the State.
The proposal was basically two-fold in intention - to
allow the prisoners to repay their debts by earning more
than the nine shillings a week gaol pay and to relieve
overcrowding in the prisons, especially at Long Bay, where
over 300 short-sentence men had "nothing to d o but t o
knit socks". Payment of about £3 a week was envisaged
(i.e., half the basic wage) and would go to the men's wives.

Mr Lee suggested that there might be roads which under
ordinary circumstances would probably not be constructed
for many years and he mentioned, in particular, an
alternate better-located route from Oberon to the Jenolan
Caves. The Prisons Department would supply the necessary
wardens who would have complete charge of the prisoners
while not working and, after a morning parade, " all the
Board would need to do would be to arrange for an
Engineer to control the actual work of construction".
Reports of similar instances of prisoners working on roads
in the United States of America were studied by the Board
during its investigations but it was left to Mr Lee to
initiate any further action aimed at implementing this
increasingly contentious scheme.
It was almost inevitable that such a proposal would lend
itself to parody by the press and before long lively
headlines appeared, including one which read: "Back to
the Days of 'Convict' Road Gangs - Work for
Defaulting Hubbies". On a more serious note another
newspaper warned of "strong opposition from Labor
members, under pressure from the Unions" and concluded
that " the probable political consequences~ofsuch a move
made it too dangerous for consideration".
About a year after his original suggestion, M r Lee
developed the idea of building a new 25-mile road around
the foreshores of the Hawkesbury River and Cowan Creek
from Brooklyn to Bobbin Head. Because of the difficulty
in finding sufficient level ground for a camp, M r Lee
purchased the two old destroyers H M A S Swan and H M A S
Parramatta (which were waiting to be broken up) with the
intention of converting them into floating camps,
accommodating 50 to 100 men in separate compartments.
The hulls were to be moored adjacent to the work and
launches provided to take the men from ship t o shore
"with the utmost security against escape". The men
would be on an honour system - any breach of
regulations bringing an instant return to gaol. There were
to be the added incentives of fishing and swimming during
off-duty hours.
The President of Ku-ring-gai Chase Trust, who resigned
when the Trust first rejected the idea, claimed that the
proposed road "presented no engineering dificulties. Not
a penny need be spent except for explosives and labour.
When it is completed the whole world could not show
anything like it". The Board must have been rather
peeved at the later newspaper comment which said: " The
prisoners would be better employed on roadworks than in
loajing around the gaols. The roads constructed by the
convicts in the old days were far better than those built
these days".
Cabinet approved the idea and voted funds to put it into
operation, but the United Labourers' Union protested about
the introduction of prison labour in competition with
regular roadworkers. The whole scheme then lapsed into
history and the determination of its proponents came to
naught when the Bavin Government failed to gain
re-election in November 1930. The only visual reminder
that now remains is the rusting hull of H M A S
Parramatta, Australia's first destroyer, still aground on a
bank of the Hawkesbury River near Bar Point.48

PART II/CHAPTER 4

1925-1930

Focus on a Major Construction Work
THE SYDNEY TO NEWCASTLE ROAD
BETWEEN HORNSBY AND GOSFORD

This chapter is intended to give readers an insight into
what was involved when a large work was undertaken by
the Main Roads Board. By giving brief details about
- preliminary discussions on the need for the work,
- location and design difficulties, and
construction methods and costs,
with regard to one particular project, it is hoped that
readers will better appreciate the type of conditions which
applied in general to most roadmaking in this period.
-

One of the first works undertaken by the Main Roads
Board was the construction of a direct road link between
Sydney and Newcastle. When completed, this was one of
the most important routes and most striking examples of
roadworks in the State's Main Roads System.'
The demand for direct road access to the north arose in
1913 and persisted into the early 1920's. There were then
two roundabout routes between Sydney and Newcastle.
One was 165 miles long and followed the Great North
Road to Wollombi, via Parramatta, McGrath's Hill, Pitt
Town, Wiseman's Ferry and St. Albans. At Wollombi,
travellers to Newcastle turned off the Great North Road
and proceeded via Cessnock and Maitland. The other
route, totalling 155 miles, branched off the Great North
Road about 1% miles north of Wiseman's Ferry and
proceeded via Gosford, Swansea and Hamilton. At this
time, an inefficient hand-operated ferry was still used at
the Wiseman's Ferry crossing. (In 1925 arrangements were
made by the Main Roads Board to have it replaced and
in July 1927 a new 6-vehicle power-driven vessel was
installed.)
From 1921 until 1924, numerous conferences and
interviews with Ministers were held to consider ways and
means by which the missing link between Berowra and
Gosford could be established. While these resulted in the
collection of data, the clarifying of issues and a general
agreement as to the need for the road, they invariably
reached a deadlock when it came to the question of who
should pay.'
So rough and arduous were driving conditions on the
two roads via Wiseman's Ferry in 1924 that the National
Roads and Motorists' Association advised motorists to ship
their vehicles to Newcastle if they intended to go north.
It was not surprising, therefore, that an appeal for a better
route north was among the first requests received by the
newly-appointed Main Roads Board. This appeal was made
by Erina Shire Council on 6th March 1925 and was
reinforced by a large, well-attended conference, called by
the Council and held at Gosford on 6th June 1925. Present

at the meeting were Members of the Board, representatives
of a number of local governing bodies concerned (North
Sydney, Ku-ring-gai, Hornsby, Erina, Lake Macquarie and
Newcastle), as well as other interested public bodies, such
as the National Roads and Motorists' Association,
Postmaster-General's Department, Tourist Bureau, Royal
Australian Historical Society, Newcastle Automobile
Association, etc.
Among the reasons that made the provision of a direct
route so topical was the fact that, in the north, Newcastle
had become the second largest city in the State and was
continuing to develop its steel manufacturing and port
potentials. In the south, Port Jackson was being spanned
by the Sydney Harbour Bridge and traffic would soon have
a faster and easier route to the northern suburbs.
Furthermore, as a result of the combined effect of the
neglect of adequate maintenance of the two old roads and
the subsequent onslaught of motor traffic, there were, from
Pitt Town to Newcastle via either Maitland or Gosford,
only a few short lengths where the old pavements had any
salvage value.
Without baulking at the awesome prospects of reestablishing the old route through Peat's Ferry, the Main
Roads Board took decisive steps to ascertain as quickly as
possible the best location for the new road.
On 31st May 1925, after an examination of the
Hawkesbury River up and down stream from Brooklyn by
the Members of the Board, accompanied by Dr. J. J. C.
Bradfield (then Chief Engineer in charge of construction
of Sydney Harbour Bridge), the merits of the Kangaroo
Point-Mooney Point crossing were confirmed and its
suitability for either a high-level or low-level bridge or a
ferry crossing was noted.
Arrangements were then made for two experienced
surveyors, one from the Department of Lands and one
from the Department of Railways, to make reconnaissance
surveys on both sides of the river. Their instructions laid
down that the objective was the establishment of a twoway traffic road carrying a 20 feet width of pavement
(widened at curves) and 4 feet shoulders on either side,
between Hornsby and Gosford. A ruling grade of 5% was
specified and curves with a minimum radius of not less
than 198 feet were to be aimed at. It was to be borne in
mind by the surveyors that, wherever practicable, land
would be obtained and the road would be initially located
and constructed so that, should it become necessary in the
future, a pavement width of 40 feet could be provided.
Even before the surveys were completed, the Board
decided on 29th July 1925 to recommend the proclamation
of the road and to offer the job to Hornsby Shire Council
as an unemployment relief work, with an immediate
advance of $2,000.' Acting with remarkable speed, the
Council took only a few days to arrange for the first
assault on this formidable task.

Bullock teati, ploughing duritzg cot~.rtr~ictiotz
of the Sydney-Newcasrle Road at Wyong it7 1927
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The surveys took about two months to complete and the
reports, indicating that the Board's objectives were
generally attainable, disclosed that practically all the land
required was Crown Land. After a personal inspection by
the Members of the Board on 14th October 1925, the
route was adopted and on 13th November and 31st
December 1925 the lengths from Berowra to Kangaroo
Point and from Kangaroo Point to Gosford were
successively proclaimed a Main Road. In addition, to
provide for the bridge or ferry between the two points, and
in order that the State should receive the benefit of any
increase in land values which would follow the construction
of the road, two freehold areas at Kangaroo Point and
Mooney Point were resumed in January 1926.
For construction purposes, the establishment of the road
from Hookham's Corner (Hornsby) to Gosford divided
itself naturally into three parts and each of these was
undertaken virtually as a separate project, namely:
* from Hookham's Corner to Kangaroo Point,
* across the Hawkesbury River, and
* from Mooney Point to Gosford.
FROM HORNSBY TO HAWKESBURY RIVER

Construction of this 14.6 mile length was divided into
three sections,
1. Hookham's Corner to Mt. Colah, 3 miles,
2. Mt. Colah to Berowra, 3.6 miles, and
3. Berowra to Kangaroo Point, 8 miles,
and was carried out in the following order:
* formation of Section 3,
* formation and pavement of Section 1,
* formation of Section 2, and
* pavement of Sections 3 and 2.
This procedure was made necessary by the need to first
fill in the gap between Berowra and the Hawkesbury River,
and to allow sufficient time (12 months) for consolidation
of the road base prior to laying the pavement.
Trucks sprrcrdirrg grrr~,elon socrion between Mooney Point
and Gos,ford in 1928.
View north towards Hawkesbury River showing new work prior t o surfacing in 1928

The formation of Section 3 was commenced on
4th August 1925 and completed early in 1928. Work was
carried out (in accordance with plans prepared by the
Board) by day labour under the direction of the Hornsby
Shire Council's Engineer, who has given the following
description of the first few weeks' activities.
"Unemployed men were sent in batches of 50 twice a
week until about 800 men were employed. Each man was
supplied, in Sydney with tent and Jly and also blankets.
The jirst few batches included many men who had not
been used t o labouring work and some seemed far from
strong. The men were questioned as to whether they had
previous experience on road or railway construction and
whether they could use a jackhammer or explosives.
Gangs consisted of 35, to 60 men depending upon the
exact nature of the work. They were placed one to three
miles apart and worked towards one another.
Each gang had a large toolbox; a rough timber shelter
with galvanised iron roof; a jirst aid kit and stretcher
and one man with some experience in jirst aid. The men
were supplied with branded tools which comprised axes,
picks, hammers, drills, jumpers and scrapers. After
clearing camp sites, obtaining poles for tents, digging
latrines and jixing water tanks, work commenced on
clearing along the surveyed line".4
As the greater part of the excavation was in sandstone,
the use of mechanical excavators was not possible and most
of the material had to be removed by drilling with
pneumatic hammers, fracturing with explosives, spalling
(i.e., breaking up stone using hand hammers) and loading
into drays. Where material was not required for filling, the
greater part of the stone was blasted clear of the road into
the gully beneath, thus eliminating manual handling. In
such places up to 200 tons of materials were sometimes
lifted in one shot.
At this point a short digression should clearly indicate
that in spite of such an apparently fierce onslaught against
the landscape (and even though it was an age when
environmental issues were not as much in the forefront of
public attention as at present), the Board was not
unconcerned about preserving our natural and cultural
heritage.' As early as 1926, it redesigned a section of the
new road and altered the position of the centre line so that
a group of aboriginal rock carvings near Berowra would
remain undisturbed. These carvings were also fenced off
for protection during construction and later notice boards
were erected to direct visitors to them. This was the
beginning of many years of co-operation and consultation
with a variety of organisations (such as the Australian
Museum) which have been continually concerned with the
preservation of aboriginal relics. In this instance, however,
the Board's good work was undermined by less responsible
members of the community who mutilated the carvings
over a period. When this was brought to notice seven years
later, it was quickly agreed to remove the signs and
relocate a nearby track so that less attention was drawn
to their position.
Communication routes for water supplies, provisions,
materials, etc., had to be maintained between the various
camps and this in itself presented considerable difficulties.
The old Peat's Ferry Road, which followed the crest of the

ridge, had not been used for years and was extremely
rough. It was utilised as far as possible and supplemented
by bridle tracks cleared to meet the new road as it
gradually descended to the river. Supplies were transported
by motor lorry along the old route and then, where
practicable, carried or hauled down the bridle tracks by
horse-drawn bush sledges.
In the early stages of operations, water was brought by
rail to Cowan, pumped into an elevated tank a t the station,
transported to the work by tanks mounted on motor
lorries, and transferred to smaller tanks on bush sledges for
the final stages of the journey. As the work progressed
small concrete dams were erected where springs were found
in reasonably accessible places and supplies then became
more abundant.
The placing of heavy materials, such as large pipes for
culverts, was also a difficult matter. To permit culverts to
be constructed in advance of the formation, pipes had to
be hauled by sledges and then in many cases had to be
lowered over cliffs with the aid of hand-winches and steel
hawsers. On some lengths of the road, access could not be
provided for horses and drays and preliminary work had
to be carried out with shovels and barrows until sufficient
space was cleared to permit trucks to be lowered to the
new road level.
Occasionally, during summer time, work was interrupted
by bush fires. In addition to being a source of
inconvenience and damage, particularly to camps, these
fires were dangerous because of the presence of petrol
dumps and powder magazines. A few tents and tool boxzs
were burnt and some trying times were experienced but no
serious damage was sustained. The worst feature of the
bush fires, from an engineering point of view, was the
destruction of survey pegs and in some cases lengths of as
much as half a mile of centre line had to be relocated.
The alternatives contained in the tenders received
influenced the Board's decision to lay a cement concrete
pavement south of the Hawkesbury River. Excluding the
cost of formation and subsidiary works, the cost per square
yard of each class of pavement, based on the lowest tender
in each case, was:
18s. 7d.
Tar macadam with broken stone base
f 1. 7s. Od.
Bituminous concrete with broken stone base
Portland cement concrete
16s. 4'/zd.
The cement concrete pavement was therefore the
cheapest in this situation.
Cement concrete had other advantages, such as requiring
only one operation and needing the minimum quantity of
materials. These were i m p o r t ~ n tfactors in view of the
limited operating space available for paving equipment.
However, better water supplies became imperative. To
supply mixing water for the paver and curing water for
keeping the covering on the concrete slabs wet during
curing (as well as drinking and washing water for the
camps), it was estimated that a maximum rate of 39
gallons of water per minute would be required. Local water
supplies were inadequate and it was necessary to install
special 3-inch pipes with pumps along the road from the
Water Board mains near Hookham's Corner, first to Mt.
Colah and eventually right down to the Hawkesbury River
(a total distance of over 14% miles). A number of large
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tanks, providing a storage capacity of 6,000 gallons were
also necessary.
The concrete pavement was 20 feet wide, 7 inches thick
a t the centre, 9 inches at the edges, with a deformed
longitudinal joint down the centre, transverse joints at
approximately 50 feet intervals, and reinforced on fills with
bar mesh to the extent of 60 lb. per 100 square feet. The
pavement was flanked on either side with earth shoulders
4 feet wide and had between it and the subgrade a layer
of bush sand 3 inches thick.
The paver used was a 27E Smith machine. Each batch
consisted of 12.2 cubic feet of % inch metal, 12.2 cubic
feet of 1'/2 inch metal, 16.5 cubic feet of sand and 8 cubic
feet of cement. Materials were conveyed from the stock
piles to the paver by 2-ton lorries with power-operated
tipping bodies, each lorry obtaining the materials for one
complete batch by visiting each stock pile in turn and
there receiving from the batching hopper of a Barber
Greene loader, the correct quantity of the particular
aggregate. The final visit was to the cement shed, where
six jute or eight paper bags of cement were emptied into
the truck.
Each loader could fill its hopper from the stockpile and
empty it into a lorry in ten seconds. The complete loading
cycle for each lorry for 1% inch metal, % inch metal, sand
and cement, was 1 minute 45 seconds, of which 50 seconds
were occupied in obtaining the aggregates and 55 seconds
in obtaining the cement. Two loading platforms were used
a t the cement shed to avoid undue congestion at that

point. The volume of the batch bulked wet, using crushed
basalt, was 28.2 cubic feet or sufficient to pave
approximately 5.2 square yards of road.
With many deep cuts and fills restricting access, the only
approach to the paver for the lorries supplying the raw
materials was along the formation and it was foreseen that
the turning of these to back in and tip their loads into the
boot of the paver would cause inconvenience and delay. To
permit them to turn under their own Dower. it would have
been necessary to widen out the formation but this was not
a practical solution.
Although turntables were known to have been used in
similar cifcumstances abroad, they had not previously been
tried out for this purpose in Australia. It was considered,
however, that the circumstances demanded the introduction
of this equipment and a locally manufactured turntable
was purchased for f 317 and put into use during October
1929. Its success was at once apparent. On the first day
the turntable was introduced, the day's output rose from
1,250 to 1,545 square yards and for the following month
the average output per day was 1,574 square yards, with
peaks of 1,850, 1,849 and 1,663 square yards. The
maximum of these represented 360 batches of concrete, at
the rate of 38.9 batches per hour. Whereas formerly it had
taken approximately 4 minutes for each lorry t o turn
under its own power, the turning was now accomplished in
from % to 1 minute. Fewer lorries were required (on this
account alone, the saving more than paid the cost of the
equipment) and congestion on the road where the lorries
turned was eliminated. Part of the credit for the im~roved
rate was, no doubt, also due to the gradual welding' of the
various operations into a smooth flowing cycle.
Another interesting detail of organisation, small in itself,
but nonetheless important in the overall procedure, was
the arrangement for bringing forward each day the side
forms stripped from the work done two days previously. As
no vehicle could travel bevond the end of the newlv laid
concrete, these forms haddto be carried forward b; hand
and there loaded on a lorry to be transported perhaps half
a mile or more ahead for re-use. As the loading" of this
lorry anywhere near the paver while concreting was
proceeding would have caused congestion, this operation
was carried out each day by a special gang, starting at

Truck (left) loading premixed nlaterial into hopper of concrete paving machine, and travelling bucket (right) spreading concrete onto roadway. 1928.

4 a.m. and finishing before 7.30 a.m. when the day's

The first steps towards determining the means of crossing
the Hawkesbury River were taken in 1925, when a
trigonometrical survey established the distance between
two fixed marks on Kangaroo Point and Mooney Point as
being 2,600 feet.
A comprehensive preliminary report was prepared by
Mr. H. M. Sherrard (who later became Commissioner for
Main Roads) early in 1927 and covered the following four
possible means of providing a crossing.
"A composite viaduct and floating (pontoon) bridge,
with opening spans, the viaduct being used in the
shallower depths, and the floating bridge where the depth
was great;

A low level steel and concrete bridge, with an openingspan for the passage of vessels;
A high level steel and concrete bridge, at such an
elevation that river craft could pass beneath; and
A ferry service".
In view of the high cost of maintenance and the
uncertainty of the risks of the first, and the interference
with possible river development of the second, these were
discarded and the next in order (the high level bridge) was
preferred by the Board. This view was also concurred in
by Dr. Bradfield and in November 1927, and again in June
1928, proposals were submitted to the Government for the
financing of the project by a special loan. The interest and
repayment of the loan were to be met by tolls on traffic
using the bridge, a special levy of %d. in the f on the
unimproved capital value of certain areas north of the river
(which would benefit from the construction of the new
road and proposed bridge) and any residue by a
contribution from consolidated revenue. Precedents for the
principles involved in the suggested repayment scheme
already existed with regard to the Georges River, Spit and
Sydney Harbour Bridges. Owing, however, to the financial
stringency of the times, the Government was unable to
authorise this course and it was necessary to adopt the
ferry service because it involved the least capital outlay.
Work was undertaken to provide the first of two docks
on each side of the river and late in May 1930 one ferry
vessel commenced ouerations. When docking difficulties
were encountered, it' was decided to lengthei and widen
the docks so that they could be approached at higher
speed. The service was suspended from mid-June until
early in August while this work was done and then work
on the second set of docks was carried out while the ferries
were using the first
The two vessels were named the George Peat and
Frances Peat (after the initiator of the first ferry, and his
wife), and each had sufficient deck space to accommodate
37 motor vehicles of average size and covered seating
accommodation on an upper deck for 20 passengers.
The following were some of the vessels' dimensions:
length overall 150 feet; breadth 36 feet; depth 12 feet
9 inches; draft 8 feet 6 inches; fuel in bunkers 65 tons;
gross tonnage 384 tons; net tonnage 173 tons.

Vehicular ferry vessel "Frances Pear". launched in 1930.

View of northern ferry docks looking south t o Kangaroo Point. 1932.

paving commenced.
Following the curing of the concrete slabs, a gang of
about fifty men was engaged in clearing off the earth
covering, trimming and consolidating the shoulders,
finishing the joints with bitumen, and erecting the
protection fencing, of which approximately 5 miles had to
be provided on the high embankments between the
Hawkesbury River and Berowra.
The section from Hornsby (Hookham's Corner) to the
Hawkesbury River (Kangaroo Point) was opened to traffic
on 2nd June 1930. The costs of this work are summarised
in the following table.
Description

Total Cost

Cost per Mile

Formation and culverts
Bridges (two new and one
widened)
Pavement, including sand
sub-base
Protection fencing
Sundries
Resumptions * a t Kangaroo Point
* between Asquith and
side road to Brooklyn

f 190,882

f 13,044

Total

f 380,302

f 6,804

f 166,046
f 2,826
f 3,295

-

f 11,347
f 193
f 225

f 6,639

-

$3,180

-

f 24,809

CROSSING THE HAWKESBURY RIVER

The two vessels were built by Messrs. Poole & Steel Ltd.
of Balmain, at a cost of just over $73,240. They were
launched on 15th February 1930 (George Peat) and 22nd
July 1930 (Frances Peat) and delivered to the Hawkesbury
River on 26th May 1930 and I 1 th August 1930,
respectively. The vessels (which had a fully loaded top
speed of over 10 knots) were somewhat unusual compared with other ferries then in use on Sydney
Harbour - in using diesel instead of steam power. Tenders
were, in fact, received for both types of power but the
former was preferred because it meant lower running costs
and because it also avoided the necessity of maintaining a
water supply.
Some difficulties occurred at first, before it was realised
that with this type of engine it was possible, by too quick
a reversal of the operating mechanism, to have the vessel
going ahead with the controls still at astern. Happily, until
this characteristic was resolved by instituting new
operating procedures, there was no more serious mishap
than the running down of one of the punts used in pile
driving for the docks.
An extensive list of 22 toll charges was gazetted and
ranged from 1s. for a motor car to $2 for a 20-seater bus.
The rates of 3d. per head for sheep and pigs, and 6d. for
horses and cattle loose, indicate that there was still some
movement of local livestock on the hooj
The capacity of the service was calculated to be 240
vehicles per hour using two vessels or 140 vehicles per hour
with only one vessel. The average daily traffic carried for
the twelve months ended 12th August 193 1 was 1,118
passengers and 508 vehicles.
To run the service, three crews were required, each
consisting of a master, first and second engineers and two
deck hands. In addition, two men were engaged on general
maintenance work while one toll-master and five toll
collectors were employed to collect the tolls.
FROM HAWKESBURY RIVER TO GOSFORD

From an organisational point of view, the location of the
first 15 miles from Mooney Point brought some unique
problems, in that this length was cut off from supplies of
any character, except for what could be brought in to the
wharf at Mooney Point by the small vessels of the
Hawkesbury River Steamship Company or by other
launches and punts.
Except for small settlements at two points, the first 17
miles along the route were uninhabited and, therefore,
before any men could be sent in, arrangements had to be
made for the delivery of food to the camps, and a scheme
for water supply instituted. A preliminary water supply was
secured from a small dam on Goat Island, from which it
was fed to the mainland by a 1% inch pipe, laid under the
river for a distance of approximately 2,000 feet, but in the
extremely dry summer of 1925-26 water supplies became
inadequate. Rather than dismiss a large number of men,
emergency arrangements were made for water to be
shipped to Mooney Point from Sydney and Wiseman's
Ferry, twice weekly.
The workmen were required to occupy camps set up at
roughly 2 mile intervals and were not allowed to make

camps of their own. The methods of excavation adopted
were similar to those used between Berowra and Kangaroo
Point, except that a steam shovel of %th cubic yard
capacity was employed on very heavy excavation needed at
Mooney Creek to secure the desired grades and curves, and
to obtain the spoil (31,000 cubic yards) needed for the
embankment (500 feet long by 28 feet wide at the top by
30 feet high) leading to the proposed new bridge.
As on the south side, one of the greatest difficulties
which had to be contended with was the transport of
materials, especially culvert pipes, tools and explosives.
Before a temporary timber access bridge was built across
Mooney Creek late in 1927, horses and drays were taken
over by flying fox. On the Mt. White-Gosford section a
light railway was introduced and tumbling tommies
replaced the drays. These small railway barrows held about
one cubic yard of material and ran from cutting to fill,
being drawn back by horses.
Another transport challenge centred on the steelwork for
the 224 feet long bridge over Mooney Creek. This had
been fabricated and delivered at Gosford under contract
but then had to be hauled to the site by another
contractor. The construction of the bridge (including the
erection of the steelwork) was carried out by direct labour
and proceeded without incident except in the case of the
eastern abutment, where some minor subsiding and tilting
occurred. These movements were presumably caused by the
weight of the heavy filling acting on the material below
(water-logged silt, clay and loam) making it flow slightly
and carry the abutment structure with it. The bridge was
completed in June 1930.
By August 1928, the whole of the earthworks between
Mooney Point and Gosford had been completed, apart
from the trimming up of the formation to receive the
pavement. For economic reasons, the best available local
material, which was a reddish-brown gravel, had to be used
for the pavement, even though its high proportion of clay
made it slippery in wet weather and dusty in dry. The
gravel was laid in two courses, 4 inches and 3 inches thick
when consolidated, and was finished in June 1929.
This surface did not impress the first official public party
to inspect the Mooney Creek to Mooney Point section, for
in the Newcastle Sun of 9th December 1929, the following
account was published.
" A t Mooney Point many of the party looked, as the
Mayor of Hamilton said, like Red Indians. Grey
moustaches had become a beautiful chestnut, and their
silver hair looked as if it had been dyed. All the way
from Mooney Creek the red dust and the gravel surface
had risen in clouds behind each car".
After the road was opened to traffic, various materials
were applied to the surface to reduce the proportion of
clay. Following this, laboratory and field experiments were
made as to the capacity of the gravel to take a surfacing
of tar or bitumen, either hot or in the form of an
emulsion. In December 1930, a tar seal coat was applied
to prevent the dust annoying and delaying the large
volumes of Christmas holiday traffic, and seven miles were
speedily sealed in four working days.' In contrast to the
cement concrete pavement laid on the southern side of the
Hawkesbury River, the pavement between Mooney Point

Titne-saving turt~tablesspeeded up truck n7ovements in 1930.

Unsealerl section ttorrh ofrlle Hn\vke.rbl~ry River, 1928.

and Gosford had to be improved in stages over a number
of years until eventually it was all sealed with tar or
bitumen.
The costs on the northern section from Mooney Point
t o Gosford were:
Description
Formation and culverts
Bridge over Mooney Creek
Pavement

Total Cost

Cost per Mile

f 357,273
f 17,089
f 84,694

f 16,086

f 1,543

f 172

-

$3,813

3,8 13

Protection fencing
Resumptions
* at Mooney Point
* between Mooney
Point and Gosford
-

Total

f 19,902

-

$415

-

f 480,9 16

f 20,07 1

CONSUMMATION OF A DREAM

Improvements were also carried out to the road between
Gosford and Newcastle (through Wyong, Swansea and
Belmont), although some sections were in good order and
did not require reconstruction. The route was mainly tar
sealed, with a cement-concrete surface north of Belmont
and a 15-mile section mostly of gravel south of Swansea.
On 17th May 1929 the route was proclaimed as the
Great Northern Highway but two years later, following
similar action in Queensland, the whole length of coastal
highway between Sydney and the Queensland border was
proclaimed as the Pacific Highway.
The cost of the whole work from Hornsby to Gosford
was almost f 1 million. Compared with more common
situations, this was a large sum for the construction of 37%
miles of road but, in view of the magnitude of the task and
the benefits to the community, it was not excessive. The
new route reduced the distance between Sydney and
Newcastle by 48 miles and more than halved travelling
times from about 9 hours to 4% hours.
The construction work had a second beneficial result
insofar as it trained many men in the best roadmaking
techniques of the day and they subsequently stayed on to
become a valuable asset in the State's workforce. It was

still an era of close physical confrontation with the natural
barriers through which roads had to be built and the men,
as much as the new-fangled machines, had to cut their
teeth on tough obstacles and endure consistently rough
conditions, often isolated from towns and the accepted
amenities. These men cheerfully accepted a sort of selfimposed exile but sought in return the companionship of
the camps, where they could enjoy a tight-knit mateship
with other workers and occasionally with their families,
who sometimes accompanied them into the most
inhospitable areas.
For the men in the road gangs it had been a difficult
job well done and, especially for the otherwise unemployed,
it had meant a regular pay packet during months of
depression. To the motoring public it was an exciting
accomplishment full of promise for the future. The
N.R.M.A.'s Open Road was lavish in its praise when it
recorded the following impressions early in 1930.
". . . except for the intense satisfaction of travelling
over a really perfect gravel road, there's nothing of
importance t o announce.
The road i s ideal; that's all.
There are no turn-offs, and nothing dangerous of which
to beware. An average of 30 m.p.h. can be made easily
under normal running conditions, for, although this
section of the highway turns and twists constantly like a
snake, every turn i s well banked in the 'speedway'
fashion enabling rhe car almost t o take the bends without
attention from the driver. And, what is more, the road i s
absolutely top-gear all the way.
It will not be long before you will bound over the
North Shore Bridge, along the perfect paved road through
the northern suburbs and Hornsby to the Hawkesbury
River; across the river by a big speedy punt; through the
bush to Gosford; and then, skirting the big Lake
Macquarie, into the northern city, over a road that allows
of at least three lines of the swiftest trafic all the way!
It will be the consummation o j ' a lifetime's dream and
the end of the biggest highway job in Australasia. You
can understand that when you see the enormous cuttings
and the huge amount of jilling required on both sides of
the Hawkesbury River in order t o make it the ideal
motor road that it is. One can give unstinted praise to the
Main Roads Board for its work".8

PART II/CHAPTER 5

1930-1932

Co-ordination, Crisis and Change
NEED FOR BElTER TRANSPORT CO-ORDINATION

With the development of motor vehicles and aeroplanes, a
revolution in transport took place in the years following
World War 1. As a result, by 1929, all forms of transport
(by sea, river, road, rail and air) were, for varying reasons,
in direct competition and all were demanding increased
attention. In Australia, as overseas, it was said that if there
was no co-ordination between these services and if
inefficient methods and equipment were used, then
considerable losses would be incurred by the community.
The Commonwealth Government made the first movk
towards a solution to this problem on 9th March 1929, by
establishing a Commonwealth Transport Committee
consisting of five representatives of railway, port, road and
financial interests (including a Member of the Main Roads
Board, Mr T. H. Upton) to study the co-ordination of
transport in ~ u s t r a f i a .
The committee presented a report of its findings to a
conference of State Premiers and the Prime Minister
between 18th and 30th May 1929. A decision was then
made to establish a Federal Aid Roads Board and a Loans
Council to investigate the particular problems associated
with the integration of transport.
Many of the obstacles hindering better transport
organisation grew out of road-rail and tram-bus
competition. Typical of the opinions current at the time
was the statement that " The world appears to be once
more on the cross roads of transport development. If
motor transport is deJinitely proved more economical in
the long run we should be scrapping our railroads with
few more regrets than our forefathers felt at the
displacement of the stage coach" and the retort that
" The problem is not as simple as that. It i s a problem
with two forms of transport each more economical in its
own sphere".'
In New South Wales, public debate on transport coordination reached a climax in the early thirties. The
finances of the State transport authorities (primarily rail
and tramway services) were adversely affected by the
economic depression and further aggravated by competition
with private transport operators.
Together with other factors, the improvement of Main
Roads encouraged private buses to compete with trams, to
the latter's financial detriment. In addition, long distance
road hauliers transported goods in competition with the
railways.
Sydney's city and suburban roads had been improved to
such an extent that, with less likelihood of vehicle damage
and more chance to maintain a timetable, it was possible
to run a profitable motor omnibus service. The buses
themselves had become more reliable, more comfortable
and less costly to operate. Cheaper fares and the
convenience and flexibility of the bus routes attracted more

passengers and by 1928 buses were an essentizl part of
metropolitan public transport systems. By 1930 there were
219 services in the Sydney district using 587 buses, and 77
services in the Newcastle district using 126 buses.2 In
contrast to the profitability of private buses, operating
unrestricted and unlicensed services, the Government-owned
tramway services were running at a substantial and
growing loss. Before the underground railway was opened,
there were peak-hour transport entanglements as buses and
trams filled inner city streets which were already crowded
with motor cars, horse-drawn vehicles and hand barrows.
TRANSPORT ACT, 1930

In mid-1930, the State Government, led by the Hon. T. R.
Bavin, M.L.A., passed legislation which was designed to
co-ordinate at least some aspects of city transport services.
The Transport Act, 1930, aimed " to provide transport
trusts for the regulation and control of tramway and
omnibus transport and public vehicles in certain
areas.. ." These trusts were intended " to take all
necessary steps t o co-ordinate all such (road transport)
operations . . . mitigate wasteful competition and
overlapping in service, and . . . take such steps as . . . are
essential to secure to the public safety, regularity,
eficiency and convenience of service, at just and
reasonable rates".3
The Act provided for the appointment of a
Commissioner of Road Transport to administer its
provisions. Mr S. A. Maddocks who played a prominent
part in the drafting of the Act, had earlier been
commissioned by the Government to travel abroad and
study transport problems. On his return, his comprehensive
report was examined by the Government prior to the
passing of the Transport Act and he was subsequently
appointed as the first Commissioner and the Executive
Head,-of both the Sydney and Newcastle Trusts formed at
the time. His title was changed in 1932 to Commissioner
for Road Transport and Tramways.
The Act also provided that the routes and timetables of
privately-owned motor omnibuses were to be controlled by
the Trusts, as well as registration fees and the licensing of
drivers.
Under the new Act, all fees charged under the
Metropolitan Traffic Act, 1900 and the Motor Traffic Act,
1909, previously paid to Main Roads Funds, were to be
paid into a new Road Transport and Traffic Fund which
was to be administered by the Commissioner of Road
Transport. This change was made retrospective to 1st July
1929 and from the same date all traffic fines, previously
paid to the Main Roads Board, went into Consolidated
Revenue.
The amount paid to the Road Transport and Traffic
Fund each year was reserved to defray the cost of police
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it i s in accordance with the general trend of practice
abroad. Previous tramway legislation in this State so far
as it laid the whole of the obligation of constructing and
maintaining the tram tracks on the tramway authority
was based on ideas which prevailed when trams were jirst
introduced and were drawn by horses. Then, due to the
fact that the horses had to keep to definite tracks, they
caused much greater wear on the road than general
trafic, and it was not unreasonable that the tramway
authority should have been required to bear the whole
cost of construction and maintenance. With the
introduction of steam and electric trams, however, a new
situation arose, in which the only wear on the surface of
the pavement was occasioned by road transport. This was
not of serious moment until the further introduction of
motor vehicles".
T h e new situation was explained in an article in the
April 1931 issue of the Board's journal " Main Roads",
" With the advent of motor trafic, the position rapidly
became onerously unjust. A superior class o f pavement
was required t o serve, not the trams, but their
competitors, and the whole cost of this continued to be
borne by the former. Further, in many places, local
authorities, relying on the existence of the paved tram
tracks, neglected t o construct any pavement on the sides
of the road, so that the tramway passenger had to pay
the whole cost of providing the pavement for those
persons who elected to use the newer form of transport
as well as for private vehicles.
The injustice, however, was not all on one side. The
tramway authorities were equally neglectful in their
disregard of the needs of other transport. The tracks
were, in many places, instead of being along the centre
of the road, laid in an irregular manner along it. Corners
were cut, and spaces left too small for other vehicles to
pass around simultaneously with the trams. In some
cases, the tracks swung from side to side of the road.
These conditions made the roads unsafe for both
pedestrians and road transport, without any compensating
advantages.
In the Transport Act an endeavour has been made t o
adjust the situation equitably, and t o gradually eliminate
the undesirable features outlined above.
The basic principle of these divisions of the costs of
works between road and tramway transport (listed in
detail in the Act) is that the road trafic i s entitled to,
and, in general, has an equal use with the trams of the
area occupied by the tram tracks. Hence the road user i s
required t o bear one-half of the cost of the maintenance
of the area of the roadway occupied by the tracks and
in any reconstruction involving the use of a superior class
of pavement to that previously existing, the road
authority is required t o contribute one-half the estimated
cost of construction of an area equal t o that o f the tram
tracks in a class of pavement similar to that of the
roadway alongside. In this way, a greater area of smooth
surfaced road will be available for travelling upon, and
the trafic capacity of the roads carrying tram tracks
greatly improved. The need for widening many of the
outlying metropolitan roads carrying trams will thus be
postponed.

It may be anticipated that as the policy laid down by
that Act gradually comes into effect, a transformation of
the condition and arrangement of many of the tram
tracks will take place, which will be of immense benejit
t o the metropolitan transport systems of both Sydney and
Newcastle".
TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF FEDERAL FINANCE

Following the return to power in November 1930 of the
Labour Government led by the Hon. J. T. Lang, M.L.A.,
State Governments mounted rapidly. As from 1st April
1931, the Commonwealth Government suspended payment
on amounts due to New South Wales under the Federal
Aid Roads Agreements, keeping the amounts in part
settlement of other sums owed by New South Wales to the
Commonwealth in connection with matters not related to
roads.
The decision was a serious one in view of the fact that
the Board, with the consent of the Federal authorities, had
entered into commitments (including unemployment relief
works) to be financed by Federal Aid Roads funds.
Many of these works were proceeding under contracts
let either by councils or by the Board and. unless the
Commonwealth Government could be persuaded to
continue payment of Federal money until the works were
completed br unless the State ~ovkrnmentcould make
some special provision, the greatest confusion was likely to
arise. One possibility was to divert revenue from the
Country Main Roads Fund, but as this was wholly
earmarked and required for essential maintenance
purposes, a general stoppage of the greater part of the
maintenance works on country roads would have been
necessary. Similarly, there were a considerable number of
works being carried out as day labour jobs by councils and
the Board and, even if not wholly finished, these needed
a t least some expenditure to leave them in a safe condition.
The Board therefore reported the matter fully to the
Minister for Local Government, the Hon. W. J. McKell,
M.L.A., (who later became Premier of New South Wales,
1941 -47, and Governor-General of Australia, 1947- 1953).
As a result the Government decided on 29th April 1931
(with the concurrence of the Unemployment Relief
Council) to advance to the Federal Aid Roads Fund the
sum of almost t'234,OOO from the Unemployment Relief
Fund, on the understanding that the money would be
refunded in the event of subsequent collection of Federal
Aid Roads money from the Commonwealth. This sum was
to be used for completing all contract works in hand and
for finishing off any day labour works in such a manner
as to leave them safe. New works were not to be started
and, in this way, it was possible to gradually close down
the construction programme with the minimum of
disorganisation.

Left: Pavenlent failure on Great Southern (now Hunie) Highwaj'
near Picton in 1929.
T o p right: Bourke Street. Sydney. prior to reconstruction in 1928.
Centre right: Last ferry trip across Bellinger (now Kalang) River at
Urunga before new Pacific Highway bridge was opened in 1928.
B o t t o n ~right: Ferry across Clarence River on Pacific Highway at
Harwood it1 1930.

As a further consequence of the suspension of
Commonwealth moneys, the assistance to councils by the
Board on Ordinary Main Roads had to be reduced as from
1st May 1931 to the minimum laid down in the Act (i.e.,
i for f ), thus reducing the amount spent and increasing
the burden on the councils. At the same time it meant
halting plans to replace a number of bridges that, by age
or decay, were no longer ~erviceable.~
The suspension of payment of Federal Aid Roads
moneys by the Commonwealth was lifted at the end of
September 1931, when other payments due by the State to
the Commonwealth were adjusted. Payment of outstanding
Federal Aid claims were then met by the Commonwealth
as at 30th September 1931. The Board, at the same time,
repaid the advance received earlier from the
Unemployment Relief Fund to prevent the stoppage of
essential construction works.'
AMENDMENTS TO FEDERAL AID

As mentioned in Chapter 2 (of Part 2), the
Commonwealth Government began to consider a review of
the Federal Aid Roads Agreement early in 1929. Later in
the year it indicated that it was ready to amend the
agreement so as to abolish the States' contributions and
also to provide for the expenditure of the money in such
a way as would best meet the needs of each State.
These proposals were embodied in an amendment of the
Federal Aid Roads Agreement and adopted from 1st July
193 1. The principal variations resulting from the
amendment were that:
* the States could be relieved of the obligation to
contribute 15s. for each f contributed by the
Commonwealth,
* the Commonwealth portion of f 2,000,000 p.a. was to
cease and to be replaced by the proceeds of a tax of 2%d.
per gallon on imported petrol (from a total tax of 7d. per
gallon imposed by the Commonwealth Government) and
l % d . per gallon on locally refined petrol (from a total tax
of 4d. per gallon - increased to 5%d. in May 1932),
* the money could be expended on the maintenance,
repair, reconstruction or construction of roads irrespective
of their classification, and
* Commonwealth approval for individual works to be
carried out was no longer required.
Acceptance of the amended agreement was ratified by
State Parliament by the passage of the Federal Aid Roads
(Further Agreement) Act, 1931, in September 1931. This
Act provided that the amounts paid by the Commonwealth
Government should be apportioned between the County of
Cumberland Main Roads Fund and the Country Main
Roads Fund in the same ratio as State motor vehicle
taxation receipts were divided. It was, therefore, proposed to
close the Federal Aid Roads Fund as soon as all revenue
from the previous agreement was expended.
RATIONING OF WORK INTRODUCED

In the early thirties, the stark consequences of economic
depression and the political manoeuvring of financial power
started to be felt by the Board's workforce.

The year 1929-30 had been a peak year for the Board,
as it was the first year in which full benefits were obtained
from the reclassification of Main Roads into three groups
with rates of assistance adjusted to their order of
importance. In that year also the councils and the Board
succeeded in virtually overtaking the lag in expenditure of
federal moneys (due to the State's late entry into the
Federal Aid Roads Agreement). As a result, expenditure
was at its highest late in 1929 (reaching a maximum of
f 548,381 in October) and, thereafter, declined steadily with
a matching drop in employment. In fact, the number of
people employed directly by the Board dropped from just
under 4,000 in January 1929 to just under 1,000 in April
1931.
From mid-1930 as works were completed, roadworkers
were paid off and corresponding adjustments in other
groups (such as timekeepers and cost clerks) became
necessary. By September 1930, steps had to be taken to
adjust the number of survey and design staff to the
diminishing prospects of further construction. Accordingly,
in October, some surveyors, survey assistants, engineering
draftsmen and chainmen - chiefly in the country - were
retrenched (a few being re-employed in a regraded and
junior capacity). Retrenchments continued in this way
until February ,1931, when further measures became
inevitable, this time in the Metropolitan Division. To
enable a rationing system to be adopted, a variation of the
award governing professional officers was obtained. All
metropolitan field survey and drawing office staff were
accordingly rationed one week off in six until late June
1931. As an offset against the consequent salary reduction,
approval was obtained to the exemption of these officers
from the 8%% salary reduction under the Public Service
(Salaries Reduction) Act, 1930.
Following the stoppage of payment of all Federal Aid
moneys in April 1931, the administrative engineering staff
in each country division was reduced to three senior
officers (including the Divisional Engineer), no more than
three engineering draftsmen, one survey party (consisting
of surveyor, survey assistant and chainman) and those
resident engineers in charge of specific works in progress.
In doing this, generally only married officers were retained
in divisions, any single officers being either retrenched or,
if suitable, transferred to bridge design work a t Head
Office, where they could be rationed. Similarly, many
assistant engineers, engineering draftsmen and tracers
engaged on bridge design in Head Office (as well as
surveyors and survey drafting staff in the Metropolitan
Division) were either retrenched or rationed one day (or
sometimes two) off per week. The Professional Officers'
Award was varied to permit rationing of up to 40% of each
week as from 1st July 1931 although in practice married
officers were usually only rationed one day off per week,
while single staff frequently had to take two days off.
As might be expected in the Public Service, paper work
was slow in Slowing down and it was not until July 1931
that a major review of clerical staff was necessary,
resulting in still more retrenchments and in further
widespread rationing. The Board noted that it was "very
doubtful whether e3ciency can be maintained in any
class of work where rationing exceeds one day off per

week. It certainly cannot be maintained in connection
with survey work. It i s also certain that rationing at the
rate o f two days off per week represents the maximum
that should be attempted in even the most routine work".
It had been the practice of the Board to engage
unskilled labour through the State Labour Exchange
nearest to the work (all other things being equal preference
being given in accordance with the Returned Soldiers and
Sailors' Employment Act). The number employed on
unemployment relief works was at its highest (just over
2,000) in January 1929 but for the twelve months between
October 1931 and September 1932 no unemployment relief
works were undertaken, as even this avenue of assistance
had to be curtailed.
Economically and industrially, the situation started to
improve after mid-1932 and the numbers employed rose
quickly to reach almost 3,000 by March 1933.8
STATE TRANSPORT (CO-ORDINATION) ACT, 1931

In the meantime, details of the new State Government's
transport policy and an outline of the legislation soon to
be introduced had been announced to the Labour Caucus
by the Premier, Mr Lang, on 7th May 1931 and reported
as follows in the Sydney Morning Herald next morning.
"Ultimately it i s intended to appoint a Minister for
Transport and a single Commissioner, who will have
charge of the railways, tramways, and motor transport
services, and main roads.
The scheme will necessitate the passage o f two bills
through Parliament. The first will provide for the
appointment of a Minister for Transport, a Chief
Commissioner, and three Assistant Commissioners, the
last-mentioned t o hold part-time positions. One of the
Assistant Commissioners will be a representative of the
employees. This measure is intended t o cover the
transition period.
The second bill will co-ordinate the whole of the
transport services, and they ultimately will be controlled
b y the Minister and probably a sole Commissioner, with
heads of departmental sections.
When the second measure is passed by Parliament it
i s intended to dispose o f the services of the members of
t h e Railway Commission and the heads of other services
which are to be brought within the scope of the proposed
new Act.
The Premier explained t o the caucus that a preliminary
bill would provide that the services of the Commissioners
might be terminated by the Government at any time after
the enactment of a law to place the Railway Commission,
the Transport Trust, and the Main Roads Board in one
corporate body. Before this second measure was passed
the Minister and the Commission would be empowered to
investigate and administer the operations of those
authorities and to extend them i f necessary.
Another duty of the Commission would be t o draft a
bill for the co-ordination of those activities . . . as early
a s practicable.
The first bill will contain a clause which empowers the
Railway Commission t o control motor trafic. N o public
motor vehicle will be allowed t o operate unless it i s

licensed under the Act, or unless it is granted exemption
or a permit by the board or commission. Thus the
Government would be empowered to wipe out competition
between privately-owned motor services and Government
enterprise".
The first step was accomplished when the State
Transport (Co-ordination) Act was passed in mid-August
and made effective from 31 st August 1931.
This Act created a State Transport (Co-ordination)
Board comprising the following four Commissioners:
Mr C. J. Goode (Chief Commissioner), Mr C. A. Hodgson
(formerly Chief Railway Traffic Manager), Mr J . Fraser
(formerly Chief Commissioner for Railways) and
Alderman F. E. Miller (who had been Secretary of the
Amalgamated Road Transport Workers' Union for a
number of years).
The Board was set up to "jiurnish to the Minister a
report setting out the steps which they consider should be
taken t o secure the co-ordination of the activities of the
following services, namely, the Railway Commissioners,
the transport trusts, Commissioner of Road Transport, the
Management Board, and the Main Roads Board, and t o
provide for the administration and control of such
services under one corporate body, together with a draft
Bill for the legislation necessary to give effect to their
report ".9

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT ACT, 1932

There was a strong public reaction to the proposed
legislation. It was claimed that a Government monopoly of
the transport system was not a solution and was
incompatible with the need to co-ordinate the existing
modes of transport.
As usual the motorists' viewpoint was proclaimed loudly
by the National Roads and Motorists' Association. For
example, the Open Road of 17th March 1932 carried an
editorial with the heading "Getting Back to the Bad Old
Days" and it began with the following remarks.
" T h e greatest threat made immediately to private
motorists - in common with all motor vehicle owners in the Government's latest Transport Bill is the
abandonment of the present policy of road betterment. In
one blow the Government intends to abolish the Main
Roads Board, which has operated since 1925 on a
programme that has effected an almost complete
transformation of the main roads of the State. If the
latest legislative move were merely a matter of achieving
a closer working relationship between the various
departments concerned in transport and bringing about a
reduction of overhead, there could not be any reasonable
objection on the part of road users. But considered in the
light of the Premier's repeated and emphatic
fulminations agaiust good roads, and also viewed against
the background of the policy of the present State
Transport Board (which, in an expanded form, it i s
commonly known, will be the supreme authority under the
new measure), the new bill looks like a very determined
attempt t o further cripple motor transport both ways by dlrect restriction and by bad roads".

The State highways in this State - roads for the
improvement and maintenance of which the State now
assumes complete financial responsibility through the
Main Roads Board - total 3,650 miles. A n oficial
analysis of this mileage shows that 1,235 miles, or about
a third, are actually paralleled by railways. But while
this mileage certainly carries a measure of long-distance
trafic - practically only private vehicle trafic, since the
restrictions legalised by the State Transport (Coordination) Act have been applied
the same roads
indispensably act as district feeders t o innumerable
railway stations and sidings.
According to the Main Roads Board, 1,035 miles of the
1,235 miles of State highways paralleled by railway lines
are, apart from all other considerations, necessary as
feeders to the railway system in the manner shown. Of
the 2,209 miles of trunk roads (which are subsidised by
the Main Roads Board), 55 per cent cut across railway
lines instead of running alongside them. Of those that are
parallel to the railways, 98 per cent are classified as
feeders. And in the case of ordinary main roads (also
subsidised) and developmental roads (constructed by the
State authorities and maintained by the local councils)
97 and 98 per cent respectively are feeders.
Another important fact, apparently frequently
overlooked, is that of the £17,774,000 of revenue and loan
money spent on main roads of all classes in New South
Wales during the last Jive years, the owners o f motor
vehicles (according to the oficial figures) contributed
f10,670,000 (or 60.06 per cent), the ratepayers (through
their municipal and shire councils) £4,439,000 (or 24.97
per cent), and the general taxpayers only £2,660,000 (or
14.97 per cent)".1°
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Nevertheless, the Lang Government continued with the
Bill and the Ministry of Transport Act was assented to on
22nd March 1932. A week later the President of the
N.R,M.A., the Hon. J. C. Watson, challenged the
suggestion that the improvement of roads running parallel
to railways was robbing the railways of what was
legiti~~iately
theirs.
" It is palpably evident from the text of the Latest New
South Wales transport legislation that the Government is
determined t o give effect t o the policy enumerated from
t i m e to time by Mr Lang - that funds (mostly obtained
through special motor taxation) should not continue to be
applied t o the improvement and upkeep of roads running
parallel t o railway lines.
The suggestion that such expenditure is uneconomic
and unwarranted certainly has an air of plausibility
about it, but reflection shows it to be both untenable and
actually opposed to the general public interest,
particularly those of the primary producers and country
residents.
In the first place, the great roads of this State were not
built parallel to the railway lines. The railwaj~lines were
built parallel t o them. (This, of course, is explained by
the geographical fact that both roads and railways
usually follow the shortest route from town t o town.)
The duplication by railway lines was fully justified in
the days of the slow horse and bullock drays, but the
building of railway lines was scarcely defensible in the
cases in recent years in which millions of pounds were
sunk in spurs running into numerous country districts
already served by reasonably good roads amenable to any
process of progressive improvement, and at a time when
motor transport had proved its undoubted superiority for
t h e short-range haulage involved, because of its speed,
flexibility, and low capital cost. This duplication
indisputably represented the grossest form of waste for
which legitimate motor transport should not now be
punished.

ABOLITION OF MAIN ROADS BOARD

The Ministry of Transport Act repealed the Government
Railways and Main Roads (Amendment) Act, 1931 and
provided for the transfer to a new corporate body (the
Board of Transport Commissioners of New South Wales)
of the powers and functions previously exercised by the
Main Roads Board. The Board, in fact, ceased to exist
from the date the Ministry of Transport Act came into
force, i.e., 22nd March 1932.
M r C. J. Goode was appointed Chief Transport
Commissioner and under him were seven other
Commissioners each responsible for one of the following
branches.
* The Way and Works Branch - to control construction
and maintenance of railways, tramways, roads,
highways, signalling equipment, water supplies,
building and other works.
* The Railway and Tramway Transportation Branch to control traffic operations of railways and tramways.
* The Highway and Roads Transportation Branch - to
control the iegistration, licensing and operations of
aircraft, highway and road vehicles and traffic matters.
* The Power and Mechanical Branch to control
locomotive power, rolling stock, workshops, electrical,
steam and other power operations.
-
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The Commercial Branch - to control freight and
passenger traffic relative to railways and tramways,
real estate interests, catering and refreshment rooms.
* The Finance Branch - to control finance, audit and
statistical operations.
* The Staff Branch.
* The Secretary's Branch.
All matters dealt with under the Main Roads Act
became a responsibility of the Way and Works Branch of
the newly-formed Department of Transport under the
charge of Mr A. C. Fewtrell as Transport Commissioner.
NEW DUTIES FOR BOARD MEMBERS

Following the enactment of the State Transport (Coordination) Act in 1931, the administration of the Main
Roads Act had been vested in the Colonial Treasurer, Mr
Lang, by proclamation in the Government Gazette of 1st
September 193 1 .
In anticipation of further legislation to place the whole
of the State's transport operations under the one authority,
M r Lang made arrangements regarding the temporary
re-appointment of the Members of the Main Roads Board.
On 1st July 1930, after an absence of 2% years on
special leave, Mr J. Garlick had resumed his position as
President of the Main Roads Board. Mr Garlick's
seven-year term of office was due to expire on 6th January
1932 and, similarly, Mr Newel1 was to retire as Member
of the Board on 18th March 1932. Mr Garlick was not
re-appointed but, by the passage of the Government
Railways and Main Roads (Amendment) Act in December
1931, Mr Newel1 was appointed President of the Board
and Mr Upton continued as a Member until 31st
December 1932, "or on such earlier date as might be
provided in cny Act ".
After the passing of the Ministry of Transport Act,
1932, Mr Newel1 was given a new appointment as

Transport Commissioner and placed in charge of the
Highway and Roads Transportation Branch of the
Department of Transport. Mr Upton was also employed by
the Department of Transport from 28th March 1932 to
29th April 1932, to assist Commissioner Fewtrell in an
advisory capacity in the administration of the Road
Maintenance and Construction Section of the Way and
Works Branch.
Mr S. A. Maddocks, Commissioner for Road Transport
and Tramways commented on the changes, in quite strong
terms, in his 1933 Annual Report.
" T h e establishment of a Board of seven Commissioners
under the Ministry of Transport Act, 1932, was a
cumbersome and ineficient arrangement foredoomed t o
failure. Obviously railways, road transport and main
roads are each of them separate and distinct problems o f
an entirely different nature, extremely dificult in
themselves and calling for special study and
comprehensive and ejicient administration. T h i s was
quite impossible o f attainment under the Ministry of
Transport Act, 1932. The various entities as such were
destroyed and the large Board of Commissioners was not
charged individually with any of these problems of
administration but merely with the control of certain
sections of the work and of certain groups of oficers
according t o their respective avocations, e.g. finance, staff
control, railway and tramway trajic operations,
registration and licensing of motor vehicles, construction
and maintenance of railway and tramway permanent way
and main roads, and railway and tramway workshops and
power-houses.
The confusion of this colossal amalgamation of
entirely dissimilar Departments was added to by the fact
that financial considerations were removed from the
various Commissioners and vested in a separate
Commissioner for Finance, that one secretarial branch
was expected t o render service for the amalgamation of
the various Departments concerned, and that a Chief
Commissioner was given overriding authority and
expected to enunciate policy for an administration
involving some 52,000 employees and with a revenue of
over £20,000,000 per annum and an expenditure of more
than £17,000,000 per annum, while the whole o f this vast
administration was placed under direct ministerial
control ".
As Main and Developmental Road matters were to be
combined with railway and tramway affairs in the Way
and Works Branch, the divisional boundaries established
by the Main Roads Board were changed. From 1st May
1932, the Board's previous seven divisions, with their
headquarters located at Sydney (2), Queanbeyan, Wagga
Wagga, Parkes, Tamworth and Glen Innes, were
incorporated into six transport districts, with headquarters
at Sydney, Newcastle, Goulburn, Wagga Wagga, Bathurst
and Tamworth (see list of divisional changes and maps in
Appendices).
In the short period that the new scheme operated,
construction work practically ceased and maintenance of
roads was delayed, trained staff were put on unfamiliar
tasks and, under plea of co-ordination, men were moved all
over the State.

Many who had been employed by the Main Roads
Board were uncertain of the future and one anonymous
critic put his feelings of frustration into rhyme.
" The Commissioners come down
like a wolf on the fold,
With their axes all gleaming,
fresh sharpened and cold,
And off go the heads of the
Main Roads Board staff,
While assistants and draftsmen
are scattered like chaff,
And the D.Es, and B.Es and M.Es also,
Are cheaper than gew-gaws at any side show,
Now gone are their splendour, and grandeur and power,
And bitter their hearts, and their faces gone sour,
A s they bury their hopes and ambitions of gain,
T o the dreary refrain of the tram and the train,
While the Transport Commission
frisks on newly lambed,
With no pants t o be kicked
and no soul to be damned"."
TIME OF CRISIS

Further difficulties developed between the Commonwealth
and State Governments and at this time, on 1st February
1932, all Commonwealth payments to the State, including
Federal Aid Roads payments, were suspended. It was
suggested to the Colonial Treasurer that State Government
revenue be used temporarily to continue the Federal Aid
works. The Colonial Treasurer approved this course and
payments were made to the Federal Aid Roads Fund by
transferring money from the County of Cumberland and
Country Main Roads Funds, continuing until 7th June
1932, by which time a new State Government was in
power and the problems between the two Governments had
been resolved. The Commonwealth then paid the full
amount due to the State under the Federal Aid Roads
Agreement, up to 30th June 1932.12
While the purpose of the Ministry of Transport Act,
1932, was to co-ordinate transport services and economise
by eliminating competition (by having each of the seven
Commissioners complimentary to the others
administratively), the creation of a large number of
Commissioners under a Chief Commissioner caused
bottleneck delays.
Apprehension and concern about the Lang Government's
policies in other matters continued to increase and, by
April 1932, the political mood in New South Wales was
building up to one of grave expectation.
Early in May 1932, the Prime Minister (the Hon. J. A.
Lyons, M.P.) successfully obtained the necessary legislation
(in an action later upheld by the High Court) to garnishee
all moneys standing to the credit of the New South Wales
Government in all banks. Premier Lang countered by
withdrawing State funds from the banks and lodging them
in the Treasury building. He then directed that all State
revenues were, in future, to be paid directly in cash to the
Treasury and not through the banks. When the
Commonwealth, by proclamation, ordered State officials to
pay certain sums into the Commonwealth Bank, M r Lang

hurriedly issued a circular instructing the officials to
circumvent the order.
Following this, the Governor of New South Wales, Sir
Phillip Game, on Friday, 13th May 1932, dismissed the
Premier from office. Many older or retired public servants
still remember it as Black Friday because there were
insufficient funds held by the Treasury to pay their
salaries.
RESTORATION AND RE-ORGANISATION

After the enforced election, the Stevens-Bruxner
Government took office and Lt.-Col. Bruxner again became
responsible for the Main Roads Act, this time as Minister
for Transport.
It was recognised by the incoming Government that
changes in the administration of the various aspects of
transport were urgently required. As a preliminary
measure, a proclamation was issued in the Government
Gazette of 24th June 1932, whereby the administration of
the Main Roads Act, 1924-1931, was transferred from the
Way and Works Branch and, again, placed under the
control of Mr Newell. At the same time, the Board of
Transport Commissioners, by resolution under Section I1
of the Ministry of Transport Act, vested Mr Newel1 with
the full powers of a Transport Commissioner in respect of
the Main Roads Act. On 1st July 1932, Mr Upton was
again appointed in an advisory capacity by the Board of
Transport Commissioners, as a representative of the
Minister for Transport in connection with the work of the
Transport Advisory Committee established to inquire into
the use of motor omnibus transport in Sydney and
Newcastle.
As Mr Newel1 was still responsible as Transport
Commissioner for the Highway and Roads Transportation
Branch, arrangements were made (following M r S. A.
Maddocks' appointment in August 1932 as Acting
Transport Commissioner for Tramways and Road
Transport) for Mr Maddocks to take over the
administration of road transport from Mr Newel1 and thus
leave Mr Newel1 responsible solely for Main Roads.
Renewed confidence in spite of the difficult times was
the tenor of a statement made by the Deputy Premier and
Minister for Transport Lt.-Col. Bruxner in August 1932.
"Owing t o the hard times and the need for husbanding
our resources to the utmost, the days of very extensive
operations are past, but this very dificulty will call into
being the most eficient and energetic efforts the members
of the staff can put forward, and the people o f New
South Wales can place full reliance on the team the
Board has assembled over the years.
It is fortunate that during the time of plenty most of
the works necessary t o meet the needs of the,heavy trafic
areas were completed, with the consequent saving of
maintenance now.
Our chief concern in these lean times is to hold the
splendid asset already built up, and this can be done by
adopting the most eficient methods of road maintenance
at our disposal. The Main Roads Board has done much
t o create a 'road sense,' and there are now hundreds of
men skilled in all phases of this work, and there should
be no dificulty in the various shires and municipalities

obtaining the services o f competent men. What we lack
in money we can make up in better methods, and by the
use of 'road plant' reduce costs t o a minimum. It is
hoped that funds will be available for some of the more
urgent developmental works in order t o give effect t o that
part of the Government's policy which deals with giving
access t o areas that will provide new settlement and
increase production immediately.
In many districts the most serious obstacle i s the
absence of bridges, and no better work can be done at
present than building these. Our pioneers are rarely held
up by not having a permanent road, but they frequently
are by the lack of a bridge, and i f given this facility they
will be able t o carry on until such time as the whole
length of road is completed. When we remember the
enormous distances with which we have to deal we gain
some idea of the problem confronting us and the work t o
be done.
I look forward t o the greatest co-operative effort we
can put out, and feel sure that the team will pull as one
m a n t o give the public of New South Wales the best deal
possible". "
TRANSPORT (DIVISION OF FUNCTIONS) ACT, 1932

The Government introduced the Transport (Division of
Functions) Bill into the Legislative Assembly on 22nd
September 1932, to provide for the creation of a Ministry
of Transport under the Minister for Transport. Under the

Act, the various transport agencies were grouped into three
departments under a Commissioner for Railways, a
Commissioner for Road Transport and Tramways, and a
Commissioner for Main Roads. The Bill was assented to
on 19th November 1932 and three Commissioners, one for
each Department - Messrs Cleary, Maddocks and Newel1
- were appointed. Each of the Commissioners was a body
corporate for the purpose of the Act and the term of office
of the Commissioners was for seven years.
On the same date as Mr. Newell's appointment on
29th December 1932, Mr. Upton was made Assistant
Commissioner for Main Roads.
Under Section 6 of the Act, the Commissioner for Main
Roads was "empowered t o exercise and perform all the
powers, authorities and functions" in respect of roads
which immediately before the commencement of the Act
had been under the authority of the Board of Transport
Commissioners.
The new arrangements, brought about by the passing of
the Transport (Division of Functions) Act, 1932, were
more suited to the efficient administration of transport
matters than the previous proposals. The transport
arrangements of the State at the time divided themselves
naturally into three groups; railways, trams and buses, and
main roads. Because of the distinct differences in the types
of problems faced by each group, the separation of control
allowed the responsible organisation to specialise in its field
and the feeling of autonomy engendered by this separation
provided more appropriate management in the years ahead.

Tractor towing a road rooter, especially designed to break up the ground prior to the construction of cement concrete pavements, 1927.
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PART III/CHAPTER 1

1933-1939

A Fresh Start and Impressive Improvements
REGROUPING FOR GREATER EFFICIENCY

Starting off with a fresh new year in 1933, the first
Commissioner for Main Roads, Mr H. H. Newell, was
determined to get the Department under his control settled
into its work as quickly and as efficiently as possible. The
staff of the previous Main Roads Board (many of whom
had been dispersed to different duties while employed in
the Department of Transport's Way and Works Branch)
were reassembled and their duties confirmed or reorganised to best suit the functioning of the new and
independent Department of Main Roads.
Some staff, previously retrenched, were employed again
and the number of men engaged on unemployment relief
works, which had recommenced in October 1932, rose
gradually to over 600 in March 1933. T h e total number
of people employed by the Department almost tripled from
approximately 1,000 in July 1932 to 2,860 in May 1933.
Of this number, 1,575 were enlployed on the maintenance
of roads and bridges, 1,150 on the construction of roads
and bridges, 35 on surveys and 100 on the operation of
ferries.' After the instability of the previous few years, this
was a period of increasing security and satisfaction for all
staff and the lessening of job jeopardy was reflected in
increased output.
Briefly assessing the first years operations of the three
new Departments (i.e., Railways, Road Transport and
Tramways, and Main Roads) the Commissioner for Road
Transport and Tramways said: "Some little difJiculty was
naturally experienced in the work of re-establishment,
but . . . the record of the work accomplished by the three
Departments in the public interest during the past twelve
months is in striking contrast to the comparative
inactivity and confusion of the previous year".2
ON THE MOVE

Between 1930 and 1932 motor vehicle registrations in New
South Wales dropped to below the 1928 figure but from
then on the numbers rose steadily to reach 327,630 in
1939. During the period 1933 to 1939 motor vehicle
growth (48% increase) far outstripped population growth
(9%), but of even more importance were indications that
each vehicle was being used more than ever before. From
official petrol consumption statistics for New South Wales
it was calculated that " i f the average consumption per
vehicle be assessed at 12 miles per gallon, the annual
mileage travelled per vehicle was approximately:In 1921 - 2,800 miles
In 1933 - 3,800 miles
In 1939 - 4,800 miles".'
This increased vehicle usage was confirmed by the
Department's records of traffic a t toll bridges and ferries.
These showed that between 1933 and 1939 the weekday
increase was 70% at Sydney Harbour Bridge, 80% a t the

Hawkesbury River (Peat's Ferry Bridge), 94% a t Stockton
and 97% at Hexham
an average increase of 85%.
As car designs were improved and more powerful engines
installed in each succeeding model, traffic speeds as well
as volumes increased. Commenting on the problem in
1936, M r Newell wrote that "During the past few years
a problem of national importance has been created by the
sudden and pressing demand for improved road facilities
brought about by an almost revolutionary increase in the
power and speed of motor vehicles. Although allowance
was made in previous road designs for anticipated
increases in trafic and progressive improvements t o motor
vehicles. the rate at which the latter have actually been
made has probably exceeded even the anticipations o f the
designers themselves ".4
In predicting future developments, Mr Newell spoke of
the need for a much heavier outlay of public funds,
increased regulation of traffic and some voluntarily
accepted control by car manufacturers on the speed
capacity of their products. He outlined the types of
changes in road design, construction and usage which
might eventuate if overseas trends were followed and
mentioned, in particular, special express routes, dual
carriageways, elimination of cross traffic except a t
controlled sites, non-skid surfaces, and the prevention of
parking on heavily trafficked and congested roads.
-

ROAD SAFETY MEASURES

At about the same time, the spotlight of Government and
public attention was being focussed on the distressing
amount of death and injury being caused by the everincreasing rate of road accidents. T h e first Road Safetv
~ o n f e r e n i e convened
,
by the Minister for Transport,
Lt.-Col. the Hon. M. F. Bruxner, M.L.A., was held in
June 1936 and attended by 143 representative^.^ Five
sub-committees were appointed to study traffic control,
education, roads, vehicles and vehicle drivers and a t
subsequent meetings held in July, December, January and
Februarv. a number of recommendations were made. Those
associated with aspects of road design and construction
included such points as the compulsory observance of
centre line markings on roadways, elimination of any
obstructions to road visibility, control of street lighting,
removal of kerbside petrol pumps, provision of additional
separate stock routes, installation of warning devices at
railway level crossings and ferry approaches, and the
introduction of general speed limit^.^
In a radio broadcast in July 1936 to open a police
campaign for "Safety on the Road", Lt.-Col. Bruxner
deplored the recklessness, negligence and ignorance of
some drivers and appealed for sanity, discretion and
caution.' H e therebv exuressed sentiments which have been
echoed countless t i k e s ;hroughout the decades since by his
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successors, as the tragic carnage of road accidents
continues to cause pain and suffering throughout our
society.
In the four years from mid-1933 to mid-1937 there were
37,360 accidents, causing 1,795 deaths as well as injury to
26,118 persons. In 1936-37 there were over 57% more
accidents, 70% more people killed and almost 40% more
people injured than in 1933-34.8 But thereafter the rate of
increase of road accidents began to drop and the year
1938-39 saw the first reduction in the total number of
accidents ( 1 1,906), and persons killed (545) and injured
(8,388).9 Probably, the major factor contributing to this
downturn was the introduction, just prior to Christmas
1937, of a speed limit of 30 miles an hour in built-up areas
(i.e., those with street lighting) and 50 miles an hour
elsewhere (unless proven not dangerous in the
circumstance^).'^ Until this time, although motorists could
be prosecuted for driving at speeds "dangerous to the
public", no specific limits were in force, except those

intended to protect the roads from damage (rather than
motorists and pedestrians from danger) by imposing
maximum speeds for heavy vehicles with solid rubber or
metal tyres, or towing trailers."
ANALYSING ACCIDENTS

In 1938-39 it was considered that road conditions were a
contributing factor in 75 accidents or 1.1% of the total
number.I2 In all such instances, the police report was
forwarded to the Department and the site examined by
Departmental officers to consider whether any immediate
improvements were necessary. All accidents were recorded
and analysed by the Department of Road Transport and
Tramways and were plotted on maps by the Police
Department. These maps were studied periodically by
Departmental officers and investigations were made of any
danger spots where a concentration of accidents occurred
over a period.

It was noted in 1939 that these records and maps gave
"some striking indications which warrant mention as
tentative conclusions " . I 3 These indications were that
accidents were numerous but fatalities were rare at points
of congestion whereas on open roads, where "travelling
speeds indulged in by drivers" were relatively high, the
proportion of fatal accidents rose. A second observation
was that at many points "popularly regarded as 'death
traps', relatively few accidents occur". In particular, two
winding sections of the Great Western Highway were
mentioned, one west of Prospect, the other near Lidsdale.
On these lengths, no accidents occurred
in contrast to
longer lengths of straight road further west of each section,
where there were several accidents, a number fatal. This
was claimed to support the view that many drivers were
unable to cope with high-speed driving on a first-class road
carrying moderate traffic volumes. Thirdly, it was noticed
that accidents were fewer where a highway did not pass
through the main shopping area of a country town and
that the greatest number of accidents in country towns
involved visiting vehicles.
-

A FRESH LOOK AT ROAD DESIGN

The introduction of speed Limits late in 1937 brought
considerable relief and guidance to officers of the
Department who, as mentioned earlier, had hitherto faced
the almost impossible task of providing road improvements
to match the unrestricted speeds of the latest vehicles. By
1936 it had been noted that in oDen countrv the usual
travelling speed was already 50 hiles an h&r, while speeds
of 70 miles an hour and over were frequently observed on
some highways.I4 Attempts to shatter existing intercapital-city speed records were still undertaken, although
less in vogue than in the twenties and frowned on by the
police. As late as November 1937, Norman "Wizard"
Smith drove his 100 h.p. Studebaker from Sydney to
Melbourne in 12 hours 23 minutes at an average speed of
71 miles an hour."
In 1936, Mr H. M. Sherrard (later to become
Commissioner for Main Roads from 1953 to 1962) wrote:
"Year by year maximurn and average vehicle speeds
have been steadily increasing, until to-day cruising
speeds are about twice those prevailing 15 years ago . . .
A railway engineer knows what speeds will be used on
the railway tracks, and his design is adjusted
accordingly, and speed limits are established and
observed by regulations. Not so the road engineer, who is
not aware until new car models are on the roads as to
what extent automobile d e s i ~ n e r shave increased
maximum speeds. As a resub, roads safely designed a
few years ago are already becoming unsafe in certain
respects, and the frequent rebuilding of roads is obviously
economically impracticable . . .
S o far as Australia is concerned, maximum road speeds
are generally in excess of most, i f not all, maximum
speeds used on local railways. It is apparent, however,
that a balance must eventually be struck between possible
speed and economically practicable road design on main
highways. There i s no indication that vehicle designers
are content with the cruising speeds of to-day with the

example of Sir Malcolm Campbell before them . . .
Taking into account present maximum speeds, the
certainty of future increases of speed and the cost of road
construction required t o provide for these, it i s considered
that highway design in pat country should be based
to-day on a speed of at least 75 miles per hour. In hilly
country, a design speed of from 45 to 60 miles per hour,
depending on the topography i s considered appropriate".15
The dilemma of matching road design to vehicle
capacity was most apparent in the need for wider radius
curves and increased driver visibilitv. It was realised that
superelevation (i.e., the banking) of existing curves could
not be increased indefinitely to allow high speed traffic to
negotiate them without slowing down.I6 As cruising speeds
increased, more and more new sections of better roadway
became necessary to eliminate the older twisting routes
and to provide satisfactory alignment where existing road
conditions could not be suitably improved.
Consequently, the Department set to work to review its
road design standards and carried out extensive research
and study of overseas practice and local experience. In
analysing the position, it was immediately obvious that a
definite relationship should be established between the
speed of the vehicle on the one hand and the road surface,
alignment, grade and visibility on the other. Subsequently,
in 1937 the Department adopted and published new
standards for two-lane rural highways. These were based
on a standard design speed of 50 m.p.h. (miles per hour).
However, i n flat, open country, especially in western areas,
wherever a 60 m.p.h. design speed could be introduced
with little or no increase in cost this was done. Conversely,
the design speed was reduced to 40 m.p.h. or 30 m.p.h. in
hilly or mountainous country where the cost of
construction to a higher standard was prohibitive."
The importance of zoning was emphasised so that the
standards adopted would apply to as long lengths of road
as practicable and thus avoid abrupt variations. It was
appreciated that it was dangerous for motorists to suddenly
meet with a sharp change i n direction after a long run
along a road with easy curves, as they would probably
arrive at it still travelling dangerously fast. It was, in fact,
admitted that " the cause of many accidents, such as
skidding off the roadway or collisions between cars, is
that the driver, owing to a sudden change in the standard
of the road, was confronted unex p ectedl y with a driving
situation in which his speed of travel was too high for
safety ".I8
One problem which was made more simple rather than
more complicated by increased car power was that of
gradients on steep slopes. Whereas the earlier maximum
grade adopted was 5%, by the late 1930's cars could
negotiate much steeper grades and up to 10% became
acceptable wherever improvements to alignment could be
effected. The position came to be governed more by the
danger of descent rather than by the difficulty of ascent,
although the problems experienced by horse-drawn vehicles
and large motor lorries (as well as increased maintenance
costs) were still c o n ~ i d e r e d . ' ~
Other aspects studied in the preparation of the new
standards included horizontal curves, compound and
adjacent curves, sight distance and overtaking, vertical

The Deparlmem's linemarking equipme/11 as used in !he /ale 1930's.

Lorry-drawn, pneumalic -tyred mechanical broom, 1937.

H eavy duty pneumalic -tyred trailer for transporting large road plant, 1938.

Curranulla Street, Sutherland (Main Road No. 227) before and after widening and reconstruction in cement concrete, in 1937.

curves, combinations of horizontal curves with grades and
vertical curves, benching (i.e., cutting off portion of
roadside batter slopes at corners to improve visibility), and
grading at causeways and culverts.
In 1939, the Department formulated a similar set of
design standards for urban roads in which the principles
were generally the same as those for rural roads except for
certain modifications relating to the maximum speed (the
design value adopted being 30 m.p.h.), the driver's reaction
time (the urban driver being considered more alert than
his country counterpart!), the minimum curve radius
(smaller curves were permissible in developed areas), the
superelevation of curves (restricted by fixed alignment
levels, property entrances, etc.) and the width of road
(multi-lane roads and divided carriageways were also dealt
with).
In highly-developed urban areas it was expected that
difficulties would act against the complete application of
the new standards as the levels of the road surfaces would
still have to generally conform to the existing construction
and as the extent of improvement would often be governed
by the fixed alignments and levels of adjacent properties.
The Department proposed, nevertheless, to design all future
urban Main Roads construction in conformity with the
new standards and, where economically practicable, the
existing sections were to be improved as finances
permitted.20
The third phase of the Department's review of its road
designs was in relation to intersections and by 1939 new
standards were developed for the common T type junction
as well as the four-way rural intersection. These comprised
the first part of a general instruction intended to cover the
design of all types of both urban and rural intersections.

As road accident statistics showed that on a location basis
the largest percentage of road accidents occurred at
intersections, these sites were clearly danger spots a t which
drivers had to be encouraged, by better designs and signs,
to follow the proper direction at the proper speed without
either hesitation or f~olhardiness.~'
While on the subject of intersections, it is worth noting
that the first trial installation of automatic vehicle-actuated
trafic control signals was set up by the Department of
Road Transport and Tramways at the intersection of
Market and Kent Streets, Sydney on 13th October 1933.
Although these were regarded as "very eficient ", it was
another three years before a further four sets were installed
at York and Margaret Streets, Erskine and Clarence
Streets and two on Pyrmont Bridge Road.22
MAKING IMPROVEMENTS MORE PERMANENT

In the initial stages of the Department's activities the need
for the elimination of dangerous bends and sharp crests
was so widespread and pressing that immediate expenditure
was essential to improve conditions at these points without
waiting for the preparation of complete plans of the roads.
However, when the appropriate standards of design were
applied later the need for correlating such initial, minor
work with any subsequent major improvements to the road
alignment became more apparent. Consequently, later in
the 1930's, virtually all improvements affecting alignment
or grading of roads (and, in some cases, the width of the
pavement or its location in relation to the road boundaries)
were preceded by the preparation of a design, which
indicated the ultimate location, alignment and grading of
the road. By these means the permanency of the benefit
derived from the expenditure of funds on urgent minor

improvements was ensured, as the work was carried out in
such a manner that it formed part of the final design for
the whole section of the road at that time. This surety, that
even minor improvements would not be superseded soon
afterwards by a major alteration and thus be rendered
ineffective, was one of the advantages gained by planning
ahead and served as the justification for the expense
involved in making the surveys and designs.
Among minor improvements of this character was the
rounding-off of sharp bends by widening the cuttings and
the banks. Frequently this work took the form of, or was
accompanied by, the cutting of sight-benches to improve
the range of visibility for traffic rounding bends. The
provision of adequate superelevation was another feature,
although where conditions rendered it impracticable to
increase the radius of a curve to the extent required to
conform to the speed standard of the road, safety banks
were formed. These consisted of raised mounds along the
outer edge of the road pavement on the curve and in
numerous cases they proved their value in enabling vehicles
which had left the pavement owing to excessive speed to
resume their correct path without accident. Tree-planting
and the widening of short-span bridges and culverts were
other improvements which the ultimate design of the road
affected and, ideally, the latter should have been resolved
before such work was undertaken.

While overseas in 1937, the Commissioner for Main
Roads, Mr Newell, noted the widespread use and value of
lines painted along the centre of surfaced roads, with
double lines legally curtailing movements at sites where
visibility was restricted. Impressed by the safety value of
these markings, he arranged to have forwarded to Sydney
from the California State Highway Department the
essential parts of their latest model linemarking machine.24
Increased guidance for traffic was the major concern
behind the Department's inaugural linemarking programme
in 1937-38, which covered over 1,200 miles of bituminous
surfaced pavements. This policy was adopted in common
with those of other Australian State Road Authorities.
The Department's first linemarking machine consisted of
a specially-designed chassis on pneumatic tyres, pushed
forward by a lorry and was built at the Rosehill depot,
using the imported American parts as a basis. Three
air-operated spray guns were mounted on the chassis,
together with pipes, gauges, control valves, sighting pointer,
independent steering and a blower to clear dust from the
road surface prior to painting. Paint was carried on the
lorry in three 56-gallon containers and an air compressor
forced the paint to the spray guns, which were in turn
pedal-operated. Yellow paint was chosen as tests and

Prince's Highway in the vicinity of Moruya about 1925, showing old
post and rail fencing.

Chain-wire protection fence at a curve on the Prince's Highway, north
of Bega, 1938.

White painted stones used to define the edge of the road formation on
the Oxley Highway between Wauchope and Long Flat in 1936.

White wooden guide posts with black direction arrowheads on the Great
Western Highway in the Blue Mountains, 1938.

INTRODUCTION OF LINEMARKING

Department formed a temporary organisation consisting of
three teams of five survey-chainmen. Each team had the
services of a utility truck and was soon able to pre-spot
an average of 5 miles each day.
The cost of linemarking averaged less than f 10 a mile,
of which about one-third represented the cost of
preliminary marking and two-thirds for painting. In the
initial period, repainting was undertaken after 6 to 12
months, depending on the texture of the road pavement
and the volume of traffic.
The efficiency of these lines in regulating the movement
of traffic was naturally dependent on whether drivers
observed the significance of the lines and kept to the
correct side of the road. Allowing for the novelty of the
scheme, the response was very encouraging, especially as
there was initially no compulsion for drivers to do so.
However, on 7th July 1939, it became a matter of law as
new traffic regulations were gazetted by the Department of
Road Transport and Tramways. These specified that
drivers must not cross any double centre lines and, when
approaching crests or curves where the view ahead was less
than 500 feet, they must keep to the left of the centre line
(whether it was marked by studs, plates, cement, bitumen,
rubber, paint, lacquer or similar material, or still
~nmarked).~~
MORE GUIDANCE FOR MOTORISTS

Map showing routes on which trafic linemarking had been
carried out to June 1939.

observations in both Australia and America then indicated
that this colour was the most readily visible under the
widest range of atmospheric and pavement conditions.
Special quick-drying paint was used and the line could
withstand the wear of traffic about 20 minutes after being
sprayed. The rate of application was varied between 12 and
16 gallons per mile of line according to the texture of the
pavement; the variation being obtained by regulating the
speed of the vehicle between 3 and 5 m.p.h. During the
latter half of 1939, an average daily output of over 10
miles a day was achieved; the maximum length being
26% miles.
The two-vehicle crew consisted of a lorry driver, a
machine operator, and an attendant who operated the
compressor and placed small double-sided wet-paint signs
on the roadway as the machine moved ahead. A light
truck followed, picking up the wet-paint signs and keeping
up the supply of paint. On heavily trafficked or winding
roads where danger might arise from the linemarking
machine travelling along the middle of the road, the
attendant truck was sent ahead of the spraying machine as
a pilot vehicle.
As a guide to the machine operator and lorry driver, the
position of the line had to be spotted beforehand on the
pavement at 10 feet intervals and for this purpose the

Among the measures taken in 1938 to protect motorists
from possible accidents due to ignorance of the
approaching road conditions was a reappraisal of warning
signs (at curves, crests, narrow bridges, etc.) and a move
to erect standardised guide posts to mark the lines of
curves and to provide protection fencing to restrain vehicles
from leaving the road because of excessive speed at curves.
The efficacy of such moves would be increased if they
were uniform throughout the Commonwealth and this had
been the motive behind the Standard Road Sign Code,
produced in 1935 by the Standards Association of
Australia, particularly for local government use. Thus,
three years later, the State Road Authorities met to review
the earlier requirements and to check their current
relevance. A glance at some of the words used on the
revised signs gives a good picture of the hazards still
encountered by motorists. These included "crest, gate,
motor grid, subway, cattle crossing, ford, tramway, earth
surface, lift bridge, blasting and wet tar". Specifications
were even prepared for guide posts and a formula
calculated to fix their spacing according to the radius of
the curve in the road.
To give an indication of the full effect of the new
warning signs, guide posts and linemarking, a 60-mile
section of the Great Western Highway between Parramatta
and Mt. Victoria was given an experimental treatment,
including 122 warning signs, 1,190 timber guide posts on
straights (at intervals of 500 feet, or 300 feet in fog areas)
and 3,800 concrete posts on curves. It was subsequently
decided in the following year (1939) to furnish 1,500 miles
of State Highways with guide posts to mark curves and to
delineate the general alignment. Round timber posts, 3 feet
high and painted white, were to be used and, a t a later
date, following further discussions with other State Road

Authorities, consideration was to be given to the marking
of the posts with arrows, or studding them with reflectors,
t o denote the direction of the curves.26

mesh being substituted for brick parapets (to gain better
visibility) and safety fencing and centre linemarking
pro~ided.~'

ROAD AND RAIL CROSSINGS

SPEED, DUST AND ROAD WEAR

In 1937, an important step in inter-departmental cooperation was made when the Commissioner for Railways
( M r T. J. Hartigan) and the Commissioner for Main
Roads (Mr Newell) appointed a committee of three officers
from each department to lay down principles which would
simplify procedures when joint action was necessary to
undertake some improvement to a road-rail crossing.
Certain minimum provisions were specified, such as a
minimum road width of 20 feet for bridges and crossings,
and 28 feet for subways, and a minimum curve radius of
150 feet for roads approaching level crossings. Exchange of
plans was to be continued to allow simultaneous
improvements to be made to road and rail facilities
wherever possible. It was agreed that the Department of
Railways would bear the cost of maintaining all structures
while the roadway would be maintained by the appropriate
authority (i.e., council or Department). A general basis for
sharing the cost of eliminating level crossings was not
resolved at this time.
In 1939, the first of a new type of pressed steel warning
sign were manufactured under contract and these were
studded with reflectors to give greater visibility at night.
A total of 550 signs were erected, at the Department's cost,
in advance of all level crossings on Main Roads in the
State, whether or not visibility was restricted approaching
them.
When the elimination of a crossing was impracticable
for some years to come, the Department aimed at
improving conditions by removing any advertising signs,
high embankments, trees or undergrowth that obscured
visibility. Approaches were often diverted to eliminate
sharp curves and to increase the angle of intersection of
the roadway and railway to as close to 90" as possible
(certainly not less than 60") so that drivers could easily
observe trains approaching from either direction.
Similarly, at existing overbridges and subways,
approaches were improved wherever possible, bridge decks
being extended or widened to secure better alignment, wire

In December 1937, the Sydney Mail outlined some
"Suggested Itineraries for the Christmas Tourist" and
advised its readers that " With very few exceptions all our
main roads are now wonderfully good, about the only
rough patches now existing being on the far north and
south coasts, and they are not very lengthy. Consequently,
road conditions can safely be left out of the consideration
of those planning an itinerary, and the whole attention
concentrated on choosing the particular part of the
country it i s wished to visit
Unfortunately, while better roads encouraged more
people to travel more widely, the higher speeds and
volumes of traffic began to cause an increased rate of wear
on unsurfaced country roads. The process was described as
follows.
" The passage of a motor vehicle over a road pavement
results in impact, surface attrition and wind action.
Notwithstanding the fact that modern vehicles are fitted
with low-pressure tyres which reduce impact very
considerably below that caused by the old style highpressure tyres, nevertheless the impact caused by a
moving wheel . . . increases as the square of the speed, so
that the shattering effect, particularly on uneven
pavements, may become proportionately severe as speeds
increase. Similarly, the abrasive effect produced by the
tyre in transmitting the driving force i s proportionately
greater than it was with lower speeds. The passage of a
vehicle at a high speed over an unsurfaced pavement
raises dust. Except for the small proportion which may
settle back on t o the pavement, dust means loss of
material. Such loss has been accentuated by two
developments in the design of motor vehicles. The first is
the increased area of contact between the larger-diameter
low-pressure tyres, which produces a greater suction and
ravelling effect than was hitherto the case. The second is
the stream-lining of modern vehicles. This has been
designed t o reduce wind resistance, but with vehicle
bodies set closer t o the ground the wind action on the

Subway taking Great Western Highway under the railway line at Granville (left), and the old level crossing (right), which it replaced in the 1930's.

road is very much more severe than was the case with the
older type of vehicle with its higher clearance. It can be
noticed by watching vehicles pass over a dusty section of
road that the modern vehicle creates more dust than the
older type".29
Road shoulders also suffered as the improved springing
of the latest vehicles permitted a comfortable and safe
passage over comparatively rough surfaces so that there
was little to deter drivers from travelling on the shoulders
when passing or overtaking. As a result, shoulder wear
generally increased, becoming excessive on many sections
of road and making maintenance more expensive.
Nevertheless, not all aspects of vehicle development had
detrimental results on roads. In spite of the problems
mentioned above, the introduction of pneumatic tyres and
lighter chassis brought benefits for road engineers. In
March 1935 the N.R.M.A. reported that the widespread
use of the pneumatic tyre was " a guarantee that a hard
surfaced road can now be regarded almost as a
permanent investment ".'" T h e Department's 1935-36
Annual Report explained why.
"Ten years ago there appeared to be every indication
that the principal routes would be used by steadily
increasing numbers of heavy petrol and steam-driven
vehicles with solid rubber tyres, requiring heavy and
costly pavements. Since that time, however, pneumatic
tyres have come into almost universal use for heavy
vehicles; legislation has restricted the range of economic
use of heavy vehicles, and an ordinance governing loaded
weights of vehicles has been proclaimed. These factors
have entirely transformed main road trafic conditions in
the country and have made it possible to provide very
many miles of good roads at a cost w i ~ h i nthe capacity
of the limited funds available.
The prevailing type in new work is the gravel pavement

A 400-gallon bitumen sprayer, purchased by the Department in 1935.

surface-treated with bitumen or tar . . . having a degree
of riding smoothness equal to that obtained by more
costly methods, while yet presenting a non-skid surface.
Maintenance of roads of this type consists mainly of
resurfacing at intervals of about 5 years. As in the case
of all 'low-cost' roads, however, there must be constant
vigilance in respect of minor surface breaks i f
maintenance costs are to be kept to a minimum, and on
this account such low cost surfaces can only be utilised
to advantage where the road authority is prepared to
provide and equip a properly trained maintenance
organisation, for there can be no relaxation o f
maintenance attention"."
BITUMINOUS SURFACING

T h e provision of dustless road surfaces in country areas
was naturally concentrated on State Highways which
formed the backbone of the road system and carried most
traffic. Yet, it was obvious that merely to bitumen surface
the roads, while retaining their existing grading and
alignment (which would have been originally constructed
for horse-drawn traffic) would still not eliminate the
discomfort and even danger to motorists travelling a t
comparatively fast speeds. Consequently, work was at first
limited to new sections or where the existing alignment
conformed to modern standards. Once the permanent
position of the road was established and the more urgent
improvements undertaken, it was possible to give time and
attention to programmes for progressive sealing along
particular routes. By mid-1939 over 1,640 miles of
bituminous surfacing had been completed on S t a t e
Highways, including 130 miles ( 100%) on the Great
Western, between Sydney and Bathurst; 346 miles (95%)
on the Hume, between Sydney and Albury; 42 miles

T h i s bitumen sprayer maintained unrformity of application through an
adjustable engine governor and a pump speed tachometer, 1937.

Lorry spreading aggregate on bitumen tack coat using a fantail
spreader and special tailgate, 1937.

(100%) on the Federal, between Goulburn and Canberra;
23 miles (100%) on the Yass-Canberra Road (now the
Barton Highway); 170 miles (48%) on the Prince's, south
of Sydney; 300 miles (50%) on the Pacific, north of
Sydney; 260 miles (57%) on the New England, north of
Hexham; and 120 miles (44%) on the Mitchell, northwest
of B a t h u r ~ t . ~ ~
The Department emphasised that, with bituminous
surfacing work, specially trained gangs using modern
motor-driven sprayers and mechanical spreading devices
were necessary if economic and efficient results were to be
obtained.
"Such organisations cannot be creaied at short notice,
and, moreover, the plant used i s both complicated and
expensive. For complete success, therefore, it is necessary
for the gangs, once they have been formed and trained,
t o be kept in continuous employment in order that the
men shall retain their skill as well as their capacity for
working together as a team. The necessity to disband an
organisation each year at the completion of a
comparatively short period of activity may result in
indifferent work being performed, sometimes at excessive
cost. Furthermore, the purchase of expensive plant, where
the scope for its operation is limited, i s dejinitely
uneconomic. Bitumen surfacing is therefore a process best
dealt with by larger organisations"."
Although a number of Departmental surfacing gangs
were formed, these did not carry out all of the surfacing
assignments, and contracts for a large proportion of the
spraying, as well as for the supply and spreading of the
cover material, were let each season. It was felt that a
number of difficulties militated against the successful
operation of suitable bituminous spraying equipment by
individual councils and, consequently, there would probably
be a continuous and expanding field for spraying
contractors in connection with work on the various roads
(other than State Highways) maintained by councils.

WIDENING THE WAY

In the Sydney Metropolitan Area, the Department was
faced with the task - as was the Main Roads Board of determining how the existing layout of Main Roads
could be improved by addition or amendment and welded
into a unified system of radial and circumferential routes.
In 1938, it was admitted that future traffic requirements
would not be adequately served by the routes already
adopted even when all the widening schemes then in view
had been completed. A comprehensive investigation was
therefore begun to determine what additional facilities,
such as "through trafic or express routes", would be
needed in the future. Nevertheless, it was axiomatic that
the Department's current proposals should be well
advanced or finalised before the costly system of "express
highways connecting the City t o the more outlying
districts around the Metropolis" was embarked upon.34
In view of the security of income given by the 1937
Federal Aid Roads Agreement and the additional funds
available following the complete repayment of some
pre- 1925 loans, the Department was able to authorise the
Valuer-General to negotiate for the purchase of appropriate
land so that an accelerated programme of road widening
could be commenced, to clear such impediments as the
Crow's Nest bottleneck and congestion in Oxford Street.35
With the exception of roads in outlying areas, the
generally adopted width in the County of Cumberland was
80 or 84 feet, the latter being usually selected for more
recent schemes. Initially, the width of carriageway to be
provided was determined by calculating the expected traffic
density. There were, however, many secondary factors
taken into consideration besides the main one of allowing
for the requisite number of traffic lanes. For example, on
suburban roads where shops existed or were expected in
the future, some thought had to be given to the effect of
the road width on the ability of customers to cross the

roadway safely. Conditions were sometimes improved by
the provision of pedestrian refuges and special crossings on
wide roads. Pedestrian subways or overhead bridges were
also considered, especially adjacent to schools where their
use could be made compulsory.
It was then the general practice to permit restricted
parking on all except the most heavily trafficked city
streets. Total prohibition of parking on important traffic
routes or the provision of separate parking facilities was
seen as the solution, but meanwhile considerable
inconvenience was caused to through traffic as up to 16
feet of many roadways was rendered ineffective.
The usual width of 84 feet allowed for two footways of
12 feet and a 60-feet carriageway, but where tram-tracks
existed and parking was permitted, only one free lane in
each direction was continuously available for use. This
width was still considered to offer the most desirable
compromise.
Where demands of traffic on a Main Road exceeded the
number of lanes which could be economically provided by
the normal widening procedure, relief routes were
frequently provided by the reconstruction (and, if
necessary, widening) of roads which ran more or less
parallel to the Main Road and which were declared to be
Secondary road^.'^

TYPES OF ROAD SURFACES IN URBAN AREAS

When the Board commenced operations in 1925, a large
mileage of urban bituminous pavements were too highly
cambered for modern traffic and were displaying minor
irregularities or undulations (as part of a general process
of deterioration due to the effect of traffic. internal
movement of the pavement or subsidence of the subgrade).
Reconstruction in cement concrete, with an asphaltic
concrete wearing surface in places, was the only course
possible where the condition of the foundation was such
that the pavement could not be held together and improved
by maintenance methods. However, as the length of road
which could be reconstructed in any one year had
naturally to be limited to conform to availability of funds,
the treatment of the large remaining mileage of existing
pavement was a continuing problem in subsequent years.
The outstanding method of road improvement developed
during the early 1930's was the use of the drag-spreader
for the resheeting of pavements with premixed bituminous
material.
Because of matters of economy, reconstruction was only
undertaken after it had been definitely established that the
old pavement was unsuitable for retention as a base for the
new. This generally applied if the grading of the old road
was too irregular or made visibility too restricted for faster
traffic speeds; the crossfall was too severe or the crown of
the road so high as to give a steep side-slope into the
gutters; or if the old pavement could not be restored even
by foundation repairs. (This applied, for example, when
clay subgrades under early macadam pavements worked up
through the stone and failed to support any increased
10ading.)~'

Where the road showed only partial failure and the
levels and alignment were reasonable, every effort was
made to utilise the old pavement as a base for the new.
The type of pavement adopted depended on the availability
and cost of the materials, the type and intensity of the
traffic, subgrade conditions, and the location of particular
work. Cement concrete, either surfaced or unsurfaced, was
adopted where the traffic was heavy and the necessary
supply of water could be obtained. This type was therefore
generally laid in the suburbs and on the urban sections of
the State Highways. On roads in the outlying areas, where
traffic was lighter, very satisfactory results were obtained
from stage construction comprising an initial pavement of
gravel consolidated by traffic over a period of some months
and then followed by a sprayed surfacing or a surface
course of premixed macadam. In this way, the Prince's
Highway between Waterfall and Bulli Pass was re-graded,
re-aligned, and gravelled in 1928 and 1929, and completed
in 1930-3 1-32 with 4 inches of drag-spread premixed
ma~adam.~'
The following table gives an indication of the
development in the types of pavements provided in the
County of Cumberland between 1929 and 1936.39
Type of Road Pavement

1929
miles %

1936
miles %

Cement concrete
Cement concrete, with a
wearing surface of asphalt
or bituminous concrete
Wood blocks
Tar or bituminous macadam
(penetration or premixed)
Tar or bitumen surfaced gravel
or waterbound macadam
Unsurfaced waterbound
macadam
Unsurfaced gravel

54.5

9.7

91.2 14.4

20.0
3.5

3.5
0.6

20.7
3.5

3.3
0.5

33.5

5.8

50.6

8.0

25.0 4.4
164.0 28.7

~ S a Length
l

571.0 100% 634.0 100%

270.5 47.3 356.5 56.2
24.5 3.9
87.0 18.7

Following similar experiments in Victoria and
elsewhere, the Department, early in 1934, laid a short
experimental length of harsh-mix roller-consolidated
cement concrete pavement on Blaxland Road in the
Municipality of Ryde. The materials, consisting of 9 parts
of uncrushed gravel (2Y2 to % inch gauge), 2% parts of
sand (later increased to 2Y2 parts) and one part of cement,
were mixed in a 27 cubic feet paving machine and
consolidated with a 10 to 12 ton tandem roller. After
consolidation, a thin concrete wearing course was applied.
Although several difficulties were encountered, the results
obtained were considered sufficiently promising to proceed
with further work. Until a finishing technique had been
further developed, the proper field for this method
appeared to be as a base course for a drag-spread, premixed bituminous macadam or similar surface course.
Additional experience gained in the process during 1935
resulted in improvements to the techniques used but it was
not found practicable to satisfactorily finish the concrete

surface by hand methods. Concrete finishing machines
could probably have been employed to give a suitable
riding surface but the volume of this type of work did not
then justify the purchase of them. On the basis of
comparable prices for aggregate and cement, the
construction costs of the harsh-mix type, plus a Zinch
bituminous surface course, wqs usually about equal to the
ordinary type rich-mix unsurfaced concrete.40
THE DRAG RESHEETING PROCESS

In addition to the restoration of material actually worn
away from the pavement by traffic, the essential
requirements for the preservation of bituminous road
pavements are the prevention of the infiltration of water
and the maintenance of a smooth-riding surface. These two
needs are closely related, as the entrance of water into the
foundations of a pavement often causes base or subgrade
failure, and so leads to distortion of the pavement. In the
1920's the first of these two needs had been met by the
ordinary flush reseal treatment of applying a coating of
t a r or bitumen to the surface of the road and then
covering it with stone (aggregate). This treatment usually
also effected a slight improvement in riding smoothness.
Soon, with increased travelling speeds, the demands of
modern traffic became more and more exacting and riding
smoothness was of growing importance.
Minor irregularities rendered many roads uncomfortable
but of greater consequence, from the road maintenance
point of view, was the impact effects induced by each
irregularity. These had an increasing tendency to rupture
the pavement and so hasten its break-up under traffic.
Resurfacing with tar or bitumen Mush reseal) helped in
waterproofing but could not remedy irregularities of any
appreciable size. The practice of scarifying and
reconsolidating the pavement had previously been regarded
as the answer, but the process was expensive and the
nature of many road pavements was such that to break the
hardened crust by scarifying was to destroy much of the
pavement's strength. Furthermore, it was usually difficult,
except with the dddition of considerable quantities of new
material, to secure uniform reconsolidation, which was a
vital necessity for satisfactory results and without which
the impact of vehicles immediately repeated the process of
distortion.
Thus it was that in the 1930's, a method known as the
drag resheeting process became the most satisfactory
means of improving bituminous road surfaces. It was first
used by the Department in 193 1 and was developed by the
Metropolitan Maintenance Branch over the next few
year^.^' The essential feature of the process was the
application of premixed material by means of a dragspreader. This simple item of equipment consisted of a
single blade set at right angles to the direction of
movement and carried by two longitudinal runners or skids
on the principle of an ordinary road planer, used for
smoothing gravel roads. The spreader was attached by
chains to the rear of the lorry which brought the mixed
material to the road and which, by tipping up its tray,
gradually deposited its load directly onto the road in front
of the drag-spreader as it was pulled along.

Drag spreader in operation showing lorry tipping material as it draws
the spreader along, 1930's.

Diagrammatie explanation of the drag resheeting process, 1933.
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As the result of the longitudinal runners riding over
undulations and irregularities in the existing surface, the
material was left spread on the road with an even and
regular upper surface, in varying thicknesses according to
whether the existing road surface was above or below the
general average level (thus filling up the hollows but
leaving only a thin layer of material on the higher spots).
The result was a high degree of smoothness or ridingquality which was then described as "something of a
revelati~n".~~
The spreading was effected in one passage of the
spreader without the necessity for hand raking and, on
completion of the subsequent rolling and cooling of the
material, the pavement was ready for use. Usually,
however, two or more courses were laid, the first corrective
(or smoothing ) course being opened to traffic for as long
as possible in order to allow it to consolidate the varying
thicknesses of material. The next stage was to lay the
second wearing course, which was of fairly uniform
thickness (usually between '/z and % inch) and capable of
even consolidation by rolling. For certain classes of
material a final sealing layer of fine premixed material
was sometimes laid, but usually all that was done to the
wearing surface was to sweep it and roll in a light dressing
of fine crushed stone chippings and dust.
These two layers could have been laid by hand, but the
first course would have been an unduly laborious and
expensive operation. Even with the most skilful raking
and expensive side-forms and continuous use of straight
edges and templates, etc., a smooth riding surface was
difficult to obtain with hand methods. The principle of the
drag resheeting operation remained essentially simple and
the equipment inexpensive so that the cost of spreading by
means of the drag was only a fraction of that of hand
labour. As the process enabled material to be spread
to any desired thickness or width, without any large outlay
in additional plant or the use of expensive side forms (such
as were necessary for the ordinary American finishing
machine), the quality of work obtained was all the more
noteworthy. The resulting surface was claimed to be "truer
in level or riding quality" than the average cement
concrete pavement and cost only 2s. 3d. per square yard
for a two-course layer.43The whole operation of spreading
a five-ton load over a width of 10 feet, using a gang of 5-6
men and including coupling and uncoupling the spreader
to the lorry occupied 6 minutes, compared with nearly half
an hour required by a gang of 13 men, using hand-raking
methods. The crew comprised a ganger supervising
operations, one or two men regulating the flow of material
from the tip-truck, one man controlling the drag by means
of a steering arm, one man attending to general
adjustments, etc., and a flagman to divert traffic.
The materials used in the process were an improved tar
binder mixed with cold aggregate for the smoothing course
and a tar asphalt binder mixed with hot aggregate for the
wearing course. Much of the smoothing course work was
done in the colder months of the year when conditions
were unsuitable for spreading hot-mix in thin sheets,
whereas cold-mix could be laid satisfactorily. The
intervening period of consolidation allowed the hot-mix
wearing surface to be laid in the summer.

For supplying the greater part of the work two mixers,
one for hot-mix and the other for cold-mix, were installed
at the main depot at Rosehill and at Bullaburra in the
Blue Mountains. Similarly, for work on the Prince's
Highway, use was made of two hot-mix machines installed
at Waterfall. The nominal capacity of each of these
machines was 80 tons per day but with improved methods
of loading and operating, etc., they were capable of turning
out up to 120 tons per day, so that the maximum quantity
of material laid in an ordinary working day was 240 tons.
Allowing an average thickness of 1 inch of consolidated
material, the quantity laid was equivalent to 4,800 square
yards, or nearly half a mile of 18-feet wide pavement, per
day. During the five years from 1931-32 to 1935-36, the
Department and local councils (which had adopted the
process for their work on Main Roads) treated over
2,350,000 square yards of pavement throughout the State,
laying the equivalent of 200 miles of road 20 feet wide.44
As a growing number of councils indicated their desire
to try the new method, the Department lent them dragspreaders and sent its officers to instruct council staff on
all aspects of the operation. As interest increased it was
decided to institute a series of one week training courses
and the first of these was held in October 1934 while the
Department was reconstructing Bunnerong Road using the
drag resheeting process. This allowed the men from the 18
councils represented to gain practical experience on the
road as well as to attend lectures and inspections. Each one
took his turn at the several tasks involved and, when they
returned to their own areas, they were familiar with the
need for rigid adherence to the principles which made the
process so s u ~ c e s s f u l . ~ ~
Finally, a look at the drag itself, which was a simple
box-like unit consisting primarily of two longitudinal
runners, 18 to 22 feet long and 10 feet apart. A number
of special features, developed by the Department,
distinguished it from the American-type of planer-drag on
which it was based. These included a movable spreading
blade, made of angle-iron with a vertical flange and slotted
so that it could be adiusted to suit various cambers in the
road; diverting blade; to ensure that the material dumped
from the lorry was distributed evenly across the full width
of the blade; auxiliary blades (or tail spreaders) to draw
material to either side beyond the normal width of the
drag, (to allow for widening on curves or to fill the tracks
left by the runners when sections were being laid side by
side); a steering arm to keep the drag on a steady course
and leave the material with an even edge; a tool-heater (or
$re-bucket) to keep rakes and shovels warm for easy
handling of the material; a box to carry all the necessary
tools, stores, flags, barriers, etc.; and a pair of wheels onto
which the drag could be lifted for easier movement to and
from job sites.
The length of the side-runners naturally had an effect on
the result obtained. Short-base spreaders followed major
undulations and did not give as good a finished surface as
did long-base spreaders which rode on the crests of the
undulations, dropping due quantities of material to fill the
intervening depressions. As in much other roadwork, there
was a limit to which the theory of the process could be
applied. Clearly, any attempt to fill extremely large

'

depressions by one dragging-on of material would have
introduced the same defects arising from the laying of a
varying thickness of material. The correction of major
undulations was accordingly regarded as a process to be
carried out in stages, each successive application of the
material (which normally would be several years apart)
tending to correct major differences in level.
Although able to be made cheaply, for less than $30,
" by any local blacksmith and carpenter", the dragspreader was a remarkably valuable innovation in
roadmaking history.46The excellent improvements brought
about by its widespread use were in striking contrast to the
simplicity of its operation and to its unattractive looks.
THE ROAD-MIX RESEAL PROCESS

A process similar to drag resheeting, and called a road-mix
reseal, was iitroduced on experimental lengths of roads
during 1935. It was especially applicable where minor
irregularities in the pavement required some improvement
but were not sufficiently pronounced to warrant resheeting
the pavement with premixed bituminous macadam.
This process was an adaptation of the mixed-in-place
bituminous pavement which originated in the United
States some years previously and had been successfully
developed by the Country Roads Board of Victoria. While
the process was effective in sealing the pavement surface
and, at the same time, in eliminating minor irregularities
a t a cost slightly in excess of ordinary sealing, it had
distinct limitations and could not be applied to very
deformed pavements.
The process may be briefly described as follows. After
sweeping all dust from the road pavement, approximately
one half of the bituminous material was applied to the
surface by a pressure sprayer: this was called the
tack-coat. Dry crushed stone suitably graded in size from
% inch downwards was then spread over the pavement
mechanically (by means of a fantail spreader on the back
of the tipping truck) at a rate that would provide the
desired thickness of finished cover (usually about one ton
t o every 50 square yards). This crushed stone was then
sprayed evenly with the remainder of the bituminous
binder. To enable the bituminous material to remain fluid
for a longer period than would be possible with a hot
binder, so that it would be thoroughly incorporated with
the stone, it was fluxed with suitable medium and light
oils. The stone and binder were then mixed together by a
drag having a set of adjustable multi-directional blades, so
arranged that, as the machine was drawn along the road,
the material in front of each set of blades was rolled over
before being deflected onto the next set (where rolling in
the opposite direction took place). The frame carrying
these mixing blades was attached by a pin-connection at
its rear end to the framework of a long-base drag spreader
which deposited the mixed material smoothly in its final
position. By connecting the two frames in this manner the
spreading blade was freed from the effects of any vertical
movement in the mixing frame resulting from the passage
of the spring-loaded blades over an uneven pavement. The
mixing and spreading machine was drawn over the road by
a tractor and in one passage the stone and binder were
mixed and spread evenly for consolidation by a roller.

Reconstruction and new alignmenf of Pacific Highway between
Murwillumbah and Mullumbimby, which included raising t h e road
above Pood level, 1938. ,

During the final rolling, fine stone screenings were added
at the rate of 1 ton to 150 square yards. The spreader was
10 feet wide and was thus capable of treating a half width
of 20 feet wide pavement in one operation. In spite of the
fact that the mixing blades were mounted on springs and
capable individually of following the existing surface within
limits, this process could not satisfactorily cope with
excessive unevenness in the road pavement, as this resulted
in unmixed material dropping into the deeper hollows from
where it would quickly loosen. Consequently, before
applying this process to a very distorted or cambered road,
it was necessary to raise the edges and major hollows to
a generally even level, usually using premixed material.
One advantage of the road-mix reseal process was that
owing to the mixing of the binder and aggregate being
more complete than was achieved by the ordinary process
of spray surfacing, a larger quantity of aggregate could be
laid on the surface and held in place by a smaller quantity
of binder than was the case when the binder was merely
sprayed and covered with the aggregate. A more
substantial layer of material was thus available to
withstand the wearing action of traffic. Accordingly, other
things being equal, the treatment needed to be repeated at
less frequent intervals. A further advantage was that there
was less chance of the binder completely absorbing the
aggregate and of the excess binder working through to the
surface, which was then a frequently occuring cause of
slippery conditions on bituminous-treated roads.
In certain situations, yet another variation, involving a
bituminous emulsion which could be applied cold, offered
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some advantages over the use of a hot binder in a process
originally brought to the Department's notice by one of the
leading emulsion manufacturers and which was called the
two coat emulsion process. In this case, a light seal of
emulsion was applied to the pavement, followed by crushed
stone at the appropriate rate to give the desired thickness.
The cover stone was brushed by means of a broom drag
to give an even surface and then a heavier application of
emulsion was made, sufficient to penetrate and hold the
stone. The Department found that spreading this first
application of stone by a drag spreader resulted in a more
even pavement than was possible using the broom drag
alone. Smaller chips were added and further rolling was
applied before opening the road to traffic. After a short
interval under traffic a light seal of emulsion and covering
of small chips was given to complete the process.
In their respective spheres both of the processes outlined
above had a considerable field of usefulness in sealing and,
a t the same time, reducing the inequalities of those
pavements which had reached a stage calling for
improvement beyond that which was possible by ordinary
sealing methods but which were not yet sufficiently uneven
to warrant reconditioning with hot-mix m a ~ a d a m . ~ '
STUDYING SOILS

Another problem facing the Department, which first
became a matter for serious concern in the mid to late
1930's was the scarcity of suitable road gravel in certain
areas. In those parts of New South Wales where
satisfactory (A1 ) naturally occurring road gravels were
always scarce or had been depleted, there was an
increasing need to modify or stabilise whatever low-grade
material was available locally. It was, of course,
economically impracticable to transport large quantities of
gravel in from other areas.
There was a considerable mileage of roads having only
natural earth formations (raised only slightly above the
general level of the surrounding ground). Many of these
consisted of loam soils which, although dusty during dry
weather, were capable of supporting heavy loads, but under
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wet-weather conditions were practically impassable. The
blacksoil plains in the southwestern, centralwestern and
northwestern areas of the State were typical areas in which
these conditions prevailed.
In the United States of America particularly, the
increasing development of such areas had given a great
impetus to the study of soils generally and to the
development of suitable methods for improving their
stability. In broad outline, the ability of a soil to carry
heavy wheel loads may be said to result from either the
frictional resistance between the soil particles or the
cohesive strength of the soil. Cohesiveness is an inherent
characteristic of clay, being partly due to the presence of
moisture and partly to the mutual attraction between the
minute particles of the soil. In actual practice the
composition of soils may vary between cohesionless sand
and plastic clay. The problem of unstable soils in New
South Wales is confined mainly to soils with excess clay
content.
By 1937, there were a number of methods whereby the
carrying capacity of such soils could be improved, all of
which, broadly speaking, could be reduced to two equally
effective principles, the choice being governed by the
question of cost.

Firstly, provided suitable material could be found within
a reasonable distance, the physical characteristics of the
soil could be changed by the addition of well-graded sand
or other granular material. It was then correctly assumed
that the best results would be obtained when the cohesive
clay binder was just sufficient in quantity to nearly fill the
void space between the particles of sand. Owing to its
expansive properties when wet, the theoretically correct
amount of clay had to be such as to thinly coat the
granular material and swell sufficiently to close the whole
of the pores in the soil, preventing the ingress of more
moisture either from above or below. In this manner it was
possible to considerably improve the bearing capacity of
the local soil.
The second principle was based on the fact that all soils
have a certain critical moisture content at which they have
maximum stability and which varies with the physical
characteristics and nature of the constituents of the soil.
This phenomenon is due to the fact that the voids between
the soil particles are filled with just sufficient moisture to
promote the maximum cohesive strength of the soil. By the
addition of small quantities of bituminous material it was
found that the detrimental effect of clay could be nullified
while by adding more it was possible to waterproof the soil
and prevent the entry of further moisture to upset the
critical balance. A very fluid bituminous material was
essential in order to penetrate the minute pores of the soil
and a bituminous emulsion was found most effective in this
regard.
Although in the 1930's the roads in those areas where
such methods would have application were carrying only
a very small volume of traffic, some improvements of this
nature were undertaken in an attempt to provide allweather pavements and there were a number of roads
where the addition of granular material (using carefully
selected top soils found within a reasonable distance)
resulted in greatly improved conditions.
The heat treatment of earth roads by the Irvine process
(as mentioned in a following section) also provided the
granular material required for stabilising plastic soil by
converting portion of it into partially clinkered material.
In the metropolitan areas suitable local material for
shoulder maintenance became less readily available than in
the past. With a view to developing an alternative method
of maintenance, work of an experimental nature was
commenced during 1936-37 to determine the possibilities
of stabilising some of the more clayey sections of pavement
shoulders with bituminous emulsion, and a satisfactory
technique was developed. Investigations were also carried
out into the value and feasibility of adding lime, cement
and salt to road soils to improve their traffic carrying
~apacity.~'

CUlTlNG DOWN THE COST
Yt was in the 1930's that the sound economic benefits of
using the latest equipment began to be apparent as the
rapid development of new and improved machinery made
older methods obsolete, cumbersome and more costly. To
efficiently carry out the various operations connected with
road construction and maintenance, it was essential that a

proper balance be maintained between all items of plant
as the various phases of work were so closely interwoven
that ineffective or insufficient plant used in any operation
slowed the whole of the work down. For example, for a
hot-mix plant capable of producing 100 tons of mixed
material during each working day, elevators had to be
provided which were capable of feeding it with material at
the correct rate and in the proper proportions, while a
sufficient number of lorries of the proper capacity had to
be provided to carry the material away from the mixer as
fast as it was mixed. This in turn necessitated sufficient
drag spreaders to spread the material as rapidly as it was
delivered, and sufficient rollers of the proper weight and
speed to consolidate it.
Improvements in one item of plant therefore generally
called for corresponding improvements in other iterns used
on the work and, for this reason, road plant was more
subject to replacement because of obsolescence than plant
in use where the operations were not so closely
interdependent.
The use of modern plant made it possible for substantial
savings to be effected in the price at which roadworks
could be carried out and this particularly applied to
earthworks. In the case of a large work, this saving could
quite easily more than cover the purchase price of a power
shovel or carry-all scoop and its accompanying tractor.
Heavy plant items, however, could be used to the greatest
advantage by large organisations which had a succession of
major works in progress, thus enabling practically
continuous use to be made of the units. This was obviously
hecessary if maximum economies were to be effected. Due
to the constantly improving methods of road construction,
equipment purchased for a specific purpose could become
obsolete before its economic life had expired. The
continuous use of plant, therefore, ensured that it would be
worn out before becoming obsolete. A further advantage
possessed by a large organisation was that the number of
works in hand made possible a greater variety of
specialised plant units being used and so enabled
consideration to be given to the use of plant most suitable
for the particular conditions which applied to each
individual work.
Tractor-drawn power-operated carry-all scoops of 3%
cubic yard and greater capacity may be taken as an
example. These provided a very cheap method of dealing
with material for cut-and-fill purposes where the length of
haul was within the appropriate economic range. They
were most suitable for earthworks which did not require
loosening or which could be loosened by tractor and
scarifier or ripper. Softer grades of rock could also be
moved in this manner provided the rock was capable of
satisfactory shattering by blasting. In those cases where the
length of haul precluded the use of carry-all scoops, full
revolving scrapers and lorries were used in conjunction
with a loading ramp or chinaman. Where layer-spreading
was necessary, scoops assisted in levelling and consolidating
fills in the ordinary process of discharging their loads and
so reduced the costs of spreading and consolidating by
other means. Some carry-all scoops were fitted by this
time with a bowl-cleaning device whereas others were
designed to eject their loads by power operation. These

features were of great importance when dealing with sticky
clay as without them the material would have to have been
emptied by hand, thereby increasing the cost. Carry-all
scoops could be operated at prices which showed a saving
of over 2s. per cubic yard as compared with hand methods
of loading and haulage by lorries (is., including loosening,
loading, hauling, trimming and spreading soil).
Power shovels of various types and sizes, discharging
into lorries, were commonly used for excavating in cuttings
where rock was encountered and for excavating earth
where the haul was considerable. The use of hand methods
for loading blasted rock had frequently made it necessary
t o carry out extensive additional shattering of large pieces
by the use of pop shots, jack picks, etc. The greater
capacity of shovels for dealing with large pieces of rock
greatly reduced this need for additional shattering, with a
consequent reduction in costs. An analysis of costs showed
that, as compared with hand methods, an average saving
of 2s. 6d. per cubic yard could be expected where shovels
were working in rock and a saving of about Is. per cubic
yard in earth.
Other machines which played important roles in the
reduction of earthwork costs in this period included
extremely versatile tractor-drawn scarifier-graders (having
power-operated adjustable blades and leaning wheels for
trimming the sides of cuttings, loosening soil and
positioning it in windrows, etc.), tractor-drawn rippers and
crawler-type tractors (with large movable blade units,
almost 4 feet deep by 8 to 12 feet wide). The latter were
called trail-builders and were one version of what came
t o be referred to generally as bulldozers.
The importance to the Department of ensuring that
earthworks were carried out at as low cost as possible may
be seen when it is realised that approximately 1,000,000
cubic yards of earthworks were handled annually in the
late thirties on construction works carried out by day
labour using the Department's own organisation. An
average saving per cubic yard of as little as Id. would
therefore result in a total annual saving of $4,166 13s. 4d.,
while average savings of Is. and 2s. per cubic yard would
show total annual savings of $50,000 and $100,000
re~pectively.~~
Savings resulting from mechanisation were made use of
to undertake improvements on additional lengths of roads
which it would not otherwise have been possible to
commence until a later date. While the mechanisation of
roadworks inevitably resulted in a reduction in the number
of men employed, a cost analysis determined that this
reduction was smaller than might be expected. For
example, applying average departmental costs to a
hypothetical work, it was found that the mechanisation of
the earthworks portion of the work to the extent of 50%
would make it possible to carry out 14% more work
without additional cost and with a reduction of only 10%
in the number of men employed. Assuming 85% of
earthworks were mechanised, the additional length of
construction could be increased to 27%. If the resultant
savings were spent on works involving hand methods only,
it was still possible, by reducing the new work to 21%, to
limit the reduction in the workforce to no more than
10%

MORE MECHANISATION - BElTER MOBILITY

A new era in roadmaking machine power was introduced
by the development abroad of medium and high speed
diesel engines. Although there were some initial defects,
the kse of improved alloy steels resulted in a marked
reduction in the weight per horsepower. The absence of an
electrical ignition system, together with the relatively high
efficiency of the diesel engine (in comparison with the
petrol engine) and the much lower cost of fuel, combined
to make the diesel engine a particularly suitable power unit
for roadmaking machinery purposes. The Department's
first purchases of tractors fitted with diesel engines were
made early in 1933 for test purposes and the satisfactory
results obtained (including lower fuel costs and the fact
that the maintenance costs of such engines were
comparable with petrol engines) resulted in the purchase,
during 1935-36, of a number of diesel-engined tractors to
replace petrol-engined tractors which had reached the end
of their economic life. The makers of petrol and diesel
engined tractors increased the power of their machines to
the extent that a number of heavy scarifier graders (fitted
with 10-feet blades) were purchased to replace smaller and
lighter graders (with 8-feet blades). Such new plant
enabled the Department to carry out the maintenance and
construction of roads to a higher standard as well as more
quickly and cheaply.
Another advance in the maintenance of gravel and earth
roads was made possible by the use of heavy-duty motor
patrol scarifier graders fitted with pneumatic tyres.
I n the early days of the Board the scarifier graders used
had either iron tyres or solid rubber tyres on the front
wheels and the rear of the machines were fitted with
crawler-type tracks or solid rubber-tyred wheels. The
driving power had been provided by a 20-25 h.p. petrol or
kerosene engine and the maximum travelling speed was
approximately 4 miles an hour, the operating speed being,
of course, much less. Although they gave reasonably
satisfactory results, maintenance costs were high, mainly
because of the wear of the crawler tracks. The new
diesel-powered units were equipped with single pneumatic
tyres on the front wheels and dual high-pressure or tandem
low-pressure tyres on the rear wheels (to reduce slip and
vibration). The machines had a top speed of from 10 to
12 miles an hour and thus reduced the time on the job and
travelling between jobs. They were fitted with poweroperated controls for raising, lowering and altering the
position of the scarifier and grader blade, allowing the
operators to carry out the various adjustments quickly and
without fatigue. Blade lengths were increased from 8 to 12
feet and one machine was fitted with a power-operated
detachable snow plough for winter clearing operations on
roads in the Snowy Mountains area.
A high standard of maintenance of bitumen and tar
surfaces was achieved at reasonable cost by the
introduction of patrol units using motor lorries and
normally employing (in the country) a leading-hand in
charge, two labourers and a lorry driver working as a
labourer when the truck was not in use. The greater
mobility of these units enabled roads to be patrolled more
frequently and any weaknesses attended to at an early
stage. In times of flood or other emergency, this mobility

H e a r treatn7ent n?achine, operatitlg near Narrandera i n 1935.

was of great value in preserving the road pavement and in
contributing to the safety of the travelling public. The use
of drags for gravel road maintenance continued and one
country council put into operation a huge drag, 50 feet in
length with six 8-feet blades.-"
A petrol-operated rammer was used on the New England
Highway in 1935-36 for consolidating repair work on
bituminous macadam pavements, obviating the need for
providing an air compressor and the usual pneumatic type
of jackhammer in remote locations.
The use of oil-fired bitumen heaters fitted with
pneumatic tyres was introduced and 400 gallons of
bitumen per heater could be heated in approximately 2%
hours, while the heaters could be towed at reasonably high
speeds from one work to another. Small hand or power
operated sprayers of 45 or 50 gallon capacity were also
provided for applying cold bituminous emulsion for
patching work. Generally these machines comprised a
cylindrical tank and air compressor mounted on two
wheels and could be easily moved about by one man.
Bitumen sprayers mounted on steam waggons, were
generally superseded by sprayers mounted on petrol-driven
truck chassis, the higher speeds of which increased daily
output and extended the range of operation. The capacity
of these machines varied from 400 to 850 gallons and
much ingenuity was expended in their development.
Compressed air was occasionally utilised to force the
bitumen through the spray nozzles, but generally some
form of rotary pump was used. Considerable flexibility was
required in order that the sprayer could function equally
well with materials ranging from primers, only slightly less
fluid than water, to the much more viscous materials usedfor binder coats. Uniformity in output was essential so that
the desired rate of application could be maintained,
irrespective of the width sprayed. This was accomplished
by the provision of an adjustable engine governor,
sufficiently sensitive to maintain the speed within very
close limits.

Other items included petrol-driven mechanical loaders
(to ensure rapid handling of material from stock piles),
front-end loader attachments for fitting to tractors, devices
for spreading aggregate from moving trucks, towable
rotary brooms (converted from old car chassis to a
Depantmental design) and portable hot-mixing plants.s2
GIVING ROADS THE HEAT TREATMENT

One of the many problems that has confronted State Road
Authorities has been the construction of all-weather roads
in country where no suitable roadmaking materials are
readily available. In dry weather, the natural soil roads (in
such areas as the black soil plains and parts of the central
tablelands) are capable of supporting the traffic loads
imposed upon them, but in wet weather the water content
of the soil increases to such an extent as to make the road
incapable of sustaining traffic. To overcome these
conditions it became the practice to superimpose a
pavement consisting of materials unaffected by moisture,
but where these materials had to be transported over long
distances, considerable cost was involved.
In the late twenties and early thirties, a Departmental
engineer, Mr L. R. H. Irvine, on his own initiative,
conducted experiments and research work in the heat
treatment of earth roads and eventually patented a process
and designed a machine for this purpose. Briefly, the
process consisted of shaping the natural soil on the road,
loosening the surface of the portion to be treated and then
heating (baking) it by a special type of down-draft furnace,
which travelled slowly along the road formation. After the
heat treatment, by which the soil was converted into a
semi-clinker or brick (thereby becoming a substitute for
road metal or gravel), the surface was rolled and suitable
binding material added to provide a pavement equivalent
to a light gravel road.
During 1932-33, the Department worked in close co-

operation with the Queensland Main Roads Commission,
which, with a view to thoroughly testing an experimental
machine and watching the effect of heat treatment on
different types of clay and black soils, entered into an
arrangement with Mr lrvine for the treatment of trial
lengths of road in that State. Subsequently, the two
authorities acquired the right to utilise the process on
roads assisted under the Main Roads Acts of each State.
Designs and working drawings for an enlarged, improved
unit were prepared and a new machine manufactured by
contract. Modifications included the addition of a driving
mechanism which made the massive 22-ton, 32-feet long
machine a self-contained mobile unit, capable of travelling
by road under its own power. The machine needed three
passes to treat a road 18 feet wide and, where traffic
conditions warranted it, a second course could be added by
burning a strip on the shoulder of the road and grading
the material to the centre.
The new machine was first set to work in 1935 on a
section of the Sturt Highway, west of Narrandera, but,
although it provided a satisfactory road, the Department
did not persevere with the project, beyond about two years
primarily because of high fuel costs, slow operating speeds
and breakdowns."
INCREASED ASSISTANCE TO COUNCILS

During 1932 special consideration had been given t o
assisting councils during the difficult financial period,
through reductions in the amounts payable by them
towards roadworks. After careful calculations 6f the
consequent reduction i n funds, it was decided that as from
1st January 1933 the levy on metropolitan councils would
be reduced from 95d. to 7/16d. in the f (reducible to 7/32d.
in the case of the City of Sydney and rural lands devoted
to primary production). The actual reduction involved was,
however, much greater than might be concluded from the
12'hf%reduction in rate. It was estimated that values had
declined since 1929 by 18'70 and therefore the total
reduction in the amounts to be paid by councils as
compared with 1929 was 30%. This represented the
maximum that the County of Cumberland Main Roads
Fund could then afford if roadworks were not to be
seriously prej~diced.'~
In the country, consideration was given to the
advisability of restoring the rate of assistance on Ordinary
Main Roads to 30s. by the Department to each f by the
councils. An overall examination of the contributions by
country councils during the previous two years showed
that, considering the times, these were being maintained
fairly well but that the replacement of worn-out bridges
and the construction of bridges over previously unbridged
streams were being neglected. If this situation had been
allowed to continue, the full use of the roads would have
been prejudiced. It was decided, therefore, to increase the
rates of assistance for bridge construction works (having
over 20 feet spans) on Trunk and Ordinary Main Roads,
the Department to bear the whole cost on the former and
three-quarters of the cost on the latter as from
1st November 1932. The response was immediate and by
July 1933 the Department had in hand proposals for the

replacement or construction of 197 bridges estimated to
cost $350,000. How acceptable this continued to be to
councils may be gauged from the fact that whereas 322
bridges had been built during a period of seven years
preceding the granting of this greater assistance, there were
no less than 310 bridges built i n the next three years.
In 1935 representations were made to the State
Government by the Council of the City of Sydney asking
for it to be relieved from having to contribute to the
Department's funds, as the Department did not carry out
any works in the City area. It was emphasised by the City
Council that the rapid growth of motor traffic had made
it essential for it to channel a large proportion of its
expenditure to the improvement of city streets, particularly
for the widening of the main thoroughfares. Following
further representations to the Premier, the City Council
was exempted from further contributions as from
1st January 1938.
Further changes followed the passing of the Main Roads
(Amendment) Act in July 1936, whereby the rates of
assistance by the Department for works on Trunk and
Main Roads in the country were increased as from
1st January 1936. In the case of Trunk Roads the amount
rose to f 3 (previously £2) provided by the Department for
each $ 1 contributed by the councils and in the case of
Main Roads the amount rose to £2 (previously f 1) by the
Department for each f l provided by the councils. Prior to
this the total annual amounts expended by the Department
and councils on the maintenance and improvement of
Trunk and Main Roads was i n the region of f581,000, of
which sum the Department provided approximately
f 3 15,000 and councils f 266,000. Following the
announcement of the increased rates of assistance,
programmes for $827,000 worth of works on Trunk and
Main Roads for the year 1936 were submitted by councils.
Available funds would not permit such a heavy increase in
expenditure but it was still possible to increase the
programmes to approximately f712,000, of which the
Department's proportion was $496,000 and the councils'
f 2 1 6,000.

Right: An unusual although unsuccessful attempt at utilising low-grade
greasy wool to "stabilise" and improve the all-weather carrying
capacity of black soil country roads was organised by the Department
in 1932-33. in conjunction with Boomi Shire Council. Firstly, an
187 feet long length of the Garah-Boonangar Road (Main Road No.
232) was boxed out to a 14 feet width, and three inches of wool was
spread on the prepared sub-grade, four men teasing it out to a uniform
thickness. The wool was then covered with about 2 inches of soil.
On part of the road, a second layer of wool was added (at the rate of
8 lb. per square yard) and covered with 1% inches of soil. Ten bales of
wool, weighing 3.91 1 Ib. and costing $35, were used in this experiment.

Another important avenue of assistance was an
allowance paid to councils to cover the cost of clerical and
engineering services undertaken by their staff in connection
with works on Main Roads." While on the subject of
relations with local government authorities the surprisingly
uncritical comments of the Commissioner, Mr. Newell, are
appropriate in highlighting the value arising from
departmental officers transferring to council positions.
"Young men have been trained in departmental
practices, both in the ofice and in thejield, and, after
a few years, have secured employment as Engineers or
Assistant Engineers with councils. It has been possible
for them to gain experience of special phases of road
work by transfer from branch to branch within the
department and there is no doubt that this has better
jitted them to fuljil their responsibilities for the general
engineering supervision of council work^".‘^
WEIGHT WATCHING

T h e unrestricted weights of vehicles using roads worried
road engineers for many years and both the Main Roads
Board and later the Department of Main Roads
endeavoured to arrange for the promulgation of an
ordinance which would provide for the regulation of their
loads. Such an ordinance was foreseen in the Main Roads
Act which spoke of the weighing of vehicles and loads as
well as of "the prevention of the doing of things likely
to injure main roads " (Section 5 1, sub-section 1, clause c).
Without such restrictions, the alternative would have
been to endeavour to constantly reinforce or rebuild roads
able to carry the heaviest possible loads that anyone might
attempt to move. Such a proposition was clearly
unacceptable.
A great deal of investigation of this subject (including
studying regulations in other States and overseas) was
carried out by the Department and numerous conferences
were held with representatives of suppliers and carriers. A
draft ordinance was proposed and circulated among

road-users for comment. It was believed that the revised
ordinance held the balance evenly between the two parts
which constituted the road transportation system, the
vehicles and the roads.
On 27th July 1934, Ordinance No. 30C under the Local
Government Act, 1919 was published in the Government
Gazette and prescribed maximum loaded weights and
wheel loads as well as maximum permitted weights per
inch of tyre width (i.e., solid rubber and steel o r iron
tyres) for vehicles using Main Roads. Another ordinance
(No. 30D) was simultaneously gazetted dealing with
vehicles on roads wholly under the control of municipal
and shire councils. Maximum loads ranged from 17 tons
for a six-wheeled vehicle (with not less than 3 1 1 0 t h ~of the
loaded weight carried on the front axle), on roads within
the Metropolitan Traffic Area, down to 1 1 tons for a
four-wheeled vehicle on roads outside the area.
Various periods of grace were given, ranging from one
t o three years, to allow sufficient opportunity for nonconforming vehicles to be replaced without curtailing the
operator's business. Weighing machines were soon supplied
t o the Department's divisional offices to enable adequate
policing of the regulations wherever necessary."
TREE-PLANTING AND PRESERVATION

Section 33 ( I ) of the Main Roads Act states that the
works to be carried out "shall, as a general rule, be
limited to works for the improvement of the carriageway
of the road, or works (whether on or off the road) to
provide for its drainage and the planting of trees to
provide timber and shade". Due to much doubt as to what
would be the ultimate routes of many country Main Roads
and the fact that many metropolitan roads required
widening and adjustment of levels, the Department
withheld, until the mid-19301s, any comprehensive action
in connection with tree-planting. By this time
improvements were sufficiently advanced to enable
consideration to be given to the planting of trees without
fear of later need to disturb them.

Avenue o f poplars planted in the 1930's along Trunk Road No. 62
a t the entrance to Coolah showing their growth by 1949.

Accordingly, i n August 1934, the Department advised all
councils that whereas previously it had only borne the cost
of providing tree guards, it would in the future treat
tree-planting, protection and after-care on the same basis
as roadworks. This meant that the Department accepted
the whole cost of approved tree-planting on State
Highways, two-thirds of the cost on Trunk Roads and
one-half on Ordinary Main Roads, the appropriate council
bearing the remainder.
The Department favoured large scale plans covering
extensive lengths of road and warned that the planting of
trees was the easiest part, whereas it was more difficult to
persist with subsequent care, such as pruning and watering
during dry weather. The many matters to be considered in
planning an avenue or copse included the need to foresee
the blockage of visibility at corners, the obscuring of street
lighting, damage to paving or pipes by roots, conflict with
telephone or electric transmission lines, and future road
requirements. To help councils in the selection of the most
suitable species, the Department published an extensive list
giving both common and botanical names, whether
deciduous or evergreen, mature height, recommended
spacing and other information about 150 varieties of trees,
grouped in the four areas, Western Plains, Western Slopes,
Tablelands and C o a ~ t a l . ~ ~
During 1935-36, tree-planting reconnaisance surveys were
carried out on sections of the Hume, Federal, YassCanberra, Sturt, Oxley, New England and Pacific
Highways to check soil, drainage and climatic conditions.

Roadside trees plattied at Bluff' Creek on t h e
New England Highway, near Tenterfield. 1949

Plans were prepared showing the position and types of
proposed new trees, which included native species as well
as hardy deciduous varieties having colourful autumn
foliage. The most extensive plantings were along the Great
Western and Federal Highways, where nearly 2,400 trees
(provided at nominal charge by the Commonwealth
Government) were planted.59A five-year plan was drawn
up and 5,000 trees were planted in 1936-37 and 8,000 in
1937-38.
Many council schemes were approved, in particular at
Blayney, Lismore and Lockhart and a memorial planting
in July 1936 marked the hopeful beginning of a scheme
to establish trees having a golden foliage (such as golden
privet, wattle, ash, maple and poplar) along the Great
Western Highway between Leura and Katoomba.
So extensive did tree-planting become that in 1936-37
the Department appointed an arboriculturist to ensure that
the trees received suitable attention. No trees were cut
down by the Department unless dangerous or affected
directly by roadworks. Other public bodies operating
within the roadway had to obtain Departmental approval
before removing any trees. Conferences with other
authorities, such as the Postmaster-General's Department,
and inspections during clearing operations minimised the
destruction of roadside growth, while supervision of
unavoidable lopping reduced disfigurement. In cases where
individuals were caught cutting down trees growing within
the road reserves, legal proceedings were instituted by the
Department to penalise them and to deter others.60

NEW LEGISLATION

On 27th July 1936 the Main Roads (Amendment) Act,
1936 was assented to after being introduced into the
Legislative Assembly only a few weeks before by the
Acting Premier and Minister for Transport, Lt.-Col. the
Hon. M. F. Bruxner, M.L.A. The Act introduced more
than a dozen amendments, principally as follow^.^'
* Wherever roads through public reserves linked up with
Main Roads outside those reserves and thereby constituted
part of the overall Main Roads System, they could, under
the amending Act, be proclaimed as Main Roads and thus
allow the Department to contribute towards their
reconstruction and maintenance.
* The Department was also authorised to recover from
councils an appropriate proportion of the cost of subsidiary
works (such as kerbing, guttering, drainage and the
provision of new footpaths) undertaken concurrently with
Main Roads improvements.
* In order to assist in paying the increased amounts
allowed to country councils for roadworks (as outlined
earlier), the payment into Consolidated Revenue of 15% of
the amount collected from motor vehicle taxation
(including 10% to cover the cost of collecting it) was
discontinued so that the whole of the amount collected was
reserved for expenditure on Main Roads.
* The Department's authority and control over Main
Roads were strengthened when it was authorised to
exercise power similar to that of a council, requiring any
obstruction (such as a petrol pump or roadside stall) to be
removed within a specified time. This power also covered
the relocation of kerbing, guttering, gutter crossings and
footpaths.
* The Government had decided in 1935 to transfer to the
Department all roadworks, bridges and ferries in the
Western Division of the State, as well as works on Main
Roads in the municipalities of Broken Hill, Bourke,
Brewarrina, Cobar, Wentworth and Wilcannia. Road and
bridge works in the unincorporated area outside these
municipalities were previously under the control of the
Department of Public Works. This changeover was also to
include National Bridges and Ferries in the Eastern and
Central Divisions (including border bridges and ferries
maintained jointly with other States). The transfer was
effected on 2nd September 1935 and statutory provision
for it was included in the 1936 amending Act. Under this
arrangement, approximately 6,000 miles of road and 163
bridges in the Western Division, together with 90 bridges
in the Eastern and Central Divisions (including 21 border
bridges) and I I ferries (including 4 border ferries) came
under the control of the Department. With the exception
of proclaimed Main Roads in the six municipalities
mentioned (where the same ratio of assistance as elsewhere
in the State applied) the entire cost of maintenance and
construction of these roads and bridges became a charge
against the Department's funds. For administrative
purposes, the Western Division was divided at that time
into four districts, namely, Broken Hill, Bourke, Cobar
and Hay (although Hay was actually outside the
boundaries of the Division). For the sake of convenience,
the district engineers of the Department of Public Works
continued to supervise works on the Department's behalf

in the Broken Hill, Bourke and Hay Districts until the
early 1950's. Supervision of work in the Cobar District was
undertaken directly by this Department through its
newly-established local office at C ~ b a r . ~ ~
* As at 30th June 1936, there were 149 proclaimed
Developmental Roads throughout the State having a total
length of 2,379 miles. These roads had been selected to
serve the areas most likely to offer opportunities for
greater primary production and the general plan had been
to improve them section by section as funds became
available. The average length of each road was 16 miles
and, although it had not been necessary to construct each
road throughout, there had been a continuous length of
some miles on these requiring construction. There were
numerous other roads serving rural districts, however,
which were generalty suitable for traffic but had on them
some outstanding obstacle. This may have been an
unbridged creek, a low-level bridge frequently under water,
a steep hill, a section of boggy country, or some similar
impediment which, at times, made the road throughout
untraffickable. If this obstacle were removed, the road
could be regarded as satisfactorily serving th'e development
of the area and therefore in order to cover this type of
situation the 1936 Amendment Act provided for the
proclamation of Developmental Works, as distinct from
Developmental Roads. In this way it was possible to assist
councils, as far as funds permitted, in carrying out specific
Developmental Works without adding considerably to the
proclaimed mileage of roads.
The other important legislation passed in this period was
the Federal Aid Roads and Works Act of 1937 which
ratified the agreement entered into between the
Commonwealth Government and the various State
Governments and provided for the continuing payment to
the States of a proportion of petrol taxation. This new
Federal Aid Roads Agreement was for a period of ten
years from 1st July 1937 and continued the form of
Federal assistance for roads much along the lines of the
old agreement which had expired at the end of June.63
The principal terms of the new agreement were as
follows.
* Of the money made available by the Commonwealth
Government, 5% was first allocated to Tasmania and the
remainder was divided between the other States according
to population ( 3 1 5 t h ~ )and area ( 2 1 5 t h ~ ) .The resulting
distribution thus became New South Wales 28.1%, Victoria
17.5%, Queensland 19.1%, South Australia 1 1.1 %, Western
Australia 19.2% and Tasmania 5.0%.
* The Commonwealth placed in trust for payment to the
States 3d. per gallon on all imported petrol and 2d. per
gallon on petrol produced by local refineries (increased
from 29'2d. and l%d. under the previous agreement).
* From the money thus provided to the States, 29'2d. per
gallon and 1 %d. per gallon, respectively, were to be spent
in the construction, reconstruction, maintenance or repair
of roads. The balance of Ed. per gallon was to be spent
in the same way on roads or on other works connected
with transport, as determined by each State. The
Commonwealth Minister for the Interior was given
authority to require any State to maintain and repair roads
which approached or adjoined Commonwealth property but

it was stipulated that the State could be required to spend
only a limited proportion in this direction.
Largely because of the growth in revenue to which the
Department had become entitled following the completion
of this agreement and the increase in the use of motor
vehicles, it was possible to grant greater assistance to local
authorities, both by raising the classification of certain
roads and by the addition of other routes to the Main
Roads schedule.
JOINT ACTION BY STATE ROAD AUTHORITIES

and later Commissioner for Main Roads from 1941 to
1946) to attend the seventh International Roads Congress
at Munich in September 1934 as Australia's first official
representative to such a worldwide gathering of engineers.65
ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES

The Department inherited from the Department of
Transport seven administrative divisions (which had been
re-organised in July 1932 from the transport districts
which in turn had been adapted from those set up initially
by the Main Roads Board). Their titles and headquarters
in 1933 were
Metropolitan (Head Office), North
Eastern (Glen Innes), North Western (Tamworth),
Northern (Newcastle), Central Western (Parkes)', Southern
(Goulburn) and South Western (Wagga Wagga).
The policy of decentralisation was continued in
September 1935 when a new division was established in the
northeast coastal corner of the State, with headquarters at
Grafton. In April 1937 a new South Coast Division was
set up, centred at Bega and created specially to enable
work to proceed more quickly on the reconstruction and
bituminous surfacing of the Prince's Highway between
Nowra and the Victorian border. In August 1939, the
extensive Metropolitan Division was divided into three
sections, one retaining the existing title and the two new
ones being known as the Outer Metropolitan Divisions
Nos. 1 and 2, with their headquarters remaining at Head
Office (until transferred to Petersham and Chatswood in
1 942).66
The second of the three original Members of the Main
Roads Board relinquished his association with the
Department when the Assistant Commissioner,
Mr T. H. Upton, resigned on 29th April 1935 to take up
an appointment as President of the Metropolitan Water,
Sewerage and Drainage Board. Concerning his work, Mr
Newell recorded the following tribute.
" With a thorough practical training following the close
of a particularly meritorious University career,
supplemented by his war service, Mr Upton brought to
bear . . . the results of a wide and varied experience in
that species of knowledge which constitutes the
profession of a Civil Engineer, being the art of directing
the great sources of power in Nature for the use and
convenience of man . . .
The example set by him in strict adherence t o
principle, his devotion to duty, his undoubted ability and
proved capacity, have all combined t o make a lasting
impression upon the Main Roads o r g a n i ~ a t i o n " . ~ ~
Following this move, the position of Assistant
Commissioner remained vacant until the appointment of
Mr D. Craig on 15th November 1937.
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter,
unemployment relief workers considerably augmented the
number of Departmental employees during the 1930's. The
Department's Annual Report for 1936-37 gives a good
general summary of the staff situation in this period.
" T h e maximum number (of unemployed relief workers)
engaged at any one time on these works averaged
approximately 2,300, but allowing for displacements and
men leaving the works of their own accord, 3,242 single
unemployed men were given work, these being selected
-

Following a proposal put forward by the Minister for
Transport (Lt.-Col. Bruxner) at a meeting of State
Ministers held in June 1933, it was agreed that road
executives from all States should meet annually to
exchange experiences and views on road administration and
practice. The first annual conference was accordingly held
in Melbourne on 14th, 15th and 16th February 1934 and
was attended by Mr Newell, Mr Upton and Mr A. E.
Warburton of the Department, the latter being appointed
as permanent secretary.
At the first conference unanimous agreement was
reached on matters of importance to all States, particularly
in relation to the linking of the Australian States with the
Permanent International Association of Road Congresses
(PIARC), works on and approaching State borders, the
purchase of materials, the tabulation of Australian road
statistics and other matters of administrative interest. One
of the most important questions discussed was that of
research and it was decided that all States should coordinate their research work and disseminate the
conclusions reached through such publications as the
Department's journal "Main Roads".
In April 1934, a meeting of the Principal Technical
Officers (Chief Engineers) of the States was held in
Sydney to report u.pon several technical questions and, as
a result, uniform procedures were instituted throughout the
Commonwealth on such matters as mileposting and road
warning signs where roads were under repair. The
convenience and need for uniformity in services of this
description to interstate travellers was apparent and
standard nationwide designs for roads were also discussed.
Apart from official consideration of problems affecting
all States, these annual conferences provided a valuable
means for interchange of ideas and for the demonstration
of experimental and other work and the continuous contact
with current developments in each State proved of great
benefit to all concerned.64
The second annual conference was held in Sydney from
27th February to 1st March 1935. At this conference steps
were taken to ensure co-operation between authorities in
the purchase of road materials. Agreement was also
reached as to the desirability of limiting the use of
solid-tyred vehicles, it being accepted that the taxes
generally paid by these vehicles was not commensurate
with the damage caused to roads by their use.
With a view to gaining new ideas and learning of
overseas trends, the Department successfully made
representations to the Prime Minister for Mr D. Craig
(then Chief Engineer of the Department's Country Section

from fifty-jive country centres. The camping conditions on
these works are similar in every respect to all other
contruction works carried out by the Department.
Including these unemployment relief works and the
ordinary works on main and developmental roads, the
expenditure by the Department during the year under
review resulted in the direct employment of a maximum
o f 9,687 men, the total number engaged at the end of the
financial year being 9,303. Of this number, 3,193 were
engaged on ordinary day labour works supervised directly
b y the Department, 1,426 on special unemployment relief
works, 3.928 employed by Councils or1 works subsidised
from Main Roads funds, and 756 on the Department's
contract works. Whilst over 9,000 men are directly
employed as a result of expenditure of funds on main and
developmental roads, it could reasonably be estimated
that by reason of this expenditure employment has been
found for approximately an equal number of men in the
winning and manufacture of materials, and in the supply
o f plant, tools, etc., for use on road works".68
REVIEW OF THE MAIN ROADS SYSTEM

Action was taken during 1937-38 to review the whole of
t h e Main Roads System and the network of classified
roads was substantially extended and improved by the
proclamation of new State Highways, Trunk Roads and
Main Roads.
T h e expansion of the Main Roads System was
necessarily governed largely by monetary considerations
a n d during the period of financial depression very little
progress could be made. Owing to the inability of the
Department to meet increased liabilities, additions to the
System during that time were made only in cases where
some exceptional circumstances rendered them specially
desirable or necessary. T h e return of more prosperous
conditions in primary and secondary industries was soon
reflected in traffic volumes, and this sustained increase in
t h e number of motor vehicles using the roads gave rise to
a legitimate demand for more and better facilities for
intercommunication throughout the State. In these
circumstances, a comprehensive survey of the road position
was undertaken to determine the most satisfactory layout
a n d classification of Main Roads routes.
T h e recommendations which were submitted for the
proclamation or reclassification of Main Roads, and for the
repeal of the proclamation of certain Main Roads was in
conformity with a definite plan for the development of a n
effective network of Main Roads.
Numerous inspections were made to obtain first-hand
information about the conditions in different localities and
attention was given to the existence of any breaks in the
continuity of Main Roads.
T h e roads recommended for proclamation as additional
S t a t e Highways were selected with regard to the current
distribution of population and the trends of traffic within
the State, also taking into account the layout of the more
important traffic arteries in adjoining States. In addition,
the selection of these routes was influenced by likely future
developments in primary production and industrial
expansion. T h e total length of the roads proclaimed as
State Highways during the year was 1,359 miles, of which

790 miles were formerly classified as Trunk Roads, 436
miles as Main Roads and 133 miles as Developmental
Roads and unclassified shire roads.
T h e length of State Highways in June 1938 was 5,223
miles compared with 3,581 miles a t the time of the
original classification in August 1928, representing an
increase of 45%% in ten years.
In the selection of additional Trunk Roads, it was then
anticipated that, with the further development of the
country, many of the then secondary roads would in future
years be classed as principal avenues of communication.
T h e selection of new Trunk Road routes was therefore
determined by similar considerations to those which
governed the routing of State Highways, and roads having
a total length of 847 miles were selected to complete the
framework of the System. With the exception of a length
of 25 miles previously unclassified, these new Trunk Roads
were formerly classified as Ordinary Main Roads.
In considering the remaining through traffic routes the
aim was to provide, as far as practicable, a network of
Main Roads connecting all towns and important centres of
population with the State Highways or Trunk Roads and
with each other. Roads totalling 910 miles in length were
selected with a view to proclamation as Main Roads and
570 miles of these were proclaimed during 1937-38.
Developmental Roads having a total length of 595 miles
(and which had been almost wholly unconstructed in 1925)
had by this time become through traffic routes of such
importance as to warrant proclamation as Main Roads and
in some cases even formed part of State highway^.^^
T h e total mileages of the various classes of roads as a t
30th June 1938 were:
State Highways .............................................. 5,223 miles
Trunk Roads .................................................. 2,179 miles
Main Roads ....................................................8,832 miles
Developmental Roads ....................................
2,490 miles
Secondary Roads (County of Cumberland).
99 miles
Roads in the Western Division ..................... 5,820 miles
Total ................................................................24,643 miles
T h e Department could be justly proud of its achievement
in this period. At the time of the original 1928
classification there were practically no surfaced roads
outside the metropolitan areas of Sydney and Newcastle
and a few of the larger towns. Even by 1931, surfaced
pavements on the Main Roads System totalled only 985
miles or 7% % of the total State mileage but by 1938 this
length had been expanded to 2,295 miles or 13%% of the
total of State Highways, Trunk Roads and Main Roads.'('
PROGRAMMES AND PROBLEMS
OF RURAL ROADWORKS

In the 1930's, construction works of great magnitude were
carried out by the Department, often under very difficult
conditions and in remote areas throughout the State.
During the financial year 193 1-32 less than f 140,000
was spent on construction of country roads whereas at the
close of the financial year (1932-33) following the
establishment of the Department such expenditure had
increased approximately five-fold to f645,000 and by
1939-40 had risen to f2,000,000 a year.

The type of construction work carried out in the country
fell broadly into three categories:
* Reconstruction of long lengths of existing road to
provide more suitable alignment and grades, and a stronger
pavement with a dust-free surface;
* Deviations to provide improved alignment and grades
in hilly or mountainous terrain, or to eliminate low-lying
sections of road subject to flooding; and
* Construction of roads to aid in the development of an
area, such as in lieu of new railway^.^'
Concurrently, with the vigorous programme to improve
existing surfaces on the lengths of roads not requiring
relocation, the Department was committed to progressive
relocation of those sections of road which for one reason
or another were unsuitable in their present location for the
traffic using them. In 1932, the Department was only able
to commence this relocation to the extent to which funds
for this purpose became available. These were sufficient for
the Department to continue the Board's policy of carrying
out such works as the Lidsdale Deviation on the
Lithgow-Mudgee Road, the Cox's River Deviation on the
Great Western Highway near Wallerawang, construction
on the Pacific Highway between Sydney and Newcastle,
the Warland's Range Deviation on the New England
Highway, the Razorback Deviation and the
Breadalbane-Cullerin-Gunning Deviation on the Hume
Highway, and the work between Bulli and Kiama on the
Prince's Highway.
The routes of the Hume, Great Western and New
England Highways, by this time, could be considered to be
in their permanent location (except for some short
sections) while the Prince's and Pacific Highways were not
as settled in their final positions.
There were particular problems associated with coastal
highways which did not occur as frequently on the inland
routes. These were:
* The absence of cheap road pavement material, such as
gravel, particularly in river valleys (e.g., the Clarence,
Richmond, and Tweed River Valleys) in combination with
the need for heavy pavement constru'ction on river flats
subject to flooding;
* The very broken nature of the country between river
valleys, such as the Burringbar Range between the
Brunswick and Tweed Rivers;
* The large number of long bridges over tidal estuaries,
often requiring opening spans for river traffic;
* Recurring floods, which necessitated raising sections of
the highway to ensure that interruptions to traffic could be
kept to a minimum; and
* River bank erosion, involving heavy cost for bank
protection and/or the acquisition of valuable river
frontages to provide sufficient width for the roadway.72
For these reasons the cost of improving the coastal
highways was extremely high in comparison with inland
routes.
While the Prince's and Pacific Highways linked Sydney
with Melbourne and Brisbane respectively, the inland
highways had been regarded as the principal interstate
road links because they were shorter and the nature of the
country they passed through permitted faster travel. As the
Department improved the coastal routes, they were used to

Clearing the Prince's Highway following a landslide
on Bulli Pass in February 1934.

a much greater extent and holiday resorts quickly
developed along the coast. Apart from the tourist industry,
this improved road communication benefitted those areas
on both the south and north coasts which supported the
dairying, timber, fishing, banana-growing and sugar cane
industries.
PRINCE'S HIGHWAY

By 1932 the Prince's Highway had been improved and
substantially reconstructed in bituminous macadam
between Sydney and the Shoalhaven River at Nowra, and
a commencement made on the reconstruction of the next
section between Nowra and Bateman's Bay. On this section
several extensive deviations were required, the longest and
most difficult being the Cockwhy Range Deviation between
Termeil and East Lynne. The deviation, about 1 1 % miles
in length, situated about midway between Milton and
Bateman's Bay, eliminated a narrow winding section of
road over the Cockwhy Range and passed through easier
country closer to the coast, at a lower elevation and
providing excellent alignment and adequate width.
Commenced in 1936, the work provided relief for over
100 unemployed men.73
Other deviations were constructed at Tomerong,
Stewarts and Luncheon Creeks, Myrtle Gully, Conjola,
Ulladulla and between East Lynne and Bateman's Bay.
The straightening of the Highway between Nowra and
Bateman's Bay reduced the length of travel by six miles
and involved the construction of 22 concrete bridges.
By 1939, the Department had reconstructed the Prince's
Highway from Sydney to Bateman's Bay, a distance of 174
miles, and had commenced work on the section-between
Bateman's Bay and the Victorian border. Between 1926
and I939 nearly 35 miles of completely new road were
constructed in this section.

PACIFIC HIGHWAY

Prince's Highway through the Cockwhy Range showing the rortuous
alignment prior to reconstruction in 1937.
Construction work in progress on the same deviation between
Ulladulla and Baterrtan's Bay in 1938.

On the north coast, as with the south coast, highway
construction suitable for motor vehicles was practically
non-existent before 1925.
T h e route of the Pacific Highway generally parallels the
coast, touching it at a few points with many detours to
avoid particularly rugged country. Prior to 1932 a dust-free
surface could not be provided on many sections of this
road, without extensive realignment or pavement
reconstruction. Owing to the heavy expenditure involved,
this work could only be undertaken in small stages and,
by 1939, there was still a substantial portion of the Pacific
Highway requiring major works.
T h e Department concentrated its attention on the
improvement of many river crossings, particularly where
vehicular ferries were responsible for considerable delay to
road traffic. In 1931 the Main Roads Board had
constructed a bridge over the Nambucca River a t
Macksville in place of a vehicular ferry as the first step in
a bridge-building programme to eliminate vehicular ferries
from the route of the Highway.
T h e Department continued with the programme and
between 1934 and 1936 bridges were built over the North
Arm of the Bellinger River at Raleigh, over Terranora
Inlet (Tweed River) at Boyd's Bay adjacent to Tweed
Heads, over the North Arm of the Clarence River a t
Mororo and over the Tweed River a t Barney's Point.
Pavement reconstruction and the provision of a dust-free
surface were continued by the Department on lengths of
the Highway where traffic volumes warranted such work,
as in the vicinity of Newcastle, Taree, Port Macquarie,
Kempsey, Coffs Harbour, Grafton, Maclean, Ballina and
Murwillumbah; as well as on the sections located in the
major river valleys. In consequence, by the onset of World
W a r 11, two-thirds of the length of the Pacific Highway
between Sydney and the Queensland border had a bitumen
surface.
UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF WORKS

Between 1933 and 1939 most major road construction
works were financed from special funds provided by the
Commonwealth and State Governments for the relief of
unemployment. Preference was given to jobs involving
heavy earthworks, providing opportunity for employment of
manual labour on pick and shovel work.
Officers of the Department were familiar with overseas
developments in roadmaking plant and procedures but,
while Government finance continued to be allocated
specifically for unemployment relief works, there was a t
first little opportunity to mechanise major road
construction works.
Eight large projects were commenced between
September and Pllovember 1936 to absorb 2,300 single
unemployed men. These works were as follows.
Prince's Highway
Deviation between Omega and
Gerringong.
Cockwhy Range Deviation.
Reconstruction at Merimbula.

Hume Highway

Reconstruction 6- 10 miles
northwest of Goulburn.
Tumblong-Tarcutta Deviation.
New England Highway
Liverpool Range Deviation.
Pacific Highway
Burringbar Range Deviation.
Improvement of O'Sullivan's
Main Road No. 1 I0
Gap Hill, B ~ l a h d e l a h . ~ ~
In 1938, the Government found it necessary to reduce
expenditure on unemployment relief works. Whereas
previously the full cost of these works had been met by the
Government, thereafter only the cost of wages and the
transport of men was met from these funds, the remaining
charges for plant, materials, tools, supervision, etc., had to
be met from normal Main Roads funds. With the
reduction in the amount of unemployment relief funds
available the Department looked for ways to reduce the
cost of major road construction works and mechanisation
provided the answer.
Cutting on new deviation of rhe Hutne Highway, near Tarcutta, 1938

HUME HIGHWAY

A major road construction work on which the effect of
mechanisation was clearly evident was the TumblongTarcutta Deviation on the Hume Highway. This work was
carried out in two stages; the first involved mainly
handwork and the second was undertaken with mechanical
equipment.75
The first section extended from Tumblong to the
junction of the Hume Highway and the Snowy Mountains
Highway (the latter being then known as the Monaro
Highway) and was typical of most of the major
unemployment relief jobs carried out by the Department
in this period. The first engineer-in-charge described the
project in these words.
" T h e men appointed to the construction work were
predominantly miners who were highly organised
unionists and supervision was difficult.
They were brought to Tumblong by special train and,
on arrival, held a stopwork meeting on the station when
they found that their camp was ten to twelve miles away.
Eventually the problem of the camp was resolved and
work began.
A resident policeman had t o be constantly on the job
t o preserve law and order. Often he would have to answer
complaints by local residents whose sheep had been
stolen t o supplement the workmen's diet.
The greatest dificulty, as far as discipline was
concerned, was that the men were receiving low rates of
pay, inexperienced in road work and had free time on
their hands, as they worked in shifts t o provide work for
evervone.
Preference was given to handwork to provide maximum
employment for the men. Earth was carted by horses and
dravs and hand loaded.
he jirst two petrol tractors purchased by the
Department were used on this work t o rip out rocks and
pull down trees".76
The first 10%-mile section of the deviation was
completed and opened to traffic in December 1938.
Operations were then commenced on the second section
extending southwards over a length of 10% miles to

A "trail-builder" spreading filling on the Tumblong-Tarcrrtta
deviation o f the Hume Highway, 1939.

T h i s six-yard capacity cable-operated carry-all scoop illustrates
i n c r e a s i n ~mechanisation in the late 1930's.

Tarcutta. The reconstruction of an adjoining length of the
Sturt Highway was undertaken as part of the same job.
Although the work was organised to absorb 240 rationed
relief workers on unskilled work, the method of
construction contrasted greatly with that used on the first
section and on most of the other large deviations being
carried out about the same time.
The project was experimental and studies were made of
the adaptability, organisation, technique of operation,
outputs and economy of newer types of plant, with a view
t o the general adoption and development of their
maximum utility.
The plant used on the second section of the
Tumblong-Tarcutta Deviation included 25 to 30 ownerdriver hired lorries, 6 compressors, 6 tractors, 2 heavy-duty
rippers, a 10-feet blade hydraulic trail-builder, a 2-yard
revolving bowl pneumatic tyred scoop, a 6-yard cableoperated pneumatic tyred carry-all scoop, a I-yard steam
shovel, a 2-bag concrete mixer, a motor grader,
buckscrapers, jackhammers and other small plant.
The work on which this equipment was used included a
formidable 70-feet high cutting - the largest cutting
attempted by the Department up to this date.
The 1-yard steam shovel, with lorries for haulage, the
10-feet blade hydraulic trail-builder, the 2-yard revolving
bowl scoop and the 6-yard carry-all scoop were all used
for the excavation. Three compressors were connected to
a 100 cubic feet air receiver leading into 2-inch pipelines
on each side of the cutting, which allowed the continual
use of six jackhammers. Alternative sides of the cutting
were drilled and shot while the loosened material was
removed in a continuous operation. On the southern
section, 206,000 cubic yards of material were moved in
record time, with a great saving in costs. When completed
the deviation from Tumblong to Tarcutta resulted in a
saving to motorists of a distance of 8% miles.
This experiment in mechanisation was a success and
confirmed the Department's belief that the use of modern
road plant could greatly reduce the cost of roadworks. As a
result of experience in the economy that could be effected
by use of specialised equipment the Department built up
a substantial fleet of roadbuilding machinery. As its
officers and workmen became proficient in their use, the
Department was well equipped to face up to the calls that
were made on its services during the war years.
NEW ENGLAND HIGHWAY

Although the Tumblong-Tarcutta Deviation stands out as
an exceptional work, there were other major construction
works commenced in this period, outstanding for their size
and difficulty of construction, as well as for the great
improvement they brought to the State's Main Roads
System.
The New England Highway (known as the Great
Northern Road before its proclamation on 24th March
1933) carried the great bulk of through traffic from
Sydney and Newcastle to Brisbane. It was vastly improved,
one of the largest works being the Liverpool Range
Deviation, between Murrurundi and Kankool. This work,
which provided for improved alignment and grades, was

Federal Highway skirting the shores of Lake George i n t h e early 1930's.

slowed by a slip which carried away a short section of
embankment.
Other works on this Highway were designed to eliminate
the dust nuisance, make the road traffickable in all
weather, widen the pavement, and give better alignment
and sight distance. By 1939, the length of the Highway
between Sydney and Glen lnnes (except for sections
totalling approximately 35 miles) had been provided with
a bituminous dust-free surface. However, beyond Glen
Innes to the Queensland border near Woodenbong, a large
amount of work remained to be done."
BARTON AND FEDERAL HIGHWAYS

The road leading from the Hume Highway near Yass in
a southerly direction to Canberra (later named as the
Barton Highway in 1954) formed an important link for
traffic proceeding from the southwestern districts of New
South Wales and from Melbourne. Prior to the
proclamation of this road as a State Highway on 8th
March 1935, it was poorly aligned, with a narrow, worn
gravel pavement and was generally unsuitable for the
volume of traffic using it.
In view of the importance of this road connection to the
Australian Capital Territory, the Department commenced
the reconstruction, by day labour, of the full length of over
23 miles in January 1935. The Commonwealth
Government agreed to contribute two-thirds of the
estimated cost of this reconstruction work - a similar
financial agreement to the one made for the Federal
Highway. The work done comprised regrading and
realignment of the formation, the construction of
reinforced concrete box and pipe culverts, and pavement
construction consisting of a gravel base course with a
bituminous macadam surface course having a width of 18
feet with 4 feet wide shoulders.
Of the 57 curves in the length of 23 miles there were
only five curves of less than 1,000 feet radius. Three of
these had a radius of 700 feet and two had a radius of 800
feet. Construction throughout the route which became the
Barton Highway was completed in March 1937.

Following the extensive reconstruction during the late
1920's bitumen surface treatment on the section of the
Federal Highway between Lake George and Canberra was
undertaken between 1931 and 1936. Work was also carried
out on the section between the Hume Highway and Lake
George where low-lying lengths and sections with substandard alignment were improved and sealed. With the
completion of this work in 1936 a bituminous surface was
available on the full length of the Federal Highway and
the Hume Highway between Sydney and Canberra.78
GWYDIR HIGHWAY

One of the longest deviations constructed by the
Department resulted from the relocation of a 73-mile
section of the Gwydir Highway between Glen Innes and
Grafton.
The country between Glen Innes and Grafton is among
the roughest in the State and falls abruptly about 3,000
feet from tableland to foothills. The old Highway route
descended to the Mann River Valley and crossed a
watershed to reach the Little River which it followed for
27 miles between steep mountainsides. After crossing the
Nymboida River it traversed foothill country to South
Grafton.
In 1935 investigations were commenced with a view to
providing better general intercommunication between the
inland and the coastal areas by means of a more suitable
route for motor traffic. It was found that to improve and
widen the existing road would involve extremely heavy
expenditure without providing a satisfactory road on some
sections. Ground investigation to locate a more acceptable
route for the Highway failed to produce a satisfactory
solution; the most difficult section proving to be the
descent from the tableland.
Departmental officers saw the use of aerial photography
as a possible solution to the problem and arrangements
were made in 1937 for 450 square miles of land to be
photographed by contract. The resulting photographs were
studied using a stereoscope which provided a threedimensional image. A number of alternative routes were
examined in this way without the need for numerous
time-consuming and laborious preliminary surveys. The
alternatives were eventually reduced to two requiring final
investigation by normal ground survey and subsequently
the present route was a d ~ p t e d . ' ~
This route leaves the old Highway 21 miles east of Glen
Innes and, after traversing 25 miles of undulating tableland
country in the vicinity of the Gibraltar Range, descends
over a length of about 1 1 miles to Jackadgery and from
there runs via Ramornie to the old route of the Highway
near South Grafton.
This was the first occasion on which aerial photography
was used for major road location in New South Wales.
Aerial photography had been introduced about 1935 when
the Royal Australian Air Force, in conjunction with the
Department of the Army, set up an organisation for taking
and processing aerial photographs. The possibilities of
developing this new technique as an aid to road location
investigations were quickly appreciated by the Department
which, for several minor investigations, made use of aerial
photographs borrowed from the Army.80

Bullock team bogged on the old Glerl Irzt~es-Croftonrood i n rhe 1920's

During the next few years considerable lengths of the
highway system were covered by aerial photography. In the
period immediately prior to World War 11, other major
aerial survey investigations were undertaken to establish
the route of the Newell Highway between Narrabri and
Coonabarabran, traversing the Pilliga Scrub, and
investigation of the proposed re-routing of the Prince's
Highway between Milton and Moruya.
Even with the aid of aerial photography, the location of
the new route of the Gwydir Highway was a difficult task
for the ground surveyors. A surveyor, who went into the
area on a number of occasions on different surveys, has
made the following comments on the value of aerial
photography.
" Away from the towns there were few settlers and in
the really mountainous country there were many places
where no man had trod since the cedar getters, nearly one
hundred years before. But we had a new ally, aerial
photography. Aerial photography did not render a
surveyor unnecessary but it did ensure that his efforts
were not wasted and that these were directed t o the areas
offering the most promise. When every foot of the way
had to be hacked out of deep undergrowth, that certainly
meant ~ o m e t h i n g " . ~ '
A later description reveals the conditions which had to
be faced, not only by the surveyors but by those who
constructed the route.
" It was necessary t o make our camp across and about
jive miles beyond the river and take our supplies out
week by week. By felling trees, cutting away creek banks
and throwing in the logs and rocks, we made our way up
one gully as far as we could go and there we made our
camp. W e still had about two miles t o walk and about
1,500 feet t o climb each morning to reach the start of the
work and the job extended about 4M miles beyond that.
The country was very steep and broken, so steep that
when we sat down for lunch, we had t o dig seat and heel
holes to stop sliding downhill.

We had to transfer a line from aerial photographs t o
the ground and I had t o force m y way backwards through
the undergrowth until I could identify a point on the
photograph with a spot on the ground, such as a junction
of watercourses, a tree larger than the rest, a rock
outcrop or some such object. Then the men could clear
the bush and track t o the sound of my voice as I would
take a bearing, measure the distance and read sideslopes.
W e wanted to obviate the steep climb each morning by
making a forward camp in a saddle at the top but could
not get anybody in the district to risk their horses by
packing us up".*'

OXLEY HIGHWAY

The Oxley Highway was another circumferential link in
the State's road system, which had been proclaimed at the
same time as the Gwydir Highway in 1928. It was also
similar to the Gwydir Highway insofar as a large section
between Yarrowitch and Yarras had to be relocated
through extremely difficult country to provide better access
from the tableland to the coast. The first part of the
section between Yarrowitch and Yarras to be constructed
was the Tobin's Creek Deviation commenced in 1928 and
completed in December 1930.

S i x views of the construction work on the Y ~ ~ r r o ~ ' i t c h - T o h i Creek
t i ' s deviation o f the Oxley H i g h w q , . 1933

The survey party had also to contend with falling rocks
and a number of floods, as well as hordes of annoying
leeches and ticks. Day by day they worked with bush
hooks and jungle knives, pegging, measuring and levelling
until they came to a marked line on the top of the range.
From the magnitude of this project it was evident that
special financing would be necessary if the work was to be
completed within a reasonable period. In 1939 special
funds became available for relief of unemployment and the
construction of the new road was put in hand from centres
established on Gibraltar Range and at Jackadgery. With
Australia's increasing involvement in wartime activities in
the Pacific area, it was necessary to suspend operations and
the work was closed down in October 1942.82

In July 1932, the next section of the work was
commenced as another unemployment relief measure. This
second deviation the Yarrowitch-Tobin's Creelk Deviation
presented similar problems and conditions to those met
with on the first deviation. However, one noticeable
difference was in the road design with grading and
alignment taking into account the availability of more
powerful vehicles than was the case when determining the
design standards to be used on the first deviation. The
100-feet minimum radius curves on the first section on
which the highest speed possible was 20 m.p.h. contrasted
with the 200-feet minimum radius curves, allowing 40
m.p.h., on the newer section of road. The second section,
designed for more powerful vehicles, was straighter and in

Mid-1930's view of Lemon Tree Crossing on a Main Road near
Woodenbong, where in 30 miles the road crossed Richmond River no
less than 32 times, mainly by ford.

Old road over rhe Tooloom Range, between Bonalbo and Urberzville in
mid-1930's, when hazards included this steep slope of I i n 4 grade and
spring-shattering ruts.

many places grades exceeded 5%, the severest being a
length of 350 feet at 7%.83
Work on the Yarrowitch-Tobin's Creek Deviation was
completed in 1935 and the full length of the Highway
between Walcha and Yarras was available to through
traffic.
The Oxley Highway was gradually improved along its
entire length and was in good condition by 1937, although,
as with the Gwydir Highway, it still had to be provided
with a bitumen surface. It provided a direct route for
traffic proceeding from the central and western areas of the
State to the New England and north coast districts, as well
as into Queensland. It also provided a connection between
three main trunk railway lines namely the North Western
line, the Main Northern line and the North Coast line and
aided in opening up good wheat and pastoral country.

Range and involved very heavy construction work while
along the entire 37-mile length, 1 1 streams had to be
bridged.
Meanwhile, a Developmental Road had been constructed
from Bonalbo to the Bruxner Highway and having regard
to the possibilities of development i n the vicinity of
Tabulam and the increasing importance of the Bruxner
Highway as a through traffic route, the reconstruction of
about 34 miles from Casino to Tabulam was decided upon
in order to provide a satisfactory outlet to rail from the
Bonalbo and Tabulam districts and at the same time to
meet the requirements of through traffic.84
Another road constructed in lieu of a railway and
financed by special funds provided by the State
Government was the Guyra-Ebor-Dorrigo Road (Main
Road No. 135) as an alternative to the railway line
recommended by a Public Works Committee in 1926.
The total length of the road between Guyra and Dorrigo
was approximately 82 miles and now forms an important
connection between the northern tablelands and the coast.
The road which previously existed between Guyra and
Ebor, a distance of approximately 50 miles, was mostly
little better than a bush track, with steep grades, poor
alignment and several open crossings. Construction of the
new road, providing work for 120 men, was commenced in
March 1936 and was carried out in two sections. The
13-mile section from Guyra towards Ebor was the first
undertaken, as the existing road from Guyra to where the
work was commenced was capable of carrying traffic until
the completion of the remainder of the work to Dorrigo.
The design provided for a 24-feet wide formation with a
16-feet gravel pavement. The section from Guyra to Ebor
was completed in 1937. The section from Ebor to Dorrigo
was not commenced until after World War I1 and the road
throughout was completed in 1 948.85

ROADS INSTEAD OF RAILWAYS

Another work granted special funds was the construction
of the Casino-Tabulam Road (then Trunk Road No. 64,
now part of the Bruxner Highway) and Main Road No.
361 linking Tabulam and Woodenbong (on the Mount
Lindesay High*way) via Bonalbo.
After 1930, due to lack of finance, the State Government
did not proceed with the construction of the proposed
Casino-Bonalbo railway. In May 1934, as a cheaper
alternative, it was decided to build a road that probably
would do more to develop the area than a railway would,
besides offering work to a number of unemployed men.
The work, which was commenced in March 1936 and
was completed by 1940, comprised a pavement 20 feet
wide with a bituminous wearing course. The
Mummulgum-Tabulam section crossed the Richmond

UPPER CLARENCE AND RICHMOND RIVER VALLEY
DEVELOPMENTAL WORKS

T h e construction of Developmental Roads and Works has
also assisted the primary industries of dairying and wheat
growing. The majority of the State's Developmental Roads,
proclaimed between 1928 and 1940, were in areas devoted
t o these industries. Developmental Works were mostly
carried out on individual roads serving comparatively small
areas. A more comprehensive plan was followed where a
system of roads was installed to develop and re-arrange the
industries of a complete district.
The most important of these projects was undertaken
within the area of the Upper Clarence and Richmond
River valleys. The area affected was approximately 700,000
acres and embraced about 320 holdings ranging from 50
t o 32,000 acres before the commencement of the road
construction scheme. Many of these holdings were being
used wholly or partly for dairy farming but a large
proportion of the area was used solely for grazing. By the
provision of suitable roads, the area could support further
subdivision of 300 to 400 additional living areas, to be
used largely for dairy farming. With the closer settlement
of the land and the increased production anticipated, the
original cost of the road improvement would be amply
repaid.
The proposal was first considered about 1923 when it
was thought that, due to the remoteness of the greater part
of the area from existing means of railway communication,
the construction of one or more railways would be
required. In October 1928, the Main Roads Board, by
arrangement with the Commonwealth Development and
Migration Commission and the State Migration
Commission, undertook a comprehensive investigation of
the area. The first steps in initiating a proclamation for
development took place within the context of moves
towards the development of Australian resources,
(particularly in the field of primary industry) the
promotion of trade between Australia and Great Britain,
and the increase of British immigration to Australia.
The Board's investigation in October 1929 found that
only by the provision of suitable roads of access would the
possibilities of the area of the Upper Clarence and
Richmond River valleys be developed. That roads, in
preference to railways, were considered appropriate for the
development of the area was evidence of the increasing
dominance of motor vehicles in the transport field.
For some time after these investigations, it was not
practicable for the State Government to consider any
major developmental works. It was not until August 1932,
when the Government was considering means of providing
work for thousands of unemployed men, that interest in
this area was again revived. At this time the Department
submitted to the Unemployment Relief Council a number
of proposals for the construction of Main and
Developmental Roads as relief works. The Upper Clarence
area was recommended as likely to offer a more
satisfactory return for expenditure on road construction
than any other portion of the State where similar works
could be carried out. The proposal was approved by the
Unemployment Relief Council and, by the Government
Gazette of 12th October 1932, was proclaimed a relief

work under the Prevention and Relief of Unemployment
Act, with the Department as the constructing authority.
The proposal provided for the construction of the
following roads:
* New England Highway from Woodenbong easterly 1% miles.
* Main Road No. 140 from Grevillia to New England
Highway near Woodenbong - about 16 miles.
* Developmental Road No. 1050 from Bonalbo to
Woodenbong - about 28% miles.
* Developmental Road No. 1055 from Urbenville
towards Koreelah Creek
about 1 1 '/2 miles.
* Developmental Road No. 1 148 from near Tabulam
towards Ewingar - about 10% miles.
The Department set up a separate local organisation,
with headquarters at Grevillia, to control and co-ordinate
the whole of the work of survey, design and construction.
The methods used in the construction work were infiuenced
by the unemployment relief conditions under which the
work was performed. In the carrying out of earthworks,
tractors were employed in some places where the
conditions were favourable but manual methods were
generally adopted. Horses and scoops were used on the
shorter leads where the ground was ploughable - horses
or bullock teams being used for ploughing. Drays were
used on the longer leads and in rocky ground. Where plant
was employed, six tractors were used in conjunction with
road rippers, automatic scoops and graders.
While the work was in progress there occurred two of
the wettest years ever experienced on the north coast and
the clayey soil was seldom sufficiently dry to permit
sifting. It was necessary, in numerous places, to provide for
subsoil drainage and a sub-base course of sand for all
pavements with a broken stone base. The consolidation of
the sub-grade and pavement base courses was carried out
by steam or diesel road rollers. Some fine crushed rock
surfaces were consolidated by allowing traffic over the road
and by continuous blading using horse-drawn graders. The
Department worked its own quarries and gravel pits, and
haulage from the quarries to the point of pavement
construction was mainly by contract using motor lorries of
two cubic vard ca~acitv.
The unemployment relief conditions provided for a
working week of 44 hours at a basic rate for labourers,
with a bonus of Id. to 3d. per hour for skilled workers.
The total number of men employed during the time the
work was in progress was 1,152 and the maximum number
on the project at any one time was 607.
The success of the ~ r o i e c tbecame evident in the increase
of dairy production, while the grazing industry benefited
from the easier marketing of beef cattle and the timber
industry, one of the first in the district, was given a new
lease of life. Besides relieving the hardships of the settlers,
the provision of road access resulted in increased
settlement, especially in the dairy farming industry, and
thus fulfilled one of the major aims of the project. The
cost of transport of produce and other freight between the
principal points in the area was reduced to much less than
one-half of the rates chargeable before the roads were
built. The resulting development of the area more than
justified the expenditure of f250,OOO on the construction
-
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Existing formations were rebuilt where necessary, new
formations were constructed, the road was re-gravelled
throughout and 20% miles in the vicinity of Leeton and
Griffith were surfaced with bitumen. This work was
completed early in 1938.87
ROAD CONSTRUCTION IN WESTERN DIVISION

Prestressed concrete bridge builr it7 1935 over Digttut~t'sCreek otl the
Prince's Highway.

of the 64 miles of road and 26 bridges involved.86
Similar schemes to the Upper Clarence and Richmond
River Valley Developmental Works were carried out on a
smaller scale in other parts of the State. For example, the
improvement of the roads in the vicinity of Gloucester
made possible the re-introduction of dairying and the
clearing of land for more intensive settlement.
NARRANDERA - GRlFFlTH ROAD

Another work of a developmental nature undertaken with
special funds provided by the Government was the
reconstruction of Trunk Road No. 80 to provide an
all-weather route from Narrandera to Griffith.
Originally the irrigation areas were under the full
control of the Water Conservation and Irrigation
Commission, which was responsible for their subdivision,
watering and development, and for the provision of
necessary roads of access. In the early stages of
development, roads other than those required for access to
individual farms and from farms to rail centres were of
secondary consideration.
When the Shires of Willimbong and Wade (with
headquarters at Leeton and Griffith) were constituted and
granted local governing powers, district roads generally and
the main route connecting Narrandera to Leeton and
Griffith in particular were for the most part not
constructed. The councils were faced therefore with the
problem of providing not only all-weather roads to cope
with ever increasing farm traffic but also district roads
capable of carrying the heavy fast-moving loads made
possible by the rapid development of motor transport.
It was evident that the immediate construction of a large
mileage of roads, especially the Narrandera-Leeton-Griffith
route, was beyond the financial capacity of the newlyformed shires. However, following later representations by
local bodies the Government decided to make special
financial provisions for the Narrandera-Griffith route. The
work was entrusted to the Department and, following a
preliminary survey in April 1936, it was determined that
the length of road warranting reconstruction was 44 miles.

As already noted in the previous chapter, the control of
roads in the Western Division of the State was transferred
to the Department as from 2nd September 1935.
The Main Roads System within the Division was
planned to link the main centres of population and to pass
through as many of the smaller intermediate centres as
possible, as well as providing necessary connections to the
railways. The principal avenues of road communication
within the Division were those roads designated to become
State Highways, comprising in the first place prolongation
of five State Highways in the eastern part of the State
(namely the Mitchell Highway, Barrier Highway, Sturt
Highway, Castlereagh Highway and Cobb Highway) and
in addition the Silver City Highway paralleling the western
boundary of the Division virtually from the Victorian to
Queensland borders.
Also for administration purposes, several routes in the
Division were regarded as Trunk Roads; the principal of
these being a road along the Darling River (designated as
Trunk Road No. 68) serving Pooncarie, Menindee,
Wilcannia, Tilpa, Louth, Bourke, Brewarrina, Walgett and
Collarenebri.
The Mitchell, Barrier and Sturt Highways and Trunk
Road No. 68 were by this time firmly established routes,
while the Castlereagh, Cobb and Silver City Highways
were in a formative stage. The major improvements carried
out before the Department assumed responsibility for their
maintenance and improvement, comprised the formation of
the Barrier Highway to about 50 miles west of Cobar, the
formation of the Mitchell Highway to Bourke which
continued for about half the length between Bourke and
the Queensland border, the formation and gravelling of the
greater part of the Sturt Highway between Balranald and
Wentworth, and the formation of the Cobb Highway
between Booligal and Ivanhoe. Improvements had also
been made for some distance to roads radiating out from
the main centres of population, with added local
improvements at watercourses and other difficult points.
Clearing had generally been completed on largely
unimproved Main Roads.
Prior to World War 11, the principal works completed
by the Department comprised the clearing and forming of
the full length of the Barrier Highway between Cobar and
Broken Hill, about half the length of the Silver City
Highway between Wentworth and Broken Hill and the
greater part of Trunk Road No. 68 between Brewarrina
and Walgett. In addition, bituminous surfacing was
provided or extended on Main Roads within the principal
towns and reconstruction work was commenced on the
unclassified road (now Trunk Road No. 81) from Broken
Hill to Silverton.
There were many problems associated with the work of
the Department in the Western Division, which consists of

The steel truss and bascule lift span bridge over the Wagonga River on the Prince's Highway at Narooma, completed in 1932

approximately two-fifths of the whole of the area of the
State and is sparsely populated except for the rich mining
area surrounding Broken Hill. The area is, in general, a
vast plain, its continuity broken only by the Barrier and
Grey Ranges, and it has presented many difficulties of
location and design in providing for good road drainage.
There was, at first, a great need for the establishment of
low-cost roads over long distances to meet the requirements
of a limited number of vehicles travelling at high speeds.
Following their construction, the roads had to be
maintained throughout their long lengths. In the greater
part of the Division, there was a scarcity of suitable
roadmaking material. Soil erosion and sand drift, due to
frequent high winds and the absence of natural grasses and
limited timber growth, meant that regular maintenance
would be necessary after construction.
The Department solved these problems by introducing
modern plant and techniques as quickly as funds would
allow. An elevating grader unit with a 110 h.p. tractor, one
of the first in Australia, was successfully tried on those
sections where a higher type of formation was necessary.
The unit was operated in conjunction with a drawn grader,
a sheepsfoot roller and other supplementary plant. The
sheepsfoot roller proved to be an effective addition to the
Department's road plant for the compaction of material.

Modern motor graders were used for maintenance
grading and to construct the lighter type of formation.
Each grader was equipped with a caravan for the operator,
and the introduction of these units led to more economical
work and many more miles of light formation and
drainage. Their mobility was of special value on the long
open stretches between settlements.
From 1935, improvements made by the Department in
the Western Division substantially aided the sheep grazing
industry, as well as assisting with the development of the
rich mineral deposits surrounding Broken

MAJOR BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION

Between 1925 and 1940 over 1,000 bridges (totalling 18
miles 648 feet in length) were completed or under
construction at a cost of approximately f 2,686,220.89
The Department's bridge design engineers found it was
necessary to adapt existing standards for bridge design and
construction to meet the demands of improved motor
vehicle performance. The Department adjusted its standard
design loading and specified wider strustures, with a
minimum width of two traffic lanes on all Main Roads
throughout the State.

Composite steel and concrete girder bridge, with a vertical lift span, built in 1937 to carry the Pacijic Highway over Terranora Creek at Boyd's Bay.

Unique double-deck rail-road bridge over rite Claretice River at Grafton
built by Deparrment of Public Works and opened in 1932.
Below right: Timber suspension bridge over the Haslings River at
Kinder Crossing. opened t o trafic in 1936.

The principal types of structures adopted were reinforced
concrete slab bridges, reinforced concrete beam bridges,
steel truss bridges on concrete piers and timber beam
bridges. Between 1936 and 1939 a large concrete arch span
(367 feet) was built by the Department to support the deck
of the old suspension bridge at Northbridge while retaining
the original medieval-style sandstone towers. In 1935, a
bow-string arch, having a span of 1 1 3 feet, the first of its
kind to be built in Australia, was constructed by the
Department over Shark Creek on the Pacific Highway
near Maclean. Another concrete bow-string arch bridge
was constructed in 1937 over Hillas Creek on the Hume
Highway on the deviation between Tumblong and
Tarcutta. The reinforced concrete bridges cf this period are
characterised by the massive quantity of concrete used and
their decorative embellishments. Where conditions
permitted, extensive use was made of monolithic rigidframe construction, adopted from European bridge-building
practice.
In many instances, steel plate girder bridges and steel
joist bridges were erected, usually having a concrete deck.
Before 1930, many bridges were constructed from steel,
with built-up members fabricated in the workshop by
riveting and later connected by riveting in the field. One
of the last bridges so constructed was the steel bascule
bridge over the Wagonga River on the Prince's Highway
at Narooma, completed in 1932.
The Department was a pioneer in the use of welding for
the construction of steel bridges. From 1934 onwards, steel
structures were welded in the workshop and all field
connections were riveted or bolted. The welding of steel
bridges required new design methods in respect to the
strength of the connections and the shape of the structural
~ections.~'

In 1934, the Department prepared a number of designs
for a truss-span bridge over the Manilla River (Trunk
Road No. 63) at Barraba in northwestern New South
Wales. The alternatives were for a riveted structure, a
welded structure or a shop-welded field-riveted structure.
The fully-welded design was adopted as it gave a saving
of 20% in weight over the fully-riveted alternative and 4%
over the shop-welded field-riveted design. Completed in
1936, this is still the only all-welded truss bridge on the
State's Main Roads System.
The lack of welding plant and skilled operators outside
the Sydney and Newcastle districts, and the estimated
amount of idle time for the plant and welder a t bridge
sites, made the cost of field welding high. Furthermore,
supervision of field welding also proved difficult. Therefore,
in subsequent bridge designs prepared by the Department,
field welding was not called for and for about 15 years all
field joints were riveted. Nevertheless, welding continued
on various bridge components fabricated in workshops and,
in fact, the shop-welded field-riveted truss bridge (with
spans ranging from 120 to 156 feet) became one of the
Department's basic designs until the 1 9 5 0 ' ~ . ~ '

T h i s reinforced concrete bridge over Mountait7 Creek on the Yass Tumut Road was built in 1935 with both a curve and supereleva~ion.

The longest welded truss spans designed by and built for
the Department were the two 440-feet long main spans for
the road bridge across the Hawkesbury River at Peat's
Ferry, which was commenced in September 1938. They
were also at that time the longest welded spans in the
world. The design of this 19-span 2,005-feet long bridge
incorporated two exceptional features. Firstly, the
substitution of welding for riveting in the fabrication of all
members in the two main truss spans and, secondly, a very
deep pier (or caisson) which ultimately reached a depth of
241 feet 4 inches below low water level, then believed to
be the second deepest bridge foundations in the world.
The bridge consisted of one plate girder span and the
two main truss spans over the deepest water on the
southern side of the river and eight plate girder spans and
eight rolled steel joist spans over the shallower water on
the northern side. The width of the roadway was 30 feet,
with a six-feet wide footpath on the upstream side and, to
meet the requirements of navigation, a clearance of 40 feet
above water level was provided. Because of wartime labour
difficulties the construction of the bridge was delayed and
was not completed until 5th May 1945 (see page 188).92
Where opening span bridges were necessary to enable
shipping to pass, the Department favoured two varieties,
the bascule (or hinged) span and the vertical lift span. The
site and the nature of shipping requirements determined
the design selected. Typical of the bascule opening span
bridge is the steel bridge built in 1936 to carry the Pacific
Highway over the Tweed River at Barney's Point, between
Murwillumbah and Tweed Heads. Two vertical lift span
bridges also situated on the Pacific Highway are good
examples of this type of construction; namely over the
North Arm of the Clarence River at Mororo and over
Terranora Inlet at Boyd's Bay near Tweed Heads.

The State's j r s t reinforced concrete bowstring arch bridge, bzrilt over
Shark Creek on the Pacijc Highway near South Grafiotz i n 1935-36.

The progressive improvement in alignment of roads
resulted in a number of bridges being built at an angle to
the waterway, increasing the cost of their construction.
Most of the bridges built in the latter half of the period
from 1933 to 1939 had improved alignment and were
generally constructed of more permanent materials that
reduced maintenance costs. Timber bridges on the more
heavily trafficked roads were the first to be replaced.
Many timber bridges required complete'renewal but
were repaired until funds became available to meet the
expense of a new structure. This caused a considerable
strain on the resources of the bridge maintenance
organisation. To improve the often poor riding quality of
timber decks, processes were developed whereby the timber
deck was placed in good order and then surfaced with
premixed macadam to smooth and secure the deck. Many
of the existing bridges were too narrow for the safe passage
of two streams of fast traffic. Wherever possible, these were
widened and footways often added a t the council's expense.93
The elimination of ferry crossings was a slow process as
they were mainly situated over major streams where the
provision of bridges was costly. Nevertheless, from 1933 to
1939, five bridges were built in replacement of ferry
crossings over major coastal stream^.^"
The Department was responsible for most of the
maintenance carried out on major bridges throughout the
State, as well as on many smaller structures. Bridge
maintenance work was carried out by gangs with specialist
equipment, working from bridge to bridge to a programme
of maintenance based on the results of investigation and
testing of the structures. The maintenance of Sydney
Harbour Bridge became the responsibility of the
Department from September 1932 onwards and is the
Department's largest single bridge maintenance task.95

PART III/CHAPTER 2

1939-1945

A Strenuous and Vital Wartime Role
DEFENCE WORKS IN NEW SOUTH WALES

During the war years, the Department undertook many
important defence works within New South Wales. Works
to the value of $3,450,000 were carried out for the
Australian Commonwealth Government and the British
Pacific Fleet and, in addition, the construction of certain
strategic roads was begun soon after the commencement of
the war in Europe, with funds, totalling f 1,650,000,
provided by the Commonwealth and State Governments.
Approximately two-fifths of the total expenditure was on
the construction and the maintenance of roads while the
remainder included a wide variety of works, many of them
outside the Department's normal sphere of activities. Not
much has been written about the Department's wartime
efforts as these could not be revealed at the time. After
World War 11, the Department was concerned with the
problem of post-war reconstruction with little time to
reminisce on past works.
Australia, remote from centres of international tension,
had made limited preparations for her national defence.
In the light of Britain's re-armament programme and the
international situation, Commonwealth and State
authorities in 1939 began to re-examine the country's
strategic position. In New South Wales, the Department
had done a great deal to improve the State's road system
but there still remained a number of features that in
Australia's interest had to be improved. The partial
encirclement of Sydney by water meant that roads to the
north and south would be useless if bridges were destroyed.
Roads radiating from Sydney had to be strengthened and
additional facilities were required. More circumferential
link roads were a necessity. Another serious problem was
to provide an alternative route to link Sydney with
Newcastle, the chief armoury and the base of heavy
industries.
In the financial year 1939-40, there was a reduction in
the total volume of ordinary work in progress, but this was
more than offset by major operations undertaken with
Unemployment Relief and Loan Funds, and with special
funds provided by the Commonwealth authorities for
works of defence value. As the international situation
worsened, the construction of major works on Main Roads
of defence value called for the maximum use of available
plant and personnel so that these works could be completed
as quickly as possible. From the outbreak of the war in
Europe in September 1939 until its extension into the
Pacific zone in December 1941, works undertaken by the
Department generally comprised roads constructed to
facilitate the movement of troops and defence supplies,
access roads to and within military camps and other
defence establishments, and roads and subsidiary works
to and within munitions factories.
In the Illawarra area, the Mt. Keira-Wilton Road (then

Main Road No. 502 now mainly Trunk Road No. 95) was
constructed to extend from the top slopes of Mt. Keira to
the Appin-Wilton-Picton road near Wilton and provided
access from the Picton-Menangle area to the
Wollongong-Port Kembla area. The 17-mile length of road
was bituminous surfaced throughout. Another road, now
known as Mt. Ousley Road, traversed the northern slopes
of Mt. Keira and provided a 9-mile route between the top
of Bulli Pass and Wollongong, as an alternative to Bulli
Pass and Prince's Highway. Mt. Ousley Road connected
with the Mt. Keira-Wilton Road with easier grades and on
an improved alignment to that of the Bulli Pass Road.
In the Liverpool-Sutherland area, the road running from
Liverpool to the Prince's Highway at Heathcote (Main
Road No. 512) was built to provide an improved cross
country connection through Holsworthy, in comparison
with the sole previous connection via Menai and the bridge
near the mouth of the Woronora River. The new
construction was 13 miles long and surfaced with bitumen
for the full length. Another road, the Liverpool-Wallgrove
Road (Main Road No. 515), provided a direct connection
between the Great Western Highway and the Hume
Highway and in conjunction with the Liverpool-Heathcote
Road established a route clear of city traffic from the
Great Western Highway at Wallgrove to the Prince's
Highway at Heathcote. This road was also surfaced with
bitumen for the full length of nine miles.
To the west of Sydney, prior to the outbreak of war, the
Department had investigated the possibility of improving
the old route, known as Bell's Line of Road, to serve as
an alternative to the Great Western Highway. This road
(Main Road No. 184) crossed Mt. Tomah slightly to the
north of the highest part of the peak. The reconstruction
of this road was to provide access to settlements at
Kurrajong Heights, Bilpin, Mt. Tomah, Mt. Wilson, Mt.
Irvine, Bell, Mt. Victoria, Lithgow and points further west.
Substantial improvements had not been possible until 1939,
when Executive Council approval had been obtained to
undertake construction as an unemployment relief project.
Work commenced at the Mt. Victoria end, using rationed
unemployment relief labour supplemented by full time key
workmen. Compressors were the only type of modern plant
used on the work at this stage. The road acquired new
importance in the early part of 1942, when the military
authorities required that the unconstructed sections be
made traffickable as a matter of urgency. This stage was
reached in August 1942 and as it became evident, less than
a month later, that war operations were moving
northwards, the organisation engaged on the construction
was transferred to more urgent works outside the State.
The construction of Bell's Line of Road was not resumed
until 1945, being completed in 1950, by a fully mechanised
work force.
In 1942, the Department was also directed to construct

a road from Windsor to Singleton to provide inland access
between the Bathurst-Lithgow areas and Newcastle. This
road, from Windsor-Wilberforce via Putty and Howes
Valley to Singleton (Main Road No. 503), substantially
followed the first overland route between Sydney and the
Hunter Valley. Prior to construction, it was traffickable for
vehicles at the southern end, via Upper Colo to
Wheelbarrow Ridge, and on the northern end, from
Singleton south to Putty. The length between Wheelbarrow
Ridge and Putty had fallen into disuse many years before.
A new location was adopted between Wilberforce and
Wheelbarrow Ridge, crossing Bull Ridge, Blaxland's Ridge
and the Colo River at Moran's Rock. The new
construction generally followed the route of the old road
from Wheelbarrow Ridge to Putty while from Putty to
Singleton the existing road was widened and improved. A
gravel pavement was provided throughout the 109 miles of
construction. The distance between Sydney and Singleton
via this road was 143 miles, compared with the GosfordNewcastle-Maitland route of 158 miles.
There was also extensive construction and reconstruction
of roads and tracks in the Port Stephens area. Prior to
defence construction work undertaken during 1940, Main
Road No. 108 from Stockton to Nelson Bay was bitumen
surfaced from Stockton to Salt Ash. The balance remained
unsurfaced gravel and metal. Several deviations were
constructed to improve alignment and the road was
widened and strengthened throughout. A total length of 18
miles was reconstr;cted to link ;he developing port
facilities at Port Stephens with Newcastle.
In the same area, Main Road No. 517, from Salt Ash
to Raymond Terrace, was made traffickable by opening up
a n old road to provide a direct connection between the
strip of country between Stockton and Port Stephens at
Nelson Bay and the crossing of the Hunter River at
Raymond Terrace. The 9%-mile length was finished with
a n unsealed gravel pavement. Another road serving a
similar purpose to Main Road No. 517, (in that it
provided a direct route from the coast north of Newcastle
to a ferry over the Paterson River at Seaham) was Main
Road No. 5 18, from Williamtown via Medowie to Seaham.
The Department constructed a 17%-mile length of
unsurfaced gravel pavement on this route.
As the strengthening of the road system along the North
Coast was essential, an alternative to the ferry crossing at
Blackman's Point over the Hastings River on the Pacific
Highway was sought and a 7%-mile length of road from
Wauchope to Telegraph Point (now Main Road No. 575)
was constructed. Another important work on *the North
Coast was the establishment of a direct route from Grafton
to Casino, along portion of Main Roads Nos. 150, 521 and
151 (the latter now being part of Trunk Road No. 83).
The new construction followed the railway from Koolkhan
due north of Grafton to Lawrence Road Railway Station.
From there to Casino, the existing Main Road was
widened and improved in grade and alignment, and the
gravel pavement strengthened throughout. When
completed, the distance between Grafton and Casino by
this route was 66 miles, compared with 87 miles via
Maclean, Woodburn and Coraki, where the road was in
poor condition.'

Bulldozer at work on the construction of' Heathcote Road i n 1940's.

Reinforced concrete bridge over the Woronora River on Heathcote Road,
completed in 1941.

Department's Heavy Rescue Squad at Narional Etnergetzcy Services
display in the 1940's.

PLANNING FOR A POSSIBLE INVASION

A second phase of defence operations commenced in 1942
when Australia became threatened with invasion. Works
were carried out on the State's Main Roads, as a
precasltionary measure, while at the same time many
commitments outside Australia were undertaken, adding an
extra burden on an already severely overtaxed department.
Anti-tank ditches and drop bridges were constructed
near Wollongong and huge concrete tetrahedrons were
placed along many beaches. I n the Newcastle area antitank obstacles were placed at several locations and
approaches to possible pontoon bridge sites were
constructed at several river crossings. Although there were
no additional large works in the Sydney area, a
considerable number of minor works were completed in
connection with coastal defences. Anti-tank mine sites and
road blocks were prepared, mainly in the northern part of
New South Wales, but also on the perimeters of the
principal defence areas at Sydney, Newcastle and Port
Kembla. Some of this work was carried out by local
councils. The principle of anti-tank mining of roads was to
delay enemy progress by blowing gaps across roads at
points where it would be impossible or difficult for tanks
and transport vehicles to detour around the blockages.
Roads were mined at 81 locations; 41 near Sydney, 8 near
Newcastle, 23 further north and 9 on the South Coast.
Horse-drawn loader in earth quarry at Lake Bathurst. 1943.

Road mine blocks were made by cutting out weathertight chambers, eight feet below the road level and packing
the space with about three tons of explosives. Each road
mine block had a local defence system of mortar and
machine-gun posts and bombing points, so that enemy
working parties would have difficulty in either filling the
craters or building around them. About a quarter of a mile
away from each road block, a fox-hole was built for the
soldier who would electrically detonate the charge. Later
in 1942, army personnel removed all charges in these road
mine blocks.
In the event of an invasion, local councils and the
Department had arranged to destroy seventy ferries
carrying traffic across nineteen rivers along 650 miles of
coastline from the Tweed River in the north to Bega in the
south. Preparations had also been made to cut the steel
guiding and driving ropes at these ferry sites and the
landing ramps at Peat's Ferry on the Hawkesbury River
were made ready for demolition should an attack on
Sydney be made from the north.
A National Security Regulation, issued on 6th March
1942, required the removal of all signs indicating place
names and distances within a 100-mile deep coastal
corridor. The Department of Railways removed
identification signs from all railway stations while councils
took down signposts and removed mile pegs on local roads,
and the Department removed all place and distance signs
from Main Roads. At the Rosehill Depot, the Department
manufactured 1,500 wooden replacement signs bearing
military numbers and these were erected. Little more than
a year later, Commonwealth authorities decided to restore
all information signs and these were reconditioned before
being re-erected.
To facilitate the movement of heavy military traffic
within the State, it became necessary to strengthen many
timber culverts and bridges. Three thousand timber
structures were examined on routes determined by the
Army and more than 1,000 were strengthened at a cost of
about $80,000. Concrete and steel bridge structures were
considered to be strong enough but only one 60-ton load,
moving at three miles an hour, was permitted to cross at
a time. On selected roads, discs advising drivers of load
limits, ranging from 5 to 24 tons, were fixed to either side
of 1,250 bridges.
The many other miscellaneous local defence activities
with which the Department was associated included
preparing plans in 1942 for the evacuation of the civilian
population and industries from the North Coast, should
this be necessary. Officers from the Department assisted in
making a survey to determine what industries could or
should be moved, the extent to which dairy and other
cattle could be evacuated, the areas suitable to receive both
civilian population and stock, and the routes along which
they could be moved without interference to military
operations.
Among the important works carried out in connection
with defence establishments were access roads to and
within the Bathurst, Greta and Ingleburn Military Camps.
At Singleton, access roads and internal roads were
constructed for a military camp and, in addition, a firing
range for armoured fighting vehicles was established,

Sebastopol Road (now Epping Rood) in 1938 before recotzstruction.

Sebastopol Road at the same locatron rn 1939 followrng reronstructron
i n cement concrete.

Epprrzg Road lookrng sourheasr from Bolaclavo Road rn
1971. showrng more recent wrdenrng to S I X lanes.

Graceful reinforced concrete arch bridge over Stringybark Creek on Epping Road, Lane Cove, 1940

including the construction of target tracks, shelters and
access roads. All these works, particularly the last, had to
be completed as quickly as possible and, with the many
other assignments, they greatly strained the Department's
resources.
The pre-war experience of the Department with cement
concrete work was invaluable during the war years. The
Department assisted in the establishment of inland fuel
depots for bulk oil at three country centres. This work
included the construction of roads, drains, compounds,
concrete encasements for storage tanks and other parts of
the installations as well as subsidiary works such as
excavations and backfilling at tank sites. Another large
undertaking, involving extensive concrete construction, was
the building of gun emplacements in the Port Kembla
area.2
AERODROME CONSTRUCTION

A large number of aerodrome works were put in hand for
the United States Armed Services and the Royal
Australian Air Force. By the end of 1943 a total of 50
bases had been prepared for war service and training. The
largest individual work was the Tocumwal Aerodrome,
constructed by several departments as a project of extreme
urgency. The work was commenced in February 1942, men
being drawn at short notice from many other road
construction works throughout the State. Construction was
carried out at record breaking speed and by May 1942 was
sufficiently advanced to allow United States Forces to
occupy what had, only weeks before, been fields dotted
with grazing cattle and crops. The extent of the
Department's work in connection with this aerodrome is
indicated by the following quantitites.
Runways and taxiways- gravelled61 3,900 sq. yds.
- surfaced595,800 sq. yds.
Roads (Gravel pavement on aerodrome
roads and associated deviations)533,700 sq. yds.
Gravel pavement in railway area50,800 sq. yds.
Excavation for channel drainage69,000 cu. yds.
Pipe culverts20,000 lin. ft.
5,240 cu. yds.
Concrete workOther aerodrome works carried out by the Department
included :
* Parkes Aerodrome - Runways were constructed and
surface treated, taxiways and hideouts were provided, and
flight strips were topdressed and grassed.
* Camden Aerodrome - Runways were constructed and
later tar surfaced, taxiways and hideouts were provided,
and extensive repairs were made following severe damage
caused by heavy rains.

Crowds at t h e offi'cial opening of i h r bridge
over i h e Manning River at Taree in 1937.

*

Pokolbin Aerodrome - The entire construction of this
aerodrome was undertaken by the Department. The
principal works at Pokolbin were typical of those carried
out on the larger projects.
Clearing and grubbing 326 acres.
5,100 cu. yds.
Earthworks 333,300 sq. yds.
Formation and trimming 19,800 lin. ft.
Formation of taxiways Gravelling of runways 133,000 sq. yds.
Gravelling of taxiways and hideouts - 80,000 sq. yds.
Tar surfacing 138,600 sq. yds.
Pipe and stone drains 14,800 lin. ft.
* Clairville Aerodrome (Glen Innes) - Complete
construction including clearing, fencing, construction of
runways in gravel and subsidiary works, including the
stockpiling of aggregate for future sealing.
* Fleurs Flight Strip - Construction of one runway with
taxiways, hideouts and auxiliary works.
* Wallgrove Flight Strip Construction of a runway,
surfaced with tar and the provision of taxiways and
hideouts.
* Cordeaux Flight Strip - Construction and surfacing of
runway (65,300 sq. yds.) and subsidiary works, including
the construction of taxiways and hideouts.

A later more peaceful view of the same bridge at Taree, showing its pleasant setting.
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* Nowra Aerodrome - Priming and sealing of runways
(233,000 sq. yds.) hideouts and drains.
* Mt. Druitt Aerodrome - Construction and tar sealing
of runways (83,300 sq. yds.) and subsidiary works.
* Jervis Bay Aerodrome Tar sealing of runways,
taxiways and hardstanding areas (207,100 sq. yds.).
* Nabiac R.A.A.F. Station Provision of dispersal
areas, and supply and placing of obstacles in the area
surrounding the base.
Apart from the completion of the aerodrome works
described above, the Department carried out the surface
treatment of runways at 27 aerodromes constructed by
other authorities. T h e Department led most other
authorities in its research and knowledge of sampling and
,testing materials. It was made responsible for the sampling
a n d testing of pavement materials and for advice in the
selection of suitable gravels and pavement thicknesses for
aerodrome construction throughout the State.
Following the Battle of the Coral Sea in May 1942,
there was no immediate threat of a Japanese landing on
Australia's east coast and works within the State became
less important than those being undertaken further afield.
Consequently, aerodrome works had to be completed with
a reduced work force as men and equipment were
transferred to other areas.
As the war ended in Europe, the Department undertook
defence works in New South Wales for the British Pacific
Fleet and, consequently, aerodromes at Nowra, Jervis Bay,
Bankstown and Schofields were improved by the
Department for use by the British Fleet Air Arm. At
Nowra, work comprised the construction or reconstruction
of 363,000 square yards of runways, hardstanding areas,
marshalling aprons and taxiways; 580,000 square yards of
bituminous sealing and resealing; 10,000 square yards of
patching and pavement reconstruction with cement
stabilised gravel; 1 % miles of pipe and concrete drains; and
9 miles of road as well as many other miscellaneous works.
T h e existing runways and hardstanding areas of the Jervis
Bay Aerodrome were resealed and additional areas were
tar surfaced, while at Bankstown and Schofields the
Department carried out bituminous surface treatment.
Following the completion of many of these construction
works, the Department was given the responsibility for
their maintenance, with attention also being paid to
connecting roads with camps and other military
establishments.'
-

-

DEFENCE WORKS IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY

T h e Commonwealth Government decided in August 1940
that for defence purposes an all-weather road should be
constructed between Tennant Creek and Birdum (north of
Daly Waters) to fill in the missing link between the
railway from Adelaide to Alice Springs in the south and
the railway from Birdum to Darwin in the north, as well
as t o provide continuous all-weather overland
communication between Adelaide and Darwin.
T h e section of the north-south road between Alice
Springs and Tennant Creek was already in fair traffickable
condition, having had recent attention from the

Department of the Interior. Between Tennant Creek and
Birdum the only link was a track beside the overland
telegraph line which traversed low-lying country subject to
flooding in the wet season and heavily overlaid with dust
in the long dry season. T h e State Governments of South
Australia, Queensland and New South Wales were
requested to undertake this 307-mile length of road
construction and to complete it before the tropical wet
season (extending from September to about the end of
March). Wet weather in this area.could seriously handicap
progress by restricting the time available for construction
work. After a preliminary reconnaissance of the route,
sections of the work were allocated to the three State Road
Authorities. T h e section allotted to the Department of
Main Roads, New South Wales, was the most northerly
from Larrimah (four miles north of Birdum) to Dunmarra
a length of 86% miles. T h e Queensland section extended
from Dunmarra to Ferguson's Springs, a distance of 90
miles, which was subsequently extended to include 10 miles
of the section undertaken by South Australia, in order to
complete the work in time. Initially, the South Australian
section extended from Ferguson's Springs to Tennant
Creek, a distance of 129 miles.
T h e location of the new route was determined by aerial
reconnaissance and rapid ground survey. T o meet military
requirements, it was proposed that the work should be
cleared, formed and drained, with gravelling limited t o
bare necessities. On the Department's section the road was
cleared 60-feet wide and formed over a width of 40 feet,
with raised formation 24-feet wide across some areas of
black soil. Also it was found that gravel pavement, 16-feet
wide and at least 3 inches thick, was necessary over the
whole length. Men and equipment from New South Wales
were shipped to Darwin in September 1940 while a n
advance party (consisting mainly of surveyors) had already
been sent from Sydney to Daly Waters by rail and road.
The surveyors had two weeks to plot a satisfactory line
before the construction party arrived. As long stretches of
road on firm ground had to be located through flat, poorly
drained country subject to flooding, several aerial surveys
were made to study vegetation and land formation. In
running traverses, compass bearings were used and
measurements made with bicycle wheels fitted with
distance recording attachments. Curves were of 5,000 feet,
2,500 feet or 1,000 feet radius and were laid out by
tangent offsets every 200 feet, the tangent being pegged
every 300 feet.
T h e first of the 170 construction personnel arrived at the
camp site about 23 miles south of Birdum in midSeptember and erected the living quarters. As soon as some
of the plant and equipment arrived, construction of the
road began on 21st September. At first two shifts were
worked, but towards the end of the project three shifts
were needed to complete the work before the wet season
set in. It was necessary for some items of plant t o work
24 hours a day, seven days a week and to be repaired in
the field by welding and improvisation. T h e task was
completed on 2nd December 1940 and this meant that in
a period of 66 working days 86% miles had been
constructed
a rate never previously approached in
Australia.
-
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In March 1941, at the request of the military
authorities, the Department undertook a survey to
determine the most suitable location for a road between
Darwin and the Larrimah Army siding (near Birdum)
which would supplement the rai'lway line and link with the
recently completed section south of Larrimah. A small
survey party proceeded to the Territory and, by mid-May,
they had reported that the most suitable route between
Darwin and Adelaide River was generally the same as the
existing track. T h e army authorities then requested the
Department to construct an all-weather road, including
seven small bridges. As Adelaide River was the military
reserve depot site for Darwin, the all-weather road would
provide a continuous line of communication between these
two points for stores and ammunition. An organisation left
Sydney in July 1941 to carry out construction of this
68-mile length ( 4 to 72 miles south of Darwin). Operations
were commenced in August 1941 and the work was
completed before the n e i t wet season. T h e cleared width
of the old track (approximately 30 feet) was increased t o
a n average of 60-feet throughout. T h e formation, 26-feet
wide, was constructed with motor graders, except at bridge
approaches and on a number of short lengths of sidelong
country, totalling about 5 miles. An 18-feet wide gravel
pavement was provided, varying from 4 to 12 inches in
depth, and low embankments, composed entirely of gravel,
were placed across silt flats. A number of new culverts
were constructed, existing culverts were lengthened and
stone causeways were widened and improved. Bridges
totalling 530 feet in length were erected over Coomalie,
Gunluckie, Jones, Stapleton and Snake Creeks and the
Adelaide River, and the railway bridge a t Elizabeth River
was decked for road traffic. All new bridges were built to
t h e same general low-level design with a 12-feet wide deck.
As a supply of rolled steel joists and steel railway rails was
available in the Northern Territory, the bridges were built
using these materials, supplemented with concrete and
timber.

While the construction work between Darwin and
Adelaide River was in progress, investigations (including
an aerial photographic survey) for a suitable location of
the route from Adelaide River to Larrimah were continued
until September 1941. Towards the end of December, the
Department received advice that work on this section was
to be undertaken on the basis of the Department
constructing the 145-mile length from Adelaide River to
Katherine and the South Australian Department of
Highways and Local Government completing the
remainder of the road to Larrimah. However, on the
arrival of the Royal Australian Engineers (21 1 Mechanical
Equipment Company), the construction of the length
between Katherine and Maranboy was taken over by that
unit.
With the entry of Japan into the war, military needs
required this road be built urgently as a single-lane
dry-weather track in the first instance and then later to be
developed into a full-width all-weather road. Consequently,
a 36Ih-mile length of the dry-weather track near Pine
Creek was constructed by the United States 808 Engineer
Battalion and then maintained and improved by that unit
until its departure from the area in July 1942. T h e
Department completed its share of the work by the end of
1942. Clearing was usually one chain wide and the road
formation was 26-feet wide in cuttings and 28-feet wide
on embankments, with cross-sections similar to the
previous work. Gravel was extended over the full formation
width with a slightly tapered cross section and was usually
6 inches deep. Over swampy ground and silt flats, gravel
was placed up to 18 inches deep. Bridges were 12 feet
between kerbs and all, except that across the Elsey River,
were of low-level type. Wherever possible, alternative
high-level crossings were provided by decking and building
approaches to adjacent railway bridges. A schedule of the
bridgeworks completed during 1942 is given on the
following page. A number of culverts and causeways were
also constructed.

Departmental surveyors using a distance measuring wheel during preliminary road surveys in the Northern Territory, 1940.

Grader used in clearing operations at Duly Waters.

Miles
south of
Darwin

Crossing

Adelaide River
Burrel Creek
Cullen River
Fergusson River

Fergusson River
Edith River

Katherine River
Katherine River
King River
King River
Elsey River

Length of
structure
in feet

Description of work

Decking of railway
bridge.
Concrete bridge on
concrete piles, two 30feet spans.
Concrete bridge on
concrete piers, four
35-feet spans.
Concrete bridge on existing concrete piers of
abandoned rail bridge,
four 22-feet spans.
Decking of railway
bridge.
Concrete bridge on
concrete piers, four
35-feet and one 15-feet
spans.
Decking of railway
bridge.
Concrete bridge on
concrete piers, nine
35-feet spans, and weir.
Concrete bridge on
steel piles, two 30-feet
spans.
Decking of railway
bridge.
High-level
concrete
bridge on steel piles.

Department's utility truck raising "bull dust" on an unfinished road.

During 1942, the Department carried out maintenance
of the length constructed in 1941 from Darwin to Adelaide
River. Some improvements were effected and
approximately 20 miles of bituminous seal coat were laid
through the principal camps and alongside airstrips.
At the end of 1942 the Department was made
responsible for the maintenance of 328 miles of the Stuart
Highway, from 4 to 332 miles south of Darwin at
Larrimah. During 1943, in order to meet the needs of
exceptionally heavy military traffic, extensive
reconstruction and drainage works were carried out on the
length from Darwin to Adelaide River and the whole of
this length was provided with a bituminous seal 20 feet
wide. Traffic volumes on this section reached 2,000 vehicles
a day, a large percentage being heavy lorries. The 47-mile
length from Mataranka to Larrimah was also sealed
during 1943 and maintenance by the Department of the
northern section of the Highway was continued in 1944.
Improvements carried out during 1944 included extensive
drainage and gravel resheeting on a 42-mile section south
of Adelaide River and this length was later sealed 20 feet
wide. In addition, various sections totalling 36 miles
between Darwin and Adelaide River were resealed.
During 1944, the Department's commitments ended and
maintenance of the Stuart Highway was progressively
taken over by the Allied Works Council as follows;
Larrimah to Maranboy (82 miles) on 1st March 1944,
Maranboy to Cullen River (76 miles) on 1st May 1944,
Cullen River to 109 miles south of Darwin (65 miles) on
1st July 1944, and from there to Darwin on 1st September
1944.
When the Department's organisation was finally
withdrawn in September 1944, the Country Roads Board
of Victoria was proceeding with the bituminous surfacing

Tractor bringing loaded carry-all scoop from borrow p i t beside the road formation, during consrrucrion of Stuart Highway near Da12v Waters. 1940

(16-feet wide) of the 171-mile section from 114 miles south
of Darwin to Mataranka. This work filled the only gap
still remaining unsealed in the whole length from Darwin
to Alice Springs. The Country Roads Board had previously
completed the sealing of the section from Alice Springs to
Larrimah. By this stage, the Stuart Highway could be
expected to carry heavy traffic in practically all weather.
Whereas in 1940 the construction work carried out by
the Department was confined wholly to the Stuart
Highway, in the following years, a considerable volume of
other work required by the armed forces was undertaken,
the largest proportion being in connection with
aerodromes.
Early in November 1941, roadwork was interrupted so
that the Department's forces could undertake higher
priority work involved in gravelling and extending the
runways of the Royal Australian Air Force aerodromes at
Darwin and at Batchelor. At Darwin,, two runways were
extended and the existing formation was gravelled. A
gravel pavement 5,000-feet long and 6-inches deep was
provided on one runway, and on the other a further 4,500
feet was put down. The work at Batchelor involved
extending two existing runways from 3,600 to 5,000 feet
with gravel pavements 9-inches deep, and increasing the
depth of one of the existing 3,600-feet long runways from
4 to 9 inches. This work was completed in the week
preceding the attack on Pearl Harbour on 7th December
1941.
The first, and heaviest, air attack on Darwin on 19th
February 1942, caused radical and immediate alterations
in the programme of all works authorities in the Northern
Territory. The construction of air strips for fighter planes
became first priority work. In the Darwin area, the
Department's small work force was the only construction

party experienced and readily available for this type of
work and, in the weeks following the attack, it completed
many such projects. Some aerodrome work had been
originally included in the Department's commitments for
1942 but this was now considerably increased, and the
work carried out was as follows.
* Civil Aerodrome, Darwin. Supply and spreading of
gravel on runway extensions and taxiways. Some work was
also done in the forming of a runway extension, provision
of culverts and repair of bomb damage.
* R.A.A.F. Aerodrome, Darwin. Supply and delivery of
gravel on taxiways and repair of bomb damage.
* Roadside Airstrip, Sattler. Clearing a runway 9,000 feet
long by 150 feet wide and partly forming an area 5,200
feet by 100 feet.
* Roadside Airstrip, Livingstone. Clearing and forming to
the same dimensions as at Sattler. A gravel pit was also
prepared.
* Batchelor Aerodrome. Trenching for protection of
petrol and oil dumps. Clearing and gravelling of an
extensive system of taxiways and dispersal bays and
spraying runways with fuel oil to reduce dust nuisance.
One of the main runways was surfaced with a bimuninous
seal coat over an area of 89,000 sq.yds.
* Roadside Airstrip, Pell. Clearing, forming and
gravelling of runway to the same dimensions as at other
roadside airstrips. Taxiways were also completed and all
gravel pavements were sprayed with fuel oil.
* Fenton Aerodrome. Resheeting of runway with gravel
and bituminous surfacing of 90,000 sq.yds.
* Roadside Airstrip, McDonald. Crushing of aggregate
(for sealing by R.A.A.F. units) and providing access tracks.
* Manbulloo Aerodrome, Katherine. Preparing runways
for sealing and bituminous surfacing of 85,700 sq.yds.

During 1943, the Department's commitments for
aerodrome works were fairly heavy but changes in the
co-ordinating authority, as well as in strategical
requirements, led to an appreciable reduction. The works
undertaken were:
* Long Aerodrome Clearing, forming and providing a
gravel pavement,
* Frazer Aerodrome Clearing only, and
* Riding Aerodrome - Clearing and forming.
In 1944, the principal work undertaken was the
reconstruction of the R.A.A.F. Aerodrome at Darwin to
take Boeing B29 Superfortress heavy bombers. The
Department s a s allotted a large share of this work. An
idea of the extent of the construction can be gained from
the following statistics of work completed by the
Department's organisation.
Formation 1,003,000 sq. yds.
26 1,000 cu. yds.
Gravel 169,600 lin. ft.
Scoop drains Culverts 18,850 lin. ft.
Bituminous surfacing:
878,000 sq. yds.
Prime and single seal
64,400 sq. yds.
Prime and double seal On completion, this aerodrome was provided with a
main runway 10,000 feet long by 150 feet wide, another
5,600 feet long by 150 feet wide and a fighter airstrip,
5,000 feet long by 100 feet wide.
In addition to its own assignments at Darwin's R.A.A.F.
Aerodrome in 1944, the Department's work force gave
valuable assistance to service units of both R.A.A.F. and
United States engineers, in connection with tasks allotted
to them at this aerodrome.
As well as working on the Stuart Highway and on
aerodromes, the Department's team was involved in a wide
variety of miscellaneous works. Brief details of these are:
1941
* Adelaide River Military Depot - Excavating for
ammunition bins and clearing, forming and gravelling
access roads (3% miles).
* Leayner Swamp - Clearing pandanus swamp from
field of fire in front of barbed wire defences (25 acres).
* Darwin Racecourse and East Point - Clearing scrub
from field df fire in front of barbed wire defences (10
acres).
1942
* Darwin - Repairing bomb-damaged roadways and
aerodromes.
* Port Darwin - Constructing 9%-mile long access road
from Stuart Highway to Southport Jetty.
* Adelaide River - Constructing 5 miles of new road to
connect the abattoirs with the Military Depot road system.
* Fenton Aerodrome - Constructing 6%-mile long access
roads from Stuart Highway to aerodrome.
* Burrundie-Annabaroo - Constructing 2%-mile long
formed road from Burrundie railway siding to Annabaroo
Convalescent Depot.
* Pine Creek - Constructing 5%-mile long access road
from Stuart Highway to abattoirs.
1943
* Maintaining access roads previously constructed by the
Department. Two new roads, earthworks on the Middle
-

-

-

Arm Spur Railway Line and construction of the Batchelor
Water Supply were commenced but were cancelled before
much had been accomplished.
1944
* Darwin - Constructing %-mile link with Wood Street
to provide better access to the waterfront.
- Bituminous surfacing of various streets.
- Earthworks for No. 12 Aircraft Repair Depot at
R.A.A.F. Aerodrome and providing bituminous surfaced
roads and tarmacs over an area of 20,400 square yards.
* Batchelor - Bituminous surfacing, 20 feet wide, for
full 7%-mile length of Batchelor Road.
This road was initially constructed by the Department
of the Interior and was improved by Department of Main
Roads in the latter part of 1943.
- Completion of Batchelor Water Supply Scheme,
including the installation of pumps, the laying of 63,000
feet of pipes, and the erection of three 30,000 gallon
storage tanks.
The Darwin Overland Road Authorities Transport
Service ( DORATS) deserves special mention at this point.
Early in 1942, when sea communication with Darwin was
cut off for some months, all State Road Authorities
concerned with work in the Northern Territory joined
forces (at the Department's suggestion) to establish an
independent road transport service to handle their own
freight requirements between Alice Springs and Larrimah.
The necessary vehicles and staff were obtained and the
service commenced operations in March 1942. It continued
to function throughout 1943-44 and greatly facilitated the
movement of mechanical equipment, stores and personnel.
Until 1942, it was possible to estimate the equipment,
stores and personnel required annually for the
Department's activities in the Northern Territory and to
make preparations accordingly. Each year a new
organisation was formed and transferred to return only on
completion of its allotted work. However, when, at the end
of 1942, the Department was entrusted with the continuous
maintenance of 328 miles of the Stuart Highway between
Darwin and Larrimah (in addition to other construction
and maintenance works), this necessitated the formation of
a permanent organisation and, in May 1943, the Northern
Territory Division of the Department of Main Roads was
established. Section offices were set up and there was a
general increase in the workforce to cope with the
additional works. Before this, the Department had dealt
directly with the authorities for whom the work was being
done but. in 1943, co-ordination of the growing number of
works was undertaken by the Allied Works Council. This
organisation consulted the armed forces as to their
requirements and then allocated the works to the various
State Road Authorities and/or to its own forces. The
Allied Works Council expanded its activities until, by the
end of 1943, it had become the principal supplier of plant
and the sole supplier of labour to all other civil authorities
in the Northern Territory. Hitherto, the Department had
recruited its own labour and suljplied the bulk of the plant
for its own work.
Throughout this period, valuable assistance was given to
the Department by the Army and the R.A.A.F. As an
example, during 1941 the Army provided the Department's
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Supply truck hogged on access track after l ~ e a rain,
~ y during
constrirction o f Queensland Inland Defence Highway, 1942.
Road bridge over the Nagoa River between Emerald and Clermont,
with the high level rail bridge in the background.
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workforce with transport to and from the Northern
Territory, communication services (signals, telegrams, etc.),
medical services, canteens, fuel (oil avd lubricants), and
rations.
The special conditions under which the work had to be
carried out made the task of job organisation a difficult
one. In the early stages, primitive communication and
transport facilities, and long distances complicated the
problem. As time, rather than cost, was the governing
factor, it was necessary for all members of the
Department's organisation to act more on their own
initiative and to accept a greater measure of responsibility
than on ordinary peace-time jobs. These experiences were
to be helpful when soon afterwards the same men faced the
formidable problems of a difficult post-war p e r i ~ d . ~
QUEENSLAND INLAND DEFENCE HIGHWAY
- DUARINGA TO CHARTERS TOWERS

In 1942, Commonwealth authorities turned their attention
to safeguarding the northeast coast of Australia. It was
realised that in a case of emergency the North Coast
Railway Line should not be solely relied upon to carry
large numbers of personnel, stores, material and equipment

for the defence of Northern Australia. Furthermore,
existing transport facilities were not adequate for the
evacuation of the area. Road facilities were insufficient to
cope with emergency wartime demands and it was
considered that an inland defence road should be
constructed in Queensland as quickly as possible.
Numerous flood-prone streams along the coast and the
rough nature of the country meant that a coastal road was
not feasible without heavy and expensive construction
work. For the same reasons the widening or duplication of
the North Coast Railway Line could not be undertaken.
An inland route behind the coastal ranges was therefore
chosen as having the added advantage of relative safety
from enemy attack. In view of its potential for new
development, such a route had already been investigated
before the war by the Queensland Main Roads
Commission. The route decided on was from Brisbane to
Ipswich, Nanango, Goomeri, Gayndah, Eidsvold, Banana,
Wowan, Duaringa, Emerald, Clermont, Charters Towers
and Townsville.
Construction of the southern end was commenced by the
Queensland Main Roads Commission which, as the sole
constructing authority for the Allied Works Council in
Queensland, was also burdened with many other tasks.

Consequently, the Allied Works Council made a request to
the Department for assistance and the Department agreed
to assist by sending a self-contained organisation from
New South Wales to construct a 50-mile section of the
road in the vicinity of Emerald. The organisation selected
had just completed the construction of the defence road in
New South Wales between Grafton and Casino and it was
decided to transfer it as a whole, including staff, stores and
equipment. The unit made the journey by road and set up
its headquarters at Duaringa to form the nucleus of the
sectional organisation to operate from Duaringa and
Emerald. Another unit made an even longer journey to
Queensland from Tocumwal, near the Victorian border,
where it had been engaged on an aerodrome construction
project.
The Allied Works Council was pressed to complete the
whole length of the Inland Defence Highway before the
end of 1942. The Queensland Main Roads Commission
had already absorbed all the plant items that were
available in that State and, with the facilities at hand,
could not do more than complete the sections from Ipswich
to Duaringa and from Charters Towers to Townsville
within the required time, without prejudicing the progress
of other important works. There remained a section of
402 miles from Duaringa to Charters Towers for which no
immediate organisation was available other than the small
unit being sent from New South Wales to construct the
50-mile section near Emerald. On 15th August 1942, the
Deputy Directors of the Allied Works Council in
Queensland and in New South Wales met to discuss the
possibility of New South Wales providing an organisation
to construct the entire Duaringa-Charters Towers section.
Three days later, when the Allied Works Council asked
the Department to undertake the work, it readily agreed
and immediately commenced preliminary arrangements.
T o organise such a large project involving the assembling
and the transfer of men and machinery (8000 tons) many
hundreds of miles created many difficulties, particularly as
it had to be done at such short notice.
Nevertheless, construction commenced in September
1942 and was completed by mid-April 1943. Six weeks
were lost because of abnormally wet weather and floods,
and so the assignment was actually accomplished in
24 working weeks. The work which was organised and
controlled entirely by the Department, comprised clearing
timber, earthworks, excavations and formation, and the
construction of gravel pavements as well as the building of
34 bridges. To obtain timber for the bridges, appropriate
trees were located by Departmental staff after days of
searching. A sawmill was established at Dingo and, in
addition, local mills a t Dingo, Emerald and Clermont were
commissioned to assist. For transportation, additional
timber jinkers had to be secured from New South Wales
and heavy lorries on the project were converted to carry
piles and graders to bridge sites.
For some time before the commencement of the project
very little new plant had been available to constructing
authorities in New South Wales. Most plant, except a few
items employed on essential maintenance, had already been
requisitioned for various defence works, aerodrome
construction and munition works. When the call came for

equipment to be moved to the Inland Defence Highway
project, the only available machines required overhauling,
as they had been working double daily shifts. There was
insufficient time for all plant to be overhauled, although a
large number of units were repaired in the Department's
Rosehill workshops before despatch. Consequently, much of
the plant that arrived in Queensland was in poor condition,
while some was unsuitable. Many of the graders were too
light for the heavy class of work and this added to their
rapid deterioration, prior to the acquisition of six elevating
graders near the completion of the work. Delays in the
arrival of plant also interfered with the works programme.
A central repair workshop at Clermont and two subsidiary
repair centres in the two sectional depots remote from
Clermont were set up so that the Department could carry
out its own repairs. At the peak of its activities the
workshop at Clermont was able to completely overhaul two
large machines each week. So effective did the organisation
become that when work on this road project was finally
completed, it was taken over by the Allied Works Council
as a complete working unit (including personnel trained on
the job) and was retained as a repair depot for plant in
Queensland.
Clermont was chosen as the collection and distribution
centre as it was approximately 169 miles north of
Duaringa and close to the centre of operations. To allow
for the initial transportation of plant, equipment, materials
and personnel by rail, the project was given two weeks
special priority for movement to Clermont from Clapham
Junction, Brisbane (where the 4 ft. 8% in. gauge railway
line from New South Wales ended and the 3 ft. 6 in.
gauge of the Queensland line began). Clapham Junction
was not large enough to handle this huge and sudden
increase in rail traffic, and men and materials banked up,
disorganising interstate rail services. A similar build-up of
plant and material occurred at Clermont and special
arrangements had to be made at both points to overcome
this crisis.
Of the men sent to build the road some had been
drafted, others had volunteered and 80% had never been
on a roadmaking job before. Many were unfit for the work
and some were unwilling. The Allied Works Council
despatched them to Queensland before arrangements had
been completed for their arrival and, for a short time, only
makeshift accommodation was available. The only method
of handling the movement was to collect personnel, sort
them quickly into useful groups and later arrange their
disposition on t h e work.
Clermont was selected as headquarters for the
co - ordinating engineer's administration, while sectional
engineers and their administrative staff were established
near Duaringa, Clermont and Charters Towers. The
sections were divided into lengths, each length having a
camp near water for about 250 men. The camps were
supplied with an office, store, sick bay, food cooling room,
fly-proof dining room and canteen, and abattoirs provided
fresh meat. Doctors and nursing staff at three hospitals
provided medical attention. Altogether, the Allied Works
Council had drafted 2,600 men into the Civil Construction
Corps and, as the co-ordinating authority, it arranged
messes, medical attention and general amenities such as
postal and banking facilities.

Many difficulties and delays were created by the
unusually wet weather. By the end of October, 9 inches of
rain had fallen while 28 inches were recorded in
November, followed i n December by a further 12 inches
and in January by 1 1 inches. Extensive areas along the
route of the road were flooded and water spread over
28 miles of surrounding country when one river broke its
banks. Access to camps was cut off, trucks sent out with
supplies were delayed for days, and work schedules were
seriously disrupted. During the floods one worker was lost
and the only means of searching for him was by boat.
There were no boats available, so his fellow workers
fabricated one out of sheets of galvanised iron welded into
shape. Subsequently the missing man was found marooned
in a tree sixty hours after the rescue party set out.
When communication became desperate, radio
transmitting equipment was established at Clermont and at
camps north to Charters Towers to enable the engineerin-charge of each section to keep in touch with his men
by radio telephone. This was probably the first occasion
such equipment was used during roadmaking operations.
Two aeroplanes were also used throughout the work for
observation and communication and two runways were
built for them. During the floods, these aircraft carried
food and supplies to isolated camps. On one occasion a
plane had to be used to airlift a man with appendicitis
from a camp otherwise completely cut off by floodwaters
to a hospital 100 miles away. Every man in the camp
worked to build an emergency landing area near the camp
and, using bulldozers to push down trees and graders to
iron out the uneven earth, they completed a 600-yard long
strip in five hours. Emergencies and illnesses were not
uncommon and before the road was completed nearly 75%
of the construction workers and 90% of the staff contracted
dengue fever.
Despite the problems caused by long distances, adverse
weather conditions and sickness, the road was put through
in remarkably short time, being referred to in later
newspaper reports as " T h e Miracle Road". The brief
descriptions following give some indication of the amount
of work carried out in each pf the sections.
* Duaringa to Emerald, 103 miles, including the
construction of 15 bridges, 5 1 box culverts (composite
concrete and timber), 8,352 linear feet of pipe culverts,
linear feet of causeways and 23 cattle grids.
*10,600
Emerald to Belyando River, 175 miles, including the
construction of 4 bridges, 2 box culverts, 9,647 linear feet
of pipe culverts, 25,895 linear feet of causeways and 50
cattle grids.
* Belyando to Charters Towers, 124 miles, including the
construction of 14 bridges, 26 box culverts, 13,248 linear
feet of pipe culverts, 10,215 linear feet of causeways ar?d
3 1 cattle grids.
The total work carried out was as follow^.^
Length of road
- 402 miles
1,652 acres
Clearing
Earthworks
- 628,394 cubic yards
- 402 miles
Machine formation
Gravel in pavement (loose)
- 1,165,000 tons
Bridges
- 33, totalling
3.042 linear feet
-

American "Flying Fortress" bon~berslrsir~gthe runway which was
constructed by the Department in New Caledonia, 1942.

Culverts (composite concrete
and timber)
Pipe culverts
Causeways
Cattle grids

79 (single-cell units)
3 1,247 linear feet
- 46,710 linear feet
- 104
-

-

CONSTRUCTION OF AERODROME IN NEW CALEDONIA

In late November 1941, the Department received a request
from the Commonwealth Government for assistance to
complete the construction of an aerodrome at Tontouta,
34 miles north of Noumea, the capital of the French
Colony of New Caledonia. The Department agreed to this
request and once again commenced preparations for the
sudden movement of plant and personnel.
New Caledonia, an island lying a short distance north
of the Tropic of Capricorn, is about 800 miles from the
east coast of Australia. When Japan entered the war it lost
many important sources of minerals and the Allied
protection of New Caledonia, as a major producer of
nickel and chrome, became strategically important.
American forces were sent to New Caledonia in March
1942 and the Australian authorities were pressed to
prepare for the arrival of American bombers by
constructing the aerodrome at Tontouta.
A total of 180 men from New South Wales were
enrolled voluntarily for the construction work. There were
no prior detailed plans of the work available but
information received from the Department of the Interior
indicated that there were two existing runways each
needing to be extended by approximately 500 feet,
involving the excavation of some 100,000 cubic yards of
earth and rock. In addition, the whole area of the runways
had to be covered with a pre-mixed bituminous macadam
pavement. It was not possible for Departmental engineers
to inspect the site, and the organisation to carry out the
work had to be assembled with little knowledge of the final
requirements and the local conditions. The Department
supplied the best of its plant units which could be spared
at the time and the project was thus equipped with such
machinery as bulldozers, carry-all scoops, crushers,
screens, bituminous hot-mix plants, etc. The first part of
the organisation left Australia by ship in mid-December
1941, arrived at New Caledonia two days before Christmas
and commenced work less than a week later. Lack of

shipping meant that the balance of the organisation arrived
a t spasmodic intervals until early February when the last
group disembarked. T h e Department had undertaken to
accept responsibility for the supply of accommodation and
food for the men. Galvanised iron huts were erected near
t h e aerodrome to house the personnel but feeding them
proved more of a problem as New Caledonia was
experiencing a severe drought. Little food was available
locally and most supplies had to be shipped in from
Australia. Normally daytime temperatures ranged from
95" to 105" Fahrenheit with high humidity, although the
early stages of the work were made easier by the drier
drought conditions.
Construction of the aerodrome had been commenced by
t h e New Caledonian Bureau of Public Roads, in
conjunction with the United States Engineers' Office, but
t h e work remaining to be done was considerably more than
originally suggested. The whole of the work for one
runway, 6000 feet in length, was still outstanding as well
a s the formation of the extensions of the other runways,
reconstruction of the runway which had been started bv
t h e local organisation, and the construction of several
taxiways to facilitate the movement of aeroplanes. This
work involved the handling, by earthmoving equipment, of
approximately 150,000 cubic yards of earth and rock. T h e
pavements of the runways and taxiways were constructed
of local stone, using a total quantity of 95,000 cubic yards,
a n d to improve the drainage of the runways about 50,000
linear feet of pipe drains, backfilled with stone, were
constructed. Arrangements had been made by the
Australian Department of the Interior for bitumen to be
supplied from America, but this was not delivered and
locally-produced tar had to be used as a substitute on the
pavements of both taxiways and runways.
Soon after the work was commenced, the Department's
engineer-in-charge was advised that the aerodrome would
be required for use early in January 1942. T h e
organisation therefore worked a double shift of ten hours
each day for seven days a week. At times, the hours
worked by some men, such as those on plant repairs, had
t o be increased beyond this to ensure that all equipment
would be available for the full period of each shift.

Landing tractors at Balls Bay, Norfolk Island in 1942.

Although the conditions of carrying out the work were
substantially different from those anticipated, t h e runways
were sufficiently completed to permit the arrival of the first
American bombers, on their flight to Australia, on
1 1th January 1942.
O n 22nd March, the work had reached the stage when
a number of men could be released to return t o Australia
and 1 1 3 were back in Sydney by the end of the month.
Of those who remained, approximately 40 men accepted
employment with the United States Engineers' Office on
the construction of other defence works in New Caledonia.
T h e balance of the men completed the tar surfacing of the
runways, which was delayed by the slow deliveries of only
small quantities of local supplies. This work was completed
late in April 1942, allowing the last of the personnel to
return to Australia. However, one foreman-mechanic and
one clerical officer remained behind in order to safeguard
Motor patrol grader being unloaded onto a steel barge at Norfolk
Island in 1942.

and maintain plant which was being hired out t o a United
States Army unit.(This unit had been assigned t o build
another aerodrome but had found that delivery of its own
machinery was d e l a ~ e d . ) ~
CONSTRUCTION OF NORFOLK ISLAND AERODROME

In August 1942, the United States Army advised the
Commonwealth Government that it urgently required an
aerodrome on Norfolk Island for heavy bomber aircraft. It
had been the intention of the American forces t o construct
this aerodrome using their own personnel and equipment
but sufficient personnel were not available at that time. It
was then proposed that construction be undertaken by a n
Australian civilian organisation using American equipment.
Following a conference attended by representatives of the
United States Army and Commonwealth and State
Authorities, the Department was requested to carry out the
work as rapidly as possible.

Tractor-dozer and 12-yard scoop working on the construction o j [ l i e
Norfolk Island aerodrome in 1942.

Machinery was being shipped from the United States
direct to Norfolk Island and the Department had to
arrange for whatever additional equipment it considered
necessary. Departmental officers acted in supervisory
positions to carry out the construction of the aerodrome
and other incidental works to the Army's requirements.
Volunteers to construct the aerodrome were called for from
t h e employees of the Water Conservation and Irrigation
Commission, the Metropolitan Water, Sewerage and
Drainage Board, the Hunter District Water Board and the
Department of Main Roads. The men selected came from
all these authorities, with the majority from the
Department. To protect them in the event of their being
made prisoners of war, the selected volunteers were enlisted
in the Civil Construction Corps for the duration of the
work with the right of discharge, if they desired, on their
return to Australia. In view of the urgency of the work the
Department sent an advance party to locate and survey the
site, and to complete all necessary preliminary
arrangements before the main working party from
Australia and t l ~ eequipment from America arrived at the
end of August and end of September, respectively.
After some delay, due to the lack of facilities for
unloading heavy equipment along the rugged coastline of
Norfolk Island (necessitating the construction of a landing
ramp and small jetty to supplement the limited landing
facilities available), a commencement was made on the
earthworks a t the aerodrome on 6th October 1942. When
the most favourable site for the main runway was selected,
it unfortunately involved the destruction of one of the
Island's best known landmarks, "Pine Avenue" and about
500 Norfolk Island pines had to be cleared before
construction could commence. The building of two runways
also involved moving over 250,000 cubic yards of earth.
For the pavement of the first runway (6,000 feet long),
limestone-sand was mixed with the natural surface soil to
provide stabilisation and this was covered with a layer of
sand on which was placed steel matting (brought in from
America) to form the runway surface. The second runway
(5,500 feet long) was stabilised in the same way but the
runway surface consisted of crushed limestone rock instead

of steel matting. The width of both runways was 300 feet,
with a clearing width of 400 feet.
Incidental work undertaken by the Department included
the construction of three miles of access roads for
movement in and around the aerodrome, together with the
improvement of 2% miles of existing roads on the Island.
The total number of Australian civilian personnel from the
mainland who worked on this project was 246 and, in
addition, 53 local men were employed. The maximum
number engaged on the work at any one time was 256.
While on this project, the men worked two ten-hour shifts
a day, between 2 a.m. and I I p.m. seven days a week. All
work at the aerodrome (including hardstanding areas,
access roads and drainage) was completed by the end of
February 1943 and the Civil Construction Corps personnel
left for the mainland early in March. At that time, the
aerodrome was being used by the Royal New Zealand Air
Force and not by the United States Army Air Force as
was originally proposed.'
THE EFFECT ON MAIN ROADS WORKS
IN NEW SOUTH WALES

The staff of the Department at home was considerably
depleted during the war years as a result of officers joining
the services or being made available on loan to
Commonwealth Departments for special duties. As can be
clearly seen from the preceding accounts, the remaining
resources of men and plant were absorbed i n the special
defence works undertaken both within and outside the
State, and in the essential minimum maintenance of the
Main Roads in New South Wales. The continuing effect
of the depletion of staff and of carrying out of special
works was to bring to a standstill many of the usual
functions of the Department. This situation was made
more acute as, due to the war, there was a general
shortage of contractors. The only road and bridge
construction works undertaken were those necessary to
provide traffic facilities and routes for both military and
essential civilian transport.
First aeroplane t o land on the runway constructed by the Department
on Norfolk Island, December 1942.

Even with such a limited programme of construction and
improvement, the Department had difficulty in carrying
works through to completion, as apart from the diversion
of manpower and plant, delays were experienced in
obtaining essential materials, such as steel and timber for
bridgeworks. There was little bridge-building activity other
than the replacement of structures destroyed by floods and
the strengthening of bridges to meet military requirements.
As far as road maintenance was concerned, the shortage
of bituminous materials prevented the surfacing or
resurfacing of pavements which, under normal conditions,
would be regarded as essential. On gravel roads, resheeting
was often not carried out when required and minor
improvements throughout the system had to be deferred.8
A MONUMENT TO SKILL AND ENERGY
Shortly before the victory was won in Europe, a ceremony
was held on 5th May 1945 to mark the end of another
long drawn-out struggle and that was the building of the
bridge over the Hawkesbury River at Peat's Ferry where,
a hundred years earlier, George Peat had established a
crossing of this wide waterway. Among the tablets unveiled
on that day was one which read: " This bridge was
provided by the people of New South Wales for the use
and convenience of man. It was built of Australian
materials by Australian workmen and it stands as a
monument t o the skill and energy of the builders".
Recording the difficulties and the dramatic moments of
construction, the Gosford Times of 8th May 1945 made
this report.
" The 'bed' of the Hawkesbury River at Peat's Ferry
was known to consist of black mud at a depth of 60 feet.
Below that was a layer of dark, firm clay, and, still
lower, coarse sand. Originally, it was planned t o sink the
caisson supporting the two truss spans to a depth of 170
feet below water level into this sand bed.
But Nature had a trick up her sleeve to defeat man's
expectations.
The caisson, a huge shell of steel and reinforced
concrete, fitted with a steel cutting edge, was to be sunk
by dredging the mud from inside.
On November 7, 1939, the caisson was landed on the
bottom of the river. By April 1940, the shell weighed
4400 tons and had been built up to I29 feet long. The
cutting edge was 50 feet below the bed of the river. Then
on April 11, late in the evening, men on top of the
caisson, 8 feet above the water, were alarmed t o see water
rising rapidly up the walls. It meant that the huge mass
o f reinforced concrete was rapidly sinking. The soft mud
had been unable t o take the weight. The men on the
caisson just had time to jump on to the punt before the
top of the caisson disappeared beneath the water.
Fortunately, the drop was exactly vertical; but the
caisson did not stop until its top was 45 feet below water.
Failure, final and complete, stared the bridge builders
in the face. Here was a problem unique in engineering
practice . . .
The sunken caisson was located. Another section of
caisson was constructed, floated into position as the first
had been, placed right on top of the first section and
joined thereto, 50 feet below the water. . .

Everything seemed right at last. The concrete in the
junction was placed on March 29 and the shell extended
to make it 199 feet long before excavation was resumed.
The weight of the caisson was now up t o 7000 tons.
Again Nature stepped into show that Old Man
Hawkesbury was not yet beaten by the bridge builders.
On September 8, 1941, the two section caisson plunged
again. With a roar, a huge mushroom of water, driven out
by the mud, rushed from the caisson. Down it went for
30ft. din. But this time the bridge builders, having been
pre-warned, were not taken by surprise. The concrete was
only a short distance below water level, and the
surrounding cofferdam could be pumped out.
By June 8, 1942, the assembled caisson weighed 8100
tons and was 35 feet longer. That day it took its third
and final run of 28 feet, the cutting edge being 233 feet
below low water level and resting on rock bottom. The
top of the caisson was at low water level.
Although mud had to be dredged, rock bored, blasted
and excavated, the rest of the work was comparatively
simple. Finally, the caisson was secured for ever on solid
rock and sealed with a 'plug' of 582 cubic yards of
concrete.
The vital pier of' the Peat's Ferry Bridge was secure at
last, 241). 4in. below low water l e v e l . . ~ i i sis within 8
inches of the world's record depth for a bridge foundation
- the Bay Bridge between San Francisco and Oakland.
A book could be written on the building of this bridge
and the men who built it.. . There was the night, for
instance, when the jirst section of the caisson, floating
quietly (it had a false bottom, later to be blown off by
compressed air) broke with a bang when the steel hawsers
snapped and it sailed upstream. It was chased by a
launch. Then the tide turned and away it went
downstream in the direction of the railway bridge-800
tons of ungoverned steel and concrete, heading for a
grand smash up. A mile from the bridge a D.M.R. ferry
and a Balgue Constructions' tug caugh,t and roped it . . .
The largest diving bell in the world, in which 18 men
worked comfortably, was used t o concrete together the
heads of the concrete piles to concrete together the heads
of the concrete piles for the bridge's northern end. It was
5Jft. 6in. long x 30ft. wide x 15ft. high, and weighed
40 tons . . .
The bridge superstructure provides another story in
itself: Impressive and spectacular was the operation of
floating the huge truss spans on punts into position at
high tide. A s the tide fell each span came to rest on the
bearings and the punts which bore it drifted clear. Each
span measured 440ft. long x 35ft. wide x 70ft. high, and
weighed 640 tons.
The first span was JEoated and placed in position on
February 8/9, 1944 and the second on June 21/22 . . .
Designed t o the last detail by the New South Wales
Department of Main Roads, the superstructure fabricated
by the Clyde Engineering Company Ltd., built under the
supervision of the D.M.R. by Balgue Constructions Pty.
Ltd., whose engineers and workmen proved their high
skill and determination by the manner in which each did
his share of the work, to each and t o all credit i s due
for a grand job. The obstacles they overcame are the
measure of their a ~ h i e v e m e n t " . ~

Peat's Ferr-v Bridge over the Hawkesbury River at Mootley Point. Floarit~gthe firsr steel girder rr1rs.c. sprrr7 into ,t~os~riotr.
Fehrtrarj 1944.

Above: View looking south from Mootrey Point, October 1944.
Below: Part of the official opening ceremony on 5 t h May 1945.
Right: View from the roadway in 1950, showing pattern of steelwork.

Hono~trRoll in the main vestibule of the Department's Head Ofice.

TRIBUTES TO TWO COMMISSIONERS

In March 1941, Mr. H. H. Newell, the first Commissioner
for Main Roads (and the last of the original three
Members of the Main Roads Board) died in office.
The following acknowledgement of his work appeared in
the Department's 1940-41 Annual Report.
" Mr. Newel1 had a unique knowledge of the whole of
the State, acquired during his forty-seven years of public
service, and this, together with his undoubted engineering
and administrative ability, were invaluable attributes in
co-ordinating main road activities. By his untiring
devotion to duty throughout the whole of his years of
service he was a guiding influence in pioneering,
developing and improving the roads system, which will
serve as a lasting monument to him. By his impartial
administration he gained the esteem and respect of the
Councillors and stafJ~of the local governing bodies of
the State and secured their fullest co-operation".
In July 1941, as a mark of respect to one who had

spent the whole of his working life in the service of the
State, State Highway No. 17 from Tocumwal on the
Victorian border to Boggabilla on the Queensland border,
was named the Newel1 Highway.'"
The position of Commissioner for Main Roads was filled
by Mr. D. Craig (previously Assistant Commissioner), and
Mr. A. E. Toyer (previously Chief Engineer) was
appointed as Assistant Commissioner. Mr. Craig had
charge of the Department during the extremely difficult
war years and was intimately associated with the very
diverse range of the defence works undertaken at this time.
In the midst of tackling the equally difficult post-war
assignments, Mr. Craig died at work on 1st August 1946.
In appraising his wartime contribution, the Premier of
New South Wales, the Hon. W. J. McKell, M.L.A., stated
that " Mr. Craig had given valuable service t o Australia
at a most critical period in its history" and thereby
acknowledged the nationwide extent of the Department's
activities which had been brought about by the willing
co-operation of the Commissioner."

PART III/CHAPTER 3

1945-1950

Priorities and Planning in the Post-War Period

PROBLEMS AND PRIORITIES

Motor transport played a very important part in the
post-war development of the State, at a time when the
roads were in an extremely poor condition. This condition
was brought about by the many wartime restrictions and
changes, which included :
* the reduction in manpower available to councils and to
the Department, because of the absence of many engineers
and other skilled men in the armed forces or on defence
works,
* the lack of contractors, due to the same wartime
commitments as mentioned above,
* the loss of maintenance and construction plant
(especially heavy graders) diverted to defence works, and
* the increase in heavy military traffic using the roads
and accelerating their deterioration.
The State's roads were consequently affected adversely
in three ways - gravel resheeting and bituminous
resealing could not be carried out when required, and
major improvements had to be almost entirely deferred.
Insufficient routine maintenance particularly resulted in a
breakdown in the riding quality of gravel and earth
surfaces. With declining revenue available due to
restrictions on the use of motor vehicles during the war,
extensions of the Main Roads System were confined to
roads requiring improvement for military purposes or other
reasons connected with the war effort. Between 1939 and
1945 the increase in the length of Ordinary Main Roads
(exclusive of roads in the Western Division) was 557 miles
while Developmental Roads increased by 288 miles. There
were slight reductions in all other road classifications.
The Department, anticipating that after the war road
traffic would increase greatly both i n volume and weight
started planning its post-war programme well ahead of the
end of hostilities. Another factor which influenced this
planning was the necessity to provide employment for men
returning to civilian life. Although such forward-thinking
assisted greatly in the organisation of works in the
immediate post-war years, the Department's resources
were greatly strained by the lag in urgent work and the
increasing demand for improved roads.
The works which were to receive top priority were
outlined in the Commissioner's Annual Report for the year
ended 30th June 1945.
" ( i ) The intensive maintenance and repair of roads and
bridges to restore them as quickly as practicable to a
condition comparable with that which existed before the
outbreak of war.
(ii) The construction of bridges to replace structures
which have reached the end of their useful life and where
expenditure of further funds for repairs is uneconomical.
(iii) The construction of bridges to eliminate railway
level crossings, to replace ferry services, and at open

crossings where trafJic is delayed during joods.
(iv) The completion of major road construction works
which were in hand at the outbreak of war, but were
discontinued due to war conditions.
(v) The commencement of major road construction works
t o improve communications between important towns and
districts in continuance of the pre-war programme of
gradually raising such roads to the required standard.
(vi) The bituminous surfacing of lengths of State
Highways on which construction is complete, t o provide
dustless pavements and to preserve the asset created by
the c o n s t r ~ c t i o n " . ~
The reconditioning of road surfaces and overtaking of
arrears in maintenance were commenced as soon as plant
and experienced men became available. As this work was
given highest priority, expenditure on maintenance, as
compared with construction and reconstruction, was as
high as 70% in this period.
MODERNISATION OF EQUIPMENT

When suitable plant became available the horses and drays
still used by many patrolmen were replaced with light
graders, (each patrol unit continuing to be responsible for
a particular length of road).
As new plant and spare parts were in short supply, the
Department and councils found it necessary to acquire
many items of secondhand plant as they were released
from military service organisations. The acquisition of new
plant, and the reconditioning of old items, was one of the
most pressing needs after the war. The major overhaul and
repair of old plant in poor condition placed a heavy burden
on the resources of the Central Workshop at Granville
(Rosehill) and the need to expand became urgent. For this
purpose, an additional 17% acres adjacent to the existing
area of 8 acres was acquired. The Metropolitan
Maintenance Depot and Store, which previously shared the
8-acre site with the Workshop, were moved to, the new
area. A bituminous hot-mix plant was erected a t the
Metropolitan Maintenance Depot in 1947-48 to meet the
demand for road pavements of a higher standard.
Extensive reconstruction of the Central Workshop and
Store was commenced in 1943 and completed in 1948. At
the same time, modern vehicle repair and servicing
equipment was installed. These improvements allowed for
the future expansion of the Workshop's activities.'
In 1943 a school for plant instruction was set up with
its headquarters at the Central Workshop. This school,
which provided practical instruction for operators in the
efficient use and servicing of all types of mechanical
equipment, was open to council employees i n addition to
operators employed directly by the Department. Instruction
was given by travelling instructors at various job sites as
well as at the school headquarters.

T h e Department's heavy duty transporter used t o move eq~riprnenr
quickly from one site t o another, 1950.

Diesel shovel loading rock during consrrucrion of [he re-locared serrion
of the Gwvdir Highway between Glen Innes and Grafton, 1949.

Between 1930 and 1950, labour costs rose approximately
100% and the cost of work, where still largely carried out
by manual labour, rose almost to the same extent.
It was evident that the most effective means to meet
rising costs was to mechanise to the maximum possible
extent. Many of the Department's roadworks included the
provision of large radius curves and adequate sight distance
for higher traffic speeds, and these involved very extensive
earthworks. In such works, mechanisation was of particular
value, as the rise in cost was restricted to as little as 20%.
Substantial economies were also effected by the use of the
drag-spreader (introduced in 1932 and developed as a
substitute for the hand-spreading of premixed bituminous
macadam) and the mechanical loading of materials with
such equipment as continuous bucket and Berryman
loaders. In addition, the new equipment gradually
becoming available after the war, was better designed and
more powerful than earlier plant models.

In 1926, the total horsepower of all engines in the Main
Roads Board's equipment, excluding motor vehicles, had
been 400 whereas by 1950, in the wide variety of
Departmental plant, this had increased to 22,000.
Compared with the first 25 h.p. tractor acquired by the
Board in 1926, the horsepower of individual machines
increased to over 100 in the .post-war years. These tractors
loaded and hauled scoops of 12 cubic yard capacity (324
cubic feet), compared with the early maximum of only 4
cubic feet capacity, and a variety of attachments such as
improved angle and tilt blades became available.
Multi-ton rippers with heavy tynes, capable of breaking
heavy gravel deposits and softer rocks, developed from the
horse-drawn rooter plough. The high-powered dieselengined grader, carrying a 12-feet blade and scarifier and
controlled by an operator accommodated in a weatherproof
cabin, completely replaced the horse-drawn grader of
earlier days with its 6-feet long blade. Front-end loaders

Tractor-drawn disc harrows and sheepsfoot rollers used by the Department during the construction of Canberra Aerodrome in 1946.

mounted on tractors, mechanical shovels, bucket elevators
and other mechanical equipment superseded hand methods
of loading. Subgrades and gravels were compacted by
special rollers, some fitted with pneumatic tyres and some
with projecting feet or angle iron cleats (and known as
sheepsfoot rollers).
The use of large items of plant, as well as the instruction
given to plant operators in local areas, encouraged the
establishment of static field workshops to carry out lighter
repairs to plant near the work sites. Consequently, only
plant needing major repair was transported to the Central
Workshop at Granville.
In addition, some static field workshops were
supplemented by mobile field workshops for the servicing
and repair of plant working in isolated areas. These mobile
workshops were mounted on lorry chassis and each was
equipped with a lathe, drills, grinders, ete., although on a
necessarily smaller scale than the field workshops.
As an extension of the mechanisation of the
Department's own works, councils were encouraged to
modernise the roadmaking machinery in their
organisations. Technical assistance and results of
Departmental testing and experimental work, and the
production of standard specifications and instructions were
also distributed, in the form of articles in the Department's
journal "Main Roads" and by the publication of booklets
and standards.
To reduce the transportation of samples and the time of
obtaining test results, and to bring testing work into closer
relationship with road construction and maintenance in the
field, local laboratories were established at the
Department's divisional offices and, where warranted, at
field maintenance or construction offices. By 1949, local
laboratories had been established at the Yass and
Chatswood offices and were planned for Parkes, Newcastle,
Bega and Grafton. Today, all divisions are equipped with
modern testing equipment.

Glen lnnes Divisional Ofice radio telephone station, inaugurated 1949.

INCREASED COMMERCIAL ROAD USAGE

The necessity for improved road conditions throughout the
State was indicated by the following statement made by
the Commissioner for Main Roads, Mr A. E. Toyer, at the
Local Government Engineers' Conference held in April
1947.
" Now that the war i s over the public is in many cases,
critical of the running conditions on Highways, and
Trunk Roads which have not yet received a bituminous
seal. The criticism is finding expression in special
articles in some of the country newspapers and in
resolutions by various local organisations. There are
some isolated cases where running conditions are inferior
t o those existing prior to the war, and I would stress
therefore the need for continual vigilance, and every
effort should be continuously directed towards
maintaining the highest standard of running conditions
economically practicable on unsealed pavements".4
Although it had been anticipated by the Department
that the number of motor vehicles would substantially
increase with a sharp rise in population, the extent of this
increase could not be accurately predicted. By 1947, motor
vehicle registrations had exceeded the highest number
registered in 1939 and continued to rise rapidly. Apart
from the actual increase in the number of registrations, the
number of commercial vehicles relative to total
registrations was higher than ever before. In 1925, the
number of commercial vehicles (i.e., 14,000) was 15% of
all vehicles registered at that time. By the end of 1939,
this percentage had risen to 24% (i.e., 78,364 vehicles) and
at 3 1 st December 1949 there were 150,766 commercial
vehicles registered in New South Wales, representing 34%
of all registered vehicles.
A further indication of the increased use of heavy
commercial vehicles is provided by information gathered at
Peat's Ferry Bridge on the Pacific Highway, between

Machine shop at the Department's Central Workshop at Rosehill. 1950.

Crrrrlr prrser~t n fortnidable barrier on a Main Road
between Tamworth and Manilla, 1947.

Motorists wait while sheep jostle their way across ihe rirr~berbridge
over Burrangong Creek near Young in 1947.

Sydney and Newcastle, during the latter half of 1945 and
of 1949. This disclosed that the lighter type of traffic (cars,
motor cycles and utilities) increased approximately
threefold, whereas lorry traffic rose approximately
sevenfold from 9,269 to 65,885 vehicles per day. The
increase i n the number of heavy lorries, as distinct from
the lighter types, was still more marked. Lorries of up to
three tons tare weight increased approximately
fourteenfold, from 1,867 to 26,852.
The development of long distance road haulage as an
industry was substantially due to the condition of the
State's railways after the war. Railways could not
adequately cope with the movement of essential goods and
the large overflow was transported by road hauliers. By
1949, interstate road haulage had become an adjunct to
rail haulage.

Roads and Main Roads showed progressive deterioration.
The problem of road pavement failure was greatly
accentuated by exceptionally heavy rainfalls during the
winters of 1949 and 1950. Besides the widespread surface
flooding in these years, road subgrades and pavement
gravels remained saturated over long periods, with a
resultant loss of bearing capacity, which led in time to
deformation and collapse of bitumen surfacing. A
comprehensive survey made towards the end of 1950 and
presented to Parliament in April 1951 showed that 744
miles of cement concrete and bitumen surfaced State
Highways required restoration. Unsealed pavements had
also been seriously damaged.
In 1948, several mountain roads were affected by
landslides, particularly at Macquarie Pass, Barrengarry
Mountain and the Liverpool Range, as well as on the
Windsor-Putty-Singleton Road.
In 1947 and 1950, abnormally heavy rains fell over wide
areas in the Western Division and hampered the
Department's improvement plans in the outback regions.
For instance, the heavy rains experienced in the vicinity of
Bourke during the first half of 1949 caused many
washaways on Main Raods in the district. During 1948, a
severe storm caused extensive damage to road formations,
causeways and culverts on the Barrier Highway between 14
and 28 miles east of Broken Hill. In February 1949, the
northwestern corner of the State experienced the most
extensive and protracted rains ever recorded there. Up to
25 inches of rain fell during a period of about three weeks,
in an area where the average annual rainfall is only about
seven inches. Lakes Cobham, Green and Patterson joined
as one to submerge ten miles of the Silver City Highway
between Broken Hill and Tibooburra. The Highway was
also severely scoured by cross drainage between the lakes
and Tibooburra, creating difficult travelling conditions
until it could be repaired. To overcome the submergence
in the vicinity of Lake Cobham and the other lakes, a new
track was cut over a length of about 14 miles, following
a line already selected for the future route of this road.
Late in 1950, there were several floods in the Darling
and Lachlan Rivers caused by heavy rain upstream. In the
lower reaches of these rivers, large volumes of water again

OVERLOADING AND UNDERMINING

Large semi-trailers were first used on New South Wales
roads in the early war years and their use for long distance
freight haulage increased rapidly. Large lorries which also
came into increasing use during the war years, when fully
loaded, imposed wheel loads and total loads much greater
than those experienced in the past. This type of vehicle was
mainly used for relatively short hauls of bulk materials,
such as broken stone and coal, although it was also
frequently used with a trailer on long hauls.
The increasing use of heavier types of vehicles and the
tendency to overload them accentuated the deterioration of
roads which was already a result of the rapid rise in motor
vehicle usage. The pavements of the principal roads of the
State had not been constructed to carry traffic of the type
and volume now using them and widespread failures began
to occur.
Extensive pavement failure due to increased loading
occurred on the Hume Highway near Berrima and
Tarcutta as early as 1946 and subsequently on the Pacific
Highway between the Hawkesbury River and Newcastle,
on much of the New England Highway and on parts of
the Great Western Highway west of the Blue Mountains.
Other sections of heavily trafficked State Highways, Trunk

T h i s punt over the Darling River nr Poorzcarie served n s a bridge,
w h i l e the river level was low in 1949.

One o f ' t h e Large cnr ferries rr'llich used to corrI3 Pnc/,fic. Higliit.rr~,~rofific
over the Clorence River nt Harwoocl, 1947.

left the main channel and spread across the countryside,
submerging and washing away considerable lengths of
Main road^.^

administer the Ordinance on Main Roads under their
control. For roads other than Main Roads, Ordinance 30D
(administered by municipal and shire councils) generally
applied and shortly after the amendments were made to
Ordinance 30C, Ordinance 30D was altered to correspond
with these.6
Compliance with the revised Ordinances, i n many cases,
required modifications of vehicles to permit them to carry
their maximum designed capacity. These modifications
sometimes involved both technical and financial problems
for the owners and these were often resolved only after
lengthy discussion with Departmental officers. Nondivisible loads of extraordinary weight, such as
transformers and heavy machinery, requiring special
multi-axle vehicles and possibly the temporary
strengthening of bridges, were, of course, dealt with as
special cases.

CONTROL OF WEIGHT OF LOADS

In the early post-war years, it became evident that in
addition to the strengthening of pavements, closer control
of vehicle weights and axle loads was necessary. As
described earlier, control had been exercised since 1934
under Ordinance 30C of the Local Government Act. This
ordinance had proved reasonably effective prior to the
rapid increase in heavier vehicles with longer and wider
bodies, trailers and multiple axles, and resulting in critical
variations in load distribution.
At a meeting of the Advisory Council of the
Commonwealth Department of Transport in February
1948, limitations based on those developed by the
American Association of State Highway Officials
(A.A.S.H.O.), applying to most States in America, were
adopted. There was no alternative other than to intensify
the enforcement of Ordinance 30C limitations and to
amend the Ordinance so that it could adequately cope with
modern transport development. In recognition of the
changes in types of vehicles which had. taken place, major
amendments to Ordinance 30C were gazetted on 28th July
1950 and a maximum axle load of 18,000 Ibs. (8 tons) and
a "Table of Maximum Loaded Weights" (as recommended
by A.A.S.H.O. in 1946) were adopted. An important
provision of the amendment was that one scale of
limitations would apply to all Main Roads, instead of
different limitations inside and outside of the Metropolitan
Traffic Area, as was the situation prior to the amendment.
As Ordinance 30C was administered by the
Commissioner for Main Roads, by virtue of the Main
Roads Act, 1924, special officers were appointed by him
from 1950 onwards, to inspect vehicles which were using
State Highways and other directly controlled roads and
which appeared to be laden in excess of the prescribed
limits. Where requested by councils, the Commissioner
also delegated his powers under the Ordinance to such
officers as the councils nominated so that they could

THE DESIGN OF GRAVEL PAVEMENTS
It had become clear as early as the 1930's that the
methods then widely in use for the selection of natural
gravels for road pavements, and for calculating appropriate
pavement thicknesses, were quite unsatisfactory. These
methods were largely rule-of-thumb and based primarily
on personal experience and opinion, and it was recognised
that a more scientific approach was required if reliable
pavement service was to be obtained and the maximum use
made of natural deposits of pavement and base-course
materials. This problem was not confined to Australia and
in the United States of America, in particular, extensive
research was being undertaken at the time into the
properties and behaviour of soils and mixtures of sand,
clay and stone.
The methods of testing and selection adopted by the
American authorities were utilised by the Department but,
in view of the differences between the two countries in the
occurrence of materials, weather and traffic, the
Department started its own research in 1938. The
Department's investigations entailed the collection of
thousands of samples from satisfactory and unsatisfactory
sealed and unsealed road pavements, the checking of
pavement thickness and type of subgrade, and the analysis

and comparison of the results in relation to the service
history of the pavements.
The preliminary conclusions and standards developed
from these investigations were used by the Department
from 1942 onwards, being progressively amended and
developed as further information became available. The
conclusions reached a satisfactory working basis in 1946
and they were published in 1947, as the "Principles of
Design of Non-Rigid Pavements".'
One important conclusion derived from the investigations
was that in New South Wales the occurrence of natural
gravels and sand-clays suitable for road pavements
(particularly those carrying a bitumen surface inhibiting
the surface evaporation of ground water) is strictly limited.
It was also apparent that the blending of deposits would
be frequently required, that strict field control was essential
and that the thicknesses previously adopted were generally
insufficient. This meant that i f future failure was to be
avoided and maintenance costs kept to a minimum,
additional expenditure on initial construction was
unavoidable.
FINANCIAL UPS AND DOWNS

In addition to defining the extent of location of sections
of State Highways which were in urgent need of
reconstruction, a 1950 survey served to emphasise the
inadequacy of the funds available particularly in country
areas. The growth in motor vehicle registrations afforded
some increase in income but this was offset by the fall in
the work value of money. For example, in country areas
in the ten years up to 1950, 90% of the rises in costs were
outside the control of the Department. As motor tax
collected by the State had been cut by 20% in May 1942,
and the amount of petrol tax collected by the
Commonwealth and paid to the State under the Federal
Aid Roads Agreement had been drastically reduced by
restrictions on the use of petrol, funds available to the
Department for expenditure on Main and Developmental
Roads were at a low ebb at the close of the war.
Furthermore, the State Government voluntarily agreed to
forego its share of the petrol tax collected by the
Commonwealth Government during 1943-44.8
Outback transport has taken many unusual forms. This two-camel
buggy was photographed in the Broken Hill district in the 1940's.

A combination of tents, caravans and huts form this camp on the
Castlereagh Highway near Angled001 in 1947.

Reduced motor vehicle registrations and petrol rationing
during the war resulted in a loss of revenue to the
Department between 1 939-40 and 1945-46 of f12,500,000
in spite of the fact that the rates of motor vehicle taxation
had been increased by 12% from 1st December 1939. The
whole of that additional revenue from the increased
taxation had to be paid to the Developmental Roads Fund
in order to carry out works on Developmental Roads and
to meet interest, sinking fund and other loan charges
previously met from Consolidated Revenue in respect of
loan funds spent on proclaimed Developmental Roads and
on certain Main Roads. This had certainly given the
Developmental Roads Fund a regular income, but as stated
previously, the rates of motor vehicle taxation were
reduced by 20% on 15th May 1942 and the revenue
received by the Developmental Roads Fund from the
proceeds of motor vehicle taxation then ceased and the
Developmental Roads Fund again had no regular income.'
In 1947 and subsequent years, radical changes were
made in the Commonwealth Government's payment to the
States from the proceeds of petrol tax. Previously,
payments had been made in pursuance of a formal Federal
Aid Roads and Works Agreement entered into between the
two Governments. On expiry of the Agreement for the ten
years ending mid-1947, payments from 1st July 1947 were
made in accordance with the terms of the Commonwealth
Aid Roads and Works Act, 1947, passed by the
Commonwealth Parliament on 3rd June 1947, thus ending
the system of formal agreements with the States.
Unsuccessful representations were made to the
Commonwealth Government prior to the passing of this
Act for an additional share of 2d. per gallon from the
proceeds of petrol tax for expenditure on the Main Roads
System.
The new Commonwealth legislation provided for a
continuation of the payment to the States of 3d. per gallon
on imported petrol and 2d. per gallon on locally refined
petrol (excluding petrol used for aviation purposes) and for
the distribution between the States to be on the same basis
as previously. Petrol taxation levied by the Commonwealth
Government continued during the currency of the 1947

Crushing plant being erected on the Silver City Highway
at Tucker's Creek near Wentworth in 1947.

Act at the same rates as applied at the expiry of the 1937
Act.
On 19th March 1947, when introducing the 1947
Commonwealth Aid Roads and Works Act into the House
of Representatives the Commonwealth Minister for
Transport, the Hon. E. Ward, M.H.R., expressed the view
that "During the past 20 years very notable progress has
been made in the development of Main Road systems
throughout the States, and this work must go on. But, for
many reasons, the development of secondary roads in
many regions has not kept pace".
The principal changes incorporated in the 1947 Act were
as follows.
* A new principle was introduced in this legislation to
specifically provide for the expenditure of Commonwealth
Aid on unclassified local rural roads (i.e., the "secondary
roads" referred to by the Minister for Transport). In
implementing this new principle, a fixed amount of
f 1,000,000 per annum, over and above the gallonage
payment, was to be distributed to the States for
expenditure on the construction, reconstruction,
maintenance and repair of roads through sparsely
populated areas, timber and rural areas or. if the State
thought fit, on the purchase of roadmaking plant for use
in areas where the purchase of such plant was beyond the
resources of the local authorities. This amount was
increased to f2,000,000 in 1948-49 and to f3.000.000 in
1949-50. The distribution of this money between the States
was on the same basis as applied to the distribution of the
proceeds of the gallonage payment.
* The amounts made available to the States were to be
spent in accordance with Commonwealth policy.
* A maximum of 1s. 6d. in the f of the gallonage
payment to the States could be spent on works connected
with transport other than roads.
* Expenditure on strategic roads and roads of access to
Commonwealth property was no longer required to be met
from the funds made available to the States.
During the next three years, before the Act was due for
renewal, the States made strong representations to the
Commonwealth for a substantial increase in payments on
,

,

the grounds that there was a need for additional
expenditure on roads and that, of the average gallonage tax
of 9.75d. collected by the Commonwealth, only 4.70d. (i.e.,
less than half) was devoted to roadworks, the balance of
5.05d. being retained by Commonwealth.
Consequently, further legislation was passed in 1950 and
whereas under the 1947 Act fixed amounts were set aside
for expenditure on roads other than Main Roads, the 1950
Act provided for expenditure on rural roads based on rates
of petrol c o n s ~ m p t i o n . ' ~
The 1950 legislation had two main features.
* Payments to the States were increased from 3d. to 6d.
per gallon on imported petrol, and from 2d. to 3%d. per
gallon on locally refined petrol. Petrol tax rates levied by
the Commonwealth Government remained unaltered at
10d. and 8%d. per gallon respectively.
* Of the amounts payable to the States (after payment
of 5% to Tasmania) 65% (less f2,400,000 expendable
directly by the Commonwealth Government on strategic
roads, roads of access to Commonwealth properties and the
promotion of road safety) was made available for
expenditure on roads generally. The balance of 35% was
for expenditure on rural roads (including Developmental
Roads, feeder roads, roads in sparsely populated areas and
in soldier settlement areas but excluding State Highways,
Trunk Roads and Main Roads) and also on the purchase
of roadmaking plant for use on these rural roads. The only
Commonwealth control exercised on the expenditure of the
money made available to the States was in the form of an
annual statement required to be certified by the State
Auditor-General and forwarded to the Commonwealth
covering the expenditure of Commonwealth funds."
The statement made by the Commissioner for Main
Roads in June 1950 sums up the very unsatisfactory
financial position the Department was in.
" T h e statutory revenues available to the Country Main
Roads Fund before the war - supplemented by
considerable special funds made available from time to
time from Governmental sources, principally for the
purpose of carrying out Unemployed Relief Works were reasonably adequate. Since then, however,
uncontrollable rises in costs have occurred to the extent
of approximately 89 per cent so far as activities on
Horse teams constructing a drainage embankment on the Silver City
Highway between Broken Hill and Tibooburra, 1947.

Typical of t h e sandy slrbgrade foui~d on the Wnttuaritlg-Milparinka road in 1947.

country Main Roads are concerned. A s against this, the
statutory revenues of the Country Main Roads Fund have
risen by only 35 per cent, while special funds have not
been available for many years past. The increase of 35
per cent in revenue is due principally to the growth in the
number of motor vehicles in use. Accepting the fact that
the prewar ,financial position of the Country Main Roads
Fund was reasonably satisfactory, it is clear that with
such a large discrepancy between the proportionate rises
in revenues (35 per cent) a considerable limitation of
desirable work in the face of increased volume of trafJic
has been unavoidable. The revenues of the Country Main
Roads Fund consist principally of motor vehicle taxation
and petrol taxation. The rates of motor vehicle tax which
were reduced by 20 per cent in 1942 under petrol
rationing conditions, have not since been amended, while
petrol t a x receipts are based on the same rate per gallon
of petrol consumption as before the war".'2

Silver City H i ~ h w a ycrossing gibber plain country near Milparirika. 1947

ADDITIONS TO THE MAIN ROADS SYSTEM

A general review of the extent and classification of
country Main Roads was completed during the year
1949-50 to bring the Main Roads System into line with
traffic needs and ensure that, as far as practicable, any
alterations to routes and classifications would answer future
requirements. Excluding the County of Cumberland, the
area examined comprised the Eastern and Central
Divisions of New South Wales.
The review revealed that the important developments to
be considered in determining the future layout and
classification of the Main Roads System in country areas
were:
* the remarkable growth of motor traffic and, in
particular, the increasing use of commercial vehicles,
* the growth of population, and
* the drift of population from rural areas to the larger

Patrol grader, cot~ipletrwith driver's dog for company, on the Bourke-Wanaaring Road in 1948.

centres, thus increasing the importance of the cities and
larger towns from the traffic point of view.
Other developments affecting the direction and volume
of traffic on country roads in the post-war period included
the institution of a number of large public works schemes
(notably the Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric Scheme and
the various projects of the Water Conservation and
Irrigation Commission), changes in the dairying industry,
a n d the development of secondary industries in country
towns, the forestry industry, open-cut coal mining in the
northern and western coalfields of the State, new tourist
and holiday resorts attracting visitors from metropolitan
and inland areas to coastal centres.
T h e findings of the review took into consideration the
needs of traffic movement generally throughout the State
in relation to State Highway and Trunk Road routes, as
well as regional traffic needs in relation to the Ordinary
Main Roads required for communication between growing

centres of population.
Generally, the layout of the existing State Highway
routes was found to provide an adequate system, but
outweighing the need for the proclamation of additional
State Highways, was the Department's need t o bring
existing State Highways up t o modern traffic requirements.
T h e investigation showed that some additional Trunk
Road connections were desirable, due to the increase in
cross-country movement of traffic resulting from increased
freight transport by road and the growth of secondary
industries in larger country towns. Furthermore, to
strengthen the framework of the general system of road
communications, the reclassification of certain of the
existing Ordinary Main Roads as Trunk Roads would
allow for more improvements to roads linking the State
Highways.
T h e review resulted in some minor changes to State
Highways and numerous alterations to Trunk and Main

Construction o f a raised formation on the Bourke-Wanaaring Road, using an elevating grader, 1949.

Sketch of the opening span bridge to carry Pacific Highway traj'ic
over the entrance to Lake Macquarie at Swansea, as proposed in 1948

Bridge over the Parramatta River at Uhrs Point, between Ryde and
Concord, showing toll collection in 1949.

Roads. The new proclamations were made in June 1951
and the aggregate result of the various reclassifications and
deproclamations was the addition of 69 miles of State
Highways, 420 miles of Trunk Roads and 65 miles of
Ordinary Main Roads, totalling 554 miles.''

Frederickton to Clybucca, a distance of 8% miles, was
undertaken immediately after the war. This was a major
operation as long lengths of the old road were subject to
flooding and required raising before bituminous surfacing
could be applied.
On the section of the Pacific Highway between Raleigh
and Coffs Harbour reconstruction was commenced in
November 1946. Work on the Guyra-Ebor-Dorrigo Road
(Trunk Road No. 76) was also resumed after the war and
as this work neared completion, men and plant were
transferred to build up the organisation at Coffs Harbour.
Concurrently with the road construction of this period,
work was also commenced on a number of important
bridges on the Pacific Highway, the largest of these being
the 1,256 feet long steel truss and lift-span bridge over the
Hunter River at Hexham to replace an old ferry. Other
bridges included a reinforced concrete structure (four spans
of 360 feet total length) over the Karuah River at Booral,
a reinforced concrete bridge (three spans of 29 feet each)
over Coffs Creek on the outskirts of Coffs Harbour
township, a reinforced concrete bridge (five spans of
40 feet each) over Burringbar Creek at Burringbar and
also a subway under the North Coast Railway Line near
Crabbes Creek, built to eliminate a level crossing.
Prior to the war, the Prince's Highway had been
reconstructed and provided with a bituminous surface from
Sydney to Bateman's Bay. On the 163-mile length from
Bateman's Bay to the Victorian border, much still
remained to be done as bituminous surfacing was confined
to short isolated lengths generally within the built-up
limits of the towns and villages and, in addition, there
were long lengths of tortuous alignment. Work on the
section between Bateman's Bay and Mogo, which had been
started before the war, was re-commenced in April 1946.
This 5%-mile stretch was through hilly country and
involved fairly heavy earthworks. The section from
Bateman's Bay to Moruya had been completed by 1950.
On the Prince's Highway in this period, work
commenced on the large and important steel truss bridge
(with opening lift-span) over the Clyde River at Bateman's
Bay. When opened to traffic in 1956, this structure
replaced the only remaining vehicular ferry on the Prince's
Highway between Sydney and the Victorian border. Two
other large bridges being built on the Prince's Highway,

MAJOR WORKS

One factor which restricted to some extent the work
undertaken by the Department in the post-war years was
the requests made by other authorities for assistance in the
execution of major projects. However, the controlling
factor continued to be finance.
Nevertheless, the following paragraphs will indicate that
although progress was much slower than desirable, it was
still substantial.
The route of the Newell Highway had been proclaimed
in 1938 as a north-south inland connection extending from
Tocumwal on the Victorian border to Goondiwindi on the
Queensland border. The line generally followed existing
roads but two sections between Narrandera and Wyalong
and between Coonabarabran and Narrabri still required
initial construction. In June 1946, the Department
commenced work on the 69-mile section between
Coonabarabran and Narrabri and this principally involved
clearing, formation by graders and construction of bridges
and culverts. At the southern end, where the road crossed
the low spurs of the Warrumbungle Range, some
excavation in sandstone was also required. Long sections
of the road passed through an area known as the "Pilliga
Scrub" and extensive drainage works were needed to
control water which collected in pockets in the impervious
subsoil. Work on this section was completed in 1949.14
The Pacific Highway had previously been sealed with a
bituminous or concrete pavement for a distance of 138
miles from Sydney via Newcastle and Hexham to Deep
Creek. The Department therefore concentrated on the
reconstruction and extension of bituminous surfacing north
of this point. Between Telegraph Point and Kempsey
complete reconstruction of the Highway was carried out to
provide an improved alignment while between Kempsey
and Frederickton it had been reconstructed and provided
with a bituminous surface. The balance of the work from

were the concrete bridge over Jerramadra Creek about
seven miles south of Bateman's Bay and the steel truss and
reinforced concrete bridge over the Tuross River at
Bodalla.I5
A major improvement was made to the New England
Highway with the reconstruction of a 24-mile length of
road passing over the rugged Bolivia Range between Glen
Innes and Tenterfield. The section across the Range
dropped 700 feet in 2% miles and ran through steep
granite country with frequent rock outcrops. It was opened
t o traffic in March 195 1 and did not depart greatly from
the old route but provided much improved grades and
alignment. The work required heavy earthworks and, over
the mountainous section, extensive temporary detours for
traffic.I6
In 1949, following the establishment by the
Commonwealth Government of the Snowy Mountains
Hydro-Electric Authority, the Department and the Snowy
River Shire Council, at the request of the Authority,
undertook to reconstruct to suitable standards the Main
Roads System throughout the area. This work was needed
to cater for the traffii generated by the Authority's
projects, particularly the heavy hadage of materials and
stores, and the transport of unusually heavy loads such as
power station machinery and transformers. In addition, the
construction of long lengths of roads, to replace those
which would be submerged by the filling of the storage
dams, was involved. The cost was shared by the
appropriate authorities in accordance with the levies of a
negotiated agreement.
For many years after the war, progress in bridge
construction did not reach the pre-war level. This was due
essentially to shortages of materials and skilled labour, and
to the reluctance of contractors to tender for bridge
construction under the difficult conditions existing after the
war. As a consequence, the Department found it necessary
to undertake bridge construction by day labour to
supplement work by contract. However, for several years
the rate of bridge construction was less than one-third the
pre-war rate. In the meantime, urgent bridge work
continued to accllnulate owing to the accelerated
deterioration of many old timber structures following the
increase of heavy haulage vehicles. On the other hand,
bridges which had been damaged or destroyed by floods
had to be restored.''
DEVELOPMENTAL ROADS

During World War 11, a large number of applications from
councils for the rocl lama ti on of new Develo~mentalRoads
and ~ e v e l o ~ m e n ; aWorks
l
had been deferreh. After the
war, many more applications were received by the
Department but the funds available to extend these works
were insufficient to keep pace with the growing need of
rural industries. Post-war construction of Developmental
Roads and Developmental Works was financed partly from
repayable loan funds and partly from funds provided by
the Commonwealth Government under the Commonwealth
Aid Roads and Works Act, 1947-49, which allowed for
expenditure on roads other than Main Roads in sparsely
settled areas, forest areas and rural areas.

View o f a Developrnerztal Road south of Wagga Wagga, 1947

Tractor (85h.p.) hairling scoop (8cu.yd.j during reconstruction o f the
Prince's Highway near Cohargo, 1949.

Flood dunlane ro the bridne over rhe Macdonald River
on the ~ i n ~ i t o n - ~~u&t td ~,1949.

There was a special need for access roads, or individual
works on them, t o open up undeveloped areas and to assist
further development in areas where inadequate access
deterred progress. In particular, there were a number of
districts where closer settlement was occurring as a result
of the subdivision of large estates for soldier settlement or
irrigation development. Immediately after the war,
preference was given to providing access to areas which
had been made available by the Crown for War Service
land settlement. There was also a growing need to provide
farm-to-market roads which, in many cases, were of value
a s inter-district roads.
Before the war, developmental funds had been mainly
used to open up the western wheat lands (e.g., in the
vicinity of Condobolin, Hillston and Wyalong) and also
t h e coastal dairying country (generally to the north). In
t h e post-war period there was a change in emphasis. T h e
funds were then spent mainly on roads serving wellwatered grazing land being developed by pasture
improvement, on roads serving irrigation areas (in the
Wakool, Deniliquin and Coleambally areas), and on roads
serving the expanding northwest wheat belt (in the
Yallaroi, Boolooroo and Namoi Shires). Although
assistance from the Developmental Roads Fund was
directed primarily to the promotion of agricultural and
pastoral activities, some aid was also given to the mining,
tourist and forestry industries.'"
T h e production of premium wheat in heavy black soil
areas was a post-war development. Access was provided to
t h e expanding northwestern wheat belt by Developmental
Road No. 1183 from Mungle Scrub to Yetman in the
Shires of Boolooroo, Yallaroi and Ashford. In the same
area, Developmental Work No. 3056 (forming part of the
road to Glenesk) and Developmental Road No. 1198 from
Graman to Reedy Creek in the Shires of Ashford,
Macintyre and Yallaroi were proclaimed to serve a soldier
settlement on the 36,000-acre Gragin Estate near
Delungra. This not only encouraged wheat production but
also served to develop the production of wool, fat lambs
and a number of secondary crops in an area which
previously had been used bnly for grazing.
Other works to aid closer settlement in difficult black
soil country were Developmental Work No. 3051, from
Breeza via Piallaway Settlement to Carroll in the
Liverpool Plains Shire, and Developmental Road No. 11 12,
from Dubbledah to Goolhi, which helped wheat growing
and sheep and cattle raising. A length of eight miles of
new construction in the Shire of Coolamon aided the rapid
development of wheat farming and grazing land and, in
conjunction with 10% miles constructed prior to the war,
it was later proclaimed Developmental Road No. 1180.
Developmental roadworks continued after the war in the
Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area and in the Berriquin
irrigation district, and contributed to the success of these
schemes. An example-of a particular work aiding irrigation
development was Developmental Work No. 3038 in the
Shire of Wakool, which provided a road from Koraleigh
Post Office to a bridge over the Murray River at Nyah.
T h e fishing and holiday village of Sussex Inlet in the
Shire of Shoalhaven was assisted by the construction of
eight miles of Developmental Road No.1196 linking Sussex

Mrrcllinerj) tt~unoerrvringit7 prernriorrs positions rlrrring reronstr~rrtion
work nl Mt. Tomah on Bell'.r Line of Road, 1947.

Inlet and the Prince's Highway, and this road has since
been sealed by the c o ~ n c i l . ' ~

WORK IN THE COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND

In the County of Cumberland, the war effort had created
two particular problems. A lack of pipes, required for
alterations to water and gas services, delayed the
reconstruction and widening of roads in heavily built-up
areas and it was not until 1948 that the pipe supply
situation began to ease. T h e other problem was that the
housing shortage prevented the demolition of buildings and
further delayed important road widening proposals.
One of the largest works to be recommenced
immediately after the cessation of hostilities was the
reconstruction of the alternative route across the Blue
Mountains from North Richmond via Mount Tomah to
Bell (Main Road No. 184) then to Lithgow (Main Road
No. 516).'O
T h e Department was committed to the completion of a
number of essential major road widening schemes already
commenced, the provision of heavy pavements and the
renewal of surfaces already worn or showing signs of
failure. It also planned to replace the old bridges a t Iron
Cove, over the Parramatta River a t Gladesville, over the

Notable evidence of the progress which could be
achieved by the realignment method of widening occurred
on the heavily built-up section of the Prince's Highway in
the Municipality of Rockdale where, by 1950, the work of
adjusting and reconstructing shops had neared completion.
PLANNING IN SYDNEY, NEWCASTLE AND
WOLLONGONG

Ill~rsrrariorissho\virlg tlie new t ~ ~ e t l i oofd cetirre Iineniarkirig u:l7ich was
introd~tceddurirlg rhe 1940's.

Lane Cove River at Fig Tree, and over Middle Harbour
a t T h e Spit, as well as to build a new crossing of the
Parramatta River at Silverwater.
T h e policy to implement improvement schemes for the
widening of metropolitan Main Roads continued to depend
largely on the rate at which compensation could be agreed
on and paid to property-owners, alternative accommodation
could be provided for tenants, and property adjustments
could be completed. It was at this time that the
Department developed a method, also used in the United
States of America, of moving weatherboard, fibro-cement,
and later even brick buildings clear of the new road
boundaries. T h e method, which avoided demolition and
re-erection, consisted essentially of lifting the building
from its foundations with jacks, inserting sub-framing and
hauling the building on skids or rollers to its new location.
T h e volume of both maintenance and construction work
in the Sydney Metropolitan Area increased during 1949-50
and this was the first year after the war that the
Department spent all the money available to it for these
purposes. Previously, there had been some accumulation of
funds due principally to the shortage of essential materials.
However, throughout these years, the acquisition of land
required to implement future improvement schemes for the
widening of metropolitan Main Roads and for bridge
works proceeded.

In the late 1930's it became increasingly apparent that the
continued rapid growth in motor traffic called for a reappraisement of road plans formulated in the early years
of the Board and the Department, particularly in the
Sydney, Newcastle and Wollongong areas. In these years
the metropolitan Main Roads network had been developed
basically by either widening the principal roads or by
increasing the mileage of the network by adding other
roads to it (often in order to link existing streets and
provide continuity over longer distances).
In some instances this was done by immediate property
acquisition but, over the greater part, the position was
protected by fixing the future boundaries of the road
reserve under the authority of the New South Wales
realignment legislation. Once this was done further
building on the strip of land required for widening was not
permissible, except with special permission and under
special conditions.
At the time of the outbreak of World War I 1 the
Department was ready to commence its re-appraisal of
future metropolitan road needs. It had been decided that
although there was no statutory town planning authority
in New South Wales at that time, road planning should
be conducted in accordance with accepted town planning
principles. In Sydney there was then a keen and growing
interest in town planning among architects, engineers and
surveyors, including those employed by the Department.
This interest had been stimulated by the Vernon Memorial
Lectures in town planning at the University of Sydney,
and by the initiation of steps leading to the formation of
a professional planning institute.
In August 1938, the Commissioner for Main Roads had
approved the setting up of the Metropolitan Planning
Committee, in order " to review the present position and
report on future requirements in the Metropolitan Area,
the Committee to be authorised to confer with the Sydney
City Engineer i f considered necessary, the Main Roads
systems in the Newcastle and Wollongong districts to be
reviewed also ".2'
A start was made at that time, but it was soon necessary
to suspend planning operations in order to concentrate on
defence works.
It was not until 1943 that it was possible to make a
fresh start, in a small way, on Sydney metropolitan
planning. In Great Britain, the County of London Plan
was published in 1943 and the Greater London Plan was
presented in 1944. These plans stimulated interest in
planning in Australia. Recognising that unprecedented
construction activity would develop in the post-war period,
particularly in and near the large centres of population, the
Department determined the probable requirements of road
traffic so that the land required for road purposes could be
reserved. A t this time there was available little of the type

of information required for the preparation of estimates of
future urban expansion and for forecasts of traffic growth.
It was therefore necessary to undertake comprehensive
surveys to establish the background of past and present
development in order to provide data on which such
forecasts could be based.
The procedure adopted by the Department for the
metropolitan areas was first to carry out a land use and
population density survey of existing conditions and to
assemble all the pre-war traffic flow figures which were
available. These were supplemented by additional traffic
surveys (including an origin and destination survey around
the central business district) while recognising that due to
petrol rationing, traffic flow could not be taken as normal.22
Studies were carried out to show the relationship between
places of living and places of work. Population growth was
examined and estimates of future growth covered a 50-year
period. To provide for the anticipated population, an
expanded city was planned in outline and the needs of the
whole area assessed. Existing trends were determined,
together with likely future trends. The final step was to
relate existing traffic (suitably expanded to allow for the
effects of petrol rationing) to existing land use and
population density, and then to apply this relationship to
an estimated future land use and population. The results
of these investigations were detailed in the Department's
comprehensive report, issued in 1945 and entitled "The
County of Cumberland Main Road Development Plan".
In the following year, the Cumberland County Council
was set up to prepare a master plan embracing the whole
of the Sydney Metropolitan Area and surrounding
districts. The Department's Deputy Chief Engineer became
the first Chief County P'lanner and an excellent liaison
between the Department and the Council was established.
The work of the Cumberland County Council was aided
by the information already researched and published in the
Department's "Land Use and Population Density Studies",
as well as in other reports and maps. When other planning
authorities were formed after the passing of the Local
Government (Town and Country Planning) Amendment
Act, 1945, the Assistant Commissioner for Main Roads
( M r H. M. Sherrard) was appointed a member of the
Advisory Committee.
The Metropolitan Plan of the Cumberland County
Council was not greatly different in general extent and
with reference to general land use, from the outline plans
prepared by the Department. Consequently, the
Department's road planning required little alteration before
being incorporated in the Council's plan. The Department's
plan for the development of the Sydney Metropolitan Area
had recognised that the existing Main Roads System, even
after the completion of earlier planned road widening
schemes, was not adequate for future traffic needs, and it
therefore included provision for the construction of a

Top left: Sydney Harbour Bridge toll barriers in 1949.
Centre left: Scale model of proposed new toll barriers
and road layout. prepared in 1949.
Bottom left: New barriers in operation, 1950.

number of expressways (now termed freeways) as well as
additional surface streets. Some existing streets were to be
linked with others to provide through routes, some were to
be widened by realignment, while others were to be rerouted.
The freeways with their limited access, were intended to
relieve the established principal routes of long-distance
through traffic. A major factor in fixing the location of
these freeways was the avoidance of severance of
residential area and it was expected that the redevelopment
of urban areas requiring renewal could be achieved, in
part, as a complement to freeway construction. In some
instances, freeways were located to pass through areas not
served by railways and where improved bus service along
the new routes, at least temporarily, could answer the need
for public transport.
The County of Cumberland Planning Scheme did not
include detailed planning of the central business district of
the City of Sydney, nor did it show roads within that area.
However, a complementary road layout for the central area
was adopted by the City of Sydney Planning Conference
to provide a continuous network. The road plans for this
area provided that the principal radial roads fed traffic into
an inner ring of distributor roads around the central
business district, which in turn, distributed vehicles into
the City.23The Main Roads Development Plan for the
County of Cumberland then comprised 960 miles of Main
Roads or future Main Roads of which 87 miles were
planned to be freeways.
In 1951, the Cumberland County Council's Plan became
statutory, thus preventing land required for future road
purposes from being developed. As a result, propertyowners and prospective purchasers expected information to
be available as to the precise effect of the future
boundaries and also, as to when the areas required would
be taken over by the Department and compensation paid.
At that time the road locations and widths had been
defined only in a general way and, in most cases, the
boundary information requested was dependent on the
completion of engineering and land surveys, and frequently
engineering designs (e.g., where substantial cuts, fills or
junctions were involved). I n addition, the year in which the
Department might purchase the land was dependent on the
availability of funds and the stability of expected priorities.
In spite of every endeavour to hasten completion of the
plans, the problem was of such magnitude that initially
precise information could not generally be made available
a t a rate sufficient to satisfy the vast number of enquiries
received from owners. However, as priorities for
construction were established, the following general policy
for the purchase of property affected by roadworks was
adopted.
* For properties required in connection with work
scheduled to be commenced within 3 years, the
Department initiated the acquisition action forthwith.
* For properties required in connection with work
scheduled to be commenced within 3 to 6 years, and where
the properties were wholly affected (or affected to the
extent that no saleable residue would remain), the
Department considered entering into negotiations for
purchase if asked to do so by the owners.

Oficial opening of Wakehurst Parkway on 22nd March 1946

*

For properties required for work not scheduled to be
commenced under 6 years, the Department considered
purchase only i f the owners requested it and could
establish that attempts had been made to sell the property
on open market. It also had to be shown that solely
because of the effect of the Department's proposals, a sale
could not be made and that significant hardship was being
experienced by the owners because of their inability to
Where the Department did not wish to purchase the
affected property immediately, it indicated the likely
period for the carrying out of the roadwork and gave
assurance to the property-owners that when the property
was eventually required, the Department would pay the
full, unaffected market price applicable at that time. These
measures allayed much public anxiety, in particular i n
relation to the basis of future compensation.
The rapid increase in population and traffic was
significantly greater in the 1950's than had been expected
and it became evident that the expansion of the Main
Roads System only to the extent that it was previously
planned was inadequate if the demands of traffic were to
be met. At the time, the target in road planning, overseas
as well as in Australia, was a system to cater substantially
for full demand. Subsequently, the growth of traffic was so
great that it was realised that such a target was neither
practicable nor in the best interests of the community as
"S.S. Lurgurena" a large free-moving vehicular ferry which joined the
Newcastle and Srockron Peninsula service in 1946.

a whole. However, at that stage, provision was made for
some increased capacity in a number of the freeways. In
addition, the location of freeway routes was extended
beyond the boundaries of the County of Cumberland,
south to Wollongong and to the near South Coast, north
to Newcastle, and southwest as a relief to the Hume
Highway. The early planning of these extensions has
proved of great value in view of the expansion of Sydney,
Wollongong and Newcastle.
By 1945, the Department had formulated a plan for the
development of a system of Main Roads in the
Wollongong-Port Kembla district, having regard to the
existing and probable future urban area within the coastal
strip extending from north of Thirroul to south of Dapto.
A population growth of approximately 150,000 was
anticipated - the population in 1946 being about 60,000.
This plan was forwarded to the councils concerned in 1946.
The councils were informed that the Department expected
that there would be extensive building and industrial
activity in this area and that therefore surveys and designs
needed to be finalised so that land could be reserved for
future Main Roads or for the widening of existing roads.
In 1947, an Illawarra Planning Authority was
established to undertake the planning of the City of
Greater Wollongong and the Municipality of Shellharbour

and, in 1950, an initial plan was presented for public
inspection. Following examination of the plan, the
Department made representations to the Illawarra
Planning Authority in respect of various aspects concerning
roads in the area and made suggestions for both
improvements to the road lay-out and the definition of
responsibility for implementation of the plan.15 After
certain amendments had been incorporated in the plan
prepared by the lllawarra Planning Authority, it was
submitted to the Minister for Local Government in 1952
and subsequently approved.
In 1946, a plan for the gradual development of an
expanded arterial road system for the Newcastle district
was adopted by the Department in association with the
Councils of the City of Greater Newcastle and of the Shire
of Lake Macquarie. This plan was prepared by the
Department in association with the councils concerned and
provided for the ultimate establishment of various new
roads, in conjunction with the improvement and widening
of certain existing roads, so as to form a complete system
of traffic arteries.
The principal arterial roads were subsequently
proclaimed Main Roads and the three authorities agreed
on procedures whereby detailed survey and design for
Ordinary Main Roads and those roads not proclaimed as

In the 1940's, survey teams, such as this one nt the Jncobs River it1 the
Snowj, Mountains, still had to negotiate rough country on horseback.

Exatnit~atiorzoJ'aerir21 pl~otographsduring road locatiot~itzvestigatiotzs
using an early tnodel stereoscope and stereometer bar, 1949.

Main Roads would be undertaken by the councils, while
that for the State Highways, Trunk Roads and proposed
motorways would be undertaken by the Department. The
plan initially provided for an ultimate population of
300,000 people - approximately doubling that of 1946 and comprised several main radial roads from residential
areas to the city and industrial centres, a circumferential
system relative to city and industrial areas, an industrial
feeder distributing route between the city and the Waratah
industrial area, and a major by-pass skirting the city area
and diverting through traffic away from congested
localities. This by-pass was proclaimed as State Highway
No. 23 on 16th August 1946 and extended from
Charlestown, Jesmond and Birmingham Gardens to the
Pacific Highway north of Sandgate.
Improved direct access to railway stations, recreational
areas and beaches were also included in the plan, together
with provision for the development of wide road
reservations in the outer portion to reserve natural tree
growth and encourage the development of roads as
parkways.
Overbridges or subways were included to eliminate level
crossings on major routes. A land-use map, previously
prepared by the Newcastle City Council, was used in
preparing the plan and, in collaboration with the Council,
the Department made road traffic surveys similar to those
made in the County of Cumberland to show transport
movements to and from the residential areas and the city
and industrial areas. Together with aerial surveys, these
enabled an estimation to be made of existing and future
traffic requirements. The new system of Main Roads was
proclaimed in August 1946.
The Northumberland County Council was established in
1948 to undertake the task of general planning in the
entire County area which included (in addition to the City
of Newcastle and the Shire of Lake Macquarie) the
adjacent Shires of Kearsley, Lower Hunter and Port
Stephens, the City of Maitland and the Municipality of

Cessnock. After making certain additions, the
Northumberland County Council adopted the original
roads planned for Newcastle and environs, and the plan
was exhibited on 1st July 1952.
As in the case of the County of Cumberland Scheme,
the Illawarra and the Northumberland (Newcastle and
environs) Planning Schemes could not be implemented
immediately. The actual construction of the proposed new
roads and the widening and improvement of existing new
roads provided for in the plans were to be undertaken by
stage development, as warranted by the needs of road
traffic and as funds could be provided.
In each of these three planning schemes close liaison
between the Department and the planning authorities
continued, so that adjustments could be made in response
to unanticipated developments.

DIVISIONAL CHANGES

To cope with the additional work carried out in the
country after the war, two changes were made to the
Department's divisional organisation between 1945 and
1950. A new division, with headquarters at Deniliquin, was
established in the Central Murray area on 1st March 1946.
The area included within the boundaries of the new
division was formerly part of the South Western Division
(with headquarters at Wagga Wagga), and comprised the
Shires of Berrigan, Conargo, Jerilderie, Murray, Wakool,
Waradgery and Windouran, together with the
Municipalities of Balranald, Deniliquin, Hay and Moama.
The divisional office at Bega, which had been closed
down in October 1942 due to a wartime shortage of staff,
was re-established as the headquarters of the South Coast
Division on 26th November 1945. During the period that
the divisional office at Bega had been closed, the South
Coast Division was attached to the Southern Division
based in Goulburn.

PART III/CHAPTER 4

1950-1960

Re-evaluation and Expansion of Activities
LOOKING FORWARD WITH OPTIMISM

Although in this decade, the rate of progress in
construction and reconstruction was unable to satisfy traffic
demands, very significant advances were achieved. In
addition, many innovations were made in construction and
maintenance techniques, in aids to traffic safety, in the
expansion and co-ordination of research undertaken by all
the State Road Authorities, and in the advance planning
of road needs.
The demand for better roads was greatly accentuated on
the principal inter-capital country highways by the growth
of long distance heavy haulage.
The sources of funds continued to be motor vehicle
taxation, petrol taxation allocations from the
Commonwealth Government, contributions by councils
within the County of Cumberland based on the rating of
land, plus some minor loan allocations. Increased traffic
produced more revenue in total but at the same time it
intensified the need for expenditure and, in addition, the
work value of the pound continued to fall. The position in
1952 was summarised by the Commissioner for Main Roads,
Mr A. E. Toyer, in an address to the Shires Association.
"In spite of all the dificulties, we must look forward
with a degree of faith and optimism. It is reasonable to
assume that ways and means will be found in order that
road improvement will go hand in hand with the
development of this country, perhaps not as quickly as we
would like, but we must look on it as a continuing
function, rather than an overnight change. However, at
the moment, the jinancial position will not allow of any
additional mileage to the Main Road system, or of
upgrading of road classijications, except in the most
extraordinary cases, and it must be remembered that the
upgrading of a road does not, of itself, make any more
money available for expenditure on such road".'
The retention of existing bitumen surfaced pavements in
tolerable condition involved increased expenditure on
maintenance, thus reducing the amounts available for
construction. The extension of bituminous surfacing.., on the
more important State Highways was particularly urgent in
view of the extreme difficulty and high cost of maintaining
gravel pavements in reasonably acceptable condition and
also because of the dust nuisance. The replacement of old
narrow timber bridges, many on poor alignment, was also
urgent in the interest of safety as well as economy. In
addition, new bridges to replace vehicular ferries on the
Pacific and Prince's Highways were a high priority.
NEW COMMISSIONER FACES DIFFICULT TASK

On 18th August 1953, the Commissioner for Main Roads,
M r A. E. Toyer, died while on a bridge inspection at
Blandford on the New England Highway. Mr Toyer had
been one of the first two engineers appointed to the staff

of the Main Roads Board in June 1925 and had become
Assistant Commissioner in June 1941 and Commissioner in
August 1946.
Mr H. M. Sherrard, who had held the positior~of
Assistant Commissioner since 1946, became the next
Commissioner for Main Roads as from 19th August 1953
and the Department's Chief Engineer, Mr J. A. L. Shaw,
was appointed Assistant Commissioner on 23rd September
1953.
It became the task of the new Commissioner to find the
"ways and means" of road improvement referred to in Mr
Toyer's address to the Shires Association in 1952.
The Road Needs Survey, which was undertaken by the
Department in September-October 1950 during its
investigations of the pavement conditions on country State
Highways, showed that 38% of the dust-free pavements of
the State Highway System required attention. In general,
the work involved the reconstruction or strengthening of
the existing pavements, the re-building and widening of the
shoulders, the extension and improvement of the drainage
system and the construction of a new bituminous surface.
While awaiting funds, it was necessary to allow some
sections, previously bitumen surfaced, to revert to gravel.
A greater field organisation was needed to cope with the
work and as a temporary measure the Department, and
also some councils, diverted organisations engaged on new
construction work to deal with the most deteriorated
pavements.
In the early fifties, a succession of floods and a
continuance of bad weather added to the damage caused
in previous years. Major damage occurred on the Hume
Highway on the Razorback Range, south of Camden,
where about 200 yards of pavement and formation were
carried by a landslide into the gully below. Other long
lengths of the roadway on this section were obstructed
either by fallen material or subsidence. Severe floods
occurred during February 1955, particularly in the Hunter
Valley, central western and northern districts of the State,
causing damage to a number of large bridges.
COUNTING THE COST

In 1946 a Commonwealth Transport Advisory Council,
comprising representatives of the various transport
authorities of the Federal Government, had been set up to
co-ordinate transport policy. In January 1947 this Council
was expanded by the inclusion of representatives from each
State to form the Australian Transport Advisory Council.
A Roads Standards Sub-committee was formed and first
met in July 1947. One of the objectives of the expanded
Council was to assist in maintaining continuous research
in relation to transport development in Australia and
overseas. This research was to be carried out under the
general co-ordination of the Council for the benefit of all
the authorities concerned.
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In 1956, the Department was asked by the Council to
undertake a compilation and analysis of the works needed
on the Main Roads System of New South Wales, and to
estimate the funds required to meet the needs on the basis
of a ten year programme. This analysis showed that
f 303,000,000 would be needed to meet the Department's
share of the cost of construction and maintenance over the
next ten years. However, the estimated total revenue
available to the Department over the ten year period from
all sources was f 148,000,000. The estimated shortage was
therefore f 155,000,000 or f 15,500,000 per annum.
Even if funds were available, it appeared that having
regard to the probable availability of materials and
manpower, the maximum practical rate of expansion would
result in the annual expenditure rate being not greater
than double at the end of ten years. On the basis of this
practical limitation, the ten year total expenditure would
be f201,000,000 and with the revenue estimated at
f 148,000,000, the shortage of funds would accordingly
total $53,000,000 or f5,300,000 per year.
The Commissioner for Main Roads referred to the
matter in his 1956-57 Annual Report in the following
terms.
" T h e Department of Main Roads and the Councils
could increase their expenditure on main roads by 50 per
cent, without undue dificulty. If such an increase were
possible, there would be a good prospect of giving the
S t a t e the standard of main roads that it needs. Without
additional revenue, improvement to main roads can
continue no faster than at present ".'
REVENUE LEGISLATION

One factor which influenced the revenue derived from
State motor vehicle taxation after the war was the increase
in diesel-engined vehicles. In 1943, as there had been no
tax on diesel fuel, the State Motor Vehicle (Taxation) Act
had been amended to provide for such vehicles to pay
double tax as compared with vehicles using petrol as fuel.
In December 1950, further legislation affecting revenue
was passed when the reduced wartime motor vehicle
taxation rates were restored to their 1939 level, an increase
of 25%. The Main Roads Act was amended to provide that
the whole of the increased revenue from the amended
Motor Vehicle (Taxation) Act be 'laced to the credit of
the Country ~ a i n~ o a d sF' ~ n d . ~
Prior to 1st December 1950, the proceeds of motor
vehicle taxation payable to the Main Roads Fund were
distributed between the County of Cumberland and
Country Main Roads Funds on the basis that
* the County of Cumberland Main Roads Fund received
half the proceeds of the tax collected from persons resident
in the County of Cumberland, and
* the Country Main Roads Fund received half the
proceeds of the tax collected from persons resident in the
County of Cumberland, together with the whole of the
proceeds of the tax collected from persons resident outside
the County of Cumberland.
This meant that the proceeds had been distributed in the
proportions of 23%% to the County of Cumberland Fund
and 7695% to the Country Fund. The relationship between
the number of vehicles registered in the County of

Portable loader and crusher used for lifting material from the surface
of the road. crushing it and depositing it back on the road, 1959.
Bitumen sprayer at work in the foreground with trucks spreading
aggregate in the background, 1958.

Cumberland and those registered in the country had
remained approximately the same since 1925, the
proportions being 47% in the County of Cumberland and
53% i n the country.
The effect of the new legislation was that the total
taxation was apportioned between the County of
Cumberland and Country Funds in the ratios of 18.4% and
81.6% respectively. Distribution of revenue from motor
vehicle taxation on this basis applied over the period of
fourteen months between 1st December 1950 and 3 1st
January 1952. This change in the apportionment between
the two funds was considered necessary and equitable at
the time due to the inadequacy of the previous
arrangements to meet country road needs. Furthermore,
considerable cash reserves had accumulated in the County
of Cumberland Fund because the Department had been
handicapped in carrying out metropolitan roadworks in the
post-war years due to the scarcity of labour and materials
(such as pipes required for public utility alterations).
The rates of motor vehicle taxation were again increased
from 1st February 1952. As the financial position of the
County of Cumberland Main Roads Fund had altered
since the passing of the 1950 amending Act, rising costs
having almost absorbed the cash reserves of the Fund, it
was thought that the Fund should share in this increased
revenue in the same proportion as originally arranged.
However, the amount received from the increase of tax
imposed in 1950 continued to benefit the Country Fund.
The result of distributing motor vehicle taxation on this
basis (excepting the amount arising from the increase of
tax imposed in 1950) was that the County of Cumberland
Fund share would be approximately 20% and the Country
Fund share approximately 80%. Accordingly, the Main
Roads (Amendment) Act, 195 1, was passed to provide that
as from 1st February 1952 the apportionment of revenue
from motor vehicle taxation was to be on the basis of this
20%-80% ratio.
The increase in motor vehicle taxation rates, together
with the withdrawal of a concession previously allowed on
motor vehicles manufactured in the British Commonwealth
and a reduction in the concession allowed on trucks owned
by primary producers, considerably increased the revenue
from taxation. However, the benefits accruing from these
increases were soon undermined by constant rises in costs.
These continued until in 1956 the work value of funds
drawn from motor vehicle taxation and from petrol
taxation was substantially less per vehicle than in pre-war
year^.^
In the Commissioner's 1956-57 Annual Report the
following warning was issued.
"In 1940, the road user's average contribution per
vehicle from motor vehicle t a x and petrol t a x to Main
Roads in this State, was f 10.14.0. At 1940 values, today's
contribution is worth only f'4.15.0 (although it is actually
£14.17.0). Unless there is a substantial increase in funds
available for Main Roads there can be no great change
from the present position where limited progress in the
improvement of some Main Roads is largely offset by
continued deterioration on other Main Roads, especially
on the principal State Highways".
It was becoming apparent that if Main Roads were to

be improved, widened, strengthened and bitumen surfaced,
and if worn bridges were to be replaced and ferries
eliminated, then road-users would have to contribute even
more.
TAXATION PAYMENTS CHALLENGED

Under the 193 1 State Transport (Co-ordination) Act
public motor vehicles were licensed and conditions imposed
limiting the area, route, fares, freights and general use of
such vehicles. The purpose of the Act was to restrict
competition with the State railways. Following a challenge
to the validity of the Act by Hughes and Vale Pty. Ltd.
in 1954, a judgement was given by the Privy Council in
favour of the company. This decision was made on the
basis that the licensing provisions of the Act were invalid
because they contravened Section 92 of the Constitution of
the Commonwealth of Australia, which granted freedom of
trade between States.'
The effect of this decision was that interstate hauliers
were not liable to pay State motor vehicle t a ~ a t i o n As
.~ a
result, some of the heaviest users of the State's Main
Roads were only contributing to their upkeep through
petrol tax, which was a relatively light imposition. Where
diesel fuel was used for interstate haulage, no contribution
whatever was received in respect of vehicles registered
outside New South Wales.
In its judgement in the Hughes and Vale Pty. Ltd. case,
the Privy Council gave some indication as to how a tax
might be imposed without contravening Section 92 of the
Australian Constitution. The various States considered
what form an allowable road tax for these vehicles should
take and following an unsuccessful challenge in the High
Court to the validity of the method adopted by Victoria
in its Commercial Goods Vehicles Act, 1955, New South
Wales framed legislation along similar lines.' In 1958,
assent was given to the New South Wales Road
Maintenance (Contribution) Act, which withstood legal
challenge in the High Court and later in the Privy
C o ~ n c i lThe
. ~ Act, which applied to interstate and
intrastate vehicle operators using commercial vehicles with
a load capacity of more than 4 tons, imposed a charge of
one third of a Id. per ton of the sum of the tare weight
of the vehicle and 40% of the load capacity of the vehicle
per mile. This charge was regarded as a form of
compensation towards the wear and tear to the roads
caused by heavy vehicles.
The Act provided that the proceeds from the tax be paid
into the Main Roads Funds in the then prevailing
proportions of 20% to the County of Cumberland and 80%
to the Country Main Roads Funds, and that all receipts
be applied only to maintenance works. As the collection of
both motor vehicle taxation and road maintenance taxation
was the responsibility of the Commissioner for Motor
Transport the cost of administering the Act was to be met
from the proceeds of motor vehicle taxation.
In the first complete year of operation, the Act produced
approximately $2,400,000 for Main Roads Funds. This
increase in revenue made possible a higher standard of
maintenance and allowed other funds to be released
enabling the Department and councils to carry out larger

Above: The town of Wentworth under floodwaters
in August 1956.
Left: Map showing the areas affected by floods
as a result of heavy rainfall d u r i n g j r s t
half of 1956.
Right: Land slip on the Snowy Mountains
(formerly Monaro) Highway at Brown Mountain
following heavy rains in June 1952.
Below: Yarrawa Bridge over the Coulburn
River near Denman showing the damage
caused by fast-flowing floodwaters in 1955.
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programmes of road construction. As a result, grants to
councils for works on Trunk Roads and Ordinary Main
Roads were generally greater than before and it was
possible for the Department to accelerate bridge
construction as well as to undertake additional
improvement work on State Highways.
Later, when primary producers and road hauliers
protested against the Act, the Government granted
concessions to them by reducing their liability for motor
vehicle taxation and this resulted in a loss of annual
revenue of approximately f 800,000. Primary producers
who had previously enjoyed a reduction of 10% of the
normal motor vehicle taxation rates had their liability
reduced to 50% in the latter part of 1958. From 1st
January 1960, this concession was extended to all owners
of vehicles registered in New South Wales liable to road
maintenance charges. New South Wales was the only State
of the Commonwealth to allow this rebate and the revenue
lost was considerable.
The State Transport (Co-ordination) Act still applied to
intrastate vehicles and their operators were still liable for
payment of charges under both the State Transport
(Co-ordination) Act and the Road Maintenance
(Contribution) Act. However, a concession was granted in
that charges under the former Act were not payable in
addition to road maintenance charges for journeys of more
than 50 miles in competition with railways.
During 1957, the Commonwealth Government imposed
a tax of Is. Od. per gallon on diesel fuel. Most of this tax
was distributed to the States under the Commonwealth
Aid Roads (Special Assistance) Act, 1957 and
consequently, New South Wales discontinued its own
double vehicle taxation on diesel-powered vehicles.
The revenue from motor vehicle and petrol taxation
available for Main Roads increased 180% in the period
between 1939-40 and 1952-53, but over the same period,
the cost of carrying out a given volume of work on Main
Roads increased by nearly 200%. In other words, during
these 13 years, although the increase in traffic had
accelerated the need for road improvement, the total work
value of the funds available had decreased. As maintenance
necessarily had the first call on funds, construction and
reconstruction both of roads and bridges were restricted.
For this reason, there was a reduction in the construction
and improvement work carried out by the Department in
the years 1952-53 and 1953-54. The provision for works
being carried out by councils was not reduced to the same
extent as for works carried out by the Department.
Nevertheless, the reduction led to strong protests by many
councils anxious to improve the Main Roads in their areas.
The following letter from a country council highlights

Opposite page.
Top left: Pavement damage on the Illawarra Highway aggravated by
the passage of heavy coal trucks to Port Kembla, 1951.
Bottom left: New England Highway north of Guyra showing narrow
road pavement breaking up in 1950.
Top right: Strengthening a failed section with stone on the Sturt
Highway between Tarcutta and Wagga Wagga in 1956.
Bottom right: Semi-trailer bogged at the site of widespread pavement
failure on the Sturt Highway near the Kyeamba turn-off in 1956.

the Department's embarrassed position because of
inadequate finance.
" At the present time generally speaking, Councils'
ordinary roads are in a far better condition than the main
roads. Sealing has been carried out on aboul 25 miles of
Council's roads as against about three miles on main
roads.
Council is continually receiving complaints regarding
the main roads, and it has been suggested by some
ratepayers that application be made to have the
proclamation as main roads rescinded so that work would
be carried out by Council".'
The position stated by the council illustrates the fact
that the Department was not, in all cases, able to match
the funds that councils provided as their share of the cost
of works on Trunk and Ordinary Main Roads. From 1950,
councils had received sums from petrol tax for expenditure
on roads not classified as Main Roads and this made it
possible for some councils to allocate from their normal
funds larger sums to Main Roads than in the past.
COMMONWEALTH AID ROADS ACT, 1954

A new Commonwealth Aid Roads Act came into force on
1st July 1954, replacing the Commonwealth Aid Roads
Act, 1950 which was not due to expire until 30th June
1955. To correct a situation brought about by the rapidly
increasing quantity of locally refined petrol (on which a
lower tax rate was payable than on imported petrol) and
to counteract the adverse effects on the amount of
assistance received by the States, the Commonwealth
Parliament repealed the 1950 Act one year before its
expiry date."'
When the Commonwealth Government's proposals for
the new Act were first announced, it seemed that Main
Roads in New South Wales might benefit substantially. As
the details of the proposals emerged, it soon became
apparent that any changes favourable to the financing of
Main Roads in New South Wales would be partly offset
by changed Commonwealth provisions.
The principal effects and changes brought about by the
1954 Act are outlined below.
* A uniform and increased rate of 7d. per gallon on
petrol was paid to the States in respect of both imported
and locally refined petrol, although taxation continued at
10d. and 8%d. per gallon respectively.
* At least 40% of the amounts paid to the States was
required to be set aside for expenditure on local roads in
rural areas which were not State Highways, Trunk Roads
or Ordinary Main Roads (as compared to 35% under the
previous Act).
* An additional sum of f300,OOO per annum making a
total of f800,000, was retained by the Commonwealth
Government for expenditure on road safety practices,
strategic roads, roads of access to Commonwealth property,
and other roads serving or likely to serve Commonwealth
purposes.
* The Act was later amended so that from 1st July 1955,
the amount originally retained by the Commonwealth
Government for road safety practices (f 100,000 per
annum) was increased to f 150,000 per annum although the
total amount of f800,OOO per annum remained unaltered.

*

The basis of distribution between the States (i.e., 5%
to Tasmania and the balance among the other five States
on the basis of three-fifths in respect of population and
two-fifths in respect of area) continued to apply as in
previous Acts, but the 1954 census replaced the 1947
census for the purpose of establishing the population of the
various States. This resulted i n the New South Wales'
share being reduced because, since the previous census of
1947, the growth i n population in New South Wales was
proportionately less than the total growth in all States.
As a result, during the first year of operation of the new
Act, the total increase in revenue for use on Main Roads
in New South Wales was less than $500,000. This figure
was exclusive of normal revenue increases accruing from
higher petrol consumption, the effect of which was largely
offset by correspondingly greater wear and tear on the
roads. The percentage rise in petrol tax receipts
approximately equalled the percentage rise in cost levels.
It was evident therefore that the amount provided for
Main Roads purposes under the new Commonwealth Act
fell far short of that required to offset additional needs
brought about by the combination of cost rises and the
doubling of the number of vehicles using the roads."
An amendment to the Commonwealth Aid Roads Act,
applying from 1st April 1956, required that the payment
to the States of 7d. per gallon in respect of both imported
and locally refined petrol be raised to 8d. per gallon, in
conjunction with an increase of 3d. per gallon in petrol
taxation levied by the Commonwealth (i.e., from 10d. to
Is. Id. per gallon on imported petrol and from 8Ed. to
I 1 '/zd. per gallon on locally refined petrol). The additional
penny per gallon paid to New South Wales yielded the
Department approximately $600,000 per annum for
expenditure on proclaimed Main Roads.
At the new rates of taxation, it was estimated that the
Commonwealth would collect approximately f45,500,000
in 1956-57, whereas the States would receive about
£29,050,000. The New South Wales share was
approximately $7,900,000, of which 60% (i.e., $4,740,000)
was set aside for proclaimed Main Roads and 40% (i.e.,
f 3,160,000) for other roads."
Throughout 1950-60, the State Governments and
road-users argued strongly that more funds for roads
should be made available by the Commonwealth from the
proceeds of petrol taxation. Although there was some
discussion of alternative methods of providing finance, the
general opinion appeared to be that fuel consumed was a
convenient and reasonably accurate measure of road usage
and that a taxation on fuel was therefore probably the
most equitable means of levying a contribution by all
road-users towards the cost of roadworks.
AUSTRALIA-WIDE ROAD NEEDS SURVEY

In 1957, the National Association of Australian State
Road Authorities decided that the results of studies by
individual States and the Commonwealth Department of
Works would be used to prepare a report on road needs
for the whole of Australia. The Association also set down
general road standards required for various traffic
intensities under average conditions. The plan drawn up by

the Association assessed the needs, in terms of roadworks
and money on the basis of providing a road system which
would be adequate to meet reasonable traffic requirements
to the end of the ten year survey period (1960-70). It was
described in a brochure entitled "Australia's Road Needs
- Ten Year Plan", published by the Association in 1961,
and, as well as establishing a basis for future programming
of works, this publication served to emphasise the
magnitude of the overall problem.
This survey of needs existing at 1st July 1960, or
estimated to arise during the ten year period from 1st July
1960 to 30th June 1970, covered all public roads in rural
areas as well as all classified and arterial roads, both
existing and proposed, in urban areas. Other urban roads,
carrying local traffic only, were excluded.
The survey, when completed, was too late to affect the
1959 Commonwealth Aid Roads Act. Nevertheless, it
indicated the growing agitation by the States for the
Commonwealth to provide for the distribution of money on
the basis of needs. For example, it was estimated that the
total funds needed for the maintenance and construction
of the Main Roads of New South Wales, over the ten year
period, would be f515 million, or $200 million more than
the estimated revenue from current revenue sources for the
same period.I3
NEW FEDERAL AID FORMULA

In December 1958, the Prime Minister, the Hon. R. G.
Menzies, M.P., reminded all State Premiers that prior to
the recent Federal elections, the Government had promised
that, if returned, it would convene a widely representative
conference on roads. This conference was held in Canberra
on 12th-13th February 1959. As well as Commonwealth
and State authorities, national organisations having a
particular interest in roads were represented and presented
their views. No statement on the provision of funds was
made by the Commonwealth representatives as this matter
was to be dealt with at the special Premiers Conference to
be held in the following March.
New South Wales presented the proposal, which it had
submitted earlier to the Australian Transport Advisory
Council in 1956, that the Commonwealth should make
available to the States that part of the petrol tax collection
it retained, so that these funds, together with additional
funds provided from Commonwealth general revenue, could
then be appropriately used for the upkeep and improvement of a defined system of national primary roads
planned to serve Australia as a whole, disregarding State
boundaries. It was proposed that the extra funds would be
distributed to the States on the basis of a programme of
work needs and not on the basis of the formula which had
been applied in the past, and that the construction or
improvement of the roads included in the National Road
System should be carried out by the States over a period
of 15 years.14
In a submission prepared by the Department for the
Premiers Conference i n March 1959, it was stated that the
ideal way to distribute Commonwealth funds for roads
would be on the basis of actual needs, but it was
appreciated that actual needs would be difficult for the
Commonwealth to determine. It was presumed that the
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existing formula whereby Commonwealth aid for roads was
distributed among the States after allowing for a special
amount for Tp.smania (i.e., 3 1 5 t h ~on a population basis
and 2 1 5 t h ~on an area basis) was an effort to give a
reasonably equitable distribution. However, in practice, this
formula resulted in a substantial part of the amount of the
petrol tax collected in New South Wales and Victoria
being diverted to other States. It was suggested that in
assessing the area factor of a State those parts where no
roadmaking was needed (such as arid desert areas) could
be excluded. An alternative would be to distribute the
funds on the basis of population alone.
On the expiry of the current Act, a new Commonwealth
Aid Roads Act was passed in 1959 and it contained
fundamental departures from the policies of previous Acts.
Firstly, the basis of finance for roads was altered from the
system of paying the States on a petrol consumption basis
to one of specific grants payable from Commonwealth
general revenue and completely unrelated to petrol usage.
The Commonwealth Government's view was that the tax
on petrol was no different from other commodity taxes,
such as those on beer and cigarettes. Secondly, the new
formula provided that after one-twentieth of the total

Mount Lindesay Highway near the Q~reenslandborder, 1955.

amount was paid to Tasmania, distribution between the
other States would be on the basis of one-third according
to area, one-third according to population and one-third
according to the number of registered motor vehicles.
Thirdly, the new Act introduced a system of basic grants
and supplementary grants.
The basic grants were to be fixed annual grants to the
States, starting at f40,000,000 in the first year and
increasing by 52,000,000 in each succeeding year until
548,000,000 was reached in the fifth year. The
supplementary grants were annual grants starting with
£2,000,000 in the first year and increasing by £2,000,000
in each succeeding year until 5 10,000,000 was reached in
the fifth year. The grant to each State was subject to the
proviso that it would be made only to the extent that
annual road expenditure from the State's own resources
exceeded road expenditure which had already been made
available from State funds in the financial year 1958:59
(i.e., the year immediately prior to the commencement-of
the 1959 Act).
The Act also provided for the discontinuance of the
reservation of the Commonwealth for expenditure on roads
serving Commonwealth properties or for the promotion of

Advisory speed sign, as adopted
by the Department in 1959.

It~strunietitpatiel oti rile sirrvej* cur rrsed bj' Departn~etttalofjScers for
calculating advisory speeds ott curves it1 the late 1950's.

road safety. The provision in the previous Act that no less
than 40'70 of the money was to be expended on rural roads
other than State Highways, Trunk Roads and Ordinary
Main Roads was retained. Up to jt'1,000,000 of the total
amount paid to the States each year could be diverted to
expenditure on works connected with transport by road or
water, this amount being apportioned in the same ratio as
the grants.
The percentage distribution between the States resulted
in an increase for Victoria and a reduction for Western
Australia and Queensland, with only a slight increase of
percentage for New South Wales.'' The disadvantages of
the provisions of the 1959 Act to New South Wales were
set out as follows by the Commissioner for Main Roads
in his 1958-59 Annual Report.
" (a) Uncertainty as to amount available in future years
because of doubts as to whether the State will qualify for
Commonwealth supplementary grants, and because of
uncertainty as to the Commonwealth's policy at the end
o f jive years. This uncertainty will have an adverse effect
on long-range planning of major r o ~ dimprovements.
(6) The new formula for distribution of funds among the
States is not any more related t o the real needs of the
various States than the old formula.
(c) A larger share of the total funds available will
require t o be spent on side roads than in the past. Thus
the anomaly which exists at present in New South Wales
whereby in some cases side roads are being improved
ahead of the Main Roads to which they join, may become
more pronounced as a result of the Commonwealth's new
proposals.
( d ) N o action has been taken t o institute a policy of
developing a national primary road system. As a result,
northern and western Australia will continue to be
practically cut off from southern and eastern Australia
in respect of adequate all-weather roads.
(e) The discontinuance of a relation between grants and
petrol t a x receipts is contrary to the most logical method
of jinancing of Australia's principal roads, i.e. by road

Nntiot~alRoute sign as erected
otr rhe Huttie Highway it1 1954.

users and property owners, and disregards the highly
successful example of the United States.
(f) The inevitable result of the change will be that those
concerned in road improvement will jind pressing their
case t o the Commonwealth Government will require even
greater efforts than in the past, because they would be
supplicants who now lack a recognised right t o even a
part of petrol t a x ~ o l l e c t i o n " . ' ~
TRAFFIC SURVEYS

Prior to 1956, the Department had made intermittent
counts of traffic on the Main Roads System and had also
obtained continuous records of traffic volumes at I I points
on radial roads within 20 miles of Sydney and Newcastle
by means of automatic traffic counters. In addition, the
volume of traffic on all ferries on Main Roads had been
recorded for many years.
In February 1956, to aid the planning of the road
improvement programme and to determine desirable
pavement widths and priorities, the Department instituted
a system of continuous traffic surveys on country State
Highways. By June 1958, in addition to the records kept
at 18 vehicular ferry crossings, there were 22 permanent
recording stations in operation using automatic traffic
counters.
As well as the continual recording of traffic at
permanent stations, short duration counts were made to
determine the distribution of traffic over the whole State
Highway System and, by June 1958, representative figures
had been obtained on all country State Highways, except
for some sections in the western part of the State.
In the County of Cumberland, substantial progress was
made in the late 1950's in the channelisation of important
intersections, frequently in conjunction with the
installation of automatic traffic signals by the Department
of Motor Transport. Information obtained from traffic
counts, particularly at peak hours, was essential for the
proper design of these intersections."

BITUMINOUS SURFACING

A n inevitable result of the rate of growth of motor traffic
has been that the demand for better roads has always
exceeded the supply. T h e 1950-60 decade was no exception
and, although at the time the public eye was generally
directed to the continuing defects in the Main Roads
System, actual progress was in fact very substantial.
T h e approximate mileage of new bituminous surfacing
(including the resurfacing of deteriorated bitumen surfaced
pavements and the strengthening of old deteriorated
surfaces) carried out by the Department and councils in
t h e early fifties was 126 miles in 1950-51, 189 miles in
195 1-52, 177 miles in 1952-53 and 274 miles in 1953-54.
After 1954, it was possible to step up this programme and
t h e Commissioner set a target for new surfacing of not less
than 500 miles per annum. Owing to lack of funds and
other difficulties the target was not achieved until the end
of the decade but nevertheless the effort of the intervening
years was noteworthy with 468 miles in 1954-55, 490 miles
in 1955-56, 370 miles in 1956-57, 453 miles in 1957-58
a n d 360 miles in 1958-59. In 1959-60 the figure was 651
miles.
T h e type of bituminous surfacing adopted by the
Department in these programmes, and which it continues
t o use except where the weight of traffic justifies heavier
forms of pavement, was that commonly known as Push
seal or seal coat. In this process a film of hot bitumen is
sprayed on the gravel or sand-clay and then covered with
broken stone aggregate uniformly spread to produce a coat
one stone thick.
This type of surface was used throughout the State
under a wide range of traffic volumes. Where traffic was
particularly heavy it was economical to construct a more
substantial bituminous surface course consisting of some
form of coated broken stone pavement, for which the
aggregate was generally precoated in a mixing plant.
Although this type of construction was desirable in many
cases, it could be undertaken only in special instances
owing to its much higher initial cost. Nevertheless, the
g u s h seal type applied to natural gravel and sand-clay
pavements, which had been designed and laid in
accordance with the rules adopted by the Department in
the mid- 1 9401s, gave very satisfactory service.I8
Precoated machine-mixed bituminous pavements, laid
hot, had been used as a surface course on a cement
concrete base by the Main Roads Board as early as the
1920's. At that time supply and laying was by contract by
firms based overseas. These surface courses were high
density mixes made up of crushed stone, graded sand and
limestone dust bound with either refined or natural
bitumen. Such mixes required a very high standard of
control in mixing and laying to obtain stability sufficient
t o withstand the impact, acceleration and braking stresses
produced by traffic. In succeeding years, the Department
turned largely to the more readily controlled and cheaper
open-graded mixes, which were produced in a stationary
plant at the Rosehill Depot and also in semi-mobile plants
on works too remote from the Depot to be supplied by it.
Improvement in the types of mixing plant to give stricter
product control was gradual but continuous and, in
addition, mix design techniques were improved. These

Tllr Deparftnrnr's Merropolrtat~ Maitrrenance Depof cir Rosehill sl~owing
the new hot-tnix p l a t ~ fand birumet~heater, installed in 1956.

factors together with the increased weight and intensity of
traffic favoured a return to denser mixes. A machine with
a daily capacity of 200 tons of dense-graded mix or 300
tons of open-graded mix was installed at the Department's
Depot in 1950 and an improved model, with three times
the capacity of the old one, was set up in 1955.19
T h e lorry-drawn drag spreader first developed by the
Department in the 1930's gave very satisfactory results
with the more readily spread open-graded mixes. However,
in the years following the war, a number of mechanical
spreading and tamping machines had been developed
overseas specifically for dense-graded mixes and, having a
high output and standard of finish, these machines were
used by the Department on most major routes after 1954.
Diagram showing the operation o f t h e mechanical "tamper-spreaders"
used in the 1950's.
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Diagram showing the layout of the travelling workshops used-by the
Department in the early 1950's.

CONSTRUCTION ON COUNTRY STATE HIGHWAYS

During the 1950's high priority was given to reconstruction
and new construction on State Highways (especially the
coastal highways) to bring them to the stage where a
bituminous surface could be applied. The bituminous
surfacing of the Pacific Highway, from Sydney to the
Queensland border, was completed in this period as well
as long lengths of the Prince's Highway. In 1952, a major
project was commenced north of Newcastle, to provide an
improved and shorter route for the Pacific Highway
commencing 12 miles north of Raymond Terrace by way
of Karuah, Bulahdelah and Nabiac to Taree, a distance of
77% miles. The old route of the Pacific Highway, via
Stroud and Gloucester to Taree, was deproclaimed and
proclaimed as Trunk Road No. 90. The new route resulted
in a saving of 18 miles for through traffic and improved
access to areas not served by the railway.
Extensive reconstruction and re-routing was also
completed on the Prince's Highway, particularly on the
Narooma to Bega section. A seven-mile deviation between
Narooma and Corunna Lake eliminated a particularly
unsatisfactory winding section. Construction of an eightmile section of this Highway between Bega and Alsops
Creek was commenced i n 1957. Although not entirely
completed, it was in use by 1960, and was the last section
of the Prince's Highway between Sydney and Eden to be
reconstructed preparatory to bituminous surfacing. For the
greater part, relocation was involved because of flooding
from the adjacent Brogo River. In addition to providing
a flood-free road on good alignment, the southern half of
the deviation served as the route for Snowy Mountains
Highway traffic approaching Bega and was associated with
the later deviation of the Snowy Mountains Highway to
eliminate an unsatisfactory length immediately west of
Bega. South from Eden to the Victorian border, the

.4 single wheel roller being used during widening of the road formation
on the Hume Highway near Narellan in 1951.

postponement of any substantial work was necessitated by
the cost involved in the heavy road construction and major
bridge works required to provide a satisfactory flood-free
alignment.
Major work also continued on two projects commenced
before 1950. These were the work undertaken by the
Department on behalf of the Snowy Mountains HydroElectric Authority and the deviation of the Gwydir
Highway between Grafton and Glen Innes. Substantial
improvements were also made on roads serving inland
areas. On the Great Western Highway, important works
improved travelling conditions and reduced accident risks.
A %-mile long deviation, providing improved alignment
and grading through rough sandstone country, was
constructed between Linden and Woodford to eliminate
two narrow badly-aligned railway overhead bridges where
many accidents had occurred. Another deviation
constructed at Katoomba by-passed the railway level
crossing and eliminated thi delays caused by the frequent
closing of the railway gates. At Mount Victoria, a one-mile
long deviation and a new overbridge over the railway line
eliminated the sharp approaches to the existing bridge and
improved a poorly-aligned section of the roadway. East of
Lithgow the winding section known as the Forty Bends
was eliminated by the provision of a new section of road
on better alignment.
West of Bathurst where the Great Western Highway
bifurcates to form the Mid Western Highway to Hay and
the Mitchell Highway to the Queensland border north of
Bourke, reconstruction and bituminous surfacing were
progressively extended. Similar progress was made on
sections of the Oxley Highway between Port Macquarie
and its junction with the Mitchell Highway at Nevertire.
On the Newell Highway improvements and bituminous
surfacing were completed on sections between Finley and
Narrandera, including a deviation near Jerilderie to

eliminate two railway level crossings. Two deviations were
also constructed between Jerilderie and Narrandera to
avoid low-lying areas subject to flooding. Long lengths of
bituminous surfacing on improved alignment were also
completed between Narrandera and Forbes, Forbes and
Dubbo, and north of Dubbo.
By 1960, a dust-free surface had been provided for over
300 miles from Sydney to Gilgandra via the Great
Western Highway to Bathurst, the Mitchell Highway
between Bathurst and Dubbo, and the Newell Highway
between Dubbo and Gilgandra.
In 1950, State Highway No. 24, the Mount Lindesay
Highway, was proclaimed. It was formerly part of the
route of the New England Highway and ran from
Tenterfield to Mount Lindesay (while in Queensland the
route continued through Beaudesert to Brisbane). At this
time the new route of the New England Highway from
Tenterfield to the Queensland border at Wallangarra was
provided with a bituminous surface.20
DIVISIONAL AND LOCAL OFFICES

The spread of the Department's work through the State is
indicated by the fact that by 1960 works offices were
established at over 30 country centres, including Ballina,
Bega, Bellambi, Bourke, Broken Hill, Bulahdelah, Cobar,
Coonamble, Dubbo, Gibraltar Range, Glen Innes, Hay,
Ivanhoe, Jackadgery, Macksville, Mittagong, Mudgee,
Murrurundi, Mullumbimby, Narooma, Narrabri,
Narrandera, Nyngan, Picton, Port Macquarie, Singleton,
South Grafton, South Tamworth, Tooraweenah,
Wentworth, West Wyalong and Yass.
Up to the post-war years, works in the Western Division
of the State had been carried out under the supervision of
the Department of Public Works (except within
municipalities and in the Cobar district where direct
supervision had been undertaken by the Department since
1935). The Department of Main Roads had provided the
funds and its officers collaborated with the district
engineers of the Department of Public Works in overall
control. I n this area, land communication was almost
wholly dependent on roads and, after the war, it was
considered preferable that the Department of Main Roads
should take over direct responsibility and control. The
transfer was instituted in stages. In 1950 a local ofice was
established at Wentworth as an adjunct to the Central
Murray Division at Deniliquin. In 1955 a new division,
called the Murray Darling Division, was established with
headquarters at Broken Hill and it took over the
roadworks in the remaining areas (except in municipalities
and new shires) between the Queensland and Victorian
borders, including areas formerly part of the Central
Western and Central Murray division^.^'

Above right: Construction of the new route of the Gwydir
Highway near McKee's Spur about 50 miles east
of Glen Innes in 1957.
Centre right: Further construction on the Gwydir Highway
between Grafton and Glen Innes in 1960.
Bottom right: Completed section o f the Gwydir Highway
36 miles west of Grafton, in 1960.

Steel truss bridge con7pleted in 1952 on the Pacific Highway over the
Huizrer River at Hexhari, showing vertical lift span in raised position

BRIDGING THE WATERS

In 1950, 46 bridges on Main Roads were closed to traffic
a s a result of deteriorated condition or flood damage. In
addition, 89 bridges could carry only restricted traffic
loads, Furthermore, all timber bridges, totalling over twothirds of all bridges on Main Roads in the State, were
generally in an unsatisfactory condition. On many, the
timber had shrunk and the decks and planking were
increasingly difficult to maintain in acceptable condition.
Adjacent to many towns and villages the noise of the
rattling planking as traffic passed over timber-decked
bridges was a constant source of complaint.
In the period from 1950 to 1960, a continuing high
priority was given to repairs and to overcoming the lag in
new bridge construction. Altogether, 496 new bridges were
constructed in the decade. The designs for the new
structures, as well as taking account of the greater speed
and weight of traffic, were influenced by new construction
techniques. In addition, standardisation and simplification
were important factors in meeting the rising cost of labour.
In conflict with the need to produce simpler designs,
greater emphasis was being placed on higher standards of
road alignment. As a result many bridges required a
special design to suit the road layout which was frequently
skew to the stream, sometimes on a grade or curve, and
occasionally with a combination of all three.22
Largely because of steel shortages, continued use had to
be made of timber, but new standard designs effected some
economy of material. Also to improve the riding qualities
of timber decks and to reduce noise, the Department
adopted longitudinal decking supported by cross girders on
the main girders. In addition, the Department
experimented with new types having a timber deck without
separate longitudinal girders. One type of construction, the
laminated deck, consisted of sawn timber planks about
three inches thick, laid on edge longitudinally and nailed
to adjacent planks. A bituminous macadam surface was
usually laid over this decking. A second type, the log deck,
was formed of round logs, about 12 to 14 inches in
diameter, faced on the sides and connected by steel dowels.
Both of these types compared favourably in cost and in
speed of construction with the older type.
Wherever practicable, the design of reinforced concrete
bridges provided for a simple structure, arranged in such
a way that formwork could be used a number of times and
consisting of spans of an early supported type. End spans
were sometimes designed as L frames rigid with the

The first bridge ro be built by the Department using pre-stressed
concrete deck girders was conzpleted at Bobbin Head it7 1956.

abutment and in this way an uncomplicated, economical
abutment was possible. Span lengths of 20 feet, 25 feet and
30 feet were designed as slabs with flat undersides,
involving re-usable formwork. Handrailings and end posts
were also standardised.
In the early 1950's, there were rapid developments in the
techniques used for the prestressing of concrete.
Prestressing resulted in a substantial reduction in the
volume of concrete required and the process was seen to
be particularly suited to the pre-casting of structural
sub-units in workshops or depots for later assembly at the
bridge site. Compared with the traditional type, longer
spans could be provided using prestressing methods and
girders could be designed with more slender and attractive
lines. The process was also applied to factory-cast piles.
The first bridge with a prestressed concrete superstructure
designed by the Department was the 192-feet long bridge
at Bobbin Head, on the road through Ku-ring-gai Chase.
It was completed in 1956. Two other important bridges in
which prestressing was used were the 2,074-feet long
concrete and steel bridge over the Wollomba River
between Forster and Tuncurry, and the 482-feet long
Irving Bridge over the Richmond River at Casino, both of
which were opened to traffic in 1959.
In steel bridge design, although no new technique
comparable to the principle of prestressing in cement
concrete became available, economies in construction and
maintenance costs resulted from such features as:
* the use of rolled steel joists connected to the reinforced
concrete deck in such a way that the joists and the deck
acted as a composite member;
* the use of high tensile steel bolts for field joints in
place of rivetting (a secondary advantage of this method
being the reduction in noise in the vicinity of towns); and
* new methods for retarding corrosion and thus reducing
painting costs.
Bridges having major steel spans, and completed in the
ten years to 1960, included those on the Prince's Highway
over the Tuross River at Bodalla and over the Clyde River
at Bateman's Bay, and those on the Pacific Highway over
the Hunter River at Hexham, over the Karuah River at
Karuah, over the Wollomba River at Nabiac and over the
Macleay River at Kempsey. The structures at Bateman's
Bay and Hexham both include vertical lift spans to give
a navigational clearance of about I00 feet. In 1959 two
steel and reinforced concrete structures were built over the
Murray River at Jingellic and Tintaldra to replace old
timber truss bridges.

Above: An artist's impression of the bridge to carry the Gw-vdir
Highwa)] over the Mann River at Jackadgery designed in the 1950's.
Lefr: The reinforced steel girder and concrete bridge over Jerrarnadra
Creek, south o f Bateman's Bay, on the Prince's Highway, 1955.
Below left: Old Lansdowne Bridge on the Hume Highway near
Liverpool and the new matching concrete arch span bridge (in
background) which was built in 1956 t o carry southbound rrafic.
Bottom left: Loagirudinal decking being placed on a timber truss
bridge near Bathurst in the late 1950's.

In the Sydney area the new Spit Bridge over Middle
Harbour, the new Iron Cove bridge, the new Cooks River
Bridge near Tempe, and the bridge spanning both the
Georges River and the railway at Liverpool, were opened.
Other major structures in the metropolitan area for which
designs were being prepared or had been completed in the
latter half of the 1950's were those over the Parramatta
River at Gladesville and at Silverwater, over the Lane
Cove River at Figtree and at West Pymble (De Burghs
Bridge), and across Middle Harbour at R~seville.?~
ROAD SAFETY

The road designer must consider many factors and these
include riding comfort, expected vehicle types, numbers
and their speeds, and economy of road construction and
vehicle operation. However, no road design is acceptable
unless it provides safe conditions for vehicles driven with
reasonable care and foresight. The factor of safety is itself
complex and the post-war increase in traffic emphasised
the need for accelerated safety research and the gathering
of information on which this research could be properly
based.
In 1956, the Commissioner appointed a senior
engineering officer to the newly-created position of Traffic
Service Engineer. and staff were ~rovidedto form a
specialist section to deal with all matters affecting safety,
including such items as the design and positioning of
sign-posts, line marking policy, the layout of channelised
intersections, the control of advertising signs and recording
traffic volumes and accident statistics. Since 1937, the
Police Department has supplied the Department of Main
Roads with details of traffic accidents on Main Roads
when the road was considered a contributing cause. From
this information, traffic accident locations are marked on
maps and a report is submitted within 48 hours direct to
the Commissioner for Main Roads on every fatal accident
occurring on the State Highways of New South Wales.
Following the report of an accident, investigations are
made by Departmental officers at the site and appropriate
action is taken to ensure that all reasonably practicable
safety measures are introduced. These include the
u

The Stare's first additional "climbing" lane for slow-moving vehicles
was built on the Pacific Highway .sourh of Gosford in 1954.

The chantzelisation of traSJic at road inrersecriotis has improved both
irafic pow and road safety. " T r a f i c islands" were added ro this
junction on the Princes Highway at Blakel~urstin the mid-1950's.

resurfacing of pavements to increase skid resistance, the
use of special signs, the erection of protective guardrails
and the banking of the road shoulders.
Reports on road accidents have generally shown that
road conditions are not a major cause of road accidents,
although the Department and councils have been
particularly aware that deficiencies in width, surface and
layout have contributed to a certain percentage of
accidents.
The task of reconstruction, to eliminate any defective
road layout and so that all parts of the road (such as
curves, crests and sight distances) were suitable for travel
at reasonable speed, was necessarily carried out
progressively, having regard to limitations in finance and
physi,cal resources. However, pending complete
reconstruction to modern standards, the safety aspects of
existing roads were improved as far as possible by means
of warning signs, safety banks, protection fencing and
other safety features. To improve after-dark travelling
conditions, the Department adopted as standard practice
the use of reflective sheeting as a background on all
warning signs.
The Department was represented on the Road Signs
Committee of the Standards Association of Australia and
assisted the Committee by preparing drawings for a
number of the signs to be included i n the amended Roads
Signs Code.
An experiment in 1959 providing advisory speed signs
on all curves of the Hume Highway between Camden and
Berrima proved successful and the use of these signs was
extended to other highway^.'^
By 1950, a new system of marking traffic lines had
completely replaced the old pre-1940 style. The system
adopted comprised a normal dashed or broken centre line
(which could be crossed, when necessary) and, where no
crossing of the centre of the road was allowable, a
continuous line was placed on the side of the broken line
from which crossing was prohibited. Under this
arrangement, drivers of vehicles having a continuous line
on their side of the broken centre line were required to
keev to the left of it. and where there were two continuous
lin& drivers proceeding i n either direction had to keep to
the left of them.

Hand-operated linemarking machines were still used for some
retouching in the early 1950's.

In the fifties, the Department changed the colour of
broken centre lines from yellow to white but retained
yellow for unbroken lines. This change of colour was
adopted with the object of achieving uniformity in all
States, white being used for guidance purposes and yellow
for control. Observance of the control lines is supported by
law under the motor traffic regulations.
In order to improve the visibility of traffic lines at night,
the Department applied tiny glass beads, during
linemarking, to the centre lines of the more heavily
trafficked State Highways. Thereafter, reflection from
headlights gave a marked improvement in definiti~n.~'
Separation of opposing streams of traffic by a raised
median strip was adopted as standard practice on city
roads where the road pavement was 60 feet or wider.
Although medians slightly reduced the lane widths, the
safety advantages of a physical barrier to prevent
overtaking on the wrong side of the centre line outweighed
the disadvantage of the slight width reduction. The
channelising of intersections, in addition to assisting in
orderly traffic flow, also reduced the number of likely
collision points. Other safety measures included the
introduction in 1954 of additional climbing lanes for
slower vehicles ascending grades. There were also safety
ramps leading off steep descents, into which out-of-control
vehicles could be steered and stopped by the steep upgrade
of the ramps.
In planning ahead for future traffic needs, the
Department undertook the widening of rural road reserves
on State Highways, as well as on other important country
Main Roads, and on rural Main Roads in the County of
Cumberland. The Department's objective was to secure a
width of not less than two chains (132 feet). Steady
progress was also made in widening and improving
metropolitan Main Roads, although shortages in building

T h i s view o f the Hlrme Higliwuy o f Ashfield in 1948 illustrates how
t r a m and passenger movements restricted motor vehicle mobility.

After tram services were discontinued a new concrete pavement on the
H u m e Highway greatly improved trajic,flow through Ashfield in 1950.

materials and the high costs involved continued to be
limiting factors.

double track area on the eastern side to carry trams
(which were already serving those areas) into Wynyard
Station. When the abandonment of the trams was
announced, the Department of Railways decided that its
future needs on Sydney Harbour Bridge could be fully met
by the two western tracks, and the eastern tramway area
therefore became available for road use. The track area
was sufficient to provide two new traffic lanes although the
width was less than the normal standard.
At the southern end of the Bridge, a ramp was
constructed to carry the two new lanes over the entrance
to the tramway tunnels leading to Wynyard Station.
Bridges were built to carry road traffic over Argyle Street
and the westbound lanes of the Cahill Expressway. Toll
barriers, serving the two new vehicle lanes, were erected on
the northern approach to the Bridge, and the barriers at
the city end were modified to make toll collection easier
and

CESSATION OF TRAM SERVICES

In the Sydney area, in 1945, the mileage of Main and
Secondary Roads with tram tracks totalled just under 72
miles. These tracks and the road pavement between them
had, in many cases, seriously deteriorated and insufficient
funds and labour shortages hampered their restoration.
I n 1954, the Commissioner for Government Transport
stated i n his Annual Report that major work was needed
on most of the main line tracks and that this work was
beyond the capacity of his Department. As the condition
of the tracks affected all who used the roads, the situation
gave rise to protracted public debate as to the future of the
trams, in particular as to whether the public transpo~t
needs would be best served by the abandonment of the
trams and the substitution of buses.
In the mid-fifties, the Minister for Transport announced
that by 1961 all tram services would be eliminated and
replaced by buses. This decision involved the restoration by
the Department. of Main Roads of the section of roadway
occupied by the tram tracks, the cost being shared between
the two Departments. On some lengths of track, the
hardwood sleepers and the rails had been set in cement
concrete. Generally on these sections both the sleepers and
the rails were left in place and covered with a new surface
course of bituminous concrete.
An important result of the decision to substitute buses
for trams was the provision of two additional lanes for
vehicular traffic on the eastern side of the Sydney Harbour
Bridge. The design of the Bridge originally provided for
two railway tracks on each side of the central roadway.
However, as a railway to the Mosman-Manly-Narrabeen
area was not proceeded with, it was decided to use the

FIRST CITY FREEWAY

The Cahill Expressway was planned as a distributor to
allow traffic proceeding between Sydney Harbour Bridge
and the eastern side of the city to bypass the central
business area. Construction of the section forming the
overhead roadway at Circular Quay was completed by the
Department of Railways and the Sydney City Council in
March 1958 at a cost of $4.5 million. In 1959, under the
general supervision of the Department of Main Roads, the
Sydney City Council commenced work on the extension of
the Cahill Expressway from Conservatorium Place to Sir
John Young Crescent, Woolloomooloo. This section,
including a 1,300-feet long tunnel under a corner of the
Royal Botanic Gardens, was opened on 1st March 1962
and cost f3.9 m i l l i ~ n . ~ '

EXPANSION OF ADMINISTRATIVE BRANCHES

Following World War 11, there had been a steady
expansion in the Department's activities and consequently
in the number of staff employed. This expansion extended
into the four branches of the Department - Engineering,
Secretarial, Accounts and Legal. More professional and
general staff were required to man divisional and works
offices, as well as the functional sections of Head Office.
T h e increase in staff was most apparent in the Chief
Engineer's Branch throughout Head Office, Central
Workshop and at divisional and works offices.
In 1946 the staff of the Bridge Section was well below
normal strength, at a time when pre-war standards for
bridge design needed revision and a very heavy programme
of new bridge construction lay ahead. In addition to the
greater demand on the bridge design staff, shortages of
labour and materials had made bridge construction
unattractive to contractors and as a result the
Department's day labour organisation had to be increased.
A substantial number of engineers with overseas university
qualifications were recruited and made a valuable
contribution to the bridge design programme.
The adoption of the County of Cumberland and other
planning schemes, the widening of existing roads and
preparations for the construction of the first sections of
freeways (then called expressways) all involved extensive
acquisition of private land and led to greatly increased
work in connection with surveys, valuations and property
negotiations. One factor which affected the situation was
that the Department had found it preferable to negotiate
for land rather than acquire it by resumption.
For a time most of the conveyancing work continued to
be done by the State Crown Solicitor but, as the
Department's activities expanded and direct negotiated
purchases increased, the Department undertook all of this
work, necessitating the appointment of additional legal
officers. The Valuer General and the State Crown Solicitor
still handle entirely matters where properties are resumed,
rather than purchased. In general, these claims relate to
resumptions of land in the country where improvements
a r e not affected (particularly in distant places where the
Department would not have the resources t o arrange its
own valuations), claims where the Department has been
unable to reach agreement with an owner, and resumptions
for large projects (such as the first section of the
Warringah Freeway and the Kings Cross Road Tunnel)
where it is necessary to have a common fixed date for the
assessment of compensation.
In 1939 the duties of the Principal Surveyor were
rearranged so that land acquisition surveys only came
under his control. All engineering survey work within the
Sydney Metropolitan Area was transferred to the
respective divisional engineers. However, in 1969 the
Principal Land Surveyor and Property Officer was made
responsible for the technical direction of methods employed
in engineering surveys throughout the State. T h e Principal
Land Surveyor and Property Officer, in effect, then
combined the duties of a surveyor, a valuer and, as he had
t o negotiate purchases, an estate agent. T h e Principal
Legal Officer, in arranging property conveyances, acted as

solicitor to the purchaser (i.e., the Department).
When the Department's property work was later reorganised a departmental committee, known as the
Commissioner's Property Committee, was constituted t o
consider purchases where negotiations involving large sums
of money were being conducted directly by departmental
officers.
In 1969, a jirst level Property Committee comprising the
Secretary, Chief Accountant and Chief Engineer (Urban)
was set up to deal with the sale of property residues,
applications by registered companies, associations or
institutions for the purchase by the Department of property
on hardship grounds, and purchases where the value of the
individual property was of a large amount. This Committee
made recommendations to the Commissioner.
A second level Property Committee, consisting of
Assistant Secretary (A), Engineer for Programmes and
Budgets and Assistant Chief Accountant (A),was also
constituted to deal with general property purchases. This
Committee had authority to approve purchases where
preliminary acquisition action had previously been approved
by the Commissioner. It also made recommendations to
the Commissioner where it was considered that
negotiations should be entered into for the purchase of
property on hardship grounds.
In 1940, an officer was employed to handle architectural
matters such as minor alterations involved in acquisitions.
In 1965, an architect was appointed to head the
Architectural Sub-section, to handle work such as repairs
associated with the management of acquired properties,
building estimates and specifications and building
contracts. From 1969, the Architect became directly
responsible to the Engineer-in-Chief, whereas previously he
had been responsible to the Principal Land Surveyor and
Property Officer.
T o relieve the Survey and Property Section of the
responsibility for property management, this function was
transferred to the Accounts Branch and in 1966 a separate
section was set up as the Tenanted Properties Section.
T h e Investigations Section, which was responsible for
such matters as the investigation of proposals for
additional Main and Developmental Roads and the review
(on behalf of the Chief Engineer) of the location and
design of works prepared in the Divisional Offices, was
divided into two separate sections. One, the Design and
Urban Planning Section (known since 1964 as the Urban
Investigations Section) henceforth dealt with the review of
the Main Road Development Plan for the County of
Cumberland and proposals such as the widening of road
reserves and other planning and design matters affecting
urban areas. The responsibilities of the second section,
known since 1964 as the Rural Investigations Section, dealt
with similar matters, including new road location, in rural
areas. Aerial photography and the stereoscopic
interpretation of aerial photographs formed an increasing
part of the work of this section. When a n Inspecting
Engineer Design (this title was later changed t o Road
Design Engineer) was appointed in 1963, he took over the
examination of plans from these two sections. H e was also
made responsible for the preparation of freeway designs
and the review of road design standards.

Department's new C'etztrnl Testirlg Lohorntor! nr Milsotrs Poir~r.1953.

In 1929, a special officer had been appointed to deal
with the purchase and repair of mechanical plant and he
was then also responsible for the purchase of general stores
a n d materials. In 1946, when road construction had
become more mechanised, a separate section was created
under a Mechanical Engineer and the purchasing of
general stores and materials became the responsibility of
a purchasing officer, who is now called the Supply Officer.
Other phases of the Department's engineering work in
which expansion, both technically and in volume of work,
required increased staff were those embracing testing and
research, and traffic safety and statistics. T h e Central

Divisional ofice testing laboratory at Glen Innes, 1952.

Testing Laboratory at the Department's Head Office was
moved to a site at Milsons Point and the larger laboratory
was capable of a wider range of research operations and
a greater output of routine testing work. Other than the
work on gravels and soils, mostly undertaken in the
divisional laboratories, this well equipped laboratory
carried out all testing, general investigation, and materials
research.?'
In addition, in 1956 the Head Office administration
covering the co-ordination of field operations and works
programmes on State Highways and other roads where the
full cost was being met by the Department, was separated
from the programmes for work undertaken by councils. In
1957, a Road Widening Section was established to review
the schemes prepared in divisional offices for the future
widening of the road reserves of State Highways. This
section also dea!t with the large number of enquiries
received from property-owners concerning future road
boundaries and in 1966 the functions of this section were
brought under the Rural Investigations Section.
An Advance Planning Section was established in 1959,
its prime function being to determine road needs and
works priorities and to assist in ascertaining revenue needs.
When formed, the section was mainly concerned with the
preparation of the N.A.A.S.R.A. Road Needs Survey.
Prior to 1946, the Plan Custodian had been responsible
for the indexing and distribution of reference books,
technical publications and periodicals for the use of the
staff. In that year a trained librarian was appointed. T h e
Head Office Library now has 17 branches, one in each
divisional office and one in the Materials and Research
Laboratory at Milson's Point.
T h e Secretarial Branch of the Department embraces
industrial, personnel, staff, records, correspondence and
public relations activities, including the preparation of
publications such as the quarterly journal " Main Roads"
and Annual Reports.
Within the Secretarial Branch, a Correspondence Section
was established in 1947 to centralise certain activities such
as parliamentary correspondence, press statements and
correspondence with the public.
In order to answer the increasing number of enquiries
from the news media and in view of the desirability of
disseminating information concerning the Department's
activities in the form of publications, exhibitions, films and
displays, an Information Section was established in 1963.
By 1968, this work had expanded and the name of the
section was changed to Public ~ e l a t i o n s .
A reorganisation of staff and industrial activities was
commenced in 1946. T h e Staff Section was expanded to
cope with the overall increase in staff and in matters
related to the recruitment and placement of clerical
officers. T h e lndustrial Section also grew as did its
participation in negotiations for new awards or agreements,
attendances before Industrial Tribunals, advice on
industrial matters generally and its recruitment of
employees and skilled tradesmen. T o relieve the Chief
Engineer of direct association with staff matters an
Executive Engineer was appointed in 1956.
Between 1950 and 1960 the total staff of the Department
increased from 804 to 1,438.

STAFF RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING

After 1955, there was an increasing number of trainees
included i n the work force of salaried employees. First
adopted as a measure to overcome the shortage of
technical staff in the post-war period, the trainee scheme
has proved very successful and training programmes have
been further extended. The Department pays all university
costs and provides a living allowance for young men and
women who, having gained a higher school certificate,
undertake a traineeship or cadetship in engineering,
surveying or science.
The majority of the Department's engineering staff are
made up of graduates from university courses or from
courses conducted by institutes of technical education. All
must possess qualifications required for membership of the
Institution of Engineers, Australia. The Department's
policy is to recruit both graduate and experienced
engineers, although others may qualify with part-time
courses while working with the Department as draftsmen.
After graduation, officers attend in-service training courses
and field conferences and some undertake post-graduate
courses.
From 1926 onwards the Main Roads Board had
employed articled pupils on the survey staff. In September
1961, the Surveyors' Act was amended and a person
wishing to become a registered surveyor had to complete
a degree course at a university and it was not possible for
the Department to continue appointing juniors to the
Survey Section. The Department now sponsors survey
trainees who attend full-time study at a university.
Today, draftsmen and engineering surveyors are
recruited from students leaving school. These officers
attend a part-time four-year certificate course at a
technical college.
In-service training for technical staff, including foremen,
is provided by the School of Technical Training at Head
Office. Although road foremen may be recruited from the
construction industry through advertising, the majority are
promoted from gangers on the job and are required to
attend in-service training courses, and to receive on-the-job
training in such specialist subjects as drilling, blasting and

landscaping. Bridge foremen are recruited from the ranks
of bridge carpenters. Mechanical foremen are usually
selected from the ranks of qualified fitters. Both bridge and
mechanical foremen attend in-service courses as well as
receiving on-the-job training.
Clerical officers are encouraged to take tertiary courses
that will qualify them far promotion to higher grades
within the Department. The Department awards
scholarships to selected clerical officers to enable them to
complete degree, diploma or certificate courses. Assistance
is granted to officers undertaking an approved part-time
tertiary course by refunding portion of the fees, and by the
payment of an allowance on the successful completion of
each stage of the course.
Lectures on Departmental procedures are given for
clerical officers located in Sydney, and correspondence
courses are provided for officers in country centres. Upon
successful completion of internal examinations, an
allowance is aid.
Junior cler'ical officers interested in the Department's
legal work are encouraged to undertake the Barristers
Admission Board Examinations or to take the Bachelor of
Law Degree Course at a university. Upon completion of
these examinations, officers may be reclassified as Legal
Officers.
Tests in shorthand, machine operation and typing are
also conducted for the purpose of qualifying stenographers,
machine operators and typists for payment of efficiency
allowances.
Officers such as testing operators, who are employed
under the General Officers Agreement and who undertake
an approved part-time external course of study, are granted
financial assistance on the same basis as other officers.
Apart from financial assistance, officers in all
classifications (i.e., professional, clerical, legal and general)
are granted up to a maximum of four hours a week study
leave while undertaking an approved course of study.
The Department has a training centre at Head Office
where intensive instruction is aiven in works office
procedures to officers about to take up duty as Cost Clerks.
Following group instruction, individual training is also
provided for their specific duties.
u

Bridge over Iron Cove under construction, showing four of the truss spans in their final position and the jijih being Jloated in, November 1954.

Selected senior officers attend courses at the Australian
Administrative Staff College at Mount Eliza in Victoria
and officers in the middle and upper ranges attend short
courses in management and administration at the
University of New South Wales, Sydney.
Officers are sponsored to attend various conferences and
symposiums on subjects associated with their duties, and
the Department keeps abreast of overseas technical
developments in road and bridge practice by sending
officers to consult with appropriate authorities in other
countries.
In addition to paying the fees of officers selected to
attend special technical or administrative courses, the
Department sponsors a number of its junior oficers and
apprentices to courses conducted each year by the
Australian Outward Bound Memorial Foundation.
The Department has always recognised the desirability
of supporting activities which, while not being part of the
Department's formal work, nevertheless are an important
factor in any large organisation, particularly in staff
relations. One such activity is participation in Army
engineering units. I n 1950 the State Government agreed to
the Commonwealth proposal for the raising of
supplementary Army engineering units as part of the active
reserve. The Department assumed the responsibility of
sponsoring the raising and training of a construction unit,
forming part of 21 Construction Regiment. Associated with
the Department in the raising of the unit were the
Department of Public Works and the Metropolitan Water,
Sewerage and Drainage Board and, since its establishment,
annual camps have been held.
The Main Roads Social and Recreation Club,
established by Commissioner Newel1 in 1930, has played
an important role in Departmental recreational activities.
Special amenities are provided by the Department at Head
Office and at divisional offices throughout the State. The
Club's journal, "The Highwayman", includes articles of
staff interest and provides news of recreational activities,
including sporting competitions both within the
Department and against other organisations. Interstate
sports carnivals are enjoyed with the Club's counterpart
within the Queensland Main Roads Department.
Since 1938, the Department has had an active subbranch of the Returned Services League and from 1964 a
credit union has operated for the benefit of the staff.
STUDY AND RESEARCH IN HIGHWAY ENGINEERING

The Department has played a part in the improvement of
highway engineering education at university level. In 1955,
on the recommendation of the Department, the New Scuth
Wales Government decided to endow a Chair of Highway
Engineering at the New South Wales University of
Technology (later renamed the University of New South
Wales). The endowment is financed from Main Roads
funds. While chairs of highway engineering are common
in the United States, this was the first such chair to be
established in Australia and it has attracted many students
to the profession of highway engineering. A Chair of
Traffic Engineering was established at the same university
as a result of an endowment by the Australian Automobile
Ass~ciation.~~

The Department's North Easrerrz Divisiorzal O f f i r e at Grnfioil. 1950

In view of the pressing need for research in many
problems associated with roads and traffic, the Main Roads
Act was amended in 1960 to allow payments to be made
from the funds of the Department to the University of
New South Wales, to be used towards the acquisition of
buildings, equipment, furnishings and fittings for carrying
out highway and traffic research. In the same year (1960),
the National Association of Australian State Road
Authorities set up the Australian Road Research Board in
Melbourne. The objectives of the Board are to co-ordinate,
encourage and arrange further research into such problems
as road safety, cheaper and better road surfaces, traffic
flow, planning to meet future needs, and the economics of
road transport. As a national centre for road research, the
Board plans programmes of research and development, and
makes grants to road authorities, universities, the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Association and similar bodies, and provides conferences
and publications to make known the results.'('

Aerial view showing Great Western Highway at "Forty Bends" near
Lithgow with the route of the proposed deviation superimposed, 1958.

PART III/CHAPTER 5

A Decade of Major Achievements
ROAD CLASSIFICATIONS AND MILEAGES

DEVELOPMENTAL ROADS AND WORKS

By 1960, the number of registered motor vehicles in New
South Wales had exceeded 1,000,000. By 1970, when the
population of the State exceeded 4,500,000 the number
of vehicles registered approached 2,000,000 and this
represented approximately 2.3 persons per vehicle. There
was a substantial increase in the number of vehicles
registered for commercial purposes, and registrations of
motor cycles and motor scooters also rose after 1964.
The greatest percentage increases in traffic volumes were
on the principal radial and circumferential roads of the
Sydney, Newcastle and Wollongong metropolitan areas,
and on the principal interstate highways. Significant
increases also occurred on other Main Roads throughout
the State, especially in areas of industrial and business
development., and where rural land was extensively used.
At 30th June 1970, New South Wales had 130,000 miles
of public roads, of which 22,356 miles were proclaimed as
State Highways (6,539 miles). Trunk Roads (4,245 miles)
and Ordinary Main Roads ( 1 1,572 miles). In addition,
there were Developmental Roads and Works (2,741 miles),
Tourist Roads (219 miles), Secondary Roads (176 miles),
Freeways (26 miles, including four miles of road
constructed to freeway standard), and unclassified roads
(1,572 miles) mainly in the Western Division of the State.
In total, there were 27,090 miles of road coming within the
administration of the Main Roads Act.'

The improvement of Developmental Roads and the
completion of Developmental Works by the Department
has accelerated the growth of many rural areas. Up to
1970, a total of 5,533 miles of road had been proclaimed
as Developmental Roads. Of these, 842 miles had been
subsequently reclassified as Main or Tourist Roads,
following completion of construction. A further 2,021 miles
were deproclaimed to unclassified status so that local
council funds could be released from other sources to carry
out further improvements such as bituminous surfacing. In
addition, a total of 214 individual works, generally bridges
or short lengths of were proclaimed as Developmental
Works.
A number of studies to ascertain the value of these
works has been made in areas where Developmental Roads
and Works have been completed. Generally, it has been
found that benefits from such roads are threefold at
various community levels.
* The farmer gains from the assured efficient transport
of his goods to market, with potentially lower transport
costs. There is often the opportunity to change to more
lucrative crops by virtue of this transport assurance.
Further, the farmer's family benefits by better
communications, especially to towns and schools.
* The local council gains from increased rates as, almost
inevitably, the land served by the road increases in value.
This financial benefit is necessary as the council has to
maintain the new road or bridgiat full cost.
* The State of New South Wales gains by increased
agricultural productivity. Generally, more intensive,
efficient and modern methods of production are adopted
because of the improved access and availability of
transport.
The following three works exemplify the sort of
improvement that usually results from the construction of
Developmental Roads or Works.
* Developmental Road No. 1227, from Terrible Billy
through Hillhole to Nowendoc within the Shire of Walcha,
has provided assured access between areas of gradually
extending highland pastures and local service centres.
* The provision of access roads such as Developmental
Road No. 1236 (Rangemore Road) from Rangemore to
Deniliquin, within the Shires of Murray and Wakool in
the Central Murray Region, has aided irrigation schemes
and thus facilitated dryland farming in the Western
Riverina.

INTRODUCTION OF MOTORWAYS

In 1945, the Main Roads Act was amended to provide for
the construction of motorways or restricted access roads.
This addition was made to the Act because it had become
increasingly evident that the movement of through traffic
along costly arterial roads was greatly reduced by intensive
local traffic, turning movements, parking movements,
parked vehicles, pedestrians crossing the roadway and
trafic generating facilities (such as drive-in centres, service
stations and roadside stalls) along road frontages.
The proclamation of the first motorway was gazetted on
20th May 1960 and it was a short 0.8 mile length of the
Pacific Highway near Mount White (north of Mooney
Point). It was later widened from two to four lanes and
subsequently incorporated into the Berowra-Calga Tollwork
between Sydney and Newcastle.
The Department has planned a number of roads on the
basis of their eventual proclamation as motorways,
principally in or near the Sydney, Newcastle and
Wollongong urban areas.
Freeways are distinguished from motorways in that the
former are essentially roads on which direct access is not
permitted other than at widely separated locations, whereas
access to motorways occurs more f r e q ~ e n t l y . ~

*

Reliable access to water storage facilities provided by
roads such as Developmental Road No. 1250 (the Rocky
Dam-Booraba Road), within the Shires of Ashford and
Yallaroi, has been an important factor in the significant
expansion of wheat acreages on the North West Slopes.'

TOURIST ROADS

This steel and concrete girder bridge over Dart Brook near Aberdeen is
a n example of the type of construction work undertaken by the
Department as a Developmental Work, in the 1960's.

New South Wales has been generously endowed with
beautiful natural features in both coastal and mountain
areas but, in the past, access to many of these has been
restricted by poor road communications. In 196 1, provision
was made in the Main Roads Act for the proclamation of
Tourist Roads to assist the tourist development of certain
area^.^
By 30th June 1970, 219 miles of Tourist Roads had been
proclaimed, 51 in the County of Cumberland and 168 in
country areas. The Department generally meets half the
cost of their construction and maintenance and its
contributions are provided solely from its normal funds.
(In the case of Tourist Road No. 4005, West Head Road
from Coal and Candle Creek Road north through
Kuring-gai Chase to West Head, Commodore Heights,
the full cost was met by the Department.) Consequently,
recommendations for proclamations of such roads have had
to be restricted to those providing access to important
tourist areas or to isolated natural features of special
tourist interest.
An example of a country Tourist Road is Tourist Road
No. 4030, which extends from Laurieton through the
village of North Haven and continues northerly by way of
Lake Cathie towards Port Macquarie.
ORGANISATIONAL CHANGES AND STATISTICS

T h i s tunnel on the old route of the Lithgow Z i g Zag Railway is an
example of the many tourist sights which have gained improved access
following the classification of Tourist Roads in the 1960's.

Initially built as a Tourist Road in 1965, this route provided a northern
link from the holiday centre at The Entrance on Tuggerah Lake t o
Norahville. It has since been proclaimed as a Main Road.

The use of radio communication by the Department
increased rapidly during the late 1960's. Since 1966, the
Department has set up base stations at Broken Hill,
Wilcannia, Wentworth and Tibooburra, and mobile
transmitter-receiver sets are fitted to selected vehicles and
caravans. In the remote northwestern area of the State,
these mobile sets may utilise the Royal Flying Doctor
Service frequency in emergencies. A similar radio system
has been in operation in the Bourke district since 1967.
The breakdown of equipment, even though minor, can
result in a substantial loss of working time and the use of
radio telephones to arrange the urgent despatch of the
necessary replacement parts has considerably reduced
delays.
To facilitate administration, there were a number of
developments in the Department's divisional system during
the 1960's.
A Central Northern Division with headquarters a t
Bourke was established on 1st March 1962 and a new
divisional office at Port Macquarie became the
administrative headquarters of the newly-formed Lower
North Coast Division when it commenced functioning on
27th June 1966. In July 1967, the Department established
a Central Mountains Division centred at Lithgow.
By mid-1969, the Department was operating the
Materials and Research Laboratory at Milson's Point,
sixteen divisional office laboratories and seven works office
laboratories. In addition, three mobile testing laboratories
were engaged on quality control testing, and a number of
other vehicles were fitted to carry out limited quality
control testing associated with the Department's
maintenance and construction works.

As the Department's operations are carried out on a
Statewide basis, it employs a considerable work force. A t
the close of 1970, a total of 14,975 persons was employed
on Main Roads works. They comprised 9,442 directly
employed by the Department, 1,7 18 employed by
contractors to the Department, and 3,8 15 employed by
shire and municipal counciis and by contractors to the
councils.'
CHANGES IN COMMISSIONERS
T h e Department's lllawnrrn Divisional Ofice at Wollot~gongill 1960.

A camp tlear Gilgandrcr providing accon~modationfor workmen during
reconstruction of the Oxley Highway. 1962.

In the period under review, three Commissioners held
office and contributed to the rapid development of the
State's vast network of Main Roads. In April 1962,
M r H.M. Sherrard, M.C.E., M.I.C.E., F.I.E. Aust.,
F.C.I.T., retired and was succeeded as Commissioner by
M r J.A.L. Shaw, C.B.E., D.S.O., B.E., F.I.E., Aust.,
M.Inst.H.E., F.C.I.T., F.A.P.I., who had been Assistant
Commissioner. Mr R.J.S. Thomas, A.S.T.C., F.I.E. Aust.,
F.C.I.T., was appointed Assistant Commissioner. Upon M r
Shaw's retirement in August 1967, Mr Thomas was
appointed Commissioner for Main Roads and
M r A.F. Schmidt, B.E., F.I.E. Aust., F.C.I.T., became
Assistant Commissioner."
SEALED ROADS

The Deparrn~ent'sextensive Head Ofice reference library, 1967.
Testing operators subjecting a cement concrete sample to a
compression test, in order to determine its strength, 1967.

T h e lengths of the various types of surface on Main Roads
throughout the State as a t 30th June 1970 were:
Natural Surface
237 miles
Formed only
5,209 miles
Gravel
7,628 miles
Bituminous Seal (all types)
13,880 miles
Cement Concrete
136 miles
Total
27,090 miles
As can be seen from these figures, 14,016 miles of the
State's Main Roads System were provided with a dustless
surface by mid-1970, leaving 13,074 miles still to be sealed.
T o ensure that the most important works were completed
first, traffic data to show annual average daily traffic,
peak-hour volumes, travelling times and other information
was recorded for all Main Roads, using 201 traffic counters
installed at permanent and temporary locations throughout
New South h a l e s .
Emphasis continued to be placed on providing sealed
surfaces on State Highways. Rapid progress was achieved
and long lengths of unsealed highways, particularly in the
western areas of the State, were reconstructed and
surfaced.
T h e reconstruction and bituminous surfacing of the Sturt
Highway was completed in 1962, providing for the first
time a direct sealed route between Sydney and Adelaide
(along the Hume Highway to Tarcutta, then along the
Sturt Highway to Mildura via Wagga Wagga, Narrandera,
Hay and Balranald and on to Adelaide via Renmark).'
T h e bituminous surfacing of the Silver City Highway
south of Broken Hill, was completed in 1969 and work was
progressing towards the completion of the bituminous
surfacing of the Barrier Highway between Cobar and
Wilcannia, the Castlereagh Highway north of Walgett, the
Oxley Highway between Wauchope and Walcha, the
Newel1 Highway and the Bruxner H i g h ~ a y . ~

T h e Department set out to try to complete the
surfacing of all State Highways during the 1 9701s,with
the exception of the Silver City Highway north of Broken
Hill and the Cobb Highway north and south of Ivanhoe.
In conjunction with this programme t o finish the
initial bituminous surfacing of State Highways, the
Department carried out considerable reconstruction to
provide for pavement strengthening and widening. For
heavily trafficked routes, such as the Pacific, Great
Western and Hume Highways, the Department adopted a
minimum pavement width of 24 feet, while on other State
Highways carrying substantially less traffic, a minimum
pavement width of 22 feet was considered adequate.
In 1968-69, during construction of Southern Cross Drive,
which was built to provide improved access to Sydney
(Kingsford Smith) Airport, the Department laid a deep
asphalt pavement - one of the first uses of this type of
construction on a major work in Australia.
Initially, a 4-inch thick layer of crushed rock pavement
material was added to the 12-inch thick sub-base layer of
sandstone. A 5-inch thick dense-graded asphalt was then
placed as an intermediate course, followed by a 1-inch
thick open-graded asphalt surface course. On later sections
it was possible to dispense with the crushed rock
base course and the thickness of the intermediate course
was increased to 7 inches.
T h e 8-inch thick pavement then came within the
category of a Full Depth Asphalt Pavement. Construction
time was further reduced by the introduction of l i f t s of up
to 5-inch compacted thickness, compared with the usual
2-inch a p p l i ~ a t i o n . ~

Druffstnnt~prepurit~gpreliminary niodel offreeway interchange. 1966.

A VARIETY OF IMPROVEMENTS

Deviations to improve alignment and grades were provided
as finance became available. T h e completion of two
deviations of the Great Western Highway a t Prospect and
Springwood, the reconstruction of the Silver City Highway
from Broken Hill to Wentworth, and work on the Snowy
Mountains Highway between Cooma and Bega are
examples of this ~ y p eof improvement.
A considerable number of climbing lanes were provided
on the coastal and inland highways carrying heavy haulage
vehicles. T h e construction of these lanes continued t o be
a n important feature of the Department's work. Such extra
lanes for slow-moving traffic promote the free passage of
faster-moving vehicles and reduce congestion and the
likelihood of accidents.
Divided carriageways were provided wherever practicable
and whenever funds allowed. Although they had been
constructed mostly in the County of Cumberland, the
Department extended this facility to some heavily
trafficked rural highways and other classified roads.
Provision of roadside rest areas is a relatively recent
innovation in New South Wales and has been well received
by the travelling public since the first eight rest areas were
provided on the Hume and Federal Highways between
Sydney and Canberra in 1965. In co-operation with various
authorities (including the Department of Local
Government, the Department of Lands, and shire and
municipal councils) the Department had established 39

Departmental photogramt~retrrceqirrpt~rentused to plot tolrtc.5 from
aerial survey photographs, 1968.

One of the first automatic toll collection units installed at Berowra on
the completed section of the Sydney-Newcastle Freeway in 1968.

An artist's impression of the tlew prestressed concrete bridge over the Parramatta River at Silverwater, completed i n 1961

such rest areas on the State's Main Roads System by 30th
June 1970."'
In 1960 an inter-departmental Railway Level Crossing
Committee was established to make recommendations to
the Minister for Transport for the improvement, alteration
or replacement of facilities at level crossings, and for the
elimination of crossings where possible. The Committee
comprised representatives of the Department of Railways,
t h e Department of Public Works, the Department of Local
Government, the Treasury and the Department of Main
Roads.
During the 1960's, 81 level crossings were eliminated
from the Main Roads System, and improvements were
carried out to 46 other crossings. As at 30th June 1970,
384 railway level crossings were still in existence, 97 on
State Highways, 94 on Trunk Roads and 193 on Ordinary
Main Roads."

by the increasing use of large cattle floats and, in the
Newcastle and Wollongong areas particularly, the
continuing increase in the quantity of coal being
transported by road.
The possibility of bad weather conditions causing
damage to the road system is always present, and the
Department's organisation is geared to cope with most
emergency situations. On 14th November 1959, a slip
occurred on the Hume Highway on the Razorback Range
and, for a short time, traffic was detoured along other
Main Roads while repair work was undertaken by the
Department's maintenance team.
During the winter months the Department is responsible
for most of the snow-clearing operations in the Mount
Kosciusko area and is equipped with specialised plant
designed for this purpose. In 1966, it introduced a 375 h.p.
Swiss-made rotary snow plough, capable of clearing up to
1,800 tons of snow in an hour.12

ROAD MAINTENANCE

The Department ensures that the standard of maintenance
on all Main Roads is commensurate with the volumes of
traffic carried. In recent years, the increased traffic volumes
on country roads have made adequate maintenance
difficult. This problem has been accentuated in some areas

T h e graceful, sweeping lines of the footbridge built in 1964 t o span
Victoria Road at Gladesville reflect the artist within the engineer.

PEDESTRIAN BRIDGES
Trends i n town planning suggest that in the future the

separation of pedestrian and motor traffic may become a
reality in some towns and cities. In the meantime, the

The single column piers of the bridge built over the Hunter River at
Maitland in 1964 deflect debris and minimise damage by floodwaters.

Composite timber and
steel bowstrina truss span
of bridge ove; lachlak
River at Cowra (1893).

rtical lift-span bridge over Darling River at Wilcannia (1896).

Tall timber spans of Killawarra Bridge (1901) still cross Manning River near Wingham.

Hampden suspension bridge (189'8) crosses quiet stream. in Kailgaroo .Valley.

..
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Small but strong iron bridge over Bungambrawatha
Creek at Albury (1887).

ber beam bridge (1902) over Wilson River at Telegraph Point had steel bascule span.

1.

Complex accounting and commercial procedures
are undertaken in the modern computer
centre at the Department's Head Ofice.

2.

Safety
- - -features, such as a climbina lane and
a sweeping curve with edgelines &d guardrailing, have been built into this new section
o f the Pacific Highway, near Coffs Harbour.

3.

This pleasant rest area adjacent to the Hume
Highway near Yass is typical o f new roadside
amenities provided for motorists.

4.

Motorists are getting the feel of the fast flow of
freeway trafic on increasing lengths, like this
section o f the Western Freeway, near Penrith:
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5.

Automation is continually being introduced
into new fields of road and bridge building.
This automatic trimmer-spreader helps speed
freeway construction.

6.

The convenience o f pedestrians is now carefully
considered in all major road proposals and
they have been catered for comfortably in this
attractive plaza below Sydney's new Western
Distributor.

7.

Among its many benefits, the Department's
helicopter has introduced new time-saving'
techniques in road location and design.

8.

Road construction equipment has come a
long way since the "pick and shovel" days
of the past. Projects such as this section o f
the Southern Freeway, south o f Waterfall,
involve a wide variety o f modern machinery.

Trends
The new slim steel bridge over the Darling River at Wentworth
features an electrically operated vertical lift span.
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One of the Department's longest structures, Stockton Bridge makt
spectacular leap, high over the Hunter River, north of N ~ H
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,:s,sughasth
provide safe crossings of busy roads for pedestrians.

Replacing a ferry service, this bridge at Raymond Terrace mean
an easier crossing of the winding Williams Rive]

Steel urru runrrere orruge u v r r cne vrura River at Ramornie on the
Gwydir Highway west of Grafton under construction. 1965.

construction of bridges over roads allows pedestrians to
cross lines of traffic without requiring the traffic to stop,
although restricting pedestrian cross traffic to a limited
number of locations.
Pedestrian overbridges are important in planning the
vast movement of freeway traffic through urban areas.
While such bridges are sometimes provided by the
Department as an integral part of a freeway, on other
Main Roads they are primarily a matter for the
consideration of the Department of Motor Transport and
the council of the area concerned. However, the
Department of Main Roads has joined with the
Department of Motor Transport in contributing to the cost
of constructing pedestrian overbridges and subways where
they would assist the movement o f ~ a i nRoad trk3c,
thereby providing safer conditions for pedestrians as well.
Such provision depends on the councils concerned being
prepared and able to contribute to the cost.
The funds available towards the construction of special
pedestrian facilities are limited. The justification for the
provision of such facilities and the question of priorities for
construction are considered by the State Government's
Traffic Advisory Committee, on which both the
Department of Main Roads and the Department of Motor
Transport are represented.

This bridge over the Clarence River at Harwood was opened in 1966
and eliminated the last ferry on the State Highway System.

Bridge under construction over the Darling River at Louth, 1965.

The long curved structure over the Macquarie River at Dubbo crosses
t h e j o o d plain as well as the main river channel, 1969.

In the 1960's, pedestrian overbridges were constructed
over Victoria Road at Huntleys Point; over the Prince's
Highway at Sylvania; near the junction of Warringah
Road and Forest Way at Frenchs Forest; over the
Warringah Freeway at Ridge Street, North Sydney; overthe Berowra-Calga Tollwork near Cowan railway station
and over the Southern Freeway south of Wollongong at
Byarong Avenue.13
BRIDGES IN THE COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND

T h e following chronological account of the more important
new bridges constructed in the County of Cumberland
illustrates the changes which transformed road
communications in -the Sydney area during the 1960'~.'~
On 19th December 196 1, a new Rings Bridge over the

Henry Lawson Drive was established to provide a direct
route for traffic moving between the southern, southwestern and western suburbs. The two-lane, 600 feet long,
ten-span reinforced and prestressed concrete structure over
Salt Pan Creek near Peakhurst on this road was opened
to traffic on 1lth September 1964. Only a short distance
away, on the same route, is the bridge over Little Salt Pan
Creek which was opened in September 1963.
The most spectacular of the replacement bridges built in
the Sydney Metropolitan Area during the 1960's was the
new bridge over the Parramatta River between Gladesville
and Drummoyne. Forming part of the future North
Western Freeway, this bridge was opened to traffic on
2nd October 1964 and replaced a two-lane swing-span iron
bridge built in 1881.
The new bridge is 1,901 feet long and includes a

The new Gladesville Bridge over the Parramarta Piver takas shape crnd dwarfs the old structttss nearby, 1963.

Parramatta River at O'Connell Street, Parramatta was
opened to traffic. This two-lane, five-span, reinforced and
prestressed concrete bridge, 300 feet long, replaced an old
timber structure built in 1892.
The new six-lane, 300-feet long, prestressed concrete
bridge over the Cooks River on the Prince's Highway a t
Tempe was opened to traffic on 16th May 1962.
The opening of the Silverwater Bridge over the
Parramatta River on 10th November 1962, provided the
first new crossing of the Parramatta River between
Gladesville Bridge and Parramatta since the Ryde-Concord
Bridge was built in 1935. The bridge has four lanes and
two footways, and is 620 feet long with five prestressed
concrete spans.
Opened on 28th September 1963, the Fig Tree Bridge
over the Lane Cove River at Hunters Hill replaced a
two-lane iron bridge built in 1885. The modern seven-span,
749-feet long steel girder and concrete structure, provides
for four lanes of traffic and has a pedestrian footway. It
was designed by the Department to form part of the future
North Western Freeway.

four-ribbed concrete arch with a clear span of 1,000 feet,
the world's longest concrete arch span constructed at that
date. The arch is supported by massive concrete blocks
known as thrust blocks founded on sandstone on each side
of the river.
The roadway of the new Gladesville Bridge is 72 feet
wide between kerbs and is flanked by a six-feet wide
footway on each side. At the northern end of the bridge,
the roadway widens gradually from 72 feet to 120 feet over
the approach spans to provide for the movement of traffic.
An attractive pedestrian overbridge was provided to span
Victoria Road a t the northwestern approach to Gladesville
Bridge and a 620-feet long, two-lane, seven-span continuous
prestressed concrete bridge, known as Huntleys Point
Overpass, was built to carry southbound traffic onto the
bridge from Victoria Road.
The new Gladesville Bridge complex including the
associated road and bridge works cost approximately
f 4,500,000.
Forming part of the Southern Freeway, the Captain
Cook Bridge over the Georges River was opened to traffic

on 29th May 1965. The 1,662-feet long, six-lane, sevenspan prestressed concrete bridge replaced the adjacent
vehicular ferry a t Taren Point.
To provide a direct route for traffic between the
Balmain-Rozelle area and the western suburbs, and an
alternative route to Parramatta Road, a bridge over
Hawthorne Canal to connect Lilyfield Road, Leichhardt,
and Dobroyd Parade, Haberfield, was constructed and
opened to traffic on 23rd July 1965. The four-lane,
eight-span reinforced and prestressed concrete bridge is
359 feet long and has two footways.
On the same day, a bridge over Johnstons Creek,
Annandale, designed by the Department and built by the
Sydney City Council, was opened to traffic.
A prestressed concrete bridge over Tarban Creek
between Huntleys Point and Hunters Hill was opened to

connects Aston Street, Camellia with Rydalmere Avenue,
Rydalmere and is on the route of an important by-pass
around the Parramatta shopping centre. It was opened to
traffic on 22nd June 1966 and is a six-lane, five-span
reinforced and prestressed concrete structure, 448 feet long,
with two footways.
The new 607-feet long De Burghs Bridge over the Lane
Cove River is a six-lane, six-span reinforced and
prestressed concrete structure with two footways and was
opened on 15th December 1967. Its wide approaches are
a great improvement on the winding approaches of the
previous 18-feet wide bridge built in 1900.

traffic on 16th December 1965. This six-lane, nine-span
reinforced and prestressed concrete structure, 750 feet long,
has an arch span of 300 feet and brought into full use the
first short section of the North Western Freeway from
Drummoyne to Lane Cove.
The 284-feet long bridge over the Georges River at
Milperra was built to replace a narrow two-lane timber
structure on Milperra Road. Three lanes were in operation
for about three months before the full width of this sixlane, three-span reinforced and prestressed concrete bridge
was made available to traffic on 25th February 1966.
The new Roseville Bridge over Middle Harbour is 1,229
feet long and is curved both horizontally and vertically.
The six-lane, fourteen-span reinforced and prestressed
concrete bridge, was opened to traffic on 2nd April 1966.
Replacing a narrow 240-feet long bridge built in 1924, the
new bridge has greatly facilitated the movement of traffic
to and from the Warringah area and the northern beaches.
The bridge over the Parramatta River between Camellia
and Rydalmere was the seventh road crossing of the
Parramatta River and the fourth built within five years. It

part of the Department to provide improved crossings over
the widespread system of rivers and waterways throughout
the State and at other bridge sites where overpasses and
underpasses were required.15
Statistics show that from mid-1959 to mid-1 969, 1,306
bridges and bridge-size culverts were completed and opened
to traffic. Thus in this period, the Department and local
councils, by contract and with their own forces, completed
on an average one bridge every 2.8 days. Many of these
bridges in rural areas are a t new sites while some are
longer, wider or higher than their predecessors.
A number of large bridges on the Pacific and Prince's
Highways has greatly improved travel along the east coast.
The completion of the bridge over the Clarence River at
Harwood, opened on 20th August 1966, eliminated the last
ferry crossing on the Pacific Highway and the State
Highway System. This 2,9 15-feet long steel and concrete
bridge with a vertical lift-span , formed part of a 4.6 mile
deviation, which also included the construction of three
overbridges. The bridge and the three approach structures
were all designed by the Department.

COUNTRY BRIDGES

There was also a high rate of bridge construction on the

Captain Cook Bridge over the Georges River at Taren Point unaer
construction in 1964. The ferry it replaced can be seen on the right.

Aerial view of the George's River (looking west) showing Captain Cook
Bridge (in foreground) and Tom Ugly's Bridge on the Prince's Highway
(in centre), 1965.
This view accentuates the slim, attractive lines of the completed
,
forms part o f the Southern Freeway. 1965.
Captain Cook B r i d ~ e which

Another bridge - the Dennis Bridge, named after the
Department's first Bridge Engineer, Mr Spencer Dennis on a new six-mile deviation of the Pacific Highway, was
opened to traffic in 196 1 . Designed by the Department,
this 17-span steel truss-plate girder bridge over the
Hastings River replaced the ferry service at Blackmans
Point.
A two-lane, seven-span steel and concrete bridge over the
South Channel of the Hunter River at Tourle Street,
Mayfield was opened on 20th February 1965 to provide
access from the Pacific Highway onto Kooragang Island.
Among the many replacement bridges which were
designed by the Department and built in this period was
a two-lane, 18-span, reinforced concrete structure over
Tuggerah Lakes at The Entrance, which was opened to
traffic on 20th December 1968. A temporary timber
structure over the Moruya River at Moruya on the
Prince's Highway (built after an earlier bridge had been
washed away by floods) was replaced by a two-lane,
nine-span steel girder and concrete bridge, 892 feet long.
Also on the Prince's Highway, the old single-lane
low-level timber bridge over the Towamba River at Kiah
was replaced by a flood-free two-lane, nine-span steel and
concrete bridge, 91 6 feet long, designed by the Department
and opened to traffic on 20th March 1965.
A bridge on the Queanbeyan-Batemans Bay Trunk Road
was opened to traffic on 12th December 1964. The 827-feet
long, seven-span reinforced and prestressed concrete
structure replaced a ferry crossing over the Clyde River at
Nelligen. In the Hunter Valley district, a prestressed
concrete bridge over the Williams River at Raymond
Terrace eliminated another ferry service on 16th October
1965.
A 938-feet, nine-span prestressed concrete bridge at
Jackadgery greatly improved travel on the new route of the
Gwydir Highway between Grafton and Glen Innes. Opened
to traffic on 7th October 1961, this bridge replaced a
low-level timber bridge. Another new two-lane bridge on
the Gwydir Highway crossed the Orara River a t Ramornie
and was opened on 4th May 1966. The 735-feet long
seven-span flood-free steel and concrete structure replaced
a narrow, low-level timber bridge.
The last single-lane bridge on the Hume Highway was
eliminated on 17th March 1967 when the new bridge over
the Bargo River near Tahmoor was opened. The new
two-lane, seven-span prestressed concrete bridge is 627 feet
long and crosses the Main Southern Railway Line as well
as the Bargo River.
In the western area of the State, three new bridges
provided a greatly improved service. The bridge over the
Darling River at Wentworth on the Silver City Highway
was opened on 23rd January 1969 and replaced a narrow
timber structure dating back to 1893. The 532-feet long
bridge is a two-lane, six-span steel and concrete structure
with a lift-span. The 570-feet long bridge over the Edward
River at Deniliquin on the Cobb Highway was opened on
2nd May 1969, replacing a timber bridge built in 1895. It
is a two-lane, five-span, reinforced and prestressed concrete
structure. On the Mitchell Highway, the 2,013-feet long,
two-lane, 28-span prestressed concrete bridge over the
Macquarie River at Dubbo, was opened on 26th September

1969 and was then the fourth longest road bridge in New
South Wales.
The southern border river, the Murray, has always been
a barrier to travellers. On 19th March 1966, a new bridge
was opened at Barmah, south of Deniliquin, becoming the
26th constructed over this river. Owing to the winding
course of the river, the northern approach of the bridge is
in Victoria and the southern approach is in New South
Wales, the reverse of what would be expected! This bridge,
a two-lane, seven-span prestressed concrete structure, 551
feet long with a normal vertical river clearance of 36 feet,
eliminated the third last ferry crossing of the Murray
River, the two remaining crossings being at Wymah and
Speewa. The Country Roads Board of Victoria and the
Department of Main Roads share responsibility for the
cost of construction and maintenance of all the border
bridges.
PREQUALIFICATION AND REGISTRATION OF
CONTRACTORS

In 1962, the Department introduced a scheme for
prequalifying bridge contractors. This scheme required that
contractors could only tender for works of a size which
they could demonstrate was within their technical and
financial capacities. For example, a new contractor might
only be prequalified to tender for the less complex and less
costly structures, until such time as he proved himself and
his prequalification could be reviewed.
This action was taken after a number of contractors
were given work beyond their financial or technical
capacities, often involving them and the Department in loss
or delayed completion. Since the scheme was introduced no
prequalified contractor has defaulted.
In recent times, a registration procedure has been used
for major works which enables the suitability of
contractors to be assessed prior to the invitation of tenders.
Tender documents are issued only to contractors registered
for the particular type of work rewired. The first occasion
on which this procedure was adopied for freeway works
was in 1969, for the construction of a section of the
Western Distributor between the Sydney Harbour Bridge
and Day Street. Later it was used when inviting tenders
for the construction of the Southern Freeway between
Waterfall and Bulli Pass.16
EASING CONGESTION

Traffic congestion in the metropolitan areas continued and
immediate measures were necessary to ensure that the best
traffic use was being obtained from the more important
arterial roads.
In 1964, the Traffic Advisory Committee was set up and
its main function was to advise the State Government,
through the Minister for Transport, of ways and means of
ensuring the best use of existing roadways. The County of
Cumberland Passenger Transport Advisory Committee was
formed in March 1965 as a consultative and advisory body
to make recommendations on all types of passenger
movements, both public and private, within the County
area, and to deal with such matters as land use, staggering
of working hours and co-ordination of existing and future
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services. The Commissioner for Main Roads has been a
member of both of these Committees since their inception.
Although large expenditures had been incurred in the
post-war years in widening the pavements of metropolitan
Main Roads to provide additional lanes for traffic, kerbside
lanes were often obstructed by parked vehicles. In June
1967, the Department of Motor Transport declared the
major length of Parramatta Road to be the State's first
Clearway and by the end of 1968 eleven other routes had
been similarly declared. This ensured that most main
traffic arteries around Sydney were free of standing
vehicles during specified peak hours. Signs were erected
along these roads stating the hours when all vehicles,
except buses, were prohibited from kerbside parking .I7
Another short term approach to the problem of traffic
congestion has been the adoption of improved systems of
traffic control by the Department of Motor Transport.
Introduced in 1963, a complex system of inner city traffic
signals, monitored by television cameras and programmed
by computer, regulates road traffic in the central business
district of Sydney.
With the opening of the Berowra-Hawkesbury River
section of the Sydney-Newcastle Freeway on 12th
December 1968, the automatic collection of tolls was
introduced for the first time in New South Wales. Two
special drop-in coin machines were installed at the
Berowra toll barriers (and later two at Mooney Point) for
people who had the exact amount (20 cents) available and
did not require change. From its inception, this form of
automation proved popular with motorists and, in 1969-70,
47% of all vehicles using the Berowra-Calga Tollwork
favoured the four automatic toll collection units, while the
remaining vehicles used the 14 lanes where tolls were
collected manually. Subsequently, four similar units were
put into operation at the Sydney Harbour Bridge on 4th
July 1970, at the same time as the introduction of one-way
toll collection from southbound vehicles only.18
MORE NEW EQUIPMENT

Mechanical equipment plays a major role in earthworks
operations. At 30th June 1970, the Department had a fleet
of 4,485 major items of plant and motor vehicles with a
value of approximately $22,000,000. These included 122
loaders, 34 loader-backhoes, 225 graders, 86 tractor-dozers,
157 wheeled-tractors, 167 self-propelled rollers, 93 drawn
rollers and I I tractor-scrapers.
In addition, the Department hires a large quantity of
road plant. For instance, although during construction of
sections of the Sydney-Newcastle Freeway the control of
plant operation and of job planning was entirely in the
hands of Departmental personnel, the bulk of the major
plant used was hired on a comprehensive basis.
Before construction commenced, the route of the
Freeway was established with the aid of the Deparment's
newly-acquired helicopter and the latest photogrammetrical
techniques. Initially, a four-seater Bell machine, VH-DMR,
was purchased in 1964 and in 1969 it was replaced by a
later model five-seater Bell Jet Ranger.lg
The Department's helicopter has been used for geological
studies and location work, barometric studies, bridge site
investigations, traffic observations (particularly in morning

and evening peak periods when traffic has been re-routed
during major roadworks), photographic work and for the
rapid transportation of personnel. The helicopter is
regularly made available to the Police Department for
traffic surveillance when traffic volumes are abnormally
high during holiday periods and at times when rail and
bus services are restricted because of industrial disputes.
The Police Department has fitted radio equipment to
maintain contact with patrolmen below.
PLANNING METROPOLITAN MAIN ROADS

In 1960, the Commissioner for Main Roads, Mr
H. M. Sherrard, outlined the problems associated with
metropolitan Main Roads in these terms.
" T h e deficiencies of the metropolitan Main Roads . . .
comprise pavements of insuficient width in outer areas,
deteriorated pavements in some instances; bridges of
insuficient width, or needing replacement for other
reasons, while in inner areas, there is insuj'icient road
space, causing congestion and requiring t o be relieved by
expressway construction. The more intensive development
in the inner parts o f the metropolitan area is tending t o
aggravate the metropolitan congestion problem.
Somewhat similar problems on a smaller scale occur at
Newcastle and W o l l ~ n g o n g " . ~ ~
The Main Roads Development Plan, prepared during the
immediate post-war years, provided for the future
development and co-ordination of a system of main arterial
roads to provide for the growing volume of motor traffic
in the County of Cumberland area. This planning had
been based on a close study of population, motor vehicle
trends and land use. To the extent that these patterns later
varied on account of increased migration, the release of
land from the green belt and zoning for industrial use, the
planning had to be reviewed to ensure that new corridors
were reserved to meet future road requirements.
The Department therefore decided to review the
adequacy of the original criteria used in the planning. The
fixing of road boundaries in suburban areas was based on
wider medians, breakdown lanes, two extra lanes on some
sections and a bolder approach to alignment and profile
than had been adopted previously.
The principal road routes of the Sydney region are the
four interstate highways converging on the city, namely the
Prince's, Hume, Great Western and Pacific Highways.
These are served by a complex network of district and
local roads. Within this region approximately 85% of travel
is by private car or bus and 15% by rail, with water and
air transport playing no significant part.
The huge rise in traffic volumes in the metropolitan area
can be illustrated by the increase measured on the Sydney
Harbour Bridge. Over the ten years from 1960 to 1970,
traffic increased 53% from 84,250 to 128,860 vehicles per
day. Higher rates of increase occurred in other parts of the
metropolitan area such as on Epping Road, where traffic
volumes increased by 52% in the six years ending 1970.

Right: Views of the construction and of completed sections of the
Sydney-Newcastle Freeway between Hawkesbury River and Calga
in the mid-1960's.
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Because of insufficient finance, less than one mile of the
planned and much needed freeway system had been
constructed by 1960. The exhting system of surface streets
and roads was fast becoming inadequate to handle the
increasing traffic volumes and rising traffic flows produced
slower travel speeds and thus longer journey times. There
was also evidence to suggest that a rise in the accident rate
might be connected with the more frequent and widespread
congestion. Between 1953 and 1963, the accident rate for
the County of Cumberland Statistical Division rose a t a
faster rate (45%) than that of the remainder of the State
(28%).
FREEWAY PROPOSALS

The safe, rapid and low-cost transportation of people and
goods in urban areas has become one of the most pressing
problems facing cities throughout the world. New South
Wales needs freeways to distribute traffic more efficiently,
t o give access to centres of activity, to reduce traffic
accidents and to stimulate business and industry as well as
land development. In the 1960's their construction became
a matter of great urgency.
The programme of freeways planned by the Department
provides for the construction of 180 miles of such roads in
the County of Cumberland. Beyond the boundaries of the
County of Cumberland, freeways (some being tollworks)
will extend southerly to Kiama, south westerly to
Mittagong, westerly to the Blue Mountains and northerly
to Newcastle. The following is a summary of particular
routes within the proposed network.*'
The planned route of the Warringah Freeway is from
the northern end of Sydney Harbour Bridge, by way of
Cammeray, Naremburn and Castlecrag to Seaforth, with
a large bridge over Middle Harbour at Sugarloaf Point. At
Seaforth, the Warringah Freeway will divide into two
branches, one route proceeding north towards Frenchs
Forest and Narrabeen, and the other east to Manly Vale.
A connection (to be known as the Gore Hill Freeway) will
provide a direct link between the Warringah Freeway at
Naremburn and the Pacific Highway near Gore Hill.
The Warringah Freeway is designed to provide a fast
uninterrupted route for traffic between Sydney Harbour
Bridge and the Warringah and North Shore areas, and to
link up with the planned freeway system south of Sydney
Harbour.
The proposed Eastern Distributor will connect with the
Cahill Expressway at Woolloomooloo and extend as far as
Moore Park, where it will link with the Eastern Freeway
continuing to Bondi Junction. The road system formed by
the Cahill Expressway, the Eastern Distributor and the
Eastern Freeway is intended to provide an unobstructed
route to the eastern suburbs, as an alternative to the
exisiting congested routes passing through Kings Cross and
Taylor Square.

Left: Aerial view of thefirst section of the Warringah Freeway which
was opened to traffic in mid-1968.

When completed, the Western Distributor will extend
from Sydney Harbour Bridge to Ultimo and will connect
by interchange with the Southern and Western Freeways.
The Distributor is planned to allow movement of through
traffic between the northern and southern suburbs by
providing a quick route clear of the commercial centre
along the western side of the city.
The Western Freeway has been planned to extend
westerly from an interchange at Ultimo to the lower Blue
Mountains, running generally parallel to the Great
Western Highway. It is expected that the Western Freeway
will bring sharp reductions in travelling times between the
city and the western suburbs and Penrith district.
The South Western Freeway is planned to commence
near Tempe as an offshoot of the Southern Freeway and
to extend in a southwesterly direction to Mittagong. It will
serve through traffic as well as the Liverpool district, the
satellite city of Campbelltown and the satellite towns of
Camden and Appin which are being developed to the
southwest of Sydney. The Freeway may be extended later
to Canberra and possibly eventually to Melbourne.
The North Western Freeway is planned to extend from
Druitt Street, near Sydney Town Hall, to Huntleys Point
where it will become the Lane Cove Valley Freeway. It
will provide a convenient route for through traffic from the
city to the northwestern sector of the Sydney Metropolitan
Area.
The Sydney-Newcastle Freeway will be an extension of
the Lane Cove Valley Freeway and is designed to provide
a fast and comfortable road link between Sydney and
Newcastle. Beginning a t Wahroonga, near Pearce's Corner,
it will connect at Berowra with the section already in use
between Berowra and Mount White. From Mount White,
the Sydney-Newcastle Freeway will cross the gorge a t
Mooney Mooney Creek and follow a line towards
Somersby and Ourimbah. After traversing the coastal
plain, and crossing the entrance to Lake Macquarie at
Swansea, it will join the planned Newcastle Freeway and
arterial road system.
The Southern Freeway will proceed in a southerly
direction from Sydney to Wollongong and Kiama,
generally parallelling the Prince's Highway but passing to
the west of the central business district at Wollongong.
The Wollongong Northern Suburbs Distributor will form
a spur from the Southern Freeway at North Wollongong
and extend north to Thirroul.
It is proposed that the Castlereagh Freeway will
commence from the Lane Cove Valley Freeway at North
Ryde and proceed in a westerly direction to Castlereagh.
via Epping, Beecroft, Baulkham Hills and Quakers Hill.
It is planned to serve future metropolitan growth areas to
the northwest and west of Ryde and to provide a flood-free
route to the Richmond-Windsor area.
Apart from the engineering aspects of these freeways,
they entail a complexity of costly land acquisitions and
prior adjustment of public utilities. For instance, the land
acquisition costs for the first 1 %-mile section of the
Warringah Freeway, from Sydney Harbour Bridge to just
past Miller Street, Cammeray, totalled over $8,700,000
compared with the total construction cost of over
$16,900,000.

A 1964 view of the Cahill Expressway which saves eastbound trajic
from trav~llingthrough inner city streets by skirting Circular Quay.

FINANCING INNER FREEWAYS

T h e Department's normal revenues have never been more
than sufficient to provide for its inescapable commitments,
such as maintenance, reconstruction, loan charges and
administration, and a moderate amount of improvement
and new construction. Funds from other sources were
needed to cope with the construction of the planned
freeways.
Consequently, the Sydney Harbour Bridge
(Administration) Act, 1932 was amended in 1960 to enable
the Department to use surplus toll moneys for its share of
the cost of construction of the Cahill Expressway(including
acquisition of properties).
The financing of the construction of the first stage of the
Warringah Freeway on the northern approaches to Sydney
Harbour Bridge and the work on the Western Distributor
between the market area in the inner City of Sydney and
Ultimo was under consideration when the legislation
providing for the construction of the Cahill Expressway
was passed.
Further legislative action was taken to extend the
provisions of the Sydney Harbour Bridge (Administration)
Act, 1932 by the passing of the Sydney Harbour Bridge
Electronic data processing equipment used to rtleyrd tra& volume
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1965.

(Administration) Amendment Act, 1962. This Act
provided for the extension of the authority contained in the
Sydney Harbour Bridge (Further Works) and Main Roads
(Amendment) Act, (i.e., payment from the Sydney
Harbour Bridge Account of the cost of acquiring property
for the Warringah Freeway approaches from Sydney
Harbour Bridge to Ernest Street) to cover the cost of
acquisition between Ernest and Miller Streets, Cammeray
and the cost of construction between Sydney Harbour
Bridge and Miller Street.22
While approval had been given to utilise surplus to11
moneys in the Sydney Harbour Bridge Account for the
acquisition of land and for the construction of freeways
as approaches to Sydney Harbour Bridge, it was recognised
that the available funds would be insufficient to complete
these works and that a further source of funds would be
required.
Apart from tolls, there were only two ways in ~ l i i c h
greater progress in construction of new works and
amplification of existing works could be made, namcly, by
increased motor vehicle taxation and by loans.
As motor vehicle taxation rates had not been adjusted
for some time, the Government passed legislation in
December 1962, to provide an overall increase of one third
in the taxation rate. This increase, in conjunction with the
continued growth in the number of registered motor
vehicles in New South Wales, provided a significant
increase in the funds available to the De~artment.~'
In addition, the provisions of the Road Maintenance
(Contribution) Act were extended in 1964 to apply to
vehicles having a registered load capacity of four tons or
less, but which were frequently used to carry loads in
excess of four tons. The Act provided that the proceeds of
the tax were to be spent on the maintenance of Main
Roads only.
At 30th June 1967, vehicles subject to this Act
numbered 54,163, of which 46,605 were used for intrastate
journeys and 7,558 (including 7,497 registered in other
States) for interstate journeys. In April 1967, an appeal by
road transport interests against the validity of this Act, so
far as it affected interstate operations, was dismissed by
the Privy Council.24
LOAN MONEY

Prior to 1963, all loan money made available to the
Department was provided by the State from general loans
apportioned by the Loan Council. The amounts received by
the Department from this source were small. The relatively
larger amounts made available in more recent years have
been mainly used for revenue-producing works such as the
Berowra-Calga Tollwork.
In 1963, in view of the vast amount of work required in
the County of Cumberland, legislative action was taken to
amend the Main Roads Act to enable the Commissioner
for Main Roads to raise loan moneys on the open market
for specified works. The new legislation (Part VIIA of the
Main Roads Act) provided for the repayment of such loans
from the County of Cumberland Main Roads Fund and
the Country Main Roads Fund. The new power conferred
on the Commissioner was similar to that previously vested

in a number of other Government authorities and
instrumentalities.
Public loans have been raised on only two occasions,
during the financial years 1967-68 and 1969-70. The
Department's first public loan in 1967 assisted in the
financing of the new access road to Sydney (Kingsford
Smith) Airport, (appropriately named Southern Cross
Drive), the Berowra-Hawkesbury River Tollwork, the
Prospect Deviation on the Great Western Highway, and
the bridges over the Macquarie River at Dubbo, the
Edward River at Deniliquin and the Myall River at
B~lahdelah.~~
The Department's loan borrowings in pursuance of the
amendment to the Act have mostly been from such lending
institutions as Savings Banks, Superannuation and
Provident Funds, Life Assurance and Insurance
Companies, and Trustee Companies. They are authorised
investments under the Trustee Act and are documented by
the issue of inscribed stock, debentures and other
securities. Loans raised by the Department are fully
secured upon the revenue and income of the Department
from whatever source. Repayments of principal and interest
are unconditionally guaranteed by the New South Wales
Government.
Up to mid-1970, loan borrowings under the amended
Main Roads Act totalled $37,300,000. These funds have
been utilised to finance, either wholly or in part, such
major works as the Gladesville, Roseville and De Burghs
Bridges, the bridge over the Tweed River at
Murwillumbah, and sections of the Warringah Freeway
and the Sydney-Newcastle Freeway. Over the same period,
State loans amounted to $26,000,000, of which $23,000,000
were provided for financing the Sydney-Newcastle
Freeway.
During his election campaign of 1959, the Premier, the
Hon. J. J. Cahill, M.L.A., undertook to make it possible
for private enterprise to submit offers to provide a toll road
t o link Sydney and Newcastle. Consequently, in 1960, the
Department advertised that it would be prepared to
consider offers for the construction and operation of such
a toll road. However, the proposals submitted by private
organisations dici not meet the Government's requirements
and it was decided that the Government would itself
finance the building of the toll road to plans and
specifications prepared by the Department, which was also
given authority to supervise the construction and collection
of tolls.
By mid- 1970, approximately 16 miles of this freeway
had been constructed and were in operation as two
separate tollworks, one extending for ten miles north of the
Hawkesbury River and the other for six miles to the south.
The existing three-lane bridge over the Hawkesbury River
had to serve both freeway and Pacific Highway traffic until
a new six-lane bridge .was built to link the two sections of
freeway.26
The total cost of works on the Freeway to 30th June
1970 involved expenditure of $28.7 million exclusively from
loan moneys. This figure was made up of $23.0 million
from State loan appropriations; $0.8 million from special
Treasury Advances and $4.9 million from private loans.
Plans for two further extensive works on the Sydney-

The aouthern Freeway at Wollongong allows through trafic to by-pass
the central business district. This interchange was completed in 1967.

Newcastle Freeway were announced in July 1969. The first
was a 14-mile section extending from Ourimbah to
Doyalson, to provide a by-pass to the west of Wyong and
the second work was to provide a route for through traffic
around the busy Swansea shopping centre. The latter will
involve the construction of a new bridge over the entrance
to Lake Macquarie at Swansea together with a section of
freeway north and south of the bridge.
Following approval to the Sydney Harbour Bridge
(Administration) Amendment Act in 1962, work was
commenced on the first section of the Warringah Freeway.
The work was carried out by contract under the
supervision of the Department, and was completed and
opened to traffic on 18th June 1968 at a cost (including
acquisition of property) of $25,656,000. Funds were
provided from the Sydney Harbour Bridge Account
($1 6,036,000-), State Government Loans ($300,000), and
Departmental loan borrowings under Part VIIA of the
Main Roads Act ($9,320,000).27
CHANGES IN COUNCILS' CONTRIBUTIONS

As large freeway construction works were required in the
inner city area, action was taken in 1963 to extend the
Departmental Weight of Loads inspectors measuring the extreme axle
space of a vehicle to determine the permissible gross weight. 1967.

provisions of the Main Roads Act to within the City of
Sydney. This amendment to the Act ensured consistency
in the planning, design and construction of the new arterial
roads. The Department was able to extend certain Main
Roads in the outer area of the City of Sydney to
significant junction points within the inner city.
By this amendment, the Sydney City Council was placed
on the same basis as other councils in the County of
Cumberland in respect of contributions to the construction
and maintenance of Main Roads under Section I1 of the
Main Roads Act. .This section provided for the payment
each year to the Commissioner for Main Roads of the
proceeds of a levy, collected by the councils from
ratepayers on the unimproved capital value of ratable land,
not exceeding Yzd. in f l (i.e., 5124th~of a cent in $ 1 ) on
such value.
In December 1963, as a relief measure for the councils,
the terms of the Act were varied to provide the
Commissioner with an alternative power to fix a ceiling
for contributions by councils within a percentage range
from 10% to 15% of the councils' rate incomes. The rate
determined by the Commissioner in accordance with the
new sub-section remained generally at 12%.
The alternative method of calculating contributions was
introduced because of consistent and substantial increases
in land valuations, which had resulted in contributions
under Section I I by some councils being disproportionately
high in relation to their total rate income when calculated
a t a rate in the pound on the unimproved capital value of
ratable land.
The effect of this legislation was to reduce by $6,700,000
the amount which the councils would otherwise have
remitted to the Countv of Cumberland Main Roads Fund
between 1963 and 19f0. Councils in the Countv of
Cumberland continucd to make strong representations for
a reduction in or the abolition of the Section I1 levy,
claiming that it placed an unfair imposition on
ratepaycr~.~'
ANOTHER ROAD NEEDS SURVEY

As it was desirable to obtain more up-to-date information
on Australia's road needs before the then current
Commonwealth Aid Roads (C.A.R.) Act expired on 30th
June 1964, the National Association of ~ u s i r a l i a nState
Road Authorities undertook another needs survey for the
ten vear period 1964-74. The basis adouted for assessment
of needs ;as the same as that employed in the 1960-70
survey, namely, to provide a road system which would be
adequate to meet the needs of traffic at the end of the
survey period. The new survey, however, covered all public
roads, including unclassified roads in built-up areas. In
New South Wales the survey was conducted by the

Top left: Watering, grading and compacting during the reconstruction

of the Barrier Highway, near Broken Hill. 1965.
Top right: Pile driving in operation at new bridge site, on the Pacific
Highway at Chinni Chinni Creek. 1962.
Bottom right: Surveyors at work in rugged terrain being aided by the
Department's first helicopter in the mid-1960's.

Department with the assistance of municipal and shire
When the Premiers met the Prime Minister in
conference in March 1964, New South Wales put forward
proposals to amend the formula for the division of
Commonwealth Aid among the States. As there was no
unanimity of opinion among the Premiers on a revised
formula, the Commonwealth retained the existing formula
based on area, population and vehicle registrations in the
new 1964 Commonwealth Aid Roads Act.
The total amount paid by the Commonwealth to the
States to the end of 1970 was $750 million, of which New
South Wales received slightly in excess of $209 million.
For the year ended 30th June 1969, the amount paid to
the New South Wales Government was $47.3 million or
27.8% of the total amount distributed by the
Commonwealth. Some States continued to receive from the
Commonwealth a greater percentage of their estimated
road needs than Victoria and New South Wales.
The 1964-74 Road Needs Survey had shown that the
needs of Western Australia and South Australia were 7.2%
and 8.6% respectively of the total Australia-wide need, but
under the 1964 Commonwealth Aid Roads Act formula
they received 18.0% and 1 1.6% respectively. In contrast,
New South Wales and Victoria received 27.8% and 19.5%
respectively, whereas their needs were indicated to be
34.7% and 26.5% respectively.
The Act also retained the provision that not less than
40% of the money allocated was required to be spent on
rural roads other than State Highways, Trunk Roads and
Ordinary Main Roads.
COMMONWEALTH BUREAU OF ROADS FORMED

A t the 1964 conference the Prime Minister (then the Rt.
Hon. Sir Robert Menzies, K.T., C.H., Q.C., M.P.),
foreshadowed the establishment of a Commonwealth
Bureau of Roads to make a full and continuous study of
the roads problem of the Commonwealth in all its many
aspects and to advise the Commonwealth Government
concerning those problems. The Prime Minister explained
the motives behind the move.
"Necessarily, the views and representations put to us
all stress particular and, in the nature of the case,
sectional aspects of the problem and do it very cogently
and persuasively. But the Commonwealth must obviously
be in a position to make a competent and reliable
appraisal of its own . . . It has to try to see the problem
as a national whole and not simply as the sum of
particular views of it. It must be able to satisfy itself,
when it settles upon an amount for grants to the States
for roads, that it really has a Jirm and closely analysed
foundation for its j~dgement."'~

Top right: Mobile cranes erecting the largest road sign ever assembled
by the Department - on the Warringah Freeway, 1966.
Centre riaht: The first Metropolitan Ring Road information sign being
placed in position in 1964.
Bottom right. An eye-catching National Route sign erected on the
Pacific Highway at Tweed Heads, 1965.
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The Commonwealth Bureau of Roads was formed in
1965 and was able to advise the Commonwealth
Government on the results of another survey of road needs
covering the period 1969-79, which it had conducted in
conjunction with N.A.A.S.R.A. In New South Wales, the
survey was undertaken as a co-operative effort by the
Department of Main Roads and the Department of Local
Government.
A copy of the Bureau's report was also made available
to the States prior to a meeting of the Premiers with the
Prime Minister (then the Rt. Hon. J. G. Gorton, M.P.) in
March 1969. On this occasion, the New South Wales
Premier, the Hon. R. W. (later Sir Robert) Askin, M.L.A.,
was able to present an authoritative report based on the
Road Needs Survey prepared under the direction of the
Bureau. This survey showed that the New South Wales
percentage of the total road needs of Australia was about
35.0%, which was 7.2% more than it had received under
the 1964 Act formula. The Survey also showed that the
needs of rural unclassified roads in New South Wales
formed only 23.2% of the State's total road construction
needs, and that there was not a strong case for the
retention of the previous provision that 40% of the
Commonwealth grant should be allocated to these roads.
NEW COMMONWEALTH AID FORMULA

It was made clear by the Prime Minister that the
Commonwealth desired to change to a road programme
geared to road requirements as revealed by the Road
Needs Survey. At the same time, it was explained that the
Commonwealth felt unable to rrlove abruptly from the
formula of distribution which had been in use in the
previous five years to one entirely in accord with
economically evaluated needs, as rapid changes could
create problems for the States. Accordingly, it was decided
that for the next five years, as a transitional arrangement,
the distribution between the States should be primarily on
the basis of giving equal weight to the 1964 Act formula
and the Needs distribution indicated by the Bureau as
being economically viable. On this basis, for the next five
years, 1969-74, New South Wales was to receive 3 1.7% of
the principal Commonwealth grant of $1,200 million.
New South Wales had benefitted more than any other
State by the change to the Needs basis of distribution,
receiving $380,400,000 which was an increase of 8 1.9%
over the amount of $209,100,000 received in the five years
1964-69.
Corresponding increases were: Victoria 73.2%,
Queensland 69.5%, South Australia, Western Australia and
Tasmania 50%. The Commonwealth provided special
supplementary grants to South Australia, Western
Australia and Tasmania to ensure that they received at
least a 10% increase over the five years.
Under the Needs method of distribution, the old 40%
provision for rural unclassified roads could not be retained.
The Prime Minister stated that the allocation of C.A.R.
money for these roads would be the same amount of
money as was received in the last year (1968-69) of the
previous five year period, plus an increase of 5% each year,
which would be compounded. Although the old provision
of 40% of the total grant provided had been abandoned,

the actual amounts available would increase in each year
of the five year period.
In keeping with the Needs principle, the new Act
brought about fundamental restrictions in the manner in
which the Commonwealth grant was to be expended. The
Act stipulated that the money could be spent only on
certain categories of roads or works, as defined by the
Schedules to the Act and approved by the Minister of
State for Shipping and Transport. The money to be
received by New South Wales during the five years was to
be spent as follows.
Second Schedule:
Urban arterial roads (as declared by the
Minister of State for Shipping and
Transport) i n the Sydney Statistical
Division and the Urban Newcastle,
Urban Wollongong and Urban Gold
Coast areas. In terms of the Act, "Urban
Area" means an area designated by the
Commonwealth Statistician, for the
purposes of the census taken in 1966, as
"the Sydney Statistical Division ",
"Urban Newcastle", "Urban
Wollongong " and "Urban Gold Coast"
(construction works only).
Third Schedule:
Rural arterial roads, as declared by the
$ 63,870,000
Minister (construction works only).
Fourth Schedule:
Rural roads other than arterial roads
(construction and maintenance works).
$109,820,000
Fifth Schedule:
Planning and Research, as approved by
$ 5,700,000
the Minister.
Total
$380,400,000
As explained by the Prime Minister, these restrictions
were aimed particularly at providing greater allocations
than before for arterial and sub-arterial roads in urban
areas, and for non-urban arterial roads. They were based
on the premise that a substantial increase in the
construction and reconstruction of these roads was
warranted to overcome the acute traffic problems of the
major cities and to lay a foundation for a more efficient
national highways system.
MATCHING STATE FINANCE REQUIRED

There was a specific requirement in the Act for the State
during the year to expend or set aside for expenditure on
roadworks, from its own resources, an amount equal to the
base amount set out in the Seventh Schedule to the Act
(as adjusted for each year of the Act).
In effect, each State was required to increase its
expenditure on roads from its own resources at the same
rate as the number of registered motor vehicles in the
State increased. Where it failed to do so, the State was
required to pay to the Commonwealth an amount equal to
that by which the base amount stipulated in the Act
exceeded the amount the State had expended from its own
resources (or set aside for expenditure) on roadworks.
Alternatively, the Commonwealth Treasurer might
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Lime being used to stabilise the base rout,, ,n a newl, ,~nstructed
section of the Mitchell Highway north of Coolabah, 1965.
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determine a lesser amount. In other words, by the
matching provisions, the Commonwealth had i m ~ o s e da
penalty should any State fail to raise sufficient finds of its
own.
In order to qualify for the Commonwealth grants in full.
the minimum amount required to be provided-by New
South Wales between 1969 and 1974 was estimated to be
$397,600,000, which was about $65,600,000 more than was
expected to be available from the State sources of revenue
then applying to roadworks.
RESTRICTIONS ON USE OF FUNDS

While the additional funds were warmly welcomed by the
Department, there were still some problems to overcome.
~ r ~ v i o u sthe
l ~ ,manner in which the money was to be spent
had not been so restricted. Urgently required freeway
construction in urban areas had been allowed for by the
high proportion of Second Schedule money, but country
roads did not benefit from this arrangement. In the
193 1-32 to 1936-37 Federal Aids Agreement, the money
could be spent on maintenance, repair, reconstruction or
construction of roads irrespective of their classification.
(Earlier agreements had specified that the money could be
spent only on construction).
This situation continued to apply until the 1969-74
legislation which permitted expenditure on construction
only on approved roads, this being a further restriction.
Previously, an amount of 40% of the moneys received from
the Commonwealth was allotted to councils in rural areas
for work on their own unclassified road systems, with a
small proportion of this amount being made available to
the Department through the Department of Public Works
for work on Developmental Roads and on unclassified
roads in the unincorporated area of the Western Division
of the State. The remaining 60% was apportioned in
accordance with the Main Roads Act, (i.e., 20% to the
County of Cumberland Main Roads Fund and 80% to t1
Country Main Roads Fund).

A self-propelled linemarking machine, designed by the Department and
constructed in its Central Workshop at Granville, 1964.

Under the new Act, the Third Schedule money could be
expended only on construction works on rural arterial
roads as declared by the Minister, which would mainly be
the State Highways.
The Fourth Schedule money was provided for
construction and maintenance works on rural roads other
than arterial roads, and these roads included most of the
proclaimed Trunk Roads and Ordinary Main Roads as
well as unclassified council roads. This meant there was no
clear-cut definition of what amount could be devoted to
unclassified rural roads, except that the Prime Minister
had stipulated that they were to receive the same amount
as was allocated under the previous Act, plus an increase
of 5% each year.
An apportionment of the Fourth Schedule money
therefore became necessary. Following the recommendation
of an Inter-Departmental Committee comprising
representatives of the Treasury and of the Departments of
Public Works, Local Government and Main Roads, the
money was divided with approximately 85% going to the
Department of Public Works for distribution to councils
and 15% to the Department of Main Roads. As before, the
Department of Main Roads received an amount for
expenditure on Developmental Roads and Works (through
the Developmental Roads Fund) and on classified roads in
the unincorporated area of the Western Division. Most of
the Fourth Schedule money went to unclassified rural
roads, while a comparatively minor amount went to rural
Main Roads other than arterial roads.
Following the Prime Minister's announcements, Premier
Askin made the following statement on 21st March 1969.
"The formula insisted upon by the Commonwealth
Government for distribution to the States of funds for
roadworks over the jive years commencing 1st July 1969,
places restrictions on the States on the way in which
these funds are to be apportioned between the city and
rural areas.
As far as New South Wales is concerned, the cities for
this purpose comprise the urban areas of Newcastle and
Wollongong and the City of Sydney which approximates
the County of Cumberland.
The effect of the Commonwealth legislation will be
that the bulk of the Commonwealth grant must be spent

in the cities and this has posed a problem for the New
South Wales Government in its endeavour to see that the
rural areas of the State receive continued assistance
towards improvement of the road system whether
classified under the Main Roads Act or unclassified.
The Government has stated, and re-a$firms, that the
amount of money to be expended over the next few years
for roads in rural areas apart from State Highways,
Trunk Roads and Main Roads, will be not less than that
available during 1968-69, together with an increase of
5 % , and that this increase will be compounded annually
at 5% over the jive years of the new Commonwealth
Agreement.
Taking into account funds from all sources, including
loan funds and receipts from motor vehicle taxation, the
Government anticipates that the amount which will be
available for all classes of roads in rural areas of the
State, that is excluding the city areas defined above, for
the six years commencing 1st July 1968, will be:
1968-69
$ 72,000,000 (present year)
1969-70
$ 75,600,000
1970-71
$ 79,300,000
1971 -72
$ 83,300,000
1972-73
$ 87,300,000
1973-74
$91,700,000
$489,200,000
These funds will not only allow continued progress on
unclassijed rural roads, but will also ensure that the
Government's programme of improvement on the rural
State Highways, Trunk Roads and Main Roads by
extension of bitumen surfacing on such important arterial
routes as the Barrier Highway lo Broken Hill, the
Mitchell Highway from Bourke to the Queensland
Border, the Oxley Highway between Wauchope and
Bulldozer and ripper used by contractors during construction of section
o f the Sydney-Newcastle Freeway in 1965.

allocations practicable for roadworks.
The need for urban freeways was recognised by the
provision in the new C.A.R. Act of a sum of $26,570,000
in 1969-70 (increasing to $55,120,000 in 1974-75) for
expenditure on the construction and reconstruction of
arterial roads in the Newcastle-Sydney-Wollongong urban
areas.
Subsequent to the Commonwealth proposals being made
known, the Minister for Highways, the Hon. P. H.
Morton, M.L.A., announced that the additional funds
would enable much needed relief to be given to these areas
by building freeways earlier than had been proposed.
Some of the works in this accelerated programme of
contruction included:
* the extension of the Southern Freeway at Wollongong,
* the North Western Freeway from the City to Glebe,
* the Western Freeway between Prospect and Emu
Plains,
* the South Western Freeway between Liverpool and
Campbelltown, and
* a new Hawkesbury River Bridge for Sydney-Newcastle
Freeway traffic.
The use of existing Main Roads funds for the receipt or
expenditure of Commonwealth moneys became
impracticable because of the provisions of the new Act,
and the Main Roads Act was amended at this time to
provide for a separate Commonwealth Aid Roads F ~ n d . ' ~
One of the Swiss-made snow ploughs, owned by the Department, giving
spectacular display of its power, 1967.
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Snow-clearing in operation near Wragge's Creek on the road to Mt
K o s ~ i u s k oin 1964.

Walcha and the Bruxner Highway west of Tenterfield
will continue unabated.
Proposals already contemplated for the sections of the
Hume Highway, Pacific Highway, Princes Highway and
Sturt Highway will be re-assessed to determine to what
extent they can be expedited. These are only some of the
projects the State Government will speed up. If in
practice it is found that the amounts available under the
Commonwealth's scheme are not reasonably suficient, the
New South Wales Government will find additional
amounts from its own revenue"."
To meet the matching requirement of the 1969
Commonwealth Aid Roads Act and the State
Government's undertaking to provide for an increased
expenditure each year on rural roads, it was necessary for
the Department of Main Roads to expend loan funds of
$5 million on country works during 1970-71.
The Government therefore committed itself to the needs
of the rural communities of the State in order to ensure
that they would continue to receive the maximum

LANDSCAPING

Skyline saved by retention of median

Skyline saved by small change in alignment

The advent of high standard freeway projects and the
improvement of other roads by the provision of wide
median strips underlined the need for a greater emphasis
on landscaping. As well as the utility allowed for in the
design of major works, it was felt that landscaping
improvements would provide a pleasant blending between
the bold sweep of modern roadworks and the ruggedness
of our natural environment.
It was recognised at the outset that to implement this
policy, expert advice would be required in such matters as
the aesthetics of planning and design, soil preparation,
selection of trees, shrubs and grasses, planting and future
maintenance.
As a first step, in 1960, the Department retained the
services of a leading landscape architect to investigate and
advise on possible landscaping improvements at specific
locations, and to prepare designs for planting schemes.
Investigations covered sections of State Highways in
country areas, as well as Freeways and Main Roads in the
County of Cumberland. Emphasis was placed on new
construction and improvement works, where landscaping
could form an integral part of the job design. The results
of this planning, aimed at a harmonious yet unobtrusive
effect, have been most pleasing to road-users. Even so, the
ultimate effect of the work is yet to be felt as some years
must elapse before tree and shrub plantings reach full
maturity.
Some examples of planned landscaping on an extensive
scale include the approaches to, and environs of, new
metropolitan bridges at Gladesville and Taren Point, the
grassing of many sections of median strips, and the
establishment of low-growing shrubs in wide medians in
locations where headlight glare previously constituted a
traffic hazard. Landscaping schemes were also incorporated
into other major construction works, such as the
Sydney-Newcastle Freeway, Warringah Freeway, Southern
Freeway at Wollongong and the approaches to the bridges
over the Clarence River at Harwood and over Middle
Harbour at Roseville.
Along sections of the Sydney-Newcastle Freeway
upstanding rock medians were retained in a number of
cuttings which would otherwise have appeared as gaps
silhouetted against the sky. Furthermore, after
considerable experimentation a method of artificially
colouring sandstone was initiated to give a natural
weathered appearance to rocks which had been scarred
during construction. Concrete surface drains were also
tinted to minimise their disfiguring effects on the natural
land~cape.'~
Trained landscape experts are now employed directly by
the Department and a maintenance organisation has been
established to care for existing landscaped areas in the
metropolitan area.34In the country, work of this nature is
carried out by maintenance gangs.

Diagrams showing how road designs can be adapted to ensure that
unavoidable cuttings, even where deep, do not have a disfiguring effect
on the adjacent landscape, 1965.

LIGHTING AND DESIGN AWARDS

In 1962, the Department of Main Roads received the
Illuminating Engineering Society's Award for Meritorious
Lighting of the main arch of the Sydney Harbour Bridge.35
Three years later, the Department was awarded the 1965
Civic Design Award (by the New South Wales Chapter of
the Royal Australian Institute of Architects) for a "Work
of Outstanding Environmental Design", for the Gladesville
Bridge and its approaches which form part of the North
Western Freeway between Drummoyne and Lane Cove. In
1970, the Commissioner for Main Roads became recipient
of the 1969 Civic Design Award for the Sydney-Newcastle
Freeway. In spite of the site difficulties imposed by the
ruggedness of the Hawkesbury River area, special measures
had been taken by the Department to create a road and
roadside in harmony with the surrounding^.^^
At a time of a growing public concern for the
preservation of the environment, these awards showed that
the Department was not unaware of its responsibility to
conserve the State's natural and historical heritage and to
enhance both urban and rural surroundings by the
thoughtful design and careful construction of all road and
bridge works.

PART III/CHAPTER 6

The 1970's

New Techniques, Renewed Concerns and Wide Horizons
A DUO OF RURAL ROADWORKS

THESEALOF APPROVAL

Pacific Highway
T h e Pacific Highway, north of Coffs Harbour to
Woolgoolga, is situated generally within one mile of the
coast. The rising land to the west of the Highway is the
largest banana producing area in the Commonwealth,
while the land between the Highway and the coast is
generally low-lying and suitable for caravan park and
housing estate development.
To prevent extensive ribbon development along this.
section of the Highway, reconstruction was carried out
recently as part of a proposal for future dual carriageways.
It was proclaimed a motorway in order to limit and
control access to specific points. Although only one
carriageway has been constructed in the first instance,
sufficient area has been acquired to allow a second
carriageway to be constructed when the expected future
increase in traffic makes it desirable.
The design of the recent work has been based on a 60
m.p.h. standard with a bituminous surface 24-feet wide
with gravel shoulders 10 feet wide. The maximum grade
is 6% and where the grade exceeds 4% climbing lanes have
been provided. The sight distance available is in excess of
800 feet. A pedestrian overbridge opposite Korora Public
School allows safe crossing of the motorway by children,
without interference to or from traffic. The total cost of
the work has exceeded $2 million.'

Today, the old method of sealing roads by spreading
crushed stone onto hot tar with shovels has been
superseded by highly mechanised bituminous surfacing
techniques. In 1970-7 1, an average of over 4.7 miles over ten lane-miles - of bituminous surfacing was
completed each working day by the Department and by
councils using their own workforces and contractors.'
The completion of the sealing of the Barrier Highway
in October 1972, the Mitchell Highway in November 1972,
the Newell Highway in March 1973, and the Snowy
Mountains Highway in June 1973 has been of inestimable
value to both local and interstate travellers. In saving time
and reducing vehicle wear, as well as in giving the motorist
a feeling of safety and confidence, this work has provided
safer and more comfortable motoring conditions and
brought both social and commercial benefits to the
community.
These four highways form part of important interstate
routes. The Barrier Highway is a section of National
Route No. 32 from Sydney to Adelaide. The Mitchell
Highway forms the major part of National Route No. 71
connecting Nyngan on National Route No. 32 with
Cullamulla in Queensland. The Newel1 Highway covers
approximately two-thirds of the inland intercapital link
between Melbourne and Brisbane, which extends from near
Seymour in Victoria to Goondiwindi in Queensland and is
known as Natiohal Route No. 39. The Snowy Mountains
Highway has been numbered National Route No. 18 and
lies at the eastern end of a route extending from the south
coast near Bega to Adelaide, by way of Cooma, Wagga
Wagga, Hay, Mildura in Victoria, and Renmark in South
Australia.

Bruxner Highway
The old route of the Bruxner Highway, in its general
following of the Dumaresq River from Mingoola to Texas
on the Queensland border, was subject to flooding in
various low-lying sections west of Bonshaw. It was
therefore decided to relocate the roadway to the higher
undulating grazing land and the tobacco and lucerne
growing country to the south and west.
Preliminary location of the new route was determined
from aerial photographs. The final location was undertaken
using a contour survey, and the detailed design was
prepared in the Department's divisional office at Glen
Innes to provide for a 60 m.p.h. standard with a 20-feet
wide bituminous surface and a 32-feet wide formation,
having a maximum gradient of 4.9%.
Following a seismic survey to determine construction
problems likely to be encountered in the crests, the work
of drilling, blasting and excavating commenced. While the
bridges and culverts were generally constructed by contract
to the Department, the roadworks were undertaken by the
Department's organisation located at Bonshaw, where a
works office and camp were established.
The 13-mile flood-free deviation, together with a two-mile
connection from the Bruxner Highway to the Queensland
border near Texas, cost over $1 million and was opened to
traffic on 20th September 1971 .2

Barrier Highway
Forty years ago the Barrier Highway was merely an illdefined earth track. Today, it is a smooth bitumen State
Highway, designed over most of its length to a 60 m.p.h.
standard, with a general pavement width of 22 feet on a
34-feet wide formation.
The programme of overall reconstruction commenced in
1953 and the last section of roadworks undertaken was a
39-mile long deviation along Maccullochs Range, built a t
a total cost of $2.5 million or $64,100 per mile.
More than 4 million cubic yards of earthworks were
carried out in preparation for the construction of the
pavement. Along the route, with flat to undulating country
throughout, the soil is generally fine red loam, but the
road also crosses gravel ridges, rocky outcrops and sand
dunes. In the sand and clay areas, earthworks involved the
use of tractor-scoop combinations, elevating graders or
scrapers in association with various types of rollers, graders
and watering equipment. On the range areas, additional
equipment in the form of explosives, jack hammers and

Tap: Clearing operations in progress prior to recs3nslrsrctSon of the
Snowy Mmnfaftts Nighway near Tumut, 1971.
Above: Reconstrzcetion work an tht. Oxley Hfghway near Walcha in
1872, $bwing grid roller {in faregrourrd) ahd a pmeumatic-typed rolter.

Top: Grade-separated junction of the Hume and Federal
Highways, south 01Ciou!burn, eompletd in 1972.
Abowe: This site on tha Barrier Higkwuy is twierrl ofthe faeflftie8
prowided at roadside rest areas throughout the Stgfe, 1972.

heavy tractor-dozers was used for rock excavation.
The sudden torrential rainfalls experienced over the
plains necessitated the construction of more than 100
bridges and almost 47,000 linear feet of culverts across the
numerous watercourses along the Highway. In addition, 80
causeways and floodways were provided.
During construction of this deviation, a total of
1,363,000 cubic yards of gravel - generally obtained from
pits excavated along the route - was required for the base
and surface courses of the road pavement. Almost two
million gallons of bitumen were used in the sealing of the
road pavement, and approximately 83,000 cubic yards of
cover aggregate were incorporated in the bitumen seal on
the pavement.
The provision of water for construction purposes was a
major difficulty, especially in the summer months when
constant watering was required to overcome heat
evaporation while in maintaining correct moisture content
of materials for compaction. Where possible, water was
obtained from public watering places and hauled to the

construction site. Tanks were erected to collect and store
rainfall, and water was purchased from private bores. On
a number of occasions it was necessary for the Department
to sink bores from which water was pumped from a depth
of about 300 feet and stored in earth-banked dams of up
to 800,000 gallons capacity. As many as thirteen watertankers, each carrying 3,000 gallons, were in simultaneous
use. More than 26,000,000 gallons of water were required
for compaction operations on the deviation along
Maccullochs Range.
Fluctuations of weather extremes are a feature of the
west. Road conditions are doubly threatened by heat on
the one hand (causing dust) and by heavy rain on the
other (causing scouring). The building of the deviation was
carried out over a three-year period by the Department's
own forces attached to the Wilcannia Works Office.
Fifty-three different items of plant were used, including
noisy but efficient tractor-drawn hammer mills known as
"rockbusters" and used for reducing oversize rocks to
usable proportionsP

Mitchell Highway
T h e bituminous surfacing of the Mitchell Highway was
completed on 6th November 1972, with the sealing of the
85-mile section from Bourke to the Queensland border.
In mid-1958, the only bitumen surfaced pavement on the
whole length of the Mitchell Highway from Nyngan to the
Queensland border was a 13-mile section at Bourke,
together with short lengths in five other towns. The length
of road without bituminous surfacing then totalled almost
200 miles.
Reconstruction and sealing were undertaken in various
sections up to 1965. Since then, a length of some 67 miles
of reconstruction and bituminous surfacing has been
completed north of Bourke at an average rate of almost 9%
miles per year, at a total cost of approximately
$3,750,000.5
Newell Highway
Sealing of the 650-mile length of the Newell Highway
from the Murray River at Tocumwal to-the Macintyre
River at Boggabilla was completed in March 1973 except for a short section near the Queensland border
which was finished in August of that year - making it the
fourth State Highway to be completed with bituminous
surfacing in a twelve-month period and a new sealed
cross-State link from Victoria to Queensland. The last
section to be surfaced was a 28%-mile section between
Moree and Boggabilla."
Snowy Mountains Highway
T h e last section of the Snowy Mountains Highway to be
sealed was a 7-mile length between Kiandra and Rules
Point. Few people envy Departmental workers in this area,
who have to contend with snowfalls and bitterly cold
conditions. Reconstruction here is a slow process and
roadworks have to cease completely during the mid-winter
months.'
FOUR GREAT LEAPS FORWARD

In a remarkable burst of big bridge building the
Department has begun the seventies with four structures
which all rate high among the longest road bridges ever
built in this State.
Stockton Bridge
Stockton Bridge, opened on 1st November 1971, crosses
the North Channel of the Hunter River and links Stockton
Peninsula and Kooragang Island about 2% miles upstream
from the vehicular ferry service which it replaced.
The prestressed and reinforced concrete four-lane bridge
has 23 spans and an overall length of 3,358 feet, with
navigation clearances of 100 vertical feet and 200
horizontal feet under the centre span. In order to achieve
the required vertical clearance, viaducts have been
constructed on each side of the river channel and rise from
20 feet high abutments on a 6% grade. The 844-feet long
viaducts consist of 8 spans on each side of the river and
are curved to link with the road system on Kooragang
Island and on Stockton Peninsula.
The deck of the bridge consists of two carriageways,
each 26-feet wide, and carrying two lanes of traffic. A
central 5-feet wide footway has a stairway access at each

abutment. During its construction, Stockton Bridge
required 22,700 cubic yards of concrete, 600 tons of high
tensile steel and 2,500 tons of reinforcing steel. The bridge
and its approaches cost approximately $6,500,000.8
New Macarthur Bridge, Camden
Similar in design to the bridge at Gundagai, the 3,380-feet
long, two-lane bridge over the Nepean River at Camden
forms part of a 5-mile deviation of the Hume Highway,
to bypass the town of Narellan and the shopping centre of
Camden. The new bridge was named Macarthur Bridge
when officially opened to traffic by the Governor of New
South Wales, Sir Roden Cutler, V.C., K.C.M.G.,
K.C.V.O., C.B.E., on 26th March 1973. It crosses the
Nepean River and its flood plain approximately one mile
upstream from the existing low-level bridge, and has been
linked with the 9%-mile section of the South Western
Freeway (between Cross Roads near Liverpool and
Maryfields near Campbelltown) via the improved
Campbelltown-Narellan R ~ a d . ~
New Bega Bridge
In 1972, work commenced on a flood-free deviation of the
Prince's Highway at Bega, including a new bridge over the
Bega River and its overflow channel. The bridge and
approaches will cost approximately $2,500,000 and is
expected to be completed in 1975.
The 2,046-feet long, prestressed and reinforced concrete,
23-span bridge will be the sixth longest in New South
Wales - after the Sydney Harbour Bridge, the bridge
under construction at Gundagai, the bridge crossing the
Nepean River at Camden, the Stockton Bridge north of
Newcastle and tile bridge over the Clarence River at
Harwood."
New Gundagai Bridge
On a 4.4-mile long deviation of the Hume Highway west
of Gundagai, the Department has commenced the
construction of the foundations for the bridge over the
Murrumbidgee River. Its length of 3,750 feet will make it
the second longest road bridge in the State and the longest
bridge built by the Department of Main Roads. Designed
by the Department, the bridge will be a 27-span composite
steel and concrete twin girder structure with three spans
over the main river channel and 24 spans over the flood
plain. Expected to be completed in 1976, the deviation will
involve the construction of 15 lane-miles of roadway and
nine other bridges, and the estimated total cost will be of
the order of $5,000,000"
SOMETHING OLD

- SOMETHING NEW

On 8th June 1973 two important bridges, both on the
Sturt Highway and both over the Murrumbidgee River,
were opened at Hay and Balranald in the southwest
quarter of the State.
The former was a 638-feet long reinforced concrete and
steel box girder structure supported on steel piles and
slender concrete piers. It replaced an almost century-old
bridge which was opened by Sir Henry Parkes in August
1874 and featured an unusual side-opening swing span, last
operated back in 1937. The Department arranged for the
operating mechanism of this span to be handed over to the

Hay Historical Society for installation in the proposed
Pioneer Park and Museum at Hay."
At Balranald the new bridge was of a continuous
composite concrete deck andsteel girder construction, 470
feet long. It replaced a structure built in 1881 with a
vertical lift span which last operated during a flood
emergency in 1956.''
hi opining by the Premier of New South Wales, the
Hon. Sir Robert Askin, K.C.M.C., M.L.A., of an
attractive new eleven-span 1,457-feet long bridge at Alfords
Point on 7th September 1973, brought into use the fifth
road bridge over the Ceorges River (the others being at
Taren Point, Tom Uglys Point, Milperra and Liverpool).
It brought relief to traffic conditions on Tom Uglys Bridge
and the nearby Lugarno Ferry, and permitted direct access
to the Menai area where residential development for at
least 40,000 people is anticipated. Furthermore, the new
crossing will form part of the planned arterial route from
the northern and northwestern suburbs to the Sutherland
district and the South Coast. At present, only the first half
of the bridge has been built but eventually there will be
two symmetrical structures 9 feet apart, supported by a
common abutment and each carrying three lanes of traffic
and a f ~ o t w a y . ' ~
MODERN AIDS TO ROAD LOCATION

The field of road location investigations is one in which it
is possible to see clearly the Department's wide use of the
latest techniques.
Stockton Bridge under construction over the North Arm of the Hunter
River between Kooragang Island and Stockton Peninsula, in 1970.
Superseded by Stockton Bridge, one of the Newcastle-Stockton ferries makes a f ~ r e w e l [voyaae on onenina day. 1st November 1972

On major projects, road location work is normally
carried out in two stages, the reconnaissance survey and
the preliminary survey.
The reconnaissance survey aims at collecting the detailed
information necessary to enable the elimination of all but
the most likely alternatives. The preliminary survey
provides more detailed information to allow a factual
assessment of the best alternatives to determine the most
suitable.
The range of equipment and methods in use in New
South Wales to assist in road location now includes:
* aerial photography - panchromatic, colour and
infra-red,
* photogrammetry,
* orthophotographs,
* terrain evaluation,
* electronic distance measuring equipment,
* rangefinders,
* four-wheel drive vehicles,
* two-way radio communication, and
* helicopter.
Before an area is photographed from the air, the
Department marks lines of flight and starting points, and
insists on trial runs before the photographic run
commences. It is usual for one of the ground control team
to accompany the aircrew on the trial runs to make sure
that the various linemarkers and starting points of film
taking are recognised.
The Department has installed its own photogrammetric
plotting instrument and established a small section to
control the quality of the work done on its behalf. The
section is carrying out research to develop the use of
photogrammetry for road engineering purposes as well as
undertaking special work which is not appropriate to
contract or work for which a specification cannot be

satisfactorily prepared. Departmental officers are
investigating the use of the photogrammetric restitution
instrument, the electronic plotting table and the computer
as a team.
The orthophotograph is a recent development and is
basically an aerial photograph from which scale distortions
due to height variations have been eliminated. It is true to
scale and any information plotted at the same scale
(contours) can be superimposed on it. Another new method
is terrain evaluation which allows the geologist to describe
country in terms that can be recognised by the engineer.
It is a form of aerial photographic interpretation that
permits land types and conditions to be identified and
classified.
In recent years the Department has made consistent use
of electronic distance measuring equipment on survey
ground control work. Major work is connected to the State
Triangulation and to State Datum, and the Department
connects its control work to property boundaries to
ascertain the effect of a proposed road on such properties.
Besides the use of four-wheel drive motor vehicles in
negotiating difficult areas, two-way radio communication
has considerably speeded up the work of surveying,
particularly where individuals may be miles apart when
conducting an investigation.
By using a helicopter, a road location engineer can
determine the point of destination of a route to be located
and can study an oblique stereo view of land cover, land
use, drainage pattern, the existing road system and other
details at the one time. The versatile helicopter can be
used to sight elevated areas and determine their
accessibility, to estimate the degree of elevation, to guide
ground parties, to provide ground control transport, to
collect flood information, to take vertical photographs and
to assist in inspections."

Kangaroo warning signs such as this one on the Barrier Highway, keep
motorists alert and thus help t o protect our unique wildlife, 1972.

Warning sign erected by the Department to inform motorists that the
State's roadmakers are at work, 1970.
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TWO FIRSTS IN AUTOMATION
Automatic Trimmer Spreader
Following the visit of two of its engineers to the United
States of America, the Department imported a dual-lane
automatic trimmer spreader. This machine, first used on
the Western Freeway near Penrith, is one of the most
modern and intricate pieces of road pavement building
machinery in the world and the first of its type to be
introduced into Australia. It is manned by one operator
and powered by a 400 horsepower V8 diesel engine, with
components that can be dismantled into widths of ten feet
and under for convenient transport to other sites. The
machine measures 38 feet long and 28 feet wide and
weighs 75,000 lbs.
Working to an accuracy of one-eighth of an inch, it can
trim, spread or pave up to three miles of dual-lane
roadway in a day. Ancillary equipment purchased with the
machine includes an asphalt paver kit, receiving hopper
and conveyor-type reclaiming system. Six electrically
operated sensors trace the stringlines preset along the road
formation to control steering and height systems through
solenoid-operated valves i n the hydraulic system.I6

Design of Road Signs by Computer
In a different field of automation the Department has
developed a computer programme to enable a combination
of a computer and an automatic plotter (located in the
Advance Planning Section) to prepare workshop drawings
of road signs.
The programme was tested early in 1972 in the
production of a set of drawings that enabled the Central
Workshop to manufacture six direction signs requisitioned
by the Divisional Engineer, Goulburn, for erection on the
Hume Highway at Yass.
The Department now produces the majority of its
routine sign drawings using the automatic plotter. For
example, at its Central Workshop, the Department
produces approximately 15,000 signs each year and about
2,000 of these require the preparation of separate drawings.
This time-saving technique is the first use in Australia
of automation in the design and drawing of road signs.
Following the initial preparation of coding sheets to
instruct the computer, each drawing is produced entirely
by machine. The size of each sign is calculated
automatically and each outline takes approximately 10 to
20 minutes of computer time, compared with the 3 to 4
hours needed to produce a similar drawing by a
draftsman."
SPACE-SAVER FOR PLANS AND DOCUMENTS

The Department first considered installing microfilming
equipment in 1955 for accounting records and plans of
completed works. At that stage of its development,
microfilming was found to be unsuitable for the
Department's purposes but, nevertheless, investigations into
new developments continued and in 1961 a 120 mm
camera unit was installed and used for plan copying.
However, this provided only a moderate reduction in size
and did not fit into the modern concept of microfilming.
Although there was continuing research into
microfilming possibilities generally, the use of the system

by the Department remained i n doubt because of the
unsatisfactory standard of resolution of the available film
and the lack of clarity in reducing large drawings to the
35 mm size.
Originally, microfilming records were stored in rolls of
film in a manner which required considerable time and
effort for retrieval. The development of the aperture card
has now made retrieval of records fast and efficient.
Information from microfilmed records is obtained by
viewing the screen of a reader, or from a paper copy
produced by a magnifying printer. Both viewing and
printing are possible on a single machine, a reader-printer,
from which a paper copy can be obtained within one
minute at the touch of a button.
Following these and other developments, a decision was
made in 1970 to proceed with the microfilming of the
Department's engineering drawings on 35 mm film. Two
prime advantages have been space saving (up to 98%
reduction in volume has been achieved) and security (a
master set of microfilmed records are held in a fireresistant, air-conditioned area). A high standard of quality
control has been set (involving daily testing of chemicals
used in filming) to ensure an archival life of 100 years for
the microfilm.
The use of the computer for sorting and printing the
drawing index has made it unnecessary to film in any fixed
order. Already over 20,000 drawings have been processed
and the average rate of filming, using two cameras, is
about 370 drawings a day.
Readers and reader-printers will be progressively
installed in all drawing offices throughout the State within
the next few years and divisions and Head Office sections
will then retain their own store of drawings on microfilm.'*

Drawings for the Department's road signs are now produced using a
computer programme linked to this automatic plotting machine, 1972.

*
*

an insight into the Australian way of life, and
to establish friendship with their counterparts in
Australia.
The achievement of these objectives makes such courses
w~rthwhile.'~

INTRODUCTION OF STATE ROUTE MARKERS

Visirit~gAsian engineers usitzg a stereoscope in the Departnzent's Rural
Investigations Section during an International Training Sernitzar in 1971.

INTERNATIONAL NEIGHBOURS

It is one of the lesser known aspects of the Department's
work that it has over a number of years provided training
courses for selected engineers from African and Asian
countries. Initially these were on an individual basis until,
in 1968, a proposal was made to the Commonwealth
Department of External (now Foreign) Affairs that
N.A.A.S.R.A. might be able to assist developing countries
by providing group study courses for selected engineers to
help evolve more efficient design and management methods
for low-cost road and bridge construction and maintenance.
Following approval, a series of sponsored courses of
approximately three months for senior and intermediate
level engineers from these countries were planned and
invitations extended to those with construction conditions
familiar to many parts of Australia. Under the proposal,
all members of N.A.A.S.R.A. (including the Department)
signified their willingness to take part. The scheme, which
is closely linked to Australia's obligations under the
Colombo Plan, became a reality in mid-1969.
The Department's involvement is typified by the fourweek residential International Training Seminar held in
August 1971 for 18 senior highway engineers from the
Phillipines, South Vietnam, South Korea, India, Thailand,
Nepal, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, New Guinea and Nigeria. In
other courses, representatives have come from Cambodia,
Malaysia, Singapore, Laos, Burma, Afghanistan, Kenya,
Uganda and Zambia. Forty-four papers on the latest
developments in highway engineering in Australia were
presented by 36 authors, including 21 from the
Department.
The visiting engineers noted in discussions that what
they most expected to get out of the Seminar was:
* a first-hand view of recent developments and techniques
in the planning, construction and maintenance of
highways,
* an insight into the structure of Australian Road.
Authorities,

Route markers tp designate road routes between towns,
cities and localities by numbers is an accepted practice
throughout the world, and over a number of years the
National Association of Australian State Road Authorities
has evolved an Australia-wide system for the numbering of
routes (using black numbers on a white shield). Until the
1970's, route numbers had been used only on major
highways, mainly in rural areas, such as the Prince's and
Pacific Highways as National Route No. 1 , and the Hume
Highway as National Route No. 31.
In 1973 the Department began to implement the use of
State Route Markers in the marking of important routes
within the State, including State Highways, Main Roads
and Freeways. The first State Route to be marked in
accordance with the new system was the road from Orange
through Parkes to Condobolin, which has been designated
State Route No. 90. The markers, which are a blue shield
with white numerals, have been attached to existing signs
to emphasise the continuity of the through-traffic route.
Other roads to receive initial markings were the routes
between the Great Western Highway and the Hume
Highway - from Wallgrove to Liverpool (Route 61 ) and
from Penrith to Narellan (Route 69). Freeway F4 is the
designation given to the Western Freeway and Tollway F3
is the number for the Berowra-Calga Tollwork.
Freeway and Tollway direction and advisory signs are
green with white lettering
green being the colour chosen
to indicate access-free, grade-separated facilities. However,
their route numbers are displayed in white on a blue
shield, with a horizontal orange strip across the top,
enclosing the word Freeway or T ~ f l w a y . * ~
Tourist Routes are another extension of the State route
numbering system and, in this case, the white numbers
appear on a brown shield, prefixed above by the title
Tourist Route."
-

MAIN ROADS GO METRIC

Daily life in Australia has already been influenced in many
ways by the nation's conversion to the metric system of
measurement. During July 1974, all signs appearing along
Main Roads were converted to metric measurement. This
meant motorists had to adjust to thinking metric as the
familiar driving aids (such as speed limit signs, advisory
speed signs and reassurance direction signs) changed from
miles to kilometres (pronounced "kill-o-metres"). Flood
depth indicators and clearance signs changed from feet to
metres and signs showing distances in yards, (such as to
rest areas, fire places and truck parking areas) underwent
a simple direct conversion to metres.
The planning of this enormous and rapid conversion of
road signs throughout the State was a very complicated
task for the Department of Main Roads and the
Department of Motor Transport.

The highest priority during the changeover month
was given to the replacement of speed limit and end speed
limit signs. These signs were basically the responsibility of
the Department of Motor Transport and were replaced by
signs with an entirely new format. Motorists seeing the
new look signs were immediately reminded that the speed
indicated was i n kilometres and this minimised the danger
of drivers confusing the new kilometre speed with the old
miles per hour. The new speed limits became 40, 60, 80
and 100 km/h, generally converting from the old 20, 35,
45, 55 and 60 m.p.h. In special circumstances 110 km/h
was used on freeways. Some speed limits, however, were
reduced to 60 km/h i n a former 45 m.p.h. zone or to
80 km/h for a 55 m.p.h. zone.
Advisory speed signs in kilometres look similar to the
01, signs in miles so it was vital that drivers paid
particular attention to every speed alteration during the
initial changeover period and afterwards, until thoroughly
familiar with the new signposting.
Extensive preparations were made for the changeover
and many reassurance direction signs, showing kilometres,
were pre&aturely erected beside Main Roads but carried
an overlay plate showing imperial units. These plates were
removed in July 1974 while other signs which carried
imperial units only were converted by a metric plate fixed
over the face of the sign. In some cases, a " km"
conversion plate was attached to the signs above the
metric distance. Approximately 12 months after the
changeover, when motorists have grown accustomed to the
new units, these "km" plates will be removed. 22
OUTER URBAN FREEWAY CONSTRUCTION

Western Freeway
The first three-mile section of the Western Freeway,
between Sydney and the Blue Mountains, was opened to
traffic on 1 I th October 197 1, at a ceremony held at the
new bridge over the Nepean River at Regentville. The
1,045-feet long prestressed concrete bridge has a single
carriageway, providing two traffic lanes and two footways.
The design provided for the initial construction of
duplicate found.tions for the later widening of the bridge
to two carriageways, each of three lanes, with two
footways. As this section of the Nepean River is the venue
for annual rowing regattas, space has been provided for
four 15-metre rowing lanes under the centre span, with 5
metres clearance between the outer rowing lanes and the
adjacent piers.
As a Christmas present for westbound holiday-makers,
a further nine-mile extension of the Freeway was opened
on 20th December 1972, while work continued on a 2%
mile link to the Great Western Highway at Prospect. The
final cost of these 14% miles of freeway will be more than
$22 million.

In 1972 the Department produced a booklet entitled "How d o you drive
on expressways?" featuring cartoons such as these.

A ~ectiorio f t h e Wrsterti Freeway west o f t h e Bringell]. Rond ii7tprclinrtge. sho>vir~gfrees plarited iri tlir wide rliediari. Wlieri tlic~}~
a r e f i r l l y niatured

t h e y will help t o reduce headlight glare f r o m on-coming vehicles as well as t o erzhance t h e appearance o f ' t h e road reserve, 1972.

Because this section of the Western Freeway passes
through an area which has been progressively denuded of
trees over many years, landscaping has been carried out
(through the grassing of large areas and the planting of
over 5,000 trees beside the roadway and within the wide
medians) to provide a pleasant park-like environment.
In recognition of the extremely safe driving conditions
made available by the careful design and construction of
this facility, traffic authorities chose it to be the first road
in the State to have a speed limit of 70 m.p.h. (1 10
km/h).24
Further east, in a contrasting industrial district, the
Department commenced construction in 1971 on the first
of 1 I bridges needed on a four-mile section of the Western
Freeway from Homebush to Granville. In this way, the
necessary continuity of access along the route is gained
before the earthworks are begun. In addition, different
aspects of the construction programme can be co-ordinated
to fit in with the availability of both finance and other
resources, as well as with any priority adjustments arising
from other freeway projects being undertaken at the same
time.2'
South Western Freeway
The planned expansion of Campbelltown (southwest of
Sydney) into a satellite city has had a significant influence
on the location of the South Western Freeway south of
Cross Roads, near Liverpool. By A.D. 2000, it is envisaged
that Campbelltown will have a population of 3 15,000,
while nearby Camden and Appin should have populations
of 95,000 and 60,000 respectively. To help make the
district more attractive as both a business and residential
area, the State Government electrified the railway line to
Campbelltown and to further foster industrial development,
work was commenced on a nine-mile length of the South
Western Freeway from the Hume Highway, near Cross
Roads, to the Campbelltown-Narellan Road. Ultimately,
each dual carriageway will carry three lanes of traffic,
although initially only the two outer lanes of each
carriageway have been built. The two carriageways have
been designed independently to provide maximum
flexibility in their location and carriageway separation
varies from a minimum of 100 feet to a maximum of 220
feet (i.e., from centre line to centre line).
On 26th October 1973 the 6%-mile section from Cross
Roads to near Raby Road, Minto was opened to traffic by

the Deputy Premier and Minister for Highways, the Hon.
Sir Charles Cutler, K.B.E., E.D., M.L.A., while work
proceeded southwards to the major interchange with the
Campbelltown-Narellan Road.26
Southern Freeway
To speed up traffic movements between two major
centres of population and to improve access to and from
the busy commercial and industrial complex at
Wollongong and Port Kembla, construction was
commenced in 1970 on a 14-mile length of the Southern
Freeway from near Waterfall (27 miles south of Sydney)
to the top of Bulli Pass. It is proposed that this section will
operate as a tollwork in the same manner as the
northbound route between Sydney and Newcastle.
Consequently, the Main Roads Act has been altered to
cover this and the project is known as the Waterfall-Bulli
Pass T~llwork.~'
Among the number of interesting and impressive items
of modern earthmoving equipment used by contractors in
the preparatory earthworks was one of the world's largest
crawler tractors. This huge 70-ton machine was powered
by a 524 h.p. V12 diesel engine and was equipped with a
17-feet wide front blade as well as a rear ripper capable
of breaking up rock which normally would require
explosive charges to shatter.2R
Two physical characteristics of the area through which
the Freeway passes have brought special challenges to
Departmental engineers. Firstly, there is Maddens Plains
where high watertable conditions persist over much of the
ground, which is swampy even in dry weather. To check
possible drainage solutions, a knowledge of the
permeability of the soil at various locations along a
four-mile area was needed and this was measured using an
instrument called a piezometer. As ground vehicles
invariably became bogged, the Department's helicopter
provided a fast and reliable means of transport to the
swampy test sites.29
The second challenge arises from the susceptibility of the
area to thick fogs. Following detailed local research into
the type, extent and degree of fog conditions (which
frequently occur on up to 30 days during a year), two
Departmental engineers travelled overseas and investigated
suitable traffic warning devices. Subsequently, it has been
decided to instal an electronic driver aid system which will
operate 24 hours a day and show advisory speeds on a
series of 36 signs along the Freeway.'O

Section o f t h e .semi-shade area at the Department's plant nursery at
Yennora, showing some o f rhe wide variety of trees and shrubs, 1972

DEVELOPMENT OF AIR SPACE

A far reaching change in the Main Roads Act was made
early in 1973 to give the Commissioner for Main Roads
power to lease air space above Main Roads (or, where the
roadway is elevated, to lease land beneath Main Roads).
The first application of this new authority (under the Main
Roads (Amendment) Act, 1973) will be at Kings Cross
where tenders will be called for the leasing of the air space
above the road tunnel which is now under construction (see
details below). This plan envisages multi-storey
development as a commercial and residential site and the
successful completion of these arrangements will probably
foreshadow similar arrangements in relation to the air
space above certain sections of urban freeways. One of the
most welcome aspects of these proposals is that they will
provide additional income for the Department and will
enable some of the cost of the original land acquisitions
to be recovered. Another is that more flexible planning
proposals can'be considered in the future and, with
occasional attractive developments above them, freeways
will become more integral parts of the suburbs they serve
and not appear so divi~ive.~'
A TRIO OF INNER CITY PROJECTS

Kings Cross Road Tunnel
Some of the traffic congestion at Sydney's renowned
high-density living area, Kings Cross, will undoubtedly be
eased on the completion of the road tunnel which is being
built to provide an improved route for through traffic
travelling between William Street and New South Head

Road. This tunnel will eliminate conflict between through
traffic and local traffic at Kings Cross by separating it into
different levels. In particular, the large numbers of vehicles
travelling north and south along Victoria Street and
Darlinghurst Road will be carried over those travelling east
and west through the tunnel.
In the 900-feet long tunnel, dual carriageways will each
carry two lanes of traffic and a continuous breakdown lane
will be provided beside each carriageway. The ceiling will
be suspended from prestressed concrete roof beams. Service
ducts and a control room for tunnel lighting and
ventilation will be located between the ceiling and the roof,
The proposed future development over the tunnel will be
supported on footings and columns located in the central
wall and beyond the outer walls.
To enable pedestrians to cross the eastern approaches to
the tunnel, a prestressed and reinforced concrete
footbridge will be constructed near Roslyn Street.
Public utility services are being carried across the tunnel
in special ducts on the bridges at each portal. Other
services, running parallel to the tunnel, will be located in
surface streets. Public utility services will not be laid in the
tunnel roadway and this will avoid any future interference
to through traffic by the utility authorities.
Before any construction work was commenced,
acquisition of the required land was necessary and,
consequently, 1 1 8 properties were resumed by notification
in the Government Gazette of 28th February 1969. All
owners were advised by letter of the effect on their
properties and were invited to lodge a claim for
compensation. The claims were assessed by the ValuerGeneral's Department and these valuations (which were
based on the market value of, the properties at the date of
resumption) formed the basiso of the Department's
negotiations.
As well as the property-owners, approximately 600
tenants were affected by these proposals. Tenants who had
a compensable interest were able to submit a claim for
compensation and these claims were also assessed for the
Department by the Valuer-General's Department. A
number of tenants received special consideration by the
Housing Commission and were allocated alternative
accommodation.
To allow property-owners and tenants to discuss
problems on the spot and also to allow the general public
to view artist's impressions of the completed work, the
Department set up a temporary office in a vacated shop in
Darlinghurst Road."

Western Distributor
A new section of inner city freeway was made available
to motorists with the opening of the first section of the
Western Distributor in September 1972. The Distributor
quickly eased traffic conditions in Sydney's crowded streets
by providing separate, more direct access between Sydney
Harbour Bridge and the southern end of the City. By this
means, north-south traffic was directed away from the busy
shopping and commercial thoroughfares such as Pitt,
George and York Streets. As the Distributor crosses above
Clarence, Kent, Napoleon, Sussex and Erskine Streets,
through traffic also by-passes the western business area of
the city.

To improve safety, to minimise traffic congestion and to
help motorists select the best route to their destination
either into or around the city centre a novel colour code
sign system has been instituted. A large overhead sign has
been erected to face citybound motorists near the southern
end of Sydney Harbour Bridge. Coloured panels with
arrows above each traffic lane show the correct bridge
lanes to use for each of three destinations (Grosvenor,
York and Day Streets) and similar coloured panels are
displayed above each toll booth. Drivers simply follow one
of the three colours according to where they want to go.
However, as an introductory guide to these arrangements,
the Department distributed explanatory leaflets at the
Sydney Harbour Bridge toll gates (as well as to the press
and motoring organisations) just prior to the opening of
the first stage of the Distributor."
A particularly satisfying safety feature of the Western
Distributor are the pedestrian plazas and subways at the
northern end, which allow access under the roadway for
people going to and from adjacent office buildings. The
open areas have been decorated with small shrubs and
trees, as well as attractive paving and lighting, making
them pleasant places where office workers can relax during
their lunch break^.'^
North Western Freeway
In June 1971, it was announced that the Department
was to commence construction of the section of the North
Western Freeway between the City of Sydney and the
suburb of Glebe. Extending from the city street system
between Bathurst and King Streets to Glebe, this Freeway
will also temporarily connect with the first stage of the
Western Distributor in the vicinity of King Street (until
the second stage of the Distributor is built). Its general
route will be across the southern end of Darling Harbour
on an elevated ring road over the wharves operated by the
Maritime Services Board and by viaduct over Darling
Harbour railway marshalling yards. From there it will

Macarrhur Bridge over the Nepean River at Camden was opened in 1973

View of the underside of Macnrthur Bridge sl~owingthe tnain river
spans during construction in 1972.

proceed in a cutting through Pyrmont, and then by bridge
over Wentworth Park to Glebe. The cost of the whole
project, including property acquisitions, is estimated to be
about $30 million.
A further section is planned which will involve a tunnel
under Glebe to emerge in the vicinity of the Harold Park
Paceway and proceed through Rozelle to a new high-level
bridge to be built downstream from the existing Iron Cove
Bridge. Further north, the Freeway will link with the
already constructed Gladesville Bridge complex (including
the Gladesville, Tarban Creek and Fig Tree bridges) and
will become known as the Lane Cove Valley Freeway as
it proceeds north to Wahroonga.
The difficult and expensive construct'ion of the North
Western Freeway in the vicinity of Darling Harbour
involves adjustments to a considerable number of public
utilities. Pier positions for the full length of the Western
Distributor had to be fixed before work on the Freeway
could commence. Construction work on the crossing of the
railway marshalling yards at Darling Harbour had to be
programmed to suit railway requirements, as the yards
operate continuously. To eliminate inconvenience to both
shipping and road traffic, it is planned to remove Pyrmont
Bridge when the associated roads providing for local traffic
have been completed. By the elimination of Pyrmont
Bridge, the Maritime Services Board will be assisted in its
comprehensive plan for the general development of the
Port of Sydney, as more than 20 acres of additional
harbour and associated wharfage will become available for
ships of considerable size.35

SOME RANDOM STATISTICS

Open trough steel girders were used in the construction of the new
freeway bridge built over the Hawkesbury River in 1972.

FINANCIAL CHANGES

From 1st January 1972, the State Government relieved all
Municipal and Shire Councils in the County of
Cumberland of their obligation to contribute to the County
of Cumberland Main Roads Fund as provided for under
Section 11 of the Main Roads Act. Similarly, from the
same date, all councils outside the County of Cumberland
were no longer required to contribute to the cost of
approved work carried out on Trunk and Ordinary Main .
Roads.
To replace the road funds so lost and, at the same time,
to ensure that expenditure from State sources was sufficient
to at least meet the minimum quota set by the
Commonwealth Aid Roads Act, 1969, motor vehicle
taxation rates (which had not been varied since January
1963) were increased as from 1st January 1972. By virtue
of this increase it became no longer necessary to apply
loan funds to non-income-producing roadworks. This
enabled a reduction to be made in the amount borrowed
by the Department under Section 42A of the Main Roads
Act.
Although the financial restraint in respect of Main Road
works has thereby been removed from councils, there has
been no change in the operative responsibility for carrying
out these works, as the councils continue to perform the
work on those roads for which they are responsible, as in
the past.36

It has been said that statistics can prove anything, but the
following figures are included in this history simply to give
a general idea of some of the things that the Department
now does in a typical year.
In the financial year 1973-74, expenditure by the
Department exceeded $180 million. The work of
bituminous surfacing continued, the equivalent of 1,168
miles of normal two lane road being completed in twelve
months.This brought the total length of dustless surface on
roads for which the Commissioner for Main Roads is
responsible to 15,130 miles, and this was an increase of
144 miles over the previous years figure.
During the year, 110 new bridges were also completed
and opened to traffic, and work was in progress on a
further 109 structures. As at 30th June 1974 there were
5,450 bridges of all types on classified roads throughout
the State. To assist traffic flow, climbing lanes for slowmoving vehicles were completed at 13 locations, bringing
the number now constructed to 170. The number of
channelised intersections completed during the year was
36, an increase of 1 1 over the previous year.
Linemarking now undertaken each year includes over
12,550 miles of centre lines, 1,470 miles of lane lines and
4,630 miles of edge lines. During 1973-74, the marking of
new lines and the repainting of existing lines involved the
Department's eight linemarking gangs ;n painting lines
totalling 30,377 miles in length.
As part of the Department's continuing programme of
research and testing, more than 224,000 tests on materials,
such as soils and gravels, were carried out at Departmental
laboratories throughout the State. '
The huge number of 130,000 written enquiries were
received during this twelve-month period, regarding the
effect of future road proposals on properties in urban and
rural areas. Departmental Weight of Loads inspectors

A steel erection truss was used to raise and position sections during
construction of the bridge over Brisbane Water at The Rip, 1972.

LOOKING AHEAD

In 1972, construction commenced on this new divisional ofice at Glen
Innes and it was opened in August 1973.

stopped 43,174 vehicles and of these 1 1,286 .(26%) were
found to be overloaded. Prosecution action was taken and
8,429 convictions were recorded and appropriate penalties
imposed.
The number of people engaged on Main Roads projects
in New South Wales in mid-1974 was just over 15,200. Of
this number, approximately 3,700 were Departmental staff
(salaried officers), 6,360 were field (wages) employees
engaged by the Department on maintenance and
construction works, 1,630 were employed by contractors to
the Department, and 3,510 were employed directly by
councils or by contractors to councils.37
FORWARD PLANNING TO 2000 A.D.

During 1970, a study project was undertaken in the Rural
Investigations Section of the Department on "Rural
Highway Development 1970 to 2000". The purpose of this
study was to prepare a plan for the development of State
Highways in rural areas. It had long been recognised that
the needs of the rural State Highways exceeded the
capacity of immediately available financial and other
resources, but there was also a need for a more systematic
approach to priorities on a Statewide basis of traffic needs,
to ensure that the best use was made of resources.
The study involved the estimation of traffic volumes on
all rural highways to the year 2000, an analytical section
by section assessment of the present adequacy of the
highways, and an estimation of the date and extent of
desirable improvements.
The completed plan serves as a guide to the allocation
of priorities for investigation and programming. For
example, it has been calculated that dual carriageways will
be needed on 1,050 miles of rural State Highways by the
year 2000, while other lengths will need widening or
reconstruction to higher standards of alignment.
Factors such as the availability of funds, the existing
condition of bridges and sections of pavement, varying
traffic growth in different areas, and community pressures
will all affect the order in which work is undertaken. They
will not, however, detract from the value of the plan, which
will be reviewed periodically in the light of changing
condition^.'^

In looking ahead to the year 2000, it is immediately
apparent that there are many contingencies which may
dramatically affect the work of the Department. These
include the fuel (or energy) crisis as well as developments
in technology which may alter the present emphasis on
man-operated motor vehicles.
It is not beyond the realms of possibility that, in the
near future, automatic devices, probably electronic, could
take over from man the functions of seeing and reacting.
If this could be done effectively, then there would be a
very marked increase in road safety, road capacity would
be increased several fold, and faster speeds would be
reasonable.
Electronic devices, already in zse overseas, can measure
and identify acceptable time gaps in freeway traffic and,
by means of lights and signs, beckon forward vehicles
waiting at on-ramps to join the flow. Research is also
active in overseas countries to develop an electronic system
of controls which will ensure that a vehicle on a major
road will travel up to an acceptable maximum speed
without colliding with the vehicle in front. This guidance
is also aimed at controlling overtaking movements in traffic
and in bringing vehicles to a halt before colliding with any
significant obstruction (such as other vehicles which are
stationary following an accident).
Research seems to be dividing into two schools of
thought. In one, the car-following theory, the
electronically-operated vehicle regulates its distance behind
the vehicle i n front by observing relative velocities,
acceleration and distances bv means of radar. infra-red or
supersonic sensors. It remains in one lane, or opts to
change lanes, being guided by a set of coils within it which
react to the field of magnetic flux set up by one, or a pair,
of charged wires set longitudinally in the road pavement.
When the vehicle leaves the road on which it is
electronically controlled, it reverts to manual driving.
In the other, the slot theory, the road pavement contains
a continuous bank of electronic wire loops, and the
following vehicle is restricted by braking or encouraged by
accelerating, having regard to the time since the vehicle
ahead passed over the particular loops.
Although there is an enormous amount of development
yet to be achieved before either of these systems could
become safe and economical, they are pointers towards the
directions in which electronically-controlled vehicles may
operate on the roads of the future.j9
Whatever the future brings in terms of new technologies
or revised priorities, the staff and employees of the
Department look forward, with continued enthusiasm and
vigour, to playing their part in the development of a
satisfying and worthwhile network of road
communications.
As the earlier chapters of this book clearly show, much
of great value has been accomplished in the past, but
nevertheless much remains to be done. The officers of the
Department of Main Roads therefore not only look back
to past achievements with pride but also look forward to
new challenges with a renewed sense of the importance of
their work to the community life of the people of New
South Wales.

The bitunlinous surfacing of the Barrier Highway, throughour its entire lengrh fiom Nyngan to the Soulh Australian border, was completed in 1972.
Coupled with the Great Western and Mitchell Highways, it now provides yet another fully'sealed route from Sydney to Adelaide.
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SUMMARY OF TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM MAJOR SOURCES*
for Main Roads Board and Department of Main Roads
Year to
30th June

*

Commonwealth
Aid
Roads Grants

Motor Vehicle
Taxation
and Fees

Charges on
Contributions by
Commercial
Councils in County
Vehicles under
of Cumberland
Road Maintenance
(under Section
(Contribution)
11 of Main
Act, 1958
Roads Act)

Loan
Funds

Other?

Total

The Department's accounting system was based on Income and Expenditure up to 30th June 1941 and Receipts and Payments thereafter
(except the Sydney Harbour Bridge Account).

t

Figures include contributions by councils (other than levy under Section I I of Main Roads Act), Commonwealth and State grants
(other than C.A.R. grants) and contributions from other Departments and bodies.

#

Figures represent income for two year period ended 30th June 1926 in respect of motor vehicle taxation, 18 months period for
Section I I levy and 16 months period for other receipts.

4

Figure includes $1,104,000 in respect of the year 1926-27.

f.

Contributions by councils in County of Cumberland were discontinued as from 1st January 1972.

N.B. When comparing receip:; for different years, readers are advised against making over-simplified comparisons. Fluctuations in money values
can be gauged by reference to the "Scales showing Movement of Monetary Values. 1925-1972" on page 277.

SUMMARY OF TOTAL RECEIPTS FOR VARIOUS FUNDS *
for Main Roads Board and Department of Main Roads
1925- 1972
Year to
30th June

County of
Cumberland Main
Roads Fund

$

1926%
1927
1928
1929
1930
193 1
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
196 1
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

*

2,243,000
1,434,000
2,683,000
2.6 15,000
1.7 1 1,000
1,399,000
1,420,000
1,343,000
1,454,000
1,474,000
1,688,000
1,726,000
1,933,000
2.1 13,000
2.683.000
3.09 1,000
2,666,000
2,654,000
1,934,000
1,856,000
1,988,000
2,253,000
2.6 19,000
2.599.000
2.944.000
3,384,000
3,973,000
5,121,000
5,698,000
5,9 15,000
6,640,000
7.066.000
8,030,000
9,973,000
12.8 14.000
14.40 1 .OOO
18.868.000
19,575,000
2 1,626,000
24,368,000
26.060,OOO
27.6 18,000
36,857,000
35,198,000
2 1.728.000
29,725,000
32.06 1,000

Country
Main Roads
Fund

$

3,980,000
1,702,000
3,327,000
2,946,000
3,357,000
2,4 1 5,000
2,647,000
2.85 1,000
3,056,000
3,486,000
4,303,000
4,991,000
4,995,000
5,298,000
6,784,000
7,294,000
7,026,000
10,044,000
6,832,000
4.92 1,000
5,192,000
5,957,000
6,772,000
6.1 37,000
7,034,000
10,886,000
14,171,000
15,950,000
17,802,000
18,859,000
20,355,000
2 1,297,000
25,409,000
29,026,000
33,083,000
34,316,000
35,621,000
40,853,000
49,965,000
55,551,000
57,770,000
59.4 17,000
58,675,000
66.19 1,000
53,473,000
53,l 15,000
59.41 9,000

Developmental
Roads Fund

Commonwealth
Aid Roads Fundt

$

$

528,000
552,000
52,000
63 1,000
353,000
263,000
2,000
67,000
456,000
53 1,000
403,000
2 1 5,000
126,000
22 1,000
459,000
580,000
343,000

3,336,000
2,460,000
7 14,000
1,161,000
2,000
1,000

T h e first Federal Ald Road5

1,000
00,000
200,000
342,000
126,000
240,000
430,000
400,000
400,000
450,000
7 16,000
646,000
767,000
767,000
767,000
850,000
1,172,000
9 1 9,000
1,409,000
1,399,000
1.301,000
1,395,000
1,8 17,000
1,888,000
1,724,000

Act was rat~fiedon 9th December

1927, effective from 1st July 1926
From 1st July 1931 to 30th
June 1969 Commonwealth Aid
Roads grants were apportioned
d ~ r e c t l yover the other three
funds. For details of each year's
grants please refer to the table on
the page OPPoslte

40,207,000
47,279,000
55,917,000

Total

$

6,751,000
3,688,000
9,398,000
8,652,000
6.1 35,000
5,238,000
4,07 1.000
4,262.000
4,966,000
5,491.000
6,394,000
6,932,000
7,054,000
7,632,000
9,926,000
10,965,000
10,035,000
12,698,000
8,766,000
6,778,000
7,280,000
8.4 10,000
9,733,000
8,862,000
10.2 18,000
14,700,000
18,544,000
2 1.471,000
23,950,000
25,490,000
27.64 1,000
29,130,000
34,206,000
39,766,000
46,747,000
49,889,000
55,408,000
61,837,000
72,990,000
8 1,220,000
85,225,000
88,852,000
97,420,000
103.1 13,000
1 15,408,000
130.1 19,000
147,397,000

The Department's account~ngsystem was based on Income and Expenditure up to 30th June 1941 and Receipts and Payments thereafter
(except the Sydney Harbour Bridge Account).

#

Figures represent income for 18 months period to 30th June 1926.

t

Known as Federal Aid Roads Fund from 1927 to 1933 and Commonwealth Aid Roads Fund from 1st July 1969.

N.B. When comparing receipts for different years, readers are advised against making over-simplified comparisons. Fluctuations in money valu
can be gauged by reference to the "Scales showing Movement of Monetary Values, 1925-1972" on page 277.

SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE
RECEIPTS FROM TOLLS
1932-1972
Year to
30th June

-

-

Receipts

Year to
30th June

Receipts

Year to
30th June

Receipts

-

N.B. When comparing receipts for different years, readers are warned against making over-simplified comparisons. Fluctuations in money values
can be gauged by reference to the "Scales showing Movement of Monetary Values, 1925-1972" on the page opposite.

EXPENDITURE ON ROAD AND BRIDGE WORKS
IN NEW SOUTH WALES
1880-1924*
Yeart

. ---

1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
191 1
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
192 1
1922
1923
1924

By State
Government#

By Council§

By Sydney City
Council

1 :299:5 10
1,457,336
1,337,000
1,234,856
1,536,620
1,898,534
1,702,200
1,308.41 0
978,096
1,707,984
1,205,532
1,148,742
1,283,660
1,355,980
1,709,132
1,783,200
1,424,602
989,918
870,682
967,132
1,225,696
1,240,822
1,061,220
1,366,908
1,349,398
1.512,070
1,462,O16
867,322
771,144
968,346
785,928
832,978
990,652
998,006
1 ,I 89,276
1,190,686
1 ,I 18,236
1,036.164
2,054,704

373;384
478,616
635,714
437,098
51 1,602
445,498
519,052
359,206
257,826
145,852
236,352
341,l 12
305,974
326,796
33 1,388
306,672
350,360
408,590
423,700
433,152
356.1 38
46 1,662
1,074,396
1,077,330
1,280,676
1,357,720
1,691,822
2,076,894
2,062,328
2,202,260
2,222,364
2,486,828
2,643,548
2,760,602
3,163,738
4,241,028
4,340,770
4,638,898
5,804,224

293,560
174,7 12
263,052
202,686
200,112
5 16,350
71 1,226
482,402
41 2,920
305,968
343,938
333,854
200,000
174,800
85,940
147,594
79,682
160,474
172,324
99,190
86,666
132,280
137,808
182,026
187,836
225,488
246,836
298,094
263,094
406,750
285,306
257,584
258,458
242,930
279,976
318,108
283,836
432,026
355,672

Total

1,966,454
2,l 10,664
2,235,766
1,874,640
2,248,334
2,860,382
2,932,478
2,150.0 18
1,648,842
2.1 59,804
1,785,822
1,823,708
1,789,634
1,857,576
2,126,460
2,237,466
1,854,644
1,558,982
1,466,706
1,499,474
1,668,500
1,834,764
2,273,424
2,626,264
2,817,910
3,095,278
3,400,674
3,242,3 10
3,096,566
3,577,356
3,293,598
3,577,390
3,892,658
4,001,538
4,632,990
5,749,822
5,742,842
6,107,088
8.21 4,600

s table was orig~nallyincluded in an article entitled "History of Road Expenditure in New South Wales" by A. E. Warburton, Assistant Accountant and publ~shedin
ipril 1932 issue of the Department's Journal "Main Roads".
:figures for Government expenditure from 1894 relate to financial years (ending 30th June) whereas, generally, council figures are for calendar years.
vernment spending includes gross expenditure on roads by the Department of Public Works and the Department of Local Government. Minor expenditure by other
rtments, such as the Department of Lands, has not been Included. It has been presumed that sh~reendowments have been wholly expended by councils on roads.
penditure by councils includes some on other than roadworks (e.g., wharves), as the available statistics do not dissect the total amounts spent on public works. Roadworks
juncils also include footpaving, kerbing and guttering.

SCALES SHOWING MOVEMENT OF MONETARY VALUES *
1925- 1972
Year to
30th June

Weekly Wage Rates
New South Wales
(Adult Male)t

Consumer Price
Index (C.P.I.)
Sydney#

Department of Main Roads
Cost Rise Index,
N.S.W.

Basic Wage Rates
$

1926

8.40

This index measures
variations in costs over
a wide variety of goods
and services used by
the average wage-earner

This index takes into account
factors which are particularly
representative of the cost of
construction and maintenance
of roads.

7.90
Minimum Wage Rates
9.98
10.10
10.85
1 1.53
12.10
12.20

*

These scales have been included in order to assist readers to make more correct assessments when comparing receipts for different years on the
preceding tables.

t

From 1926 to 1938, the amounts shown relate to basic wages (State Awards, Sydney) as at 30th June of each year. From 1939 to 1954, the
amounts shown relate to weighted averages of minimum weekly rates payable for a full week's work (excluding overtime - for the June quarter
only of each year). From 1955 onwards, the amounts shown relate to average weekly earnings (for the June quarter only of each year).
Source: New South Wales Year Books and Australian Bureau of Statistics Bulletins.

f

Source: Australian Burcau of Statistics Labour Report, 1972 edition.

RECEIPTS FROM MOTOR VEHICLE TAXATION
showing contributions per person and per vehicle
1925- 1972
Year to
30th June

Motor Vehicle
Taxation
and Fees *

Population of
New South Walest

*

Source: Annual Reports of Department of Main Roads.

8

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.

t

Figures for 1926 to 1946
Figures for 1947 to 1972

#

-

-

Contribution to
Motor Vehicle
Taxation
per Person

Total
Motor Vehicle
Registrationst

Annual Reports of Department of Main Roads.
Department of Motor Transport.

Figure represents income from motor vehicle taxation for two years ended 30th June 1926.

Contribution
to Motor
Vehicle Taxation
per Vehicle

Motor Vehicle
Registrations
per Thousand
of Population

CLASSIFICATIONS AND MILEAGES OF ROADS IN NEW SOUTH WALES
for which the Main Roads Board and the Commissioner for Main Roads have been responsible
1925- 1972
Year to
30th June

Freeways

State
Highways

Trunk
Roads

Ordinary
Main Roads

Secondary
Roads

Tourist
Roads

Developmental
Roads

Unclassified
Roads$

Total

$

Generally in the unincorporated area of the Western Division of the State.

*

The classification of Main Roads into State Highways, Trunk Roads and Ordinary Main Roads was not made until 1st July 1928.

t

Includes some roads in the incorporated area of thc Stale.

#

Figures from 1940 onwards include roads in the Western Division of the G a t e .

AMPBEUTOWN

ads in County of Cumberland
From Marn Roads Board
F~rstAnnual Report 1926

I

COUNTY OF CUMBERL
Showing

PLANNED FREEWJ
1972

........

O SCALE OF MILES

0

6

9

SC A LE OF KILOMETRE S

As at
30th June

1936

Bitumen or Concrete surface shown thus

-

STATE

HIGHWAY

NUMBER

EXTENT OF B I T U M I N O U S SURFACING ON STATE H I G H W A Y S
as at June,1972
Bituminous Surface

0

Legend
Unsurfaced

0

ROAD WORK FORCE
(excluding Salaried Officers?)
1925- 1972
MAIN ROADS BOARD AND DEPARTMENT O F MAIN ROADS
Year to
30th June

1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
193 1
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
19384
1939$
19404
19414
19424
19434
19444
19454
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

Employed by
Direct Control
(day labour)

Employed
under Contracts

Employed on
Contract Trucks

Labour controlled by Department of Public Works
Labour controlled by Department of Public Works
3,500
1,080*
3,452
478
I ,415
964
2,079
3,094
3,679
2,685
4,619*
3,369*
3949
3,363
4439
8,845*
8919
9,416*#
8009
5.1 89*#
6509
4,97 1 #
7909
2,748#
2179
2,013#
2599
2,4406
40
200
2,656
62
240
2,522
61
245
257
2,752
71
3,055
82
295
35
383
3.38 1
3,236
82
356
2,843
134
334
3,319
154
444
3,46 1
154
389
3,600
175
420
3.01 2
369
326
3,129
384
377
3,741
249
569
4,064
387
686
3,968
487
637
3,510
520
558
4,3 17
844
677
4,739
1,055
718
4,956
1,061
865
1,02 1
6,014
1,132
5,122
747
707
5,990
734
803
6,074
489
846
6,455
782
936
6,059
747
856
5,343
613
73 1

t

See following table

4
*

As at 31st December of previous year

#

Figure includes men employed on defence works

9

Figure includes men employed on contract trucks

Figure includes men employed on unemployment relief works

COUNCILS
Total

Employed by
Day Labour and
Contracts (including
on trucks)

TOTAL

NUMBER OF SALARIED OFFICERS
MAIN ROADS BOARD AND DEPARTMENT O F MAIN ROADS
Year to
30th June

1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
197 1
1972

Professional

Clerical

3
12
Numbers not available
195
115
206
123
22 1
149
214
157
165
148
146
132
185
145
198
148
170
213
205
17 1
220
18 1
246
189
240
28 1
338
273
334
286
354
306
359
334
365
343
366
343
343
332
348
333
360
330
366
345
378
357
395
365
445
412
425
396
429
407
452
434
480
480
515
485
574
505
660
554
687
589
745
64 1
822
668
873
696
984
756
1.008
84 1
1,086
966
1.1 16
1,038
1,135
1,076
1,189
1,158
1,299
1,263
1,368
1,353
1,434
1,359

General

Total
Salaried Officers

COUNCILS
Total Work Force
Employees
(including Salaried
(excluding
Officers and
Salaried Officers)
Employees)

TOTAL

NUMBER AND LENGTH OF BRIDGES CONSTRUCTED
by Main Roads Board and Department of Main Roads
Year to
30th June

Timber
Bridges

Total

717

* Types

not available

Steel
Bridges

Concrete
Box
Culverts

324

1,149

Prestressed
Concrete
Bridges

Reinforced
Concrete
Bridges

439

701

Total
Number of
Bridges

3,593

Total length
in feet
(to nearest 10')

378,980

World's longest s i n g l e span concrete a r c h bridge ( 1 0 0 0 f t )
Completed 1964
Maitland

Raymond Terrace

NEWCASTLE AND DISTRICT

Parrarn

Liverpoo

I

SYDNEY AND DISTRICT

MAJOR BRIDGES
300 Feet in Length and Over

as at 3 0 t h June 1972
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NORTHERN
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Public roads in the Western Division of
New South Wales were at this time under
the care and control of the Department of
Public Works, except for roads within the
municipalities of Broken Hill, Bourke,
Brewarrina, Cobar, Wentworth, and Wilcannia.

Tamworth

+
+
+

*
l

Wagga Wagga*
x

\

MAIN ROADS BOARD
DIVISIONAL BOUNDARIES
AND HEADQUARTERS
1928-1932

MAJOR CHANGES IN BOUNDARIES, TITLES
AND HEADQUARTERS OF DIVISIONS
within the Main Roads Board and Department of Main Roads

A. Chronological List
T h e following divisions, with headquarters at the locations shown,
were established by the Main Roads Board during 1928 (see map above).

I J a n 1928
2 July 1928
2 July 1928
2 July 1928
16 Aug 1928
17 Sept 1928
I Oct 1928
22 Mar 1932

Metropolitan Division
Outer Metropolitan Division
Southern Division
Upper Northern Division
Central Western Division
Lower Northern Division
Riverina Division

Head Office
Head Office
Queanbeyan
Glen lnnes
Parkes
Tamworth
Wagga Wagga

Under the Ministry of Transport Act, the Main
Roads Board was disbanded and its work became the
responsibility of a Board of Transport Commissioners
through the Way and Works Branch of the Department
of Transport.

As from 1st May 1932, the seven divisions listed
above were altered to make them coincide with the six
"Transport Districts" introduced by the newly-formed
Department of Transport.
The new districts and headquarters were as follows
and are shown on the map on the page opposite.
Metropolitan District
Northern District
Southern District
Western District
North Western District
South Western District

Sydney
Newcastle
Goulburn
Bathurst
Tamworth
Wagga Wagga.

This change involved the following alterations to the
divisions originally set up by the Main Roads Board in
1928.

[+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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+

I
I
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+

+

+

Public roads in the Western Division of
New South Wales were at this time under
the care and control of the Department of
Public Works, except for roads within the
municipalities of Broken Hill. Bourke.
Brewarrina, Cobar, Wentworth, and Wilcannia.

+
+
+

+

Wagga Waggaa

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT
WAY AND WORKS BRANCH
TRANSPORT DISTRICTS
AND HEADQUARTERS

29 Apr 1932

Outer Metropolitan Division (Head Office) closed
down. Area incorporated into Metropolitan District
(Head Office), Northern District (Newcastle), Western
District (Bathurst) and Southern District (Goulburn).

29 Apr 1932

Upper Northern Division (Glen Innes) closed down.
Area incorporated into Northern District (Newcastle)
and North Western District (Tamworth).

I May 1932

I May 1932

Lower Northern Division (Tamworth) enlarged and
renamed North Western District. Boundaries altered by
addition of areas formerly part of Central Western
Division (Parkes) and Upper Northern Division (Glen
Innes), and by transfer of areas to Western District
(Bathurst) and Northern District (Newcastle).
Metropolitan Division (Petersham) renamed Metropolitan District and enlarged by addition of area
formerly part of Outer Metropolitan District (Head
Office).

1 May 1932

Central Western Division renamed Western District
and headquarters transferred from Parkes to Bathurst.
Boundaries altered by addition of area formerly part of
Outer Metropolitan Division (Head Office) and by
transfer of area to North Western District (Tamworth).

1 May 1932

Southern Division renamed Southern District and
headquarters transferred from Queanbeyan to Goulburn. Also enlarged by addition of areas formerly part
of Outer Metropolitan Division (Head Office) and
Riverina Division (Wagga Wagga).

I May 1932

Riverina Division (Wagga Wagga) renamed South
Western District and reduced by transfer of area to
Southern District (Goulburn).

3 May 1932

Northern District established at Newcastle. Area formerly part of Upper Northern Division (Glen Innes),
Lower Northern Division (Tamworth) and Outer
Metropolitan Division (Head Office).

r
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Glen lnnes

Public roads in the Western Division of
New South Wales were at this time under
the care and control of the Department of
Public Works, except for roads within the
municipalities of Broken Hill. Bourke.
Brewarrina, Cobar, Wentworth, and Wilcannia.

METROPOLITAN

+
Wagga Wagga a

DEPARTMENT OF MAIN ROADS
DIVISIONAL BOUNDARIES
AND HEADQUARTERS
DECEMBER 1932

24 June 1932

4 July 1932

4 July 1932

A proclamation in the Government Gazette transferred
administration of the Main Roads Act back to Mr. H.
H. Newell who was vested with the full powers of the
Board of Transport Commissioners in respect of the
Act.

4 July 1932

Upper Northern Division (Glen Innes) re-established
and renamed North Eastern Division. Area formerly
part of North Western District (Tamworth) and
Northern District (Newcastle).

At this time, as well as a return to the use of the term
"division" instead of "district", the following changes
were made to boundaries, titles and headquarters.

July 1932

North Western District (Tamworth) renamed North
Western Division and reduced by transfer of areas t o
North Eastern Division (Glen Innes), Northern Division (Newcastle) and Central Western Division
(Parkes).

4 July 1932

Western District (Bathurst) renamed Central Western
Division, and headquarters transferred back to Parkes.
Boundaries altered by addition of area formerly part of
North Western District (Tamworth) and by transfer of
area to Metropolitan Division (Head Office).

4 July 1932

Southern District (Goulburn) renamed Southern Division and reduced by transfer of areas t o Metropolitan
Division (Head Office) and South Western Division
(Wagga Waggal.

Metropolitan District (Head Office) renamed Metropolitan Division and enlarged by addition of areas
formerly part of Northern District (Newcastle),
Western District (Bathurst) and Southern District
(Goulburn).
Northern District (Newcastle) renamed Northern
Division. Boundaries altered by addition of area formerly part of North Western District (Tamworth) and
by transfer of areas t o Metropolitan Division (Head
Office) and North Eastern Division (Glen Innes).

4 July 1932

South Western District (Wagga Wagga) renamed
South Western Division and enlarged by addition of
area formerly part of Southern District (Goulburn).

29 Dec 1932

Gazettal of Transport (Division of Functions) Act
which constituted a Ministry of Transport and three
Departments, viz., Railways, Road Transport and
Tramways, and Main Roads. Mr. H. H. Newell appointed first Commissioner for Main Roads.

24 Oct 1933

Northern Division
Northern Division.

24 Oct 1933

North Eastern Division (Glen Innes) renamed Upper
Northern Division.

2 Sept 1935

North Eastern Division established a t Grafton. Area
formerly part of Upper Northern Division (Glen Innes)
and Lower Northern Division (Newcastle).

2 Sept 1935

Department of Main Roads assumed control from
Department of Public Works of all "National Bridges
and Ferries" in Eastern and Central Divisions of New
South Wales (whether situated on Main Roads o r not,
and including border bridges and ferries maintained
jointly with other States).

2 Sept 1935

(Newcastle)

renamed

Lower

Department of Main Roads assumed control of all
roadworks, bridges and ferries in Western Division of
New South Wales, as well as works on Main Roads in
municipalities of Broken Hill, Bourke, Brewarrina,
Cobar, Wentworth and Wilcannia.
Roadworks in unincorporated area outside these
municipalities were previously under control of Department of Public Works. For administrative purposes,
Western Division was divided, at that time, into four
districts, viz., Broken Hill, Bourke, Cobar and Hay
(although Hay was outside Western Division boundaries).
Following transfer of control [formally authorised
when Main Roads (Amendment) Act came into force
on 27th July, 19361, District Engineers of Department
of Public Works continued to supervise work on behalf
of Department of Main Roads in Broken Hill, Bourke
and Hay Districts. Supervision of work within Cobar
District was undertaken directly by this Department
through newly-established Local Office at Cobar, under
control of Chief Engineer (Country).

19 Apr 1937

South Coast Division established a t Bega. Area formerly part of Southern Division (Goulburn) and
Metropolitan Division (Head Office). At this time,
boundaries between Southern Division (Goulburn) and
South Western Division (Wagga Wagga) were also
altered.

21 Aug 1939

Outer Metropolitan No. I Division established a t Head
Office. Area formerly part of Metropolitan Division
(Head Office). Alterations also made to boundary with
South Coast Division (Bega).

21 Aug 1939

Outer Metropolitan No. 2 Division established at Head
Office. Area formerly part of Metropolitan Division
(Head Office).

1 Jan 1942

Metropolitan Division headquarters transferred from
Head Office to Petersham.

I Jan 1942

Outer Metropolitan No. 1 Division headquarters
transferred from Head Office to Petersham.

23 Feb 1942

Outer Metropolitan No. 2 Division headquarters
transferred from Head Office to Chatswood.

27 Oct 1942

South Coast Division headquarters at Bega closed down
due to wartime staff shortages and division incorporated
into Southern Division (Goulburn).

12 Feb 1945

Metropolitan Division headquarters transferred from
Petersham back to Head Office.

26 Nov 1945

South Coast Division re-established with headquarters
at Bega.

I Mar 1946

Central Murray Division established at Deniliquin.
Area formerly part of South Western Division (Wagga
Wagga), Central Western Division (Parkes) and
Western Division of New South Wales.

29 Nov 1946

Metropolitan Division headquarters transferred from
Head Office to Milson's Point.

17 Jan 1950

Department of Main Roads established a Local Office
at Wentworth [under the Central Murray Division
(Deniliquin)], incorporated areas from Broken Hill and
Hay Districts (in Western Division) into a separate
Wentworth District, and assumed direct control from
Department of Public Works of roadworks, bridges and
ferries within the district.

I July 1954

Outer Metropolitan No. 1 Division headquarters
transferred from Petersham to Enfield.

I Aug 1955

Murray Darling Division established at Broken Hill.
Area formerly part of Central Western Division (Parkes), Central Murray Division (Deniliquin) and
Western Division of New South Wales (including
Broken Hill District).

1 Jan 1956

Department of Main Roads assumed direct control
[through Central Western Division (Parkes)] from
Department of Public Works of roadworks, bridges and
ferries in Bourke District of Western Division of New
South Wales.

I Nov 1956

Department of Main Roads assumed direct control
[Central Murray Division (Deniliquin)] from Department of Public Works of roadworks, bridges and ferries
in Hay District of Western Division of New South
Wales.

1 Nov 1956

Outer Metropolitan No. 1 Division (Enfield) renamed
lllawarra Division.

1 Nov 1956

Outer Metropolitan No. 2 Division (Chatswood) renamed Central Division.

3 Nov 1958

lllawarra Division headquarters transferred from Enfield to Wollongong.
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DEPARTMENT OF MAIN R O A D S
SOUTH COAST

1 Mar 1962

23 Mar 1964

Central Northern Division established a t Bourke. Area
formerly part of Murray Darling Division (Broken
Hill), Central Murray Division (Deniliquin) and
Central Western Division (Parkes).

Central Division headquarters
Chatswood to Parramatta.

transferred

1 July 1967

Central Division (Parramatta) renamed Parramatta
Division.

3 July 1967

Central Mountains Division established a t Lithgow.
Area formerly part of Parramatta Division (Parramatta) and Hunter Valley Division (Newcastle).

4 July 1969

Sydney-Newcastle Expressway Construction Division
( M t . Kuring-gai) closed down.

7 July 1969

Outer Expressway Construction Division established at
Head Office.

1969

lnner Expressway Construction Division established at
Head Office.

from

2 3 May 1966

Sydney-Newcastle Expressway Construction Division
established at Mt. Kuring-gai.

27 June 1966

Lower North Coast Division established a t Port Macquarie. Area formerly part of North Western Division
(Tamworth), North Eastern Division (Grafton) and
Lower Northern Division (Newcastle).

27 June 1966

DIVISIONAL BOUNDARIES
AND HEADQUARTERS
1972

Lower Northern Division (Newcastle) renamed Hunter
Valley Division.

5 Feb 1973

Outer Expressway Construction Division renamed
Outer Freeway Construction Division.

5 Feb 1973

lnner Expressway Construction Division renamed lnner
Freeway Construction Division.

MAJOR CHANGES IN BOUNDARIES, TITLES AND
HEADQUARTERS OF DIVISIONS
B. Divisional List

METROPOLITAN DlVlSlON

ILLAWARRA DlVlSlON

I Jan 1928

Established as Metropolitan Division with headquarters
at Head Office.

21 Aug 1939

1 May 1932

Renamed Metropolitan District. Boundaries altered on
closure of Outer Metropolitan Division (Head Office).

Established as Outer Metropolitan No. 1 Division with
headquarters at Head Office. Area formerly part of
Metropolitan Division (Head Office). Alterations also
made to boundary with South Coast Division (Bega).

1 Jan 1942

Headquarters transferred to Petersham.

4 July 1932

Renamed Metropolitan Division and enlarged by addition of areas formerly part of Northern District
(Newcastle), Western District (Bathurst), and Southern
District (Goulburn).

1 July 1954

Headquarters transferred to Enfield.

1 Nov 1956

Renamed lllawarra Division.

19 Apr 1937

Boundaries altered on establishment of South Coast
Division (Bega).

3 Nov 1958

Headquarters transferred to Wollongong.

21 Aug 1939

Boundaries altered on establishment of Outer Metropolitan No. I (Head Office) and No. 2 (Chatswood)
Divisions.

Address 1973

71-77 Kembla Street, WOLLONGONG.

1 J a n 1942

Headquarters transferred to Petersham.

12 Feb 1945

Headquarters transferred back to Head Office.

29 Nov 1946

Headquarters transferred to Milson's Point.

Address 1973

26-28 Ennis Road. MILSON'S POINT.

HUNTER VALLEY DlVlSlON
3 May 1932

Established as Northern District with headquarters at
Newcastle. Area formerly part of Upper Northern
Division (Glen Innes), Lower Northern Division
(Tamworth) and Outer Metropolitan Division (Head
Office).

4 July 1932

Established as Outer Metropolitan No. 2 Division with
headquarters at Head Office. Area formerly part of
Metropolitan Division.

Renamed Northern Division. Boundaries altered by
addition of area formerly part of North Western District (Tamworth), and by transfer of areas. to
Metropolitan Division (Head Office) and North Eastern
Division (Glen Innes).

24 Oct 1933

Renamed Lower Northern Division.

23 Feb 1942

Headquarters transferred to Chatswood.

1 Sept 1935

Boundaries altered on establishment of North Eastern
Division (Grafton).

1 Nov 1956

Renamed Central Division.
27 June 1966

Renamed Hunter Valley Division and boundaries altered on establishment of Lower North Coast Division
(Port Macquarie).

3 July 1961

Boundaries altered on establishment of Central
Mountains Division (Lithgow).

Address 1973

59 Darby Street, NEWCASTLE.

PARRAMAlTA DlVlSlON
21 Aug 1939

2 3 Mar 1964

Headquarters transferred to Parramatta.

1 July 1967

Renamed Parramatta Division.

3 July 1967

Boundaries altered on establishment of Central
Mountains Division (Lithgow).

Address 1973

1 1 1- 1 13 George Street, PARRAMATTA.

LOWER NORTH COAST DlVlSlON
CENTRAL MOUNTAINS DlVlSlON
3 July 1967

Established as Central Mountains Division with headquarters a t Lithgow. Area formerly part of Parramatta
Division (Parramatta) and Hunter Valley Division
(Newcastle).

Address 1973

168 Main Street, LITHGOW.

27 June 1966

Established as Lower North Coast Division with
headquarters a t Port Macquarie. Area formerly part of
North Western Division (Tamworth), North Eastern
Division (Grafton) and Lower Northern Division
(Newcastle).

Address 1973

1 Mort Street, P O R T MACQUARIE.

NORTH EASTERN DlVlSlON

CENTRAL WESTERN DlVlSlON

2 Sept 1935

16 Aug 1928

Established as Central Western Division with headquarters at Parkes.

1 May 1932

Renamed Western District and headquarters transferred to Bathurst. Boundaries altered by addition of area
formerly part of Outer Metropolitan Division (Head
Office) and by transfer of area to North Western District (Tamworth).

4 July 1932

Renamed Central Western Division and headquarters
transferred back to Parkes. Boundaries altered by addition of area formerly part of North Western District
(Tamworth) and by transfer of area to Metropolitan
Division (Head Office).

I Mar 1946

Boundaries altered on establishment of Central Murray
Division (Deniliquin).

1 Aug 1955

Boundaries altered on establishment of Murray Darling
Division (Broken Hill).

I Jan 1956

Division assumed direct control of works in Bourke
District in Western Division from Department of Public
Works.

I Mar 1962

Boundaries altered on establishment
Northern Division (Bourke).

Address 1973

28 Currajong Street, PARKES.

Established as North Eastern Division with headquarters at Grafton. Area formerly part of Upper Northern
Division (Glen Innes) and Lower Northern Division
(Newcastle).

27 June 1966

Boundaries altered on establishment of Lower North
Coast Division (Port Macquarie).

Address 1973

3 1 Victoria Street, GRAFTON.

UPPER NORTHERN DIVISION
2 July 1928

Established as Upper Northern Division with headquarters at Glen Innes.

29.Apr 1932

Closed down and area incorporated into Northern
District (Newcastle) and North Western District
(Tamworth).

4 July 1932

Re-established as North Eastern Division. Area formed) part of Northern District (Newcastle) and North
Western District (Tamworth).

24 Oct 1933

Renamed Upper Northern Division.

1 sept' 1935

Boundaries altered on establishment of North ~ a & e r n
Division (Grafton).

Address 1973

Cnr. Grey and Ferguson Streets, GLEN INNES.

of Central

CENTRAL NORTHERN DlVlSlON
1 Mar 1962

Established as Central Northern Division with headquarters at Bourke. Area formerly part of Central
Western Division (Parkes), Central Murray Division
(Deniliquin) and Murray Darling Division (Broken
Hill).

Address 1973

51-53 Mitchell Street, BOURKE.

NORTH WESTERN DlVlSlON
17 Sept 1928

Established as Lower Northern Division with headquarters at Tamworth.

1 May 1932

Renamed North Western District. Boundaries altered
by addition of areas formerly part of Central Western
Division (Parkes) and Upper Northern Division (Glen
Innes), and by transfer of areas to Western District
(Bathurst) and Northern District (Newcastle.).

MURRAY DARLING DlVlSlON
1 Aug 1955

Established as Murray Darling Division with headquarters at Broken Hill. Area formerly part of Central
Murray Division (Deniliquin), Central Western Division (Parkes), and Western Division of New South
Wales (including Broken Hill district).

Boundaries altered on establishment of Lower North
Coast Division (Port Macquarie).

1 Mar 1962

Boundaries altered on establishment
Northern Division (Bourke).

I1 1 Brisbane Street, TAMWORTH.

Address 1973

Crystal Street, BROKEN HILL.

4 July 1932

Renamed North Western Division and reduced by
transfer of areas to North Eastern Division (Glen Innes), Northern Division (Newcastle) and Central
Western Division (Parkes).

27 June 1966

Address 1973

of Central

CENTRAL MURRAY DlVlSlON

SOUTHERN DlVlSlON

1 Mar 1946

2 July 1928

Established as Southern Division with headquarters at
Queanbey an.

1 May 1932

Local office opened at Wentworth, new Wentworth
District separated from Broken Hill and Hay Districts
(in Western Division), and direct control of works in
new district taken over from Department of Public
Works.

Renamed Southern District and headquarters transferred to Goulburn. Also enlarged by addition of areas
formerly part of Outer Metropolitan Division (Head
Office) and Riverina Division (Wagga Wagga).

4 July 1932

Renamed Southern Division and reduced by transfer of
areas to Metropolitan Division (Head Office) and South
Western Division (Wagga Wagga).

I Aug 1955

Boundaries altered on establishment of Murray Darling
Division (Broken Hill).

19 Apr 1937

Boundaries altered on establishment of South Coast
Division ( Bega).

1 Nov 1956

Division assumed direct control of works in Hay District
in Western Division from Department of Public Works.

27 Oct 1942 to
25 Nov 1945

South Coast Division (Bega) incorporated in Southern
Division, due to wartime staff shortages.

1 Mar 1962

Boundaries altered on establishment of Central
Northern Division (Bourke).

Address 1973

21 1 Bourke Street, GOULBURN.

17 Jan 1950

Address 1973

Established as Central Murray Division with headquarters at Deniliquin. Area formerly part of South
Western Division (Wagga Wagga), Central Western
Division (Parkes) and Western Division of New South
Wales.

~ n ; .Wellington and Mann Streets, DENILIQUIN.

,

SOUTH WESTERN DlVlSlON

OUTER METROPOLITAN DlVlSlON

I Oct 1928

Established as Riverina Division with headquarters at
Wagga Wagga.

2 July 1928

Established as Outer Metropolitan
headquarters at Head Office.

1 May 1932

Renamed South Western District and reduced by
transfer of area to Southern District (Goulburn).

29 Apr 1932

4 July 1932

Renamed South Western Division and enlarged by
return of area previously transferred to Southern District (Goulburn).

Closed down. Area incorporated in Metropolitan District (Head Ofice), Northern District (Newcastle),
Western District (Bathurst) and Southern District
(Goulburn).

19 Apr 1937

Boundaries with Southern Division (Goulburn) altered
on establishment of South Coast Division (Bega).

SYDNEY-NEWCASTLE EXPRESSWAY CONSTRUCTION
DIVISION

I Mar 1946

Boundaries altered on establishment of Central Murray
Division (Deniliquin).

23 May 1966

Established with headquarters a t Mount Kuring-gai.

Address 1973

I Simmons Street. WAGGA WAGGA.

4 July 1969

Closed down.

Division with

SOUTH COAST DlVlSlON
OUTER FREEWAY CONSTRUCTION DlVlSlON
Established as South Coast Division with headquarters
at Bega. Area formerly part of Southern Division
(Goulburn) and Metropolitan Division (Head Office).

7 July 1969

Established as Outer Expressway Construction Division
with headquarters a t Head Office.

21 Aug 1939

Boundaries altered on establishment of Outer Metropolitan No. I Division (Head Office).

5 Feb 1973

Renamed Outer Freeway Construction Division.

27 Oct 1942

Headquarters closed down due to wartime staff shortages and division incorporated in Southern Division
(Goulburn).

19 Apr 1937

INNER FREEWAY CONSTRUCTION DlVlSlON

26 Nov 1945

Re-establishment as South Coast Division with headquarters at Bega.

8 July 1969

Established as Inner Expressway Construction Division
with headquarters at Head Office.

Address 1973

Cnr. Auckland and Upper Streets, BEGA.

5 Feb 1973

Renamed Inner Freeway Construction Division.
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MINISTERS RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE ADMINISTRATION
OF THE MAIN RQADS ACT.*

T H E HON. SIR CHARLES CUTLER, K.B.E., E.D., M.L.A.
Deputy Premier and Minister for Local Government
and Minister for Highways
19 June 1972 to T H E HON. P.H. MORTON, M.L.A.
Minister for Local Government and Minister for Highways
13 May 1965 to 19 June 1972
T H E HON. P.D.HILLS, M.L.A.
Minister for Local Government and Minister for Highways
28 Oct 1959 to 13 May 1965
(and Deputy Premier from 30 Apr 1964 to 13 May 1965)
T H E HON. J.B. RENSHAW, M.L.A.
Minister for Local Government and Minister for Highways
15 Mar 1956 to 28 Oct 1959
T H E HON. E. WETHERELL, M.L.A.
Minister for Transport
16 Sept 1953 to 14 Mar 1956
T H E HON. J.J. CAHILL, M.L.A.
Premier and Colonial Treasurer
6 Sept 1953 to 15 Sept 1953

LT.-COL. T H E HON. M.F. BRUXNER, D.S.O., M.L.A.
Deputy Premier and Minister for Transport
21 May 1932 to 16 May 1941
T H E HON. J. McGIRR, M.L.A.
Minister for Transport
22 Mar 1932 to 20 May 1932
T H E HON. J.T. LANG, M.L.A.
Colonial Treasurer
1 Sept 193 1 to 21 Mar 1932
T H E HON. J. McGIRR, M.L.A.
Minister for Local Government
17 June 1931 to 31 Aug 1931
T H E HON. W.J. McKELL, M.L.A.
Minister for Local Government
25 Oct 1930 to 17 June 193 1
LT.-COL. T H E HON. M.F. BRUXNER, D.S.O., M.L.A.
Minister for Local Government
25 Oct 1927 to 25 Oct 1930
T H E HON. J.M. BADDELEY, M.L.A.
Minister for Labour and Industry
15 Oct 1926 to 25 Oct 1927

T H E HON. C.E. MARTIN, Q.C. M.Ec., LL.B., M.L.A.
Minister for Transport
23 Feb 1953 to 5 Sipt 1953

T H E HON. J.J. FITZGERALD, M.L.A.
Minister for Local Government
26 Mar 1926 to 14 Oct 1926

T H E HON. W.F. SHEAHAN, LL.B., M.L.A.
Minister for Transport
29 June 1950 to 22 Feb 1953

T H E HON. G. CANN, M.L.A.
Minister for Local Government
31 May 1925 to 25 Mar 1926

T H E HON. M. O'SULLIVAN, M.L.A.
Minister for Transport
1 7 May 1941 to 29 June 1950

T H E HON. J.C.L. FITZPATRICK, M.L.A.
Minister for Local Government
1 Jan 1925 to 30 May 1925

*This list does not indicate those periods during which Acting
Ministers were responsible for the administration of the Act.

COMMISSIONERS FOR MAlN ROADS*
1932- 1972

R.J.S. THOMAS
A.S.T.C., F.I.E. Aust., F.C.I.T.
26 Aug 1967 -

A.E. TOYER
B.E., M.I.E. Aust., M. Inst. T., F.A.P.I., F.I.P.A.
(Died while holding office)
2 Aug 1946 to 18 Aug 1953

J.A.L. SHAW
C.B.E., D.S.O., B.E., M.I.E. Aust., M. Inst. H.E.,
M. Inst. T., F.A.P.I.
20 Apr 1962 to 25 Aug 1967

D. CRAIG
M.I.C.E., M.I.E. Aust., M. Inst. T., F.A.P.I., F.I.P.A.
(Died while holding office)
17 Mar 1941 to 1 Aug 1946

H.M. SHERRARD
C.B.E., M.C.E., M.I.C.E., M.I.E. Aust., M. Inst. T.,
M.A.P.I., M.R.I.P.A.,
M.A.S.C.E.
19 Aug 1953 to 19 Apr 1962

H.H. NEWELL
C.B.E., M.I.C.E., M.I.E. Aust.
(Died while holding office)
29 Dec 1932 to 15 Mar 1941

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONERS
FOR MAlN ROADS*

A.F. SCHMIDT
B.E., F.I.E. Aust., F.C.I.T.
26 Aug 1967 R.J.S. THOMAS
A.S.T.C., M.I.E. Aust.
20 Apr 1962 to 25 Aug 1967
J.A.L. S H A W
D.S.O., B.E., M.I.E. Aust., F.A.P.I.
23 Sept 1953 to 19 Apr 1962
POSITION VACANT
19 Aug 1953 to 22 Sept 1953
H.M. SHERRARD
M.C.E., M.I.C.E., M.I.E. Aust., M. Inst. T.
2 Aug 1946 to 18 Aug 1953

*

A.E. TOYER
B.E., M.I.E. Aust.
26 Nov 1945 to I Aug 1946
POSITION VACANT
7 Nov 1941 to 25 Nov 1945
A.E. TOYER
B.E., M.I.E. Aust.
17 Mar 1941 to 6 Nov 1941
D. CRAIG
M.I.C.E., M.I.E. Aust.
15 Nov 1937 to 16 Mar 1941
POSITION VACANT
30 Apr 1935 to 14 Nov 1937
T.H. UPTON
O.B.E., M.Sc., M.C.E., M.I.C.E., M.I.E. Aust.
29 Dec 1932 to 29 Apr 1935

This list indicates the decorations, degrees, and memberships, etc.,
held as a t the last date on which the officer occupied each position.

Following the passage of the Ministry of Transport Act, 1932, a Department of Transport was constituted and the powers and functions
previously exercised by the Main Roads Board were transferred to a Board
of Transport Commissioners. The Main Roads Board ceased to exist as from
22nd March 1932 when all matters dealt with under the Main Roads Act,
1924-31, became a responsibility of the Way and Works Branch of the
Department of Transport under the charge of a Transport Commissioner,
Mr. A.C. Fewtrell. On 23rd March 1932 Mr. Newell was appointed a
Transport Commissioner and placed in charge of the Highway and Roads
Transportation Branch and Mr. T.H. Upton was also appointed from 28th
March 1932 to 29th April 1932 to give advisory assistance on the administration of the Road Maintenance and Construction Section of the Way
and Works Branch.
Following the change of Government in May 1932, a proclamation
transferred the administration of the Main Roads Act back to the control
of Mr. Newell who was vested with the full powers of the Board of Transport
Commissioners in respect of the Act. Mr. T.H. Upton was again retained in
a n advisory capacity by the Board from 1st July 1932 to 28th December 1932.
On his appointment as Acting Transport Commissioner for Tramways and
Road Transport on 9th August 1932, Mr. S.A. Maddocks took over from Mr.
Newell the administration of road transport, leaving Mr. Newell responsible
solely for Main Roads.
With the passage of the Transport (Division of Functions) Act, 1932, a
Ministry of Transport was constituted and the various transport agencies
were grouped into three Departments, viz., Railways, Road Transport and
Tramways, and Main Roads as from 29th December 1932. The Act provided
that each of these Departments should be administered by a Commissioner
appointed for a term of,seven years.

MEMBERS OF THE MAIN ROADS BOARD
1925- 1932
J. GARLICK.
President
5 Aug 1930 to 6 Jan 1932
Granted leave - to take up temporary appointment with
City of Sydney Corporation. 3 Jan 1928 to 4 Aug 1930
7 Jan 1925 to 2 Jan 1928
President

H . H . NEWELL,
CB.E., M.I.C.E., M.I.E. Aust.
7 Jan 1932 to 22 Mar 1932
President
5 Aug 1930 to 6 Jan 1932
Member
Deputy President
3 Jan 1928 to 4 Aug 1930
9 Mar 1925 to 2 Jan 1928
Member
T.H. UPTON,
O.B.E., M.Sc., M.C.E., M.I.C.E., M.I.E. Aust.
Member
19 Mar 1925 to 22 Mar 1932
S.R. HENDERSON,
A.I.C.A.
Deputy Member
3 Jan 1928 to 4 Aug 1930
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MAIN ROADS BOARD, 1925
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DEPARTMENT OF MAlN ROADS
AND MAlN ROADS BOARD
SENIOR POSITIONS 1925- 1972
(Showing 'occupants of and changes in titles of positions.
The present title of each position is printed in bold type) *

ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF'S BRANCH

CHlEF ENGINEER (BRIDGES)
F.C. Cook

SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
T O T H E COMMISSIONER
(Position discontinued as from 24 Dec 1966)
C.A.M. Hawkins

14 May 1962 to 23 Dec 1966

ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF
G.V. Fawkner
T.M. Coulter

19 Dec 1969 24 Aug 1967 to 18 Dec 1969

19 Dec 1969 -

CHlEF ENGINEER (RURAL)
N.F. Hatcher

19 Dec 1969 -

CHlEF ENGINEER (ROADWORKS)
W.J.C. Orr

19 Dec 1969 -

CHlEF ENGINEER (URBAN)
C H l E F ENGINEER
T.M. Coulter
C.A.M. Hawkins
J.A.L. Shaw
H.M. Sherrard
A.E. Toyer

14 May 1962 to 23 Aug 1967
23 Sept 1953 to 13 May 1962
19 Aug 1946 to 22 Sept 1953
7 Apr 1941 to I Aug 1946
22 Mar 1937 to 16 Mar 1941

C H l E F ENGINEER ( METROPOLITAN )
29 Dec 1932 to 21 Mar 1937

A.E. Toyer

C H l E F ENGINEER (COUNTRY)
D. Craig

29 Dec 1932 to 21 Mar 1937
C H l E F ENGINEER
15 May 1928 to 28 Dec 1932

D. Craig

SENIOR CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER
15 Feb 1928 to 14 May 1928

D. Craig

DEPUTY ENGINEER-INrCHIEF
R.E. Johnston
G.V. Fawkner

I Dec 1969 24 Aug 1967 to 18 Dec 1969

DEPUTY C H l E F ENGINEER
G.V. Fawkner
22 Apr 1963 to 23 Aug 1967
Position Vacant
6 Apr 1963 to 21 Apr 1963
H.C. Macready
14 May 1962 to 5 Apr 1963
(Died while holding office)
F.W. Laws
30 Dec 1957 to 11 May 1962
23 Sept 1953 to 29 Dec 1957
Position Vacant
1 Jan 1950 to 22 Sept 1953
C.A.M. Hawkins

E.F. Mullin

19 Dec 1969 -

ASSISTANT C H l E F ENGINEER (ROADWORKS)
W.J.C. Orr
A.H. Kemp

20 May 1968 to 18 Dec 1969
14 Dec 1967 to 29 Mar 1968

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER ( H )
N.F. Hatcher

6 May 1963 to 18 Dec 1969

ASSISTANT C H l E F ENGINEER ( J )
R.E. Johnston

12 Dec 1962 to 30 Nov 1969

ASSISTANT C H l E F ENGINEER (2)
G.V. Fawkner
T.M. Coulter

28 May 1962 to 21 Apr 1963
20 Mar 1961 to 11 May 1962

ASSISTANT C H l E F ENGINEER ( I )
K.E. Blacket

20 Mar 1961 to 11 Dec 1962

ASSISTANT C H l E F ENGINEER FOR PLANNING
K.E. Blacket

16 Nov 1959 to 19 Mar 1961

ASSISTANT C H l E F ENGINEER FOR DESIGN
J.H. Mould

16 Nov 1959 to 17 Mar 1961

* This schedule covers the period from 1925 to 1972 although a few
positions have been carried slightly beyond the latter date for
completeness of record.

ASSISTANT C H l E F ENGINEER
K.E. Blacket
Position Vacant
F.W. Laws
Position Vacant
C.A.M. Hawkins
V.J.G. Harding
D.H. lngram (Acti ng)
J.A.L. Shaw
S.L. Luker
Position Vacant
S.L. Luker
H.M. Sherrard

ASSISTANT BRIDGE ENGINEER (continued)

7 July 1958 to 15 Nov 1959
30 Dec 1957 to 6 July 1958
23 Sept 1953 to 29 Dec 1957
1 Jan 1950 to 22 Sept 1953
14 Feb 1949 to 31 Dec 1949
23 Dec 1947 to 1 1 Feb 1949
30 Sept 1946 to 22 Dec 1947
4 Mar 1946 to 18 Aug 1946
1 Apr 1945 to 25 Jan 1946
24 Feb 1942 to 31 Mar 1945
1 May 1941 to 23 Feb 1942
21 Feb 1938 to 6 Feb 1941

A.J. Clinch
R.A.J. Tompson
C.A.M. Hawkins
Position Vacant
F.W. Laws

9 Nov 1946 to 27 Sept 1953
30 Jan 1946 to 8 Nov 1946
17 July 1944 to 28 Jan 1946
19 Mar 1942 to 16 July 1944
1 Jan 1935 to 18 Mar 1942

ASSISTANT BRIDGE ENGINEER INVESTIGATIONS
R.J. Butler
Position Vacant
G.V. Fawkner

31 July 1961 to 2 Mar 1962
8 Dec 1959 to 30 July 1961
21 Apr 1958 to 7 Dec 1959

BRIDGE ENGINEER (DESIGN)
ASSISTANT C H l E F ENGINEER (COUNTRY)
H.M. Sherrard

A S . Middlehurst

29 Dec 1932 to 20 Feb 1938

DESIGNING ENGINEER FOR BRIDGES

ASSISTANT C H l E F ENGINEER
H.M. Sherrard

22 Dec 1970 -

A.S. Middlehurst
S.C. Robertson
W.K. Bate

3 Sept 1928 to 28 Dec 1932

19 Feb 1965 to 21 Dec 1970
30 Sept 1953 to 18 Feb 1965
22 Feb 1952 to 29 Sept 1953

ASSISTANT T O C H l E F ENGINEER
SENIOR BRIDGE DESIGNING ENGINEER

2 Aug 1949 to 1 July 1951

F.W. Laws

W.K. Bate

24 Aug 1951 to 21 Feb 1952

BRIDGE & DESIGNING ENGINEER
H.M. Sherrard

15 Feb 1928 to 2 Sept 1928

'

ASSOCIATE DESIGNING ENGINEER FOR BRIDGES
S.C. Robertson

22 Feb 1952 to 29 Sept 1953

DESIGNING ENGINEER
H.M. Sherrard
A.E. Toyer

12 Apr 1926 to 14 Feb 1928
I Jan 1926 to 11 Apr 1926

ADMINISTRATIVE ENGINEER
K.E. Blacket

28 Sept 1953 to 6 July 1958

CHlEF ENGINEER (BRIDGES)
F.C. Cook

ASSISTANT SENIOR BRIDGE DESIGNING ENGINEER
S.C. Robertson

24 Aug 1951 to 21 Feb 1952

ASSISTANT BRIDGE ENGINEER (DESIGN)
A.R. Smith
B.J. Pearson
A. Fried
S. Kaldor

22
22
22
22

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

1970 1970 1970 1970 -

19 Dec 1969 ASSISTANT DESIGNING ENGINEER FOR BRIDGES
BRIDGE ENGINEER

F.C. Cook
A.J. Clinch
F.W. Laws
S. Dennis

21 Dec 1962 to 18 Dec 1969
28 Sept 1953 to 20 Dec 1962
2 July 1951 to 22 Sept 1953
3 Sept 1928 to 29 June 1951

BRIDGE & DESIGNING ENGINEER
H.M. Sherrard

15 Feb 1928 to 2 Sept 1928

DESIGNING ENGINEER
H.M. Sherrard

12 Apr 1926 to 14 Feb 1928

ASSOCIATE BRIDGE ENGINEER
W.K. Bate

21 Apr 1958 to 14 Apr 1967

ASSISTANT BRIDGE ENGINEER
W.K. Bate

30 Sept 1953 to 20 Apr 1958

A.R. Smith
B.J. Pearson
A. Fried
S. Kaldor
A S . Middlehurst

11 Feb 1970 to 21 Dec 1970
28 Mar 1968 to 21 Dec 1970
28 Mar 1968 to 21 Dec 1970
19 Feb 1965 to 21 Dec 1970
15 Oct 1959 to 18 Feb 1965

BRIDGE ENGINEER (OPERATIONS)
L.H. Evans

22 Dec 1970 -

ASSISTANT BRIDGE ENGINEER (CONSTRUCTION)
L.H. Evans

1 Jan 1963 to 21 Dec 1970

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER (BRIDGES)
L.H. Evans

29 Nov 1962 to 31 Dec 1962

ASSISTANT BRIDGE ENGINEER (CONSTRUCTION)
F.C. Cook

2 Nov 1959 to 20 Dec 1962

ASSISTANT BRIDGE ENGINEER (OPERATIONS)
S.F.S. Pollard

6 Jan 1972 -

ASSlSTANT BRIDGE ENGINEER (MAINTENANCE)
I.F. Darroch
J.H.G. Wilson

24 Sept 1964 to 31 Dec 1971
1 Jan 1963 to 23 Sept 1964

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER (BRIDGES)
J.H.G. Wilson

ASSISTANT MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
A.M.V. de V. Short
F.I. Peterson
G.B.H. Sutherland
Position Vacant
S.M. Brown
Position Vacant
J. James (Acting)
Position Vacant
S.M. Brown

9 Apr 1948 to 2 Aug 1948
13 May 1946 to 27 Sept 1953
3 Dec 1945 to 6 Dec 1946
24 Jan 1943 to 2 Dec 1945
21 May 1942 to 23 Jan 1943
22 Mar 1942 to 20 May 1942
17 July 1941 to 21 Mar 1942
8 July 1940 to 16 July 1941
21 Feb 1938 to 7 July 1940

7 Dec 1962 to 31 Dec 1962

ROAD DESIGN ENGINEER
HIGHWAYS ENGINEER
G.B. Cranna
W.J.C. Orr
A.H. Kemp
N.F. Hatcher
Position Vacant
H.C. Macready
L.W. Hawley
J.H. Mould

20 May 1968 14 Dec 1967 to 19 May 1968
6 May 1963 to 13 Dec 1967
1 June 1962 to 5 May 1963
14 May 1962 to 30 May 1962
13 Feb 1961 to 13 May 1962
16 Nov 1959 to 13 Jan 1961
2 Oct 1956 to 15 Nov 1959

L.R. Derrin
E.F. Mullin

19 Dec 1969 28 Mar 1968 to 18 Dec 1969

INSPECTING ENGINEER DESIGN
E.F. Mullin

1 1 Mar 1963 to 27 Mar 1968

ASSISTANT ROAD DESIGN ENGINEER
21 Sept 1972 -

P.B. Sheil

DEPUTY HIGHWAYS ENGINEER
D.C. Jacob

17 July 1972 -

FIELD INSPECTING ENGINEER
R. Fitzhardinge

ASSISTANT HIGHWAYS ENGINEER
C.N. Penney
K.J. Paynter
D.C. Jacob
E.B. Henning
Position Vacant
R.J.S. Thomas
A.H. Kemp

18 Jan 1972 2 Feb 1970 to 16 Jan 1972
9 Sept 1968 to 16 July 1972
14 May 1962 2 Mar 1962 to 13 May 1962
15 Feb 1961 to 1 Mar 1962
2 Oct 1956 to 14 Feb 1961

ENGINEER FOR COUNTRY COUNCILS' WORKS
B.H. Butcher
4 June 1969 J.L. Allan
8 Jan 1963 to 3 June 1969
4 Apr 1960 to 14 Nov 1962
F.F. Stewart
(Died while holding office)
24 Oct 1957 to 3 Apr 1960
Position Vacant
F.I. Peterson
28 Sept 1953 to 23 Oct 1957
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER
J.H. Mould
K.E. Blacket
C.A.M. Hawkins

28 Sept 1953 to 1 Oct 1956
16 Mar 1949 to 27 Sept 1953
21 Nov 1946 to 13 Feb 1949

14 Dec 1967-

INSPECTING ENGINEER
R. Fitzhardinge (North)
1 Apr 1965 to 13 Dec 1967
W.J.C. Orr (South)
23 Mar 1965 to 13 Dec 1967
Position discontinued between 25 Mar 1942 and 22 Mar 1965
J.A. Hardie
1 Aug 1925 to 11 Mar 1928
(Works by Department)
E.F. Crouch
13 July 1925 to 24 Mar 1942
(Works by Councils)
ENGINEER FOR FIELD ORGANISATION AND METHOD
24 Dec 1963 to 28 Aug 1967
6 May 1963 to 23 Dec 1963
19 Jan 1959 to 5 May 1963

B.J. Sexton
Position Vacant
T.S. Hope

STAFF ENGINEER
(Position discontinued following re-allocation of duties)
2 Mar 1926 to 31 Dec 1926

S.L. Luker

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
L.A.S. Flack
P.H.N. Matthews

29 June 1965 5 Aug 1964 to 28 June 1965

ASSISTANT CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER
C.A.M. Hawkins
Position Vacant
C.A.M. Hawkins

29 Jan 1946 to 20 Nov 1946
17 July 1944 to 28 Jan 1946
29 Sept 1939 to 16 July 1944

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
C. Binns
C.K. Oliver
D.H. Ingram
Position Vacant
S.L. Luker

3 Aug 1948 to 1 Oct 1956
30 Sept 1946 to 7 July 1948
23 Mar 1942 to 29 Sept 1946
1 May 1941 to 22 Mar 1942
21 Feb 1938 to 30 Apr 1941

PLANT ENGINEER
P.H.N. Matthews
A.M.V. de V. Short

11 Feb 1963 to 4 Aug 1964
20 Dec 1948 to 8 Feb 1963

ME C H A N I C A L ENGINEER
H.E. Roberts

18 Mar 1946 to 5 Nov 1948
PLANT ENGINEER

F.I. Peterson

21 Apr 1942 to 17 Mar 1946

PLANT AND PURCHASING OFFICER
(See also under Supply Officer)
H.E. Roberts
S. Dennis (Acting)
H.S. Buchanan

16 Dec 1929 to 1 Apr 1942
14 May 1929 to 15 Dec 1929
20 Apr 1927 to 13 May 1929

ASSISTANT TO MECHANICAL ENGINEER
18 Mar 1946 to 27 Oct 1946

J. James

ASSISTANT T O PLANT ENGINEER
22 Jan 1946 to 17 Mar 1946

J. James

ENGINEER FOR PLANT MAINTENANCE
S.P. Scrivener

29 June 1965 -

ENGINEER FOR MECHANICAL SERVICES
W.P.H. Burton

29 June 1965 -

ASSISTANT MECHANICAL ENGINEER
L.A.S. Flack

5 Aug 1964 to 28 June 1965

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (continued)
D.H. lngram ( 0 )
J.H. Mould (A)

9 Feb 1948 to 6 Jan 1956
7 Oct 1952 to 27 Sept 1953

ADVANCE PLANNING ENGINEER
N.A. Waslin
H. James
T.M. Coulter

22 Jan 1973 31 July 1961 to 4 Oct 1972
1 Jan 1959 to 19 Mar 1961

ENGINEER FOR COMPUTER SERVICES
J.C. Webb

10 Mar 1972 -

ENGINEER FOR STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
AND TECHNICAL INSTRUCTIONS
K.J. Paynter
J.C. Rudd
Position Vacant
A.G. Scott-Findlay

29 Jan 1972 31 July 1961 to 28 Jan 1972
18 Feb 1961 to 30 July 1961
31 Dec 1958 to 17 Feb 1961

DIVISIONAL ENGINEER, INNER FREEWAY
CONSTRUCTION
J.A. Neeson

5 Feb 1973

ASSISTANT PLANT ENGINEER
L.A.S. Flack
P.H.N. Matthews

I 1 Mar 1963 to 4 Aug 1964
12 Oct 1953 to 10 Feb 1963

ENGINEER MANAGER, CENTRAL WORKSHOP
A.W. Emery
S.P. Scrivener

19 Sept 1966 10 Dec 1962 to 28 June 1965

OFFICER-IN-CHARGE, CENTRAL WORKSHOP
S.P. Scrivener
L.A.S. Flack
P.H.N. Matthews
A.M.V. de V. Short
R.O. Smee
C.H. Monk

14 Mar 1960 to 9 Dec 1962
10 Oct 1953 to 11 Mar 1960
9 Apr 1948 to 9 Oct 1953
1 July 1946 to 8 Apr 1948
20 Sept 1943 to 30 June 1946
25 May 1942 to 19 Sept 1943

ENGINEER FOR INNER EXPRESSWAY CONSTRUCTION
J.A. Neeson
Position Vacant
H.B. Korff
L.R. Derrin

5 June 1972 to 4 Feb 1973
27 May 1972 to 4 June 1972
5 Jan 1970 to 26 May 1972
8 July 1969 to 18 Dec 1969

ENGINEER, WARRINGAH EXPRESSWAY CONSTRUCTION
L.R. Derrin

23 June 1964 to 7 July 1969

DIVISIONAL ENGINEER, OUTER FREEWAY
CONSTRUCTION
E.W. King

5 Feb 1973 -

ENGINEER FOR OUTER EXPRESSWAY CONSTRUCTION
DEPOT SUPERINTENDENT
J.M. McDonald
W.A. Kirk
F.C.S. Lakeman
J. Hamilton
O.F. Cooke

11 Apr 1935 to 24 May 1942
19 June 1933 to 10 Apr 1935
27 Aug 1932 to 18 June 1933
4 June 1932 to 26 Aug 1932
23 Apr 1928 to 25 Sept 1929

E.W. King

7 July 1969 to 4 Feb 1973

DIVISIONAL ENGINEER, SYDNEY-NEWCASTLE EXPRESSWAY
CONSTRUCTION DIVISION
(established 23 May 1966 - closed 4 July 1969)
E.W. King

23 May 1966 to 4 July 1969

ENGINEER FOR PROGRAMMES AND BUDGETS
T.S. Hope

I Dec 1969 -

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER
V.R.R. Minus
G.B. Cranna
R.E. Johnston
R.J.S. Thomas
C. Binns
Position Vacant

20 May 1968 25 Feb 1963 to 19 May 1968
14 May 1962 to 1 1 Dec 1962
2 Mar 1962 to 17 Apr 1962
2 Oct 1956 to I Mar 1962
7 Jan 1956 to 1 Oct 1956

TRAFFIC SERVICE ENGINEER
M.B. Fairlie
R.E. Johnston

14 May 1962 I Feb 1955 to 13 May 1962

ASSISTANT TRAFFIC SERVICE ENGINEER
K.W. Dobinson
B. Moon

27 Jan 1970 31 Oct 1968 to 2 Jan 1970

URBAN INVESTIGATIONS ENGINEER
E.R. Jefferay

30 July 1964

-

URBAN DESIGN AND PLANNING ENGINEER
M.V. Douglas

I Jan 1963 to 29 July 1964

MATERIALS AND RESEARCH ENGINEER (continued)
L.R. Browne
E.F. Mullin
B.J. Sexton (Acting)
T.M. Coulter
Position Vacant
A.T. Britton

1 1 Mar 1963 to 8 Sept 1968
12 Oct 1959 to 10 Mar 1963
20 Jan 1959 to 1 1 Oct 1959
I 1 Jan 1954 to 31 Dec 1958
3 Apr 1953 to 10 Jan 1954
15 June 1942 to 2 Apr 1953

DESIGN A N D URBAN PLANNING ENGINEER
M.V. Douglas

31 Dec 1948 to 3 1 Dec 1962

URBAN PLANNING ENGINEER
M.V. Douglas

I Jan 1946 to 9 June 1948

ASSISTANT URBAN INVESTIGATIONS
ENGINEER
B.N. Loder
Position Vacant

L.W. Burgess

I Jan 1963 to 10 Aug 1964

INVESTIGATIONS OFFICER
L.W. Burgess
J.E. Montgomery
A.E.G. Close
A.E.G. Close

24 Aug 1959 to 3 1 Dec 1962
28 Dec 1955 to 23 Aug 1959
2 July 1932 to 23 Dec 1955
19 Oct 1929 to 19 May 1932

ASSISTANT RURAL INVESTIGATIONS
ENGINEER
R.A. Dunstan
V.P. O'Grady

23 Jan 1970 2 Oct 1968 to 17 Jan 1971

ENGINEER FOR ROAD W l D E N l N G S
G.G. Corner
A.H. Moroney
F.I. Peterson

J.C. Spencer

2 Nov 1964 to 3 Oct 1966
12 Apr 1958 t o 9 July 1964
24 Oct 1957 to 11 Apr 1958

N.W. West

16 May 1957 to 26 ~a~ 1968
TESTING OFFICER

N.W. West

1 July 1946 to 15 May 1957

TESTING ENGINEER
A.H. Stewart
A.C. Mack

9 Sept 1968

I5 June 1942 to 28 June 1948
I I July 1928 to 8 June 1942

PRINCIPAL SURVEYOR
AND PROPERTY OFFICER
A.T. Lenehan

22 Dec 1969

-

PRINCIPAL LAND SURVEYOR AND PROPERTY OFFICER
A.T. Lenehan
J.S. Endean
G.S. Aplin
V.F.F. Rhodes
A.E. Bird

5 Sept 1969 to 21 Dec 1969
6 July 1964 to 4 Sept 1969
15 Feb 1962 to 3 July 1964
21 Sept 1959 to 14 Feb 1962
7 Jan 1946 to 18 Sept 1959

ACTING PRINCIPAL LAND SURVEYOR
A N D PROPERTY OFFICER
C.I. de C. Cavanough

26 Mar 1942 to 6 Jan 1946

PRINCIPAL LAND SURVEYOR AND PROPERTY OFFICER
A.E. Bird

1 July 1940 to 25 Mar 1942
PRINCIPAL SURVEYOR

A.E. Bird

MATERIALS AND RESEARCH ENGINEER
A. Leask

27 May 1968 to 16 Oct 1968

PRINCIPAL TESTING OFFICER

18 Jan 1971 4 Sept 1964 to 15 Jan 1971
1 1 Aug 1964 to 3 Sept 1964

INVESTIGATIONS ENGINEER

17 Oct 1968 -

ENGINEER MANAGER, CENTRAL TESTING LABORATORY

17 Dec 1964

RURAL INVESTIGATIONS ENGINEER
V.P. O'Grady
R.E. Playford
L.W. Burgess

J.C. Spencer

I Jan 1963 to 29 July 1964

ENGINEER PLANNER
A.R. Callaway

27 May 1968 to 22 Sept 1972

ENGINEER MANAGER,
MATERIALS AND RESEARCH LABORATORY

6 Jan 1969 30 July 1964 to 3 Jan 1969

ASSISTANT URBAN DESIGN AND PLANNING ENGINEER
E.R. Jefferay

N.W. West

I0 June 1948 to 30 Dec 1948

ASSISTANT INVESTIGATIONS OFFICER
M.V. Douglas

PRINCIPAL SCIENTIFIC OFFICER
(Position discontinued as from 23 Sept 1972)

1 Jan 1936 to 30 June 1940
METROPOLITAN SURVEYOR

A.E. Bird

I I Jan 1928 to 3 1 Dec 1935

SENIOR SURVEYOR
1

C. Binns

an 1927 to 13 Feb 1928

SENIOR COUNTRY SURVEYOR
(Position discontinued as from 1 Aug 1928)
20 Feb 1928 to 31 July 1928

A.E. Richards
SURVEYOR
C. Binns

DEPUTY PRINCIPAL SURVEYOR
AND PROPERTY OFFICER
C.W. Lacy
V.T. Brown
W.L. Harrison

PRINCIPAL VALUER

9 June 1925 to 31 Dec 1926

4 Apr 1972 5 Mar 1971 to 30 Mar 1972
22 Dec 1969 to 4 Mar 1971

15 Sept 1967 1 Apr 1965 to 14 Sept 1967

L.A. Erwin
T.J. Edwards

SENIOR VALUER
12 Mar 1954 to 31 Mar 1965

T.J. Edwards

PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT
DEPUTY PRINCIPAL LAND SURVEYOR
AND PROPERTY OFFICER
W.L. Harrison
A.T. Lenehan
E.T. Hore
J.S. Endean

6 Aug 1969 to 21 Dec 1969
3 Feb 1969 to 4 Sept 1969
6 July 1964 to 10 Jan 1969
15 Feb 1962 to 5 July 1964

G.A. McKenzie

31 Mar 1970 ARCHITECT

G.A. McKenzie

17 May 1965 to 30 Mar 1970

SUPPLY OFFICER
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL LAND SURVEYOR
AND PROPERTY OFFICER
G.S. Aplin
V.F.F. Rhodes
C.I. de C. Cavanough

21 Sept 1959 to 14 Feb 1962
29 July 1957 to 20 Sept 1959
24 May 1946 to 26 July 1957

(See also under Mechanical Engineer)
R.M. Farrell
J. Vallentine
J.D. O'Connell
E.J. Mollet
L.A.S. Flack

8 Feb 1971 3 Feb 1969 to 5 Feb 1971
24 Feb 1968 to 31 Jan 1969
5 Mar 1963 to 23 Feb 1968
14 Mar 1960 to 4 Mar 1963

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL LAND SURVEYOR
C.I. de C. Cavanough
Position Vacant
C.I. de C. Cavanough

7 Jan 1946 to 23 May 1946
26 Mar 1942 to 6 Jan 1946
1 July 1940 to 25 Mar 1942

PURCHASING OFFICER
21 Jan 1957 to 13 Mar 1960
6 Oct 1950 to 18 Jan 1957
19 Mar 1945 to 5 Oct 1950

E.J. Mollet
J.F. Walsh
H.W. Gilbert

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL SURVEYOR
C.I. de C. Cavanough

1 Jan 1936 to 30 June 1940

ASSISTANT METROPOLITAN SURVEYOR
C.I. de C. Cavanough

11 Jan 1928 to 31 Dec 1935

ASSISTANT SENIOR SURVEYORS
C.I. de C. Cavanough
A.E. Bird

29 Aug 1927 to 10 Jan 1928
29 Aug 1927 to 10 Jan 1928

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL SURVEYOR
AND PROPERTY OFFICER
J.M. Paine
B.T. Keogh
D.K. Gulson
C.W. Lacy
V.T. Brown

4 Apr 1972 5 Mar 1971 22 Dec 1969 22 Dec 1969 to 3 Apr 1972
22 Dec 1969 to 4 Mar 1971

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL LAND SURVEYOR
AND PROPERTY OFFICER
D.K. Gulson
C.W. Lacy
V.T. Brown
A.T. Lenehan
E.T. Hore
W.L. Harrison

6 Aug 1969 to 21 Dec 1969
13 Jan 1969 to 21 Dec 1969
4 Mar 1968 to 21 Dec 1969
26 June 1964 to 2 Feb 1969
19 June 1964 to 5 July 1964
19 June 1964 to 5 Aug 1969

ACTING PURCHASING OFFICER
W.H. Halstead
L.L. Webb (Relieving)
W.H. Halstead

22 May 1943 to 16 Mar 1945
11 Aug 1942 to 21 May 1943
5 May 1942 to 10 Aug 1942

COST ACCOUNTANT
8 June 1970 R.S.J. Price
10 Mar 1969 to 7 June 1970
C.R. Filewood
28 Mar 1967 to 9 Mar 1969
M.A. Lloyd
7 Jan 1963 to 27 Mar 1967
R.M. Farrell
10 Apr 1961 to 6 Jan 1963
J. Vallentine
23 Nov 1960 to 9 Apr 1961
F.B. Fowler (Acting)
11 Aug 1958 to 22 Nov 1960
C.T. Cunningham
(Died while holding office)
2 Dec 1957 to 10 Aug 1958
R.G. Barton
4 Dec 1953 to 28 Nov 1957
C.W. Boorman
COSTS INVESTIGATION OFFICER
C.W. Boorman

1 Oct 1948 to 3 Dec 1953

SENIOR COSTS OFFICER
C.W. Boorrnan

1 Oct 1945 to 30 Sept 1948

SENIOR COSTS CLERK
C.W. Boorman

27 Oct 1941 to 30 Sept 1945

COST ACCOUNTANT
P.J. Thomas

SECRETARIAL BRANCH

14 Mar 1938 to 26 Oct 1941

SECRETARY

OFFICER IN CHARGE, WEIGHT OF LOADS
E.A. Turner
27 Nov 1969 G.M. Stidwill
22 Jan 1968 to 26 Nov 1969
N.B. Herrick
10 Dec 1964 to 21 Jan 1968
J. Vallentine
7 Jan 1963 to 9 Dec 1964
J.D. O'Connell
2 Dec 1957 to 6 Jan 1963
C.A. Gittoes
9 Jan 1956 to 1 Dec 1957
(Prior to 9 Jan 1956 the Weight of Loads Section was under
the control of the Executive Engineer.)

C.W. Mansfield
W.W. Weir
J.H. Fleming
R.S. Johnston
S.R. Henderson

SECRETARY AND ACCOUNTANT
S.R. Henderson

SENIOR CLERK,
ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF'S BRANCH
D. Wilkins
I.V. Lindeman
K.J. .Turton
W.J. Cary

23
12
17
24

Dec 1972 Dec 1969 to 22 Dec 1972
Aug 1969 to 11 Dec 1969
Aug 1967 to 17 Aug 1969

9 May 1966 to 23 Aug 1967
1 Dec 1964 to 8 May 1966
24 Dec 1962 to 30 Nov 1964
14 May 1962 to 23 Dec 1962
10 Apr 1961 to 1 May 1962
30 July 1958 to 9 Apr 1961
9 Dec 1957 to 29 July 1958
31 Dec 1956 to 8 Dec 1957
9 Jan 1956 to 30 Dec 1956
30 June 1950 to 8 Jan 1956
10 June 1947 to 29 June 1950
22 Mar 1937 to 9 June 1947

SENIOR CLERK, COUNTRY SECTION
C.E. Griffiths
5 Nov 1934 to 21 Mar 1937
P. Cartwright
14 Jan 1929 to 27 Sept 1934
(Died while holding office)

LIBRARIAN
Miss R.E. Jenkins
Miss D. Peake
Mrs. E.M. Davey

8 Sept 1967 19 Jan 1963 to 7 Sept 1967
10 Dec 1946 to 18 Jan 1963

TRAINING OFFICER

5 Aug 1930 to 28 Dec 1932

ACTING SECRETARY
J.H. Fleming

3 Jan 1928 to 4 Aug 1930

SECRETARY AND ACCOUNTANT
S.R. Henderson

SENIOR CLERK, CHIEF ENGINEER'S BRANCH
W.J. Cary
R.S.J. Price
E.C. Cooper
R.M. Farrell
F.B. Fowler
J. Vallentine
J.G. Barrett
C.T. Cunningham
H.W. Llewellyn
C.A. Gittoes
R.M. Bennett
C.E. Griffiths

21 Dec 1964 22 Nov 1962 to 18 Dec 1964
6 Jan 1962 to 21 Nov 1962
15 June 1950 to 5 Jan 1962
29 Dec 1932 to 14 June 1950

9 Nov 1925 to 2 Jan 1928

ACTING SECRETARY
J.A. Farley

23 Feb 1925 to 9 Nov 1925

ASSISTANT SECRETARY (A)
C.A. Gittoes

9 May 1968 -

ASSISTANT SECRETARY ( C )
C.A. Gittoes

18 Jan 1965 to 8 May 1968

ASSISTANT SECRETARY (P)
J.D. O'Connell
H.W. Llewellyn

20 Feb 1970 6 Nov 1964 to 19 Feb 1970

DEPUTY SECRETARY
C.W. Mansfield

1 June 1964 to 20 Dec 1964

ASSISTANT SECRETARY
C.W. Mansfield
C.E. Griffiths
J.H. Fleming

12 Apr 1962 to 31 May 1964
6 Jan 1962 to 11 Apr 1962
20 Aug 1930 to 5 Jan 1962

(Responsible to special inter-branch committee)
C.R. Barrie

8 May 1972 -

ENGINEER FOR TECHNICAL TRAINING
J.A. Neeson

30 Sept 1968 to 2 June 1972

OFFICER-IN-CHARGE,
CORRESPONDENCE SECTION
C.W. Mathews
J. Vallentine
J.G. Barrett
C.A. Gittoes

7 Feb 1969 25 May 1966 to 2 Feb 1969
21 Dec 1964 to 15 May 1966
26 Oct 1962 to 20 Dec 1964

SENIOR CLERK, CORRESPONDENCE SECTION
C.A. Gittoes

2 Dec 1957 to 25 Oct 1962

SENIOR CLERK, SECRETARIAL BRANCH
C.E. Griffiths

1 Oct 1948 to 1 Dec 1957

SUPERVISING CLERK, CORRESPONDENCE SECTION
C.E. Griffiths

STAFF AND LEAVE OFFICER

10 June 1947 to 30 Sept 1948

SENIOR CORRESPONDENCE CLERK
Position Vacant
A.H. Cuthbert
Position Vacant
A.H. Cuthbert

12 Sept 1946 to 9 June 1947
11 Feb 1946 to 11 Sept 1946
5 July 1940 to 10 Feb 1946
16 May 1938 to 4 July 1940

INDUSTRIAL OFFICER
N.B. Herrick
J.D. O'Connell
C.W. Mathews
H.W. Llewellyn
N.J. Hood

20 Feb 1970 7 Feb 1969 to 19 Feb 1970
5 Mar 1963 to 6 Feb 1969
2 Dec 1957 to 4 Mar 1963
6 Sept 1951 to 31 Oct 1957

.D.Fairbairn

FIRST ASSISTANT, INDUSTRIAL SECTION
N.J. Hood
J.W. Georgeson*

23 Sept 1946 to 30 Sept 1948
8 Nov 1941 to 9 Aug 1946
* Mr C.L. Barnett carried out Mr Georgeson's duties while he was
on loan to the Allied Works Council from 19 June 1942 to 3 Jan
1944 and from 13 June 1944 to 27 Jan 1945.
INDUSTRIAL AND EMPLOYMENT OFFICER
1 Sept 1926 to 7 Nov 1941

E.H. Cross

3 Feb 1971 to 18 Aug 1972
12 Mar 1969 to 2 Feb 1971
21 Apr 1966 to 11 Mar 1969

25 Feb 1969 1 May 1968 to 24 Feb 1969
INFORMATION OFFICER

H. Punter

25 Nov 1969 16 Oct 1967 to 24 Nov 1969
6 Nov 1964 to 15 Oct 1967
5 Mar 1963 to 5 Nov 1964
15 Feb 1962 to 4 Mar 1963
26 Nov 1958 to 5 Jan 1962
17 Nov 1956 to 25 Nov 1958
27 Oct 1941 to 16 Nov 1956

'

STAFF LIAISON OFFICER
13 Mar 1967 to 15 Oct 1967
2 May 1966 to 12 Mar 1967

STAFF OFFICER
D.R. Williams
A.A. Frizelle
J.H. Tarleton
E.C. Cooper

26 Feb 1925 to 23 June 1927

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER
L.G. Moyle
H. Punter

PERSONNEL OFFICER

M.W. Price
K.B. Kerr

24 June 1927 to 30 June 1928

J.H. Fleming

26 Apr 1966 -

G.M. Stidwill
J.H. Tarleton
Position Vacant
H.W. Llewellyn
E.J. Mollet
C.E. Griffiths
Position Vacant
P.J. Thomas

31 May 1966 to 4 Apr 1967
2 Dec 1964 to 7 Apr 1966
6 Apr 1964 to 1 Dec 1964
19 June 1947 to 5 Apr 1964
17. Feb 1947 to 18 June 1947
4 Sept 1945 to 16 Feb 1947
9 Feb 1943 to 3 Sept 1945
8 July 1939 to 8 Feb 1943
1 July 1928 to 7 July 1939

CLERK-IN-CHARGE, CORRESPONDENCE AND RECORDS

MANAGEMENT ASSISTANT
(ORGANISATION AND METHODS)
A.R. Clarke

E.J. Hanlon
G.M. Stidwill
A.R. Clarke
F.R. Tarran
E.P. Condry
G.W. Reed (Acting)
E.H. Cross (Acting)
C.T. Hazard (Acting)
E.H. Cross

CLERK-IN-CHARGE, CENTRAL RECORDS

ASSISTANT INDUSTRIAL OFFICER
J.H. Tarleton
M.A. Lloyd
C.R. Filewood

5 Apr 1967 -

SENIOR CLERK, CENTRAL RECORDS

I Oct 1948 to 5 Sept 1951

J. Donaldson

30 July 1958 to 7 Dec 1964
9 Dec 1957 to 29 July 1958
7 Jan 1957 to 1 Dec 1957
27 Apr '1953 to 6 Jan 1957
19 Apr 1947 to 26 Apr 1953
11 Feb 1946 to 18 Apr 1947
22 May 1943 to 10 Feb 1946
21 Apr 1943 to 21 May 1943
3 Dec 1941 to 20 Apr 1943
19 June 1941 to 2 Dec 1941
5 Nov 1934 to 18 June 1941
1 July 1927 to 4 Nov 1934

OFFICER-IN-CHARGE, RECORDS SECTION

ASSISTANT INDUSTRIAL OFFICER
N.J. Hood

J.G. Barrett
C.T. Cunningham
H.W. Llewellyn
C.W. Mansfield
C.T. Hazard
R.M. Bennett
A.V. Hollier (Acting)
W.H. Halstead (Acting)
A.V. Hollier (Acting)
W.H. Halstead (Acting)
R.M. Bennett
C.E. Griffiths

22 June 1970 16 Oct 1967 to 29 May 1970
20 Feb 1967 to 15 Oct 1967
8 Dec 1964 to 17 Feb 1967

1 July 1957 to 30 Apr 1968

ACCOUNTS BRANCH

ACTING ASSISTANT ACCOUNTANT AND INTERNAL AUDITOR
W.W. Weir

22 Sept 1941 to 1 Jan 1946

CHIEF ACCOUNTANT
R.G. Barton
R.W. Cairns
W.W. Weir
J.A. Farley

2 Feb 1965 22 Nov 1962 to 29 Jan 1965
12 May 1958 to 21 Nov 1962
5 Oct 1953 to 9 May 1958

ASSISTANT ACCOUNTANT
J.A. Farley
A.E. Warburton

29 Dec 1932 to 21 Sept 1941
5 Aug 1930 to 28 Dec 1932

SENIOR ACCOUNTS CLERK
ACCOUNTANT
J.A. Farley

A.E. Warburton

24 Sept 1926 to 2 Jan 1928

22 Sept 1941 to 4 Oct 1953

ACCOUNTANT AND ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
A. E. Warburton

1 Jan 1937 to 19 Sept 1941

F.B. Fowler

ACCOUNTANT
A.E. Warburton

29 Dec-1932 to 31 Dec 1936

SECRETARY AND ACCOUNTANT
S.R. Henderson

5 Aug 1930 to 28 Dec 1932

ACTING ACCOUNTANT
A.E. Warburton

3 Jan 1928 to 4 Aug 1930

SECRETARY AND ACCOUNTANT
S.R. Henderson

9 Nov 1925 to 2 Jan 1928

ASSISTANT CHIEF ACCOUNTANT
E.L. Marlin

30 Dec 1970 -

GROUP ACCOUNTANT (E)
J. Vallentine

8 Feb 1971

-

GROUP ACCOUNTANT (L)
N.D. Moloney

3 Feb 1971 ACCOUNTANT (L)

N.D. Moloney

30 Dec 1970 to 2 Feb 1971

ASSISTANT CHIEF ACCOUNTANT (A)
E.L. Marlin

10 June 1966 to 29 Dec 1970

ASSISTANT CHIEF ACCOUNTANT ( G )
N.D. Moloney

ACCOUNTANT
(LEDGERS AND ACCOUNTS STATISTICS)

30 May 1966 to 29 Dec 1970

3 Feb 1971 -

OFFICER-IN-CHARGE, LEDGERS SECTION
F.B. Fowler

17 Dec 1970 to 2 Feb 1971

OFFICER-IN-CHARGE, FINANCIAL CONTROL SECTION
F.B. Fowler
J. Vallentine
J.D. O'Connell
E.L. Marlin
R.G. Barton
C.W. Mansfield
R.W. Cairns
C.F. Wilson
(Died while holding office)

26 May 1966 to 16 Dec 1970
14 May 1966 to 24 May 1966
18 Jan 1965 to 13 May 1966
4 Dec 1962 to 17 Jan 1965
12 Apr 1962 to 21 Nov 1962
7 Jan 1957 to 11 Apr 1962
27 June 1955 to 6 Jan 1957
12 Sept 1952 to 25 June 1955

ACTING PRINCIPAL LEDGER KEEPER
C.F. Wilson

15 Oct 1951 to 11 Sept 1952

PRINCIPAL LEDGER KEEPER
H.G. Ferguson
W.W. Weir
F.C. Squires

8 Apr 1938 to 14 Oct 1951
1 July 1930 to 7 Apr 1938
28 Jan 1929 to 27 Oct 1930

ASSISTANT ACCOUNTANT
(LEDGERS AND ACCOUNTS STATISTICS)
E.J. Hanlon

3 Feb 1971 -

FIRST ASSISTANT, FINANCIAL CONTROL SECTION
E.J. Hanlon
R.S.J. Price
E.C. Cooper
M.A. Lloyd

27 May 1970 to 2 Feb 1971
17 Nov 1969 to.26 May 1970
18 Mar 1967 to 4 Nov 1969
18 Nov 1963 to 17 Mar 1967

ACCOUNTANT
E.L. Marlin
R.G. Barton
R.W. Cairns
W.W. Weir

2 Feb 1965 to 9 June 1966
22 Nov 1962 to 1 Feb 1965
12 May 1958 to 21 Nov 1962
5 Oct 1953 to 11 May 1958

FIRST CLERK, FINANCIAL CONTROL SECTION
A.R. Clarke
E.C. Cooper

15 Dec 1962 to 17 Nov 1963
29 Sept 1962 to 14 Dec 1962

FIRST ASSISTANT, FINANCIAL CONTROL SECTION
ASSISTANT ACCOUNTANT
W.W. Weir

2 Jan 1946 to 4 Oct 1953

M.A. Lloyd
A.R. Clarke

23 Feb 1959 to 28 Sept 1962
1 1 Nov 1957 to 1 Feb 1959

FIRST ASSISTANT, FINANCIAL CONTROL SECTION
(coi7iit7~1ed)

ACTING ASSISTANT ACCOUNTANT AND INTERNAL AUDITOR
W.W. Weir

C.R.
F.B.
J.H.
C.T.

Filewood
Fowler
Dick
Cunningham

29 Jan 1957 to 10 Nov 1957
26 Oct 1955 to 28 Jan 1957
4 Jan 1955 to 25 Oct 1955
12 Sept 1952 to 3 Jan 1955

FIRST ASSISTANT, BOOK-KEEPING SECTION
C.T. Cunningham
H.W. Llewellyn
N.D. Moloney
C.W. Mansfield
N.J. Hood

20 Mar 1951 to 11 Sept 1952
13 Nov 1948 to 19 Mar 1951
5 May 1948 to 12 Nov 1948
1 3 Dec 1943 to 4 May 1948
9 Aug 1939 to 12 Dec 1943

STATISTICAL CLERK
W.W. Weir
Position Vacant
W.W. Weir

INTERNAL AUDITOR
(The section was called the Internal Audit and Examining Section
up to 21 June 1938, when the Examining Section was established.)
W.W. Weir
Duties apportioned between
Messrs. W.W. Weir, H.G.
Ferguson and R.L. Morris
P.J. Thomas

N.L. Gurney

3 Jan 1928 to 24 Sept 1929
2 Sept 1927 to 2 Jan 1928
13 Apr 1927 to 1 Sept 1927

14 Jan 1929 to 6 Feb 1933
I July 1927 to 13 Jan 1929

8 Apr 1938 to 21 Sept 1941
23 Feb 1937 to 7 Apr 1938
1 July 1927 to 22 Feb 1937

ASSISTANT AUDITOR
3 Feb 1971

-

ASSISTANT INTERNAL AUDITOR
N.L. Gurney

CLERK IN CHARGE, COUNCILS' ACCOUNTS
R.L. Morris
P. Cartwright

22 Sept 1941 to 1 Jan 1946

17 Nov 1969 to 2 Feb 1971

INSPECTOR O F ACCOUNTS
R.S.J. Price

5 Dec 1966 to 16 Nov 1969

INSPECTOR O F ACCOUNTS AND CLERICAL WORK

ACCOUNTANT (FUNDS)
C.R. Filewood

3 Feb 1971

-

OFFICER IN CHARGE, FUNDS SECTION
C.R. Filewood

17 Dec 1970 to 2 Feb 1971
FUNDS OFFICER

C.R. Filewood

8 June 1970 to 16 Dec 1970

AUDITOR

, E.C. Cooper

3 Feb 1971

-

INTERNAL AUDITOR
E.C. Cooper
R.M. Farrell
J.D. O'Connell
N.D. Moloney

J.H. Dick

25 Jan 1971 to 2 Feb 1971
31 Jan 1968 to 24 Jan 1971
23 May 1966 to 19 Jan 1968
17 Nov 1964 to 22 May 1966

9 Dec 1957 to 4 Dec 1966
INSPECTOR O F ACCOUNTS

N.D. Moloney
E.L. Marlin
R.G. Barton
R.W. Cairns
J.F. Walsh

15 Nov 1956 to 8 Dec 1957
8 July 1955 to 14 Nov 1956
14 Feb 1955 to 7 July 1955
12 Mar 1951 to 13 Feb 1955
15 Sept 1947 to 5 Oct 1950

ASSISTANT INTERNAL AUDITOR
R.L. Morris
Position Vacant
H.G. Ferguson

7 Feb 1933 to 19 June 1938
20 Oct 1932 to 6 Feb 1933
1 July 1927 to 19 Oct 1932

SENIOR INSPECTOR O F ACCOUNTS
J.A. Farley
Position Vacant
J.A. Farley

15 Aug 1932 to 28 Dec 1932
9 May 1932 to 14 Aug 1932
16 Apr 1931 to 8 May 1932

INSPECTING OFFICER, COUNCILS' ACCOUNTS
SENIOR INSPECTOR O F ACCOUNTS
N.D. Moloney
E.L. Marlin
R.G. Barton
Position Vacant
R.W. Cairns
E.J. Mollet

24 Jan 1963 to 16 Nov 1964
16 Apr 1962 to 3 Dec 1962
11 Aug 1958 to 11 Apr 1962
12 May 1958 to 10 Aug 1958
21 Jan 1957 to 11 May 1958
21 Aug 1947 to 20 Jan 1957

INTERNAL AUDITOR
A.V. Hollier

11 Nov 1946 to 8 Aug 1947

ASSISTANT ACCOUNTANT AND INTERNAL AUDITOR
W.W. Weir

2 Jan 1946 to 10 Nov 1946

J.A. Farley

1 July 1927 to 15 Apr 1931

ACCOUNTS INSPECTOR, WORKS OFFICES
M.W. Price
N.P. Drumgold
K.B. Kerr
K.D. Hadley
D. Wilkins
N.L. Gurney
A.F. Marshall
E.J. Hanlon
B. Finn
K.M. Johnston
D.R. Williams

10 June 1970 19 Jan 1970 12 Jan 1970 12 Nov 1969 9 Dec 1968 to 4 Nov 1969
28 Nov 1968 to 16 Nov 1969
26 Nov 1968 21 Oct 1968 to 20 May 1970
21 Feb 1968 to 19 Nov 1968
30 Jan 1968 to 8 Nov 1968
20 Sept 1967 to 29 Nov 1968

.

ACCOUNTS INSPECTOR, WORKS OFFICES

PAYMASTER

((.011111111~'~/)

N.P. Drurngold
I.V. Lindernan
N.L. Gurney
I.V. Lindeman
A.F. Marshall
D. Wilkins
A.R. Alderton
N.L. Gurney
J.H. Tarleton
R.S.J. Price
M.A. Lloyd

28 Aug 1967 to 27 Nov 1968
19 Apr 1967 to 29 Mar 1968
16 May 1966 to 16 June 1967
25 Jan 1965 to 1 1 Apr 1966
8 June 1964 to 23 Jan 1968
10 Oct '1 963 to 15 Sept 1967
19 July 1963 to 29 May 1964
27 May 1963 to 25 Nov 1964
18 Feb 1963 to 15 Oct 1963
8 Oct 1962 to 12 July 1963
2 Oct 1962 to 10 June 1963

M.A. Lloyd
E.C. Cooper
R.G. Macfarlane
F.B. Fowler
N.D. Moloney
E.L. Marlin
R.L. Morris
E.J. Mollet

MANAGER E.D.P. (COMMERCIAL)
(Electronic Data Processing)
A.R. Alderton

ACCOUNTS INSPECTOR
A.R. Clarke
R.G. Macfarlane
E.C. Cooper
R.M. Farrell
E.C. Cooper
C.R. Filewood
N.B. Herrick
F.B. Fowler
J. Vallentine
J.H. Dick
J.G. Barrett
C.T. Cunningham
N.D. Moloney
E.L. Marlin
R.G. Barton
C.W. Mansfield
R.W. Cairns
J.F. Walsh
C.F. Wilson
J.F. Walsh
A.V. Hollier
H.W. Gilbert
W.H. Halstead
F.C. Squires
H.E. Fraser
A.W. Fraser
F.C. Squires

-

LOCAL OFFICES

14 Sept ,1961 to 30 Nov 1962
20 Mar 1961 to 22 July 1962
18 Jan 1960 to 1 1 Sept 1962
19 Nov 1959 to 19 Jan 1960
17 Mar 1958 to 29 Nov 1959
I 1 Nov 1957 to 22 Jan 1962
28 Oct 1957 to 5 Nov 1961
29 Jan 1957 t o 3 Dec 1957
24 Jan 1957 to 24 Nov 1957
26 Oct 1955 to 9 Dec 1956
21 Oct 1955 to 3 Nov 1957
24 Jan 1955 to 9 Nov 1955
27 Nov 1953 to 14 Nov 1956
5 Feb 1951 to 7 July 1955
31 Jan 1951 to 13 Feb 1955
5 May 1948 to 26 Apr 1953
2 Oct 1946 to 11 Mar 1951
22 June 1942 to 14 Sept 1947
13 June 1941 to 30 Dec 1942
16 Sept 1940 to I Feb 1941
2 May 1938 to 2 Dec 1941
24 Feb 1937 to 23 Mar 1938
31 Aug 1936 to 8 June 1941
28 Oct 1930 t o 23 Feb 1937
1 July 1928 to 13 June 1930
I July 1928 to 12 June 1930
1 July 1928 to 27 Jan 1929

SENIOR EXAMINER OF CLAIMS
R.G. Macfarlane
N.B. Herrick
R.M. Farrell
A.R. Clarke (ActLing)
F.B. Fowler
J . Vallentine
J.D. O'Connell
N.D. Moloney
E.L. Marlin
N.D. Moloney
R.G. Barton
R.W. Cairns
F.C. Squires

10 NOV1969 30 Jan 1968 to 9 Nov 1969
3 Apr 1967 t o 29 Jan 1968
24 May 1966 to 2 Apr 1 967
9 May 1966 to 23 May 1966
1 1 Jan 1965 to 8 May 1966
23 Jan 1963 to 10 Jan 1965
28 May 1962 to 22 Jan 1963
30 Nov 1959 to 15 Apr 1962
9 Dec 1957 to 29 Nov 1959
8 July 1955 to 1 Dec 1957
14 Feb 1955 to 26 June 1955
1 Oct 1948 to 11 Feb 1955

10 Feb 1971 5 Nov 1969 to 12 J a n 1971
30 Apr 1966 to 4 Nov 1969
7 May 1962 to 29 Apr 1966
14 Dec 1959 to 6 May 1962
15 Nov 1956 to 29 Nov 1959
20 June 1938 to 14 Nov 1956
1 July 1927 to 19 June 1938

3 Feb 1971 -

OFFICER-IN-CHARGE, E.D.P. SECTION
A.R. Alderton

23 Jan 1968 to 2 Feb 1971

OFFICER-IN-CHARGE, A.D.P. SECTION
(Automatic Data Processing)
N.L. Gurney
M.L. Fredericks
A.R. Alderton

19 June 1967 to 21 Jan 1968
9 May 1966 to 18 June 1967
22 Jan 1966 to 8 May 1966

OFFICER-IN-CHARGE, PUNCHED CARD SECTION
R.A. Walsh
A.R. Alderton
R.S.J. Price
A.R. Clarke

8
2
5
2

June 1963 to 21 Jan 1966
Oct 1962 to 7 June 1963
Mar 1962 to 1 Oct 1962
Feb 1959 to 13 Sept 1961

ASSISTANT MANAGER E.D.P. (COMMERCIAL)
M.L. Fredericks

28'0ct 1971

-

TOLLMASTER, SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE
J.H. Tarleton
D. Wilkins
E.A. Turner
G.M. Stidwill
C.R. Filewood
D.Q. Lonsdale
C.F. Wilson
F.C. Squires
H.G. Ferguson

25 Aug 1972
22 Nov 1969 to 24 Aug 1972
6 Jan 1968 to 21 Nov 1969
21 Apr 1966 to 5 Jan 1968
30 Oct 1963 to 20 Apr 1966
1 l Sept 1951 to 29 Oct 1963
20 Aug 1947 to 10 Sept 1951
24 Feb 1937 t o 19 Aug 1947
20 Oct 1932 to 23 Feb 1937
-

Earlier occupants of this position were Mr. Spicer who was transferred to the
Department of Railways and Mr. Ringstad (Acting Tollmaster) who was
transferred to the Department of Road Transport and Tramways.

TOLLWAY MANAGER, MOONEY MOONEY
C.J. Lewis

4 Feb 1966 -

TOLLMASTER, MOONEY MOONEY
C.J. Lewis

8 Nov 1965 to 3 Feb 1966

OFFICER-IN-CHARGE, TENANTED PROPERTIES
A.C. Conna

18 Sept 1972 -

SENIOR EXAMINER O F ACCOUNTS
F.C. Squires
E.J. Mollet

20 Aug 1947 to 30 Sept 1948
21 June 1938 to 19 Aug 1947

C H I E F CLERK, TENANTED PROPERTIES SECTION
R.D. Morrison

10 Feb 1966 to 15 Sept 1972

LEGAL BRANCH
PRINCIPAL LEGAL OFFICER
G.C. Sheldon
J.A. McCaffrey

17 Apr 1968 1 May 1953 to 16 Apr 1968
LEGAL OFFICER

J.A. McCaffrey
Position Vacant
R.S. Johnston

16 June 1950 to 30 Apr 1953
18 July 1949 to 15 June 1950
29 Dec 1932 to 17 July 1949

CONTRACTS CLERK
R.S. Johnston

27 July 1925 to 28 Dec 1932

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL LEGAL OFFICER
R.H. Mills
G.C. Sheldon
Position Vacant
B.J. O'Connor
Position Vacant

17 Apr 1968 I Dec 1955 to 16 Apr 1968
1 Oct 1954 to 3 0 Nov 1955
1 Mar 1952 to 30 Sept 1954
29 July 1950 to 29 Feb 1952

ASSISTANT LEGAL OFFICER
W.R. Smoothey
J.A. McCaffrey

16 June 1950 to 28 July 1950
1 Oct 1948 to 15 June 1950

1st LEGAL ASSISTANT
J.A. McCaffrey
Position Vacant
J.A. McCaffrey

27 Aug 1945 to 30 Sept 1948
22 Dec 1941 to 26 Aug 1945
I July 1940 to 21 Dec 1941

DIVISIONAL ENGINEERS*

ILLA W ARRA DIVISION

1928-1972

(Known as Outer Metropolitan No. I Division from 21 Aug 1939 to
31 Oct 1956.)

METROPOLITAN DIVISION

G.A. Thompson
G.G. Corner (Acting)
G.J . King
A.G. Scott-Findlay
L.R.H. Irvine
T.A. Donaldson
I. Hardy (Acting)
C. Binns
F.l. Peterson (Acting)
G.B.H. Sutherland

(Established I Jan 1928. Known as Metropolitan District from I May 1932
to2July 1932.)
METROPOLITAN ENGINEER
H.B. Korff
B.J. Sexton
A.F. Schmidt
R.W.P. Hirt
L.W. Hawley
A.J. Clinch (Acting)
F.W. Laws
F.W. Laws (Acting)
S.M. Brown (Acting)
S.M. Brown
K.E. Blacket
R.J. Butler
C.A.M . Hawkins
J.A.L. Shaw
S.L. Luker

l

29 May 1972 29 Aug 1967 to 28 May 1972
3 Feb 1967 to 25 Aug 1967
9 Nov 1959 to 2 Feb 1967
16 Jan 1950 to 6 Nov 1959
2 Aug 1949 to 13 Jan 1950
15 Dec 1945 to I Aug 1949
23 Mar 1942 to 14 Dec 1945
20 Jan 1941 to 20 Mar 1942

HUNTER VALLEY DIVISION
(Known as Northern District from 3 May 1932 to 3 July 1932, as
Northern Division from 4 July 1932 to 23 Oct 1933 and as Lower
Northern Division from 24 Oct 1933 to 26 June 1966.)

8 July 1940 to 17 Jan 1941
Acting during various short periods

E.M . Brown
T.S. Hope
W.J.C. Orr
N .F. Hatcher
R.J. Butler
J.H. Mould
L.W. Hawley (Acting)
V.J.G. Harding
J .A.L. Shaw

21 Feb 1938 to 5 July 1940
22 Mar 1937 to 20 Feb 1938

CHIEF ENGINEER (METROPOLITAN)
A.E. Toyer

I July 1967 24 Oct 1966 to 30 June 1967
3 Mar 1958 to 21 Oct 1966
10 Dec 1951 to 28 Feb 1958
5 July 1948 to 7 Dec 1951
22 Oct 1942 to 2 July 1948
19 Aug 1942 to 21 Oct 1942
21 Apr 1942 to 18 Aug 1942
I Oct 1941 to 20 Apr 1942
21 Aug 1939 to 30 Sept 1941

29 Dec 1932 to 21 Mar 1937

ENGINEER-IN-CHARGE, METROPOLITAN DIVISION

3 Dec 1969 23 Mar 1965 to 27 Nov 1969
5 June 1962 to 22 Mar 1965
IOOct 1960to I June 1962
2 Feb 1952 to 7 Oct 1960
26 Feb 1942 to I Feb 1952
12 Aug 1940 to 25 Feb 1942
7 Feb 1938 to 9 Aug 1940
3 May 1932 to 4 Feb 1938

LOWER NORTH COAST DIVISION
(Established 27 June 1966.)

A.E. Toyer
I Jan 1928 to 28 Dec 1932
(Mr. Toyer was classified as Supervising Engineer from 12 Apr
1926 to 30 June 1927 and as Metropolitan Construction Engineer
from I July 1927 to 31 Dec 1927.)

T.P. Desmarchelier
9 Nov 1968 H.J. Vant
27 June 1966 to 18 Sept 1968
(Died while holding office)

OUTER METROPOLITAN DIVISION

NORTH EASTERN DIVISION

(Established 2 July 1928. Closed 29 Apr 1932.)

(Established 2 Sept 1935.)

E.F. Crouch
D.H. Ingram (Acting)
S.W . Down

W . J. Brecht
H . B. Korff
R.E. Playford
W.J.C. Orr
R.J.S. Thomas
A.H. Moroney
A.G. Scott-Findlay
S.W. Down

9 June 1931 to 29 Apr 1932
I July 1927 to 8 June 1931
2 July 1928 to 28 June 1929

PARRAMATTA DIVISION
(Known as Outer Metropolitan No. 2 Division from 21 Aug 1939 to
31 Oct 1956 and as Central Division from I Nov 1956 to 30 June 1967.)
L.R. Browne
D.C. Jacob
T.S. Hope
A.H . Kemp
H.C. Macready
L.R.H. Irvine
T.A. Donaldson
C. Binns
E.J. Constable
C. Binns

9 Sept 196816 Mar 1965 to 6 Sept 1968
10 May 1963 to 15 Mar 1965
20 Feb 1961 to 9 May 1963
12 Apr 1954 to 10 Feb 1961
21 Jan 1952 to 9 Apr 1954
19 July 1948 to 18 Jan 1952
6 Dec 1943 to 16 July 1948
2 Dec 1941 to 3 Dec 1943
21 Aug 1939 to I Dec 1941

UPPER NORTHERN DIVISION
(Established 2 July 1928. Closed down 29 Apr 1932. Re-established and
known as North Eastern Division from 4 July 1932 to 23 Oct 1933.)
B. Moon
W.J. Brecht
E.M . Brown
G .B. Cranna
G.H. Linton
H.C. Macready
L.W. Hawley
E.F. Crouch
D.H. Ingram
E.F. Crouch (Acting)
A.L. Horniman
Division not in operation
A.L. Horniman

CENTRAL MOUNTAINS DIVISION
(Established 3 July 1967.)
J.H . Dearden
K.J . Paynter

31 Jan 19703 July 1967 to 30 Jan 1970

* This schedule covers the period from 1928 to 1972 although a few
positions have been carried slightly beyond the latter date for
completeness of record.

8 Jan 1970 27 July 1964 to 7 Dec 1969
6 July 1962 to 24 July 1964
13 Feb 1961 to I Jun 1962
6 Jan 1958 to 10 Feb 1961
26 Nov 1951 to 3 Jan 1958
19 May 1947 to 23 Nov 1951
2 Sept 1935 to 16 May 1947

8 Jan 1970 4 Mar 1965 to 7 Jan 1970
21 Jan 1963 to 3 Mar 1965
20 Jan 1958 to 4 Jan 1963
5 Apr 1954 to 17 Jan 1958
31 Jan 1950 to 2 Apr 1954
8 Jan 1946 to 27 Jan 1950
25 Mar 1942 to 7 Jan 1946
18 Apr 1933 to 20 Mar 1942
20 Feb 1933 to 17 Apr 1933
4 July 1932 to 17 Feb 1933
30 Apr 1932 to 3 July 1932
2 July 1928 to 29 Apr 1932

*See also Divisional Engineers for Inner Freeway Construction and Outer
Freeway Construction under Senior Positions, Engineer-in-Chiefs Branch.
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NORTH WESTERN DlVlSlON

CENTRAL MURRAY DlVlSlON

(Known as Lower Northern Division from 17 Sept 1928 to 30 Apr 1932
and as North Western District from I May 1932 to 3 July 1932.)

(Established 1 Mar 1946.)

K. Edgar
E.M. Brown
D.C. Jacob
G.H. Linton
G.W. Mallett
R.J. Butler
C.K. Oliver
S.W. Down
A.L. Horniman
J.A.L. Shaw

5 Jan 1970 9 Mar 1965 to 3 Dec 1969
25 Dec 1961 to 8 Mar 1965
27 Jan 1958 to 22 Dec 1961
2 Jan 1952 to 24 Jan 1958
23 Sept 1946 to 28 Dec 1951
2 Sept 1935 to 20 Sept 1946
4 July 1932 to 30 Aug 1935
2 May 1932 to 1 July 1932
17 Sept 1928 to 29 Apr 1932

CENTRAL WESTERN DlVlSlON
(Established 16 Aug 1928. Known as Western District from 1 May 1932
to 3 July 1932.)
D.H.L. Francis
22 Jan 1973 10 May 1969 to 19 Jan 1973
N.A. Waslin
B.H. Butcher
2 June 1966 to 9 May 1969
H.J. Vant
4 July 1962 to 1 June 1966
R.E. Playford
31 Aug 1959 to 3 July 1962
L.W. Burgess
18 Jan 1954 to 28 Aug 1959
3 July 1950 t o 15 Jan 1954
J.E. Montgomery
20 Aug 1948 to 30 June 1950
E.J. Constable
R.W.P. Hirt
2 June 1947 to 17 Aug 1948
A.G. Scott-Findlay
18 Dec 1945 to 2 May 1947
A.G. Scott-Findlay (Acting) 17 July 1941 to 17 Dec 1945
J . James
9 Aug 1940 to 16 July 1941
27 Apr 1937 to 19 July 1940
D.A. White
16 Aug 1928 to 9 Apr 1937
H.M. Baker

8 Jan 1970 L.R. James
11 Nov 1968 to 12 Dec 1969
K. Edgar
16 May 1968 to 4 Nov 1968
T.P. Desmarchelier
1 1 Nov 1963 to 15 May 1968
V.R.R. Minus
23 Sept 1963 to 2 Oct 1963
R.G. Thompson
(Died while holding office)
3 Oct 1960 to 20 Sept 1963
L.R. Derrin
21 Feb 1958 to 30 Sept 1960
N.F. Hatcher
1 l Dec 1950 to 20 Feb 1958
G.J. King
5 July 1948 to 8 Dec 1950
R.E. McKellar
12 Sept 1946 to 2 July 1948
K.E. Blacket
30 Jan 1946 to 1 1 Sept 1946
R.J. Butler

SOUTH WESTERN DlVlSlON
(Known as Riverina Division from I Oct 1928 to 30 Apr 1932 and
as South Western District from I May 1932 to 3 July 1932.)
R.A. Dubedat
C.N. Penney
V.P. O'Grady
G.G. Corner
A.F. Schmidt
F.F. Stewart
D.A. White
W.G. Langford (Acting)
G: Mumford (Acting)
W.G. Langford (Acting)
J.H. Mould
H.M. Baker
V.J.G. Harding

17 Dec 1971 I Oct 1968 to 16 Dec 1971
1 Aug 1964 to 30 Sept 1968
4 June 1962 to 31 July 1964
4 Apr 1960 to 1 June 1962
30 Apr 1956 to 1 Apr 1960
5 Feb 1946 to 27 Apr 1956
17 June 1943 to 31 Jan 1946
1 Sept 1942 to 16 June 1943
24 Feb 1942 to 31 Aug 1942
21 Mar 1938 to 20 Feb 1942
19 Apr 1937 to 18 Mar 1938
I Oct 1928 to 16 Apr 1937

,

SOUTH COAST DlVlSlON
(Established 19 Apr 1937. Closed down on 27 Oct 1942 and incorporated
into Southern Division until 25 Nov 1945.)

CENTRAL NORTHERN DlVlSlON
(Established 1 Mar 1962.)
J. Kelly
R.A. Dubedat
K.W. Dobinson
B.N. Loder
K.J. Paynter
H.B. Korff

10 Dec 1971 9 Jan 1970 to 9 Dec 1971
1 Jan 1969 to 8 Jan 1970
20 June 1967 to 31 Dec 1968
20 July 1964 to 19 June 1967
1 Mar 1962 to 15 July 1964

MURRAY DARLING DlVlSlON
(Established 1 Aug 1955.)
G.A. Castleden
D.H.L. Francis
R.A. Dunstan
G.A. Thompson
B.J. Sexton
W.J.C. Orr
R.J.S. Thomas

12 Jan 1973
22 Jan 1970 to 1 1 Jan 1973
23 June 1967 to 21 Jan 1970
20 Dec 1963 to 22 June 1967
4 Feb 1961 to 19 Dec 1963
14 Dec 1957,to 3 Feb 1961
I Aug 1955 to 13 Dec 1957
-

Mr. Thomas was appointed as Inspecting Engineer (Western Division) on
24 May 1955 and the designation was altered t o Divisional Engineer, Murray
Darling Division as from 1 Aug' 1955, when the control of road works in the
Broken Hill district was taken over from the Department of Public Works.

E.K. Twartz
J.A. Neeson
R. Fitzhardinge
R.W.P. Hirt
J. James
A.J. Clinch (Acting)
Under control of Divisional
Engineer, Southern Division
T.A. Donaldson

27 Sept 1968 26 Mar 1965 to 26 Sept 1968
2 Nov 1959 to 25 Mar 1965
2 Sept 1948 to 30 Oct 1959
4 Nov 1946 to 1 Sept 1948
12 Nov 1945 to 1 Nov 1946
27 Oct 1942 to 25 Nov 1945
20 Apr 1937 to 26 Oct 1942

SOUTHERN DlVlSlON
(Established 2 July 1928. Known as Southern District from 1 May 1932
to 2 July 1932. Included South Coast Division from 27 Oct 1942 to
25 Nov 1945.)
J.B. Anderson
K. Jordan
W.G. Langford
(Died while holdin g office)
A.M.V. de V. Short
L.R.H. lrvine
J . James
C.A.M. Hawkins
V.J.G. Harding
T.A. Donaldson

27 Sept 1968 7 Nov 1949 to 26 Sept 1968
17 Jan 1949 to 4 Nov 1949
3 Aug 1948 to 17 Dec 1948
8 Aug 1940 to 23 June 1948
29 Sept 1939 to 7 Aug 1940
17 Jan 1938 to 28 Sept 1939
19 Apr 1937 to 14 Jan 1938
2 July 1928 to 16 Apr 1937
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GONE WALKABOUT-ABORIGINAL
TRADE ROUTES
The main source of information for this
chapter has been an article on" 'Trade' in
Aboriginal Australia, and 'Trade' Relationships
with Torres Strait, New Guinea and Malaya" by
F. D. McCarthy which was published in Oceania,
Vol9, No4, June 1939; Vol10, No 1, Sept 1939
andVol10, No 2, Dec 1939 (for the Australian
National Research Council). Other references are
given below but Mr. McCarthy's article is
recommended as the best starting point for
readers wishing to study this topic.
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40 SG30 Sept 1804, p 2.
41 SG280ct1804,pl.
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and complaints re work on Tank Stream
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44 SG 8 Sept 1805, Supplement.
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Roads"and "Road Legislation and Practice"
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The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales
Advertiser published from 3 Mar 1803 until 20 Oct
1842 (except when temporarilysuspended from
30 Aug 1807 to 15 May 1808).
The Australian Town and Country Journal
published from 8 Jan 1817 until25 June 1919.
The Australian published from 14 Oct 1824 until
28 Sept 1848.
The Sydney Monitor published from 19 May 1826
until 29 Dec 1841 (known as "The Monitor" until
16Aug 1828).
The Sydney Morning Heraldpublished since 18
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New South Wales Advertiser" from 4 Mar 1871
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Bridge Vol18,1932.
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1959.
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1936.
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Supplementary Note Vol20, Pt 5, 1934.
Jervis, J. The Great South RoadVol25, Pt 5,
1939.
Jervis, J . Solomon Wiseman and His Ferry
Vol27,Pt5,1941.
Jervis, J. Peat's Ferry and the Route to the
North Vol29, Pt 4, 1943.
MacLeod Morgan, H. A. Bell's Line ofRoad
Vo142, Pt 2,1956.
Nisbet, J . Transport on the Western Road in
1836Vol11, Pt4,1925.
Salier, C. W . T.L. Mitchell, Explorer,
Surveyor-Generaland Savant Vol17, Pt 1,
1931.
Sellcirk, H. DavidLennox, the Bridge Builder
Vo16, Pt 5,1920.
Selkirk, H. and Walker, F. Old Peat's Ferry
RoadVol 11, Pt4,1925.
Thomas, R. J. S. SomeAspects of the History
of the Roads in New South Wales Vol53,
Pt 1,1967.
Walker, F. Two Great Roads of New South
WalesVo13, Pt8, 1911.
Walker, F . The Great North RoadVol3,
Pt 2,1920.

Walker, F. The Old Western RoadRelics
Vo19, Pt 4,1923.
Wilson, A. The Western RoadDeviation
Vo113, Pt 1,1927.
There are also numerous articles on towns and
districts which include early roadand bridge
history.
Main Roads Journalof the Main Roads Board
and then the Department o f Main
Roads . . . published since Sept 1929.
As well as being a chronological record o f
road and bridge works and associated activities
carried out by or on behalfofthe Board and the
Department, this journal frequently features
articles giving the earlier history o f roads and
bridges. Some typical historical articles are as
follows.
Barrier Highway Vol24, N o 3, Mar 1959.
Bruxner Highway Vol33, N o 3, Mar 1968.
CastlereaghHighway Vol26, N o 3, Mar 1961.
Cobb Highway Vol26, N o 1, Sept 1960.
Great Western Highway Vol15, N o 1, Sept
1949.
Gwydir Highway Vol19, N o 3, Mar 1954.
Hume HighwayVol13,No4, June 1948. '
Mid Western HighwayVol24,No 1, Sept .
1958.
MitcheNHighway Vol21,N o 4 , June 1956.
Monaro Highway Vol25, N o 2, Dec 1959.
Mount Lindesay Highway Vol20, N o 3, Mar
1955.
New EnglandHighway V o l 1 7 , N o 3, Mar
1952.
Oxley HighwayVol18, N o 3, Mar 1953.
Pacific HighwaySydney - NewcastleVol 14, N o 3, Mar
1949.
North ofNewcastleVol 18, N o 2, Dec 1952.
Prince's Highway Vol16, N o 3, Mar 1951.
Silver City Highway Vol28,N o 1, Sept 1962.
Snowy Mountains Highway Vol21, N O 2,
Dec 1955.
Sturt Highway Vol20, N o 1, Sept 1954.
Bell's Line ofRoadVol16, N o 1, Sept 1950.
Bridge Building, Part I, Early Stone Bridges
Vol16, N o 2, Dec 1950.
Bridge Building, Part 2, Early Timber and
Iron BridgesVol17, N o 1, Sept 1951.
The Development ofRoad Plant Vol34,
N o 2, Dec 1968.
History ofRoad Expenditure in New South
Wales V o l 3 ,N o 8 Apr 1932.
Miles and MilestonesVol 15, N o 4, June
1950.
Old CoachingDaysVol17, N o 2, Dec 1951.
One Hundred Years Ago-Main Roads
Management Act, 1858Vol24, N o I , Sept
1958.
Sydney Harbour Bridge
The Story of Construction, Part I
Vol37,N o 3, Mar 1972.
The Story of Construction, Part I I
Vo137,N o 4 , June 1972.
Sydney Harbour-Bridgesand Vehicular
FerriesVol20, N o 2, Dec 1954.
Turnpikes in Early New South Wales Vol16,
N o 4, June 1951.
Weight of Load Regulation-A Brief History
Vol22, N o 1, Sept 1956.
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Accounts, See Funds
Acts and Bills, See Legislation
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Advisory Speed Signs, 216, 222, 259
Aerial Photography, 164, 177, 179, 207, 224,

Pedestrian Bridges, 232-4, after 232,
261

Steel Bridges, 56, 59, 170-1, 189, 200-1,
220, 226, 235

Stone Bridees. 6. 7. 8. 10. 14. 24-5.
suspension Bridges, 55, 58, 72, 170
Swing-Span Bridges, 57, 58-9
~ i m b e rBridges, 5, 6, 8, 14, 15-6, 52,

227, 231, 238, 256, 258
Aerodrome Construction, 176-7, 18 1-2, 185-7,
192
Air Space above Main Roads, Leasing of, 261
Alcock, W., 20
Allan, P., 55, 57-8, 68, 94
Alt, A,, Surveyor-General, 2, 5, 6
Army Regiment, 21 Construction, 227
Askin, Hon. Sir Robert, M.L.A., 246, 248, 255

54-9, 171, 220

Toll Bridges, 6, 10, 11, 24, 25, 52, 136,
204. 238. 242. 270

Vertical ' ~ i f ts p a n ' ~ r i d g e s57,
, 58, 169,
171.. 220.. 235

Weight of Loads on Bridges, 63, 174
Width of Bridges, 8, 56-7, 108, 141,
169-71
See also Culverts

Assistant Commissioners for Main Roads,
1932-72, 293

Australian Road Research Board, 227

Bridges,
Damaged by Floods, 5, 6, 7, 201, 211,
220

B
Backhouse, Rev. J., xii, 35
Baddeley, Hon. J.M., M.L.A., 87, 292
Barney, G., 24
Barrier Highway, 168, 194, 230, 244, 248, 252-3,
265

Barrington, G., 3
Barton Highway, 145, 163, 277
Bavin, Hon. T.R., M.L.A., 87, 90, 97, 115, 124
Bell's Line of Road, 42, 172, 202
Bennett, W.C., 44, 45, 46, 53, 56
Bent, J., 13
Berry, A., 35
Bigge, J.T., 19, 21
Bituminous Surfacing, See Road Surfaces
Bligh, Gov. W., 8, 10
~ o a r dof Transport Commissioners of New South
Wales, 1932, 130, 133
Botany Road, 12, 14, 70, 86, 104, 106
Bourke, Gov. Sir Richard, 22, 28, 33, 35
Bradfield, Dr. J.J.C., 72, 116, 121
Bridge Design and Construction,
1788. 3
1802, 6
1803-4, 7
1805, 8
1808, 8
1822, 21
18503, 56
1866-71, 50
1907, 71
1925-40, 169-71
1925-72, 280
19301s, 128, 133, 154, 157
1940'~,179-80, 224
1950'~, 220- 1
1960'~,232-7, 244
1970'~,254-5, 263

Allan Type Truss Bridges, 57-8
Bascule Span Bridges, 58, 59, 72, 169,
170. 171

concretd Bridges, 72, 168, 169, 170,
171, 173, 200, 220-1, 232, 233,
234-7, 254-5

Convict-built Bridges, 8, 1'5, 17, 19, 20
Corduroy Bridges, 52
Iron Bridges, 58
McDonald Type Truss Bridges, 55, 57-8

First Bridge, 1788, 3
First Stone Bridge, 1803, 7-8, 10
First Toll Bridge, 1802, 6
Locations, 1972 (map), 281
Maintenance, 7, 171, 174, 191, 221, 236
Number and Length Built, 1925-72, 280
Proclaimed National Works, 1907, 68
Types Built, 1925-72, 280
Bridges at,
Aberdeen, 229
Albury, after 232
Alfords Point, 255
Balranald, 254-5
Bargo, 236
Barmah, 237
Barneys Point, 171
Barraba, 170
Batemans Bay, 200, 220
Bathurst, 58
Bega, 254
Berrima, 24, 34, 57
Blackmans Point - Dennis Bridge, 236
Bobbin Head, 220
Bodalla, 201, 220
Booral, 200
Bourke, 58
Boyds Bay, 169, 171
Bulahdelah, 243
Burringbah, 200
Camden - Macarthur Bridge. 254, 262
Casino, 220
Concord (Uhrs Point), 200
Cowra, 58, after 232
Coxs River, 15
Deniliquin, 236, 243
Denman, 57, 21 1
Dubbo, 58, 233, 236-7, 243
Duck River, 6
Echuca, 58
Frenchs Forest - Footbridge, after 232
Frogs Hollow Creek, 54
Gladesville, 57-9, 202, 221, 234-5, 243,
250- 1, 262, 281, Endpapers.
Gladesville - Footbridge, 232, 234
Glebe Island, 58-9
Grafton, 170
Gundagai, 58, 254
Harwood, 233, 235, 250, 254
Hay, 254-5

Hexham, 136, 200, 220
Iron Cove, 58, 202, 221, 226
Jackadgery, 221, 236
Jingellic, 220
Kangaroo Valley, 58, after 232
Karuah, 220
Kempsey, 57, 220
Kiah, 236
Kindee Crossing, 170
Knapsack Gully, 42
Kvnnumboon. 57
~ a n Cove
e
- De Burghs Bridge, 58,
221, 235, 243

Lane Cove - Epping Road, 175
Lane Cove - Fig Tree Bridge, 59, 203,
221, 234

Lansdowne, 31, after 24,221
Lapstone Hill - Lennox Bridge, 27, 29,
30.

Lett Rmer, 15-6
Lismore, 59
Liverpool, 221
Louth, 233
Macksville, after 232
Maclean (Shark Creek), 170-1
Maitland, 232
Maitland (Wallis Creek), 58
..
Maitland West - Long Bridge, 34,
after 24
Mascot (Shea's Creek), 58
Mayfield, 236
Milperra, 235
Mooney Creek, 122
Mororo, 17 1
Moruya, 236
Mountain Creek, 171
Mulwala, 58
Murwillumbah, 57, 243
Nabiac, 220
Narooma, 169-70
Nelligen, 236
Northbridge, 55, 58, 170
Nowra, 59
Parramatta, 5, after 24
Parramatta - Rings Bridge, 234
Parramatta Road, 8
Peakhurst (Salt Pan Creek), 234
Peats Ferry, 121, 136, 171, 174, 188-9,
193, 243, 263

Penrith, 42
Pyrmont, 44, 58, 107, 262
Rarnornie, 233,236
Raymond Terrace, 236, after 232
Regentville, 259
Roseville, 72, 221, 235, 237, 243, 250
Rushcutters Bay, 9, 24
Rydalmere, 235
Silverwater. 203, 221, 232, 234
Spit, 72, 121, 203, 221
Stockton, 254-5, after 232
Swansea, 59,200,243
Sydney Harbour Bridge, See Sydney
Harbour Bridge
Tamworth, 58
Tank Stream, 3, 7-8, 18
Tarban Creek, 235, after 232
Taree, 176
Taren Point - Captain Cook Bridge,
234-6,250

Telegraph Point, after 232

Tempe, 221, 234
The Entrance, 236
The Rip, 263
Tintaldra, 220
Tocumwal, 58
Tom Uglys Point, 72, 121
Towrang, 24
Tuncurry - Forster, 220
Wagga Wagga, 57
Warkworth, 57
Warri, 55
Wentworth, 58,236, after 232
Wilcannia, 58, after 232
Windsor, 6, 18, 54
Wingham, after 232
Woronora River, 172-3
Yass, 56
Brisbane, Gov. Sir Thomas, 22
Bruce, Hon. S.M., M.P., 88, 89
Bruxner, Hon. Sir Michael, M.L.A., xiv, 78, 79,
81, 87, 89, 90, 97, 100, 132, 136, 157, 158, 292
Bruxner Highway, 166, 230, 249, 252, 277
Bullock Teams, See Horse and Bullock Drawn
Transport
Buses, 65, 124-5, 129, 133, 223

C
Cahill, Hon. J.J., M.L.A., 243, 292
Cahill Expressway, 223, 241, 242, 275
Cann, Hon. G. M.L.A., 87-8
Cars, See Motor Vehicles
Castlereagh Freeway, 241, 275
Castlereagh Highway, 168, 196, 230, 277
Channelisation, See Intersections
Classifications of Roads,
1833, 25
1858, 41
1865, 47-8
1906, 60
1911, 62
1912, 77
1923, 78, 100
1925-72, 273
1927-29, 88, 100
1949-5 1, 198-200
1970, 228
Coaching, 15, 38-9, 40, 41, 43, 46 (map 1895).
61-2
Coane's Ausiralasian Roads, 63, 65
Cobb Highway, 168, 231, 236, 277
Collett, W.R., 44, 45
Collins, D., 3, 8
Commissioners for Main Roads, 60, 133, 137,
190, 193, 208, 209, 230
1932-72, 293
See also Craig, D.,
Newell, H.H., Schmidt, A.F.,
Shaw, J.A.L., Sherrard, H.M.,
Thomas, R.J.S., Toyer, A.E.
Commissioners for Road Transport and
Tramways,
Maddocks, S.A., 124, 131, 133, 136
Commissioners for Roads, 1857-1907, 40-60
See also Bennett, W.C.,
Collett, W.R., Hanna, W.,
.Hickson, R., Martindale, B.H.,
Moriarty, E.O.
Commissions, Committees and Reports,
Commonwealth Transport Committee
on Co-ordination of Transport in
Australia, 1929, 90, 124
County of Cumberland Passenger
Transport Advisory Committee,
1965, 237

Metropolitan Planning Committee,
1938, 203
Public Service Inquiry Commission into
Department of Public Works, 1893,
50
.
.
Railway Level Crossing Committee,
1960, 143, 232
Report on State of Roads in New South
Wales, 1865, 45, 47
Report to Secretary of Public Works,
1871, 50
Reports to Secretary for Lands and
Public Works, 1858 and 1859, 41
Road Committee, 1805, 7-8
Royal Commission into State of Survey
Department, 1855, 26
Select Committee . . . on Internal
Communication, 1852, 25, 32
Select Committee on Transportation,
1812, 19
1834, 22
State Traffic Advisory Committee, 1964,
233, 237
State Transport Advisory Committee to
Inquire into Omnibus Transport,
1932. 132
Commonwealth id, 80, 88-9, 90-1, 124, 127-8,
132, 145, 157, 196, 201, 213-5, 244-9, 263
Receipts, 1925-72, 268, 269
See also Federal Aid, Funds and
Legislation
Commonwealth Bureau of Roads, 1965, 246
Conferences and Congresses
Commonwealth Conference of Road
Authorities, 1926, 108
Commonwealth-State Ministers
Conference. 1929, 90
Commonwealth-State Roads Conference,
1959, 214
Conference on Federal Aid for Road
Development, 1926, 88
Conferences Sponsored by Australian
Road Research Board, 227
Erina Shire Council Conference, 1925,
116
International Roads Congress, 1934, 158
National Roads Association and Local
Government Association
Conference, 1923, 78
Permanent International Association of
Road Congresses, 158
Premiers Conferences,
1929, 124
1930, 90
1959, 214
1964, 245
1969, 246
Road Safety Conference, 1936, 136
Convict Road Gangs, 3, 8, 15, 17, 19-20, 23-4,
26, 29-30, after 24, 35
Cordurov Roads., 21.40
.
Cost of,
Bridge Construction, 1925-40, 169
Caravans, 1930, 113, 115
Concrete Pavements, 1926, 119
Early Cars, 61, 64
Excavations, 1929, 113
Freeways, 241-2, 243, 249, 259
Gladesville Bridge, 1964, 234
Hornsby to Gosford Roadworks, 121,
123
Linemarking, 1939, 142
Maintaining Parramatta Road, 1926,
104
Milestones, 1814, 18
Motor Vehicle Tax, 1940, 210
Obelisk, Macquarie Place, 1818, 19
O'Brien's Subscription Road, 1821, 18

Plant, 1927, 112
Proposed Hawkesbury River Bridge,
1928, 121
Proposed Railways to Bathurst, 1855,
140
Road and Bridge Works, 1880-1924,
270
Road Signs, 1925, 11 1
Road South, 1821, 17
Road to Hawkesbury River, 1810, 10-1
Road to Liverpool, 181 3, 14
Roadworks, 1810-21, 11- 2
Roadworks, 1860, 44
Roadworks by William Roberts, 15
Roadworks in County of Cumberland,
1920's. 103
Savings from Mechanisation, 152, 163,
192
Spit Bridge, 1922, 72
Stumping and Clearing, 1852, 32
Transportation, 1857-64, 45
Treeplanting, 1934, 156
Wages, etc., 1925-72, 271
Councils,
Australian Transport Advisory Council,
1947, 208
1956, 214
Commonwealth Department of
Transport Advlsory Council, 1948,
195
Commonwealth Transport Advisory
Council, 1946, 208
Counc~ls,Municipal and Shire, See Local
Authorities
Country Roads Board of Victoria, 65, 76, 78, 83
84, 92, 96
County of Cumberland Main Roads Developmen
Plans, 1945 and 1960, 204-5, 214, 224, 238,
241
Cox, W., 15-6
Craig, D., 137, 158, 190, 205, 293, 304
Culverts, 8, 24, 47, 119, 141, 174, 179, 185, 200
235
cumberland County Council Planning Scheme,
1951, 205
Cureton, E., 18
Cutler, Hot.1. Sir Charles, M.L.A., 260, 292
Cutler, Gov. Sir Roden, 254
-~ -

D
Darling, Gov. Sir Ralph, 22, 27, 28
Day Labour, 45, 94, 98, 101, 113, 119, 127, 152
163, 201, 224
Employed 1925-72, 278
de Chair, Gov. Sir Dudley, 72
Defence Works,
New Caledonia, 185-6
New South Wales, 172-7, 187-8
Norfolk Island, 186-7
Northern Territory, 177-82
Queensland, 183-5
Delaney, N., Superintendent of Roadmakers,
1821, 20
Denison, Gov. Sir William, 26, 39-40, 42
Department of Government Transport, 223
Department of Lands, 116, 231
Department of Local Government, 80, 83, 231,
232, 248
Department of Main Roads,
Administrative Sections, 224-5
Annual Reports,
1935-36, 144
1936-37, 158
1940-41, 190
1944-45, 191

1956-57, 209, 210
1958-59, 216
1973-74, 263-4
Central Workshop, 191, 193
Classifications and Mileages of Roads
for which Commissioner is
responsible, 1925-72, 273
commissioners, 60, 133, 137, 208, 230,
293, 296
See also Craig, D.,
Newell, H.H., Schmidt, A.F.,
Shaw, J.A.L., Sherrard, H.M.,
Thomas, R.J.S., and Toyer, A.E.
Created in 1932, 133, 136, 294
Divisional Engineers, 101, 310-1
Divisional Offices, 225, 227, 264
Divisions, 99, 219, 229, 282-91
Central (Parramatta), 288-9, 310
Central Mountains (Lithgow), 229,
287-9, 310
Central Murray (Deniliquin), 202,
219, 285-6, 291, 311
Central Northern (Bourke), 229,
287-8. 290. 311
central wkstern (Parkes), 99, 101,
282-5, 290, 31 1
Hunter Valley (Newcastle), 288,
310
Illawarra (Wollongong), 230, 289,
310
-..

Inner Freeway Construction, 288,
291, 301
Lower North Coast (Port
Macquarie), 287, 289, 310
Lower Northern (Tamworth), 99,
101, 282-3, 285, 288
Metropolitan, 101, 158, 282-5, 289,
310
Murray Darling (Broken Hill), 219,
285, 287, 290, 31 1
North Eastern (Glen Innes), 158,
193, 225
North Eastern (Grafton), 158, 227,
230, 285-6, 290, 310
North Western (Tamworth), 158,
230, 290, 311
Northern (Newcastle), 158, 284-5
Outer Freeway Construction, 288,
291, 301
Outer Metropolitan, 99, 101, 282-3,
291. 301. 310
outer ~ k t r o ~ o ~ iNo.
t a n 1, I 58,
285, 286
Outer Metropolitan No. 2, 158,
285, 286
Parramatta (Parramatta), 288-9,
310
Riverina (Wagga Wagga), 99, 101,
282-3
South Coast (Bega), 158, 285-6,
291, 311
Southern (Queanbeyan and
Goulburn), 99, 101, 158, 282-4,
291, 311
South Western (Wagga Wagga),
158, 284, 291, 311
Sydney-Newcastle Expressway
Construction. 288. 291
Upper ~ o r t h e r n( ~ l e nInnes), 99,
101, 282-5, 290, 310
Head Office, 190, 282-8
Library, 225, 230
Materials and Research Laboratory, 71,
101, 114, 193, 195-6, 225, 230
Organisation Charts, 296-7
Social and Recreation Club, 1930, 227
Staff Numbers,
1925-72, 278, 279

1932, 136
1933, 136
1946, 224
1950-60, 225
1970, 230
1974, 264
Staff, Recruiting and Training, 136,
191, 226-7
Staff, Senior Positions, 1932-72, 298311
Staff, Transferred from Main Roads
Board, 136
Wartime Role, 172- 91
Works Offices, 219
Department of Motor Transport, 216, 233, 259
Department of Public Works, 41, 47, 49, 50,
54-60, 70-2, 96-8, 101, 112, 219, 227, 232,
247-8, 278, 285
1859-1906. 40-59
s , Railways
Department of ~ a i l k a ~See
Department of Road Transport and Tramways,
133, 137, 140, 142, 294
Department of Transport, 131, 294
Design, See Bridge Design and Construction,
Road Design
~ e v e l o ~ m e n t aRoads,
l
81, 86, 89, 91-2, 97-8,
167-8, 196-7, 201, 202, 247
1927, 97-8
1936, 157
1937-38, 159, 166-7
1945-50, 201-2
1960-70, 228-9
Fund Receipts, 1925-72, 269
Mileages, 1925-72, 273
Developmental Works, 157, 228-9
Diesel Fuel Tax, 1957, 213
Drag Resheeting Process, 147-9
Druitt, G., 21
Dust Nuisance, 51, 61, 62, 122, 143-4, 161, 163,
180, 208
'

E
Earthworks, 32, 119, 122, 152, 167, 187, 238
Eastern Freeway and Eastern Distributor, 223,
241, 275
Engineer and Artillery Officer, 1817, 21
Environment,
Aboriginal Rock Carvings Preserved,
119
Environmental Design Awards, 251
Landscaping, 250
Restrictions on Roadside Advertising,
106
Roadside Rest Areas, 231, 253
Equipment, See Plant and Equipment
Evans, G., 15
Expenditure, See Finance
Expressways, See Freeways

F
Farrar, Hon. E.H., M.L.C., 51-2
Federal Aid, See Commonwealth Aid
Federal Highwav, 145, 156, 163-4, 231, 253. 277
Ferries, vehicular, 24,32, 36, 47,49-50, 53; 55,
64, 68, 72-3, 116, 121-2, 127, 136, 205, 216,
236, 255
Eliminated from State Highways, 171,
233, 235
Proclaimed National Works, 1907, 71
Tolls Abolished, 1907, 71

Finance,
1802, 6
1803, 7
1805, 8
1810, 10
1811-12, 13
1813, 14
1814, 18
1821, 17
1822, 36
1850-1900, 54
1857, 45
1858, 47
1859-60, 44
1860, 44
1864, 45
1865, 47
1871, 49
1880-1924, 270
1891, 50
1901, 52
1906, 59
1906-12, 61
1912, 77
1913-20, 77
1923, 79, 80
1924-25, 80, 83-4, 85-6
1925-26, 80, 89, 96, 108
1925-72, 268-72
1926, 87-9
1930, 124-5
1930's, 151-2
1931-32, 127-8, 132, 159
1932-33, 130, 159, 167-8
1932-72, 270
1933, 154
1936, 154-5
1937, 157-8
1939-40, 159, 196, 213
1940-50, 172
1945-46, 196
1946-47, 196
1948-49, 197
1950, 197
1952-53, 213
1954, 213
1956-57, 210
1956-60, 214
1956-66, 209
1958, 210
1959, 215
1962, 242
1963-70, 243
1967-68, 243
1968-69, 248
1969-70, 243, 245, 248, 249
1969-74, 246-7
1970, 238
1970-71, 248
1971-72, 248
1972, 263
1972-73, 248
1973-74, 248, 263
See also Costs, Funds, Legislation,
Loans, Motor Vehicle Taxation,
Petrol Taxation
Finch, H., 32
FitzGerald, Hon. J.J., M.L.A., 87, 292
Fitzpatrick, Hon. J.C.L., M.L.A., 78, 79, 80, 81,
82, 87, 292
FitzRov. Gov. Sir Charles. 30
, 44, 55, 56, 153, 184, 194,
Flood ~ a m a ~6,e 42,
201, 208, 21 1, 220, 236
Foveaux, Lt. Gov. J., 8
Freeways, 204-5, 223-4, 228, 231, 234, 237, 238,

241-2, 249, 259, 273, 275 (map), 288, 291
See also Cahill Expressway,
Castlereagh, Eastern, Gore Hill,
Lane Cove Valley, North Western,
South Western, Southern,
Sydney-Newcastle, Warringah and
Western Freeways
Fuller, Sir George, M.L.A., 84, 86-7
Funds,
Commonwealth Aid Roads Fund,
Receipts, 1925-72, 268, 269
See also Commonwealth Aid
Country Main Roads Fund, 81, 86, 87,
89, 125, 127, 128, 132, 198, 209,
210, 242, 247, 248,
Receipts, 1925-72, 269
County o f ~ u m b e r l a n dMain Roads
Fund, 81, 86, 87, 98-9, 107, 128,
132, 154, 209, 210, 242, 244, 247,
263
Receipts, 1925-72, 269
~ e v e l o ~ m e n t Roads
al
Fund, 81, 86, 89,
91-2, 196, 202,
Recei~ts.1925-72. 269
, 242-3, 247, 249
Loan ~ u n i s86,
Receipts, 1925-72, 268
Metropolitan Main Roads Fund, 81, 86
Police Fund, 11, 18
Public Vehicles Fund, 125
Receipts for Various Funds, 1925-72,
269
Road Transwrt and Traffic Fund, 124
r
Receipts from
Sydney ~ a i b o u Bridge
Tolls, 1932-72, 270

Highways, See State Highways
Hills, Hon. P.D., M.L.A., 292
Hoddle, R., 35
Horse and Bullock Drawn Transport, 5, 10-1,
14, 18, 20, 24, 30, 31, 38, 40, 41, 43, 48, 60,
61, 62, 63, 65, 70, 80, 117, 164, 197
Camel Drawn Buggy, 196
Howe, J., 18
Hughes, Lt., 22
Hume Highway, 110, 111, 113, 114, 144, 156,
160, 162-3, 164, 170, 172, 194, 208, 221-2,
231-2, 236, 238, 249, 253, 254, 257, after 232,
177
Ll I

See also Great Southern Road

Hunter, Gov. J., 3, 5-6
Hutchinson, W., Superintendent of Convicts,
1814, 20

I
Illawarra Highway, 21 2, 277
Illawarra Planning Authority, 206
Income, See Funds
Intersections and Interchanges, 140, 216, 221,
222, 23 1, 253, 263

J
Jacques, Surveyor, 1833, 35
Johnson, J., Overseer, 1821, 20

K

G
Game, Gov. Sir Philip, 132
Garlick, J., 78, 83, 88, 92, 94, 96, 100, 131, 294
Gipps, Gov. Sir George, 35
Gold Discoveries, 26, 30, 38, 50
Gore Hill Freeway, 241, 275
Gorton, Rt. Hon. J.G., M.P., 246
Great Northern Road, 31-2, 41, 47, 48, 89, 103,
108, 110, 116, 123
See also Lane Cove Road and Pacific
Highway
Great Southern Road, 17, 23 (map), 29, 33-4,
41, 44, 47, 48, 57, 89, 104, 108, 110
See also Hume Highway
Great Western Highway, 13, 15-8, 20, 22,
26-31, after 34, 40-2, 44, 47-9, 81, 89, 102-5,
112, 138, 141, 142, 143, 144, 156, 160, 172,
194, 218, 227, 231, 238, 241, 243, 247
See also Parramatta Road
Greenway, F., 17, 19
Griffith, Hon. A.H., M.L.A., 77
Grimes, C., 5, 6
Grose, Lt. Gov. F., 5
Guide Posts, 17, 112, 141, 142, 143, 158, 215
Gwydir Highway, 164-5, 192, 219, 233, 236, 277

H
Hanna, W., 46, 52, 54
Harrex, J., 10-1
Hawkins, J.S., 26, 42
Heat Treatment of Roads (Irvine Machine), 151,
153-4
Helicopter, 238, 244,256, after 232
Henderson, S.R., 83,294
Hickson, R., 46, 50, 51, 53
Highway Engineering Degree Course, Established
1955, 227

King, Gov. P., 6-7
Kings Cross Road Tunnel, 261

L
Land Acquisition, 59, 97, 105, 116, 145, 202-3,
205, 224, 241-2, 261, 263
Landscaping, 250
See also Environment
Lane Cove Road, 70-1, 97, 103
Lane Cove Valley Freeway, 241, 275
Lang, Rev. J.D., 19
Lang, Hon. J.T., M.L.A., 81, 83, 87, 89, 94, 96,
97, 127, 129, 130, 132, 292
Lee,Hon. J.R.,M.L.A., 115
Legislation,
1804, 7
18 11-20, 20
1833, 25
1835, 25
1857, 53
Botany Road Trust Act, 70
Commonwealth Aid Roads Act,
1954, 214
1959, 215
1964, 244-5
1969, 244-9, 263
Commonwealth Aid Roads and Works
Act, 1947, 196, 201
Commonwealth Aid Roads (Special
Assistance) Act, 1957, 213
Constitution of Australia (Sec. 92), 210
Federal Aid Roads Act,
1926, 89
1927, 89, 269
1931-32, 247
1936-37, 247
1947, 197
1950, 197

Federal Aid Roads and Works Act,
1937, 157
Federal Aid Roads (Further Agreemer
Act, 1931, 128
Finance (Taxation Management) Act.
1926, 87, 89
Government Railway Act, 1858, 41
Government Railways and Main Road
(Amendment) Act, 1931, 131
Imperial Act,
1832, 24
1842, 25
Land Act, 1861, 42
Local Government Act, 105
1906, 53, 60, 77
1909, 65
1919, 65, 155
Ordinances (under the Act), 105,
155, 195
Local Government Bill, 1918, 77
Local Government (Main Roads) Bill,
1912, 77
Local Government (Shires) Extension
Bill, 1905, 59
Local Government (Town and Countr!
Planning) Amendment Act, 1945,
204
Main Road Development Act,
1923, 80
1924-25, 80
1925, 80
Main Roads Act, 1924, 76, 79, 82, 86
87, 105, 107, 110, 112, 132, 155,
210, 227-8, 244, 247, 263
Main Roads (Amendment) Act,
1927, 88
1928, 106
1929, 88, 91, 98, 100
1936, 154, 157
1945, 228
1951, 210
1960, 227
1972, 263
1973, 261
Main Roads Bill, 1924, 80-2
Main Roads Management Act, 1858,
41, 44, 47,
Amended 1871, 49
Metropolitan Main Roads Bill,
1920. 78-9
Metropolitan Traffic Act, 1900, 88, 1;
Ministry of Transport Act, 1932,
129-30. 132. 294
Motor ~ r a f f i cA&, 1909, 76, 124
Motor Vehicles (Taxation) Act, 1916,
76, 209
Municipalities Act, 1858, 41
National Security Regulation 1942, 1'
New South Wales Road Maintenance
(Contribution) Act, 1958, 210
Ordinances (under Local Government
Act), 105, 155, 195
Parish Roads Act. 1840, 25, 59
;
59
Public Roads ~ c t 1902,
Public Service (Salaries Reduction) A
1930, 128
Road Maintenance (Contribution) AC
1930, 242
State Motor Vehicle (Taxation) Act,
1943. 209
State ~ r a n s ~ o(Co-ordination)
rt
Act,
1931, 129, 130, 131, 210, 213
Surveyors' Act, Amended 1961, 226
Sydney Harbour Bridge
(Administration) Act, 1932,
Amended 1960, 242
-

~

-

~

Amended 1962, 243
Transport Act, 1930, 124
Transport (Division of Functions) Act,
1932, 133, 291, 294
Victorian Commercial Goods Vehicles
Act, 1955, 210
Lengths of Roads, See Mileages of Roads
Zennox, D., 28-31
Level Crossings, See Railways
Linemarking, 136, 139, 141-2, 203, 222, 263
Loans, 86, 242-3, 247, 249, 268
Local Authorities (Municipal and Shire
Councils), 25, 41, 53-4, 59, 66, 68, 77, 78-9,
81, 82, 84-8, 93-4, 96, 98-9, 100, 105-7,
109-1 1, 115-6, 119, 154-6, 195, 205, 232,
244-5, 263, 268, 278-9
Contributions by Councils in the County
of Cumberland, 1925-72, 268
Numbers Employed on Roadworks
1925-72, 278-9
Local Government Association, 82, 113
Lockyer, E., 22, 27
Lyons, Hon. J.A., M.P., 132

M
Macadam Road Construction, 36, 48, 51, 63, 65,
109, 153, 160
McKell, Hon. W.J., M.L.A., 127, 190, 205, 292
Macquarie, Gov. L., xiv, 10-21, after 24
Macquarie Place Obelisk, 18, 19
Maddocks, S.A., 124, 131, 133, 136
Mail Services, 31, 36, 37 (map 1858), 39, 43, 45,
48, 61-2
First Motorised Mail Service, 63
"Main Roads" (Quarterly Journal), 98, 126,
158, 193, 225
Main Roads, 60-6, 77, 78-9, 81-2, 98, 100, 103,
108, 116, 154, 159, 172, 173, 191, 198-9, 202,
206, 228, 230-1, 238
1833, 25
1865, 47-8
1923, 80
1924-25, 80, 83-4
1925, 80
1925-72, 273
1926, 85-6
1928, 100
1939, 198-200
1956-66, 209
1960-70, 214
1969, 248
Built as Defence Works, 172-3, 187
Classifications and Mileages, 1925-72,
273
County of Cumberland Main Roads
Development Plans, 1945 and 1960,
204-5, 214, 224, 238, 241
Epping Road, 175
Kings Cross Road Tunnel. 261
issi sin^ Links" and
Ends",
1926 (map), 102
,
Mount Ousley-~ o a d 172
Putty Road, 173
Southern Cross Drive, 231
.
Wakehurst Parkway, 205
Main Roads Act, See Legislation
Main Roads Board of N ~ WSouth Wales, 78, 82,
83-8, 95, 100-31, 294
Abolished. 1932. 130-2. 294
Annual ~ e ~ o r t s ;
1925, 103, 108-9
1930, 125-6
Divisional Engineers, 101, 310-1
Divisions, 282-5, 289-91

i is sin^

Established, 1924, 78, 82, 95
Head Office, 100-1, 114
Members, 1925-32, 83-4, 294
Moves to Abolish, 96, 129-30
Organisation Charts, 95, 295
Relation with Other Authorities, 85,
104, 125-6
Staff Numbers,
1925, 92-4
1925-32, 278-9
1927-28, 99
1929-31, 128-9
1933, 129
Staff Transferred to Department of
Main Roads, 1933, 136
Maintenance, 5, 35, 62, 63, 65, 104, 106, 109,
110, 112, 113, 125-6, 139, 140, 146-9, 152-3,
160, 187-8, 191, 196, 229, 232, 249. 250
1798, 6
1804, 7
1805, 8
1858, 41
1865, 45
1871, 49
1901, 52
1920's, 65
1925, 84,104
1926, 87
1928, 104, 106
1929, 90, 103, 105
1934, 160
1945, 191
1952, 208
Maps,
C o u ~ ~of
f y Cumberland, Showing
Missing Links" and "Missing
Ends", 1926, 102
County of Cumberland, Showing Radia
and Circumferential Routes, 1926,
274
Department of Main Roads, Divisional
Boundaries and Headquarters,
1932, 284
1972, 288
Department of Main Roads, New
Divisions Established,
1933-50, 286
1951-72, 287
Department of Transport, Way and
Works Branch; Transport Districts
and Headquarters, 1932, 283
Main Roads Board, Divisional
Boundaries and Headquarters
1928-32, 282
New South Wales, Showing,
Areas Affected by Floods, 1956,
21 1
Bituminous Surfacing of State
Highways,
1936, 276
1956, 276
1972, 277
Linemarking Completed, 1939, 142
Locations of Major Bridges, 1972,
281
Main Roads System,
1906, after 64
1923, after 80
1928, after 112
1939, after 160
1957, after 208
1972, after 256
Post Towns, Stations and Roads,
185337
Ra~lwayand Coaching Routes,
1895. 46

Northern Territory Roadworks, 1940-41,
178
Planned Freeways, 1972, 275
Queensland Inland Defence Highway,
1942, 183
Razorback Obstruction and Roads to
Avoid it, 1855, 29
Roads Descending Mt. Victoria and Mt.
York, 1855, 28
Roads to Bathurst, 1827, 27
Roads to Illawarra District, 1840's, 35
Roads to North,
1829, 29
1852, 32
Roads to South, 1829, 23
Settlements and Early Tracks near
Sydney, 1796, 4
Sydney, 1802, 9
Marsden, Rev. S., 13
Martindale, B.H., 40-1, 44, 45, 46, 52-3
Materials Testing, See Road Materials Testing
Meehan, J., Inspector of Roads, 1814, 17, 20
Menzies, Hon. Sir Robert, M.P., 214, 245
Metric Changeover, 1974, 258-9
Metropolitan Water Sewerage and Drainage
Board, 105, 227
Microfilming, 257
Mid Western Highway, 215, 277
Mileages of Roads,
1818, 21
1822, 21
1864, 47
1870-1906, 59
1871, 50
1906, 80
191 1, 62-3
1924-25, 80, 84
1925-72, 273
1926, 104
1937-38, 159
1939-45, 191
1945, 223
1950-51, 217
1960-70, 228-32
Bituminous Surfacing,
1938, 159
1939, 144
1974, 263
Developmental Roads,
1925-72, 273
1929, 99
1932, 92
1936, 157
1938, 159
1939-45, 191
1970, 228
Freeways,
1925-72, 273
1970, 228, 243
Linemarking,
1937-38, 141, 142
1974, 263
Main Roads,
1906, 60-1
1911, 62
1925-72, 273
1926, 104
1929, 100
1937-38, 159
1939-45, 191
1949-50, 198
1951, 200
1970, 228, 230
Maintained,
1926, 104
1932, 104

Measured from Macquarie Place, 18,
19. 21
~ilebtdnei,1814-16, 18-9
Pavement Types,
1929, 146
1936, 146
1950-60, 217
Queensland, 1925, 84
Secondary Roads,
1925-72, 273
1926, 104
1932, 107
1938, 159
1945, 223
1970, 228
State Highways,
1925-72, 273
1929, 99, 100
1932, 130
1938, 159
1951, 200
1970, 228
Sydney to Newcastle, 1930, 123
Sydney to Singleton, via Putty, 1942,
173
Tourist Roads,
1925-72, 273
1970, 228-9
Trunk Roads,
1925-72, 273
1929, 100, 104, 105
1932, 130
1938, 159
1951, 200
1970, 228
Unclassified Roads,
1925-72, 273
1974, 228
Victoria, 1925, 84
Milestones, 18- 9, 21, 258-9
Minchin, Lt. W., 7, 8
Ministers for Highways, 292
Ministers for Public Works,
Ball, Hon. R.T., M.L.A., 72
Buttenshaw, Hon. E.A., M.L.A., 97
Griffith. Hon. A.H.. M.L.A.. 77
Ministers Responsible for Administration of
Main Roads Act, 1925-72, v, 87,292
See also Baddeley, J.M., Bruxner, M.F.,
Cahill, J.J., Cann, G., Cutler, C.B.,
FitzGerald, J.J., Fitzpatrick, J.C.L.,
Hills, P.D., Lang, J.T.,
McKell, W.J., Morton, P.H.
Ministers for Transport, 223, 292
Mitchell, Major Sir. Thomas, xii, 22-4, 26,
27-36. 44
~ i t c h e l Highway,
i
145, 168, 218, 236, 247, 248,
252, 254, 277
Monaro Highway. 162. 277
Moriarty, KO., i 4 , 45
Morton, Hon. P.H., M.L.A., 249, 292
Motor Vehicle Registrations,
191 1, 61
1925-72, 272
1930-32, 136
1933-39, 136
1939-45, 196
1947, 193
1950, 196, 210
1960-70, 228
Motor Vehicle Taxation, 20, 61, 76, 86, 87, 88,
125, 128, 130, 196, 198, 208, 213, 242, 248,
263
Receipts, 1925-72, 272
Motor Vehicles, 61-6, 76, 80-1, 86, 108, 113,
136-8 152-3, 192, 217, 222, 231, 238, 241, 264

Motorways,
First Gazetted 1960, 228, 252
Mount Lindesay Highway, 215, 219, 277
Mountain Passes,
Brown Mountain, 21 1
Bulli Pass, 35, 48, 160
Mitchell's Pass, 30, after 24
Mount Keira, 34,35, 172
Mount Victoria, 22, 28-30, 34, 172, 218
Mount York, 14, 16-8, 26-7
Razorback Range, 29, 33-4, 110-1,
113-4, 160, 208, 232
Municipalities, See Local Authorities
Mutch, Hon. T.D., M.L.A., 68, 78-81

N
National Association of Australian State Road
Authorities, 214, 225, 227, 244, 246, 258
National Roads and Motorists' Association
(Originally National Roads Association), 77-9,
96-7, 116, 123, 129-30, 144
National Routes, 216, 245, 252
National Works, 60, 71, 98, 157, 285
New England Highway, 32, 144, 153, 156, 160,
162, 163, 194, 201, 212, 219, 277
Newell. H.H.. 78. 83. 88. 100. 131. 132. 133.
-- -,- -

Newell
Highway, 164, 200, 218, 230, 252, 254,
mm.8
LII

Nicholson, Asst. Surveyor, 1830, 22
Norfolk Island Aerodrome, 186-7
North Western Freeway, 234, 241, 249, 251,
262, 275
Northern Territory Defence Works, 177-82
Northumberland (Newcastle and Environs)
Planning Scheme, 207

0
Obelisks, Macquarie Place 1818, 18-9, 21
Watsons Bay 1811, 11
O'Brien's Subscription Road, 1821, 18, 35
O'Hearne, J. 1810, 18
Old North Road, See Great Northern Road
Ordinary Main Roads, See Main Roads
Oxley, J., Surveyor-General, 20, 22
Oxley Highway, 141, 156, 165-6, 230, 248, 253,
277

P
Pacific Highway, 65, 86, 103, 116-23, 145, 149,
156, 160, 161, 162, 169-71, 193-4, 200, 220,
228,231,235,238,241,249,252, after 232
See also Lane Cove Road and Great
Northern Road
Parish Road Trusts, 25
Parkes, Sir Henry, 96, 254
Parking Regulations, 146, 238
Parramatta Road, 3-6, 8, 9, 10, 15, 15, 1%-19,
21, 23, after 24, 66, 84,. 98; 103, 104, 105;
107,206,238
See also Great Western HiihwG
- Passes, See Mountain Passes
Pavements, See Road Surfaces Peat, G.,32, 121, 188
Pedestrian Facilities, 232-4,252, after 232,261-2
Perry, S.A., Deputy Surveyor-General, 1829-53,
22 Petrol Pumps, Roadside, 106, 157
Petrol Tax, 88-9, 128, 157, 196-7, 208, 210,
213-5

Peyton, I., 7
Phillip, Gov. A., 1-5
Pigs, Problems with, 6, 7
Planning, 145, 203-5, 222, 237-8
1788, 2, 5
1790, 3
1814, 13
1858, 41
1907-24, 76
1930'~,140-1, 164-5, 203-4
1939, 144-6
1956-66, 209
1959, 224-5
1960-70, 214, 238, 241
2000 A.D., 264
Advance Planning Section, 1959, 225
County of Cumberland Main Roads
Development Plans, 1945 and 1960
204-5, 214, 224, 238, 241
Defence Works, 174-7
Direct Route to Newcastle, 116, 118
Freeways, 204-5, 224, 233
Hawkesbury River Crossing, 12 1
Illawarra Planning Authority, 206
"Missing Links", 84, 102, 103, 116
Northumberland (Newcastle and
Environs) Planning Scheme, 207
Sydney Metropolitan Planning, 2, 43,
203-5. 224. 225
Tree planting, I56
See also Surveys of Road Needs
Plant and Equipment,
1925-30, 119-20
1927, 112
1928, 104
1929, 105, 113, 225
1930's, 151-3
1945, 191-3
1950-60, 217
1970, 238
Advertisements for Road Building
Equipment, 192OYs,66, 68, 70
Automatic Plotter and Computer, 257
Automatic Trimmer Spreader, 257,
after 232
Bitumen Macadam Mixing Machines,
104. 114
~rooms,'~echanical,
113, 137
Bulldozers, 152, 173, 185, 248
Caravans, 106, 113, 115, 150
Carry-all Scoops, 151-2, 162, 163, 181,
185
Concrete Paving Machines, 112-3, 120
Core-drilling Machine, 110
Crushers, 68, 197, 209
Diesel Shovel, 192
Distance Measuring Wheel, 179
Drag Spreaders, 106, 113,.131, 146,
147, 150, 151, 153, 192, 217
Electronic Data Processing Equipment,
242, after 232
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